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REPUBLICANS, DEMOCRATS, CONSERVATIVES, AND LIBERALS
“Liberal” and “Conserva ve” now don’t mean what they originally did and don’t mean what they should.
I like the ideals of original Conserva ves and original Liberals but I hate how the words are used now
and how the ideals were gu ed. This essay first describes Democrats and Republicans. I dislike both.
Then it explains what “Liberal” and “Conserva ve” meant originally and how they changed.
If you wish only depic on of Democrats and Republicans, read the material that begins at the first stars
below (**), and then go to the second stars. If you wish to read more “straight through” but don’t like
the length, I marked with a hash tag (#) a lot of material that you might skip. The term “state” usually
does not mean a state in the United States such as Oregon but government in general. The term “Party”
refers to a major poli cal party in the United States such as Democrats or Republicans. The term “party”
refers to any poli cal party in the poli cal process.
This essay is my opinions. The point is to help you think. I don’t assess many par cular issues such as
the Iran nuclear deal. I give general Republican and Democra c views. Other essays of mine do assess
issues. This essay is not a diatribe or academic ar cle. I do not support points with cita ons. I do not
intend to be rude but my annoyance shows. I repeat o en for convenience.
The real issues behind all the silly games: (a) whether enough true democracy can survive; (b) whether
Americans can do enough good, through poli cs, to keep America good enough for decent people; and
(c) whether enough Americans can think well enough to be adept good ci zens.
Neither the Democra c nor Republican stance is enough. You have to accept that both sides have good
and bad ideas. Don’t accept propaganda because it lets you feel righteous, enables your anger, or says
you will be be er oﬀ. You have not done your duty because you bothered to vote for the lesser evil.
Think out your deep values. Think where you got them, how realis c they are, and how good they are
for our mes. How do they apply to poli cs or should apply? See the world realis cally yet hold on to
idealis c hopes. This essay is more about ge ng you to do all this than about Par es.

PART 0: BACKGROUND
First Stars: ***** Read all sec ons except what is marked with # to show op onal.
Briefly.
Briefly (1): Patrons and Clients. Democrats, Republicans, and the American people play a poli cal game
of patrons and clients, a game at least 5000 years old. Some gaming happens in all governing including
democracy, and a good democracy can survive much gaming, but not too much. We are on the edge of
too much.
The core of the Democra c Party: (1) People who see themselves as modern, hip, cool, sympathe c to
all people and especially people unlike them, humanists, kind, and smart, such as some business people,
academics, professionals, ar sts, and homemakers. Since World War 2, the core has been educated. At
least since John Kennedy in the early 1960s, most of the core has come from the secure middle class and
upper middle class. The biggest client group of Democrats used to be working people but many le for
the Republican Party in the 1970s. Democra c clients now: (2) groups that are hard up, marginal, feel
fear, or feel discriminated against such as the poor, Blacks, women, Na ve Americans, LGBTQ people,
Hispanics, and immigrants. Some Democra c clients have half‐way good jobs but they s ll feel insecure,
fear falling into the hole of poverty, and don’t trust Republicans to give them more security; for them,
Democrats are the lesser of two evils.
The Republican core: (A) big business owners, wealthy people, powerful people, and upper class people.
The original clients were: (B) upper middle class people, professionals, medium sized business owners,
secure middle class people, and many White people. All Republicans see themselves as tough, realis c,
civic minded, willing to sacrifice for the whole, disciplined, and knowing be er what is morally good and
prac cally good for the na on. They know the value of wealth and power, and think they know decency
be er than other people. Republicans now have clients from groups that once had li le in common
with the core but gained common cause a er the turmoil of the 1950s to 1970s: (C1) working people,
middle class people, many Whites, and many Asians, all with steady jobs; (C2) working people and
middle class people who have half‐way good jobs but fear falling into the hole of poverty, think
Democrats will undermine what security they have, and hope Republicans give them enough security;
(C3) people who feel they pay more in taxes than they will ever get in services, especially taxes to
support rivals such as immigrants and Blacks; (C4) successful immigrants mostly from East Asia and
South Asia; (C5) people who fear Blacks, Hispanics, and immigrants; (C6) people who fear the poor,
people with bad jobs, and people with only half‐way good jobs; (C7) and people who believe fervently in
their version of tradi onal religion, mostly Chris ans.
Par es help clients with tax breaks, welfare, corporate welfare, en tlements, harsh drug laws, lax drug
laws, allowing abor on, figh ng abor on, trade protec on, free trade, stopping immigra on, helping
illegal immigrants, suppressing gays, allowing gay marriage, etc. Clients return favors with money and
votes. Democrats and Republicans help clients not only through direct posi ve help but by hur ng the

other poli cal Party and its clients, in par cular by hur ng rivals of clients such as other families, other
ethnic groups, and other religious groups.
Both Par es oﬀer ideologies that a ract some clients and exclude others such as for and against all
abor on or choice. Despite claims, the ideologies have li le to do with ideals or with a realis c picture
of the world. The ideologies do not say what the Par es really do. The ideologies dis nguish Par es
and signal to voters how a Party can help them and can hurt rivals. Both Par es claim the roots of their
stances in revered books such as the Bible and in thinkers such as John Locke, Edmund Burke, Adam
Smith, and John Stuart Mill. In fact, their ideologies have li le to do with such respected sources.
Democrats claim descent from Liberals while Republicans claim descent from Conserva ves but neither
Party really is like its claimed ancestors. “Liberal” and “Conserva ve” should not be used for current
Par es. Par sans use the terms only as code and they misuse the terms. Whenever someone says “as a
Liberal” or “as a Conserva ve”, almost always he‐she does not know what the terms really meant.
I use socio‐economic class and ethnicity as the most important feature of clients. Socio‐economic class
and ethnicity form the backdrop against which other iden es play out. Women, Gens X, Y, and Z, and
“Millenials” will get more ac ve in poli cs but that shi won’t strongly aﬀect poli cs for a while. When
changes come, s ll changes will act mostly through class and at least somewhat through ethnicity.
By carefully looking at issues and situa ons, o en we can see how poli cians and Par es have helped
the country as a whole. Our Na onal Park system is a great gem of human history. O en, in real life, it
is hardly possible to do be er than what was done, and any shor all come not because of greed but
because poli cians have to slog through a bog that was there long before they stepped in it. An essay
on how poli cians salvage goodness would be worthwhile but this essay is not that essay. This essay is
needed first. This essay uses broad strokes, big groups, and simplis c a tudes. This essay cri cizes and
complains. This essay does not use “perfect” as the one standard by which to judge but it does openly
lament. If you don’t like my limited view, my tone, then dig deeper into what really could be done to
make America and the world be er.
Briefly (2): ParƟes and the Future. Both Par es claim that all their policies aim at the greater good of
America and only at that goal. “If our programs do help a client, the needs of the client coincide with
the welfare of America. Double help, to the client and America, shows the wisdom of our basic stance.
If gain to a client did not also help America, of course our Party would not help that client at the cost of
hur ng America. Helping clients is an indirect but sure way of helping America, usually the only way to
help in par cular real situa ons.” Both Par es claim the other Party is killing America: “Our programs
stop the other Party from killing America, and so we save America”.
In fact, for both Par es, more important than America are success, gain for clients, thwar ng the other
Party, and thwar ng the clients of the other Party. They use ideas such as “America”, decency, realism,
prac cality, and social jus ce, as ploys. Neither Party has a clear idea of what helps America as a whole.
Both Par es throw money at their clients without regard for what happened in the past from throwing

money and without regard for the country. Only if the good of America by luck coincides with gain to a
Party and its clients does America really benefit. That is a slim thread on which to hang the future of
America, and it has frayed no ceably since 1981.
Despite many voters moving to the Republican Party in the 1970s and despite its success in elec ons,
the Republican Party is the minority party. Most people are not Republicans. Al Gore beat George W.
Bush in the popular vote, and would have won the Electoral College if the vo ng in Florida had not been
hinky. Barack Obama won the popular vote. Hilary Clinton easily won the popular vote despite Donald
Trump’s crazy claims. Trump won the Electoral College with strategy. Republicans since Reagan have
been great at nasty strategy. Both Par es gerrymander but Republicans took the art to its lowest level,
and Republicans win many oﬃces due only to gerrymandering. (If you don’t know how Republicans do
not have the most votes but s ll win most oﬃces, see my other essays or email me.)
Many (likely most) young people don’t wish to vote Republican because they don’t believe that wealth,
big business, a giant house, a trophy spouse, and a lot of gadgets, alone can make us all happy; they
wish to do something for the world besides personal success; and they sense sexism, racism, class‐ism,
and moral hypocrisy. The Republican Party has not been “the party of decency” for a long me. People
of all ages don’t vote Democrat because they don’t believe Democrats can oﬀer anything realis c and
comprehensive, do believe Democrats will spend hugely on clients to get almost nothing back for the
na on as a whole, and do believe Democrats will burden us with more confusing PC and regula ons.
People vote Republican from default rather than choice.
Neither Party has a vision of a be er America, be er world, and a be er America in a be er world, a
vision that Americans can believe is remotely true. (1) Neither Party has a realis c and inspiring vision
because: (a) neither Party accepts all the relevant facts, both par es pick and choose to make up a fake
reality that suits narrow needs; and (b) neither Party has much of any vision at all anyway. (2) The old
leadership lost control over clients, and clients can’t accept the whole picture, clients won’t accept all
the facts, and clients have li le vision beyond their par cular issues. See “Briefly (3)” below. Both
Par es happily push distorted visions so as to en ce clients to win elec ons and keep power.
The world has changed much since 1961 (Happy Days), 1974 (silliness and chaos), 1981 (Reagan), 2001
(9/11 and Bush), and 2008 (Obama). The world will change much a er Trump, and not as his followers
wish. So far, America has not faced up to changes and the new world. The “new normal” will not return
to the American Dream of the 1950s or 80s. America has enough wealth to make a be er new normal
than almost anywhere in the world ‐ if we can learn to use capitalism and poli cs to bring about near
fairness and to reward people tolerably well by merit. We can’t get perfect fairness but we can be fair
enough. People will have smaller houses, and many will live in apartments (clean, quiet, safe, eﬃcient,
friendly‐to‐nature). Young Americans seek a new normal that gives reasonable fairness, acceptance of
non‐harmful social diversity, hope to raise a family securely, and hope that their children can do as well
or a li le bit be er. This is not too much to ask.

America has not done what is needed to make the best of our huge human and natural resources so we
can have a reasonably fair and secure new normal. We squandered. As long as Par es seek victory by
catering to clients, rather than face the real world and help America as a whole find a be er reasonable
fairer new normal, then poli cal Par es will con nue to make it all worse. We will not find a new
normal and our place in the new normal.
It is not clear if voters who “went Republican” in the 1970s and 1980s can accept a new normal that is
not like their old wrong dreams, if they can accept new more realis c dreams. Even if they can’t, their
oﬀspring can. I do not expect Gen X, Gen Y, Gen Z, and Millenials to rise up and save us alone but they
can do be er than their ancestors, if only because they have no specific poli cal ax to grind. They want
a clear idea of the new normal even if the new normal is not up to the dreams of 1962 and 1986. They
don’t care which Party gives an accurate honest picture of the new normal as long as the picture is true
enough. They want a reasonably safe and fair new normal. They don’t expect a paradise of Le or
Right. They want a new normal that is workable for them and most people. They know they need an
honest picture of America and the world to find their best place in the new normal. Party propaganda
and terror fantasies don’t work for them anymore. For them to seek their new normal might be exactly
what America needs.
As always, the near future depends on whether fear, anger, despera on, striking out, and “my group”
prevail or if realis c goals, modest ideals, and some sharing prevail. The future depends on how the
poli cal baton gets passed and if the new genera ons can make a good new normal.
Democrats can lead if they can find a coherent realis c vision of the new normal, a be er America,
be er world, and a be er America in a be er world; undo Republican strategizing; convince people that
Democrats will not spend like crazy on clients while doing li le long‐term good; and convince people
that Democrats can help nature, help needy people, and promote jus ce without miring everyone in
regula ons and hyper PC. If Republicans come up with a similar realis c vision, and Democrats do not,
then Republicans can win, but they will have to give up many voters that entered the Party in the 1970s
and have to give up many Republicans who simply have an unrealis c vision of the world now and of our
place in the world now. Whichever Party comes up with the new vision, the vision is likely to be the
same in essence as if the other Party dreamed it, and likely to look much like the middle ground that
both Par es now disdain.
Briefly (3): Don’t Let Clients Run the Show. Neither Party is angelic but the leaders of both Par es were
fairly adept from World War 2 un l 1970 at guiding clients to the best interests of America as a whole.
Especially since 1980, tradi onal leaders have not been able to guide clients. Any par cular client bloc
doesn’t need a majority to control a Party if the Party must have that client to win, for example as
Democrats have needed Blacks and Republicans now need the followers of Trump. Clients are the tail
that wags the dog. Clients “double down” and “push single issues”. What they wish for o en does NOT
coincide with the best for America as a whole. Leaders know all this but have to go along anyway.

From World War 2 un l about 1970, labor controlled the Democra c Party but leaders of the Party
could guide labor along lines that helped the whole na on. A er about 1970, as working and middle
class Whites and Asians le the Party, Blacks came to control the “swing vote” for Democrats.
Democrats have had to cajole Blacks for fi y years. Loss of mass Black support was not the only reason
Hillary Clinton lost the Presiden al elec on but was one of the biggest. The coali on victory of Barack
Obama might have been the last big hurrah of Blacks na onally. Star ng in 2024, Hispanics likely will
replace Blacks as the swing voters for Democrats in many places. Because Hispanics assimilate be er
than Blacks, the policies of the Democra c Party might become more middle, mainstream, and fiscally
sound – maybe might.
Since 1980, a er Reagan, a coali on of White and Asian working and middle class people, along with the
Religious Right, has wagged the Republican dog. Backed by rich people, using skillful tac cs, they have
elected local oﬃcials, Senators, Representa ves, and Governors. George Bush 1 lost in part because he
was not their man. They were the power behind Newt Gingrich. They almost got President Bill Clinton
removed over a trifle compared to Donald Trump. They blocked John McCain from the Republican
nomina on for President in 2000 and they elected George Bush 2 instead. Sarah Palin was their darling.
They keep Righ st cable TV channels and radio going. They stopped George Bush’s brother, Jeb, in his
bid for the Republican nomina on. Donald Trump believes in nothing but he can convince them that he
believes what they do and he will fight for them. The old Republican guard lost nearly all control when
Donald Trump won. The coali on that formed in the late 1980s keeps the US out of global accords on
climate and the environment, keeps us out of trade agreements, gnaws constantly on abor on, and
ignores reality in trying to deal with drugs, crime, and immigra on.
It is in the nature of clients always to have a grievance and o en to have a grudge as well. Clients want
something really bad that they are dead sure they are en tled to and‐or they desperately want to
protect what they have against “greedy others” who are “set on taking it”. Clients feel en tlement, fear,
anger, and hate. Even people figh ng against abor on (for the unborn) and people figh ng for various
posi ve rights such as for LGBTQ (gay) rights follow this pa ern. When clients succeed, they feel
righteous, invincible, and eternal. When clients don’t get enough, they “double down” on en tlement,
fear, anger, hate, and greed. Even clients with a genuine need and who otherwise are good moral
people act like this.
Since 1980, en tlement, fear, anger, hate, and greed have been the biggest forces in American poli cs –
even if Americans are good people apart from poli cs. Those emo ons in others make me fearful and
angry, feel en tled to more wealth to make sure my wife and I are secure, and make me ready to lash
out. That is what mutual bad feelings do to all people and all groups, in a vicious circle.
Clients, no ma er how just their grievance and how good they are otherwise as people, rarely can place
their situa on in perspec ve and see beyond themselves to what is best for America. Think of groups
that you love and you despise. Do you really want your favorite group by itself to run the country based
on its agenda and its leaders alone? Do you really want feminists, Blacks, rich people, intense believers
of any religion or of atheism, business people, or upper middle class pseudo‐Liberals, to run the whole

show all by themselves? How would you get clients to cede control to good leaders? How do you get
people to accept all relevant facts? How do you get good leaders, especially leaders who can stand up
to clients and the Party? What are your visions?

PART 1: SOME FACTS TO KEEP IN MIND, MOSTLY ECONOMIC
Sec ons are broken into sub‐topics by dashes.
American Capitalism Works Well but has Flaws and Problems.
‐On the whole, American capitalism works well. It provides more services and material goods to more
people for lower costs than ever in the history of the world. Without the security that it gives us, we
could not have democracy. Capitalism does not fail us so much as our own self‐induced blindness and
the poli cs of blindness fail us. I like American capitalism.
‐American capitalism does have some flaws, mostly with what economists call “imperfect compe on”.
The flaws support sustained profit, profit that does not come from innova on. The flaws lead to chronic
problems with unemployment, bad jobs, costs, and to gaps in wealth and power, and they help sustain
big business firms. Economic flaws and problems worsen exis ng problems with socio‐economic class
and both within‐and‐between groups such as based in ethnicity, religion, age, na onal origin, gender,
immigra on, and region. For example, flaws lead to some poverty and so they allow some groups, such
as men, Whites, and Blacks, to make sure the brunt of poverty falls on other groups, such as women,
Hispanics, and Na ve Americans.
We cannot cure flaws and problems once‐and‐for‐all. In par cular, we cannot cure them with welfare,
high minimum wage, educa on alone, jobs programs alone, programs to expand (grow) the economy,
tariﬀs, tax breaks, trade war, or welfare for business. We must face flaws, the problems that come from
them, and the problems to which they add. We have to deal with problems in ways that take the flaws
into account, don’t make flaws and problems worse, take into account flawed human nature, and take
into account how business firms really work. But we have not faced up to flaws and problems for
decades, and likely we will not face up in the near future.
Even with its flaws, we should not judge American capitalism primarily by its flaws and problems. We
should not try to change it deeply to ease poli cal pressure. We should not adopt big scale socialism.
We should not adopt business fascism as favored by Republicans and China. We should not try to make
capitalism do more than it naturally can do by trying to make the economy grow fast, as with “s mulus
packages” and “corporate welfare”. We should keep our capitalist economy going in a natural way and
use it for good government.
Democrats and Republicans have their own characteris c way of denying flaws and the problems that
come with flaws. Their responses say more about them than about the economy. You should not learn
about the economy and about how it supports good democracy, or does not support good Democracy,
from what Democrats and Republicans say. You should learn on your own.

Democrats overlook the flaws and instead oﬀer unrealis c ways of dealing with the problems as if we
could deal with the problems without knowing the underlying flaws. Without knowing how problems
are rooted, Democrats cannot give realis c ways to deal with problems. Instead they simply “throw
money” through programs. Democrats do not consider the role of human nature in how problems arise
and persist. For example, Democrats stress the harm of poverty and discrimina on, and insist we use all
the resources needed to cure them without thinking why they recur, why previous cures failed, and
what we can really do. Democrats refuse to see the role that marginalized groups in their own harm.
Paradoxically, Democrats assume the Republican‐made economy is always strong enough to support
any Democra c nkering and to cure all problems through Democra c nkering. Democrats assume we
must solve problems directly by large state programs and we solve problems only that way. Democrats
insist that helping business does not solve problems and it does give rich people ever more advantage.
Democrats take this view because it appeals to clients such as Blacks, women, immigrants, and the poor,
and this view allows them to fight Republicans and Republican clients. Democrats are wrong that state
programs can cure all problems and will not hurt the economy. The economy can support only so much.
Some problems we cannot cure, especially we cannot cure them through state money, and can only
manage.
Republicans simply deny the flaws and problems. The flaws and problems are only temporary or come
only from weakness in human character or weakness in the culture (a tude) of a group, such as from
wishing to get something without working. Problems come from trying to get the state to support some
group that styles itself as a vic m. Problems come from using Democrats to get the state to give to all
such self‐styled groups. Otherwise, the economy would be flawless and would give everyone a good job
and good life. Anything that helps business and the business class also automa cally helps the whole
na on and should be supported. Anything that hinders business and the business class hurts the whole
na on and should be thwarted, including Democra c programs and clients. Republicans take their view
because it appeals to clients and it helps them to hurt Democra c programs and clients.
Although Republicans insist there are no economic flaws that lead to real problems, s ll Republicans
also insist the economy never does as well as it could and so it always needs state support for business.
Without constant‐and‐increasing state support for business, the domes c economy will flounder and
the US will be weak globally. Where Democrats call on the state to solve all problems Republicans call
on the state to support business so business can solve all problems for us. Republicans do not insist the
state support business only to counter Democra c stupidity but because state support for business is
necessary in itself. Again, Republicans take their view because it appeals to clients and it helps them to
hurt Democra c programs and clients.
Both Par es see errors in the other Party but don’t see their own errors. Both Par es are overall wrong
and they o en make ma ers worse. Both Par es make it hard to figure what is really wrong, what to do
about it for the long term, and to really do something.
Na onal Wealth and Na onal Good.

‐As every major moral and religious teacher tells us, morality (goodness) is not the same as wealth or
power.
An individual person can be good without wealth or power. Jesus told a young rich man to give away all
his wealth to follow God, and Buddhist monks own nearly nothing. With individuals, wealth, and caring
about wealth, can hinder goodness. (Yet, as Aristotle showed in his “Ethics” and Samuel Butler showed
in “The Way of All Flesh”, most people need some wealth to be good. S ll, we get the ideal of “morality
first, and above all” for individual people. We admire Mother Teresa.)
‐What applies to individuals does not always apply to na ons. If a na on does not have enough wealth,
or the wealth is distributed badly, the na on cannot be good. A na on needs a minimum amount of
wealth per person to be good, and the wealth has to be fairly evenly distributed. “Per person” does not
refer only to average wealth where many people are poor and some are rich but requires that the large
majority have enough. A moderate gap between rich and middle can be good. A big gap can be put up
with if most people have enough and the gap does not always grow. I don’t guess how much wealth per
person or family is needed for life now. It should buy modest food, water, shelter, educa on, security,
medical care, and legal services; and allow hope for advancement due to talent, eﬀort, and character.
We wish this for our children more than us.
If a na on has enough wealth, the wealth is not distributed in wrong ways, its people have the correct
character, the na on has the correct ins tu ons, and the na on has adept leadership, then the na on
can be good. In fact, it can endure much bad and recover. Enough na ons have come close enough to
the condi ons so as to make good places to live, at least for a while, even now. I like Canada, Thailand,
and America. I hear much of Europe is good.
Having much wealth and power does not usually make a na on bad if the na on meets the condi ons
for being good. Wealth is not inherently bad and usually it is good. Having much wealth and power can
help a na on, especially to overcome temporary bad distribu on of wealth and bad leadership.
‐A bad distribu on of wealth and‐or power makes any na on bad, bad in ways that wealth alone cannot
overcome, bad in ways that more wealth cannot overcome. As with persons, doggedly seeking wealth
or power, and doggedly seeking ever more, makes a na on bad. Bad na ons seem to become worse as
they become wealthier and more powerful. You can find examples in history. A na on needs power to
protect its wealth, wealth can make power, and power can make wealth. But to make your life primarily
through wealth and power leads inevitably to corrup on and evil. You, and the na on, cannot make up
for seeking wealth and power 98% of the me by serving meals in a soup kitchen 2% of the me, or by
making sure the right poli cal candidates for your agenda get into oﬃce.
Sadly, now, Russia, China, North Korea, Iran, too o en America, and too o en Muslim na ons, are trying
to get ever more wealth, power, and glory. India and Brazil likely will follow.

America has enough wealth, qualifies in other good ways, and doesn’t yet disqualify in bad ways, so that
America is s ll a good na on. America has been a good na on for most of its history, and s ll is mostly
good. We need to find ways to hold on to this lucky legacy and to improve on it. More real wealth does
help if it is used well and distributed well. More real wealth does not automa cally solve all problems.
Dangers for America now are: (1) a bad distribu on of wealth even though we have enough wealth; (2)
the feeling of a bad distribu on of wealth regardless of the real distribu on; (3) the feeling that America
must hold the upper hand around the world; and (4) the false ideas that wealth alone can cure all our
problems automa cally or more wealth alone can cure all our problems automa cally.
America now does NOT have an unfair horrible bad distribu on of wealth. It does have a more unequal
distribu on than in the recent past, the inequality is bad enough to be a serious issue, and inequality will
get worse rather than be er.
‐America shi ed its distribu on of wealth and power from what it had in the 1950s through early 1970s.
The shi has been due largely to entry into the world economy, an entry that was managed ineptly. We
did a poor job of adjus ng to being merely the richest na on in the world, and the bad adjustment badly
aﬀects the poor, working class, and middle class. This shi in wealth bolsters the fear that already we
have a bad unfair distribu on and the distribu on will soon be horrible. Distribu on will be so bad as to
hurt our children. It bolsters the fear of falling into the hole of poverty, especially for our children. We
feel fear, anger, and hate. Fear, anger, and hate lead us to poli cal acts that make us not a good na on
or that make us a bad na on.
Republicans wrongly say wealth alone, especially more wealth alone, can make us a good na on, and
Republicans pursue ever more wealth in the false hope that it alone will do the job. For Republicans,
quan ty of wealth overrides any distribu on, even one that is obviously bad and ge ng worse. Simple
quan ty of wealth supersedes decency because wealth is supposed to make decency: rich makes right
and poor makes bad. Republicans say they pursue morality along with wealth but I see li le to show
that any morality they pursue really helps make a be er na on. Direct pursuit of wealth alone usually
leads to both bad morality and a bad distribu on of wealth. Usually the dogged direct pursuit of more
wealth leads to no more wealth, or to less wealth, for the na on as a whole, than we get from simple
natural economic growth without deliberate help. Ac ng to pursue wealth alone as the solu on to all
problems, while shou ng about decency, really is a way to avoid moral choices and avoid thinking. By
not even thinking about a good distribu on of wealth, Republicans boost the feeling that wealth already
is so badly distributed that the American people and America the na on cannot be good. Their stance
makes groups fear other groups, and so helps make the na on bad.
Democrats wrongly say the ma er is en rely about distribu on. They do not see any es between the
amount of wealth and its distribu on; they refuse to see how people feel threatened even by modest
redistribu on even in a na on that has much. They do not see that redistribu on can undermine total
wealth and the working spirit. They say the state must ensure correct distribu on, only the state can do
the job, and the state must do the job by direct strong interference. We cannot rely on a well‐running

economy alone with modest adjustments alone to do the job. The state must take money to give to the
downtrodden and poor even if the money does not lead to much improvement over me, and even if
transfer of wealth makes people unhappy and makes things overall worse. The state takes money from
the working and middle classes. The state tries to take money from the upper middle and upper classes
but those classes wriggle out and hate Democrats for trying to take their wealth and privileged posi on.
Democra c policies can diminish wealth a li le, and can “rock the economic boat”. Contrary to Righ st
dogma, Democra c policies don’t o en lead to much less total wealth and some mes expand total
wealth a bit. Their policies also lead people to fear that too much wealth will be taken unfairly, and to
fear that unfair taking will lead to a permanent bad distribu on of wealth and power in favor of others.
This bad outcome of redistribu on did happen in other places, and so fears are jus fied. Democra c
policies lead to backlash; and their policies increase feelings that we never have enough wealth and that
what we do have always is badly distributed. Democrats also o en make the na on worse.
Modern capitalism gives us enough wealth if we can make sure wealth is distributed fairly (or not badly)
and can make sure people feel it is fairly distributed. We should avoid much state forced re‐distribu on
of wealth. We should seek be er distribu on within the normal opera on of the economy. This can be
done. It takes leadership that we have not had.
American Capitalism is Mostly Fair but not En rely Fair; the Modern Role of Diplomas.
‐If a person has talent, develops the talent as through an educa on, works hard, gets some recogni on,
and he‐she wishes more income, then that person deserves more income and likely will get it. I leave
luck out of considera on. If a person has less talent, he‐she deserves less income and usually gets less.
If a person does not develop talent, he she deserves less, and usually gets less. If he‐she does not work
hard, he‐she deserves less, and usually gets less. Usually, even if a person has the other three features,
but has a bad a tude or character, he‐she gets less. Some jobs need a bristly character but that is not
relevant here. I don’t go into what happens with interac ons such as a person with only modest talent
but who works hard, or big talent but no ambi on.
Value on the market does not always coincide with what we see as intrinsic value, social, moral, ar s c,
religious, or intellectual value, or character. Physicists are more important than TV stars but get paid
less. Physicists get paid more than janitors. Some people do have major talent, develop their talent,
and work hard, but s ll don’t get paid as much as people with mediocre talent who catch on. I can think
of fi y classical musicians and jazz musicians who should have made more than pop idols. Likely the
most talented character actor ever in movies was Walter Brennan; he o en carried his movies; but he
never made as much as stars with less talent. This eﬀect is annoying but doesn’t derail what I say here.
George Gershwin deserved all his wealth.
You do not deserve a good job because you are an American. You do not deserve a good job because
you are in a social group that has had high incomes such as White male graduates of “name” schools.
You do not deserve a good job because you are in a social group that was‐and‐or‐s ll‐is disadvantaged
such as an ethnic, religious, or gender group, such as Blacks and women. You do not deserve a good job

because you have talents that your group values but the world as a whole doesn’t, such as “class”, taste
in clothes, dance moves, owning a pit bull, blaring music, ironic detachment, skill in twisty ideology, wit,
ar s c insight, always knowing the current and next big thing, a taste for racist sexist bi er hater violent
music, or skill in resentment and anger.
In America now, anybody who has ability can get a good educa on, if he‐she has only a li le help from
teachers and ins tu ons. With the Internet, you can get a good educa on almost free. You can get a
good educa on in a field that pays well or in any field you wish. Not all fields pay well even to people
with great talent and skill.
‐The problem is not in ge ng an educa on in a field that pays well. The problem is ge ng recognized
and hired for your talent, educa on, work ethic, and character. You need to be cer fied.
Usually ge ng recognized means not only a diploma but a diploma from a source that is recognized and
reliable, and that lets you climb the ladder from one reliable ins tu on to another, one reliable diploma
to another, one good job to another (usually in the same firm). You need to a end schools that oﬀer
fairly high quality educa on and build character, people trust to do both, and people know about. There
are excep ons but I don’t go into them here. It doesn’t ma er if the reliable school is a “name” school,
it ma ers that the school is reliable enough and people know so well enough.
People do not get diplomas, and do not get access to “good” schools, en rely according to individual
merit. Biases enter, such as by wealth, class, ethnicity, culture of ethnic group, gender, religion, speech,
area, and image.
Americans now cannot trust our public schools to develop the talent of students well enough, teach
skills needed by employers, teach skills needed in a democracy, and teach clearly what a good a tude is
versus a bad a tude. Employers and the public don’t trust the products and diplomas of many public
schools now.
Biases could be overcome well enough except for the problem with public schools. Because we can’t
trust public schools in general, biases become powerful, going to a well‐known reliable school becomes
important, and children from disadvantaged groups o en can’t go to those schools.
Even with biases, for the large majority of people, the system succeeds. More talent, educa on, work,
and good character lead to greater income, and the reverse. Anyone who has lived outside the US and
some countries of Europe, such as Germany, knows how much fairer educa on and jobs are here and in
good countries of Europe. You cannot blame all failure on discrimina on, not even in America.
As a society, we can and should do be er. We need to make sure that nearly all public schools can be
trusted to make a high ra o of students with competence and without a bad character.
Even then, not all students have natural talent and not all are guaranteed good jobs.

Limited Resources and Output; Everything has a Cost; We Must Allocate.
‐Resources and output are limited, including jobs, houses, spouses, air, water, schools, safety, guns, safe
neighborhoods, and jus ce. We cannot have everything. America is lucky to have much. Over me, our
economy grows, and so usually we get more, and we get more per person (average), but s ll we cannot
have everything. We have to learn how to make the best of what we have now and how to make the
best of more when it comes naturally.
‐Everything has a cost. There is no free lunch, ba leship, home mortgage, educa on, tax break, police
protec on, fire protec on, shopping mall, business promo on, civil right, human right, or freedom. If
we wish for something, or we wish for more, then we have to pay the cost. The cost can be in money,
eﬀort, me, anguish, blood, sweat, tears, other goods foregone, worry, or all of them.
Paying for State Services.
‐You personally pay for everything the state does. The following people do not pay for you: “them”, the
government, those guys, other taxpayers, rich people, business firms, stupid people who can’t get out of
paying their taxes, neighbors, workmates, friends, Democrats, Republicans, Whites, Blacks, and Asians.
You are one of “them”. You are the state. If the state pays, you pay. If the state does good things, you
should be honored to pay. Even if the state does stupid wasteful things, you pay. If you have to pay, it
is be er to pay for good things.
If someone else pays less, you pay more. If you pay less, someone else pays more.
The only way for both to pay less is to reduce government services. That sounds great to taxpayers who
all feel they pay more than everyone else, they pay too much, and don’t get what they pay for. But, in
fact, most people could not live without nearly all the services that they get from the state, and would
“raise hell” if services were cut. If you want services, somebody has to pay. Paying should be as fair as
can be. If you get services, you should pay for them, unless you are genuinely poor.
‐A state in which each ci zen personally does not pay his‐her fair share, in which some ci zens do not
pay their fair share, in which even a few ci zens think they can get others to pay for them, is a bad ugly
state and cannot be a real democracy. If people feel like that in America, then America is bad and ugly
and is not a democracy.
In real life, you can get others to pay for you. Real life is real life, even in America. Ge ng others to pay
for you is a big part of what real poli cs is about. Some rich people and business firms think they are
clever not to pay taxes. Regular people think they are clever to get tax breaks and to get benefits from
programs, making other people pay for them. But, if you do get other people to pay for you, then you
are not clever but are bad, ugly, and undemocra c, even in America.

In real states, when ordinary people (first people) get something free by making other people (second
people) pay for them, usually the first people pay in other ways, such as by paying for things that the
second people get. Poor people get welfare but they also pay a big share of their income in sales tax.
Middle class people get a lot in educa on subsidies but they also pay for welfare. Then, people think: If
he‐she gets something, then I want something too, and I want more. If I get something, he‐she will want
something, usually more than me. I must win the war of privileges. I can win by ge ng more than them
or by making sure they get less than us. People work hard for an advantage and to make sure their
party gives them an advantage. People don’t work to make a fair system.
Soon, nobody is sure who really pays how much for what, who pays more or less overall, who gets more
and who less, whether what we get personally is worth the cost, whether what he‐she gets is worth the
cost, whether we pay for them or they pay for us, whether what we all together get is worth the cost,
and if anything is fair. Everybody is sure that he‐she is ge ng screwed and is sure every other guy is
ge ng a be er deal at our expense, a be er deal that he‐she doesn’t deserve but we do. We play hard,
o en viciously, at privilege, jealousy, patronage, and “ins and outs”, as we do now. That is bad ugly and
undemocra c too.
The biggest step to a be er system is simple, clear, transparent, fair taxes and fair programs; with good
ideas of how much overall each person pays and each group pays to the state and gets from the state.
We don’t have that.
Alloca on Again.
‐When we pay to get one thing, or more of it, we have to accept less of other things. That loss is a kind
of cost but people overlook it. (People teach this lesson to children but usually don’t remember it as
adults. This widespread forge ng is a big cost of bad statecra .) If we want to spend more me with
friends, we spend less me with family, and vice versa. If we wish to earn more at work, we have to
spend less me with family. If family is be er than work, then we spend less me at work, make less
money, and are less important in our arena. If a state builds more roads, it hires fewer teachers. If a
state wants more social jus ce, it has to enforce social jus ce, and so it has to oﬀer fewer tax breaks. If
we are clear about the trade‐oﬀs and we are happy to make the trade‐oﬀs, then fine. O en, a voluntary
trade‐oﬀ leaves us be er oﬀ in our view such as when we quit working on the lawn to play golf or quit
cleaning to sit and watch a movie on TV.
S ll, no trade‐oﬀ, no wheeling dealing, no magic, no poli cal schemes, can give us everything we wish at
li le cost and with nothing foregone.
We have to decide what resources we have including me, eﬀort, health, family members, and friends;
what we want including family, friends, and success; how much; at what cost; what we will give to get it;
and what we will give up to get it. This is called “alloca on”.
Zero Sum Games and Posi ve Sum Games.

‐A situa on in which whatever one person‐or‐group gains another person‐or‐group loses is a “zero sum
game”. Poker usually is a zero sum game. Strip poker usually is a zero sum game if you think only in
terms of ar cles of clothing. If we give to one group, we take from another. If we give more in Social
Security, we spend less on the military and on corporate welfare. If one person gets a good job, then
another person loses a good job.
A situa on in which, by interac ng (playing the game), most people gain more than they lose, and all the
players together gain more than all the players together lose, is called a “posi ve sum game” (the total
sum of gains exceeds the total sum of losses). The game is good for most people. To play is be er than
not to play. A social gathering is usually a posi ve sum game. Strip poker o en is posi ve sum if you
think in terms of enjoyment rather than pieces of clothing. Business firms should be posi ve sum games
for employees through division of labor. Academic departments are supposed to be posi ve sum
games. Playing with your children o en is posi ve sum. Free fair trade is always posi ve sum, for
reasons that I don’t go into here.
In a good economy in a good state, poli cs is not a zero sum game and the economy is not a zero sum
game but both are posi ve sum games and should together to form a larger posi ve sum game. By
buying, selling, working, doing your job well, hiring, firing, opening, closing, managing, developing,
inves ng, and “entrepreneur‐ing”, people are be er oﬀ and have more than if every family took care of
its own needs all by itself without “outside” jobs. Everybody gains when everybody merely does his‐her
job. I like that. Do you really wish to hunt squirrels and chop wood? Wouldn’t you rather make wagons
and then trade those to other people who would rather hunt squirrels and chop wood?
Over me the economy grows, o en faster than people have children and faster than land runs out, so
people also have more and are be er oﬀ. Then, if one person gets a good job, the total number of good
jobs has gone up. If one person opens a bar or a bakery, another bar or bakery doesn’t have to close. If
one company makes computers, other computer companies don’t have to go out of business. For most
of its history, America has been in a firm posi ve sum game.
The idea of a zero sum game is a strong version of the ideas that resources are limited, and that what
one person gets another person loses. The idea of a posi ve sum game, in the real world, also includes
the idea that resources are limited but the idea is not so obvious in a posi ve sum game, and it would
take too long to explain why limited resources are important even in a posi ve sum but we don’t see the
importance of limited resources as clearly. “Resources are limited and we must make choices” (allocate)
is true even in a posi ve sum game and even when the economy grows.
In a good economy, posi ve sum games usually lead to a good distribu on of wealth, or at least they do
not lead to a bad distribu on of wealth. If an otherwise healthy economy leads to a bad distribu on of
wealth, something odd is going on, o en bad poli cs.

‐People get used to the benefits of the posi ve sum game that is a good economy, and so don’t feel they
are in a posi ve sum game even when they have been and s ll are, even when a posi ve sum game built
the good economy that we now live in. Some mes people no ce the benefits of a posi ve sum game
when the economy grows as a er a big inven on (computers, smart phones, self‐driven cars) or during
the recovery a er a recession. But usually they don’t no ce even then that they are in a posi ve sum
game where everybody helps everybody else just by doing his‐her job. At a grocery store we get cheap
food all the me without thinking where it came from, so we forget what life would be like if we had to
grow our own apples and had to hunt rabbits for dinner.
Even when the economy is in a posi ve sum game over the long run, and when a posi ve sum game is
“running in the background”, s ll, in the short run of a decade or so, the economy acts and feels like a
zero sum game. For most prac cal purposes, the economy is in a zero sum game for most people. Their
feeling of being in a zero sum game is not bad faith or bad imagina on. Then, the acts of most players
(people and business firms in the economy) are based on their correct feeling that we are in a zero sum
game over the me span that counts for them. How they play depends on what all is going on in the
background including poli cs, and on how they feel. If they feel secure, they will be pa ent, cause no
damage, and cause benefit by working in the posi ve sum game that runs in the background. If they
feel insecure, if they fear and hate, then they are hasty, cause damage, and undermine the posi ve sum
game that runs in the background. They “screw things up”.
Even when the economy is growing, and people know it is growing, because good eﬀects take a while to
kick in, people o en feel they are in a zero sum game even when they are in a posi ve sum game. Only
in real boom mes do people feel they are in an overall posi ve sum game. Because boom mes can’t
last, the feeling is an illusion and it blocks us from apprecia ng the real posi ve sum game that is the
whole economy and that is running in the background. The feeling of a posi ve sum game that we get
during booms would not be an illusion if we applied the feeling to the real posi ve sum game that is
running in the background but people don’t see that way and it is hard to teach them to see that way.
People focus on what is wrong for them rather than what is right for everybody.
This feeling of being in a zero sum game even when really we are in a posi ve sum game is not always
bad. It can be alright if: we are really in a posi ve sum game “running in the background”; the economy
is not contrac ng quickly; people feel the game is fair whatever sum it is; people feel that everyone has
enough even if some people have more; people feel that people with more talent, drive, educa on, etc.
get fairly paid more; people feel people with less talent, drive, etc. get fairly paid less; people feel there
are not many “slackers” who ride for free; and people feel owners actually contribute something. When
people don’t feel the game is fair, etc, then, even when the economy recovers and‐or grows, people feel
they are in a bad zero sum game, and then people fear and get angry.
It is easier to get people to think they are in an unfair zero sum game than in a good posi ve sum game,
even when a good posi ve sum game runs in the background. It is easier to make people fear based on
bad fantasy than to lead people to hope based on pre y good reality. Poli cal par es use this tendency

to make clients and s r up ac on. This is another reason why we have to be completely honest about
flaws and problems, even when it is hard to do something about flaws and problems.
In the real world, the economy and state are not always in a posi ve sum game. They can go backwards
so that we lose wealth and security. They can stall, some mes for decades, so that we are in a zero sum
game or worse, as in the Great Depression and Great Recession. They can stall for a big ra o of people,
usually the working and middle class, even while other groups benefit and go forward, the upper middle
and upper classes. Those are unusual condi ons but they scare hell into people.
Since about 1975, people have felt the game is always zero sum, is not posi ve sum, and is not fair etc.
So, they play quite hard: what another player gets they lose; and what they get, they take from another;
when one person gets a good job, then another person loses a good job; when my child gets a good job,
another child loses a good job; when my child loses a good job, it is only because another child got his‐
her good job by hook or by crook. People and business firms try to get security and payments from the
state. People hate deeply that someone can live and raise a family oﬀ their taxes. People hate that
some people can make a good living simply by owning something while having no other talent. People
hate that someone can make a good living simply by performing a skill that is not so hard to do but takes
a graduate degree to get a license for and to get a job for such as a doctor, lawyer, or den st. People
hate when they invest a huge amount in the educa on of their children and their children can’t get one
of those good jobs. This is not a sweet pre y situa on. It o en gets ugly and morally bad. It harms
democracy. It does not have to get ugly, if we know what is going on and we have good adept leaders.
We have not had them.
We don’t usually no ce we are in a posi ve sum game, so we mistakenly think we are stalled when we
are not stalled (or not as stalled as we think). As a result, we wish for constant interference by the state
when constant interference would do li le good and more likely would do harm. Poli cal par es claim
they can make the economy grow as in a posi ve sum game, and so make everybody be er oﬀ. Again:
The programs that arise from the claims, such as tax reduc ons and corporate welfare, almost always do
more harm than good. We are almost always be er oﬀ le ng the economy grow naturally in its own
natural long‐term posi ve sum game, the game that we don’t no ce. The best policy‐and‐ac on is to
build a solid framework which reduces uncertainty but does not eliminate uncertainty, and lets business
people and ci zens make good long‐term decisions.
Interfering during bad situa ons such as the Great Recession following 2007 is jus fied when it is based
on sound economics. Obama’s ideas to help us then would have produced excellent results if they had
been carried out, and even what was carried out was needed and it did what was needed. The problem
was that his programs for helping America were “gu ed” by Congress people on both sides of the aisle
pu ng “pork” and personal gain ahead of the general welfare. We lost a golden opportunity to invest in
infrastructure that badly needs it, to invest in new technology, give people real jobs, and give people
real job skills. Be sure to blame both Par es.

Even when we are not in a bad situa on, Par es always claim, as a ploy, that we are bad oﬀ, and only
their ideas can get us out. It seems we are always in a bad situa on. Their policies rarely are based on
sound economics that apply to situa ons that we really are in. Too o en, their policies are not based on
sound economics almost regardless of the situa on, and so could not get us out even if we were in the
bad situa on that they imagine we are in.
Learn how to assess what situa on we are in. If it really is not good enough, think what we might do to
make it be er, realis cally. Remember that “wait, and do nothing for a while” is a real op on. Recall
that, “help the poor, working class, and middle class un l we all weather the storm” is an op on. Think
for yourself. Don’t believe what the Par es say either about the situa on or how to make it all be er. If
one Party happens to agree with you, fine. To figure this out for yourself, you do have to learn a li le
economics. If our system of taxes and programs were simpler, all this would be easier to figure out. As
it is, I wish you luck, and feel free to advise me.
Compara ve Compe

on.

‐Like it or not, we compete with our neighbors in jobs, status, beauty, prowess, popularity, etc. “Mean
girls” and “mean boys” are real. Like it or not, compe on is not usually about what we have without
regard to what other people have but what we have‐and‐don’t‐have compared to what they have‐and‐
don’t‐have. Compe on is everywhere and it is “compara ve”. The slang term is “keeping up with the
Joneses” but the eﬀect is wider than that. Compara ve compe on is a big force in what turns posi ve
sum games into zero sum games. If we could know what enough is, see we have enough, and be happy
with the enough that we do have, we could easily see that we are in a posi ve sum game. But we never
feel as if we have enough because we always need a li le more than the other guy, so we always feel as
if we are in a zero sum game. More problems arise on top of the feeling of compe ng with neighbors,
and we get a “double dose” of zero sum game and all the nas ness that it brings.
Not only are mean people real but so are friends, good neighbors, good ci zens, good Samaritans, and
good poli cians. Some people, o en those who are religious, know what enough is, know when they
have enough, and are content. We have to consider it all, nega ve and posi ve. This topic is too much
to go into here. I have wri en about this topic elsewhere.
Limita ons Again.
‐Again: Schemers in both Par es oﬀer plots in which their programs increase the economy and so we
are not in a zero sum game, we are in a fast‐growing posi ve sum game, we can aﬀord it all, nobody
loses, nobody loses by what the schemers gain, seemingly nobody pays, and everybody gains, even if a
par cular group gets most of any supposed increase. Supposed tax reduc ons are usually like this. You
pay eventually through increased state debt even if you think you pay less in taxes now. This scheming
works so seldom that we should assume it never works at all. Always assume it is a scam. Don’t fool
yourself with your own wishful thinking and fear. Don’t let poli cians “lead you around by the nose”
with your own wishful thinking. You do real damage that way.

‐As a na on, we need to look at what we can aﬀord in total right now without any more debt, and then
we should decide how much each program gets within that total. We should immediately stop deficit
spending and learnt to live en rely with what we can take in regularly in taxes, except for emergencies
such as the Great Recession. We should never forget that we can’t aﬀord it all, and we should always
take into account who loses and who wins. This is important.
‐Nothing in “we can’t aﬀord it all right now” says we can’t aﬀord more later if we wait for the economy
to grow naturally and we have more real wealth then. I don’t mean get now and pay later, go into debt.
I mean the opposite: If we wish more, then wait to get richer later, and buy it later when we can aﬀord
it and we can make a new alloca on.
The idea “we can’t aﬀord it all right now” is not a ploy to keep pu ng oﬀ real need, a ploy never to act
on real need, never to give tax breaks to working people, never to help nature, never to seek social
jus ce, never to fund the police adequately, and so always to use wealth for other desires that par san
poli cs prefers but that are not as good. “We can’t aﬀord it all now” means we must allocate wisely.
“We can’t aﬀord it all right now” does mean we cannot aﬀord all the weapons that we wish for, all the
social jus ce that we deserve, and all the corporate welfare that rich people dream about. We have to
accept limits and trade‐oﬀs even with those.
Nothing in “we can’t aﬀord it all right now” says to favor business over social needs or vice versa.
Nothing says to favor the military over private ac vity, or vice versa. Nothing says state projects are
more eﬃcient than private enterprise, or vice versa. Some mes social programs give a be er return on
investment than business welfare or military spending. Some mes the state fulfills a need be er, more
eﬀec vely, and more eﬃciently than private ac on, and vice versa. We have to use experience,
analysis, judgment, and wisdom rather than ideology and propaganda.
Stupidity about Tax Breaks.
‐People deliberately misunderstand tax breaks. People pretend: tax breaks are neutral; tax breaks do
no harm but only help the people who get the break; tax breaks never hurt anybody else; or, if tax
breaks do make other people pay for the receivers, the loss is never much. None of that is true. All is
harmful wishful thinking.
Tax breaks have four harmful eﬀects:
A tax break to anybody is: (1) an unearned gain to the receiving person (and group); and (2) a loss from
the pool of total tax revenue. Whatever someone gains in a tax break, (3) someone else has to pay to
make up for (1) benefits given to the recipient and (2) for lost revenue.

(4) In addi on, the people who pay are at a disadvantage compared to people who receive, usually a
double or triple disadvantage. (a) They pay both the costs noted above while the receivers get benefits
that the payers paid for. (b) So, receivers gain by comparison while payers lose by comparison. When
the people who receive compete with the people who pay, as is o en the case, then the people who pay
not only lose (pay) but they also (c) support their compe tors against themselves.
To clarify eﬀects 1, 2, and 3: Suppose the owners of red cars legally can write oﬀ the interest payments
on their car loans, and don’t have to pay licenses and taxes. Then, the owners of cars of all other colors
have to pay more in taxes to make up for the benefits to red car owners and for lost revenue. Likewise,
if house buyers write oﬀ interest on their taxes then everyone who is not buying a house, including poor
renters, has to pay more taxes to make up for the benefits to the house buyers and the lost revenue. If
some people deduct state and local taxes from federal taxes, then everybody who cannot deduct those
taxes, mostly poor people and working people, has to pay more in taxes to make up for the benefits that
be er‐oﬀ people get and for lost revenue. There is no way around this eﬀect.
4 con nued: O en, a tax break to one group is not only a boon for them but eﬀec vely punishes other
groups by comparison, par cularly rivals. Tax breaks for big business in eﬀect hurt small business, and,
in eﬀect, small business pays for the tax breaks that hurt them and help their big business rivals. When
a giant corpora on gets its local taxes and its state taxes reduced, then local small business has to pay
more to make up the diﬀerence; local small business goes along because it hopes the new factory brings
in more local customers to make up for their addi onal tax burden. Most tax breaks for working people
with good jobs, for middle class people, and upper middle class people, in eﬀect punish poor people and
working people, if only because middle and upper middle class people can take advantage of tax break
while poor working people and poor people cannot. If Whites can claim a tax benefit more o en and‐or
can claim a bigger benefit from a tax break than can Blacks, then, in eﬀect, the tax break punishes Blacks
– and vice versa. If two‐parent middle class families can claim a tax break more o en, or can claim a
bigger tax break, than can single‐parent families, then, in eﬀect, the tax break punishes single parents. If
upper middle class people claim tax exempt savings for re rement when poor people have to spend all
their income on food, rent, and sales tax, then upper middle class people have an advantage, and poor
people pay for them. There is no free lunch, not even for middle class people, upper class people, and
people of any color. Don’t make it worse by making the poor and working class pay for you. Don’t make
it worse by making poor Whites, poor Blacks, women, single parents, working people, and the lower
middle class, pay for you.
To use a tax break to favor a group such as single parents is awkward and prone to error. If you use the
tax code that way, you should be clear what you are doing and should be aware who you hurt indirectly.
Even if, by a miracle, you make the tax break fair, you make the tax code more complicated and make
everybody more suspicious of everybody. Be careful about hur ng the poor and working class because
they can’t take all the tax breaks that other people can and can’t take tax breaks to the same extent that
others can. They suﬀer by paying for others, through what they don’t get, and by paying so others can
compete be er against them.

Poor people, people who make li le income, many working class people, and some middle class people,
can’t benefit from most tax breaks. So they lose by comparison, lose again when they have to pay more
in taxes (or more later on the na onal debt) to allow for reduced taxes to people who make more, and
lose yet again when the tax break helps rivals permanently to out‐compete them. You can’t get enough
money back from your taxes to pay for health insurance if you don’t pay enough in taxes to begin with
to cover the cost of health insurance (or don’t make enough so deduc ons from your eﬀec ve income
yields a tax reduc on big enough to cover the insurance). If poor people don’t own their houses and‐or
can’t aﬀord to fix houses, then what good are tax breaks for installing high quality weather proofing or
solar panels? If poor people don’t have any money le over for college tui on, then what good are tax
breaks for college tui on? What good are tax exempt savings accounts for college tui on, even for a
state school? All that happens is that poor people pay for the people who can aﬀord these tax breaks.
What good are tax exempt savings accounts for re rement if all your money has to pay for food and for
sales tax so you have nothing le over for an IRA or 401K? Tax breaks help only people who already
make enough so they don’t need help. Tax breaks help the secure middle class, upper middle class, and
upper class at the expense of poor people and people of modest income, and tax breaks make the poor
less able to compete.
It is be er to make all people pay for health insurance, re rement, and school according to income than
to use a fake scheme based on tax reduc ons. It is be er to have the state pay directly to needy people
according to need and merit.
Tax breaks pass legislatures because: they are easier to pass compared to fair, well‐thought‐out, well‐
wrought programs; tax breaks can be sold as fair when they are not; tax breaks can help the well‐oﬀ
middle class and upper middle class, those people vote, and those people have connec ons; and tax
breaks help rich powerful people. Voters and rich powerful people return favors with poli cal support.
Tax breaks give advantage when seeming not to. Tax breaks hurt while seeming not to. That is exactly
what rich and powerful people, and legislators, wish for. It is a shame to do that to poor people and
insecure people. You should demand legislators tell you who can benefit and cannot benefit from a tax
break, divided by income classes.
Sales Tax is Bad and Immoral.
‐A sales tax is highly “regressive”. People that make less income pay a much higher ra o of their income
than people that make more. Poor people pay a clearly higher ra o of total income in sales tax than do
middle and upper middle class people. A sales tax is unfair and immoral. It is a “nega ve” tax break that
privileges rich people more than poor people. With computers tracking almost all income, it is now just
as easy to use income taxes as it was to use sales taxes in the past.
I do not have a direct pipeline to God but I am sure God hates a regressive sales tax, especially on food,
medicine, school supplies, primary homes, bicycles, and first cars; God will punish legislators who pass
sales taxes; and God will deal harshly with ci zens who vote for those legislators. I am not joking.

Never‐Ending Breaks and Programs and Their Unexpected Bad Results.
‐Once any tax, tax break, program, or benefit gets going, it is almost impossible to end, even if we all can
see it is not worthwhile. This observa on applies to individual people, families, groups, business firms,
and groups of business firms. Business firms hold on to their special benefits as much as any welfare
junky, and with as much evil in their eyes. I don’t explain why it is so hard to end.
Taxes, breaks, programs, and benefits cause problems that we did not foresee. They reduce the total
tax revenue available. So, other good causes and programs can’t get funded and don’t get funded. This
is an instance of having to forego something (a good program) to get something else (a bad program).
This is an overlooked serious cost of taxes, tax breaks, programs, and benefits. Because taxes, breaks,
programs, and benefits are so hard to end, the a endant problems tend to pile up con nuously.
People and groups are adamant about avoiding taxes and ge ng their share of breaks, programs, and
benefits. Everyone feels that “I personally must pay less in taxes, and get as many breaks, programs,
and benefits, as the ‘other guy’; and, if possible, I must get a be er deal”. People go crazy when they
think they suﬀer a disadvantage. They go crazy when a tax is imposed on them and not on the other guy
or not as much. They go crazy if the other guy gets any break, program, or benefit, and they don’t get
the same or get at least as much in some other break, program, or benefit. This frenzied comparison is a
lot of what poli cs and the game of clients is all about.
The US has a huge body of confusing conflic ng taxes, tax breaks, programs, and benefits. They do help
some mes but mostly they interfere with the market and with overall benefit from the economy. The
welter of programs makes it hard to figure out what is going on. People in a welter assume the worst
and act on that basis. They assume the other guy is ge ng a be er deal, I am ge ng cheated, and I
have to pull all my poli cal strings to get un‐cheated and get the best of the other guy. Poli cal Par es
know that people react like this, and they promote this reac on so they can gain people as clients by
giving them a li le help or a promise. So, the welter promotes par sanship and deadlock. Both Par es
are equally responsible.
(There are plausible reasons for a big conflic ng body of taxes and programs. The reasons have to do
with indirectly increasing some kinds of security and indirectly reducing some kinds of uncertainty and
risk. The reasons are not nearly strong enough, so I dismiss them here.)
Unemployment and Bad Jobs.
‐Even in robust capitalist economies, at least 5% of people cannot find work even if they are healthy,
have at least some educa on, and will work. The reason has to do with “Imperfect compe on” and
with “structuring” of markets but here I can’t go into what those are. I do a li le below. This flaw is one
of those that I men oned above, one of the biggest. See my other wri ng about economics.

Sta s cs about employment are misleading. When the government says we have 5% unemployment,
really the US has 8% or more. Germany is similar to the US, and Japan used to be. In most countries,
even in advanced capitalist countries, the real rate of unemployment is higher than in the United States,
always at least 8%, and o en above 15%. The business cycle aﬀects the rates of unemployment but real
(structural) unemployment never goes away.
Even in the United States, rates of unemployment are high enough to aﬀect society and poli cs always.
Real unemployment has a strong bad eﬀect in countries such as England, France, and Greece. Listen to
a song by The Clash called “Career Opportuni es” (“the ones that never knock”).
‐In addi on to real unemployment, many employed people in the US do not have jobs with security,
enough pay to raise a family, and many benefits. Too many people have “bad jobs” with low pay, no
benefits, and low security. Bad jobs used to be reserved for kids in school or just out but now many
adults hold those jobs and try to raise a family on them, such as in fast food. The ra o of bad jobs to
good has been rising; more people have bad jobs while fewer people have good jobs. I don’t know the
ra o because it changes o en but, as best I do know, at least 20% of jobs in America are bad jobs yet
people try to raise a family on those bad jobs. This too is one of the flaws that lead to problems that I
men oned above.
‐The following point has nothing to do with how much formal educa on a person receives, whether a
person really needs a diploma to learn a job well, how much college costs, and whether we have to send
all children to college now. Beginning at least since 1970, the intelligence and training needed to get a
good job has increased. Now, a growing number of people are not smart enough to get a good job, or
much of any job, even if they are healthy, willing, have a good character, and have a diploma. A diploma
is no guarantee of intelligence, educa on, character, or a job. Being a well‐adjusted good American is
no guarantee of any job. This trend cannot be explained away as due only to prejudice. Many people
don’t have jobs not because somebody doesn’t like their skin but because they are not smart enough
and‐or they have a bad a tude. Educa on can help some of these people but not all, and they are not
ge ng educa on that helps with modern jobs. Now there are enough of these people to aﬀect society
and poli cs, and their number is growing.
I put this point in language that is un‐PC but needed: Many Americans now are too stupid to get a good
job or any job, and educa on won’t help enough. Many Americans now are such assholes that nobody
will hire them for a good job or any job, educa on didn’t help them before, and more educa on won’t
do much good now. Many Americans now never got the educa on that would have helped them get a
good job or any job, and they are old enough and set enough in their ways that they cannot be educated
in ways that would help.
Welfare.
‐Because some unemployment and some bad jobs are unavoidable, even for people with skills and a
good a tude, even in a rich healthy economy as in America, we need something like welfare.

But, if we give enough support so decent unemployed people can live tolerably well and raise a small
family modestly, then a great many other people, who otherwise would have been forced to work, will
not work, and they will choose welfare. Welfare will bloat, and then fail. If we reduce the payments so
that recipients can only scrape by, and we limit the number of children to be supported on welfare, we
penalize decent people who would rather work, and penalize children. We sustain the cycle of poverty.
We really are caught between a real rock and a real hard place. This problem is a result of the flaws
that I men oned above.
There is no simple way out. History has shown that giving support to many recipients does not work,
and o en makes things worse. History has shown that we cannot be nasty enough on people to force all
people to find work, and so to eliminate welfare. We cannot ship all the people on welfare oﬀ to Mars
and so leave only people who already have good jobs. For reasons that I don’t go into here, if we did
ship oﬀ all the people on welfare, then we would have another group of people who lost their jobs and
needed welfare. We cannot educate all the people on welfare so they can all go find jobs; even if we
gave them all PhDs, not all could find jobs. We must have some welfare, and we must manage it well.
We have not managed it well.
Republicans hope to end welfare by being really nasty to people on welfare. Democrats wish to expand
welfare availability and benefits so all people on it get an educa on and get a good job, and then, when
everybody has succeeded, there will be no more unemployment and bad jobs, and we will hardly need
welfare. Democrats say it is worth pu ng up with cheaters for a while un l everyone gets enough skills
to get a job, and then the only people le on welfare will be handicapped people. Republicans would
rather starve decent parents and their decent children than let one cheater get by. Neither way works.
Pause to let sink in why neither way works.
Pause to see that the problems from this flaw do not fall on all social groups equally.
Pause to think that the problems fall on children of any social group more than on adults.
Pause to think that the problems fall on single parents of any social group, especially single moms.
Think how some bad adults have learned to use the plight of children to blackmail good people.
Pause to think about what you would do. Likely you are a ci zen or resident. You should have realis c
and humane ideas about fellow ci zens, and the ideas should guide what you would do – up to a point.
I have oﬀered schemes elsewhere and I don’t repeat them here. I do repeat points of this synopsis
when needed in this essay because people tend to selec vely forget the facts and ideas. They recall
only what supports their biases.
Educa on Again.

‐Educa on can help with all these problems of employment and with good jobs and bad jobs but it
cannot alone solve the problems.
People don’t even get the help that educa on might give because American schools have not kept up
with what is needed and have let quality fall. Since about 1975, American schools split into two camps:
(1) Good schools for upper middle and middle class people, mostly Whites, East and South Asians, with
some successful other ethnic groups; and (2) bad schools of poor Whites, Hispanics, and Blacks. The bad
schools are as bad as anywhere. The problem is not only money but also due to parents’ a tudes about
educa on, willingness by parents to get involved, and a tude to educa on and life by the communi es
around the schools. The culture (a tude) of the parents and local group makes the biggest diﬀerence.
Problems with schools interlock with divisions in socio‐economic class and by social group.
Booms and Busts.
‐Capitalism innately has cycles of boom and bust, about ten or fi een years in a cycle. Ins tu ons such
as the FED (Federal Reserve Board) and unemployment insurance help to dampen the cycles but cannot
end them. Even now, some mes the cycles are extreme as with the Great Recession of 2007 and the
crazy boom a er about 2015.
Sadly, people think the boom is normal and it can be sustained all the me. They think the state (the
government) can do something to make the economy boom all the me. They think tax reduc ons and
corporate welfare can make the economy boom all the me. The think the low rate of unemployment,
high wages, and greater abundance of good jobs, typical only in brief boom mes, are all normal. They
think that the state should do something to make sure we have these always. ALL this is wrong. ALL this
is wishful harmful thinking. ALL this is a bad fantasy. Booms are not typical. Flaws and problems never
really go away, not even in boom mes, no ma er what it looks like.
Learn what is about average when you take into account, and take out of account, ups and the downs.
Learn what an economy would be like if there were no booms or busts. Learn to shape programs and
taxes to the average real economy rather than try to make all the busts go away or try to sustain booms
all the me. That is what I have been giving here.
If you have a be er sense of the economy as it might be without booms and busts; a be er sense of its
power, flaws, and problems; then you will be be er able to deal with booms and busts. You will be able
to assess ins tu ons and programs that are supposed to deal with booms and busts. If you think booms
are normal, or live in fear of busts, then you will not be able to deal with the real underlying economy
and you will not be able to deal with the cycle of booms and busts.
Poli cal par es use fear of busts and lust for booms to control people. They do this even though they
know that people misunderstand and that it is wrong to take advantage of misunderstanding. Learn the
truth if for no other reason so that poli cal par es do not lead you around by your nose full of fantasies
and fears.

What American Salaries Should Be.
‐This sec on begins a series of sec ons about how much income Americans should make in their jobs in
the new world economy and what Americans feel about how much they should make. The material
comes in three groups. The first group below is an introduc on and synopsis of the lessons. The second
is a brief version while the third is the long original version. The long version is marked with hash tags
(#) and you may skip it if you wish.
‐Group 1: IntroducƟon and Synopsis: Americans now show three bad features, and the bad features
mutually support each other. Historical changes reinforced the bad features.
(1) Americans have a big sense of en tlement as Americans, en tlement of me versus other Americans,
of my group of Americans versus other Americans, and of Americans against other na ons. Americans
feel they deserve a good job, security, to be boss, wealth, power, respect, deference, social standing,
and legal standing, simply because they are Americans or they are a par cular kind of American such as
a White man or a Black. If they do not get what they feel they deserve, they feel cheated and angry. In
a self‐perpetua ng cycle, people also work themselves up to feel cheated and angry to jus fy feeling
en tled. There is no end to what people feel they are en tled to. To get part of what they feel en tled
to, people connive with other people who they feel are “in the same boat”, their “gang”, to get ahead of
others and to deprive others.
(I am not in the group who feel Americans have wronged the world and so we should apologize to all
and sundry. Americans have much to be proud of, much more than to be ashamed of. We bear the
torch for all that is good about Western culture and society. We do lead the free world. We have made
mistakes but not any worse than any country and usually less. We have helped not only our friends but
our enemies. Many na ons owe their peace, prosperity, and future to us. I have no problem with a
li le pride and with good strong leadership. That is not what I am talking about. The cure for both chic
shame and stupid insolence is reality. See the movies “Syriana” and “Sicario” and think.)
(2) Americans do not have a realis c sense of how their economy works, how the world economy works,
and the place of socio‐economic class and social groups in the economy and in poli cs. We do not live in
the real world no ma er how much we claim to be realis c and prac cal. Not even Republicans, who
take so much pride in being hardheaded, realis c, and prac cal, live in the real world. Not even Blacks,
who take so much pride in being picked on and so forced to be realis c, live in the real world. We live in
bad fantasy worlds in which we can find excuses to do what we wish.
(3) The American Dream is not one dream but has been several dreams over me. It has changed to fit
diﬀerent eras. It was one dream in 1955, another in 1985, and is becoming another dream now in 2018.
The Dream both reflects condi ons and it gives people reasons to act. Reasons can be straigh orward
or they can be ploys and excuses to do something we wish to do for other mo ves. Since about 1981,
rather than serve as a straight posi ve draw to good acts and good lifestyles, the American Dream has

served to excuse doing what gets us ahead, what gets more power, wealth, and security than neighbors.
The American Dream can return to being a straigh orward posi ve force, and it seems that is happening
with some young people. Become a part of that.
(4) Several big changes in American economics and poli cs, and in world economics, happened since the
end of World War 2. The changes added to the a tudes described above. I describe the changes below
and in other parts of this essay. I repeat his material as needed in context so please be pa ent.
The complex of bad ideas and bad acts in the modern Dream hurts people, America, and the world. It
blocks learning more about reality and so blocks ge ng be er.
Two lessons:
(1A) Stop feeling en tled. Nearly all Americans now feel en tled. They are like people in old countries
of Asia and Europe who feel en tled and superior because once the country had an empire. Now, ALL
Americans, all socio‐economic classes and social groups, feel en tled. The American Dream now is not
about developing your talent to get what your talent can bring but about harves ng the en tlement
that you supposedly already have. You have to stop all this. Figure out what is reasonable for a person
of your talents and training, strive to get that, and strive to get be er from that base.
(1B) Fear, anger, resentment, “us versus them”, and “me superior, you inferior” are all part of feeling
en tled even if we are not aware of those a tudes along with feeling en tled. Those a tudes and a
feeling of en tlement reinforce each other. To stop one, you have to stop both. So, stop all that too. If
you are not afraid then you won’t feel the need to be en tled and you won’t do bad things to protect
against your fear by using en tled as an excuse. The most o en repeated message of the Old and New
Testaments is “fear not”, and that message features o en in Taoism, Buddhism, Hinduism, and Islam. It
is hard to stop feeling afraid in our fearful world. To undo these feelings, some mes it is easier to start
with en tlement and work backwards to what drives you to feel en tled. One way to get over fear and
en tlement is to see reality as clearly as possible, which leads to the next point.
(2A) Stop being led by bad ideas and bad propaganda that let you get away with things, including get
away with anger, hate, fear, hur ng other groups, feeling en tled, and ac ng badly. Learn reality. Learn
what the real world is like. The real world is far from fair but that doesn’t mean you can’t live in it. Even
if the world is grossly unfair to you and your people, the best response is not usually anger and a sense
of en tlement. Don’t believe the propaganda of your poli cal party, class, ethnic group, gender, age,
na onal, religious, regional, or any group. Learn for yourself. It would be good if you could get accurate
informa on from the sources respected by your group but likely you can’t (hip hop and country music,
certain cable TV channels, church, and poli cal clubs). You can get some informa on from the Internet.
Bother to search. Bother to learn.
(2B) Learn about the “new normal”. Learn what the new normal is so you can make a decent living in it
and be a good person in it. Learn what American labor and American goods are worth on the world

market. Learn what standard of living Americans can reasonably expect given various levels of ability
and skill, and types of character. Learn about the new normal not only so you can get along in it but so
you can shape it to be a be er new normal for the country and whole world. This approach is not only
idealis c but prac cal. You and your children have to live in whatever new normal you find and create.
‐Group 2: Short Version. Start with the American Dream. To dream of a be er life, especially for your
children, is good as long as the dream is within reality. Dreams are by defini on not real so it seems a
bit odd to say a dream must be realis c but is not odd if the dream might come partly true, and, anyway,
people understand. A realis c dream leads people to work hard, seek their be erment, and, through
their hard work, make the whole country be er. On and oﬀ, the stylized American Dream has served
like this. Mar n Luther King’s “dream speech” served like this when people paid a en on to what he
actually said rather than read into it what they wish. He had a dream for all of America, not only Blacks,
and the dream was of a reasonably just society where people were judged by their character. He did
not dream everybody would own a big house, drive a big car, be the boss, have everybody else turn a
head in respect, turn the tables, and get revenge on their former oppressors.
In contrast, if the dream is unrealis c, no ma er how appealing, then people feel bad when they don’t
make it, feel bad when they (o en wrongly) think other people do make the dream, feel cheated, want
revenge against the people who do make the dream, and get poli cal help to make the dream for us and
to make sure our rivals don’t make it. People do this not only as individuals, or primarily as individuals,
but as groups.
“We Whites are supposed to have the American Dream before any other group but we don’t. All our
children should be the owners, managers, doctors, lawyers, and bosses, but they aren’t. Some of them
now can’t even find any jobs. The jobs that used to pay well for us like plumber don’t even pay enough
now to live. This failure can be only because Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, immigrants, some women, and
unfair interna onal compe on, are dragging down the whole country, especially us, and we have to do
something about them, so our children get their due. We will join the Republican Party and make sure it
wins for us first.”
“We Blacks see a lot of Whites and Chinese get the American Dream of power, respect, and prosperity
but we Blacks do not; they are always the owners, bosses, managers, professor, and lawyers but we
never are; they always come out ahead and we always come out behind; they always look down on us
and disrespect us; so they must be chea ng and pu ng us down. We want what they’ve got; we more
than deserve what they’ve got; and we want Democrats to take it away from Whites and Chinese and to
give it to us Blacks. White people and Chinese owe it to us and they had be er give it to us.” In working
class Black speech, “Chinese” means all Asians; it is something like “chink” used to be.
Disappointed Muslims feel this too, and aim it at all Westerners.
When people think like this, the dream is not about jus ce but about economic and social power even if
it is o en phrased in terms of jus ce.

Poli cal par es (and social groups) use unrealis c expecta ons, disappointment, and resentment to
make, recruit, and control clients, to use their clients against rival par es and clients. Poli cal par es
foster unrealis c expecta ons just to do that. Poli cal par es deliberately do not give people realis c
views of the economy, world, how much people can expect to earn, how much people can expect to
advance or how much their children can expect to advance, why many people cannot expect to advance
far but can expect to live decently, why some people fail, why some groups have a harder me, what
poli cal par es can and can’t do for them, and what poli cal par es can and can’t do to rivals. Poli cal
par es excuse lies by saying they keep hope alive, wish to keep people working hard for their families,
and, through hope and work, lead people to make the country be er. Without hope, even some mes
unrealis c hope, nothing truly good can be done. That is merely excuses. The primary goal of giving
people only an unrealis c view of the world is not to give them hope but to use people. Democrats,
Republicans, and recruiters for extreme Muslim causes, all use basically the same tac c even if they hate
to admit it.
We must base the dream close enough to reality so people succeed in the dream largely due to talent,
character, and a li le bit of luck, and people do not succeed largely to talent, character, and bad luck.
People have to see what they can hope for realis cally and what they might achieve. Reality has to be a
big force in the dream. With the American Dream now, people should accept that the world has
changed and accept what the world is now – the world is not that bad and usually is pre y good. People
need to see and accept the new normal. People have to see how to get along in the new normal. If we
see reality, we do much be er and we avoid many problems. We dream good dreams. If we don’t see
reality, we burn in the guts, dream bad dreams, and fight.
We should see the reality behind the dream not only by what we figure out for ourselves but also from
what parents, teachers, and leaders of religion, labor, business, and poli cs tell us. They all should add
to an accurate full picture. If they don’t know, if they tell us fantasies, or lies, then we feel bad, fight,
and dream bad dreams. If they don’t know or won’t tell us, we have to find out for ourselves. Luckily, if
we are diligent, we can find out about the real new normal on the Internet and from talking to young
people. But having to find the new normal not from trusted elders but from the Internet leaves at least
a residual burn in the guts.
‐To get a be er sense of the new American Dream since 1981, a li le history helps. I make these points
in more detail just below and again in several places, so here I only men on them. You will get red of
these points, for which I apologize, but they are important enough so it is be er to repeat and be sure
than to be eﬃcient and risk overlooking.
From a er World War 2 un l about 1975, America had a period of great compara ve prosperity, likely
the greatest compara ve prosperity that any na on has known in the history of the world. We were far
ahead of all other na ons in making and selling manufactured goods. Americans developed unreal ideas
about the world and world economy, about what it means to be an American, and what Americans are
en tled to. This is the me of the classic American Dream and of sweet TV shows about family life and

town life, such as “Leave it to Beaver” and “Andy Griﬃth”. The Dream at the me was not realis c but it
was not harmful either. It was hopeful, sharing, and trus ng. The flip side of the dream, where a li le
dark reality showed through, was in some rock‐n‐roll music and some films noir (crime movies).
A er 1970, the rest of the world began to catch up, and America fell behind somewhat. Americans did
not really feel the pressure un l about 1975, a er crises in the supply of petroleum that most people
under the age of 50 would not remember. At the same me, Democra c programs benefi ed Blacks
even while Whites and Asians paid for the programs; just when Whites and Asians felt they were falling
behind, they had to pay for Blacks to move ahead. A flood of working people and middle class people,
mostly Whites and Asians, moved from the Democra c Party to the Republican Party. Rather than
revise our view of the world, get more realis c, build a be er economy and infrastructure, and succeed,
Americans got confused and worried. This was the se ng for the movie “Dazed and Confused”. Ethnic
groups and other social groups fought and they retreated into looking out for themselves. We looked
for ways to regain and to guard our superiority. We bought and sold a lot of bad drugs. This was the
me of the highest crime rates in the history of America. Crime rates are far lower now but Americans
s ll act as if they are in more danger now than then.
By 1981 and Reagan, first America panicked and then it went into an unrealis c self‐serving euphoria.
America began to recover in some ways but it had not changed its basic economic structure and class
rela ons, so recovery was not resilient, and recovery was due more to surface tricks than to deep real
renewal. A crash in the late 1980s and early 1990s caused George W. Bush to lose the Presidency.
Some Americans did prosper in the confusion. Although they were not many, other Americans wrongly
took them to be the new normal, the new standard, the new Dream. This was the me of junk bonds,
the invasion of cocaine, crack, and meth, new ethnic criminal gangs, new biker gangs, corporate cliques,
academic cliques, ups and downs in the stock market, yuppies, preppies, network for success, worship of
success, McMansions, the movie “Wall Street”, and TV such as “Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous” and
“Miami Vice” (see how Raj is dressed in the first episode of “The Big Bang Theory”). This is when Donald
Trump grew into what he is. The Emperor, Count Dookoo, General Grievous, and Darth Vader are partly
throwbacks to the 1930s but they also look at people in the 1980s and 1990s.
The American Dream that developed in the 1980s and 90s is unrealis c, bad, and harmful. It is based on
an unrealis c feeling of en tlement; on the willingness to screw other people and groups to get your
supposed due; a gang mentality in which social groups mass to use poli cs to get what they feel en tled
to; and the “culture wars”. The combina on of selfishness and group is found in both criminal gangs
and American poli cs a er 1981. Americans have felt unrealis cally en tled since the 1950s but not like
the bad feeling of en tlement that grew in the 1980s and 1990s.
To discredit even good programs such as Social Security, Republicans always label helping programs as
“en tlement”, Republicans complain how Democra c clients such as Blacks, Hispanics, women, and the
poor feel unrealis cally, imprac cally, and unfairly en tled, and Republicans complain how giving to
them hurts the whole na on. Republicans should stop tarring good programs and good people with the

same brush as bad programs and bad people. Some programs do stem from a bad sense of en tlement,
and selfish people do swell them from a bad sense of en tlement, but not all programs that help people.
If Republicans wish to oﬀer a real public service, they should sort this issue out and should focus on
condemning bad programs and bad people.
Republican cri cism is true for bad programs and people but it hardly goes far enough. Far too many
Americans, including far too many Republican clients, especially those born before about 1975, also
developed an unreal, imprac cal, and unfair sense of en tlement, and will gang up to get theirs. And
they do “get theirs”, their en tlements, tax breaks, and programs that benefit the upper middle class,
and corporate welfare. They get as much through their en tlements as poor people, Blacks, and women
get through their en tlements. Corporate America and the upper middle class feel as en tled to a
superior near‐opulent lifestyle as poor single mothers feel en tled to get enough food, security, and
quality educa on to raise two children.
A er the late 1980s, America saw a few repudia ons of, and alterna ves to, this bad new Dream but no
alterna ves appealed to the American public as a whole un l about 2005. The alterna ves did appeal to
people born a er 1980 and eventually some alterna ve version will become American culture, the new
American Dream, and the new normal. “Grunge” and the new folk of the 1990s and early 2000s are two
repudia ons and alterna ves. I cannot avoid men oning “Friends” and its copies. “That ‘70s Show” is
really about sensibili es of the 2000s, how poorly the people in the show would fit into the dark mes,
but how much be er they are for real humans seeking real jobs of 2005. Jimmy Buﬀet is s ll going
strong, on Broadway. “Alt” country and the “new” country, even big “cowboy” hats, are about ge ng
along, at least in your own religious and ethnic group, and about having reasonable expecta ons for
family and love ‐ and they are about having some simple human fun – which had disappeared in the
1980s. In the middle 2000s, a new pop music arose with all the same themes, and about not pu ng up
with selfish career‐oriented people. The best representa ve likely is Taylor Swi . The best non‐art
representa ves might be Jenna Bush and Chelsea Clinton. Even the “what would Jesus do” movement
was a big step in the right direc on by the right people.
New a tudes are not all good and don’t all work. You cannot be a lingering grunge‐y, retro‐hippy, “new
folk‐y”, or aging preppy go‐ge er in the real world for long. You can’t be a success by wearing a cowboy
hat or baseball cap. People s ll need good jobs. They get jobs in big organiza ons such as business
firms, law firms, schools, and the state. For those jobs, you have to present yourself the right away and
need true competence. For that, you have to think the right way. This might be why we have so many
zombie movies and TV shows now. People need to eat the brains (jobs, ideas, lifestyles, and lives) of
other people just to keep stu er stepping. In ads for a real estate associa on, the “not you” people
missed out on the house you did get even though they look almost exactly like you. S ll, in the end, all
the zombies are killed oﬀ or are made friends with, and tough but decent people remain.
I do not here go into details of the situa on for Black Americans and their response such as “Black Lives
Ma er”. Not all, but many, Blacks could become part of the new normal and the new sensible America
that developed apart from the bad Dream of the Reagan and post‐Reagan era.

Even in new corporate America, people born a er about 1980 have a sense of new normal that diﬀers
from what spawned the bad dream that lingers on in people born before 1970. Their new normal sees
most economic and poli cal reali es even if it interprets them in terms of helping me get a good job.
Their new normal does not lead everybody to be the ideal spiritual person of his‐her dreams but it does
give enough to work with if you are not greedy.
I give a bit of how I see the new normal here and I give more in other essays. You can get a good sense
of America and of what to expect if you o en remind yourself to s ck to reality and not believe what
poli cians, poli cal par es, people tell you.
In fact, America has a lot going for it, more than any other place in the world, and much more than most
places. Even in America, especially here, the new normal is good if you can be realis c about it. You can
live decently and usefully. Even if you fail, o en you can recover. You should not feel disappointment
or resentment if you don’t make it big as in the unrealis c bad new American Dream of the 1980s and
1990s. You are en tled not to success but a fair chance, and most people now, even Blacks, Hispanics,
and women, get that. We can do be er, and we have a good base to build on to do be er. You should
and can get a modest piece of a fairly good American pie if you s ck to reality, don’t feel resentment,
don’t go crazy with en tlement, and don’t allow yourself to be used.
I do not lionize Gen X, Gen Y, Gen Z, or Millenials, but, as far as I have seen, they are more level‐headed
about economic and cultural reali es than their parents, grandparents, and great grandparents. They
know they have been misled. They know what they see is not as they have been told. They have seen
the bad results of not being realis c. They want a realis c idea of the new normal. They feel they can
nego ate within the new normal for a fairly decent life if they can see the new normal realis cally. They
feel most people can find a decent life in the new normal as long as we do not panic and are not greedy.
I cannot give them much help because I am too old but I think they can get the informa on they need,
and I hope they do.
‐As noted, a series of events made the false American Dream of the 1980s both more unrealis c and yet
more gripping. The events enhanced feelings of fear and en tlement. Changes made people not seek a
realis c be er view of America but entrench in unrealis c fantasy. Because I develop the points below
several places elsewhere in the essay, I summarize them here only as much as they are needed.
(1) From about 1945 to 1975, due to World War 2, America accidentally had a privileged posi on of
wealth and power. America built a lifestyle, and an expecta on of a lifestyle, based on that unusual
world posi on.
(2) Beginning a er 1970, the rest of the world caught up and some mes surpassed America. Whatever
wealth and power America wished to keep, America would have to keep it by compe ng with the rest of
the world in the context of a world economy and world power arena. America was slow to adjust and it
adjusted badly. In fact, we s ll have not adjusted fully and realis cally.

(3) “Real wages” is what a person can buy with his‐her wages, not dollar amounts. America grows in
economic produc vity every year (between about 0.5% and 3.5%). Growth in economic produc vity
should mean more real income on average for most people in America. Mostly, before about 1975, real
wages did grow due to growth in produc vity. From 1975 through now, that did not happen. Instead,
real wages for the poor, working class, and middle class stagnated. At the same me, income increased
for the upper middle class and upper class. Due to income increasing, and from other factors, wealth
concentrated into the hands of the upper middle class and upper class. Especially wealth concentrated
into the hands of the top 1%. Of course, all people use their wealth for poli cal power, and so the rich
and upper middle class have done that.
(4) During the 1970s and early 1980s, America had a “panic a ack”. People returned to poli cs based
on ethnic groups and social groups. Working and middle class Americans le the Democra c Party for
the Republican Party. Americans grew less realis c and more demanding. Americans developed a new
Dream that included more selfishness and a greater sense of en tlement.
(5A) Costs of some important big life items went up much faster than growth in produc vity and in real
wages. Because real wages stagnated for the poor, working class, and middle class, of course costs went
up faster than their wages. Increase in the costs went up faster than infla on and drove infla on. The
increase in costs is partly responsible for stagna on in real wages. The most important costs are for
educa on, housing, land, health care including dental care, insurance, and transporta on.
(5B) The upper middle class and upper class not only did not suﬀer much from the increase in the costs
but benefi ed. The increase in these costs helped preserve the economic and power situa ons of the
upper middle class and upper class. Their control over providing educa on, housing, medical care, etc.
was largely responsible for concentra on of income and wealth.
The response to these big changes was not “What in the world is really going on? Let’s figure out what
really is going on, and do something about it. Let’s do something realis c that does not undermine the
American way of life, American democracy, and American capitalism. Let’s use America’s bounty to give
a reasonably fair chance at a modest life to anybody who is honest and will work hard. To do that, we
need accurate informa on and good ideas. Likely, we will have to work together too.”
Instead, the response was “Even despite these changes, America is ge ng richer and some Americans
are ge ng richer. I want that. I deserve all that. I am en tled to all that. If I can’t get all that directly
only by myself, I want to be part of some person or some organiza on that can get it, and through which
I can get my big en tled share. I want to be a part of a rich powerful business firm or school, and I want
rich powerful poli cal allies. I am more likely to get a big share as part of a wealthy powerful group, so I
will make sure I am a member, and will behave as a member. I will change to be that person. Whatever
anybody gets from the state, I want more. Whatever anybody gets in a job, I want more. As for other
people who don’t get a share or a fair shake, screw them. They had their chance. As for other na ons,
they be er give us their resources. We must stay ahead of them in all ways. If they don’t cooperate, we

will squeeze them hard.” I don’t see how this can be the American Dream of 1965. This is the culture of
en tlement and bad gangs. I hope it is not the American Dream for now. You can be realis c without
having this kind of dream. In fact, if you have this dream, you cannot be realis c.
# ‐Group 3: Long Version. The sec ons marked with the hash tag are how I originally wrote the topic
above. I gave more informa on about underlying economics. If you wish to skip this material and go
directly to what follows, search for %%%%%.
# ‐For the next few topics, we need the following points. Don’t worry about ”marginal produc vity” and
“marginal revenue produc vity”.
# In the past, America’s high standard of living was due to high general produc vity and to high marginal
produc vity for labor and high marginal revenue produc vity for labor, compared to other na ons. We
were more produc ve than other na ons because:
# (1) From World War 2 un l about 1970, America was almost the only maker of finished technological
goods in the en re world, including goods such as cars, tractors, and TV sets. World War 2 had crippled
the capaci es of Europe and Japan, and countries such as China and South Korea had not developed yet.
Americans forget how important this unique posi on was. We wrongly base our ideas about standard
of living on what America had during this unusual period. American labor might not have been strictly
overvalued or overpaid but it was overpaid if American labor had had to compete with trained labor in
other countries such as Germany, England, and Japan.
# (2A) We were more innova ve in many ways including hard technology, so technology, science, the
arts, and business organiza on. Innova on includes being more eﬃcient with the same resources.
# (2B) Our lead in popular arts such as movies and TV spread American culture and Western culture
around the world, created demand for American goods, and created revenue for American goods.
# (3) We had excellent science programs, including “pure” or “abstract” math and science with no
immediate applica on.
# (4) We had excellent programs in all kinds of engineering, with prac cal applica ons of science and
math.
# (5) We are blessed with great amazing natural resources.
# (6) We know how to implement quickly all kinds of innova ons.
# (7) America has a well‐developed infrastructure, which includes a lot of technology that has been
implemented already. American infrastructure in 2018 is old and in trouble but that issue is not relevant
to the argument here.

# (8) America has a huge base of technology, largely thanks to its science and engineering. Technology is
a double edged sword. Technology makes produc on more eﬃcient, reduces some costs, leads to more
“stuﬀ” (goods) at lesser prices, and leads to more jobs for the people who make the technology and can
use the technology. Technology also causes people to lose jobs and it requires people to be retrained to
get new jobs. Economic orthodoxy says the gain always outweighs the loss, and ALL people who lose
their jobs can find other jobs, usually be er, later on. The orthodoxy likely was overall true un l about
the 1970s. Now, technology is complex enough, and so many simple jobs have disappeared, that many
people can’t find new jobs or can find only worse jobs. On the whole, technology makes America richer
and makes the people who can find jobs be er oﬀ but also technology is making a class of people who
can’t find new jobs ever or can find only bad jobs. The class of people who can’t find good jobs aﬀects
even the people who do get good jobs, in ways I can’t go into here. Kurt Vonnegut wrote of this issue, I
think in his novel “Ice 9”. All this change added to the other problems that I describe about fear, wage
rates, and en tlement.
No par cular country can slow down the implementa on of technology because compe on will lead to
rapid implementa on. America will get “technified” more than most of us can now imagine, some of us
will be unemployable or in bad jobs, and the unhappy people will impact the whole country. This is part
of adjus ng to the world economy. I don’t know what the overall result will be.
Rather than always refer to the issues around technology, I include issues of technology tacitly when I
refer to the world economy. Whenever you see “world economy”, think of technology as well.
# (9) Basic costs such as for housing, educa on, and medical care, were fairly low, for good economic
reasons.
# (10) We had good ins tu ons such as schools, religious freedom, science, good courts, and (yes!) a
good poli cal system. We had a social organiza on that worked well with our ins tu ons, character,
and na onal culture.
# (11) Most Americans had good character, a tude, values, and culture to go with our good ins tu ons.
We shared a general American culture, and this culture helped.
# (12) Ethnic groups and immigrant groups were able to adapt their specific cultures to go with general
American culture, without losing their par cular culture too much.
# (13) Exis ng ethnic groups and immigrants added a great deal, such as with ideas in the arts, sciences,
engineering, and poli cs.
# (14) Modern capitalism has general business organiza on (corpora ons) and has par cular business
organiza ons (General Motors in 1955; the business culture in “silicon valley” now) that are eﬀec ve.
Well‐run corpora ons compete be er than other firms, especially other firms run by family cliques and

states (with some excep ons such as DuPont). America had an eﬀec ve version of the general capitalist
corporate business firm. America was able to change organiza on to adapt to other innova ons and to
what is needed. Since the 1960s, some “family‐and‐state” style firms elsewhere have been able to out‐
compete American corporate business firms. I do not say modern corporate business is morally be er
than family‐owned business but it is more eﬀec ve (I have personal experience that o en corporate run
life is worse than life dealing with family business firms).
# (15) “Labor” here need not refer to organized labor such as labor unions although organized labor led
the way for all labor and helped all labor. For many years in American history, labor in America worked
both against‐and‐with business firms and the state to generally improve the American economy and life.
In contrast, American labor withered as a poli cal and economic force a er 1975 and more so a er
Reagan, mostly due to its own bad ideas and partly due to adept killing by its enemies. The decline of
labor (a) made America NOT to gain as much produc vity as it could have and (b) made workers not
share as much from any gains in produc vity as they should have.
# Not all change is good innova on that leads to greater produc vity and‐or to higher wages. The old
pop star fades and the new star now makes the money that the old star does not. It looks diﬀerent but
really it is the “same as it ever was”. When computers were first popular about 1987, people predicted
paperless oﬃces in five years yet computers led to was ng more paper. I doubt smart phones make us
much more produc ve even if they did cause social change. In contrast, internet shopping did make us
more eﬃcient, and usually that is more produc ve. Change might lead to higher real wages or might
not. Look at produc vity rather than mere change.
# America s ll has most of its advantages although not as much more as before. We declined in some
ways such as the useful role of labor. You should pause to think what advantages America s ll has and
to what extent. Think why we declined or why we stayed on top. Think what ways we are s ll among
the top, even if not the very top, and why. Think how to improve. Think if we have to doggedly seek
totally domina ng in all ways or accept not totally domina ng in all ways. Think what ways and what
levels of only modest advantage that we should learn to live with.
# ‐For here, the term “workers” means: “workers, professionals, most managers in business firms and in
government, and most oﬃcers of business firms and in government”. Owners, investors, speculators,
and entrepreneurs, are not workers, and are covered below. “Professionals” includes doctors, den sts,
lawyers, teachers, college professors, accountants, technicians, journalists, etc. For here, wages, salary,
benefits, and income are all called “wages”. Recall that “real wages” refers not to the dollar amount of
wages but to what a person can buy with wages. “Earned”, “deserved”, or “honest” wages come from
helping to make a real product (“good”) that is sold on the market for market prices or from helping to
give a real service (also a “good”) that is sold on the market for market prices. “Earned” is a technical
term from economics but it will not be used strictly that way here.
# “Produc vity” refers to the output per person or per some other unit such as per dollar, kilowa hour,
gallon of gasoline, chemical process, machine, computer minute, or piece of so ware. Here, I s ck with

“per person”. When produc vity increases (rises) each worker makes more stuﬀ or oﬀers more services
per hour, usually with the help of be er technology, so ware, training, or organiza on. Produc vity in
America has increased about 0.5% to 4% per year since about 1965. We can take about 2% per year on
average. Produc vity is not the same as total output. Total output can decline even while produc vity
in general, or in some fields, increases. In the Great Recession of 2007, produc vity of smart phones
increased. At mes, produc vity increases in bursts while some mes it dawdles. Be careful about
sta s cs for produc vity, they can be misleading. Poli cians exaggerate sta s cs about produc vity so
as to take undeserved credit or divert blame.
# Main Point 1: Real wages depend on produc vity. The higher the (marginal revenue) produc vity of a
type of worker, the higher the wages are for that type of worker. Likewise, if produc vity decreases,
then real wages should go down. Workers strongly resist a decline in real wages even when they know
their produc vity has fallen. The produc vity of auto workers fell during the 1970s through 1990s but
they strongly resisted a drop in real wages.
# Main Point 2: American workers now are not necessarily more produc ve than workers elsewhere.
So, American workers do not necessarily deserve higher (earned real) wages than workers elsewhere.
Nobody knows for sure how much Americans should be able to buy with their real wages. We have to
adjust expecta ons and our way of life to our real level of produc vity and our deserved real wages.
If American workers deserve more real wages, that gain likely is due to advantages shared by America as
a whole and due to the produc vity of the economy as a whole rather than due much to specialness
about Americans. American character, and good American training, might lead American workers to be
more produc ve than their counterparts elsewhere but it does not lead Americans to expect the kind of
unrealis c bad American Dream that became common a er President Reagan in the 1980s and 90s. We
deserve more not because we are Americans but because America has good features thanks to nature
and to history.
# ‐Since 1975, general produc vity, all over America, has increased. So, average produc vity per worker
has gone up. In that case, we would expect that real wages would go up too. We would expect more
total wealth in America, more wealth per person, higher real wages, and that higher real wages to give
more wealth per person. In fact, this did not happen “across the board” all over America. Since 1975,
wages (income) increased for the upper middle class and upper class but not the middle class, working
class, and poor. Real wages for the poor, working class, and middle class all stayed stagnant. Standard
of living, what the people could get for real wages, remained stagnant or declined. America as a whole
got richer but nearly all the wealth went to the upper middle class and upper class. The poor, working
class, and middle class are not wealthier per person. A full review of these issues is a topic for another
essay. Here I say only what is relevant to the issues at hand, about the rela on of wages to produc vity
and about the stagna on of wages. As with all sta s cs on produc vity, sta s cs on why increase in
produc vity did not lead to gain across the board can be misleading, and poli cians bias them to their
advantage, so be careful.

# To make sure nobody misunderstands, I men on the technical phrase that I used above although I
don’t use it elsewhere. You can ignore all the jargon a er this subsec on is over. Wages don’t depend
primarily on the absolute produc vity of a worker, on how much he‐she produces in total, but depend
more on how much of a diﬀerence he‐she makes in produc on, how much more he‐she adds to (more)
produc on, how much diﬀerence he‐she makes “at the margin”. This eﬀect is called “marginal
produc vity”. In overly simple terms: Suppose, by hiring an added worker, a business firm that makes
toasters can go from making 15 toasters per hour per employee to 20 toasters per hour per employee.
Then the wages of the new employee, and the wages of everybody who does a similar job, depends not
so much on the 15 old toasters or 20 new toasters but on the 5 extra toasters. Even more confusing, the
diﬀerence has to be figured not in terms of physical units or customers served but in terms of money
revenue. What ma ers is how much more an addi onal worker makes or how much more an addi onal
worker costs. It doesn’t ma er if John makes 5 toasters more per hour than he used to make, what
ma ers is how much addi onal revenue the 5 addi onal toasters bring to the business firm. If the firm
hires a toaster assembler, and that worker increases revenue by $17 per hour, then that worker and all
similar toaster assemblers will make $17 per hour. The technical terms are “marginal revenue product”
and “marginal revenue produc vity”.
# Workers like to blame rich people and their bad poli cians because produc vity increased but wages
in general did not. There is truth to this blame but the ma er is not so simple. Overall produc vity,
general produc vity, or average produc vity per worker, around the country, can increase even while
wages do not increase, and even while the blame does NOT to lie en rely‐or‐mostly with rich people
and their poli cians. This can happen without anybody stealing, chea ng, or at fault. It can happen
“naturally” in a capitalist economy. I do not explain much. It can happen because increase in (marginal
revenue) produc vity was due not to labor but to technical innova on such as robots, computers, bio‐
engineering, and chemistry or to changes in organiza on. Average produc vity going up but (marginal
revenue) produc vity of labor not increasing is partly what happened in America. Li le of the increased
produc vity in America since 1975 went to workers as higher real wages, both for some bad reasons and
some good reasons. (If marginal revenue produc vity for labor increases much but real wages do not
increase, the problem is harder. I leave that issue alone here. See other essays.)
# If average produc vity goes up, even if the (marginal revenue) produc vity of labor does not go up,
s ll, goods (products and services) should be overall cheaper. Costs should go down. Due to increase in
produc vity, we can make more, and make a greater variety, using about the same resources. In fact,
costs did not go down for most goods. Costs went down for small items such as electronics but went up
in general due to increases in costs for big important goods such as health care, educa on, and housing.
See below. This fact that prices in general did not go down despite increased produc vity, and some
prices went up fast, indicates something went wrong. To me, this price situa on is a be er indicator
that something went wrong than that average real wages of labor did not go up in line with increases in
produc vity.

# The fact that real income (wages) went up for the upper middle and upper classes while real wages for
other groups stagnated also is a be er indicator that something is wrong than that average real wages
of labor did not go up.
# The following forces added to the fact that American real wages in general did not rise even though
America got more produc ve. These forces added to the fact that workers did not share in the increase
in American wealth. I focus on produc vity rather than wealth.
# (1) Rich people and their poli cians did steal some of the gain of increased produc vity from American
workers. Rich people and their poli cians can steal through market means and poli cal means. See
point 3 below. The usual method of “stealing” is through holding a por on of a structured market (see
below) such as for educa on, medical care, dental care, and housing. Since Reagan, a common method
of stealing has been through tax cuts supposedly to s mulate the economy. Another method is to give
business firms breaks in a local area so they locate here rather than there. Another method is to make it
hard to unionize new factories. A huge method is sales taxes.
# Beginning in the 1980s, owners and managers increasingly changed jobs from full me, with good pay,
benefits, permanent, and some union‐like protec on to “oﬃcially” part me, low pay, no benefits, not
permanent, and no protec on. Part me workers worked just under the legal minimum to remain not
full me, etc. In eﬀect, they were full me but were not treated like full me. Workers had to take the
jobs anyway . I consider this prac ce highly immoral. In the context of American ideas about working
that had built up from the 1ate 1800s to the 1980s, this new prac ce is stealing from workers. The cure
is not to force every job to be full me, etc. but to have medical and re rement benefits covered only by
the federal government, and to have a union in every workplace. I do not go into any proposed cures
here other than to say what I just did. If you do not wish to see this prac ce as stealing, you should give
this prac ce its own status as a way that wages did not go up even if produc vity did go up. You cannot
overlook this prac ce.
# (2) Changes in technology and organiza on did not lead to wage increases for workers although
changes did lead to more wealth for owners, o en through increased marginal produc vity of non‐labor
factors, o en through new factors such as computers or more eﬃcient use of older factors such as
plas cs and bio‐technology. Change in the use of land, material resources, so ware, and hired skills
such as medical skills contributed to owners ge ng more income. Change did not lead to increased
marginal revenue produc vity for workers. In these cases, owners got nearly all the gain from increased
produc vity, for good reasons. This is the point that I made above.
# (3) The point here overlaps with (1) above but I wish to stress this point. Owners (including other non‐
workers) make unearned income (profit) through structured markets. I cannot explain here what that
means. You can think of structuring as monopoly‐like control, such as when a few big firms control the
market for so ware, video games, beer, housing, sports, or TV, or when doctors, den sts, layers, and
insurance firms control the health care market. Through control of structured markets, owners can gain
from increases in various kinds of produc vity, including the produc vity of labor, even while workers

cannot gain or cannot gain as much as they should. This one‐sided gain can be a kind of stealing eve if
people don’t think of it as stealing; usually they don’t even see it.
If structuring increased since 1975, then owners could take most of the gains in produc vity over the
last 45 years. Even if structuring did not increase, owners could have used exis ng structuring to take
most of the gain. I believe structuring did increase, o en with help from poli cians, and owners used
both exis ng structuring and increased structuring to take much of the gains in produc vity, even
increases in the produc vity of labor. Owners used control of markets to move income and wealth from
workers to themselves. One way they did so was to increase the costs of big life factors such as medical
care. They used their gain in wealth to support the poli cians who had supported them.
# (4) A er 1970, America was in the world economy more as one partner among other equals or near‐
equals; the world economy rapidly improved and grew; and other countries caught up to America and
some mes surpassed America. Recall that I include technology as one aspect of the world economy and
of entering the world economy. Recall that America had been the only mass producer of technological
goods for a long me prior to 1970, and so American goods and labor were compara vely over‐valued
and over‐paid. America was to the world as controllers of markers in America are to America. As the
world caught up, it became clear America had held an advantage that we no longer deserved. We were
due for an adjustment. Adjustment can lead to wage stagna on in several ways. Here I focus on one
eﬀect:
# To adjust, real wages in general in America had to decline briefly. Recall that real wages are what
money wages can actually buy. Money wages are only the outward form of real wages. Money wages
can go up or stay the same while real wages go down because the money buys less. It is very hard to
make workers take a cut in money pay or real pay. When real wages need to decline, we have periods
of wage stagna on and infla on. Infla on eats at money wages un l the real wages behind money
wages are lower than before, and are low enough. The rise in prices for major needs such as educa on,
housing, and medical care is part of the infla on that carries out adjustment. This eﬀect happens also
when we raise the minimum wage. This adjustment is part of what recessions are about. So, the long
freeze on money wages a er 1980 has been one of the biggest ways America used to lower real wages
to where American workers are about where they should be compared to workers in the world, and so
American workers are again “sort of” compe ve. Overpaid American workers had to take a pay cut
un l they got paid about what French and Korean workers are paid, with a li le more to Americans due
to the advantages of America as a whole. The way of giving of American workers in general a pay cut
was to freeze (stagnate) money wages un l infla on and rising costs made American real wages what
they should be on the world market.
# Likely, the freeze on money wages so that real wages could decline was taken to far. In at least some
industries American workers now might be underpaid. I do not guess which industries because that
issue would take me too far afield. If you don’t have good reason to believe you are underpaid, then
likely you are not strongly underpaid.

# It is unlikely anybody planned this way of giving American workers in general a pay cut. It happened.
Stuﬀ happens. Some business people and poli cians likely knew what was going on and used it to their
advantage – that is part of what the Republican Party is for ‐ but I doubt even they had enough power to
make it happen if it was not already “in the cards”.
# (5) The entry into the world economy was badly managed, with blame falling on both poli cal Par es,
and on individual poli cians, labor leaders, labor as a whole, and business leaders. I expect poli cians
and business leaders not to help labor but in this case much of the blame for the bad impact has to fall
on labor leaders and short‐sighted o en‐greedy workers. They could have done a lot be er if they were
not obsessed with keeping old unrealis c levels of real wages regardless of what happened to all their
fellow workers. This makes me sad. (I feel the same sadness about how ethnic leaders failed their
groups and America as a whole.)
# (4 and 5) 1970 was a long me ago. We did adjust. Is the adjustment over or do we s ll have to adjust
some more? If more, how much? Because the adjustment was badly managed, it is not over yet,
although it is along. Americans s ll think they deserve a high standard of living simply because we are
Americans, and, as long as that a tude persists, the adjustment is not over. Have we adjusted enough
so American wages are what they should be on the world market, given also America’s advantages? Are
wages now beginning to rise and are workers now ge ng a bigger share of increases in produc vity? As
of 2018, there is no simple answer. See below.
# (6) As noted o en, some key costs of living rose faster than produc vity, o en much faster, including
housing, educa on, medical care including dental care, transporta on, all kinds of insurance, and even
food. I say more about costs elsewhere in this essay. Here I do not explain why costs rose faster than
the (marginal revenue) produc vity of labor and‐or real wages in general. The point here is related to
the idea that rich people and their poli cians steal from America but has to been seen apart. I think the
rise in important costs is the most important factor in wage stagna on. It is also the most important
reason that the upper middle and upper classes did not suﬀer from income stagna on but benefi ed
considerably since 1980. They benefit from rising costs in educa on, housing, medical care, etc. Rising
costs were one way that business got Americans in general to take a pay cut un l we had wages roughly
equal to what we should have and roughly what is needed so we are compe ve in the world economy
again. It is one way to get us to the new normal. It is not a good way but it works.
# (7) The pa ern of investments in America shi ed along with other factors described above. The new
pa ern of investments both aﬀected the other factors and was aﬀected by the other factors, including
especially costs. For example, we invest more in real estate, educa on, health, and insurance now than
we did before, especially before we began to think of those areas as investments. Again, this is a topic
for another essay and I can’t go into it more here but it had to be men oned.
# (8) The price of resources rose, including the price of some key resources such as land and petroleum
(oil). People on the Right like to blame this factor for all problems but I doubt that it was a large factor
compared to some of the other factors such the rise in key cots (Point 6). As I write, America is one of

the top three EXPORTERS of oil in the world, and the price of gasoline is compara vely as cheap in 2018
as 1975. Increase in the price of resources will be important in the future but America is almost uniquely
suited to do well. The only major excep on is in so‐called “rare earths”, which China controls because of
deposits in the Himalayas.
# (9) The Great Recession that began in 2007 did what most recessions do to wages, which is to freeze
them. Usually recessions also freeze or end profits, and that did happen somewhat, but not as much as
(I think) it should have. Profits did not reduce because many members of the upper middle and upper
classes held strong posi ons in structured markets. People s ll needed to pay the rent, send their kids
to school, save mother from dying of a heart a ack, and treat father’s prostate cancer. People s ll had
to buy the next genera on of smart phone. Now (2018), the Great Recession is over but we are back to
where we were in 2005. Workers have stagnant wages while the UMC and UC con nue to increase their
incomes.
# If you can sort out all these factors and can say how much weight each one deserves, when, and why,
then you might get the Nobel Prize in economics.
# ‐About now, people want some answers. I can give only guesses.
# Stagna on of American wages from 1980 through the Great Recession was due in part to America
entering the world economy. Reminder: To remain compe ve, America had to lower the rates of real
wages in general. To lower real wage rates in general, most money wages had to be frozen for quite a
long me, including some wages that deserved to rise with increasing produc vity and would have risen
without this situa on. Likely the wages of skilled welders, mechanics, or computer programmers should
have risen in the period 1985 to 2005 but did not rise because of the overall adjustment and freezing of
all American wages. Hopefully, that period is over, and this kind of general freeze adjustment should
not hold back American wages much. We can see some recovery in wages as business firms need more
people and will pay more for talent, experience, and character. Even so, the general level of American
wages will not rise a lot, not nearly as much as promised by the poli cal par es, because what we see
now already is near the correct new normal.
# Many Americans now are not skilled in ways that give higher wages in the world economy and so give
higher wages in the American economy. I am not sure how to help these Americans so as to get them
skilled in ways that bring high real wages now although it is worth a try as long as it doesn’t cost too
much.
# Again, highly skilled people, such as those who know how to apply ar ficial intelligence to produc on
and to “data mining”, now get good salaries. The problems are: (A) There are not enough Americans
with these skills (B) Even if many more of these jobs do develop, there cannot be enough of these jobs
for all Americans who need good jobs because not all Americans have enough talent for these jobs. Not
all Americans have enough talent even if we put more resources into educa on. I do not know how this
situa on will aﬀect wages in general.

# The upper middle class and upper class did steal some increases in American produc vity. I think they
did not deliberately set out to steal. They took advantage of American entry into the world economy,
used their hold on structured markets, used never‐ending wars, and the Great Recession, to take what
they could get. Taking included some gains from produc vity that were due to American workers rather
than to the UMC and UC. I don’t know how much. If we consider the gains that the UMC and UC get
from holding firm posi ons in structured markets such as for educa on and health care to be a form of
stealing increases in produc vity, the stealing will con nue.
# I say o en that the major problem in stagnant standard of living is the costs for housing, educa on,
medical and dental care, transporta on, and insurance. Again: the UMC and UP were able to “steal”
increases in produc vity for decades because they held‐and‐s ll‐hold posi ons in structured markets for
these needs. I wish I could say things will get much be er but that is not true. Your por on for health
insurance through work will con nue to increase. Uninsured people will s ll die. When mama gets
metasta c breast cancer, you s ll have to drain the savings to delay her death. Jimmy and Heather s ll
have to go to college or they have no hope at all, even if going to college means big debt and li le hope.
As long as these costs are high and ge ng higher, people will s ll feel as if they don’t make enough and
can’t make it. People will s ll feel they are being robbed. They will cling to the idea that the deserve a
lot more as Americans, White Americans, Black Americans, Asian Americans, Chris an Americans, or
Muslim Americans. Now that entry in the world economy is mostly over (but not fully), and wages will
climb somewhat, people might feel a bit be er; but people cannot feel secure as long as these major
costs loom. There are ways to control these costs but here is not the place to go into it. We should not
seek direct poli cal means such as broad coverage na onal health insurance but we will need poli cal
ac on, such as realis c na onal health insurance, and adept poli cal help is not likely soon.
# Alright then, what should be the standard of living for American workers, for the poor, working class,
middle class, and secure middle class? I let the upper middle class and upper class take care of itself.
We have to break the ques on down: (a) Take the situa on as it is without hoping to control costs or to
get the gains in produc vity that go too much the UPC and UP. Don’t try to get back any previous lost
gains in produc vity that should have gone to labor but did not. Gain what we can from the fact that we
have already entered the world economy fairly fully and we are not likely to suﬀer too much more from
any adjustments to the world economy. (b) Workers can get some real earned wages from increased
produc vity that they should have go en but did not get. Maybe compe on in the world economy for
skill workers forces American owners to pay more for skilled work here. More people learned skilled
work. That, in turn leads, to be er income for all jobs. We s ll cannot control the UMC and UP, their
hold on structured markets, and increasing costs for big life needs. (c) We can control costs, especially
big important fast‐rising costs such as for housing, educa on, and medical care.
# To be honest, likely it would take a small team of economists a couple of years to come up with fairly
accurate answers, and, even then, changing world events would throw their answers out the window.
So here are my daring overly‐simple answers: (a) Americans s ll should live a bit be er than nearly all
other workers around the fully developed world, but not much be er. Wages for a “good” job should

be enough to raise a small family and to send children to good public schools. (b) Ge ng some wages
from produc vity that had not been credited before, ge ng a deserved share of gains due to increased
produc vity, would make life improve, but not all that much more. Americans are not living more “on
the edge” now mostly because owners have stolen our livelihoods and lives by stealing our produc vity.
We are more on the edge because the world has changed and we didn’t adapt. (c) If we can control
costs, life will get yet again be er. Life will get no ceably be er but not hugely be er.
# (b and c) Even by recovering all the wages from produc vity that are owed to American workers, and
even by reducing costs, American workers s ll cannot live according to the wildly unrealis c hur ul un‐
American Dream that Republicans foisted on us in the 1980s and 1990s, that Democra c clients seem to
take as what is due them, and that Republican clients seem to take as what is due them. We can live
well but not that well. No na on can live that well. If we con nue to distort our economy and poli cs,
and world economy and poli cs, to try to live that well, then we surely make things worse, permanently
worse. We are be er oﬀ figuring out what the new normal is, and living accordingly. We would s ll be
well oﬀ. Please stop living unrealis cally and please help all of us to live well realis cally. Good
governing is much be er than crazy selfish dreams.
# Again: most help would come from controlling‐and‐reducing the costs of educa on, health care, and
housing, especially if we can also guarantee the quality of all public schools. To control‐and‐reduce the
costs for big life items is important not only for raising real wages but, even more, because controlled‐
and‐reduced costs would increase the security of American workers and increase feelings of security and
trust between groups. We cannot control‐and‐reduce costs by silly programs such as giving everybody
free educa on through college, giving everybody extensive health care, or subsidizing house payments.
What we can do is the subject of other essays.
# Huge help would come from making sure every public school in America produced graduates who
really deserved their diplomas and who knew good character from bad character. We could do this but
we would have to face up to the cultures that prevail in subgroups such as ethnic groups. I doubt we
will do that soon.
# “So, what do we really deserve in real wages? How much are we being cheated? How much can we
get back of however much we are being cheated?” What is the new normal? I wish I could give a clear
defini ve answer.
# Any answer is complicated because the poor, working class, and middle class are not one big group all
with the same jobs. Some of them have gone through all the adjus ng they are going to do a er 1975,
and do have their full real wages while some s ll do not yet have their full real wages. Even if all issues
with wages were cleared up, there would s ll be a problem because the upper middle and upper classes
get their income, wealth, and security from controlling (structured) markets.
# A few wild guesses might be fun and might help, but that is all they are:

# (a, from above) Working people won’t like this answer. A er years of stagna on, a lot of adjustment
that was needed for the world economy has been done, and, in fact, people already do get a lot of what
they deserve in real wages. Americans generally already do get be er wages than elsewhere. If not,
people would not s ll wish to come to America, in droves. What we see now is close to the new normal.
Rather than wish for magic wage increases, it is be er to see realis cally the new normal.
# (a con nued) The advantage that American workers have comes from advantages that the whole
country shares. Workers who have training and skill get paid more and deserve it. Workers with li le
training, even if they are good people and loving parents, deserve li le and get paid li le. There is a bit
more in real wages to be recovered from overlooked produc vity of labor but not much.
# (a con nued) Assume there is li le more to recover and that people now get paid about what they
deserve. I would guess that an American doing comparable work to a person in a developed country in
Europe or East Asia, as in France, England, Japan, or South Korea, should get about 25% more in real
wages. If a Korean can buy a pound of meat with an hour of work, and American doing similar work
should be able to buy about 1 pound 4 ounces. An American doing comparable work to a person in a
country that is well on the way to developing, such as Brazil or Thailand should be able get about 33%
more in real wages. You can easily check my guesses on the Internet by looking up wages for par cular
occupa ons in diﬀerent countries. The US Dept. of Labor and the UN keep sta s cs on these issues.
You will find that Americans already make this much more, so now you have to think why our already‐
higher level of wages does not lead to more happiness. Remember costs.
# (b) Suppose there are real wages to be recovered from unpaid increases in produc vity. Even in this
case, the bonus is not much, and most of it is due to advantages that America as a whole has regardless
of the wage issue. An American doing comparable work to a worker in a developed country should get
about 30% more real wages than that worker in another country. An American doing comparable work
to a worker in a developing country should get about 40% more real wages.
# (c) Suppose we could reduce costs. I don’t consider whether there is much real wages to recover. An
American doing comparable work should get about 40% more in real wages than a worker in an already
developed country. An American doing comparable work should get about 60% more in real wages than
a worker in a developing country. About half of American superiority in wages is due to the advantages
given by America in general and half of it comes from controlling and reducing costs.
# However you think about it, the American advantage in wages is considerable. We should be sa sfied
with the new normal if we also had reasonable fairness and social jus ce. We should work toward a fair
open market where workers are paid what they really contribute to marginal revenue produc vity, and
then see where that takes us. That would help, more along the lines of case (c). We should agree on
how to figure the real contribu on of labor, the real marginal revenue product of many various kinds of
labor. Such figuring should be part of every yearly report by a business firm or labor union. The fact
that labor unions don’t oﬀer these analyses is one reason why they failed.

# We need clear analysis of this issue from impar al economists, aimed at an educated general public,
but we have not go en that enough so the general public knows, fully understands, trusts, accepts, and
acts for the best accordingly. I personally am not clear on the issue so I don’t expect most people to be
clear. I hope that poli cians are clear but they are clear only up to where they can argue for their Party
and their clients. I do not blame economists for not explaining. Likely they feel they already did. I
blame deliberate confusion by poli cians and their supporters among the upper middle class and upper
class. I also blame labor leaders and leaders of some Democra c clients (such as Blacks and supporters
of the poor and women) because this issue is important to them and the truth about this issue should be
their bedrock.
# We can keep our advantage as Americans un l about 2040, and maybe longer, if we are not flooded
with unskilled immigrants who don’t assimilate and we do train nearly our people. Most immigrants
assimilate pre y well. So far, we have done a bad job training our people.
# The real main point of all this discussion: We do not automa cally have high produc vity and high
income because we are Americans and we do not deserve high income and a high standard of living
because we are Americans. We should not try to force poli cal par es to give us a high standard of
living because we think it is our automa c due as Americans. We should disbelieve poli cal par es
when they say we do deserve a high standard of living just because we are Americans, and they can give
it to us. We should find reality. We should find the “new normal”. We should make sure we all can see
it fairly clearly. All this is important.
# Poli cal Par es have not addressed costs. Maybe only Senator Elizabeth Warren has a good handle on
costs, and I do not always agree with her. Poli cians have not addressed why costs rose so quickly and
what to do about the problem. Poli cal Par es have avoided giving a truthful account of costs because
to do so would expose the fact that their basic stances are wrong, would lead them to lose clients, and
would show they prefer power rather than to work for the good of the country as a whole.
# The upper middle class and upper class deserve less than what they get now. We must NOT “milk”,
“soak”, or “fleece” the rich but I also wish the UMC and UP to pay their full fair share. They have not
been hurt by the changes noted above. They have been able to protect themselves from changes. They
were NOT able to protect themselves because they are intrinsically superior beings or they are more
deserving. They protected themselves largely because they have benefi ed from the increase in costs.
The increase in costs of medical care, housing, educa on, transporta on, and food have gone to make
sure the UMC and the UP s ll live fairly well. The UMC and UC control structured markets and they
benefit greatly from structured markets.
# Suppose we can be strictly fair to the UMC and UC and we try to reduce costs. Even then, if we reduce
big living costs, and our ac ons reduce the security and advantages of the UMC and UC, no ma er how
fair and how beneficial to everyone else, the UMC and UC will riot in their own way, and will use all their
poli cal power to keep their security and their advantages, even at harm to the country as a whole and
to their fellow ci zens. Members of the upper middle class and upper class are only human, and rio ng

is what the working class and middle class did when they lost their advantage and their security. Keep in
mind that members of the UMC and UC control both poli cal Par es, or did un l Trump‐e es hijacked
the Republican Party. The UNC and UC have more in common among themselves, between poli cal
Par es, than they do with the clients of the Par es, with people within their own Par es. If they are
threatened, they will cooperate across party lines to keep the class structure intact to support them. I
do not go into this issue more here.
# Considera ons like these should go into any view of the new normal, as oﬀered by leaders of poli cs,
labor, business, and from clerics and academics. TV pundits are a breed apart. Usually leaders don’t talk
about these factors honestly or even very much at all.
‐%%%%% The interlude marked by hash tags is done. The following sec on con nues with the theme of
an unrealis c bad view of American en tlement as the theme applies to business. Read these sec ons
even if you did not read the sec ons above marked with hash tags.
Wages.
This sec on is part of the topic of what American salaries should be.
“Business people” includes owners, some managers but not most, some oﬃcers in firms but not usually
most, entrepreneurs, investors, and speculators. Most managers, oﬃcers, and professionals really are
workers even when they take risks in their careers.
Business people make profit NOT, as people mistakenly believe, simply through owning and managing
exis ng wealth but: (a) Partly through dealing with uncertainty. (b) Partly by implemen ng innova on.
Business people also make profit through (c) holding a solid posi on in a “structured” market such as for
so drinks, beer, sports, so ware, housing rentals in a college town, or to provide educa on, medical
care, and dental care. Owning wealth is a way to hold a solid posi on in a structured market. Usually to
get rent on property is to hold a solid posi on in a structured market. Holding a solid posi on in a
structured market likely is the biggest and most consistent source of profit now – although a stake in the
markets for land, educa on, insurance, and medical care certainly is gaining. The English aristocracy
makes the large majority of income from rent on its property holdings. Profit in a structured market is
not “earned” but that kind of profit usually is not very bad for the economy and na on. It can be bad.
American business people are NOT necessarily more produc ve and‐or crea ve than business people in
other places. They do not necessarily deserve a higher rate of profit or more steady profit. They should
not mistake profit in a structured market for a sign of their great ability, of what they deserve. Nobody
knows what should be a fair and reasonable profit rate for American business firms and business people.
American business firms and business people are more produc ve than most firms and their oﬃcers in
the rest of the world but American firms and business people are not nearly as much more produc ve
now as from 1950 through about 1975. Much of the addi onal profit to American business firms comes

from the same American advantages that make American labor more produc ve, such as abundant
resources and American ins tu ons. The same comments apply to business people as did to workers.
American business people do not deserve to live well just because they are Americans, business people,
or American business people. American business people do not have the right to make poli cal Par es
insure their rates of profit and standard of living. What is good for business usually is good for America
but what is good for business is not necessarily good for America and it can be bad for America. What is
good for America is not necessarily good for business or bad for business. Either way, America s ll and
always comes first. What is good for your par cular firm or par cular business is not necessarily good
for all business and is not necessarily good for America. America comes before your par cular firm and
your par cular business.
With the growing world economy, markets now are vast and fast. What might have been a small profit
or small rate of profit in 1950 now can be a huge profit and a big rate. The profit o en is temporary but
it lasts long enough to confuse business people, investors, poli cians, and the public. This change in
market size and ac on has confused how we look at profit, business, firms, business conduct, and their
rela ons to the state and public. Business people think they are important because they have a fairly
large rate of profit for a while in a world market, as with a hit movie, sugary caﬀeinated drink (“energy”
drink), or app. Don’t make this error. Don’t mistake making profit in a big world market for something
superior, superior people, or superior minds. The owners of Google, Microso , Amazon, and Ali Baba
(China’s version of Amazon) are smart but they are not superior. Don’t think making a big profit in a
world market gives a par cular business, a par cular business firm, or leaders of a firm, more of a voice
in general aﬀairs. Keep your eyes from popping wide.
‐Even in America with our constant innova on, structured markets play too big a role in profits. Both
structured markets and the profits they generate are flaws that lead to further problems. Links between
structured markets make it all worse.
Financial markets are structured and o en are at the center of problems with other markets and the
economy. Structured financial markets start a chain of bad eﬀects. We can o en see problems in the
economy by looking at structuring in financial markets and looking at the problems that come from their
structuring. Markets for housing are structured, structuring in housing markets worsened structuring in
markets for financing housing, structuring in financial markets worsened structuring in housing markets,
and all this added to the Great Recession. Markets for finance support sexism and racism. Markets for
housing support racism. Much the same is true of markets for credit cards and other personal debt such
as payday loans and check cashing. Since about 1980, Americans increasingly have had to finance costs
such as for medical care, educa on, and cars. All this too is among the flaws that lead to problems that I
men oned above. Senator Elizabeth Warren is right o en enough, more o en than her cri cs.
The themes of en tlement, new normal, and produc vity are over. Now I move on to other topics.
Seeing State Programs in Proper Perspec ve.

‐It is easy to come up with state programs that sound great at first hearing but do not live up or that fail.
We think about the first benefits of a program but we don’t think about the waves of results that follow,
and many following waves are bad. Want to pay the na onal debt? Easy, print a lot of money. Worried
about Chinese imports? Easy, put a 200% tariﬀ on it all. Worried about stagnant low American income?
Easy, guarantee everyone $60,000 per year or make the minimum wage $30 per hour. Worried about
small business? Easy, let all business firms write oﬀ their losses for 20 years and not pay tax on profit for
20 years. Worried that people don’t save enough for old age? Easy, let them voluntarily open accounts
called IRA or 401K, and stop giving to Social Security. Worried over unemployment and bad jobs? Easy,
make work for everybody. You should see what is wrong with these ideas. You should prac ce thinking
about what happens next, and what happens then, and then what, un l you can’t see any more hidden
results, good and bad. Read the economist Thomas Sowell.
‐With state programs, it is easy to hope for maximum good results, easy to hope for only minimum bad
results, and hard to force yourself to see bad results. This bias is true of any state programs that you
like, including social, military, and business. Business people don’t even see state programs for business
as state programs. State programs ALWAYS have both good and bad results. The good and bad results
can be both prac cal and moral. The programs can give money but erode character or erode social
bonds. O en, bad results outweigh good results so we have a net loss but we did not see it coming.
Then, too o en, it is impossible to back up.
In the opposite case when someone opposes a program, he‐she will reverse the pa ern, pu ng undue
stress on bad results while not even seeing good results. You must force yourself to see both good and
bad results not in your wishes or fears but realis cally.
Dual results happen with all tax breaks. The bad results of le ng people write oﬀ mortgage interest
payments on houses outweigh the good results but people are so used to it that we cannot stop. Le ng
people write oﬀ state and local taxes on their federal income taxes is overall bad, but, when Republicans
in 2017 tried only to reduce the prac ce, people nearly revolted – and ALL the media both Le and Right
reported only the bad eﬀects of reducing the write oﬀ, no bad eﬀects of the prac ce to begin with, and
no good eﬀects from reducing. Republicans insist that the bad results of welfare and all en tlement
programs, in par cular bad eﬀects on character, outweigh the good results ‐ but we can’t stop now. The
bad results of corporate welfare clearly outweigh the good results, including the bad results on business
integrity and the character of business people ‐ but we can’t stop now.
You have to think through state programs for good and bad results. You have to be willing not to start
what seems like a good state program if you think the bad results would be too much – we should never
have started corporate welfare or most personal tax breaks. Some mes you have to take a chance on
overall good results as with Social Security and public health vaccines. You have to think through how to
back up in case bad results surprisingly outweigh good results. People will go through this exercise for
dams and roads but will not do it for programs that give and take money directly such as welfare and tax

breaks. Think about that too. If you want prac ce, watch the movie “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington”
and think if you would support Mr. Smith’s proposal for helping a group of children.
‐In assessing state programs, we should consider whether private ac on might work be er. To do that,
we have to ask ALL the same ques ons as about private ac on and a few more that I don’t go into here.
Stereotypically, Democrats say state programs always work be er even though private ac on can work
well some mes while Republican say private ac on always works be er and state programs never work.
The truth is in between. For instance, the private sector runs the food business be er than the state
ever could but the state builds dams, runs Social Security, and runs the military be er than the private
sector could. The state has to regulate food, drugs, and financial markets. I see proposals to use private
ac on as genuine and not merely as Republican pandering to business or as Republican propaganda.
Maybe it does make sense to let private firms run airports and prisons as long as we oversee them. We
can try and see what happens. We did try with prisons, and now we might have to back oﬀ. I also take
proposals for state ac on seriously. I think na onal health care is overdue as long as it is moderate and
does not try to cover everything for everybody. Here is not the place to argue par cular issues. I only
remind readers to take both bases of ac on into account fully and to choose the best.
‐The middle, upper middle, and upper classes get considerable benefits through the state but they do
not think of those as benefits because they do not get checks from programs such as welfare or SSD.
The middle, upper middle, and upper classes benefit greatly from tax breaks, o en breaks that they can
take but that the poor and working class cannot take. They get good police protec on, good streets,
good u li es such as water and garbage, good sewer service, parks, fire protec on, inspec on, nuisance
and animal control, write of the interest on mortgages, write oﬀ state and local taxes, pay less in sales
taxes, and, most important, good schools and good colleges with considerable subsidies. The middle,
upper middle, and upper class get at least as much back for their tax dollars as do the poor and lower
working class. If all the support that the middle class and upper middle class get really were to go away,
as called for by the Tea Party and by Trump followers, the middle and upper middle classes would revolt
violently.
‐Reminder: The real buying power of wages of the poor, working class, lower middle class, and most of
the middle class has stagnated or declined since about 1980. The real buying power of incomes of the
secure middle, upper middle, and upper classes has increased. Income and wealth have concentrated
ever more in the hands of 20% of people and yet more in 1% of people. Stagna on and concentra on is
not all bad, yet it is a big change that we should have dealt with long ago; but we have not. Stagna on
and concentra on have considerable poli cal and social eﬀects. These are some of the problems that
come from flaws.
Endemic Socio‐Economic Classes.
‐All states (countries), including all states with a modern capitalist economy, such as America, have
endemic socio‐economic classes. I do not explain why. Intrinsic to socio‐economic class is that class
perpetuates across genera ons. Children are quite likely to be in the class of their parents or near the

class of their parents. If parents are working class, children are likely to be in the working class; if
parents are upper middle class, children are likely to be upper middle class. Un l about 1980, America
was quite good at making ways for talented children to rise in class and to use their talents for the good
of the country, but not even America can make class irrelevant for all children or all children with talent.
There is no way to completely get rid of socio‐economic classes. The best we can do is deal with the big
problems created by classes.
Americans deliberately overlook that we have socio‐economic classes, and that class perpetuate across
genera ons. Class is a reality of life even in America. Deal with it.
You should work out yourself what the classes are and the criteria for being in one class or another. It is
not easy but it is worthwhile, like defining art or fairness. Don’t expect definite conclusions.
‐Socio‐economic class falls diﬀerently on various social groups such as by ethnicity, religion, na onal
origin, gender, and age. Single poor mothers are likely to have children who end up in the working class
or middle class. Think of the TV shows “Mom” and “Atlanta”. White and South Asian (Indian or
Pakistani) upper middle class parents have children who are likely to be in the upper middle class,
secure middle class, or even upper class. Think of Raj on “Big Bang” and his upper class parents. Socio‐
economic class aﬀects life me chances and the chances of children. The interplay of class and social
group aﬀects life me chances and chances of children. Americans also deliberately overlook rela ons
between class and social groups.
‐That we have socio‐economic classes, and that class falls diﬀerently according to social group, is not an
unmi gated disaster and an aﬀront to God. Class has been around for a long me. That we have class
does not mean we have to tear apart America to its roots so as to eradicate all socio‐economic class and
its impact on social groups. We do not have to destroy the village in order to save it. We cannot cause
so much damage to America in trying to end socio‐economic class and its impacts that we actually hurt
the lower classes and the damaged groups more so than if we did something else, more so even than if
we did less. We cannot fully and finally get rid of all class and its diﬀerent impact on social groups. We
should recognize the problem and do what we can that really works. Grow up about this.
‐We should try hard to provide equal opportunity, especially to children. We cannot fully succeed even
at equal opportunity, even only for children, but we can do pre y well and we can take away the worst
bad eﬀects on children. We should not push “super hard” even for equal opportunity. We can make
sure that nearly all schools are adequate and we can provide food and medical care to most children.
We should never try hard‐and‐directly for equal outcome, not even for children, not even between all
public schools. We should achieve a high level of “good enough” for every child and all schools. Trying
hard‐and‐directly for equal outcome only hurts equal opportunity.
Stupid, Wrong, and Harmful Myth of the Rising Tide.

‐A rising de does NOT float all boats. Repeat that to yourself a dozen mes to counter a life me of bad
propaganda. If you see a pie with some empty pieces and some moldy ro en pieces, and then make the
pie bigger, you do not get a healthy pie with all the holes filled in and all the moldy pieces replaced with
fresh pieces. You don’t change the ra os of healthy and unhealthy. Along with the bigger pie, you get
bigger holes and bigger moldy ro en ugly pieces. If you see a dingy with a hole in it and the des rises,
the dingy will be under water. If you see a great big beau ful sailing ship with a hole in it and the de
rises, the beau ful ship will be under water. The economy has endemic flaws and problems including
unemployment and bad jobs.
Forcing the economy bigger does not automa cally cure any endemic flaws and problems let alone cure
all. Forcing the economy bigger usually makes problems worse by increasing disparity between haves
and “have‐nots”. Forced faster growth does not necessarily make the economy permanently bigger and
it does not solve endemic problems. Forcing the economy bigger with state programs such as corporate
welfare is not real economic growth and o en it is bad expansion. It does not solve the endemic flaws.
It o en leads to worse later contrac on as a er the administra ons of Reagan and G.W. Bush (2).
Back to Classes and Their Eﬀects.
‐We do need a certain minimum of wealth to work on flaws and problems. So we need an economy that
is big enough. We already have that now. We don’t need to force the economy to expand so we have
enough wealth to work on flaws and problems. Forcing the economy to expand so we think we have
more wealth so we can use the extra wealth to deal with the endemic problems, never happens. People
feel as if they never have enough for their own needs and we never use added short term wealth from a
forced expansion to deal definitely with the problems. At most, we use any temporary extra wealth for
“band aids”. Then, in a very short me, we feel that we don’t have any extra wealth anymore, we rip oﬀ
the band aids, and we are back where we started.
‐We have to deal clearly with the problems first before we can try to make the economy grow to make
sure almost everybody has enough. There is no simple easy automa c way to deal with the problems.
There is no magic policy wand. You cannot deal with endemic problems only through throwing money
such as by welfare, you cannot deal with endemic problems by giving poor people tax breaks, and you
cannot deal with the problems by being nasty to the poor or to groups such as ethnic groups, oldsters,
and women. Not to admit these facts when you know these facts to be true is simply deliberate lying.
Both poli cal Par es deliberately lie about this situa on.
‐In dealing with social class and its impacts, in dealing with the facts that (a) poverty, unemployment,
and bad employment do not fall equally on all social groups, and (b) inequality perpetuates across
genera ons, we must avoid: blaming the groups hardest hit, en rely absolving the groups hardest hit
(eﬀected groups do contribute with bad a tudes, poor educa on, and violence), blaming only groups
that benefit, absolving groups that benefit, blaming simple prejudice for everything, and so not seeing
roots of problems in flaws of the economy. We must avoid: reverse discrimina on; thinking we can

solve the problem only by throwing money; thinking we can deal with the problem only by condemning
racism and sexism; or thinking we can solve the problem by being nasty to the aﬀected groups by taking
away all help, forcing them to find whatever work they can, and pu ng them in jail.
‐Socio‐economic classes feel that other classes are their compe tors. Ethnic, religious, na onal origin,
age, and gender groups feel that other groups are their compe tors. Especially socio‐economic classes
and social groups feel this way about the classes and groups immediately below them. They feel the
others are out to get our jobs and are out to have their children get the righ ul jobs of our children. To
a big extent, classes and groups are right to worry. Working people with insecure bad jobs fear the
poor; and working people with fairly secure good jobs fear the poor and working people with insecure
jobs. The middle class fears the working class and poor. Working people and middle class people fear
legal and illegal immigrants. The upper middle class fears the poor and the working class and some mes
it fears the middle class. The upper class fears but they also have protec on. Working and middle class
people fear recent immigrants, especially Hispanic immigrants. Whites fear Blacks, Hispanics, and o en
Asians. Blacks fear Asians and Hispanics. Blacks o en hate Whites. Asians are uncomfortable with
Blacks. Muslims fear Chris ans and Chris ans fear Muslims. All this is ugly but it is real and you have to
get used to it. If you don’t like it, do something about it other than fear and hate the people who fear
and hate you.
‐To fight compe tors, you can build up your group or you can hurt compe tors. Usually people try both.
Some ways to tear down compe tors include: legal harassment as through drug laws, make sure their
schools are inferior, make sure they get poor medical care, make sure they are “last hired, first fired”,
make sure their jobs have low pay and no benefits, stop them from making strong adap ve families as
by forcing their families to conform to unrealis c stereotypes such as the ideal nuclear family, enforce
your ideas of gender roles, prevent them from managing reproduc on by denying them birth control
and abor on, inhibit their ability to vote, use guilt to make them pay for programs and benefits for other
people, and appeal to the plight of children to make them pay for programs and benefits.
‐To use any of these compe ve tac cs, posi ve or nega ve, you need poli cal help and protec on. To
get those, you have to be a client of a poli cal party. To become a client, you trade your votes. The
poorest welfare mothers and the richest business firms do the same.
‐While some good has come of state programs to help the poor, such as Head Start, largely programs
have failed, such as Aﬃrma ve Ac on and housing projects. You should repeat that un l you accept the
idea: Many programs have failed and will con nue to fail. The failed programs can reduce poverty a bit
for a while but not nearly enough to jus fy the money costs, the costs to na onal character, the poli cal
fights, and the antagonism between groups as between Blacks and Whites. They have not improved the
status of Black Americans much and they never will. The failure is due to human nature, the culture of
recipient groups, how the economy works, and how poli cs works. I do not try to sort out which factor
is most important when. Con nuing bad programs in their present form is not useful. We should end or
radically change the programs.

The programs do li le or no good. Yet we con nue to pay for the programs, partly to assuage our guilt
and partly to control clients such as poor Blacks and poor Whites. If the programs do no good, then why
con nue to spend on them? It is like paying for heat and leaving the windows wide open. Learn to shut
the windows before you turn on the heat. If you can’t shut the windows, then there is no point turning
on the heat. You would be be er oﬀ using the money to buy a good coat or to move elsewhere. If we
stop the programs, the clients will scream for a long me, but, in the end, they will be not much worse
oﬀ than now, and we will have saved money that can be put to be er use. The other be er uses might
even help the abandoned clients even more than did the old programs. If we let go of the programs and
the clients get no obvious state help, then maybe we will see the problems more clearly and go a er
problems in ways that do real good. Of course, if spending the money to assuage guilt, to keep clients
only bi erly resen ul, and to give their leaders a permanent job from which they can rail, is a good use
of the money, then we should con nue doing what we do now.
Con nuing failed programs is more harmful to recipient groups than doing nothing or doing something
else. Failed programs do not really help poor people. They give the poor just enough to keep them in
their “down” place and so not be a big threat. They are more of a tool for other people to manage the
poor, working, and insecure middle classes than to help them. The poor, working class, and insecure
middle class would be be er oﬀ if all programs were ended and they had to find be er leadership to do
be er things, even if they had to do it mostly on their own.
‐The people who pay for programs feel they both (a) waste money paying for useless programs and (b)
pay for compe tors to gain an advantage on them. It is possible for a program to fail even if it also leads
recipients to gain on payers. The payers resent it deeply. In par cular, working White Americans feel
they pay for Blacks and Hispanics to gain and to gain on them. Paying for Blacks and Hispanics not only
helps Blacks and Hispanics but it also drags down Whites – the “double whammy” described above.
‐While some mes sad, the a tudes of the socio‐economic classes and the various social groups are not
irra onal. In fact, they make good sense. We have to accept that the a tudes make good sense or we
will respond badly, as we have since the 1950s. We might not like that Whites fear Blacks, Blacks fear
and intensely dislike Whites, working class and middle class people fear immigrants, working men fear
women in “their” work place or fear all women in the work force, or working women o en despise their
women co‐workers and their women superiors, but it all makes sense.
If we write it all oﬀ as mere prejudice or ignorance, then we are the ones who are prejudiced, ignorant,
have an opinion of ourselves that is too high, and have an opinion of others that is too low. We cannot
a ack these problems if we see them as due only to prejudice. To approach them that way only keeps
up the problems and makes them worse. We do have to a ack all prejudice and ignorance but we also
have to a ack the roots. Prejudice cannot and will not go away un l we a ack the roots. If you a ack
only prejudice, then, really, you support prejudice in the long run. Is that really what you wish to do?
Especially if you and your group(s) are the vic m of prejudice, is that really what you wish to do for your
people and the children?

I think many people who insist on a acking only prejudice know they do li le good and do some harm
but either they don’t know what else to do or they wish to do li le good and some harm. They would
rather flail in the dark so as to feel good about themselves. That is just as sad as bad feelings of one
group to other groups.
‐It costs a lot less in immediate money costs, overall money costs, and social costs, to keep a person on
welfare than to keep a person in prison. It costs less to supply a person with an apartment, some food,
pot, booze, cable TV, a cell phone, and even pills, than it does to keep him‐her in prison. It costs less
even if we train and re‐train that person for jobs that he‐she will not get. It costs less to make work for
people than to keep them in prison. The biggest problem is that paying for people is a huge tempta on
that lures a lot of people with a bad a tude, and lures otherwise good people, into a bad life. Think
about all this when you want to kick everyone oﬀ welfare.
‐Almost everyone but a few White and Asian Liberals knows about socio‐economic class, antagonism,
failure of programs, and social fears. Yet Democrats, and ethnic, religious, na onal, and gender groups,
won’t admit it. Black leaders know it is true but won’t admit it. Republicans use the situa on to their
gain and they use Democra c self‐induced ignorance to their gain.
‐Almost everyone, including almost all Republicans, but excluding some self‐deluded Republicans, knows
that the economy has flaws and problems; problems can be serious; socio‐economic class is endemic;
class and problems fall diﬀerently according to ethnicity, na onality, religion, gender, and age; children
suﬀer; the unfairness con nues over genera ons; and what we have done since 1950 has not worked
well enough. Almost everyone knows we could come up with be er versions of programs even if be er
versions will not solve all problems. Although Republicans know all this, they don’t use their knowing to
go a er the situa on properly.
Instead, to avoid thinking, people pursue something else that “gets them oﬀ” short term, but does not
solve problems long term. They pursue thrill issues such as racism, sexism, big business, police violence
against Blacks, abuse of en tlement programs, Black violence, non‐tradi onal gender, gay marriage,
abor on, or abuse of nature. People don’t want to do something good over the long run but instead
want to “get oﬀ” by catching the other side in a flaw that doesn’t really ma er in the big picture and by
insul ng the other side through a thousand small cuts.
Republicans don’t want to accept the facts above because, in the past, accep ng those facts led to bad
programs, and did no good; and Republicans don’t want to repeat mistakes. Instead, Republicans hide
their heads, talk loudly about patrio sm, condemn all things Democra c, and avoid thinking of other
people. I commiserate with Republican annoyance over what happened in the past but denying facts,
and lashing out against all Democrats and against tokens such as gays and nature, instead of proposing
something be er and realis c, I cannot accept. It is un‐dignified, indecent, and not Conserva ve.
Human Moral Capacity and State Needs.

‐People have a mixed moral nature. We are good and bad. Most of us try to be be er than worse, most
of the me, but we don’t succeed o en enough. People are good enough in general to make some state
programs succeed such as the rules of driving – even there we need constant police watching. People
are not good enough in general to make all programs succeed. Some mes people need to be coerced as
with paying taxes. Some mes good programs fail such as keeping up infrastructure and taking care of
nature. People tend to take advantage of programs and programs tend to balloon. On average, people
are not good enough for programs like welfare, SSD, corporate welfare, or state building contracts,
without a lot of close costly supervision. Some mes the cost of supervision and the costs of ballooning
are more than the good. You have to learn to work within the bounds of real human nature. You also
have to give people a chance to fail before you condemn them and you give up on all programs. Use
experience to judge. At first, err with too much op mism and compassion; then stop when it is clear
things have gone bad; and then do something else be er that takes into account selfishness and short
sight.
People are good when being good does not cost too much, mostly in the context of good ins tu ons
such as good government, church, schools, community, friendship, and a good workplace. People are
good when they have good jobs with decent pay and benefits and their neighbors have similar good
jobs. They are good when they feel that to help does not undermine the chances of their own family
and to help likely will do general good. People will not help if they have had few role models, especially
if they have rarely seen examples of successful helping or public concern. People will not help if they
think their enemies are in control or might gain control. People will not help if to help undermines the
chances of their own families.
Everybody lies, steals, cheats, avoids du es, puts him‐herself ahead of the whole, and is selfish. I noted
some reasons why. Even if people otherwise are o en good, people act selfishly when they think they
can get away with it. People are more apt to act selfishly when they think “the state” in general pays
the price for their selfishness rather than see that all the individual people who make up the state each
pays part of the price. A health care scam raises everybody’s rates enough to make a diﬀerence but the
scammers don’t let that fact register in their heads. Otherwise average people ruin well‐intended
programs, such as welfare, by selfishness. Through selfishness, people cause other deserving people to
lose out because we cannot take the harm done by the greed of the selfish people. The harm done by
the greed of selfish people in programs o en outweighs the good done by programs.
Even when most people in a group are reasonably good most of the me, in nearly all groups, some of
the people are basically bad. In some groups, such as maybe the Amish or a good Buddhist parish, few
people are bad. In some groups, I cannot say which because of PC, many people are bad. A person does
not have to be a full‐blown sociopath or psychopath to be bad. A person can otherwise have many good
features but s ll have a few bad flaws that make him‐her more trouble than benefit, and so bad.
When enough people in a group are bad, the people in the group who would have been good have to
adopt bad habits out of self defense. They also adopt bad habits beyond self defense because they see
that badness works, so make the overall problem worse, and so make people in general adopt more bad

defensive habits. Then it is hard to change the overall badness in the group. When enough people in a
group are bad, people outside the group expect to deal with badness o en when they deal with the
group, and they compensate. O en the other people outside the group adopt bad traits themselves
such as prejudice and violence. Then it is harder to lessen badness in all groups.
We can see business firms as big persons and‐or big groups (see below), so firms also can show greed
and firms can act well or badly. Business firms have good and bad a tudes. We have to foresee what
good and bad acts business firms likely do when we make programs that impact them. Business firms
usually have greater ability to manipulate the system and manipulate poli cians than do plain people or
groups of plain people. Business firms can ruin well‐intended programs by their selfish greed, as they
have done with the programs that make up corporate welfare and as they have done with the tax breaks
give to lure them to par cular loca ons.
We Really Think in Terms of Groups, and We Should Accept This Fact and Deal with It.
Although, as Americans, ideally we would like to think in terms of individual merit, in fact, some mes we
have to think in terms of groups, and o en we do think in terms of groups.
A tudes (cultures) run in groups. There are good a tudes such as considera on for neighbors, not
making noise, cleanliness, respect for the truth, and o en pu ng the welfare of the whole above your
short‐term gain. There also are bad a tudes such as a tendency to violence, chronic lying, chea ng,
making noise, stealing, making a mess, and not considering others or the social whole. In good groups,
some people do bad things and there are some bad people; but mostly we can take the goodness of the
group at face value un l we have repeated bad experiences. Even in bad groups, many people act well
some mes and there are always some overall good people; but we s ll have to beware of bad acts by
most members of the group most of the me. We have to be careful. It is hard to change group
a tudes and hard to change our a tude toward par cular groups.
When a group that is mostly good faces a group that is o en bad, the mostly‐good group has to treat
the o en‐bad group as nearly all bad. This is how innocent people behave when they find themselves in
a bad neighborhood. Groups do unfairly paint other groups as “them”, as mostly bad, so they can treat
the other groups as all bad; groups use stereotypes as a tool of “us versus them”, a tool of prejudice and
discrimina on. Yet even so, some groups really are worse than others, and the good groups have to do
what they have to do to protect themselves. I don’t like this reality, and you might not like it, but it is
true nonetheless and we have to deal with it. Even besides poverty, there are reasons why some areas
have a lot of crime and why good people stay away from there.
When thinking about the impact of a program, we have to think which groups are likely to gain and lose,
and how group a tudes aﬀect the success or failure of the program. We are unfair to individuals when
we think in terms of groups. We should try to make programs benefit good individuals despite the bad
a tudes of their groups. We should seek out good individuals when we can. We should help individual
people to act well, especially children. But some mes we don’t succeed; and some mes we have to

think in terms of groups anyway. Liberals, Conserva ves, Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, women,
men, old people, young people, labor unions, and business firms, all think in terms of groups but don’t
like to admit it publicly because of modern PC (poli cal correctness).
Thinking in terms of groups leads to bad acts such as prejudice and discrimina on. It leads to “us versus
them”, to finding enemies, and labeling not‐us necessarily as enemies. We have to fight the bad eﬀects
but we s ll have to think in terms of groups anyway.
ALL GROUPS HAVE PREJUDICE, INCLUDING GROUPS THAT CLAIM THEY ARE MORE OFTEN VICTIMS SUCH
AS BLACKS, WOMEN, CHRISTIANS, MUSLIMS, CONSERVATIVES, BUSINESS, LABOR, AND WORKING CLASS
WHITES.
YOUR GROUP IS MORE PREJUDICED THAN YOU THINK. YOU ACT MORE ON PREJUDICE THAN YOU THINK
YOU DO. HOW PEOPLE SEE YOU AND YOUR GROUP, AND ACT TOWARD YOU AND YOUR GROUP, IS DUE
MUCH MORE TO YOUR BAD BEHAVIOR, BASED ON YOUR BAD PREJUDICE, THAN YOU THINK. YOU ARE A
HATER TOO, AND OTHERS RESPOND TO THAT. YOU HAVE TO CHANGE YOURSELF AS MUCH AS YOU TRY
TO CHANGE OTHERS, AND HAVE TO CHANGE YOURSELF FIRST. THIS ADVICE APPLIES MORE TO GROUPS
THAT ARE USED TO THINKING OF THEMSELVES AS WRONGED RATHER THAN AS WRONGING SUCH AS
BLACKS AND WHITE UPPER MIDDLE CLASS WOMEN.
THIS ASSESSMENT DOES NOT MEAN YOU HAVE TO BE A DOOR MAT. IT DOES NOT MEAN YOU CANNOT
SEEK SOCIAL JUSTICE. IT DOES NOT MEAN YOU CANNOT CONDEMN BAD BEHAVIOR IN OTHER GROUPS.
IT DOES MEAN YOU HAVE TO REALISTICALLY ASSESS YOUR GROUP AND CHANGE YOUR GROUP.
We try to avoid the faults of thinking in terms of groups by denying we do think in terms of groups and
by pretending we don’t think in terms of groups. We cannot fully stop thinking in terms of groups, and it
is not useful to try to stop fully. Pretending we don’t think in terms of groups, we are not prejudiced,
but all other people do and are, make it all worse. Rather than deny, we should try to manage. We
can’t manage if we don’t admit it first. Even groups that see themselves as vic ms have to admit they
use group thinking, prejudice, and enemies. When we admit that we do think in terms of groups, it is
easier to manage, but, even then it is not easy. It is good to try to manage.
Big groups such as poli cal par es are not made of one homogenous group, much as they would like to
hope so. They are made of subgroups, some of which are in control and some of which are clients.
Subgroups don’t always get along, and, to know what’s what, we have to look at subgroups and their
rela ons. Some mes dominance moves from one subgroup to another and some mes core and clients
change roles. This account quickly gets complicated. I pare it down as much as possible, into two major
par es, simple core, a few clients, the big rela ons between par es, and the big rela ons between the
core and clients within the par es.
The State, General Morality, and the Morality of Your Group.

The state must enforce a general morality. For example, part of the general morality might be “don’t
steal”. The state must aim at some general good goals such as “everyone should feel secure at home
and on the street”. The state should aim at some specific good goals such as “educate every child who is
smart enough and has a good a tude”. The state must enforce general order such as that you cannot
“do it in the middle of the road” or drive any way you wish. The state should seek some condi ons of
general good such as a distribu on of wealth that is not too skewed or that all schools are adequate.
Despite the historic roots of democracy in Western Chris anity and philosophy, the state should never
take up the moral code of any one par cular group as its moral code, any more than the state should
take up the religion of any one group. The state can take ideas about morality from par cular groups,
and likely should take ideas from several groups, but should not use the morality of one group as oﬃcial
morality. The oﬃcial morality of Roman Catholics, Shiva Hindus, Calvinists, Lutherans, Taoists, liberal
academics, conserva ve middle class people, the Religious Right, or Donald Trump, should not be the
oﬃcial morality of America.
The rule against taking up the morality or religion of any one group is as much to protect that group
against other groups as to protect other groups against that group. It protects all groups against each
other. It is a necessary condi on of freedom. Groups o en don’t understand this point, pretend not to
understand it, or pretend other forces prevail, and our group must take charge anyway. You personally
should prac ce apprecia ng this point and prac ce applying it to your group. What happens if another
group takes power and enforces its morality on you?
Morality and the law are not exactly the same. Almost everyone, and most groups, might agree on a
point of morality but s ll we cannot necessarily pass laws about the issue or we might wish not to pass
laws on the issue. Almost everybody agrees lying is bad but no state has many laws against lying. All
states have laws against lying in some situa ons as under oath, in a contract, or in adver sing. Everyone
agrees stealing is bad but we don’t enforce laws against stealing paper clips. Laws against sex outside of
marriage have generally failed and are not worth passing or enforcing. There is a small role for symbolic
laws that can’t be enforced, are not meant to be enforced, and should not be enforced, but here we can
ignore that case.
The general morality is likely to be “smaller” (“lower”) than the morality of any par cular group. The
state will not be concerned with some things that par cular groups care about such as not ea ng meat
or observing a day of rest. The law is smaller than general morality, so the law will be smaller (“lower”)
than the morality of most par cular groups.
Even so, general morality and the law are enough to carry on social life, carry on poli cal life, and lay the
basis for good people and good ci zens. Par cular groups have to accept that the general morality and
the law are smaller than their morality, accept that they care about some points that the state cannot
be concerned with, and especially that they care about points that the state should not pass laws about.
Groups have to accept living stricter lives than in the general morality and the law. Groups have to put
aside worry that state morality and the law will corrupt their youth and their way of life, or else they

have to leave that state. Most people don’t like abor on but the state should not pass laws against it.
Many people don’t like guns but America should not ban all guns. Many people want all guns to be legal
but some guns should be banned.
We all should be wary of groups that wish to make their morality the oﬃcial morality of the state. We
should see a empts to make your group morality the oﬃcial general morality of the state as immoral
and illegal. You may s ll argue par cular points of morality, try to add to general morality, hope to end
laws that you consider mistakes, and hope to shape general morality and the law.
Think about what is needed for general morality, and how we can limit laws about morality to only what
is needed. If you are a legal professional or you have a strong stake in the law, think how the law can
and cannot carry general morality and how it can and cannot carry the morality of a par cular group.
Both poli cal Par es have sought to make its morality the oﬃcial morality of the state, and, in eﬀect, to
exclude the morality of the other Party. Neither Party is adept at explaining what its morality is, giving
an overall ra onale or “spirit” for its morality, jus fying par cular points of its morality, or jus fying its
morality as a whole. The morality of each Party is contradictory. Each Party has points of its morality
that contradict other points. Each Party uses the confusion and contradic on to argue nonsense and to
advance hidden agendas. Neither Party has good arguments for why its morality should be the oﬃcial
general morality of the state but pushes for that goal anyway. The reason for all this confusion is that
Par es do not really seek morality but use morality as a tool in gaining clients and power, and, if Par es
were clearer and more consistent, they would lose some clients and some power. Par es try to sa sfy
all clients at all mes by saying the Party makes a moral appeal on behalf of each client, and each Party
has to make sure that all its clients don’t look closely at the moral appeals made on behalf of all other
clients. The moral appeals made on behalf of Blacks and LGTGBQ people cannot be fully consistent. The
moral appeals on behalf of middle class families and fervent gun owners cannot be fully consistent, not
a er all the mass shoo ngs in America.
At mes, par cular Churches wish to do the same and have tried to use poli cal par es to get the job
done, as now Churches that oppose abor on are trying to take over and use the Republican Party. At
mes, par cular interest groups have done the same, as has the NRA when it resists bans on weapons
and components that have no prac cal self‐defense or hun ng use such as assault rifles and extended
magazines. We should resist these bad moves even if we agree with many par cular points of their
morality, even if we hate abor on or love guns.
Morality and Prac cality.
Morality and prac cality usually coincide as when we realize honesty usually is the best policy, we wish
for all children to be reasonably honest, and we wish everybody to respect traﬃc rules. When morality
and prac cality are close enough, usually neither gives much trouble.

Although they o en coincide, morality and prac cality are not the same. We have to think in terms of
both even when they do coincide.
We can see how they diﬀer most clearly in cases when they can’t both be met at the same me or when
they clash. It might be nice to give every child full health care coverage and three square meals a day
but we can’t aﬀord to do that. Morality and prac cality can’t both be met at the same me, and tend to
clash, o en enough, in a big group such as the modern state. Even simple school board mee ngs o en
make the point. You should think of cases.
Some things we would like to do because of a moral call but we cannot aﬀord to do, as give everybody
health care. Some things might be prac cal and greatly help the state but we don’t do them because
they are immoral such as implant a punishment chip (“guidance chip”) at birth. Some things we might
like to do because they are moral but they are imprac cal such as ban all marital chea ng and chea ng
in pair bonds, gay or straight. “Cost too much” and “imprac cal” are not quite the same but here is not
the place to go into the issue so we can take them as the same. When you see one, think of the other.
Some things we might like to do because they are prac cal and would add to overall good but we are
not sure about all the moral ramifica ons such as make sure every child gets three good meals a day by
feeding all children at school. Some things are moral for people to do or not do, but are not the proper
concern of the state, so it is immoral when the state gets involved, such as telling people how to have
sex, what safe drugs to use, who to fall in love with, to get an abor on, or not get an abor on. It is both
immoral and imprac cal for the state to make everybody worship exactly the same god in exactly the
same way. Some things are both clearly moral and fairly prac cal, such as giving every child a good
breakfast and lunch at school, and we can reasonably support them, but we don’t do them because of
poli cs and because of mistakes about the role of the state and the role of parents.
Maybe because we see both prac cality and morality most dis nctly when they conflict, people tend to
think of morality only as an ‐prac cal or imprac cal, only as something that needs sacrifice, something
that happens only when we put others above ourselves and face personal annihila on as in the movies
“Topper” and “This is the End”. Those cases are wonderful, we should learn from them, and should use
them for inspira on, but they are not only what morality is, and we err if we think of morality only like
that. Morality can be hard but is not always hard. Diﬃculty is not a sure sign of morality but of normal
confusing human life. Learn to see morality and prac cality as two kinds of logic that o en run parallel
but some mes don’t.
When morality conflicts with prac cality, we have to decide. To decide, we need to know how much
morality costs. Cost is not only the immediate money and trouble but also the cost of what we forego
when we follow some par cular moral course, the cost of other projects that we cannot do because we
used the resources on this moral issue, the cost of se ng a bad example if we do not do what we know
is clearly moral, and the cost of enabling people in bad habits when we act morally such as chea ng to
get help from the state or becoming dependants of the state.

Some children go to school hungry. If we do not feed those children, what does that say about us and
about our morality? When our children and children in general learn a lesson from our lack of morality,
what morality will they hold, or not hold, and what will they do based on their weak morality? If we do
feed all those children, they will do be er in school. They will have fewer behavior issues. Likely there
will be less crime and violence. Likely they will impart fewer bad a tudes to their children. If we do
feed all the children who might be hungry, how much money will that cost? If we do feed all the
children who might be hungry, what do we have to give up? If we feed the children who might be
hungry, do we leave out the children whose parents feed them, and whose parents work hard so as to
be able to feed their own children? If we feed all the children including the children of parents who can
aﬀord to give them food at home, so as to make sure children who come hungry get fed, and so parents
of the happier children don’t feel cheated, can we aﬀord that? Then, in that bigger program, what do
we have to give up? If we feed all children who might be hungry, then, sadly, many parents will claim
poverty to get their children fed free. Many parents will work less because they can get their children
fed free. People will have more children than otherwise because they know they can get the children
fed free. Women will become single moms, and will have children as teens, because they can get their
kids fed free. With all that, what started as a simple program to feed hungry deserving children is three
mes the original size. What kind of example does all that set for all children, especially the example
from bad parents? Are some children worse oﬀ a li le hungry or a lot morally corrupted? There is no
obvious answer. You have to sort it out.
With all the op ons to choose from, a person or a poli cal party can make pre y much any case that is
convenient. It is hard to know the truth before we try the experiment.
Once we try the experiment, if we don’t like the results, it is hard to backtrack. Once we give something
for moral reasons, or any reasons, it is hard to stop. Once we give a tax reduc on for mortgage interest,
it is impossible to take it back. This is true of business firms as well as individuals and social groups.
Once we give protec ve tariﬀs, it is hard to take them back.
At the group level, leaders have to deal with these problems for us, and they have to be able to explain
to the people what they did and why. Leaders need to see morality and prac cality fairly clearly. They
need to see the trade‐oﬀs. They need an overall ra onale for their morality and their prac cality, and
for how morality and prac cality interact. They need a philosophy of morality and of prac cality, and a
philosophy of morality and prac cality in a modern state. Some mes leaders get all this from religion.
Now, they more likely get it from pop culture and general culture, from Disney or Avatar, including the
pop culture of religion.
People and poli cal par es mix up morality and prac cality when they argue we should do something or
should not do it. People and poli cal par es want to not be clear about morality and prac cality and
their mix because lack of clarity makes asser ons more likely to win. When people argue we should ban
guns, they cite the immorality of misuse and cite all the harm that comes of misuse. When people argue
we should not ban guns, they cite long American tradi on, say the state should not be involved in any
ownership, say the state should not get involved in the ownership of guns, and point out how useful

guns are in protec on and training character. Arguments for and against abor on (and about choice)
are mixes of morality and prac cality. In all these cases, you have to listen and sort it out for yourself.
You have to decide if morality and prac cality are on the same side. You have to decide if they clash.
You have to decide if we can be moral and aﬀord it, if we would like to be moral but can’t aﬀord it, and
if prac cality ps the scales in case of a moral close call. You have to decide how all this fits into a
context of the state general morality versus the morali es of par cular groups. Nobody will sort out the
arguments for you.
The poli cal par es each claim they are adept at sor ng out morality and prac cality, only our Party is
adept at this deep task, the other side is woefully inept, its ineptness amounts to constant immorality,
and the other side always leads us into errors from which we cannot return. Both par es are wrong
about their level of skill. Neither Party is honest. Neither party is adept at sor ng out morality and
prac cality. Instead, they are adept at using morality and prac cality as excuses to mobilize and hold
clients in the struggle for power. They use moral appeal when that works, prac cal appeal when that
works, use prac cal appeal especially when they wish to act in a morally ques onable way such as take
all guns or give big tax breaks to rich people, and they constantly harp that the other side is so inept as
to necessarily cause tragedy. Some mes par es create confusion on purpose and some mes they fall
into a pa ern of giving confused informa on, and then they s ck with confusion because that works for
them even though it is s ll confusion and it is wrong. Donald Trump is a textbook example of pu ng
out confusion on purpose and of sustaining confusion when it later works.
You have to doubt what par es say. You need to develop your own big view of morality and prac cality.
You have to see what is going on and you have to resist even if you agree with some of the points of
morality and prac cality of your own Party. You have to discount its pressure. You have to weigh the
points of the other Party for the truth in them. Then you have to make up your mind about the issues.
You should be able to give good reasons.
Republicans and Democrats have their own styles of screwing up a good balance between morality and
prac cality. Democrats are overly suscep ble to moral appeals, even to silly moral appeals, from self‐
styled vic m groups; they are stereotypical “bleeding hearts”. So Democrats o en enable bad behavior
and bad groups. They enable the culture of vic m. Because Democrats respond so much to every moral
appeal, in eﬀect, they do away with moral appeal. If every appeal is fully moral and fully worthwhile,
none are moral and none worthwhile.
Republicans understand the need to balance morality and prac cality. They inherited the explicit duty
to do this from old Conserva ves and from the business ancestors of Republicans. But Republicans do a
bad job, deliberately. When I said par es are more adept at using morality and prac cality as ploys than
in really thinking out issues, I had Republicans in mind. They are masters of manipula ng morality and
prac cality. In using morality and prac cality only as tools to manipulate, Republicans eﬀec vely negate
both. In using morality only as a tool, Republicans thus kill morality and betray their du es to morality
and balance.

In the example about feeding children, Republicans would stress prac cal reasons against it no ma er
how weak, stress moral reasons against it no ma er how weak, and ignore moral reasons and prac cal
reasons for it no ma er how strong. Democrats would stress moral reasons for it. Democrats might
state prac cal reasons for it but would not give convincing arguments. Democrats would overlook the
moral and prac cal reasons against it as if those didn’t ma er. These stances do not serve the children
or the general ci zenry but serve the clients of this Party and hurt the clients of that Party. I leave you
to figure out which clients and how each Party stance serves our clients and hurts their clients.
Maybe the biggest loss due to muddled arguments about morality and prac cality is we get annoyed by
the whole mess and we make bad judgments. Many bad causes got funded in the past. Programs such
as tax breaks got passed for supposedly prac cal reasons that they did not pan out. We finally learned
we can’t fund everything. So, we let the other Party have their programs if they let us have ours. Aside
from these trade‐oﬀs, we don’t fund any more causes or programs at all. So we don’t fund decent good
causes that we should. Moreover, we keep programs such as tax breaks that we shouldn’t. We double
down on our par cular pseudo‐moral‐and‐prac cal stances, claiming impossible levels of morality and
prac cality for our pet gains. Even with our aversion to moral calls, s ll the big deficit gets ever bigger.
In other essays, I hope to lay out the moral and prac cal points for some par cular issues.
The interplay of morality and prac cality is so important that I repeat the above points o en in various
ways where they are needed. I save the reader the trouble of returning here but the repe on also can
annoy, so please put up with it.
A Note on Educa on.
This essay is not about educa on but the topic comes up o en, so it is useful to make clear one big point
in one place. Before about 1980, the more educa on, the more likely a person would get a good job. A
person did not have to go to a “name” school for educa on to get a good job. Unless a person did go to
a name school, the cost of educa on, even graduate school, was not high, and did not lead to debt that
took ten years to pay oﬀ.
Now, educa on is more like the adver sing in markets such as so drinks, pickup trucks, and lawyers. If
you don’t adver se, you are dead. If you do adver se, it won’t get you much, but it will help keep you
from dying. You s ll do have to pay the cost of adver sing. If you don’t get a degree, you are dead. If
you do get a degree, you won’t necessarily get a job, but it will help keep you automa c death, and you
s ll do have to pay the cost of a degree. You are damned if you don’t, in big debt if you do, and not
necessarily saved. But you have to. This is one cluster of reasons why online degree programs have
mushroomed.
I don’t know if the price of adver sing has gone up much since 1980 but the cost of educa on has gone
up. More people are ge ng a degree, because they have to, and it seems there are fewer chances for a

substan al scholarship. So, people now leave a four‐year program commonly in debt for $50,000, and
leave a graduate program in debt for $90,000. S ll they are not guaranteed any job let alone a good job.
More people are trying to get an educa on, educa on costs a lot more, you have to go into substan al
debt, you can’t get a job without a diploma, and you are not guaranteed a job even with a diploma. Two
more problems to add: (1)The prices of houses, cars, and medical‐and‐dental care has gone up much
more than salaries. Except for the upper middle class and the upper class, salaries have stagnated. (2)
You have to put your love life, family life, and children on hold, some mes for many years. While men
can get by wai ng, for women this wait is serious. Rather than focus on finding a mate and star ng a
family, people tend to accept temporary sexual liaisons as a subs tute, un l they are about 30 years old.
The disparity between men and women is unfair but unavoidable; it adds to tension for women; and it
adds to tension between men and women.
I don’t explain why all this happened.
This pa ern aﬀects the tendency of American schools to split into good schools and bad schools, with
not nearly enough schools in the middle able to guarantee an adequate educa on that gives a fairly
good chance of going on and ge ng a good job or any job. This pa ern aﬀects the diﬀerent lives of
diﬀerent social groups such as single mothers (parents) and their children, women, Blacks, Hispanics,
and poor Whites. Naturally, as a result, it also aﬀects poli cs.
Democrats wish to give everybody a free educa on through college without considering all the various
costs and without apprecia ng that far too many graduates s ll won’t get jobs. Republicans wish to
make everybody go into debt to pay for college and graduate school while not apprecia ng that many
graduates will not be able to get a good job and will not be able to pay back the debt. As it is doing now,
the debt will impact young people and families that are below the upper middle class much more than
the debt impacts the upper middle class and upper class, will cause further stagna on of incomes, and
further widen the income‐wealth‐and‐ class gap. I think both Par es actually do know what is going on
but, again, rather than deal with reality, they put forward their usual biased un‐helpful programs.
Please pause to make sure you can see what is going on and to think what you might do. As a ci zen,
you really do need not only to see the issues, not only to make sure you understand the issues be er
than either major Party does, but to come up with a reasonable realis c plan that you could oﬀer to
your representa ves and to other ci zens. That is part of your duty, even if you don’t have children.
Un l the 2000s, many parents did not know this new world of their children. They did not see why their
children had put so much eﬀort, me, and money into school and s ll could not get a great high paying
pres gious job with benefits. They did not see why children couldn’t get married right out of school and
start producing grandchildren. Now in the 20‐teens and soon the 2020s, parents do get the idea more.
Some have been through the mill themselves, and many parents are not stupid. I ask that, if you don’t
understand why your child with advanced expensive degrees cannot get a job and is deeply in debt, or
cannot marry and have your grandkids right away, you do some looking before you complain. Thanks.

# PART 2: THE FAMILY IN POLITICS
If you skip this material, you might not understand later references to family, and might have to come
back. This material is detailed, tedious, and long, so as not to fall into some common mistakes.
I use the family to get across the idea of client poli cs and the importance of socio‐economic class and
social groups in poli cs. Family is one of the biggest issues in 2018 in America. When one poli cal Party
res to hurt the other Party badly, to call the other Party “bad to the core”, it says the other party does
not defend families and even hurts families. Maybe Republicans and Democrats do care about families
and they would do what they could if they knew what was best. They don’t know what is best so
instead both Par es use family and family values as propaganda to recruit, hold, and use clients. That
prac ce harms families in the long run even when it seems to help in the short run. I dislike seeing the
family abused for poli cs and dislike the twisted idea of “Conserva ve” that is part of Republicans using
the family for poli cs.
I do not discuss some issues such as divorce and abor on that would be useful here but take up too
much space. If you want prac ce thinking through patron and client rela ons in terms of family and
family values, those issues make good material.
# Synopsis.
I get at the family in poli cs by looking at a tudes toward nuclear families and alterna ve families, and
at good families and bad families. I repeat the comments in this synopsis at the end of this Part.
Really: (a) the fight over what are the only true family values, (b) the fight over which families are the
only true representa ves of the only true family values, (c) claims that our side has true families while
the other side has only ar ficial families and bad families, (d) accusa ons that the other side does not
have real family values, (e) accusa ons that the values, acts, families, and social groups, of the other
side, hurt the state, (f) use of the state to promote our values and our families, and (g) use of the state
to discredit their values and harm their families, are all (h) fights over how to get and hold clients so as
to get and hold power.
Republican clients tend to live in nuclear families while many families of Democra c clients live in what
are called “alterna ve” families. Both Par es use this diﬀerence in their fight for clients and power.
Republicans wish as clients the people who can aﬀord to live in TV‐like nuclear families such as secure
working class and middle class Whites, Asians, and some Hispanics. Republicans help clients through tax
breaks, services such as police protec on, and support of schools. Republicans help the families of their
clients live close to the idealized (some mes slightly extended) nuclear family and then extol what they
help to create and what they support. Republicans hurt families that can’t aﬀord to live like idealized
nuclear families by labeling them as bad, through sales taxes that fall on them much harder, withholding

support and services such as family planning and abor on, and with the police and courts such as
through more frequent arrests and longer sentences for similar crimes. Republicans hurt rivals of their
clients so rivals cannot compete with Republican clients.
Democrats give a moral ra onale to people who o en cannot live in TV‐style nuclear families, and have
to live in alterna ve families, or who wish to live in alterna ve families, such as many Blacks, Hispanics,
and recent immigrants. Democrats say ALL those families are healthy adapta ons to economic hardship
and prejudice, and ALL those families produce only mentally healthy wholesome ci zens. Democrats
support alterna ve families and the groups of which they are a part through en tlements, grants, tax
break, school funding, low‐cost legal advice, family planning, and etc. Democrats assure their clients
that Republican‐style nuclear families‐and‐people won’t get favored treatment, and that Democra c
clients will be able to gain more wealth and status someday. Yet the Democra c stance wrongly calls all
people and families of its clients good, including especially alterna ve families. It does not iden fy bad
people and bad families. It does not see how bad families can lead to a bad view of whole groups. It
does not recognize the force of persistent bad a tudes. It does not say how we can channel limited
resources to good people and good families while not channeling to bad families. It does not say how
we might correct bad people and bad families. It is blind where, to do the most good, it should see. The
Democra c stance thus enables bad people and bad families, and it leads to a bad view of ethnic groups
such as Hispanics and Blacks and a bad view of gender groups such as single mothers and gays. Because
of its overly op mis c blindness, the Democra c program likely does not do enough good to jus fy the
direct and indirect costs. The Democra c stance aids backlash and prejudice. Enabling of bad people,
bad families, and group stereotypes adds punch to the otherwise weak Republican claims against poor
people and some social groups.
Any family values that most Americans would like to know about have li le to do with the poli cal fight
even if the poli cal fight is carried out in terms of family values.
# (1) Nuclear and AlternaƟve Families, and their Social Groups, in PoliƟcs.
This sec on is the first of five on the family in poli cs.
‐At least since the 1950s, likely since the 1920s, Americans have returned to a religion of the family. The
family that Americans have in mind is not like most real human families in most mes and places. It is
not like the real families that have made up America during most of its history. See the later parts of
this essay on history.
‐Real families are compared to an unreal idealized nuclear family. Republicans pretend they live up to
the ideal when they do not. Republicans claim Democrats and their clients do not live up to the ideal,
a ack the ideal, a ack all families, and so a ack family values. Democrats and their clients don’t know
how to protect themselves from this a ack because they don’t know what is going on with families in
general, their own families, or families in client groups (ethnic groups and the poor). They won’t admit
that many families among their clients are bad enough to spoil programs, and won’t admit they don’t

know how to sort good families from bad families so as to save programs. They can’t be explicit about
what is going on because it would require admi ng failures and losing clients.
People who live in families other than the unreal ideal don’t know how to present their kinds of families
as healthy and reasonable when their families are, and they don’t know how to accept that their families
are unhealthy and unreasonable when their families are bad – and, yes, some mes their families are
unhealthy and unreasonable. They deny any families in their group have problems even when a blind
person could see they do. They deny that enough families in their group have enough problems so as to
spoil programs. They cannot, and will not, sort good families from bad families so as to save programs
and so help their group, programs, the Democra c Party, and the na on. Their patrons, Democra c
Liberals, enable all this unrealis c denial.
‐There is no standard American family because families in America varied in me and place in response
to circumstances, social class, and ethnic group. Even so, I go out on a limb to say the American family
un l 1920 was like this: at least three genera ons living in the same house or apartment, o en four
genera ons together, the dwelling was small, children got an educa on only through eighth grade, girls
got less, many younger children did not marry, especially girls did not marry because they could not get
a job with enough wages to support themselves and so oﬀer enough value to prospec ve husbands,
those girls stayed at home to take care of aged parents or stayed with a married sibling to take care of
nieces and nephews, parents were involved in their children’s marriages, there was li le da ng, people
started working in their teens, o en a young worker – in a factory or professional job – had to serve a
long appren ceship before he (almost always a boy) saved enough to marry, and yet families had six or
ten children, of which half died. I don’t explain how this pa ern changed in response to circumstances.
I like that it did change.
‐The idealized family is like “Leave it to Beaver” or “The Donna Reed Show” from old TV. I have nothing
against that family. I wish I had lived in that family. In many ways, it is best. I like that both parents
were good role models. I like that it is not rigidly authoritarian, old‐fashioned, or too permissive. The
man could be caring and the woman stern. It would be clearly an excellent op on if, in addi on, all
family members got good jobs, they stayed in touch, and helped care for grandparents and parents
when those people got old. It is a good style for families when all school districts around the families
provide a good enough educa on.
If America had maintained the prosperity of the 1940s to 1970, then most families eventually would
have had a fair chance to live like that. We would not look down on families that did not live exactly like
the ideal, such as when an old grandparent stayed or when an unemployed sibling stayed. But America
did not have that much prosperity before 1940 and has not had that much prosperity since 1975. Most
families in American history have not been like this ideal. Even now, while America is s ll prosperous, if
most American families are similar to the ideal, it is not a large majority.
(To be exact: America s ll has enough material wealth but people must compete for family security in
such a way that they are not comfortable sharing, so now prosperity is not shared enough to allow

almost every family to live as it wishes. This change a er 1975 is not a horrible plot by anybody but
results from how world capitalism works and how poli cs works.)
Yet this idealized family remains. Families that do not live up to this standard are suspect. If they don’t
live up to this ideal, their morals are bad. If they can’t live up because they are not wealthy enough,
then they are bad managers, bad providers, and their integrity and character, are suspect.
‐Alterna ve families are what we also call blended, mixed, single parent, mul ‐genera onal, woman
centered or woman focused, and non‐tradi onal. They include families where the heads of household
are a gay couple. If families with mul ple spouses were legal, as a man with many wives or a woman
with many husbands, or many men and women together, alterna ve families would include those. They
include siblings, usually sisters, living together with children. They include mul ple genera ons living
together; usually an older woman with her daughters and their children, the grandchildren of the older
woman; and some mes with her granddaughters and their children, the great grandchildren of the
older woman. Some mes the daughters or granddaughters live, play, and look for a man elsewhere
while the older resident woman cares for their children. Alterna ve families o en are focused around
women and do not have a standard male head of household as in the idealized families. O en the men
in them are marginally employed at best, some mes because they can’t get work, some mes because
they have given up trying, and some mes because they don’t really want regular jobs. Now, alterna ve
families include adult single children living at home, even well‐educated adult children, especially if the
adult children cannot find a job and‐or are handicapped. Nowadays, alterna ve families include adult
children staying on at home (“Mom’s basement”) because the adult children can find only a bad job.
Some mes alterna ve families include people and their children, usually women and their children, who
are friends of the gene c kin that form the core of the family. Not everybody in an alterna ve family
has to be closely gene cally related for members to see themselves as one kin and one family. Resident
friends o en are treated as siblings, nieces, nephews, and grandchildren.
“Alterna ve” is not a good term because it suggests something deviated away from an ideal. I explicitly
deny I mean that. But there is no be er simple term that most people recognize.
Some mes families of kin live close to each other, some mes in diﬀerent houses on the same block.
Usually the families are related through a mother and several sisters but some mes through parents
and several brothers. You see this pa ern in movies about Irish people and you can see it in the movie
“The Heat” with Sandra Bullock and Melissa McCarthy and the movie “Mys c River”. One sibling has the
parents live in his‐her home, a home that might have been inherited from the parents. All adult siblings
should give money to care for parents and some mes give direct care. All households share child care
and some mes share big batches of cooking. Family holidays and barbecues are expected. O en each
household sees itself as more like the “Leave it to Beaver” ideal than like an alterna ve family, especially
if alterna ve families are seen as low or as typical of s gma zed ethnic groups. Some mes rich families
follow a similar pa ern but with bigger buildings and more land. Some mes Asian families in Asia and
America follow a similar pa ern. I leave it to the reader to decide what pa ern this kind of family falls in
and if this family is typical of any classes or social groups.

A fair share of people with good jobs can live close enough to the idealized nuclear family so they claim
to live up to the ideal even when they don’t live up fully. They might have an elderly parent living with
them or have a resident adult rela ve who is s ll looking for a job. Mostly these people in near‐ideal
families are Whites, Asians, some Hispanics, some Blacks, and some successful immigrants such as from
South Asia and East Asia. See the TV shows “Fresh oﬀ the Boat” and “Blackish”. A varia on was in the
TV show “Fresh Prince of Bel‐Air”, in which the family did see itself as nuclear ideal. People can accept
the family in “Fresh Prince” as a varia on of the nuclear family, a varia on that does not change its
essen al character as a nuclear family and that s ll leaves the family good. But much more change than
this much, and people see the family as an alterna ve family and in danger of being bad. The parents in
Fresh Prince were worried that Will Smith and his friends would exert a bad influence on their children
and would hurt their social standing. Even the Cosby family (Huxtable) was worried about friends of the
children. If you have ever seen “You, Me, and Dupree”, you decide if that family was close enough to an
idealized nuclear family while Dupree was s ll living there.
As with everything biological and social, the lines are fuzzy, but s ll it makes sense to divide between the
nuclear family versus alterna ve families, so I accept the division.
Since about 1980, people who strongly idealize the two‐parent man‐and woman nuclear family and see
themselves as living close to the ideal family have tended to be in the Republican Party and to loudly
support the Republican version of “family values”. They use the idealized unreal nuclear family as a
weapon in their fight against their socio‐economic class rivals and social group rivals. They s gma ze
the alterna ve family and say it is part of life in other groups, the bad groups in America. At the same
me, Democrats and their clients claim we should honor the nuclear family but not idealize and extol it;
we should not use it as the one pa ern for all families; we should not see other families as bad lesser
devia ons from the idealized nuclear family; all alterna ve families are good; and all groups that have a
large propor on of alterna ve families are good. That is why I had to be so careful here.
‐Some people with good jobs, a lot of people with bad jobs, and most unemployed people, cannot live in
the idealized unreal nuclear family and so they live in alterna ve families or alone. These people include
poor Whites, former working class Whites that now have only bad jobs, a fair number of Hispanics, and
many Blacks. Economic problems alone might not force them to live in alterna ve families, other forces
can contribute such as the culture of their social group, but economic problems push that way. I do not
here untangle what causes what, how much. These people tend to belong to the Democra c Party so as
to get benefits from the Party and to get ideological support for their families, lifestyles, and social
groups. They are used as an ideological and poli cal tool against Republicans by the Democra c Party
and by ac vists. They support their version of family values but see family values as embodied more in
love, commitment, and support than as embodied in who does or does not live in the same house or live
nearby.
People live in nuclear families or alterna ve families for many reasons, including personal preferences,
culture (a tudes) of their social group, a tudes that run in families, and outside forces such as from

jobs and the a tudes of other groups. For here, the two biggest forces to consider are (1) the a tudes
of the most important social group, such as an ethnic group, such as Blacks or Whites, and (2) outside
forces such as jobs and prejudice, but mostly jobs.
I comment on good and bad families below. Imagine an area with good and bad nuclear families and
good and bad alterna ve families. The people in nuclear families praise alterna ve families, even bad
alterna ve families. They do so because: (1) Members of the nuclear families grew up in a big family
which is now called an alterna ve family, that family was good for them, they have fond memories, and
not to support alterna ve families would be like insul ng ancestors. (2) They know they might have to
live with kin or friends in case parents in the nuclear‐like family get sick or hurt. They might have to go
join whoever will have them. In that case, they will be living in an alterna ve family. They don’t want to
denigrate what they might have to live like, and they don’t want to denigrate the people that they might
need. (3) Their own kin and friends face hardship and might have to come live with them. The same
explana on applies. (4) The group as a whole accepts and values alterna ves families, o en for reasons
just given, and the members of nuclear families go along with their group, a normal response. (5) The
members of nuclear families tend to see good alterna ve families as really good, and tend to see even
bad alterna ve families as not really that bad. Their percep on is shaped by their poten al needs, and
their percep on then guides their assessment and their poli cs.
These reasons apply more to people in groups that are likely to face economic hardship such as Whites
who have lost their jobs, and many Blacks, Hispanics, and recent immigrants. They apply less to people
in groups in which nuclear‐like families are fairly secure as with people whose ancestors immigrated a
long me ago, and Whites, Asians, Blacks, and Hispanics with secure jobs with benefits. The people with
secure jobs tend to see the reasons above as excuses and tend to see as threats the people who are in
alterna ve families or who might move to an alterna ve family. It is easy to see that Democrats recruit
the people who value alterna ve families while Republicans recruit people who value nuclear‐like
families and who fear or disdain alterna ve families.
It is not clear how much people live in alterna ve families because they like that style or because they
are forced to live that way because of: divorce, death, imprisonment of a spouse, losing jobs, having
only poor jobs, spouse abuse, deser on, crime, violence, financial problems, financial problems due to
bad health and accident, and bad a tudes.
As a guess, most people in modern economies would choose to live in something closer to “Beaver”,
maybe with grandparents and siblings nearby, if they had a choice, rather than live in a big family with
many annoying people in a small house. Don’t take this preference to say which family is more natural
or be er.
Some mes single parents live as single parents because they prefer it. Some mes single parents live as
single parents because it is be er than living with the old spouse, and the single parent can’t get a new
spouse that is be er than living alone with the kids. O en single parents have a good a tude and do
manage to raise good kids with good a tudes.

Rather than wrangle over why people live in nuclear or alterna ve families and whether family lifestyle
naturally coincides with any par cular poli cal party, socio‐economic class, or ethnic group, I accept that
people live in both nuclear families and alterna ve families, and that the major causes are the a tudes
of their group and outside pressures, chiefly jobs but also outside prejudice. I note that some kinds of
families and poli cal par es are associated. I use all this informa on when useful without going too far
into the ma er.
‐Individuals are good or bad. The lines are fuzzy, but it is important to decide some mes that Joe is bad
while Frank is good, so I accept this division. Similarly families can be good or bad. Families can be bad
because they have one bad member, a few bad members, because of a tudes typical of the group that
they belong to, styles that run along family lines, and they face outside forces such as bad jobs and
prejudice. As with individuals, the lines are fuzzy but I accept the division. Nuclear families can be good
or bad. Alterna ve families can be good and bad. It is important to accept that alterna ve families can
be good or bad, so I recommend pausing to think about this fact. If you have trouble accep ng that a
family can bad, think about the family in the TV show “Animal Kingdom”.
Alterna ve families are good when people help each other, especially to get a good educa on with real
content, learn good values, have a good character, get be er jobs, and overcome legal issues and health
issues. Alterna ve families are good when they don’t make problems for the neighbors or community,
and be er when they actually help. A lot of people, even with good jobs and big savings, are happy to
have grandparents live with them and are happy to take in a nephew or niece un l the young person
gets a be er job. A lot of grandparents are willing to take in the grandkids, hopefully only un l their
mother gets a solid job but longer if need be. Many parents are happy to take in a sister or brother and
his‐her spouse and children un l the brother or sister gets a solid job, hopefully not long, but for at least
a few months if need be. A lot of people grew up in big families and like having many kin around.
Some mes you can’t get the extra kin out of the house, and then rela ons turn strained, but then that
family is not necessarily good anymore.
When people in alterna ve families do succeed in a modern capitalist economy, they o en aim toward
budding oﬀ into small families of their own that are like the “Beaver” ideal. This choice does not mean
that the only natural and best family is the nuclear family. It does not mean that all other families are
varia ons away from the only natural and best nuclear family. It does not mean that other families are
bad devia ons away from the only natural and best nuclear family, and that other families can be seen
in terms of how deviant and how bad they are. The fact that o en people prefer nuclear families can be
used to understand why families tend to certain forms under certain condi ons. These facts could help
us to see which families are be er or worse if we had good criteria for be er or worse. Only if you have
studied human family and society under various condi ons could you make much of all this. In this
essay, I note that people do o en like nuclear families but I do not make much of the fact. We should
not use it alone to prove anything.

Alterna ve families are bad when they perpetuate bad a tudes such as: chronic lying, resor ng to a lie
to get out of any situa on, violence, alcohol abuse, drug abuse, stealing, crime, arguing in the family,
arguing with neighbors, promiscuity, teenage pregnancy, gangs, bad educa on, no apprecia on for good
educa on, no respect for law and the rule of law, no apprecia on for community, no understanding of
self‐government, no sense of general responsibility, no sense of other people as persons, no feeling for
general decency, and expec ng the state to do it for you as with welfare and with the quality of local
schools. The causal rela on works both ways. Bad families cause problems and problems cause bad
families. Problems, bad a tudes, bad families, bad groups, bad areas, and bad schools, all cause each
other. Once mutual causa on gets going, it is hard to stop. A lot of people in alterna ve families have
bad a tudes, and their a tudes cause their bad lives to a big extent, more than external factors cause
their bad a tude and bad lives. We can honestly say there are bad families, and bad families cause
problems for themselves and for others. We can honestly say there are bad families not caused by
stress even if stress makes badness worse. We can say this without worrying that prejudice causes our
opinion. You should pause to accept this fact. It is easier for good families to go bad than for bad
families to go good. Once families go bad, for any reasons, they tend to stay bad.
The usual state programs, carried out to their usual limited extent, are not enough to change enough
bad families to good families in enough areas and in enough client groups. Pause to consider this fact. If
programs were carried out to a greater extent, if more help were given, programs would change a few
more bad families to good families but, even then, programs would not change all bad families to good
families and likely s ll would not change enough bad families to good families. I can guess what it would
take but there is no point saying here. We wouldn’t do it anyway, whether Democrats or Republicans
had absolute power.
If all people in all bad families had good enough jobs, would that change enough bad families to good
families? Or would family character and group a tudes s ll enable too many bad families for too long?
I don’t know. Because enough people from bad families are not likely to get good jobs in the near
future, this ques on is theore cally interes ng but prac cally null. As a guess, if everybody had a good
enough job, s ll bad family style and bad group a tudes would con nue in bad families and bad groups
for many genera ons. It is hard to stop lying automa cally when you have done that all your life.
Eventually bad families and bad groups would have fewer bad members, and there would be fewer bad
families and bad groups, but the shi might take a hundred years. If all prejudice were to end (and thus
many people from s gma zed groups got good jobs), would that change enough bad families to good
families? Or would family character and group a tudes s ll enable too many bad families? By “end
prejudice” I mean not only of White men against everybody but of all groups against all other groups;
Blacks have to stop despising Whites and Hispanics, and vice versa, and women have to stop blaming
men. I give the same answer. So I con nue here as if all the forces will remain in play in the near future.
Likely, it is easier and less expensive to save a few good families out of bad groups, and to give up on
bad families and bad groups, than to get everybody in all groups a good job and‐or to end prejudice and
discrimina on enough. It is be er to concentrate on saving a few families and to accept that a lot of
bad families will remain bad. If you don’t want to give up on everybody then you will lose many people
that you could have saved otherwise; and I wish you luck.

The following features used to be considered automa c infallible signs of a bad family, especially a bad
alterna ve family, but the traits are ambiguous now: single parents for any reason other than death of
one spouse; divorce, especially if due to the wife; female head of household except when her husband
has died; mul ple spouses; mul ple children by mul ple spouses; a resident unmarried adult child
except an older daughter taking care of the parents; arrest for any crime; convic on for any crime; any
resident ever having been in jail; alcohol abuse; drug abuse; visits by the police; noise, especially late at
night; screaming fights in the yard of parking lot; hooliganism; noisy par es; not going to church or a
similar ins tu on; suspicion of stealing in the neighborhood; children get in trouble at school; unrelated
people staying in the house; slu y dress; extravagant dress; obvious living beyond the family means;
ostenta on; too many cars parked around the house; cars parked on the yard; and cars parked so they
block neighbors.
The same family characteris c can be prac cal for the family in the short run but bad for the family in
the long run and bad for the community. Modern TV and movies about dysfunc onal families play with
this theme. A fun example is the brawling Irish families in movies before about 1960, before PC. The TV
shows “Animal Kingdom” and “Sons of Anarchy” show family togetherness makes for success in crime
but it also makes for bad people and a cancer on society. When a family contributes to the church but
only the church, this pa ern teaches both togetherness and exclusion, exclusion first of the family to
everyone else, then of the church to everyone else, then of the ethnic group to all other ethnic groups.
Eventually, to be good, the family and church have to get beyond that kind of exclusion. You have to
make up your mind about which traits that lead to apparent success for the family in the short run also
eventually lead to bad results for society and so are bad traits.
The same family can make both good and bad people. It can protect grandchildren from neglec ul and
abusive parents when grandchildren go to live with the grandmother and aunts. The grandmother tries
to teach the grandchildren responsibility, respect, hard work, and going to church. The same family also
raises girls who accept ge ng pregnant as teens and dropping out of school, accept having children by
many diﬀerent men, use their sexuality primarily to a ract men, and expect to use their female kin as
safety valves. The same family teaches young men it is safe to prey on young women, and does not
teach what it means to be a modest responsible man. The same family can teach going to church every
Sunday but to hate all people of other ethnic groups and in other neighborhoods.
I cannot untangle all this here, so I simply rest with a division between good alterna ve families and bad
alterna ve families. I overlook the confusing middle.
This is how the nearly ideal nuclear family and the alterna ve family are used in poli cs: (1) Nuclear
families are mostly good while alterna ve families are mostly bad. (2) Our families are good whether
nearly ideal nuclear or alterna ve while all their families are bad whether they are nearly ideal nuclear
or alterna ve.

‐Between nuclear families and alterna ve families, it is not clear if alterna ve families more likely make
bad people, bad families, bad a tudes, and bad groups. I really don’t know. In other wri ng, I would
say the issue is an empirical ques on: we have to look and see. Here the answer is not as important as
the stance that people take. Some people say alterna ve families are just as good as nuclear families
and do not make more bad people etc. while some people say alterna ve families are more likely to
make bad people, bad families, bad a tudes, and bad groups.
Suppose an alterna ve family is bad. It is not clear that bad alterna ve families more likely make more
bad people etc. than do nuclear families or good alterna ve families, but probably. Child abuse makes
child abusers, children of divorced parents are more likely to divorce, children of alcoholics more likely
abuse alcohol, children of violent parents are more likely to hit, and so on. There are more likely to be
bad people in bad alterna ve families. Bad alterna ve families tend to make bad alterna ve families for
quite a while. If the family is superficially successful by being bad, then it makes more than one copy of
itself each genera on.
Here you need to be honest with yourself. Think of the “trash” families in your group, ethnic, social, or
anywise. Don’t many bad families come from alterna ve families or are oﬀshoots? Do you really think
they are alright? Don’t they cause trouble for many people, not just in the family but in the area? Don’t
they give your neighborhood and your group a bad name? If you could, wouldn’t you move out of an
area with many bad alterna ve families to an area with very few? If you cannot move from an area with
many bad alterna ve families, don’t you feel trapped, angry, and more likely to lash out? Isn’t ge ng
out of the ghe o more about escaping bad (o en alterna ve) families than escaping prejudice? Don’t
you think other people see this and are afraid? Don’t you think other people are like you?
As when we have to decide about individuals, when people see both good and bad in a family, especially
an alterna ve family, they can’t aﬀord to be subtle about the situa on, they have to decide “good” or
“bad”, one way or the other, no middle, about the whole family as one unit. Ra onally for their own
safety and the safety of children, people seeing mixed acts by an alterna ve family are more likely to say
“bad”. Be er safe than sorry. Nearly all Democrats who in theory want to think the best of people, in
real life when it comes to the safety and character of their own children, take this a tude without
thinking twice. To avoid all the bad families that people see around them is one reason why people wish
to leave ghe os. Think how to keep the good and get rid of the bad, and how to make public judgments
work be er for everybody. It is hard.
So, fair or unfair, people in general are likely to think that alterna ve families are more o en bad than
nuclear families, and people are likely to think that bad alterna ve families are more likely to make
more bad people, bad families, bad a tudes, and bad groups than nuclear families. People come to this
conclusion whether they think alterna ve families are bad due to forces within the family such as bad
a tudes or due to external forces such as bad jobs and prejudice.
‐Alterna ve families tend to run in par cular social groups, such as ethnic groups, such as Blacks from
the Caribbean. For example, Caribbean Blacks tend to have female‐centered or female‐headed families,

and o en have sisters and their children living in the same house or living nearby. It is not clear if (a)
running in a social‐or‐ethnic group is because the cultures of groups support alterna ve families (Black
culture rooted in the Caribbean favors women heads) or (b) outside pressures such as job hardship and
prejudice lead to alterna ve families, or both. It is not clear if alterna ve families, once established,
tend to run in the group even when outside pressures are taken away, such as when children in a Black
Caribbean family get good middle class or upper middle class jobs. Likely once a cultural disposi on
(a tude) toward features of alterna ve families gets going in a group it tends to con nue in the group
although external pressures are removed, such as female headed families, mul ple children by mul ple
partners, teenage mothers, and tolerance of divorce.
‐It is not clear if the alterna ve families that run in social groups, such as ethnic groups, are more likely
to be good or bad in some groups more than others. Just because alterna ve families run in an ethnic
group we should not assume that bad alterna ve families make up the whole group or good alterna ve
families make up the whole group. It is not clear if the alterna ve families in that group are good or bad
due to a tudes typical of the group or because of outside pressure such as bad jobs and prejudice. If
a tudes are bad now, it is not clear if a tudes change when the family does be er economically. If
you think that alterna ve families are more likely bad than good, you imply bad families are more likely
to run in social groups, such as ethnic groups, that have a lot of alterna ve families.
Reminder: Not all families that look like the idealized nuclear family and should have a good a tude are
good families, as so much of women’s TV reminds us. Evil at the heart of even apparently good (nuclear)
families has been a staple of Western literature, especially melodrama, at least since Ibsen, and it is the
mainstay of most soap operas and many detec ve stories. And, of course, not all families that try to
look like the idealized nuclear family are really a small nest of monsters. Some of them are decent
people trying to get by in a hard world.
Because culture is real, families diﬀer because of group a tudes, diﬀerences persist, and diﬀerences
ma er in the economy and in poli cs. Because culture and ethnicity are real, families diﬀer between
ethnic groups, diﬀerences persist, and ethnic groups and their families ma er in the economy and in
poli cs. We can deny culture (a tude) exists, deny ethnic groups have dis nct cultures, deny culture
and ethnicity are relevant to family life, or deny culture‐ethnicity and family life are relevant to economy
and to poli cs, but we are foolish and shortsighted to do so. If you are serious about knowing the use of
the family in poli cs and the rela ons of family to the economy, then you have to pay some a en on to
culture and ethnicity. You have to pay a en on to misuse of these ideas by both sides.
‐If (a) alterna ve families more likely run in (a1) some social groups such as in (a2) some ethnic groups;
and (b1) alterna ve families are more likely to be bad than are idealized nuclear families, (b2) especially
the alterna ve families in an ethnic group are more likely to be bad when the ethnic group faces bad
straits such as bad jobs and prejudice; and, (c) once bad, however they got that way, alterna ve families
stay bad for quite a while; then (d1) ethnic groups with more alterna ve families are likely to have more
bad families, (d2) the families are likely to stay bad for quite a while; (d3) these bad families are likely to
cause other bad families; (d4) and so on. (e) There will be enough bad alterna ve families in the ethnic

group so bad families will typify the group as a whole. (f1) Other groups have to see the ethnic group as
a whole as made up of bad alterna ve families and (f2) have to act accordingly. (1) Ethnic groups with
more bad alterna ve families are (2) not likely to change to be er alterna ve families and to be be er
as an ethnic group. (A) The ethnic group as a whole will seem bad. (B) For their security, other groups
have to react accordingly. (C) Then the people in the ethnic group will respond accordingly. (D) And so
on.
This argument is dangerous because it easily supports irra onal prejudice. It is also a common chain of
thought even when people can’t put it into words or may not say it. In contrast, blind resistance to this
argument, claiming alterna ve families are always good and groups with alterna ve families are always
good, leads to denying truth, irra onal reverse prejudice, bad reverse discrimina on, and discredi ng
the people who want to fight prejudice and want to fight realis cally for ethnic groups. This argument
and resistance to it both play parts in poli cs, o en bad parts.
If this reasoning is true even a bit, we owe it both to any ethnic group accused and to the general public
to think out the links and to think what we can (should) do or not do. We owe it to the ethnic group and
everybody to keep prejudice, reverse prejudice, “us versus them”, and par san poli cs, out as much as
possible. If this argument is true even a bit, then leaders of any ethnic groups that have problems with
violence and crime have to own up to it and have to force their people to face it. I have not seen that. If
this argument is true or false even a bit, leaders outside the accused group have to make clear to their
fellows how true and how false, and have to suggest a good moral response, keeping in mind that all of
us are valuable human persons, and keeping in mind that most families are good even in places and
among groups with a lot of bad families. I have not seen this either. Whites, Hispanics, Blacks, Asians,
etc. all have to be clear to themselves and to each other and I have not seen much of that.
What ra o of individual people in a social group or ethnic group have to be troublesome, and what ra o
of families in a social group or ethnic group have to be seen as bad families, so the group as a whole is
seen as bad: 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30%, 40%, or 50%? Some groups, especially in some areas, qualify
easily. Here are some plausible guidelines. These guidelines will show how unfair the human system is,
especially to good people in bad families or in bad groups, and to good families among bad families or in
bad groups; but it is what we have to work with. If two people in a family, even a big alterna ve family,
are bad, the whole family is judged bad. If more than 20%, usually less, of families in any group is
judged bad, the whole group is judged bad. You can see it takes only a minority of bad people and bad
families to make a whole group look bad.
Be honest. If you are in a Black family and your family was sent to live where all the families were good
White families, would you make it? Likely you would. Isn’t that what many Black families hope for, and
see, when they flee the Black ghe o? If you were in a Black family and your family was sent to live in a
neighborhood with 30% White “trash”, usually hos le to Blacks, would you make it? If you were a
White family in a neighborhood where all the families were Black and good, I think you would be alright.
If you were a White family where all the families were Black and 20% were bad, you would not make it.
This is not simply racism. This is human nature and human social nature.

Families in good areas (groups) don’t want any families from bad areas (groups) coming to their good
area (groups) to bring the bad. Families in good areas (groups) can’t aﬀord to risk filtering good from
bad; it is easier and be er to avoid the whole other bad group and its bad families. This response is not
mere prejudice; this response is ra onal; but it can feed prejudice. The feeling arises between ethnic
groups such as between Blacks and Whites and between Blacks and Hispanics but it arises also within
ethnic groups as when Blacks from this good area don’t want any Blacks from that bad area coming in or
when middle class suburban Whites don’t want any bad exurban White trash coming in.
If people colored light purple, from Mars, moved into your neighborhood, and 30% of their families
were bad, wouldn’t you hate them and want them to move out? And if they didn’t move out, wouldn’t
you move out?
(See technical note in other wri ng about how sub‐groupings within a social group or ethnic group aﬀect
how people see good and bad individuals in the group, see families in the group, and how they see the
group as a whole.)
‐Republicans use two facts to make misleading claims: (1) Many Republican clients live in families that
can claim to be close enough to the ideal nuclear family, and claim to be good. Republican clients tend
to have secure jobs with enough pay and benefits or to make enough in their business or professions.
(2) Many Democra c live in alterna ve families. So, many Democrats live in bad alterna ve families.
The groups with bad alterna ve families are bad. Ethnic groups and social groups that are Democra c
clients are bad ethnic and social groups.
Republicans say nearly all Republican families are good families that follow family values well enough,
and produce good people and good ci zens.
Likely more families of Democra c clients are nuclear families than alterna ve families but Republicans
overlook this fact or they say nuclear families among Democra c clients are too far from the ideal. So,
Democra c nuclear families are not good nuclear families. O en enough, they are bad nuclear families.
Republicans con nue: Enough Democra c clients live in bad families, live in bad ethnic groups such as
Hispanic immigrants, and bad social groups such as a poor neighborhood. Whether Democra c families
are alterna ve families, as is o en the case, or nuclear families, enough Democra c families are bad
families. They make bad people, and the bad people make more bad families. Democra c families are
like the sleazy low class people with bad taste and bad manners on so‐called “reality” TV shows that
feature Black trash and White trash. Those bad families make bad groups. Those bad groups are the
key clients of the Democra c Party. So, nearly all Democra c clients are immoral, deserve what they
get, and don’t deserve help. Let them rot in their own depravity and kill each other oﬀ.
Republicans say bad alterna ve families are typical of some whole groups such as Blacks, “White trash”,
and poor people. Bad a tudes cause bad families, not economics or prejudice. Don’t allow excuses.

Bad a tudes and bad families don’t change when groups have be er economic success, are protected
by laws, favored by programs, and find some job success. Bad families and ethnic groups do not know
family values and there is no point trying to teach them. Even if the people in some alterna ve families
have a good a tude, the fact that they live in alterna ve families shows their failure, and their failure
shows they can’t manage their money and lives, so they must be low in mind and character. Although
some people in alterna ve families and their social groups seem good now, they are likely to make bad
families members, so, later on make bad families and bad groups. Let them live in their own areas and
become the prey of bad alterna ve families and their own bad group.
Republicans con nue: In ethnic groups with many alterna ve families and thus many bad alterna ve
families, even many families that seem like nuclear families are not good families but are bad families.
They have been infected by bad alterna ve families. They branched oﬀ from bad alterna ve families,
and from bad nuclear families, and they retain the bad a tudes. They only seem like nuclear families
because they get state support and the support requires them to live like nuclear families. But they do
not share the good values that are at the core of good nuclear families. The make too many bad people;
and the bad people make bad alterna ve families and bad groups.
We Republicans judge the en re group by their bad families, bad alterna ve families, and bad nuclear
families.
When families switch to the Republican Party, it shows they intend to follow Republican family values,
be good families, make good ci zens, manage their money well, and make good people. They will kick
out or will control any members who do not live up to good Republican family values. They will distance
themselves from their old fellows in their socio‐economic class or social group who cannot measure up.
Black, White, and Hispanic families that wish to live correctly will keep away from families in their old
group that live badly. These be er families don’t usually need help but do need some protec on. They
need protec on especially from rivals for jobs and from their old fellow families in their socio‐economic
class and social group, who will be jealous and angry. We are happy to protect them, and we will help
them if needed. Such help is always cost eﬀec ve and good for America.
Of course, no Republican says much of this straight out. But people take Republicans this way.
Republicans gained a lot of working and middle class Whites and Asians with this stance, and gained
some Hispanics and Blacks too.
Democrats have their own version of selec ve facts and misleading claims. Democrats think, but do not
o en say, and do so with li le evidence: All Republican families, and all the families that have a higher‐
than‐average income, are really ro en at the core. They are like the families you see on TV crime shows
or in movies about divorce, like the rich family in “The Girl with the Dragon Ta oo”. The husband cheats
on the wife, the wife cheats on him, all the kids use hard drugs, at least one of the kids is a homosexual,
all the kids have been kicked out of schools, at least one is an alcoholic, at least one parent and one kid
is a pervert, it is worse if the wife is a pervert, the father beats the wife, and all the kids have been

arrested but were able to buy oﬀ the bust. Yet they all smile together for family photos, go to church
o en, and support family values. Despite their bad characters, all the kids will go to good schools and
get good high paying jobs or pursue a good profession such as lawyer or stock broker, or they will get a
good job in a factory or a big store. They are all spoiled brats even when grown up and even if they
came from a working background or middle class background. They are bad families, they make bad
people, and the bad people make more bad families. They get away with it because they have money
and connec ons and they know how to put up a good front. They know nothing of real family values.
Democrats con nue: Most Republicans are White. Most Republican bad families are White. A lot of
White people now are Republicans even if they are working people or middle class people, and even if
they were Democrats a genera on ago. Enough White people have bad families. We are correct to be
scared of White people because of their bad families and bad a tudes. White people are bad.
Democrats claim that all families, including nuclear families and alterna ve families, of all Democra c
clients, are good reasonable healthy adapta ons to economics and greater society.
Many Democra c clients want to live in alterna ve families because they like big families, not because
of bad a tudes or any weirdness. Many Democra c families live in alterna ve families because of bad
jobs, so they can pool their resources, share risks, and deal with prejudice, not because of bad a tudes
or weirdness. Many Democra c clients, even with good jobs, live in alterna ve families because they
got used to it when their ancestors had to live in alterna ve families to deal with bad jobs and prejudice.
Nuclear families stay in close touch for the same reasons. Alterna ve families are the best that people
could do in their situa ons.
Among Democra c clients, all families and all alterna ve families promote healthy reasonable a tudes
and none promote bad a tudes. No alterna ve families are caught up in the bad cycle, or, at least, not
through their consent. None have bad a tudes. All are breaking out of the bad cycle. If there are any
issues, all the issues are caused by outside pressure and by outside pressure alone such as prejudice and
by picked on by the police.
Nuclear families in Democra c client groups, even nuclear families that have budded from an alterna ve
family, even nuclear families that have budded from a bad alterna ve family, even nuclear families in
what Republicans call a bad ethnic or social group, are not bad. They do not live like nuclear families
mostly because welfare makes them live that way. They are good families who have set themselves up
to make in the best situa on they can find to make the best of things.
Even if a par cular ethnic group has a higher share of alterna ve families than White Republicans have,
no par cular ethnic group such as Blacks has a higher share of bad families or bad alterna ve families,
than any other group. “Alterna ve” does not mean “bad” and it does not mean “bad ethnic group” or
“bad group of single moms”.

The root problem is that prejudice, mostly by Whites but now also some mes by other ethnic groups
such as East Asians and South Asians, keeps Democra c clients from ge ng good jobs. All the families
of Democra c clients are vic ms. All the families would be fully decent, reasonable, and cul vate good
a tudes, if only Whites give them the help that they need and if we could end prejudice by Whites and
others.
Alterna ve families in all ethnic groups that are Democra c clients have family values. Family members
love and support each other, and are commi ed to the family. But outsiders refuse to see.
All help to all families, explicitly including all alterna ve families, of all Democra c clients, whether by a
state program or by a private agency, is a good investment that pays oﬀ in helping individuals, families,
social groups including ethnic groups, schools, and society. Investment in them is never wasted.
We don’t have to sort good families from bad. We don’t have to sort good alterna ve families from bad
alterna ve families. We don’t have to sort good groups from bad groups. We don’t have to figure out
how to make enough good people and good families in social groups. We don’t have to figure out how
to help good people make good families in the context of bad families and bad groups.
By promo ng this stance, Democrats lost many people of all colors and classes, especially working class
and middle class people with good jobs, and especially Whites and Asians, even if Democrats did gain
and keep some clients, and even if there is some truth to the stance.
Of course, Democrats don’t say much of this straight out, although they do say some of it such as that
there are no bad Democra c families and all investment in all the families of all Democra c clients pays
oﬀ handsomely. But people take it as above.
Both Republicans and Democrats are overall wrong. Not all Republican and White nuclear families are
ro en at the core. Not all people in alterna ve families are inept, depraved, immoral, or weak. Some
are quite good, heroic, and struggle to raise good children in trying situa ons. We can learn from them.
If alterna ve families are more typical of some classes, social groups, or ethnic groups, we need to know
the facts and we need to know why. If bad alterna ve families are more typical of some classes, social
groups, or ethnic groups, we need to know the facts and we need to know why. If bad nuclear families
are more typical of some classes, social groups, or ethnic groups, we need to know the facts and need to
know why.
Neither argument is completely wrong either. The only thing I point out is that there really are bad
families and bad alterna ve families, they are more common in some groups, and they tend to persist in
some groups regardless of good economic mes. To admit this is not to damn a whole group as bad
such as Blacks, Hispanics, or “White trash”. Unless we do admit this fact and take it into account, we
cannot see how other groups respond to groups with bad families and we can’t make it any be er.

As more people who are not clients of the Democra c Party have to live in alterna ve families due to
economic pressure, we might get a be er view of the interplay between economic pressure, a tude,
community, group culture, and outside prejudice. As more working and middle class White people are
forced to live with Mom and Dad for longer mes, we might get a be er idea of what causes what. The
recent opioid epidemic (2018) is a clue but it is not a defini ve sign that job hardship alone causes bad
a tudes and bad families. Don’t rely on economic problems among Whites to prove (a) all alterna ve
families among all other ethnic groups are due to poverty and prejudice alone, (b) all alterna ve families
with bad a tudes have bad a tudes due to poverty and prejudice alone, and (c) all alterna ve families
among all non‐White groups never had intrinsic bad a tudes – (d) they all started good and got turned
bad because of White prejudice and discrimina on. Job hardship among Whites and resul ng changes
does not necessarily prove the Democra c stance. Bad a tudes are bad a tudes, they cause bad acts
and bad people, and they linger across genera ons, in families, and in groups.
Americans are beginning to accept that some alterna ve families are healthy, adap ve, and responsible,
as in TV shows such as Modern Family, This is Us, and Reba. The Brady Bunch was really a big nuclear
nearly ideal family but the family had enough “alterna ve” in its background to open the door a crack.
Even people who make a point of family values and of extolling the unreal idealized nuclear family now
see that forces shape families and that some alterna ve families are good families. Even White Country
“Just Folks” know now that not all kids who s ll live with Dad and Mom on the old unprofitable 20 acres
do so because the kids are no good bums, bar sluts, failed criminals, or heroic rebels.
On the other hand, groups that have many alterna ve families, and that have may bad people and bad
families, especially many bad alterna ve families, s ll refuse to see. They refuse to see that bad families
make bad people and bad people make bad families. They refuse to see that bad families make bad
groups. They refuse to see that other families and other groups have to judge “good” or “bad” for their
own self‐protec on and for the be er running of society, and not simply out of prejudice. They refuse
to accept that other groups are not merely prejudiced or irra onal in worrying about the bad families
and the bad group and in keeping away from the bad families and bad group. They refuse to see that
not all the families and people in their group have to be bad, or even that most of their people and
families in their group have to be bad, for other groups reasonably to label their group as bad and to
defend against their group. If your group has enough trash families, then that is how it will be judged,
and that is how it should be judged by other worried groups. I feel sorry for the many hard working
honest good people in the families and groups judged harshly. It is not fair that a few bad apples spoil
the barrel, not fair for the whole family to be judged by a few bad members and not fair for the whole
group to be judged by a few bad people and bad families, but that is the way it is, and that is the way it
has had to be for a long me. That is what the good people in so‐called bad groups have to overcome,
even more than they have to overcome the prejudice of other groups.
‐It is s ll not clear if society as a whole needs to do anything, especially through poli cs. If we do need
to act, it is not clear what we need to do, how much it will cost, what we will get, if we can aﬀord it, and
if it is worth the cost.

Neither Party wants to look at these issues with a cool head. Both Par es would rather support dogma
because dogma also supports their clients, hurts the clients of the other Party, helps keep this Party in
power, and helps keep the other Party out of power. You have to think about it for yourself.
# (2) Broad and Narrow
This sec on is the second of five on the family in American poli cs.
The comments here apply to the sec on above and to the sec on below. While reading the sec on
below, at a specific marked point, please re‐read this sec on by searching +++++ Then return to the
material below by searching =====.
Democrats say Republicans are exclusive rather than inclusive, and the fact that Republicans use only a
narrow unrealis c idea of the family (nuclear) makes Republican exclusion vicious and bad. Republicans
will not see how a variety of families, in a variety of groups, are useful adapta ons to various situa ons,
and how all successful family types can carry good family values. Rather than seek to help good families
in their struggle against bad families, Republicans assert that only one type of family is successful, only
one type is valid, the ideal nuclear family, only it can carry good family values, all other families are bad
devia ons away from the ideal nuclear family, they are not really families, and, as devia ons, they can
carry only bad values or inferior values. We should not worry about helping those families but instead
should help only families that are already on their way, Republican‐style nearly‐ideal nuclear families.
Democrats claim they are broad and inclusive. They accept the nuclear family and other family types as
valid, good responses to economic pressures and to prejudice, and as teaching good family values. The
Democra c view includes the Republican nuclear family as one family among many so the Democra c
view subsumes the Republican view in a bigger be er view.
Democrats say this contrast is typical of the diﬀerence between them and Republicans. In most issues,
Republicans want to narrow it down to one right point of view, their view, while Democrats want to look
at a variety of successful views to see how they work, what good values are held by successful groups,
and what good values might be used for success in other situa ons. Because Republicans are narrow
and exclusive, they can’t see a variety of responses to social issues but see only one: more business.
Because Democrats are inclusive and cherish variety, they see a variety of approaches and principles,
and are able to choose the best response.
Democrats are not fully correct but are correct enough that Republicans are o en narrow and exclusive
while Democrats try to be broad and inclusive. Democrats are correct to see various family types not as
degenerate devia ons from an idealized nuclear family but as kinds in their own right, o en successful
adapta ons to the pressures of bad jobs and discrimina on. Democrats are correct to see that a variety
of families can carry good family values. It really does help to take families on their own terms first, in
their situa ons, to walk a mile in their shoes, before we decide whether they are good or bad, whether
they can and do carry good values or bad values.

But then we do have to decide. We need principles to decide. Some principles we learn “in the field”
and some we learn as part of our basic moral, religious, and human training. When we do decide, we
have to accept that not all families are good successful adapta ons and carry good values. We have to
say what is good and bad, and why. We have to ed good and bad to economic and social situa ons.
Democrats will not do any of this.
So, the Democra c claim about being broad and diverse rings hollow. It has the same problem as weak
broad moral rela vism that won’t find fault with anybody or anything; and the Democra c claim does
not have the strength of moderate moral rela vism that also rests in some strong principles. If every
family is successful, good, and carries good family values, then no family is bad, no family carries bad
values, none pose a threat, and, we have li le to learn. Families that promote teenage pregnancy,
welfare dependence, lying, and crime are just as good as families that promote hard work, con nual
be erment, and as li le dependency as possible. The family on “Animal Kingdom” is just as good as any
hard‐working honest family that values educa on.
People can see the Democra c claim about no bad families is false, and so people disbelieve the whole
Democra c stance. People see the Democra c stance as res ng not on the desire to see other people
fairly, learn what we can, give credit where credit is due, and find the best solu ons, but as telling every
family they are good so Democrats can recruit as many clients, from as big a group, as they can. Every
child is an oﬃcial winner at all tasks no ma er how actually inept at some. Democrats refuse to see that
some children are be er in some things while others are be er at other things, and some children are
losers at some things. Democrats refuse to see that some families are be er than others, some families
are worse, and some are outright bad. Any Democra c a empt to be broad and inclusive is only a ploy,
and must lead to a moral and prac cal morass, and we should not go that way. Instead of going with
the supposedly inclusive Democrats, we should pick winners, s ck with them, and let losers fall by the
way. We should pick Republicans. Democrats hurt good inclusivity and good broad‐mindedness by not
saying some families are good, and why, and some are bad, and why.
To do that, Democrats would have to say what their deep values are, where those values came from,
and how those values apply in the modern world; and Democrats want not to do that. In not doing that,
Democrats open the door wide for Republicans. People are happy to walk through the Republican door
to get some moral and social clarity. The clarity that they think they get is false and harmful but at the
least the Republicans bring some light. That is a shame for both sides, and for the people.
(This note will make sense only to social scien sts and philosophers: Both Democrats and Republicans
try to subs tute a social form (a family type) for moral‐and‐prac cal substance and for moral‐and‐
prac cal hard thinking, like saying all sports cars are good and all minivans are bad. Republicans use the
idealized nuclear family to indicate goodness while Democrats use the alterna ve family, of which their
version of the nuclear family is one type, to indicate goodness, and so avoid figuring out what goodness
is and how it does or does not show up in par cular cases. This way leads to many errors that I do not
describe here.)

# (3) Family Values and American PoliƟcs.
This sec on is the third of five on the family in American poli cs.
‐According to Republicans, “family values” is the body of ideas that accepts the TV nuclear family, and all
its typical roles, as the ideal, promotes that ideal, and assumes that real families can approach that ideal
closely enough to make the struggle worthwhile. Family values come from God and the Chris an Bible ‐
even though similar family values are found in other cultures as in East Asia where Confucianism shaped
families and in Southeast Asia where Buddhism shaped families. “Family values” denies the naturalness
and validity of alterna ve families; denies any validity for the roles of people in alterna ve families such
as to the matriarch or to gay spouses; and denies the validity of values that people learn as members in
alterna ve families such as ge ng pregnant young and ge ng welfare. In family values ideology, the
family is the basis for the state, specifically, the nuclear family is the basis for the state. If the nuclear
family is healthy, the state is healthy; if the state is good, it helps the idealized nuclear family and only
that family. Any a ack on the idealized nuclear family is an a ack on the state and is a kind of treason
(Confucianism says something similar). A ack on the state is also a ack on the family and so on God.
For example, while sex is a lot of fun some mes under the right condi ons, it should be done in the
context of the idealized nuclear family or as part of courtship, near marriage, courtship that must lead to
the idealized nuclear family. Any sex in other circumstances, or any sex not aimed at eventual marriage
to produce a nuclear family, is a viola on of the idealized nuclear family and so a viola on of state and
God. I do not go into the details of the tradi onal values and roles.
The idealized unreal nuclear family is NOT the family style found most o en in the Bible, and the Bible
does not label that family as the best. If anything, for its preferred and likely best family, the Bible gives
a family that is mul ‐genera on‐with‐many‐siblings‐their‐spouses‐and‐children‐s ll‐resident‐mixed‐and‐
blended. That is more like an alterna ve family than like the ideal nuclear family. Nuclear families are
too small to have lasted long in Biblical condi ons. In the Bible, God tells men and women that they
should commit to each other and become one flesh even over the demands of their natal families, their
parents. It is not clear that this command supports only Republican‐like family values. Some people in
the Bible did not follow the command that way. Despite the Biblical explana on that a man and woman
should leave their parents, s ck to each other, and become “one flesh”, Biblical parents o en required
children to show more allegiance to the parents than the spouse. If modern Republican parents tried
this on their kids, the parents would get clobbered. However, Biblical interpreta on is not really relevant
because neither Republicans nor Democrats really get valida on or denial from the Bible or any holy
wri ng. Their ideas have more to do with the poli cs of class and social group in our me and economy.
‐According to Republicans, as part of misguided ideas about human freedom, Democrats promote ideas
and acts that hurt the idealized nuclear family and that are ul mately aimed to destroy the ideal nuclear
family, families in general, Chris an religion, a good democra c American state, and belief in God. Most
Democrats don’t know they are so bad, they are merely dupes of bad ideas and people, but their ideas
and acts have that eﬀect anyway.

Bad ideas include: every person can decide what is right and good all by him‐herself; what is right or
wrong for one person is not right or wrong for another; sex without commitment; sex can be enjoyed
outside of marriage and of courtship leading to marriage; gender roles are not rooted in biology but are
made up only by culture; people can take any gender role; alterna ve families are always just as good as
the ideal nuclear family; most alterna ve families are as good as the ideal nuclear family; mul ple
children by mul ple sex partners is alright; teenage pregnancy is alright; abor on is acceptable; drug
and alcohol use is acceptable; non‐stereotypical sex‐gender roles among children is acceptable such as
girly (gay) boys and boyish (lesbian) girls; gay marriage is acceptable; gay people adop ng children is
acceptable; lovable rogues are always be er than hard working good guys; bad boys are even be er;
“gangstas” are even be er than bad boys; bad girls are a lot of fun and never get in trouble; any trouble
is always worth it and you can always get out of trouble; decent guys and girls (young women) are
boring; naugh ness is fun and never really causes trouble; ge ng in trouble is part of growing up and it
is what forgiveness is for; it is alright to have children as a teen because your family will take of you all; it
is alright to have a baby with a man who will not support your or the baby and then go on welfare and
force the state act as the missing parent; and it is alright for a young man to knock‐up a girl, hun ng girls
is part of being a man, because the state will step in with welfare and take care of the girl and the kid as
well as you could.
God will punish the state that does not support the nuclear family and God will reward the state that
does promote the nuclear family. Rewards and punishments usually come in a good or bad economy,
prosperity or recession. Some mes reward and punishment is through success or failure in war, and
some mes domes cally as with success in science or hardship in drug epidemics and diseases. Most
Republicans don’t like to say out loud this part of the family values package but they know that this part
is central to many of their Republican fellows.
‐Some ways to promote families using the state: (1) The state has favored family types and disfavored
family types; usually favored and disfavored types are linked to par cular social groups such as the
middle class and to par cular ethnic groups such as Blacks or Whites. When a Party can control the
state, the state rewards favored family types. The Party hurts disfavored family types, mostly by neglect
but some mes by ac ve harm.
The state impacts families as described below. In the past, state ac ons tended to favor Republicans,
the Republican view of the nuclear family as the only valid family, and Republican clients. Beginning in
the 1920s, slowly Democrats took over some of the means described below and promoted their view of
families, in par cular alterna ve families as all valid. Much of the fight about family values has been
about how state tools are used depending on which Party is in power. Rather than say “when this Party
is in power it uses these tools this way and when that Party is in power it uses these tools that way”, I
mostly just describe the tools.
Ways to use the state, con nued: (2) The state gives tax breaks and oﬀers programs such as welfare and
aid to dependent children. I do not describe the tax code or programs. The state tries to promote

business ac vi es that lead to jobs for family members. The state shapes state schools to train family
members for jobs that it deems appropriate to par cular kinds of families in par cular districts. The
state writes laws for programs such as welfare so members of favored families can more easily qualify
and can qualify for larger amounts. The state tends to make recipients live in situa ons that are like the
nuclear family such as when a single mother has to live on her own with her children rather than in a
house with her mother and her sisters. The state dislikes giving resources when the recipients would
share the resources with others in the household who do not qualify, as when one‐sister‐in‐a‐big‐
household gets welfare and shares it with her mother and sisters and their families. The state uses the
legal system to help favored families and groups and to punish s gma zed families and groups. The
state helps favored families by not arres ng or prosecu ng their members for minor crimes such as
drugs and the , and by giving members mild sentences if they are convicted. The state punishes
s gma zed families by arres ng and prosecu ng members, convic ng them at higher rates, and giving
them harsh sentences. The state carries out this policy with larger crimes as when non‐White people
are more likely, with similar evidence, to be convicted of a crime, and to receive a harsher sentence. A
White woman from the upper middle class gets a few months for embezzling millions of dollars while a
young Black man with only a grandmother for guidance gets two years for stealing food. Or, in the
Democra c version, all financiers involved in the housing collapse of 2007 go to hard prison me for the
rest of their lives while all drug users and mid‐level drug dealers get pardons. The state can harass or
not harass gay couples. In the past, the state did not allow gay couples to marry. The state can help or
hinder gay couples trying to adopt children. The state shapes military service so it benefits members of
favored families through training and pay, and does not hurt members by ge ng them killed.
It is hard to tell which version of “family values” a poli cian holds. Because there are so many points,
taxes, and programs, poli cians can mix and match depending on their audience.
(a) With en tlement programs such as welfare, more o en the state has favored alterna ve families
and favored ethnic groups that have many alterna ve families such as Blacks. Since the 1980s, poor
Whites have figured out how to use some en tlement programs in the same way such as Social Security
Disability (SSD). (b) The state has more o en used the military and the legal system to favor children
from White nuclear families and to harass members of alterna ve families among Blacks and Hispanics.
(c) The use of the military began to change a er Harry Truman forcibly integrated the military in the
early 1950s. (d) Since the 1990s, the military has tried to avoid siding with the clients of either Party and
has been a good model for equal treatment of ethnic groups and for helping all young people. Since
about 2010, the military has tried to deal with alterna ve gender roles as well as it can given the back
and forth shi ing of civilian policies and decisions.
‐Democrats have their own version of family values. It roughly includes version two above as long as the
support is aimed at Democra c clients, but the Democra c version also: says all alterna ve families are
always as good as the ideal nuclear family; and says non‐tradi onal roles are as good. Democrats do not
condemn people for sex outside marriage but do condemn people for extra‐marital sex because it hurts
the family. Of course, Republicans say Democrats are not strong enough in their condemna on of extra‐
marital sex. One day “no queers”, then the next day “don’t ask don’t tell”, then the next day “all gays

are OK”; one day women are in combat and the next day they aren’t; one day soldiers (military people)
can get a sex change opera on and the next day they can’t; one day, people who had the opera on are
OK and the next day they are all out.
Democrats say true family values are love, commitment, and support among a group, including among
adults and children, and it does not ma er who is in the group of how they got together. It does not
ma er if love is between gays or straights, or a mixture. Not many decades ago, Republicans said that a
racially mixed family could not follow family values and was against God, but that Republican idea was
proven wrong, and the Democra c idea of love, commitment, and support was proven right. Further
support for the Democra c view is in the Chris an Bible and other religious books but support need not
be found there because it is in the human heart and in experience. Love, commitment, and support are
more important than tradi onal roles and more important than limi ng the family to only some people,
roles, and pa erns. The ideas that the Republicans throw in our face are, in fact, good ideas as long as
they are not abused, and all ideas can be abused. Personal freedom is good. Humans are never merely
biology. We have minds and we can choose. As long as we don’t hurt other people, let us have our
freedom. We don’t hurt families that are based on love, commitment, and support; and we will provide
sta s cs to prove that families have not been hurt by our ideas; especially families based on love,
commitment, and support have not been hurt but have been helped. We have provided the basis for
families to love and accept children who are LGBTQ, have drug problems, have gene c problems, and
are au s c, and that is more than Republican ideology can claim. Even abor on has not hurt families;
and we don’t recommend abor on, we tolerate it. A state that has these kinds of families based on
love, commitment, and support will be strong; if non‐nuclear and nuclear families act like this, the state
will be strong. A state that does not support these families, that does not help love, commitment, and
support, will be weak whether the families are nuclear families or other kinds. That result is automa c
and it does not depend on God intervening to carry it out.
Democrats don’t say where their values came from or give much of a ra onale for how their values hold
together other than to say things like “We have hearts”. Democrats don’t say for sure what will happen
in the state, or not happen, if the state supports their values or denies them, and Democrats don’t say
how the state will benefit or hurt. Democrats deny that God will reward or punish the state. Democrats
do hint disaster will come if the state does not support them and does support Republicans, and grace
will come if the state does support Democrats rather than Republicans. They don’t say what disasters or
graces are or how they come. Democrats do say that not implemen ng Democra c policies is a moral
failure but they never say why a moral failure is so important or why it leads to bad results. They do not
say why good moral ac on leads to good results not just for recipient families but for the whole na on.
This lack of a consistent view makes it hard to know how Democra c policies will be used and this lack
supports the view that Democrats really help clients rather than that the Democrats really wish to help
everybody equally. Few Democrats know much about the roots of their values in Liberal thinking. This
situa on does not mean Democrats are wrong and Republicans are right, morality is irrelevant, morality
is not its own reward, or prac cal results do not follow morality; but this result does mean we need
be er thinking and be er explana on from both Par es.

(If Republicans don’t bring in God‐God’s‐morality‐and‐the‐state, they have the same problem explaining
their family values, but the issue never seems to come up with them and most of them don’t really want
to bring it up. If it did come up, I think they would do a be er job of oﬀering a consistent ra onale than
Democrats do but I doubt I would believe it much.)
‐Republicans counter: “Love, commitment, and support” are great values, we are behind them too. We
add taking responsibility and considera on for neighbors. You can find the origin of these ideals in the
Chris an Bible, and you can’t find their origin be er elsewhere. They are more likely to be found among
real nuclear families such as Republicans support than among the alterna ve families that Democrats
support. Democrats don’t promote nuclear families where love, commitment, and support really can be
found and helped but instead enable bad alterna ve families where love, commitment, support,
responsibility, and considera on are in short supply. Democra c support of bad alterna ve families
undermines nuclear families where the values are best found and taught. So we really promote love,
commitment, and support more than you do.
Republicans: Love, commitment, and support alone are not enough. They do not provide the content
that makes a family into a family. They can apply to any organiza on, even bad ones, including
communes, witches covens, terrorist cells, and the bad business firm in the movie “Wolf of Wall Street”.
Those groups are not families and not good, they are parodies of families, and they are bad. To make
love, commitment, and support apply to families, and to make families good, you have to add par cular
rela ons and roles. When you specify rela ons and roles, you will find they pre y much fall in line with
what we said all along, such as parent and child, leader and follower, disciplinarian and comforter, male
and female. Families headed by gay people, when they want to be families, want to be good families,
and to deal with the world successfully, fall into these roles. Gay‐headed families do not fall into these
roles merely due to cultural iner a but because of the reali es of human life on this world. The roles
work. That is why God gave them to us, for our benefit. All families want success for their children,
success includes the child having a family of his‐her own, and that likely means a nuclear family. Maybe
we have been a li le strict and old‐fashioned in our ideas of rela ons and roles but you have to see that
you can’t get too far away from what we have said without losing the idea of a family. Only when
alterna ve families promote love, commitment, and support within the framework of tradi onal tried‐
true‐and‐proven rela onships and roles do they succeed as families, that is, only when they revert to old
form and approximate the ideal good nuclear family. If they do not get close to the tradi onal ideal,
they might persist day by day but they do not succeed emo onally or financially. They become bad
alterna ve families. Think about all the TV shows that supposedly support non‐tradi onal freedom such
as Friends and How I Met Your Mother. The characters end up married and living mostly as couples with
children in their own places. Even womanizing Barney falls into fatherly love with his daughter. Phoebe
was desperate for a mate. That is how people really do wish to live, and there are good reasons. We
might as well have this ideal clearly in mind and we might as well work for it even if we cannot meet it
perfectly.
Mike: If Republicans were true Conserva ves, the paragraph above would show good Conserva ve
thought. Be sure that stereotypes of rela onships and roles don’t hurt love, commitment, and support.

Republicans are not clear about the rela ons of stereotyped roles with love, commitment, and support.
Republican policies do some mes hurt love, commitment, and support. That is a Republican mistake,
one that Democrats point out. Then Democrats use their own ideologies to hurt love, commitment, and
support.
Republicans: It is fine to help kinds of individuals and par cular non‐family groups that need help such
as soldiers, farmers, homeless people, and factory workers who have lost their jobs. It is even fine when
some help goes to Democra c clients such as Blacks, Hispanics, and single mothers. But the best way to
give help is to help families first, in par cular to help good nuclear families. When nuclear families get in
trouble, we should help them before anybody else, for many reasons. If nuclear families are in trouble,
then no ma er how much help we give elsewhere, and no ma er how deserved, it will all falter. Only
a er nuclear families are on sure ground can we aﬀord to help others, and, even then, we likely will
want to help groups such as soldiers and disaster vic ms before we help alterna ve families. Especially
we don’t want to enable bad alterna ve families. Most people live in families, so, if we help families,
especially nuclear families, we help other people and all groups too. Nearly all people want to live in
nuclear families, even the people in alterna ve families, so, if we help nuclear families first, we promote
the kind of family that nearly all people want to be like. If we shape aid so aid guides people toward
secure nuclear families, then we help people with what they really want. If we help families, all families,
but in par cular nuclear families, we help not only them but we also invest in the future by helping their
children and grandchildren. We help the economy, and a sound economy gives us greater wealth by
which to help others such as soldiers, disaster vic ms, and unemployed people. In a sound economy,
people prefer to live in nuclear families. Families are a group too, a group that needs help just as other
groups need help, and families are the group that can best use help. Not only do farm workers and
Blacks need help but so do working class and middle class families – of any color ‐ and most of them live
in nuclear families and try to live close to the ideal. We have only so much wealth. Republicans aim
what help we can give at the group that will do the best with our limited wealth and give the best
return. Once we are sure nuclear families are on solid ground, we can help some individuals who are
le out such as homeless soldiers and kids on the street. If you look at the record, we are at least as
good at that as you are.
Democrats: Republicans don’t help working class families and most middle class families. They help
upper middle class and upper class families first, families that really don’t need much help, and then
Republicans claim the help they give to people who don’t need help somehow trickles down to working
and middle class families that do need help, all‐the‐while knowing help won’t trickle down. Republicans
get away with this strategy because they have convinced working class and middle class families that
those families can use tax breaks and similar gimmicks even while Republicans know they can’t. So, all
Republican talk of helping families first is blather. It is hard to pass legisla on that really helps working
class and middle class families first, so Democrats help the people and groups that laws actually can be
targeted toward such as homeless people and single mothers.
Democrats: We work so that non‐tradi onal families are not deprived of support from some tax breaks
and from state programs, and so ethnic groups with alterna ve families are not deprived. Democrats

try to protect alterna ve families, some par cular social groups, and some par cular ethnic groups from
state harassment through the legal system. Democrats try to make sure all people are treated equally
and well by the military.
‐Mike: Both Democrats and Republicans twist the values to serve their ends. Even when they say good
things about family values, as above, we have to catch our breath and put it in the right context. Here is
not the place to get into what are real family values in general, what are good values in par cular
situa ons, and how to interpret values for par cular situa ons without losing a base of deep principles.
Likely the best way to approach family values is through honesty, in par cular honesty from parents to
their children, not only about ideal values, but about failings of the parents, their family, social group,
Church, and state. You don’t have to make it sound like a sordid soap opera.
These days, maybe the best way to get an idea of good family values seems to be from good TV shows
about families and about young people, but you have to watch a lot of them, with both Le and Right
leanings, and you have to pay a en on to what really happens to the characters and to how “old style”
the characters really are even if they are gay. The characters don’t abuse drugs and they really do want
one spouse, usually heterosexual, want a good job, a few kids, and a nice house or nice apartment in a
district with good schools. They take responsibility. They don’t look down on gay people or gay couples.
You can watch advice shows on the religious channels but they don’t seem realis c enough to me.
If you want to protect your family, tell them the truth, and warn them against propaganda from both
sides. Tell your children how safe or dangerous marijuana is. Tell children the truth about premarital
and extramarital sex without expec ng them never to do it. Tell them the truth about alcohol, nico ne
and other drugs. Tell them the truth about kinds of families and what might lead people to live in one
kind of family rather than another. Tell them the truth about bad and good families, and how to handle
bad families. Tell them the truth about capitalism, good and bad. Tell them about economic classes and
how class interacts with race and gender. Tell them that social groups do have good or bad a tudes
that have li le to do with oppression or privilege. Tell them when the ideologies of a Church or poli cal
party are more fairy tale or propaganda than truth. To tell them the truth, you have to sort it out for
yourself first without relying on poli cal or religious propaganda.
# (4) Schools
This is the fourth of five sec ons on the family in American poli cs.
This sec on is not a full treatment of American schools. The material here does not rest on whether
alterna ve families are good or bad, and on the implica ons of alterna ve families for good and bad
ethnic groups. It focuses on how poli cal par es, families, schools, and race come together. See the
sec on on “Brown v. Board” in Part 4 on Republicans, and see “History 4” below for related remarks on
schools.

Before about 1970, American schools were not all equal but nearly all American schools taught enough
educa on, and enough character building, of enough quality, so most American children could expect to
get a decent enough job in those mes.
In the 1960s and 1970s, these changes happened: (a) Blacks, Hispanics, and recent immigrants moved
into districts that had been White, Asian, secure working class, and‐or secure middle class, with mostly
good schools. (b) Students from Black and Hispanic districts, mostly with bad schools, were forcibly
bused into districts of Whites and Asians, with mostly good schools. (c) Students from White and Asian
districts, with mostly good schools, were forcibly bused to Black and Hispanic schools, to mostly bad
schools. (d) Parents in the districts into which Blacks and Hispanics had moved or had been bused, and
where schools got worse, White and Asian parents, took their children out of public schools and put
their children into private schools, o en at a distance from home. Private schools o en had a religious
aﬃlia on. The religious aﬃlia on allowed parents to say they were not fleeing any ethnic group but
really were seeking character building for their children. Religious schools made a point of accep ng
some non‐White students, partly because the schools really wished to have a diverse student body and
partly to show that the schools were not based on race but on religion. In fact, I think the schools were
based mostly on race but were willing to have a few non‐White students as long as the students learned
White a tudes (culture).
Since about 1970, American schools have divided roughly into two groups:
(1) A few good public schools, and many private schools, that give quality educa on and build character.
These schools are located where the parents have good jobs that are secure, jobs that give enough pay
and benefits, and the schools are located where the parents have secure businesses and professions.
O en they are in college towns or in secure comfortable areas of ci es. The families of students tend to
be like the idealized nuclear family except that both parents work, which, now, is acceptable. The ethnic
groups tend to be White, South Asian, and East Asian (collec vely “Asian”) with some successful people
from Hispanics and Blacks. The students likely go to college, get good jobs themselves, and pay taxes to
support similar schools for their own later children. So these schools are part of a cycle that supports
the families and the schools together.
(2) Bad public schools that tend to merely house students un l students leave. Some students can get a
start at a good educa on, if they are lucky and try hard. Most students merely sit un l they are let out
at the age of eighteen. Too many students leave not being able to read, write, or do simple arithme c.
Despite statewide tes ng, their diplomas are meaningless. Their diplomas undermine the credibility of
all schools and diplomas, even good schools. Bad schools are ed to poor people, working people with
bad jobs, single parents, many Blacks, many Hispanics, and many recent immigrants. These schools are
also linked to alterna ve families and to the social groups that support alterna ve families, bad families,
and bad alterna ve families. These schools are not usually linked to stable ideal‐like nuclear families.
These schools are associated with nuclear families that maintain es to alterna ve families. Financially
poor parents make for bad schools which make for bad students who only get bad jobs that contribute
only a li le to the tax base so that the schools stay bad, students get only bad jobs, and so on.

The following are points of conten on between Republicans and Democrats: the role of bad families,
especially bad alterna ve families, in bad schools; the role of ethnicity; the role of a tude; the ability of
money alone to break the cycle and improve schools; and where addi onal money should come from.
At the risk of being hated, I (Mike) must be clear that the influx of students from bad districts usually
hurts good schools, families, and neighborhoods, into which they came. The schools go from good to
bad. School academic performance drops. Even adept hard working students with good character can’t
get a good enough educa on. Schools no longer serve as a good way to a skilled job or to college and
then a good job. All these increase: crime and delinquency; violence and threats of violence; violent
crime; bullying; rape; sexual in mida on; teenage pregnancy; single parenthood; alterna ve families;
bad alterna ve families; drug use; and gangs. Neighborhoods get dir er and louder.
Mike adds: The ac ons of Whites and Asians in sending their children to private schools, and moving
away, are reasonable, if sad. Their ac ons do not have to come primarily from prejudice and hate. I
think their ac ons do not come primarily from prejudice and hate. Of course, their ac ons can be part
of prejudice and hate. To figure out that issue, we have to look at prejudice and hate by Blacks and
Hispanics too, which I do not do here and which is dangerous to do in America now. When Blacks and
Hispanics have a secure suﬃcient income, they flee the ghe os to go to White and Asian areas for good
schools; people do not say their ac ons come mainly from prejudice and hate.
I try not to assign blame. I do have to say what I think is going on.
Many secure White and Asian parents had to pay twice: once to support bad public schools for Blacks
and Hispanics that White and Asian children did not a end and that harmed the areas of formerly good
schools; and again to support the private schools that their children did a end. Even if the Whites and
Asians did not live in the neighborhood, they s ll paid local taxes, and those taxes went to bad schools in
bad areas with bad families. Naturally, White, Asian, and parents with good jobs hated it. They blamed
Democrats, Blacks, Hispanics, recent immigrants, and the alterna ve families typical of all those groups,
the families and groups that made bad kids, bad schools, and more bad families.
Instead of running away to other neighborhoods and sending their children to private schools, White
and Asian parents could have dug in, cooperated with Blacks, Hispanics, and immigrants, and worked to
make all local schools stay good enough or even get be er. Of course, successful Black, Hispanic, and
immigrant families did not do that either. I do not explain much why this did not happen. Some of the
reasons: By the early 1970s, the race riots had convinced non‐Blacks that Blacks hated all non‐Blacks,
and that non‐Blacks were not safe anywhere around Blacks. Non‐Black children were not safe when
bussed to Black areas, and busing Blacks into non‐Black areas was like pu ng sharks into a goldfish
pond. In fact, non‐Black children bussed into Black areas did suﬀer considerable abuse. By the middle
1970s, Whites and Asians already had seen the failure of Democra c programs such as family support,
urban improvement, and school improvement. Three genera ons at least of dedicated teachers had
used their lives trying to reform city schools, and largely failed. These programs wasted much money

and showed few long‐term benefits. The rise of cocaine and crack changed the character of Black areas
and seemed to change the general character of Blacks. Drugs made most formerly‐nuclear families into
bad alterna ve families. Drugs made formerly good alterna ve families into bad alterna ve families.
This me was the rise of “gangsta” culture with seemingly wholehearted acceptance in Black areas, and
a version in Hispanic areas. Welfare and other en tlement programs corrupted families so that formerly
good families became bad. Many seemingly nuclear families were really bad satellites of bad alterna ve
families. Whites and Asians felt that the families, character, general a tude, and specific a tude about
educa on, of Blacks and Hispanics, would not and could not change. Some mes families and a tudes
of recent immigrants did change. So: “Do not throw good money a er bad”. At first, sending children
to private schools and moving to more exclusive areas was not too much more expensive. Private
schools and flight seemed like the least‐cost most ra onal thing to do. Middle class and upper middle
class Blacks, Hispanics, and immigrants, did the same when they could.
In return, Blacks and Hispanics blamed the Whites and Asians that took their kids out of public school
and that moved out of the district, and then blamed ALL Whites and Asians for everything. Blacks and
Hispanics had sought be er schools. To get those, they needed the support of local parents and they
needed the tax revenue given by people with good jobs, good businesses, and good professions. When
White and Asians took their children out of public school, even though they s ll paid taxes for public
school and so s ll paid double, o en they did not pay directly to poor districts. So, in the view of the
parents who s ll lived in bad school districts, Blacks and Hispanics, their areas did not have enough
money to make good schools, and it was the fault of the people who would not support them – the
Whites and Asians. Poor parents got caught up again in a cycle in which parents with bad jobs make
poor schools which lead to only bad jobs which lead to poor parents, and so on.
Mike says: Money alone will not solve this problem. Since the rise of computers, the Internet, cable,
broadband, cell phones, and programmed learning, a good quality educa on can be had for a fairly low
price if parents, children, and the community, have the right a tude. Right a tude is a much bigger
factor now than cost. The right a tude has not developed. Un l the right a tude develops in many
bad schools, and it develops before outside investment, then White and Asian parents will not invest in
the schools of Blacks, Hispanics, and some recent immigrants. If the right a tude did develop in many
schools before any addi onal investment and independently of addi onal investment, then addi onal
investment likely would come in on top of that, although I cannot say for sure.
To en ce unhappy White and Asian parents into the Party, Republicans came up with schemes in which
parents would not have to pay twice yet s ll could keep their children out of bad schools dominated by
Blacks and Hispanics. I don’t go into all the schemes. Basically, parents get paid back for the tui on that
they have to spend at private schools, which payback should make up for what they had to pay in taxes
to support bad schools that their children did not a end. Some mes these pay‐backs are through what
is called “vouchers”. By allowing White and Asian parents to pay only once, Republicans further eroded
the financial base for public schools in local areas, thus seriously damaging public schools. Republicans
tried to channel state funds directly to religious schools, an ac on that might not be Cons tu onal. The
parents and their Republican patrons tried to set up some good schools within bad districts to which

good students could go. These schools use various names such as “magnet”, “pilot”, and “alterna ve”.
Republicans tried to make sure that programs which Democrats had set up to benefit poor kids in bad
schools also helped middle class kids in good schools, such as for athle cs, math, and science.
Republicans are clear in their blame although they rarely say it straight out because of modern poli cal
correctness. Children cannot learn the correct a tude (values) in alterna ve families, especially not in
bad alterna ve families, especially not in bad alterna ve families typical of bad ethnic groups and bad
social groups. Children can learn the correct a tude only in nuclear‐like families with the correct roles.
Bad alterna ve families in bad (ethnic) groups make bad a tudes, and bad a tudes make bad families
and bad groups. Bad a tudes make bad students and bad schools. The bad schools and bad students
lead to more bad alterna ve families and more bad a tudes and more bad schools. Bad alterna ve
families don’t want to get involved in their kids’ character and educa on. They don’t want to read with
their kids and take me for educa on and character building although they take me to go to athle cs.
Bad alterna ve families want all “book learning” and “character building” to take place in the classroom,
and want people with good jobs, Whites and Asians, to pay to do in the classroom what they won’t do in
the family, community, and ethnic group. No ma er how much money is spent in the classroom, as long
as family, community, and ethnic group don’t change, the classroom won’t make the diﬀerence. As long
as the evil circle of bad families and bad a tudes prevails, then helping is hopeless. The evil circle can
break only from within the group.
Simply by recognizing that there is a problem and by recognizing that a big share of the problem lies
with families and groups, Republicans gained the allegiance of Whites and Asians who lived in secure
nuclear‐like families. The Republican program both helped White and Asian families and moderately
hurt Black and Hispanic families.
The Democrats, to hold their clients, Blacks and Hispanics, did this: They made sure people with good
jobs, businesses, and professions, who sent their children to private schools, paid double. Democrats
blocked pay‐back systems and blocked support for religious schools. Democrats tried to funnel money
into bad schools. Democrats tried to get schools supported not primarily at the local level but at the
state level or na onal level so financial support between schools is more equal. Democrats supported
athle c programs, which tend to be strong at academically bad schools. Democrats supported programs
that could be set up in bad schools such as in math, science, computers, art, and voca onal training.
Democrats tried to make sure bad districts got a big share of alterna ve schools and make sure Black,
Hispanic, and immigrant children a ended those schools. Democrats set up provisions so poor families
could send their children to good schools in other districts, so Black and Hispanic families could send
their children to White and Asian schools. Democrats tried to turn around the voucher system so Black
families could use the vouchers to send their children to good non‐Black schools. By trying to make sure
that White and Asian families pay twice, and that a good share of money goes to Blacks and Hispanics,
Democrats both hold back White and Asian families and give a big bonus to Black and Hispanic families
with the money that they get from White and Asian families.

Democrats and their clients say: Prejudice by aﬄuent secure families, by Whites and Asians, against
poor insecure families, Blacks and Hispanics, causes all problems and nothing else causes the problems.
Only a complete reversal of heart by Whites and Asians can cure any problems. Blacks and Hispanics
cannot cure the problems themselves on their own but need Whites and Asians to cure the problems for
them. Whites and Asians need to cure the problems by giving money to the local experts who know
how to use the money best, the Black and Hispanic leaders. Any possible fault in Blacks and Hispanics
come en rely and only from prejudice by Whites and Asians. White and Asians have to pay for change.
Children in Republican White and Asian nuclear families learn only hidden selfishness and prejudice. In
contrast, children in alterna ve families learn all the good a tudes that they need and they learn only
good a tudes. They never learn any bad a tudes. Black and Hispanic families can do nothing to go
forward as long as Whites and Asians are prejudiced. All the Blacks and Hispanics can do is hold and
hope. Whites and Asians deliberately withhold good jobs from Blacks and Hispanics and deliberately
withhold funding for Black and Hispanics schools. If there are any bad alterna ve families and bad
schools, the lack of jobs causes them, and only that causes them – and prejudice causes the lack of jobs.
Whites and Asians deliberately misunderstand us and deliberately mislabel our alterna ve families as
bad, as causing bad a tude and bad behavior in schools. Any bad alterna ve families and any bad
a tude would go away instantly if Blacks and Hispanics had good jobs and had the money to invest in
good schools. If Whites and Asians gave their fare share and made sure all public schools were properly
funded, then all schools would be good. There would be no bad a tudes in schools, and the few
alterna ve families with bad a tudes would change right away. Blacks and Hispanics wish to add to
add programs for character building and modern skills in classrooms but the White and Asian people
with good jobs won’t pay for it and we can’t aﬀord it. If outsiders wish us to do extra things in the
classroom, then let them pay for classrooms to do that. To end prejudice, and to get equal funding,
would end all problems, but Whites and Asians won’t do that because they need to keep our families
down and our schools down.
By denying any problem lies with the families and a tudes of the groups around bad schools, Blacks and
Hispanics, by saying any problem lies en rely in lack of funding and in prejudice, and by laying ALL the
blame for lack of funding on selfish Whites and Asians with contrived nuclear families, Democrats gained
the allegiance of Blacks and Hispanics but alienated Whites and Asians. Democrats modestly helped
Blacks and Hispanics and modestly hurt Whites and Asians.
This system amounts to segregated schools. The segrega on is not enforced by law but rather by where
parents choose to live and have to live. It is enforced as much by Blacks choosing to live with Blacks, and
by Hispanics choosing to live with Hispanics, as by Whites and Asians choosing to live with Whites and
Asians. It is enforced by price diﬀerences between houses in good school districts versus housed in bad
schools districts.
Mike says: Schools cannot be de‐segregated un l all schools can guarantee that students with a good
a tude will get a decent educa on. When local schools are good enough, then the ethnicity of the
students there won’t ma er. Whites and Asians will send their children to schools with Blacks and
Hispanics as long as their children definitely can get a good educa on and will not be harassed. Whites

and Asians will accept Black and Hispanic students if those students come in already with good a tude,
do not cause trouble during adjustment, and do not inhibit the academic quality of the school. Not all
students do have a good a tude and so not all can get a good educa on. Not all schools can be made
fully equal. The private schools of upper middle class and upper class people will always be be er, but
that fact does not undermine what I say. With tools such as computers, nearly all schools could oﬀer a
good enough educa on and could prove the results on na onal tests and in job performance. Money
makes a diﬀerence but the real issue is the a tudes of parents, families, neighborhoods, ethnic groups,
and social groups. Un l parents and families learn to see educa on in much the same way that middle
class White and Asian families see it, and so make every local school at least adequate, diﬀerences will
remain and the schools will be segregated.
Not much has changed. Schools are s ll divided into two camps. Bad schools are not be er. Formerly
good schools s ll get invaded by bad students and bad families. Secure White and Asian families sustain
enclaves in expensive neighborhoods and by sending their children to private schools. Where I live in
Alabama, the state system had to take over the systems in several local districts, where students are
overwhelmingly Black, most notably in Montgomery, because of wretched performance. Despite all the
schemes, it is unlikely these bad schools that were taken over will improve or will stay be er for long.
White and Asian parents s ll pay double and are angry about it. Republicans s ll say, with empirical
evidence on their side, that “Good families make good students and good schools; good families are
mostly nuclear, White, and Asian. Bad families make bad students and bad schools; bad families are
mostly alterna ve and Black.” Black families s ll blame Whites and Asians for not giving them enough
money and for the bad quality of families and schools.
Dividing into hos le groups, and having the poli cal par es exploit this situa on, has costs beyond the
obvious. (1) A tudes don’t change. (2) Bad understanding of educa on remains bad. (3) People with
bad jobs or no jobs remain dependant on secure people, and some ethnic groups remain dependant on
other ethnic groups. Nothing increases hos lity like feeling dependant or feeling that another group
wants you to pay for them. (4) The costs of housing and educa on in good school districts rose much
faster than infla on and faster than increases in salary. Secure people did end up paying more but not
to help their neighbors. (5) The increase in costs of housing and educa on in good districts drove up the
cost of housing in other districts. All housing costs went up. Now the children of secure people pay
more, and everybody pays more. (6) Alterna ve families stay alterna ve. (7) Bad alterna ve families
stay bad and make other families bad. (8) The idea that some ethnic groups have many bad alterna ve
families, and so are bad groups, gets reinforced. (9) In turn, the idea that some ethnic groups have only
bad families and are bad groups, makes secure people unwilling to help groups in bad school districts.
(10) Costs went up for everybody faster than earnings, not only the costs of educa on but also housing
and transporta on, at least. (11) Distor on in the housing and transporta on markets, and general
rising costs, led to other distorted markets, in par cular financial markets. That led to other problems
that are too far afield for here.
America would be be er oﬀ, and secure families in their neighborhoods would be be er oﬀ, if we could
make almost every local school good enough.

We can’t wait for the economy magically to make good jobs for everybody, including all the people who
now can’t read or write, and all the people who are not smart enough. We can’t wait for everybody to
have good jobs and thereby to live only in good families with good a tudes about school, and so who
make good schools. People have to act before then. Local people have to act even if other people don’t
give money. Local people have to build good schools with local resources. Especially now with low‐cost
technology aids to educa on, we cannot look to money first to solve the problem of bad schools. We
should not look to money to make good families and good groups with good a tudes about educa on.
We should not look to classrooms to do work on a tude that can be done only by families. We should
not think that adding extra money to classrooms would alone do the job. We should not look to secure
families to pay more to try to make good schools in bad school districts without first seeing a big change
in local a tude and schools.
If a tude should change, and a tude resides in families, we have to consider the role that families play,
especially alterna ve families, bad families, bad alterna ve families and bad satellite pseudo‐nuclear
families. If they have to be changed to change a tude, but bad families cannot be changed, somebody
has to say so, and somebody has to “think outside the box”. It might be necessary to make schools that
exclude bad students quickly.
I don’t know how to make a tude shi . If a tude depends on family type, I don’t know how to make
sure enough alterna ve families are good families and that they have a good a tude about educa on. I
think those changes can come only from within groups at the hands of good families and good leaders.
# (5) Conclusion for Family and PoliƟcs.
‐Please see small sec on above called “Broad and Narrow” by searching +++++. Then return here by
searching =====.
This sec on is the fi h of five on the family in American poli cs.
Repeat: Really the following are all fights over how to get and hold clients so as to get and hold power:
(a) the fight over what are the only true family values, (b) the fight over which families are the only true
representa ves of the only true family values, (c) claims that our side has true families while the other
side has only ar ficial families and bad families, (d) accusa ons that the other side does not have real
family values, (e) and accusa ons that the values, acts, families, and social groups, of the other side,
hurt the state. The following are tools in fights and in ge ng and holding clients: (1) using the state to
promote our values and our families, and (2) using the state to discredit their values and harm their
families.
Republicans wish as clients the people who can aﬀord to live in TV‐like nuclear families, or seek to live
that way, such as secure working class and middle class Whites, East Asian, South Asians, and some
Hispanics. Republicans ease the life of their clients and Republicans create hardship against families that

can’t aﬀord to live that way so the other people will not compete with Republican clients. Republicans
stress how bad alterna ve families are. In contrast, Democrats give a moral ra onale to people who
o en cannot live in TV‐style nuclear families, and have to live in alterna ve families, or who wish to live
in alterna ve families, such as many Blacks, Hispanics, recent immigrants, and gays. Democrats extol
the alterna ve family. This appeal works even though a par cular family lives close to the TV ideal right
now as long as that family knows many of its kin, and many fellows in its group, s ll do live in alterna ve
families, and this family knows that it might have to live as an alterna ve family if mes get tough. Black
and Hispanic nuclear‐like families s ll support Democrats because they know they will have to move in
with kin if father loses his job, and know that other kin might move in with them any me. Democrats
assure their clients that Republican‐style nuclear families‐and‐people won’t get favored treatment, and
Democra c clients will be able to gain on Republican‐style nuclear families someday.
Much of what Republicans and Democrats say and do, do not in fact help families but hurt families and
hurt the state over the long run. Using taxes, tax breaks, programs, the legal system, and the military
can be poli cal fun in the short run but it is hur ul in the long run.
‐You have to decide: what is a family dis nct from other groupings; what is a good or bad family; why
do families live as nuclear families or alterna ve families; how do good or bad families get that way and
stay that way; how do we help good families without turning them bad and without enabling bad
families and bad groups; how do we help good nuclear families without turning them bad and without
enabling bad nuclear families and bad groups; how do we help good alterna ve families without turning
them bad or enabling bad alterna ve families and bad groups; what should be rela ons of good families
and the state; what the state should do, if anything, to help some families in trouble; which families the
state should help first and how much; whether we should help other groups, such as wounded soldiers,
even before we give all the help that families need; how much in resources should be reserved for
helping other groups a er we help families; and the “why” for all of it.
If families can get by only with the help of the state, then something is seriously wrong, on a deep level,
that cannot be corrected by state help, no ma er how much and for how long. It is be er to see why
families need help and to solve those problems than to con nually help families with band aids, even big
band aids. All that does is drag the family into the poli cal arena and necessarily bad poli cize the
family and all families. You have to tell poli cians you are red of arguments that use the family when
the disputants don’t really know much about families and don’t really care much about the family or the
variety of families.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO PARTS 3 and 4: SOME FAIRLY TRUE STEREOTYPES OF DEMOCRATS AND
REPUBLICANS
This General Introduc on is about 28 pages. Democrats begin below with “PART 3: DEMOCRATS”.
The term “party” means any poli cal party. The term “Party” refers to Democrats or Republicans. Parts
3 and 4 describe the Par es as of 2018. Later in the essay, I explain original Liberals and Conserva ves. I
explain how Liberals became Democrats and Conserva ves became Republicans. I repeat ideas from
this general introduc on later in the essay wherever useful.
I describe the Par es by how they get votes, wealth, and power through helping clients. Help includes
blocking, depriving, and some mes a acking the rivals of clients; including real, possible, and imagined
rivals. I am not measured and polite but I am accurate and fair.
I do not here decide issues that Democrats and Republicans use to contrast with each other, such as a
wall on the southern border, the character of people who get en tlements, the character of business
people, White racism, Black racism and privilege, and hyper PC versus hyper “tradi onal decency”. For
example, for Democrats, all authority is evil and all authority figures are Imperial troopers – except when
Democrats need the state to insure safe food, get their own children into good schools, promote social
jus ce, control business, pay en tlements, and help nature. All non‐Whites are roman c rebels, even
sexist racist hater gangstas. Business men are demons that steal God’s manna right out of kids’ mouths.
For Republicans, all authority is good, including the Big Brother pro‐business law‐and‐order state, all
business firms, and all bosses ‐ except for a few misguided police oﬃcers who favor gun control, and
except for the whole state, which Saint Ronald proved is evil. All authori es are like Clint Eastwood,
Reagan, a Chris an bishop, or war heroes – so we Republicans are too – except for all state employees,
who are agents of socialism in an evil an ‐Right secret state. Business men are the angels who give
God’s manna to everyone. All non‐Whites are corrupt and are inept at governing. Giving a city or na on
to them is like feeding your child to hyenas. All Democrats are baby killers and they love their demonic
fang‐dripping work. For Democrats, White men seem to govern well only because they use non‐Whites
and women to make wealth that White men then take to use for corrupt deals. White men don’t govern
through rule of law but in a crony system that steals opera ng money from workers, non‐Whites, and
women. Whites are successful gangsters only because they kept slavery going into capitalism and they
extended capitalist slavery to all non‐Whites and most women. Mutual blame is fun but it takes too
much space. We couldn’t get to the bo om of it all anyway unless we first went through the issues that
I go through here.
Star ng in the late 1960s, the Le , including some Democrats, went through a phase of saying science
was not objec ve, not about facts, but merely ideology, part of righty cultural and poli cal domina on.
That stance was wrong and harmful. Republicans rightly condemned the stance, and insisted science is
science and facts are facts. We need facts to deal with real problems and to help business, such as with
engineering projects. Now, Republicans deny science and facts, and declare that global climate change

is merely le y propaganda, part of le y cultural and poli cal domina on; “fake news”. Democrats now
correctly insist that facts about nature and climate should guide policy. A fact: not dealing with climate
change costs more than dealing with it. Now, Republicans use facts about what guns are, who uses guns
when, who benefits from legal gun use how, who gun abusers are, and who vic ms are, to say they have
a ra onal fact‐based gun policy that protects freedom and maximizes social good. Republicans correctly
say AR‐15s are simply one of many semi‐automa c rifles, which includes your buddy’s .22. Republicans
correctly say Democrats ignore facts about guns and American culture. In another arena, Democrats
rightly say vaccines do more good than harm, and fake news about side eﬀects should not allow real
epidemics of measles, mumps, HPV, and flu. Avoiding vaccines for your children while you hope other
children get vaccinated is not using freedom but abusing it. Democrats ignore high crime rates among
Blacks while Republicans ignore the thousands of people who kill themselves with guns (some suicides
would find other means if they had no guns). Republicans correctly say welfare did not end poverty,
racism, or sexism, or even help much, but only changed the style. They don’t ask why and what might
really be done. Yet Republicans deny that this universe began about 14.5 billion years ago, the planet
began about 4.5 billion years ago, and all life here evolved including human life.
Groups accept facts when facts support what they desire for other reasons, and groups deny facts when
facts interfere with what they desire. Pretending to argue about facts o en is an excuse to argue past
each other as an indirect way to dominate. Rather than si facts and argue par cular issues, this essay
gets at the underlying reasons why Par es desire this and deny that, almost regardless of facts. Unless
we get to underling bias first, arguing over facts does li le good. If we can see the underlying bias first,
then looking at science and facts can do a lot of good.
An (1) example shows why it is be er to leave par cular issues to other essays. (A) I explained in the
first part of this essay why some unemployment and bad jobs are inevitable. Inevitable unemployment
impacts social groups diﬀerently and changes social and rela ons. (B) So, we need welfare. (C) But any
welfare tempts too many people to abuse it, so welfare rolls balloon and spending explodes. Then we
are stuck with a lot of people who live oﬀ the state and refuse work, we undermine character generally,
we can’t aﬀord other state tasks, we have less of our own money, and we foster resentment between
groups. (D) What to do? The obvious answer is to limit welfare to people who really need‐and‐deserve
it while keeping oﬀ people who don’t need or don’t deserve it. Keep expense within limits and minimize
bad impacts. It is not hard to come up with plans, and I don’t review them here.
(2) Con nued: (E) All plans must decide the trade‐oﬀ between making sure we help people who need‐
and‐deserve versus not suppor ng people who take advantage. We can (F1) contain the mess and so
not help a few people who need and deserve it; OR we can (F2) help almost as many people as need and
deserve help, especially kids, and so suﬀer from chea ng, expense infla on, and character erosion. We
can’t get it perfect. Either some deserving people don’t get help or many undeserving people get a free
ride and we hurt America financially, morally, and socially. Too o en, it is both.
(3) Con nued: (G1) Democrats say “help, pay, and risk” while (G2) Republicans say “contain, suck it up,
turn a blind eye, and show outrage”. (H) I don’t mind a real diﬀerence except I don’t believe either Party

really cares about what it says. (I) Republicans say “contain and suck it up” because they want to hurt
and control Democra c clients, in par cular clients that compete with the Republican White‐and‐Asian
working‐and‐middle classes. They want to keep the White and Asian working‐and‐middle‐classes in the
Party. Republicans minimize welfare because to accept any need for it forces Republicans to admit flaws
of the economy and resul ng problems; and Republicans can’t do that because to accept flaws destroys
business as the cure‐all. Republicans don’t care much if people that are low on the socio‐economic scale
have a hard me as long as they don’t starve in public. Republicans doubt that any amount of help will
really change anything. Some mes the doubt is serious with good reasons but mostly it is what they say
to soothe themselves. Any spending on the poor diminishes what Republicans and their clients have
now and what they will have. (J) Democrats say “help and risk” not because they have big hearts, strive
to separate sheep from goats, think big helping is best for America, and that big spending really will cure
poverty, racism, sexism, etc. but because Democrats oﬀer crusades and support as a way to get clients.
I include Democrats with big hearts but apparently not big heads. (K) Both Par es refuse reasonable
plans because those hurt their real goals and expose conniving. Both Par es refuse points‐and‐facts,
and accept points‐and‐facts, not according to merit but by relevance for other hidden agendas.
(4) Con nued: (L) Serious ci zens have to wade through half‐baked plans made to oﬀer in public but
that are not really in conten on because the Par es have already decided on other grounds. We waste
eﬀort on ideas that were never at issue but only appeared in a symbolic ba leground. We waste ideas.
(5) Con nued: (M) Most poli cal issues are like this. The middle is not ideal. Some people s ll lose and
some people s ll gain, o en unfairly. There is no way to make it all en rely fair, so there is no one clear
middle path that all decent people can see and agree on. The middle is a range of imperfect trade‐oﬀs.
(N) Resolu on requires good faith and compromise, in the best interests of the whole. (O) When par es
gain from not showing good faith, not compromising, the middle is not a place to work for what is best
but it is the ideal arena to hold symbolic never‐ending ba les to cover deeper realer fights. “Life begins
at concep on” and “no assault rifles” are not really about their apparent content. (P) Par es choose a
line near the middle not according to what is best for the country but what works for them and clients.
(Q) O en, what they call the middle is not even close. It is a parody of the middle. It is a ploy that they
sustain because it works poli cally such as “end all Social Security” or “free full medical care”. (R) That
situa on is what we have now. That is what dysfunc onal na ons have.
(6) Con nued: (S) You have to think it all through and decide for yourself, o en at odds with your own
party. (T) To oﬀer a sound plan based on facts, real human nature, and culture, as evident in history, is
to let par sans “shit on you” from all sides. (U) All this is “poli cs”. A simple person such as me takes a
while to get it. (V) It is be er first to see what really lies below. (W) Then ra onal people can think out
what would work and how to do it, if possible to do it. (X) The same holds for gun control, sex, abor on,
drugs, gender, educa on, climate, Social Security, health care, immigra on, interna onal trade, etc.
What remains is really only a long elabora on on these ideas. If you get it now, what follows will seem
like repe on. I hope you s ll con nue on.

What’s the Fight Really All About?
What is the real fight? Now, why is bickering more important than good solu ons that help the whole
na on? There are two levels worth figh ng for: for security and control. The two levels are linked but
here is not the place to go into that. When Republicans and Democrats argue over any issue, they really
fight to get and keep security, over who is to get and keep control, and how. You need a powerful ally
within your Party‐and‐class to get control and to give you precious security. Democrats and Republicans
manage clients so as to win the game of control and to get security.
We did not fight like this in the prosperous 1950s and 1960s. We fight now because there is not enough
security to go around, not enough control to share, and whoever controls decides who gets the precious
security. Situa ons do change. Life now is not like life in 1963; not like the life that Reagan promised in
1982; and not the life that comfortable le ies and righ es think is natural and what they say all people
could have. Even comfortable people know so in their hearts and they act to keep security and control
even if they won’t admit it to themselves. I do not here explain in detail why things changed and how.
You can get a sense of both from what follows. I explain more elsewhere. Whether people are correct
about security and control is not as important as that people believe there is not enough. S ll, in the
short run of a decade or two, really there is not enough security and control. There would be if we were
be er governed and educated but that is not likely to happen soon enough.
The bad governing and bad educa on that come from figh ng over security and control help make sure
there is not enough security and control, and make sure we get bad governing and bad educa on, and
so on. The problem makes itself worse, and we are not likely to “snap out of it” any me soon.
Why is there not enough security now? Why does that make control so important?
Recall intrinsic flaws and the problems they lead to. Under some condi ons, which prevail in America
now but did not in 1965, the flaws lead to problems bad enough to cause insecurity, fear, and a serious
fight for control: (1) Some real unemployment is inevitable even for skilled willing people. (2) Too many
people now are not smart enough, are unsuited by character, or unsuited due to a tudes learned from
their group, to live and work in the capitalist world well enough.
While not intrinsic, the following flaws‐and‐problems work with intrinsic flaws and now play a big role,
especially since the mid‐1970s: (3) Mismanagement of America’s role in the world economy. (4) Rather
than good jobs, many jobs are bad jobs with low wages and few or no benefits. Good jobs now o en
turn into bad jobs. (5) Compe on is compara ve. Success depends not only on what you have but on
how you compare. If others have a bit more than you, they can use that bit to make sure their kids beat
your kids. Compara ve compe on can be contained, but, in the context of the other reasons given
here, compara ve compe on tends to run away. (6) Ecological damage. (7) Expenses have grown
faster than income and wealth for most people. Think of housing, medical and dental care, cars, and
insurance. (8) The cost of children takes up more income than it did in the 1950s and 1960s. People
have to invest a lot in children now, partly because costs have gone up, but also because they need to

make sure their children can compete. A big part of cost increase is to make sure you live in a costly
house in a safe expensive neighborhood with good schools, and all of everything is insured. (9) Too
many schools do not educate students well enough, either for jobs or for understanding the modern
world. Partly that failure is because a significant ra o of students now is not able to learn what they
should know but they are only a small share of the failure.
[OPTIONAL: This flaw is intrinsic, works with intrinsic unemployment, and works with bad jobs and
mismanagement of America’s role in the world economy. (10) Now, people have to live in the business
system. People get jobs by making things or doing services. Call it all “making things (goods)”. Things
get bought by the people who have the jobs making things. Makers of things, and buyers, are two faces
of the same mass of people. Together they make a circle that sets how big the economy is and sets who
is in or out. Business people play a role but I can’t go into that here. All the jobs taken together have to
pay enough in wages so the people who have jobs can buy all the things that are made by them – with
nothing le over. All the people who buy stuﬀ have to have enough wealth to buy all the things made
so that workers can all get paid – with nothing le over. Buyers get wealth from jobs and only from
jobs. Workers get wages from what is sold and only from what is sold. At some size of making‐wages‐
selling‐and‐buying, the circle closes so the people who make things have just enough, using their wages
alone, so they can buy all that is made; and so what is bought provides enough for all wages. But there
is no guarantee the circle will close at a size so everybody has a job. It might close at 80%, 90%, or 95%
of full employment. In fact, around most of the world, but not much in America yet, people are le out.
Economists oﬀer theore cal reasons why the circle should move toward full employment but the
reasons don’t have to hold fully, and, in real life, o en don’t. When that happens, some people don’t
find work, and good jobs devolve into bad jobs. Some of the people that are le out are le out for
reasons (1) through (9) above but not all people are le out for those reasons. Some mes the circle is
just not big enough even for all educated able willing persons. America has begun to suﬀer from this
problem as America becomes another part of the world economy. The eﬀect will slowly increase here.
Some mes the circle does not close fully at any level but instead back‐and‐forth swings persist. I don’t
go into that case here.
OPTIONAL: Imagine this: (a) China could make all the gadgets for the whole world; but then who else
would have jobs so they could buy all the gadgets from China? (b) Suppose the circle is closed and all
the people have good jobs. Then all construc on of houses stops and all the people working housing
construc on are out of a job and can’t buy stuﬀ. Then fewer TVs get bought, and all the people that
work to make TVs can’t work, and can’t buy. Then all the people who supply material to all the business
firms that make electric gadgets can’t find work and can’t buy stuﬀ. So, they can’t pay their insurance
bills. Then all the insurance workers can’t work and can’t buy stuﬀ. And so on, un l nobody has work
and so nobody can buy stuﬀ, and nobody can buy stuﬀ so nobody has work. This is a “crash”. It is what
nearly happened in 2007 and 2008. The point here is not the danger but to see how everything depends
on everything else all at once; and how the circle does not need to close at full employment always. We
should be happy that it comes so close in the United States most of the me; and we should give credit
to the poli cians, civil servants, business people, union leaders, and journalists that help.]

The impact falls diﬀerently on groups such as by race, religion, age, gender, couple status, etc. Diﬀerent
impact makes the problem worse, in another layer of self‐reinforcement. Poli cs combines with social
groupings to make it yet again worse, in yet another layer of self‐reinforcement.
All this leads to fear, jealousy, desperate desire, anger, and hate. The fear, jealousy, desire, anger, and
hate drive American poli cs, and likely world poli cs, much more than we admit. These bad emo ons
add another layer of self‐reinforcement; since the mid‐1970s and then more so with Reagan, maybe the
strongest layer of self‐reinforcement. Fear, jealousy, desire, anger, and hate now win elec ons.
What is the great fear? Of not “making it”, of “falling”: falling into the class of people who likely will not
get good educa on for their children; not get good health care; will live in rentals all their lives; live amid
noise, dirt, and crime; where schools teach nothing but give away diplomas like confe ; too many girls
have kids by age 17; they have kids out of a commi ed rela onship; children die of drugs; families face
constant harassment by be er‐oﬀ people, people who insure their status by keeping others down; and
where children and grandchildren are doomed to repeat. Fear is more now than before because people
know there are not enough factory, oﬃce, and food jobs to go around; and, if there were, those jobs do
not pay enough to make sure you, and your family, don’t fall.
People believe there is a threshold below which you go down and stay down. People believe there is a
threshold above which you have a good chance of not falling down, where you have “made it”. People
just above the threshold feel frightened and fight like hell to protect the threshold.
Business firms too face thresholds and are likely to go “up or down”. The fates of families and business
firms connect but I can’t go into the topic here. Small firms are more likely to go down while big firms
can stay afloat and seek opportuni es to rise. This is one big reason people now ally with Republicans.
Big business is where good jobs o en are. More accurately, big business is where good jobs were un l
big business discovered “full me part me” employees, making employees supplement wages with
welfare and state‐based medical care, and “out sourcing”. Big business now o en widens the zone of
fear, in another layer of self‐reinforcement.
People believe “up or down”, “rise or fall”, and people fear falling, despite the huge wealth of America.
Americans can get all the li le crap treats that they wish for such as smart phones and skinny jeans but
they can’t be sure to get what really ma ers: a good job, health care for families, a good home in a safe
area with good schools, respect, and to feel sure nobody can take this away from you and your family.
The decent life is not secure despite all the supposed wealth of America.
People that are not securely above the threshold are jealous of people that are. People already above
the threshold fear people that seek to rise. People will do almost anything to make sure their families
don’t fall, including push down neighbors and keep down the poor. People will do almost anything to
make their families rise, including push already‐down neighbors further down and drag‐down‐and‐step‐
over the people above them.

In standard op mis c economic theory, and in the promises of both Par es, one family can make it
without dragging down another family, one ethnic group can make it without dragging down families
from another ethnic group, and one gender group can make it without dragging down families of other
genders. In reality, and in the eyes of nearly all the people, that is not true, or not nearly true enough. If
one family goes up, then another family goes down; and if one group goes up, then another group goes
down. When Democrats promise Blacks, Hispanics, and women that they all can make it, what Whites,
Asians, and men hear is “Democrats will take your success and give it to Blacks, Hispanics, and women,
and to hell with you”. Blacks, Hispanics, and women hear it too and are alright that they have dragged
down others to rise. When Republicans say “everyone can make it in the long run, a rising de floats all
boats”, what Whites, Asians, and men hear is “Republicans will make sure you stay on top by pu ng oﬀ
others indefinitely through empty promises”. Whites, Asians, and men are alright that others have to
stay down so they can stay up. People repeat aloud and to themselves the idea that the rise of one does
not entail the fall of others mostly to ease their consciences about what they did to rise and what they
are willing to do to stay on top but they don’t really believe that in their hearts.
In the long run of about a hundred years, if we are well governed and well educated, popula on levels
oﬀ, and nothing bad happens, then standard op mis c economic theory is mostly true, most people will
be be er oﬀ, most people might be able to get good enough jobs, one group need not be pi ed against
all other groups, and we might begin to heal nature. We can already see signs that what used to be the
part of the world that was hopelessly undeveloped, the “Third World” and “Fourth World”, is ge ng
be er oﬀ – although the world is s ll ge ng more polluted and is increasingly short of good water. But
that general success is a long way oﬀ, and it is not what people care about now.
Faced with this threat, people must promote and defend themselves, their families, business firms, and
groups. For promo on and defense, people need poli cal connec ons and poli cal “hit men”. People
act not as free individuals in a democracy but as part of poli cal gangs.
What ma ers is not what is good for the country but what is needed for the success and security of my
family; and, to get success and security, what ma ers is that my Party has control. If a policy benefits
the na on but does not help my family in our search for success and security, then that policy hurts my
family because it costs me money but does not help me. There are no neutral or generally‐beneficial
policies. Either a policy benefits me or it hurts me. Don’t support anything that does not directly help
your family. Don’t help any other people, or help the na on as a whole, un l you have what you need
for security and control.
The result is seething poli cs. When poli cs seethe, control is more important and less certain. Leaders
will do anything to get and hold control. Followers will do anything to help leaders get and hold control.
What leaders do to gain control, and what followers do, makes poli cs seethe more, and makes ba le
for security and control harder and more important, in yet another level of self‐reinforcement.
Un l the Par es can come to grips with what Americans fear, what they will do to get success, security,
and control, and what they will do to keep success, security, and control, then nothing will change. Un l

Par es can figure out what level of life style most Americans can fairly earn in the world economy, how
each American can reach enough of his‐her earning poten al, each American can feel that he‐she has
had a fair chance, can figure out how we can get good schools everywhere, how we can share in security
and control without hur ng neighbors, what fairness means now in the modern world, and how to find
nearly all Americans enough fairness, then it will go on the same. It will have its ups and downs but will
never get overall be er. We can do this but not on the track we are on now.
Suppose you win the fight over guns. Either: (1a) All guns are banned but criminals run rampant, using
illegal guns and other weapons such as knives, o en in nasty home invasions. Or, (1b) all people should
carry guns everywhere including into rowdy bars and family restaurants, and true ci zens should keep
many guns at home, any kind of gun anywhere including fully automa c. Suppose you win the fight over
abor on. Either: (2a) All abor on is totally illegal, even birth control that allows concep on but stops
implanta on (pill, IUD); but hypocrisy prevails and not‐poor girls s ll get abor ons but poor girls get
stuck with kids star ng at age 16. Or, (2b) any woman can abort‐or‐kill her fetus‐or‐child at any age of
the fetus‐or‐child; rich girls have an abor on at age 17 as a fashion statement; and unhappy mothers kill
the two‐year old because it poops and cries a lot. You might feel the thrill of cheap victory but nothing
deep changes, the underlying fight goes on, and ba les in other arenas will go on over topics that allow
us to feel good about ourselves but don’t really touch bo om.
This is the modern environment. This is what the symbols are really all about. You might pause to think
how to carry out democracy in this kind of environment. How do you make people be er here? Do you
think a change of a tude is enough?
When people feel secure enough, feel the system is fair enough, feel they will not fall unless they mostly
deserve to fall, they can rise a er falling, control can be shared, and no disaster will befall if we do not
totally dominate, then people are pre y good, act well, and help others, even people not in their group.
This is what America had from the middle 1950s to the early 1970s.
Poli cians since Reagan have claimed to bring it back with a magic method that does not exist: the free
market; business; hate the state; blame Blacks, women, immigrants, Jews, Muslims, and Queers; big
minimum wage; guaranteed life me income; or free health care and college. They use security and
control as a cover to promote what gains power for their Party and its clients while hur ng the other
Party and its clients. They say they work for the general good when they really work for their group.
When we argue about good governing, I wish we could argue about issues rather than merely use issues
to really argue about who gets control and security. To really argue issues, we would have to come to
grips first with the topics raised in Parts 1 and 2, in the context of the world economy; and we just won’t
do that, le or right. Why not?
Of course, more is at stake than security. Poli cal par es fight about wealth and power in arenas that
bear only indirectly on security. Of course, health care, educa on, abor on, gender, guns, etc. are real
issues and are worth contending over in themselves regardless of security and control. I do not mean to

slight other issues. But here is not the place to think them out on their terms. We can’t know them on
their terms un l we first see how they figure in the deep ba le for security and control. Even par sans
who think they care primarily about other issues really care more for the role of other issues in security
and control but the par sans don’t even see their own confusion. Why do people really fight about
guns, abor on, gender, and nature? I do some mes note relevant points about the issues themselves
apart from their relevance to worry about security and control.
Some Par san Failures, Especially of Vision.
I do not describe Party hypocrisy much because it would take too much space for too li le gain. It is not
as bad as propaganda paints “the other Party” but it is far worse than it needs to be.
America has had corrup on since before the Cons tu on but distor ons in elec ons grew bizarre a er
1979. If we want poli cs to run be er, we need campaign finance reform, campaign ethics reform, term
limits, strict rules about lobbying, and to adopt a be er version of representa ve democracy more like
what the writers of the Cons tu on wanted. Along with Barry Goldwater long ago, I think we need to
ban business firms, unions, business groups, poli cal ac on commi ees (PACs), and most formal groups,
from contribu ng to elec ons or using ads. Contribu ons should come from individuals. Informa on
should come from the Internet, books, pamphlets, and journalism. Enforce truth in campaigning. None
of this will happen soon. So I let it go. If you search “elec on reform” you will get sugges ons, many of
them actually sane and useful.
Here is the greatest failure, at the bo om of other failures: No vision. Not Democrats or Republicans
really have an agenda beyond ge ng and keeping power by using clients. There is no overall realis c
view of a good modern America in a be er modern world, a world made be er by a good America.
Neither Democrats nor Republicans serve clients, gather clients, and gather power so as to work for an
idealis c‐yet‐reachable vision of a be er America and a be er world. They might think they have a
vision but that vision does not come out in their acts. They might think they protect social jus ce, social
order, privacy, freedom, rule of law, responsibility, self‐determina on, decency, the downtrodden, the
innocent, and the abused, but that does not come out in their acts either. They might think serving their
par cular clients necessarily makes America be er but it does not. They might think that simply bashing
the other guy is heroic, saves America, and jus fies ideology; but no. Instead of idealis c‐yet‐realis c
inspiring visions, they oﬀer vague fantasies of “fair America”, “socially just America”, “great America”,
“family America”, “American Dream”, “business America”, and “world leader”. They use propaganda
slogans to en ce clients and as an excuse to help clients and hurt enemies. I see li le link between their
poli cal work, any idealis c‐yet‐realis c vision of a good America, any idealis c‐yet‐realis c vision of a
be er world, and the vague propaganda fantasies.
Both Par es are creepy and the client groups of both Par es are creepy. Many individuals in Par es and
in client groups are not creepy; and some are stalwart, heroic, or inspira onal such as John McCain, Bob
Dole, and John Kerry; but the scene as a whole s ll is creepy. It has been so at least since Reagan and
since the rise of Poli cal Correctness (PC). There is too much hypocrisy, un‐reality and an ‐reality, lust

for power, thwar ng power, hate, fear, and hur ng others. There is too li le figuring out what is real
and what is good, over the long run, for us and for the world.
Yet we can’t reject poli cs and so tend only to our own narrow business. We do live in a democracy and
we are ci zens with du es. We cannot simply gather the economic harvest from the hard work of our
poli cal, economic, and gene c ancestors. “Family first” becomes “family only” and that doesn’t fly in a
democracy. We have to keep trying, even in the poli cal arena.
In dogma, both Democrats and Republicans accept the ideal of “live and let live” and don’t impose their
lives on other people as long as others don’t make trouble. Both Par es believe in free autonomous
people and self‐determina on. In fact, both Right and Le are intrusive and demand conformity. Both
Democrats and Republicans put their group above the free individual and both force conformity. They
apply the idea of free person selec vely to suit agendas. By applying selec vely, they destroy the ideal.
Democrats apply the ideal to drugs, sex, and programs such as welfare, yet deny you can freely choose
Chris anity. Republicans apply the ideal to allow consumers to be duped in markets such as for housing
and finance, and Republicans deny a true human can freely choose any religion other than their type of
Chris anity. Both Par es define what a person is and which groups are right not by any noble ideas of
personhood or human social life but by what works in poli cs now.
You can’t be neutral among Righ es or Le ies. You can’t not‐be‐a‐gung‐ho‐feminist among feminists.
You can’t not‐be‐a‐Republican‐Chris an among Republican Chris ans. You can’t dislike drugs among
pot heads or booze among whisky drinkers. You can’t defend a woman’s right to choose to abort among
Right‐to‐Lifers, and you can’t say “abor on might be killing but not murder” among Right‐to‐Choosers.
Le ies get nervous if you go to Chris an church every week. Righ es care exactly which Church you go
to. To Righ es, all homosexuals are perverts while to Le ies anybody who isn’t a li le Queer doesn’t
know the fullness of Life. Black Democrats also care which Church, reject homosexuals, and don’t like
that White Le ies look down on all Churches including theirs ‐ but neither Black nor White Democrats
can admit the ri . For Republicans and Blacks, if you don’t belong to a Church, you are not fully human.
Among Le ies, if you don’t make the right cracks about Republicans, Whites, and Chris anity, then you
are not fully human. Among Republicans, if you don’t drive a Buick, pickup, Lexus, or Benz, or do drive a
hybrid, you are a Le y eli st and not fully human. Among Le ies, if you are not a hipster, and don’t
defend everything Black and female, you are a modern Nazi. Among Righ es, if you are a hipster, enjoy
the arts, or see merit in “women’s issues”, then you are gay, the old‐fashioned bad gay.
“Whatever happens bad, the other side did it. Whatever happens good, we deserve all credit. All good
ideas and people come from us; we produce only good ideas and people; all bad ideas and people come
from them; they produce only bad ideas and people. If an oﬃcial on our side has a moral lapse, it is a
small lapse and easily corrected. If an oﬃcial on the other side has a moral lapse, it shows beyond any
doubt the total depravity in all of them, their weakness, their inability to deal with issues, and shows
that the country will collapse into a Stephen King novel unless they all get out of oﬃce right now and we
get full power over everything right now. If you ever voted for the other side, you are a naïve mindless
conniving selfish dupe and you deserve all the badness that the country inherited because that Party

had power. If you ever voted Republican, you deserve the Great Recession, housing crisis, the war in
Afghanistan, deficits, the demoralized FBI, and the collapse of all infrastructure. If you voted Democrat,
you deserve North Korea, illegal immigra on, Black riots, murder of police oﬃcers, failure of Obama
Care, and the collapse of all infrastructure.” The saddest part is that most people go along with this crap
although they know it is nowhere close to true.
I don’t hate either Party. I am disgusted when the real basic stance of a Party is “hate them, get ours”.
If a Party member really has thought out an issue, believes his‐her conclusion, and acts accordingly, then
I respect him‐her even when I know he‐she is wrong. There is not enough of that honesty. Neither
Party has thought out the basic issues given in Part 1 of this essay. Neither Party has oﬀered idealis c‐
but‐prac cal solu ons.
One Big Underlying Bad Mo ve at the Core.
Whatever people tell themselves, most people act poli cally primarily to feel be er about themselves,
to feel righteous, jus fied, and saved. People act to think they heroically save an innocent being in
mortal danger and so jus fy and save themselves. If they think they have taken a step toward being
jus fied and saved, they “get oﬀ”. People would rather feel personally righteous and saved, and have a
poli cal orgasm, than do some modest real good. Lust for salva on is be er than simple decency. This
stance is taken by rebels, people from beleaguered groups such as women and Blacks, by Republicans,
poli cians, ac vists, professionals such as teachers and CPAs, the upper middle class, well educated
people, poorly educated people, churchy people, atheists, rich, poor, an ‐abor on, pro choice people,
righ es, and le ies. The result is crap. I don’t know how to stop people pu ng themselves and their
needs to feel saved and to “get oﬀ” first but instead get them to use their brains and true hearts.
Along with feeling righteous and saved, people also help their group, Party, and wallets. They get to feel
more secure, ahead of neighbors, and more in control. They get to put down groups that compete with
them or that they don’t like. It is convenient to take a stance, or carry out an act, that saves you, makes
you feel good about yourself, and leads you to worldly success.
I Do NOT Blame the Vic m.
Some people will dismiss what I say as “blaming the vic m” and will condemn me. They are wrong and I
am right. I don’t blame the vic m unless the vic m deserves a share. I know when people‐and‐groups
have been hurt by power. I also know when people‐and‐groups hurt themselves and when they make it
easier for power to hurt them. I see when vic ms blame others so that they don’t have to work hard to
make things be er themselves. I know when vic ms would rather play a role than do what really needs
doing. Le ies and righ es, all ethnic groups, religious, groups, and genders, in all places of the socio‐
economic system, do this. I know self‐serving excuses when I hear them.
Op onal: Empirical Assessments: Cost Benefit Analysis and Cost Eﬀec veness.

‐In theory, the diﬀerence between Republican and Democra c programs, their successes and failures, is
a ma er for facts. Carry out a detailed version of “pros and cons”: (A) Decide on goals or on signals of
gain such as: greater health; more wealth for people of all classes, genders, races, etc.; advancement by
the poor or women; more cohesion of families; security for oldsters; social jus ce; decency; goodness;
or self‐determina on. (B) An cipate nega ve impacts such as undermining character, chea ng, hur ng
nature, pollu on, undermining freedoms and rights, crime, conges on in the city, etc.; (C) If possible,
put number measures on the posi ve and nega ve eﬀects, measures such as gross na onal product,
sick days, infant survival, house ownership, jobs, be er jobs, hours lost to traﬃc, burglaries, drug use,
etc. (D) Figure out how to assess the posi ves and nega ves, and how to assess them together. See if
posi ves overcome nega ves, or vice versa, and by how much. (E) Then see which Party does be er in
par cular programs and be er overall. (F) Think not only about programs in which benefit exceeds cost
but compare programs to see in which benefit exceeds cost most. (G) Then the state implements only
programs with the most benefit over cost. (H) The U.S. has enough diversity of programs, and programs
have been going on long enough, so we should be able to tell which programs work or not, and which
work be er or worse. Even a contrast between Red (Republican) states versus Blue (Democra c) states
alone should enlighten us.
These assessments are some mes called “cost benefit analyses” and I use the term “CB analyses” for
short. “Cost eﬀec ve” means benefits outweigh costs, as far as we can tell, in the measures that we
use. CB analyses represent prac cality when assessing programs.
In prac ce, to conduct CB analyses and then use them properly is hard.
‐Besides technical complica ons, which I don’t describe, we run into the mix of prac cality and morality.
A program might not yield enough obvious prac cal benefit but s ll we should do it because it is right;
for example, to give veterans medical care or to make sure all children graduate high school not only
with a piece of paper but with some real understanding of the world. A program might provide obvious
prac cal benefit but s ll we should not do it; for example, sterilize people who have children while on
welfare or kill oldsters and people with fatal diseases. Some things we should do but cannot because
the cost is too high such as free universal comprehensive medical care. People use prac cal arguments
instead of moral arguments when they think prac cal arguments are more eﬀec ve. People argue for
quality educa on through high school not because it makes be er people but because it leads to people
with be er jobs and higher incomes for more na onal wealth. People argue against gun control by
saying legal gun use stops crime (it can, some mes) when what they really mean is that owning guns is a
moral right and they use a gun as a security blanket. People say a policy is really prac cal for society
when what they seek is self‐interest. People say the state can make money taxing legal marijuana, and
can undermine crime by legalizing marijuana, when what they really want is to get high and to buy clean
drugs safely. People use moral arguments when they think prac cal arguments are not enough. They
reject legalizing long‐term illegal immigrants whose culture is now American by saying “those illegal
immigrants broke the law; and we must respect the law or all is lost; so we must make an example of
them to save democracy”. People say humans have a right of self‐determina on and the state has no
right to control drugs when, again, what they really want is to get high. Not every prac cal argument

must rest on a moral call but most should in part, as when we say we must have a strong military not
only to protect the American economy but to protect Democracy and Freedom. The fact that people
abuse arguments for and against par cular programs does not mean any par cular program is poor and
ineﬀec ve or that it is good and eﬀec ve.
It takes enormous work to cri cize your own mix of prac cality and morality, figure the right mix, make
correc ons, and s ck to your understanding despite misguided a empts to undermine it. Few people
bother. People are so skillful at inven ng whatever argument seems to work now, whatever argument
solidifies “our” group, and whatever bedevils “them”, that they rest on that ability and those arguments
rather than work out the deep basis for their stances and against other stances.
Par sans never agree on cost and benefit, prac cality, morality, or a mix of prac cality and morality. So,
we get a never‐ending march of “iﬀy” programs and “iﬀy” results along with their amazing cockamamie
ra onaliza ons.
‐Even so, CB analyses are worth reading if you keep an open mind and read analyses from both sides.
Rather than oﬀer a bunch of such studies, I oﬀer one that caught my eye and is free on the Net: Paul
Losleben, 2017, “Fi y Experiments in Democracy: A Cri cal Analysis of Conserva ve Governance”. It
reads quickly. Find it at www.orcasresearch.org or by searching www.quora.com for “Paul Losleben”.
The Quora entry gives a short synopsis, responses to his work, and his replies. Look at his bibliography
to appreciate the data he had to work through. Losleben is not an academic but a kind of engineer,
which makes his work more appealing. I agree with most of his conclusions. I do not know him and he
does not know me. I doubt he would agree with everything that I say here.
A bit surprising, Democra c style programs work fairly o en and in fairly many situa ons. O en, they
are cost eﬀec ve and are the most cost eﬀec ve. They are not always beneficial, and some costs, such
as erosion of character, erosion of the spirit of compe on, and promo ng class conflict, are hard to
measure and are o en overlooked. But Democra c programs are cost eﬀec ve enough so we should
take the result seriously. Democrats would have a good case if they knew how to use it to help the
country as a whole. This result does not mean the Democra c way of looking at society, economy, and
human nature is totally correct. Democrats get good results as much by luck (tech states) as by good
planning, and their programs have severe drawbacks such as massive debt due to “en tlements” and
massive chea ng on programs such as Social Security Disability and Medicare.
A bit surprising, Republican style programs, including the state supposedly not doing anything, do not
work as well as Democra c style programs. They are not generally as beneficial and do not generally
help the economy as much to stay reliable or to grow. Part of the problem in making this comparison is
that many states that have a lower economic base “went Republican” in the 1970s and 80s, and White
and Asian people who now have trouble with jobs “went Republican”, so some places where Republican
programs prevail started with a disadvantage. Think of Mississippi and the dead parts of the “rust belt”.
But that is not the whole story. Republican programs and supposed “non‐ac on by the state” simply
don’t deliver the goods. This result does not mean Republican ideals are all junk. Republican ideals such

as personal responsibility and private ini a ve s ll have value. We should judge ideals on their merits
and proper implementa on rather than by their misuse by par es including Republicans.
‐Think of CB analyses as accurate‐enough reflec ons of prac cality, of what works and does not, of what
works be er or worse. In that capacity, CB analyses also reflect something that a lot of Americans want.
Believe it or not in our 2019 par san mes, most Americans care less about Party and dogma than about
what works and what doesn’t. If Americans could vote for programs rather than Par es, and could pick
and choose from a menu of programs according to what has been proven to work and not work, in what
combina ons, that is what most Americans would like. If this kind of welfare works best, take this. If
that monitoring of credit cards works best, take that. If this monitoring the housing market works best,
take this. If that educa on works best to train children for modern jobs and to be ci zens of a modern
democracy, then take that. Whichever Party could figure this out and oﬀer these op ons convincingly,
would win. So, why not? I skip technical reasons and go right to mo ves and a tudes.
Op onal: A tudes toward CB Analyses.
In theory, Republicans promote CB analyses because Republicans pride themselves on prac cality and
on having hard heads rather than so bleeding hearts. Democrats should promote CB analyses because
those analyses support Democra c programs o en enough.
In prac ce, CB analyses are like facts to be used as convenient. Despite the truth in any par cular CB
analysis, both Par es stress what puts them in a good light and what puts the other Party in a bad light,
what helps their power and what hurts the power of others. They reject what hurts them, stress what
helps, overlook what helps the other Party, and stress what hurts the other Party. Both Par es accept
as valid only CB studies that work for them and‐or against the other Party, and they reject as invalid all
studies that go against them and‐or help the other Party. Both Par es use CB studies to promote
programs that they already want for other reasons, and to hinder programs that they already dislike for
other reasons. Both Par es use morality to defeat prac cality, or the reverse, when that ploy helps
their true interests. Both Par es use moral arguments over prac cal arguments when moral arguments
pack more punch, even when moral arguments are not the most important or are not fully valid. Each
Party commissions its own supposedly objec ve study, which, miraculously, happens to find that the
sugges ons of this Party were correct all along while the sugges ons of the other Party were wrong all
along. Republicans have been more adept at this kind of maneuvering than Democrats.
The public seems to side with Republicans more o en, likely because Republicans more adeptly blend‐
and‐choose prac cality and morality, and Republicans have the giant “prac cality s ck” of “success and
prosperity through more business” by which to beat Democrats.
I would find Republican arguments stronger if Republicans gave a solid ra onale for why they stress CB
(prac cality) some mes and stress morality at other mes; but Republicans never give an overall
framework. They prefer maneuvering for power ad hoc in par cular situa ons. They get away with it
o en enough so this is a viable poli cal strategy even if reprehensible. Democrats are pathe c in their

overall stance. Their only overall ra onale is a vague appeal to social jus ce regardless of case. Even
when a Democra c program is clearly cost eﬀec ve, Democrats don’t know how to sell it; they fall
vic m to Republican counter claims that the program is not really cost eﬀec ve despite evidence and
that Republican style morality is more important than any imagined Democra c prac cality. Democrats
have li le idea how to blend prac cality and morality.
Suppose welfare is not cost eﬀec ve. According to Democrats, we should s ll give generous assistance
because it is the moral thing to do and because social jus ce demands using welfare to make up for
systema c disadvantages. Suppose welfare is cost eﬀec ve; in fact, limited welfare o en is cost
eﬀec ve not only for the families involved but for the whole community. Ideally, then, according to
Republicans, we should do it properly, and they should tell us how. But Republicans say we should s ll
end welfare because it is just immoral to support people when they can‐and‐should support themselves,
it is against social jus ce for one class or ethnic group to support others, and it undermines character
and compe ve spirit. The Par es say the same about Social Security and unemployment insurance.
Almost without a doubt, limited abor on is cost eﬀec ve and it prevents moral abuse such as when a
woman has a baby that she can’t support, and so the woman hurts older children to take care of this
new one. Democrats overlook the cost eﬀec ve argument to stress the moral right to choice; stress
avoiding moral abuse; and stress social jus ce by avoiding the diﬀerent impact of harsh an ‐abor on
laws on the various socio‐economic classes, on women, and on ethnic groups. Republicans should take
the cost benefit analysis as defini ve but instead Republicans overlook it to stress the moral impera ve
of protec ng unborn humans from callous murder. Much the same case can be made for mild drugs
such as marijuana and for mild vices such as pros tu on and some gambling. Similar arguments apply
to sports stadiums and nature projects. Alabama does not have a lo ery not because a lo ery is not
cost eﬀec ve but because enough Republicans are supposedly sure a lo ery is immoral. Republican
poli cians get big support from dog tracks and casinos just as gangsters used to support Prohibi on.
Republicans think a lo ery benefits non‐Republicans non‐Whites more than Republicans and Whites.
If Republicans believed in prac cality, they could not possibly support a wall on the border between
Mexico and the United States so as to control illegal immigra on. Even the blindest par san can see
there are other cheaper more eﬀec ve ways. Then think for yourself why the wall is so appealing to
whom. It is prac cal for poli cians to pander to some groups even when the groups wish something
imprac cal for the na on as a whole. Yet if Republicans can succeed in building the wall, it shows they
have control and can provide security to their clients.
Later parts of this essay explain why Democrats avoid CB analyses in favor of social jus ce. Later parts
explain why Republicans in theory favor CB analyses but in prac ce are adept at stressing prac cality
when that works for them and at stressing their version of morality when that works. Later parts of this
essay explain why the public o en goes along with the Republican view even when it makes the people
hypocrites such as with marijuana, birth control, abor on, and nature.
To deal with issues where both prac cality and morality apply is annoying, but this dilemma is not bad,
in fact it is good. It helps make us human. You have to be clear. You have to accept both arguments.

You have to admit when one is stronger. Don’t let poli cians, commentators, and preachers bamboozle
you. Don’t decide one way because secretly it is what is best for you or because it “gets you oﬀ” by
making you feel righteous, jus fied, vic mized, victorious, or saved. Don’t give way to anger, fear, or
hate. Be able to give reasons, moral and prac cal. Make up your own mind. You have to work at it,
more than simply watching poli cal TV or listening to the people around you.
I can’t suggest one best place to start reading about a tudes toward CB analyses and morality. You
might start with “Why Americans Hate Welfare”, 1999, by Mar n Gillens. It is readable, careful with
technique, and explains why it has to be careful. Use that book and the Internet as a guide to read half‐
a‐dozen more studies on a tudes including a tudes in par cular groups.
This Essay Comes First.
Analysis of par cular issues, and scru ny of CB studies, need context. This essay gives the right context.
This essay comes first. If you don’t read something like this essay first, you will get wrong ideas.
My Small Contradic on.
Sharp readers, and readers with a par san ax, will see the contradic on between saying that Democra c
programs on the whole have failed but regions with Democra c‐style liberal governing on the whole do
be er than regions with Republican‐style conserva ve governing. It would be easy to explain away this
seeming contradic on. I don’t take an “easy out”. I say many Democra c programs such as Aﬃrma ve
Ac on, much welfare, SS Disability, and school reform, have failed although some programs such as core
Social Security, some welfare, public health programs, gay causes, women’s causes, helping nature, and
helping some educa on, have done well. Republican claims that all Democra c programs fail are mostly
propaganda but Republicans are also partly correct. To explain would require a book. That book would
have to come a er this essay – another reason not to dwell on par cular topics here. So I let the issue
stand. I admire your ability to see contradic ons. Use your talent wisely and not only to make points
for your pre‐convic ons. Don’t worry if you did not see the problem. I took many decades of staring. It
takes a long me to remove blinders.
Working and Middle Class People Who “Went Republican” in the 1970s and 1980s.
Many mes I bring up working and middle class people, mostly White and Asian, who “went Republican”
in the 1970s and 80s, and the young people who took their a tudes. These people changed American
poli cs despite making up only 25% of voters. They elected Reagan, Bush 2, and Trump. By not helping
Bush 1, these people let him to fall to Clinton. These people took over state and local oﬃces. They play
a role in the Republican Party and American poli cs similar to the role Blacks played in the Democra c
Party and American poli cs un l recently.
I call people in the Republican Party before about 1975, and people who think like them, “tradi onal
Republicans” or “old Republicans”. I call people who came in a er 1975, and people who think like

them, “new Republicans”. I know tradi onal Republicans and new Republicans overlap. I know many
new Republicans were born a er 1975. I knew the year was 2018 as I wrote this and I knew that most
new Republicans were not so new anymore.
Ideas that we now call “Conserva ve” began in the middle 1700s. Contemporary conserva ve thought
diﬀers. I use the terms “original Conserva ves” and “Conserva ve” for early Conserva ve thinkers un l
about 1830 and for the thought typical of them. I use the term “conserva ves” for Righ st thinkers now
and for the thought typical of them, mostly Republicans but including groups such as the Tea Party. I
know Conserva ve and conserva ve overlap but not as much as you might think. I explain more in the
part of this essay on Republicans and in the parts on history.
The main point of this sec on: Democrats, and some tradi onal Republicans, see all new Republicans as
if they are wholly irra onal, two‐thirds crazy, haters, racist, sexist, religious bigots, dangerous, and easily
violent. Working and middle class Republicans never listen to the hope and compassion in their religion
but only use religion as a tool. They fear, and some mes hate, everyone outside America. They think
everyone is out to get America, meaning them. Their only response in interna onal rela ons is to assert
American power and America First. They can be all that but are not only that. They do cause damage
when they are in an irra onal stubborn mode. They are all that because they are afraid and desperate.
They are not all the same. Some are worse, some much worse, and some much be er. Many people in
this group are as humane as any Democrat, as humane as a Chris an (or member of any religion) should
be, and they act as they do in a real a empt to make America and the world be er. They do not intend
most of the damage that they cause except when they put down rivals. The way to get to them is to
give them a vision of an America that works for them and everyone according to reasonable standards
of fairness. They do not necessarily need an America that dominates the world and makes everybody
inside America rich, powerful, and good looking. They need to feel their families can succeed if given a
fair chance. They must feel their families won’t be forced to fail so as to support the success of other
families with less ability, less drive, poor moral standards, bad character, and bad a tudes, but who can
connive poli cally. If the majority of new Republicans could see a vision of American like this that they
could trust, then likely they would take care of the crazies among them on their own. Here I urge us to
see them as full humans before I too have to fall back into looking at them as stereotypes.
These working and middle class people did not start America, did not originate the ideas in democracy in
America. They did not originate ideas about freedom, equality, fairness, rule of law, and good people in
proper poli cal oﬃces. America was the child of Liberals, mostly what we would call moderately Le .
They had midwife support from people that I call tradi onal centrist Republicans such as Ben Franklin,
James Madison, and Alexander Hamilton, people like John McCain, George Bush 1, and Bob Dole. S ll,
over the decades, these working and middle class people made America as both a real na on and as an
ideal. Without their dedica on and work we would not have the good aspects of poli cal America and
good aspects of American culture. When they saw truth, they followed truth and they worked hard to
build a na on and an economy on truth. They are the backbone of American prac ces. If they did not
believe in fairness, fairness would not now be the highest American ideal. If they did not cherish their
Christmas then no American now would cherish the spirit of Christmas. Democracy survives through the

carrying on of good ins tu ons in the hearts, heads, and habits of these people. We owe them for the
quality of daily life. More than other groups, they fight and die for freedom and decency. They live the
work ethic and teach it. They do the bulk of charity work and give the bulk of charity giving. Personally
they care for sick and wounded. Along with all the superficial symbols and rallying points of Chris anity,
they carry the deep true good ideals of Jesus and all religions. They carry on more of what is good in any
religion than of what is bad. Advances for minori es, women, LGBTQ people, protec on of nature,
protec on of all religions, and free speech, would not have been possible if they had not fought for
fairness and if they had not taught their children well. It would be a horrible loss to the whole world if
poli cal depravity stole them.
These people are important for seeing Democrats and Republicans because they le one Party to join
the other. They show what one Party screwed up and why. They show what they seek from the other
Party, from poli cs, and their country. They show that Par es will distort the truth and will use clients
to gain power, even at the expense of the na on. These people show how people in general over‐react
in hard mes or in bad situa ons, how even good people can adopt bad a tudes when they fear. They
show why we need to be wary of simple populism and why we should seek representa ve democracy
that be er protects us from over‐reac on and bad decisions.
These people were hit hard when the world economy caught up to America in the 1970s and 1980s, and
when America handled the change badly. They were strongly aﬀected by rising costs, stagnant wages,
lack of benefits, good jobs turning into bad jobs, and no jobs at all. They got scared and then got angry.
They looked for someone to blame, fairly or unfairly. They looked for ways to recover prosperity, too
o en by hur ng the people they blame, fairly or unfairly. Other people were hurt too, and got scared
too, but other people did not learn how to organize, act, and take over a major Party.
If there was a way for all Americans to (a) get what they deserve according mostly to merit, (b) even if
some of these Republican working and middle class people had to lose status, wealth, and power, (c)
compared to the advantage they had in the 1950s, (d) but slowly, and (e) always mostly fairly according
to merit, (f) then new Republicans would go for it. If there was a way for all Americans to “make it” that
did not exclude these people, and did not require these people to fall so others could rise, they would
lead. If there was a way to make the playing field truly and almost fully level, they would hail it. But
there is not enough of any of this. The playing field is lted not only against some Blacks and women
but against many working and middle class Whites, Asians, and men. They want a level playing field
without all the bizarre par cular lts that try to make up for each other but only make pi alls.
The greatest desire of these people is not to return America to the 1950s and 1920s, keep White people
on top, keep non‐Whites down, and keep men on top and women below. When these people sound like
1957, that echo is how they express their hope for future America. They know future America can’t be
just like 1957 but don’t know how be er to describe it. Neither Party has given them the ideas by which
to be er describe future America.

The first goal of these people is security for their children. This goal is urgent. They want to make sure
their children can go to a good school as far as is needed to compete for good jobs. They accept now
that women have to work for the family to get this.
They know that any family that falls below a certain point on the socio‐economic ladder likely never will
rise again, never will be secure again. They have seen the good side and bad side, and they fear and
hate the bad side. Enough White and Asian working and middle class people fell far enough in the 1970s
and 1980s, and a er, that they know their fears are jus fied.
Anything that erodes a fair chance for their children to get a good job scares the crap out of them. They
react violently to any program, idea, trend, ideology, party, or group; based on gender, ethnicity, or
religion; that oﬀers a proposal that even hints their kids might not make it when their kids can compete
fairly. That is flat, no op on. No screwing with our kids.
On pre y good evidence, they are dead certain that the social programs of the 1960s and a er failed
much more than succeeded. Above I said we can’t have a perfect welfare system in which all the people
who need and deserve get help and only the people who need and deserve get help. We must choose
between (1) some deserving people not ge ng help so as to stop the undeserving from perver ng the
system and America versus (2) giving help to all needy and so allowing undeserving people to pervert
the system and erode American character; Republicans always choose (1); and these people choose (1)
with a vengeance. They see welfare and all en tlement programs primarily as ways to take their money
to give to people that do not deserve, so that their money serves to give their conniving compe tors an
advantage over their children, and at the same me their money undermines the whole country that
shed blood and sweat to build. It is be er not to have any welfare than to endure this. The same goes
for all en tlement programs.
“Not only did the programs fail, but they pushed down our kids even when our kids did not deserve it,
and pushed up the undeserving kids of our rivals, at the expense of our kids. That is not tolerable. We
cannot go back to that or anything like that. We must get rid of all traces of that kind of an ‐American
unfairness.”
I agree that many aspects of the programs failed, and programs were o en unfair to White and Asian
kids, but I do not agree that all aspects of every program are a total disaster. We have to sort through
features to figure out what works versus what does not, and to build with that – which we won’t do. As
long as we won’t, then either the view of the White and Asian working and middle class Republicans or
the opposite view of blindly unendingly help all self‐proclaimed vic ms must prevail but not both – and
both camps know that too.
A er long hard experience, they are convinced we live in a zero sum game (what I gain you lose, and
what you gain I lose) on any me scale and wealth scale that ma ers. They must make sure they don’t
lose. When they see other people win, such as with en tlements, they are sure that they are losing,
even if they don’t feel the loss right away. So they are also sure their security is fatally damaged.

They are sure the only hope for ge ng out of a zero sum game without hur ng their families is through
business and expansion of the economy. This idea is wrong but they are now commi ed to it. How they
got commi ed to it is the subject of later parts of this essay.
They distort reality as much as they need to distort reality to make sure they do not fall. Their view of
the world as a zero sum game is a distor on, and they know it, but it is closer to reality than any other
picture oﬀered by any party, and they will live with this distor on. They know business does not always
work, and business has to go along with social programs, but they s ll reject both Democra c control of
business and Democra c programs. They know this rejec on is a distor on but they will accept it and
live with the hypocrisy. They know business is not really free market capitalism, and they live with the
gap. They know Trump’s idea of business is not the Republican idea, and is nowhere near free market
capitalism, but they live with that gap too. They know some social programs actually help – welfare got
Ronny Reagan’s family through the Great Depression, and now they could not get by without help with
sports, police protec on, and college tui on. They will fight like hell to keep programs that benefit them
(scholarships) even while they fight like hell to kill all other programs, and thus to control their rivals; but
they can live with this discrimina on. They know that some deserving people don’t get help through the
state, and that not giving help costs more than it saves, but they would rather focus on the people who
pervert the system. To do that, they are happy to call all people who get en tlements lazy cheaters
even when they know that many recipients are not lazy or cheaters, and would rather have a job. They
know other religions share their core values, people in other religions o en act like good Chris ans, and
metaphysical doctrines between religions don’t ma er much, but s ll they stress their religion because
it is a flag around which to rally and a sieve by which to exclude others. If there is only so much benefit
to go around, you have to pick winners and losers. They know the non‐Whites and non‐Asians legally in
the US are not to blame but they don’t mind blaming them. They know that even illegal aliens are not
the cause of their troubles but they are happy to blame them. They know regula ons to help nature are
not to blame but they are happy to blame all pro‐nature sen ment anyway. They know global climate is
changing and that people are the cause but they fear any a empt to help will create a plethora of rules
that will harm them far more than help them, likely won’t help the planet, will put them at even more
disadvantage than they are now, and will make them pay to take care of other people who are more to
blame and less deserving. They know the interna onal economy Is not mostly to blame but they are
happy to see all other prosperous na ons as cheaters who have taken advantage of America, to blame
those other na ons, and to fight back fairly and unfairly. Other na ons are the welfare cheaters of the
world. They all should stand on their own feet, and, when they do, and America stops helping hold
them up, then America will out‐compete them all. They embrace whatever demagogue promises them
security, even if they know that he‐she is lying. To them, all the alterna ves are worse. If push comes to
shove, they will accept fascism American style.
People that feel insecure or disadvantaged, seek scapegoats to hate, disparage, a ack, and hurt. They
do this even when to a ack others does them li le good. Usually they seek scapegoats in the groups
that they feel hurt them (even if not so) but some mes they take any vic m. This is how we get a acks
on Jews and Jewish synagogues (Temples), ambushes on police oﬃcers of any race, and “gay bashing”.

The tendency is not limited to new Republicans. If you are Black, walk alone in a Hispanic neighborhood,
and vice versa. Watch “West Side Story” and ignore all the romance. Ask a Le y for an assessment of
new Republicans and all Republicans.
The new Republicans have carried this tendency much too far. They hurt people in ways that don’t heal.
President Trump, by mocking handicapped people, women, the press, and the vic ms of gun a acks,
makes it all worse and encourages violence.
First, they get violent too quickly, too o en, and too hard. Usually they start the fight, and they hit to
hurt. They support violent people among them. They are proud of this.
Having condemned their violence, I also have to stress that only a small minority is violent and that
many new Republicans deplore violence. They know be er than to hurt people. They don’t want their
fellow new Republicans to hurt people either.
Second, new Republicans get violent against groups that have not hurt them and that a acking won’t
help them or the country. LGBTQ people have never hurt working and middle class people of any Party.
Usually LGBTQ people are good ci zens, and, as such, help most people and the country. Jews have
done far more good than harm. Even if we limit ourselves en rely to the entertainment industry, we are
far be er oﬀ with Jews than without, and even Christmas is far be er oﬀ with Jews than without them.
It is true that some illegal immigrants take jobs that White Republicans might have go en, and illegal
aliens do take en tlement benefits. But how much do you want to make of that? Illegal aliens likely
take more jobs from Blacks and legal Hispanics than from White Republicans. Do you really want to
punish all illegal immigrants, including ones who work hard on the jobs they supposedly took from
White Republicans, and who, over the long run, actually help America and your descendants?
Third, this a tude gets in the way of seeing what the real problems are. It blocks your mind and your
heart. You can’t see the flaws in the economy and the problems caused by the flaws. You can’t figure
out what to do to make your own situa on be er let alone make America and the world be er. You
can’t even figure out how to help the person next door. You become an easy mark for people in power.
You become a tool of people in power. As their tool, you help suppress your own group.
Fourth, it makes you a bad person. No ma er how good you might feel for a while, you are not doing
what you know is good, you o en do what you know is bad, and that makes you a bad person. Good
Jews, Chris ans, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, Taoists, and Confucians don’t do this. If you do it, then
you are not a good member of your religion. God etc. will condemn you for it, and that punishment is
much worse than anything any person could do to you.
All Republicans, especially new Republicans, want Muslims and especially Muslim clerics to loudly and in
public condemn radical Muslims and Muslim violence, and complain loudly that Muslims don’t do it. Do
Republicans condemn violence when Republicans do it? Do Republicans do it loudly and in public? Of
course the answers are “no”.

Most new Republicans do not seek to get angry, hold a grudge, hate, or hurt scapegoats, and they would
rather avoid those, but they will do all that when they feel the security of their family is a acked. They
rally to a demagogue who oﬀers them jus fica on for their anger, reasons for their fear in the badness
of other people, and ra onales for hate and for a acking scapegoats.
Democrats distort the world about as much, and o en do bad things as a result of their wrong world
view. Do you really think the views of all Blacks, White Upper Middle Class College Educated Liberals,
and LGBTQ people, are accurate? Have you considered how they are inaccurate and why?
The Republican working and middle class uses issues like gayness and abor on not because it ma ers
deeply to them whether two women kiss or some poor Black girl gets a free abor on but because these
issues are symbols of where they stand and of their rela ons to others. These issues are ways for them
to draw lines and are tools to control their rivals. The wall on the border with Mexico could not ever be
prac cal and nearly all new Republicans know it although few would admit it. The wall is a symbol. It is
not a symbol about Mexico, Hispanics, or immigra on legal or illegal, but about rejec ng the chaos of
the modern world and building a safe haven. It is a symbol of their victory over Democrats and the non‐
American non‐White non‐Asian world. Nobody but a few foolish atheists is waging a war on Chris anity.
Much of academia and many self‐styled Liberals are in fact prejudiced against Chris anity, and academia
uses Chris anity as its scapegoat to mock, but even all that does not amount to a war on Chris anity or
Chris ans. The war is a symbol invented by new Republicans to serve as a focus and to intensify feelings
and acts.
I am not sure if most new Republicans think that all small moral lapses are the top of a slippery slope
that leads to the total undermining of American character and the failure of America in the world. Some
of them do think this way although likely not so much because they believe it but because it gives them
symbols and an excuse for righteous anger against Democra c clients. I think most new Republicans
follow the trend set by the true believers but don’t really think America is in great peril of total moral
degeneracy, total loss of character, fiscal failure, and military collapse, if all abor on is not outlawed or if
we allow suicide in cases of incurable painful illness. Most New Republicans seem to use moral and
character decay like symbols and rallying points. In my experience, new Republicans do not respond
ra onally to arguments otherwise, which is o en an indica on that the obvious issue is not the real
issue. I wish I could give more clarity to this topic.
For reasons that I don’t understand well enough but I can see in their eﬀects, people who feel insecure
grab at symbols and hold ght. They seem to care more about symbols than about reality. You have to
keep this symbol disease in mind when dealing with them. Again, this makes them highly vulnerable to
bad leadership, to demagogues, sociopaths, and well meaning half‐bright people who have not thought
things through but believe they have the solu on.
When groups feel insecure, they tend to: (a) see more in terms of groups; (b) draw sharp boundaries
between groups; (c) think in terms of us versus them, you are either with us or against us; (d) worry

about homogeneity (all the same kind) and purity in their group; (e) think of their group as all good; (f)
think of other groups as all bad; and (g) narrow the size of their group, largely by excluding any people
who might not be pure enough. When one group adopts this stance, it leads to other groups having to
adopt a similar stance even if the other groups did not at first feel threatened and s ll wish not to adopt
this stance. All these tendencies intensify the points made above. This stance develops not only among
Republicans and new Republicans but in other groups. Think of Israel and Muslims. Think of pure
bloods versus mud bloods in Harry Po er. Russell Wilson, quarterback of the Sea le Seahawks, because
he does not talk like a jive ass fool but talks like an intelligent educated member of the upper middle
class, was cri cized for not being Black enough. Mixed race children among Blacks have to go out of
their way to prove they are really Black. In old Western movies, think of cowboys ha ng Indians but
ha ng “half breeds” even more. In gangster movies, Mar n Scorcese and Francis Coppola stress how
important it is to be Italian, in fact Sicilian. During their troubles, only some Irish people were really Irish
people. At first, the Irish were not Americans. It takes great leadership to get people out of this stance,
and America has not had that among Republicans or Democrats.
New Republicans know that not helping, and that posi vely hur ng, Blacks, single parents, women,
immigrants, and other disadvantaged groups, pre y much dooms those groups to life at the bo om.
They do not want that miserable fate for them, but, if it has to be, then it has to be. Be er them and
their kids than me and my kids.
New Republicans know that not helping, and posi vely hur ng, Blacks etc. goes against their religion,
usually Chris anity, and against the best spirit of America. They are unhappy about that. It makes them
feel bad. They would rather feel bad than take the chance that their kids won’t make it. If they have to
de facto keep other people down so as to make sure their kids make it, then that is what they have to
do. If God gets angry at them about it when they die, then so be it, but at least their kids and grandkids
will be alive and doing well enough.
Like most people, including Blacks and women, who have to do something hard, borderline immoral,
and‐or borderline irreligious, working class and middle class Republicans develop bad ra onaliza ons
and they enhance their general ability to lie, ra onalize, and believe some outrageous crap. “Keeping
Blacks down and ha ng Muslims is not prejudice, it is based on reality that those idiot Democrats won’t
see. Anybody with one eye could see how much Jews and Blacks control America, the America that we
built and our parents built.”
When people feel bad about something but have to do it anyway, and have to lie to themselves, they do
it all the harder (double down), and they become vicious too. They will not let any simplis c do‐gooders
guilt them out of what they must do. They develop a general bad a tude about the issues and wear a
con nual “chip on their shoulders” much like constantly angry Blacks. They get violent.
Again: All groups do the same, in their own ways, to their own extent but always too much, including
Democrats, Liberal professionals, feminists, LGBTQs, Blacks, Hispanics, Roman Catholics, Protestants,
Muslims, Hindus, Jews, Buddhists, and atheists. Again: Not all new Republicans are the same. To treat

them all the same is to do the same bad thing to them that you accuse them of doing to others. Some
new Republicans are as good as you and your group. Again: The best an dote to badness in them and
in you is to seek the truth and to find prac cal‐yet‐idealis c ways forward.
When New Republicans do feel secure, can help others without hur ng their own children or hur ng the
future of their class, they can be real sweethearts, as good as any people in the world ever. They help
not only fellow Republicans but all Americans, even immigrants, even illegal immigrants. They give to
chari es even though they know recipients are likely to be in other groups. They help people all over
the world through their dona ons of money, stuﬀ, good ideas, and, in the case of many soldiers, with
their blood, limbs, minds, and lives.
Is that true of other groups? Is it so of your group? Do you give only to Black causes? Jewish? Muslim?
Chris an? Women’s causes? For Nature? Do you give to, and work in, groups such as United Way that
try to help all people of all backgrounds?
Democrats pretend to be flabbergasted when Republicans find the roots of the Republican view in the
religion that most Republican’s share, the religion that served as half the basis for America, Chris anity.
Democrats pretend to be amazed when Republicans see close es between religion, morality, society,
the state, personal acts, and group acts. Democrats pretend this is all contrived ra onaliza on and
mere ideological tool. In fact, the Republican a tude is natural. Except when people have inherited a
long struggle to keep apart church and state, and to find secular reasons for behavior and ins tu ons,
we tend to see acts, church, state, society, and morality all as one thing; and to see ourselves as having
the one‐and‐only true religion, way of life, and state. Non‐Chris ans do it. Democrats and atheists do it
but with a near‐religion such as Social Jus ce. I repeat that the view is natural. It takes much educa on
and hard reasoning to get people to see otherwise and to act on the basis of other be er ideas. In
America, it takes more work because America has strong roots in Chris anity, America succeeded, and
America’s success validates its mix of Chris anity with old Liberal thinking. If denying that religion‐state‐
society‐morality‐and‐acts are one big thing (modern secular world view) works worse than seeing them
all as one big thing, then people won’t adopt the modern secular view, and people will s ck to the old
world view that links church and state. If Democra c programs fail for working and middle class
Republicans, as they have, then people won’t adopt a modern secular view and will hold the old view
that mixes religion with everything. If the modern secular view is as bad as the Democra c programs
appear to all working class and middle class Republicans, then Republicans won’t embrace the modern
secular view and they will reject Democra c programs. They will go on seeing close es between their
religion, the state, etc. and the Republican Party. They will do so even if it contradicts the ideals of
Chris anity and Democracy that they supposedly hold.
Rather than feign bewilderment that Republicans con nue to believe in old religion, Democrats need to
figure out how to convince working and middle class Americans that Democra c style programs work
well enough, Democra c programs do not go against any major religion, and Democra c programs go
along with the best ideals in all major religions. Democrats can do that only if Democra c programs do
in fact work well enough. Democrats need to show people how the Democra c secular view grew out of

old Chris an‐and‐old‐Liberal matrix and how it really is be er for the modern world. Democrats need to
show how their programs embody and bring to life deep important ideals that all decent people share,
and how their programs do so in a prac cal way. None of this is likely to happen soon.
Is every feminist a half‐crazy hysterical man‐ha ng bitch, bent on using PC to eviscerate everybody she‐
he doesn’t like? Do feminists who act like that represent all women? (a) Is every Black man a wannabe
gangsta who carries a cheap gun, hates all Whites, is wai ng to rob you, and will die young in a shoot‐
out in a parking lot? (b) Are all Blacks self‐trained experts in making false claims of discrimina on so as
to gain unfair advantage? Do Black people who act like (a) and (b) represent all Blacks? Do those Blacks
represent all Blacks even if there are far too many of those Blacks? Is every member of every boy band,
and every hip‐hop “ar st”, really a sensi ve radical rebel who cares more about art, romance, and social
jus ce than making money? Does every Democrat hate all business and want to forcibly fleece the rich
to give to lazy conniving pseudo‐poor parasites? Is every journalist a tool of some bad group?
Then not every working class and middle class Republican is a racist sexist fascist Brown Shirt gun‐to ng
state‐ha ng‐yet‐also‐ authoritarian pseudo‐religious hypocri cal zealot who would rather follow a bad
sociopath (Trump) than find out what the world really is like and help America to live in the real world.
They act like that when they don’t have anything be er to believe in. If you want them to act be er,
then give them something idealis c‐yet‐realis c to believe in. Likewise, if you want Blacks and women
to act be er, give them some workable yet idealis c reality.
Even if too many new Republicans are a li le bit too nuts for my comfort, s ll:
(1) Enough of what they say has enough truth in it that we should pay a en on. If they say programs
don’t work and are unfair, we should listen. If they say we need to get in touch with the roots of our
deep values, we should pay a en on. If they say programs that were designed to help such as welfare
and Aﬃrma ve Ac on are being abused, and now cause more harm than good, we should listen and
really think it out for ourselves. If they say PC distorts human nature and really causes more harm than
good, we should listen and think out what best goes along with human nature and social jus ce.
(2) They are not all that crazy all the me. Even the ones that seem crazy to Democrats, such as those
that go to gun shows, are not that crazy most of the me. Most of them are pre y decent people most
of the me, and it is not hard to call on their decent side in a pinch such as a natural disaster. They feel
appeals to social jus ce but disagree that what you propose really is social jus ce over the long run. In
their own way, even some superficially gangsta Blacks are the same. Think of Blacks that show up at
rallies because they want to do something for their people and for America but they don’t throw bo les
and would never throw bo les.
(3) Even in the group of hard‐hit working and middle class Republicans, only a minority is really as crazy
as the le wing media shows them, and as they come oﬀ on right wing media. Most are compassionate
and respond to ra onality. They would never show up at a White Power rally in any capacity. They are
happy to give help, and to work alongside anyone of any race, religion, or gender, in any private charity,

or in a state aid eﬀort, such as in a disaster. They go along with foolish Republican poli cs because they
just don’t see what else to do. They are like “churchy” Blacks and middle class Blacks who hear nothing
but “blame the Whites” all the me but s ll o en overcome that poison in their daily lives.
I don’t always state explicitly when a Republican idea, policy, or program caters to these people, uses
these people, or inflames their bad emo ons for poli cal gain. I don’t always state explicitly when a
Republican idea etc. is not really about what it seems to be about, such as the wall on the Mexican
border, but is really only a way to use new Republicans in the poli cal power game. I hope you can use
your experience and imagina on to fill in the details.
Some mes Turnabout is Fair Play.
Use similar ideas to assess Democra c clients, especially those you dislike. If some Democra c clients
do seem a bit crazy some mes, then why? What sense and nonsense is in their claims? What are they
afraid of? Who are they afraid of? If they won’t back oﬀ their craziness, then what do you do? What
roles do prac cality and morality play? What is the sane middle and how do you get there?
To what extent have the inaccurate a tudes of Democra c clients shaped the ideas, policies, and
programs of the Democra c Party since the middle 1950s?
If you are not a Republican, pretend you are. How do you feel when you are in a social se ng where
you know it would be awkward to express your conserva ve ideas, where you will meet with Le y scorn
and face a barrage of supposed counter‐arguments that really don’t hold water? Do you enjoy par es?
Is that what your workplace is like? Is that what most college classrooms are like? If you are a fairly old‐
fashioned strong Chris an, how does it feel to keep your mouth shut most of the me? You can’t tell of
your faith in Jesus and in the ul mate jus ce of God. How does it feel to know that strong Chris ans,
and conserva ves, have to watch what they say so they don’t get the short end of promo ons, business
deals, business rela ons, ac ng jobs, and local poli cs? How does it feel to know you have missed out
on promo ons, and that your salary is less than co‐workers, even though you do the same work and you
do it be er? How does it feel to know that, if you live in a nice neighborhood, most of your neighbors
will secretly laugh at you, you will never be fully accepted, your children will never be fully accepted, and
your children might not marry as well as they should? How does it feel to know that college admissions
commi ees might not accept your child, or not give as much in scholarships, if your child openly says on
his‐her applica on how much Jesus has meant? How does it feel to know that a liberal judge might rule
against you or put you in prison longer?
That is how gays feel, all the me. That is how many women feel, nearly all the me. That is how some
Blacks, Hispanics, Na ve Americans, Africans in America, and other minori es feel. That is how Muslims
feel much of the me. Feeling this way some mes is part of being human but how much is too much, so
we should do something to help, as did the Good Samaritan? The best act is to treat them as you wish
to be treated, or at least not treat them as you wish not to be treated.

You think Blacks who ambush the police are evil and should be stopped. You think Blacks who go to
rallies to openly hate Whites and the police are crazy, dangerous, and evil. You want Muslim clerics to
loudly publicly condemn Muslim terrorists. In fact, Muslims do condemn Muslim evil, but we don’t pay
a en on to that. You think the craziest people among these groups represent all people in the group.
Then why don’t you see the craziness in rallies for White Supremacy and in the policies of Trump? Do
you really want those people to represent Whites, Asians, and Republicans? You think following
someone like Al Sharpton is crazy. Why don’t you see the craziness in following a sociopath whose ideas
hurt America, Trump? Why don’t you think about and condemn what is wrong in your Party? Use the
same standards on you that you use on them. I praise Republicans such as John McCain who did this.
Do you really want to do to all of them what some of them have done to you? Didn’t Jesus tell you not
to do that? Didn’t Jesus tell you what be er to do? Didn’t he tell you to take the plank out of your own
eye first before you judge the mote in their eyes? These are fair ques ons to ask of Chris ans and of
any religious or moral person.
Learn to see from several sides. Jesus wants it. Some Le ies actually learn to do this and not only to
parrot the idea as PC babble. If Le ies can do it then why can’t Righ es do it?
Ping Pong.
Why are there almost always only two major par es in the United States, England, France, Germany,
Canada, and in most na ons that actually work? Why are there so many par es in na ons where formal
government does not work well such as Italy and old “banana republics”? Why, in many dictatorships
such as in much of Africa, are there two major par es, with many fringe par es, but the two par es
operate much diﬀerently than in successful na ons? Why, in a successful two party system, is one party
almost always le and the other right? Why do the two par es almost always oppose each other even
over issues that don’t seem to provoke opposi on and issues that seem otherwise not to ma er?
There are some good reasons for all this. We would gain insight into Democrats and Republicans if we
were to see them in this bigger context. They are part of a human dynamic and they are channeled by
that dynamic as much as by their oﬃcial ideologies and programs. But I can’t go into the topic here.
This essay tries to give the background that you would need to go into party rela ons in terms of this
general human dynamic on your own in other literature.
Annoying A tudes.
Most members of most groups have a feeling of “we know something that you don’t, and we are be er
than you because of the secrets that we know”. Almost all groups have some advantages and some
disadvantages, things work out equally overall, this feeling does not ma er much, and some mes it is
fun. Hockey players think they know what real sport is all about, and so do golfers, as with both sides in
Adam Sandler’s movie “Happy Gilmore”; but nobody cares which side is right, and we can get fun out of
both sides. Every group of friends thinks it goes to the coolest concert, movie, bar, play, football game,

or tennis tournament. Every na onal cuisine and every cooking club in the world knows magic secrets
that make its food the best. This feeling can be annoying in religion when people in various religions all
think they know what is really going on, and all the other guys don’t, so everyone should follow us and
nobody should follow them. Usually we can live with that too.
The same is true of poli cal par es. Democrats know secrets about human nature, social life, social
jus ce, and poli cal life, which somehow are obvious and hidden at the same me. A lot of people just
can’t get it, Republicans just can’t get it, and that makes Democrats be er than Republicans. Anybody
who can sense the secret should go along with Democrats while totally avoiding Republicans. Anybody
who thinks Democrats might really be “in the know” and suspects Republicans are less in the know also
should totally follow Democrats and avoid those thick‐headed thick‐“souled” Republicans. The same is
true of Republicans about Democrats. There is no real content to what the Democrats or Republicans
know and the other guys don’t know. In the end, there is only self‐reinforcing a tude.
The Democra c a tude is like the hipster a tude of being “cooler than thou”, which finally comes
down to a bad fashion statement. It is like Black people who think they know some deep truths that
White people just can’t get, truths evident only in Black art and Culture; or women who know truths
men just can’t get; and those truths, Black or woman, happen to be the pivotal ideas‐feelings in the
whole universe. The mass of Democrats “get” their poli cians like fans get their pop stars.
The Republican a tude is like the sibling who is two years older but thinks he‐she is a “person of the
world”, with deep discerning, automa cally knows everything that needs to be known, has full rights to
dictate to younger siblings on everything from breakfast cereal to sex, and younger siblings must comply
or they are idiots and they deserve what they are about to get – let’s just hope they don’t drag down the
whole family with them. It is the a tude of “man‐splaining” (which women do as much as men but the
style diﬀers). It is a TV preacher saying we should love each other like Jesus loved us except for Jews,
Muslims, “the Gays”, and those who vote the wrong way.
Mar al arts schools like to claim they have secrets and their secrets make them automa cally be er
than other styles, so you have to study with them and have to avoid rivals. The good ones know be er
and say so. Any good school will tell you the most important secrets are hard work and willingness to
learn, which includes willingness to take some knocks. Cheng Man Ching, a highly skilled teacher of Tai
Chi (Chuan), including Tai Chi for figh ng, said, “There are no secrets”, and he meant it. Republicans and
Democrats should listen. (His name is spelled diﬀerent ways. He is easy to find on the Net.)
Not everybody can understand everything but most of us can understand what we need to know about
poli cs IF we can look past our own interests. There are no secrets. There is no basis for the a tude of
Republicans or Democrats. Get over yourself. Don’t be snide or condescending.

PART 3: DEMOCRATS
Introduc on and Synopsis: No Core Vision, the Center Will Not Hold.
‐Democrats say they want to help people and nature. To help, you have to be starkly realis c about the
problems, what causes what, what helps and hurts, in the short run and long run, not only in the near
arena but throughout society, what can be done, what can’t be done, the character of the person, the
character of his‐her group, and the character of various groups in greater society. You have to balance
morality and prac cality. You don’t help a drowning person by oﬀering him‐her a shot of aged whisky or
a new video game. To oﬀer only crappy help can be worse than no help. Yet Democrats are not realis c
enough, have faced decades of evidence that they are not, know they are not, and s ll keep at it. Albert
Einstein defined insanity as doing the same thing over and over expec ng a diﬀerent result. His words
apply less to social life than to physics but s ll apply well enough. How Democrats are not realis c falls
into a pa ern. Why are they unrealis c in those ways?
I hope that my comments here, and the comments of other people, would push Democrats to be more
realis c and so more deeply helpful. People and the planet need some real help. But my own sense of
realism leads me to doubt.
‐The Democra c Party has not had a vision of a be er America, a be er world, and the role of America
in a be er world, since the late 1960s. Even then, that vision was flawed and failed.
To people inside and outside the Democra c Party, even when charming, the Party has li le grace. Even
when some leaders are charisma c, the Party makes sense, its programs clearly work, and it is the only
party that can appeal to a sense of humanity, the party lacks the grace that makes people commit. Any
success seems to serve a par cular client rather than give all people access to grace. Without a general
view, even with success, the Party cannot have the grace that people need.
Not all Democra c clients are compa ble with each other. Democrats cannot have a single realis c yet
compassionate vision because to do so would alienate some clients, and Democrats wish to keep all
clients. Without a single realis c yet compassionate vision, the Party can have li le grace.
Liberals started in the 1600s by trying to make sense of society, social ins tu ons, governing, and the
place of individual people in various groups and in society as a whole, so as to make be er states and
be er people. Liberals had to have standards for assessing when things made more sense or less sense.
Along the way, star ng before 1900, Democrats got so confused that now it seems they have neither
consistent sense nor any believable standards.
Because Democrats don’t have any single world view, they cannot assess: goals; when programs, ideals,
and pleas make more or less sense; when to change or not change; which sides to take or to oppose in
which issues; which groups to support, ignore, or reject; which causes to champion, ignore, or oppose;

the priority of groups and causes; the extent to invest, or not invest, in par cular groups and causes
given overall needs; and how to govern well.
Democrats define who they are as much by what they oppose as by who they are posi vely. Democrats
decide which group to embrace, ignore, or reject as much by the value of the group as a poli cal client
than by the intrinsic merits of its case in the context of other cases. Democrats decide which cause to
champion, ignore, or oppose as much by its use in ge ng and holding clients, by who opposes the cause
such as Republicans, and by its use in poli cking, as by the intrinsic merits of the cause, in the context of
other causes, in the world of 2018. Democrats oppose racism and racists, embrace any group which can
claim to be a vic m of racism, and reject any old stereotypically racist groups such as Whites regardless
of their current a tudes; but Democrats don’t really have a grasp of racism overall and don’t really have
a plan for how to deal with all of racism and all of its problems in the current world rather than in the
imagined world of 1955, and Democrats will not be honest about the extent that we can deal with
racism and its problems through poli cs. Democrats simply deny that reverse discrimina on is at all
possible. This situa on is common in poli cs. Republicans painted themselves into the same type of
corner on the diagonally other side of the room but their situa on diﬀers somewhat.
“Business does it all, screw anybody who is not solidly in the business system” is not enough to serve as
the world view of a poli cal party. S ll, Republicans get away with claiming it for reasons that I describe
later. Democrats don’t have even that li le. Instead, Democrats have a vague confusing sense of social
jus ce. Vague le leanings, and willingness to take up almost any cause or any client, are not enough.
Being cri cal of authority and of all poli cal order is not enough, especially if you wish to use the state to
right all wrongs, even if being cri cal of all authority it is fun. Being sure that all business people are
robber barons out to cheat all working people is not enough even if it is fun. Being sure all minori es,
women, groups that do not succeed well enough, and groups with issues, are vic ms of the ruling class
and deserve financial and legal support forever, is not enough. Figh ng the system and “the man” is not
enough. Being a rebel is not enough. Loving nature and having a big heart are not enough though both
are good. Being for individual freedom and self‐determina on is not enough unless it is part of a world
view with religious and‐or philosophical roots, and Democrats have not had that in a long me.
Democrats say “social jus ce” is in short supply, it is a good enough goal to bind a party, and it is a good
enough idea for governing well. I agree we need more social jus ce but the idea is not enough by itself
to bind a party or to govern well. Even to use social jus ce as one focus among many ideas by which to
bind a party and govern well, the idea would need deep clear roots in views about people and society,
and Democrats don’t have that.
Diﬀerent groups in the Party see social jus ce diﬀerently. Their priori es are not the same. Each client
puts itself at the top of the abused list and so should get care first with the most resources. Not every
group can be at the top and no group can get all the resources it wishes. When groups don’t get what
they wish, they get jealous. Unless the Party can define social jus ce so as to se le diﬀerences between
groups, se le priori es, and alloca ons, the idea of social jus ce cannot bind the Party or serve as the
core for governing. To define social jus ce well enough to se le priori es and alloca ons, the Party

would have to use ideas beyond vague social jus ce, such as limited resources, mixed flawed human
nature, and group character, it would have to acknowledge diﬀerences between groups, and it wishes
none of that.
Besides confusion over social jus ce, groups in the Party see diﬀerently and they contradict enough in
their views that they would not be under the same umbrella if they did not need a cover party to work
for them. These people are all not close enough to get alone well enough: Blacks, Hispanic, White and
Asian working people; middle and upper middle class people who feel sympathe c to the downtrodden;
women; people who care about the planet; and LGBTQ people (gays). American Blacks see abor on in
ways that are not compa ble with feminist pro‐choice women. Blacks see gay acts and people as deeply
immoral and socially disrup ve, a view that is not compa ble with LGBTQ people and middle and upper
middle class White and Asian people. Environmentalists see a huge dire threat that must be met before
raising the posi ons of Blacks, Hispanics, or women if helping them requires we exploit nature more.
Old people want to make sure they live decently and get full medical care. White‐and‐Asian working‐
and‐middle‐class people le the Party when, to them, the Democra c idea of social jus ce became “give
the Blacks all that they want first, no ma er how long it takes and how much it costs, even if no long‐
term good comes of it, make the Whites and Asians pay for it, and make White and Asian children give
their jobs to Black children”.
Without a clear working vision at the center, the Democra c Party has defined itself partly by how it is
not Republican. Not all Republican ideas, programs, and cri ques are false. Not all Republicans are bad
guys. Defining the Party against them leads Democrats to exclude much that is useful. Defining yourself
nega vely doesn’t work in the long run. It lets the other guys set the agenda. It leaves out groups that
you would like to have such as the working class, middle class, and business people. It requires that you
demonize the other side to make your side angelic and appealing. It requires that you cri cize prac ces
that really are overall good such as business. It requires that you demonize people that do the prac ces
that really are overall good people such as business people. It required that Democrats in eﬀect look
down on Chris anity because most Republicans are Chris ans.
Because the Democra c Party takes many groups and many causes, it cannot give enough to each to
make sure each succeeds once‐and‐for‐all. It puts on band aids to keep a group in the Party. It uses
band aids, and only band aids, for decades. Nothing is ever se led or done. Groups and the people in
causes stay in the Democra c Party because Republicans won’t give them anything and so there is no
op on, but groups and people are not happy. The fate of na onal health care in general, and of Obama
Care in par cular, is one case. Black bad performance in schools and the economy, and Black crime, is
another case. The environment is another. Abor on likely will be another when eventually the Right
makes it eﬀec vely illegal again.
The lack of once‐and‐for‐all success is partly because Republicans take away funding that the Democrats
had set aside for problems. Republicans always succeed at leaving only enough to meet the bare legal
minimum, band aid money, and never enough to deal finally and successfully with problems.

Inadequate funding hurts but that is not the only reason or the most important reason that Democrats
don’t solve problems once‐and‐for‐all. The Democra c Party can’t tell when a group‐or‐cause succeeds
once‐and‐for‐all, when a cause limps along, or fails, because the Democra c Party does not know what
really ails the economy and the country on a deep level, what causes problems, and so how to fix them.
The Party doesn’t know why problems keep coming back despite funding. The need to take in many
groups blinds the Party to the needs to seek root causes and to work from a deep level. If the Party did
look deeply and act accordingly, it would lose some groups. The Party would rather evade deep thought
by oﬀering ongoing band aid help, and so keep as many groups in the Party as it can.
Not looking into root causes, combined with the need to recruit many clients at minimal cost, means the
Democra c Party oﬀers second‐rate or third‐rate analyses of issues, analyses that nobody can accept as
coming from a deep understanding of economy and society. Clients accept Democra c words because
clients hope to gain, not because they believe the words. Who really believes we can give everybody a
free college educa on and, if we do, that everybody will automa cally get a good job and achieve the
American Dream? Who really believes that more welfare, more programs, more marches, or more
“racial awareness”, can permanently cure the problems of Black people in America? Who really believes
the answer to Black‐on‐Black violence, Black lack of self‐respect, and dismal Black schools, is a acking
the police?
The Democra c Party cannot oﬀer a comprehensive and fairly self‐consistent view of the economy and
society. The Democra c Party cannot tell the simple truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
candidly. It has to expand, placate, avoid, waﬄe, and weasel. Most of what it says is superficially true,
but the ideas come out skewed enough to be unsa sfying. This problem of non‐truth is common to all
poli cs. It might be part of the defini on of a poli cal party. American Democrats are not much worse
than other par es and are not worse than Republicans. S ll, avoiding deep truth is not what I want, I
dislike it, it is not what most people want, they dislike it, and it is not enough.
The Democra c Party is trapped in a bad vicious circle. The Party cannot oﬀer a comprehensive fairly
self‐consistent view of the economy and society because it cannot aﬀord to lose groups and the people
behind causes. Always, some groups find something to dislike about a comprehensive fairly consistent
view even if they like most of it. They hate looking in a mirror, hate that they are not first, hate that
they don’t get enough funds, and don’t get enough poli cal support. That much antagonism is enough
for groups to threaten to withhold support in upcoming legisla ve votes, withhold support in elec ons,
threaten to leave, or really to leave as did working and middle class Whites. If enough groups threaten
or do leave, the Party is weak, and having a real deep true view did nothing. If the Party oﬀers a weak
shallow view that glosses over contradic ons, enough groups will stay in the Party to get some things
done half way. But, with a weak shallow view, the Party can never get enough done to solve problems
once‐and‐for all. So, because the Party keeps many various groups it cannot oﬀer a big fairly consistent
world view by which to solve problems once‐and‐for‐all for at least some groups. Because issues don’t
get solved once‐and‐for‐all for anyone, groups are always unhappy and always looking for an excuse to
demand, threaten, or leave. Because Democrats can’t solve problems once‐and‐for‐all for at least some

groups, there are always problems looming and always groups that need Democrats. To keep groups,
the Party can’t oﬀer decisive deep analysis of the society and the economy. And so on.
Anybody who lives in a parliamentary (Bri sh style) system is familiar with this situa on. Italians think
this is normal by the me they are four years old. S ll, it annoys Americans. I think people born a er
about 1980 in America sense this situa on and most of them dislike it.
The Republican Party has its version of this same scenario but its version is not as acute because they
can unite various groups and ac vi es well enough by using “business” as a cover.
What follows is expansion and commentary on the above. New sec ons begin in bold. Sub‐sec ons
begin with a dash to start new topics.
Ignorance of the Economy.
‐Democrats don’t understand a real modern capitalist economy well enough.
A er decades of watching, I s ll can’t tell what ideas of economics various Democrats believe in or that
Democrats‐in‐general believe in. (a) Some mes they believe in standard op mis c economic theory
that there is a lot of wealth for all and everything will turn out alright. (b) Some mes they believe there
is a lot of wealth, and we could have enough for everybody, but the people‐on‐top have distorted the
system so that it serves the people‐on‐top and keeps working people down; all we need to do is fix the
system once‐and‐for‐all such as with free college for everybody; and then everything will be great for
everybody all the me a er. (c) Some mes they think the economy has intrinsic distor on that people
on top have managed to capture, and we need to un‐distort the system and keep managing the system
carefully and deeply for all the me a er to make sure a gang of rich people does not capture it again.
Then everything will be alright for everybody as long as we keep managing. (d) Some mes they seem
not to have any economic ideas other than “there is enough for all the downtrodden, don’t worry about
the rich, and we should do anything we can to grab as much as we can”. (e) Despite complaining about
unfairness, none seem to accept the economic arguments that I gave in Parts 1 and 2 about flaws and
problems, or the sketch in the Introduc on above. (f) Poli cians tailor their message to the audience.
Confusion on the economy leads to confusion about social rela ons. Confusion about the economy is
both a cause, and a symptom, of lack of vision.
Strangely for the Party cri cal of Big Capitalism, Democrats don’t understand how a real business fails or
succeeds; the role of the state in markets; the role of the state in how a business succeeds or fails; and
the root economic causes of unemployment, bad jobs, and sustained profit. Democrats don’t know how
underlying causes aﬀect the economy, economic problems, and society. They don’t know the economic
roots of class. They don’t appreciate the impact of deep economic flaws on social groups such as based
on ethnicity and gender. They don’t appreciate the rela ons between socio‐economic class with those
social groups. They don’t seem to know where profit comes from, what profit is earned and what is
unearned, what is fair or unfair, and what is good or bad. They don’t see that flaws of the economy are

both the root of problems and that flaws impose limits on what they can do to address problems. They
don’t appreciate the a tudes that make a modern capitalist economy run well and they refuse to see
the kinds of a tudes, the group cultures, that won’t work. They don’t appreciate how much a tudes
are rooted in par cular social groups. To quote myself:
“Again: These days, people can make a living only inside the capitalist business system, and this limit
includes people who think they are outside the capitalist business system such as pop ar sts, gangstas,
professors, doctors, and pseudo‐rugged guys who drive big pickup trucks. You have to get a job. Even
CEO’s really only have jobs. Despite the support that many small business owners give their employees,
the first place people look for a good job is in a big firm. People see big firms as the first line of defense
against going down. People don’t love big firms but they don’t see the point of always a acking them
either. People want a working rela on with big firms. They want to use big firms reliably as a resource.
Google figured this out. This is a big reason that people since the 1970s have turned to Republicans and
have accepted the Republican mantra that ‘(big) business does it all automa cally for everyone’.
As individuals and parents, Democrats see this, and they help their own children find good jobs where
the good jobs are. As a Party, Democrats are blind. They treat all business, especially big business, as
the enemy. They do not think out how to make a working rela on with business that is acceptable to
young people. ‘A working rela on with business’ does not mean ‘let business do whatever it wishes
including run the state’, as with Republicans. Americans have yet to figure out a good working rela on
with business for our world. If we really want to lead (control) business so that it does more good than
harm for the most people in the modern world, then we need a good working rela on with business.
Democrats could lead the way be er than Republicans because Republicans are commi ed to be the
servants of business; Democrats could bring labor, the common people, and business together in ways
Republicans cannot. But Democrats are not leading the way to a good rela on between business, labor,
and the people. They are not even looking. They are not ge ng across to young people that we need
this rela onship and that we can find it.”
Democrats fall back on simplis c ideas such as that most profit is unfair and really belongs to the people
(they are not Marxist but populist and simplis c). All business people get more than they should. We
can always take more from them to give to the poor and to use in our programs. Democrats blame bare
prejudice alone for sexism, racism, na onalism, and religious bias. They never see how groups add to
their own malaise. They only blame wealth and power. I do not slight prejudice and self‐perpetua ng‐
wealth‐and‐power but they are not enough to explain all that happens. We cannot undo prejudice
without working on economic causes at the same me. We can’t use wealth for good if we don’t know
how it is made, held, and used in general. We can’t lessen the eﬀects of deep economic causes unless
we know how a real capitalist economy works, good and bad, and we are ready to keep it healthy. We
can’t work on the eﬀects of deep economic causes unless we appreciate capitalism and the good that it
does. We can’t take too much from the economy. So we have to know what might be too much, and,
for that, we need a good idea of how it all works. We have to see that the character and a tudes of a
group do aﬀect how people in general treat the group, and aﬀect how well the group does in a modern

economy; and we have to see that groups do need to control bad character‐and‐a tudes and do need
to cul vate good character‐and‐a tudes.
Some mes some Democrats seem to see that the economy has intrinsic flaws and that not all problems
are caused by the bare greed of business men (sexist on purpose) and their corrupt poli cal lackeys. But
then the insight goes nowhere, or goes into schemes that contradict the basic idea of inner flaws, and so
into only schemes that can’t work. Democrats rou nely come up with schemes for full employment that
they should see can’t work, or could work only for a while, and would cause harm if we tried to sustain
them. I do not review the schemes. Democrats rou nely propose a high minimum wage that cannot be
sustained and will cause more harm through infla on than good. They do not look through the problem
of bad jobs and low wages to see what causes them. I am not sure why Democrats half‐way see flaws
and problems, do see the obvious results, but will not accept deep underlying causes and deal with the
results properly. It is easy to see why Republicans will not see deep flaws and the problems that the
flaws lead to, and I explain later. Some mes I am afraid Democrats don’t want to really appreciate the
flaws and problems because then they would have to change their whole a tude toward programs and
the economy. They could not oﬀer schemes for abundant help to everybody who asked. They would
rather pretend they can help all clients fully right now than to face the truth and tell clients “we have to
take care of Jane first and only then can we get to Joe, if there are any resources le over”. This kind of
self‐induced blindness is not big hearted and it is not long‐term social jus ce. I hope Democrats are
simply confused and ignorant. They can’t see there are no permanent one‐oﬀ solu ons. So they try to
do what they can without stopping to sort it all out.
Democrats think they can nker with the economy as much as they like so as to sustain their programs
without also harming the economy, without eroding its ability to sustain programs, and without eroding
its ability to sustain general quality of life. They think they can give to every cause and every self‐styled
vic m without eroding the ability to give to causes and vic ms generally, and without damaging the
general economy. Ironically, Democrats think Republican business has built an economy so strong that
Democrats can rely on the Republican economy for all Democra c ends, including ends that harm the
economy. Democrats are wrong. The economy will not hold up to everything that Democrats wish from
it such as free broad medical care and free college. We cannot aﬀord everything. Democrats are not
deliberately bad‐minded in wishing unending bounty from the economy. They are like pioneers in a
forest, thinking that, no ma er how much they cut, the forest will always be there and always will have
enough for every need; then they are surprised one day to find it is all gone.
A Bunch of Issues Together to Show Democra c Confusion about the Economy.
What follows seems like a lot of issues but they all come together and there is no way to deal with them
separately. They have to be dealt with together in a single management strategy. Neither Democrats
nor Republicans have addressed these issues except in stereotyped inadequate ways. Republicans say
“business can cure it all” while Democrats say “take from one to give to another”. That won’t do. As
you read, ask why Democrats and Republicans fail.

Reminder: In a zero‐sum game, what one family gains another family loses. In a posi ve sum game,
people and families usually mutually gain from interac ng (trade, hiring, working, wages, making, giving
services, buying, and selling); what one family gains another family does not usually lose; especially over
the long run. Ideally, a capitalist economy is a posi ve sum game, for nearly all people, especially over
the long run. Historically, over the long run, for most people, a capitalist economy has worked as a good
posi ve sum game, much be er than alterna ves – but not for all groups equally and fairly enough.
Democrats can’t make up their minds if: (a) Americans are in a zero‐sum game. (b) We are in a zero‐
sum game only for the short run or we are in it permanently. (c) The short‐term game covers the whole
economy or only some groups such as the working class or women. (d) We are in a zero‐sum game due
to intrinsic flaws in the economy; due to problems that come from flaws; the conniving of rich powerful
people; the conniving of working, middle, and upper middle class Republicans; the conniving of people
that get “en tlements”; or a mix. (e) We are in a long‐term posi ve sum game. (f) The zero‐sum game
is only a short‐term problem in the middle of a long‐term posi ve‐sum game OR the zero‐sum game is
the permanent real situa on, at least for most people. (g) Suppose the zero‐sum game is only short‐
term in the middle of a posi ve sum game. Then Democrats don’t know what to do about the problems
caused by the short‐term zero‐sum game while we wait for it all to get good for everybody. These are
not theore cal ques ons filled with merely academic terms such as “zero‐sum” and “short term”. They
go to the heart of how the economy works and about social rela ons within the economy.
Since the middle 1970s, income and wealth have gone more to people who already have them and less
to people who don’t have much income or wealth. The rich get richer and the middle class gets poorer.
This is one reason why people feel so insecure and why people fight for control and security. Working
and middle class Republicans feel it now as much as do typical Democra c clients, are as afraid, and will
do their own nasty deeds to get control and security. A bad distribu on of income happens when a few
rich people control most of the wealth while most other people don’t quite “get by” or are just able to
get by. Third and Fourth World countries faced this situa on. Income and wealth now are fairly “badly
distributed” in America and the bad distribu on is worsening. From now on, when I say “distribu on of
income” or “distribu on”, I mean “distribu on of income and wealth” unless noted otherwise.
A “good” distribu on occurs when income is nearly equal between most families but not necessarily
fully equal. I cannot here go into details and I hope people use their imagina on. America had a good
distribu on of income and wealth un l the 1980s.
A good distribu on has a big middle class. The working class is more likely to be middle class and to feel
middle class. America had that in the 1950s and 1960s. O en a good distribu on reinforces itself. Too
o en, a bad distribu on also reinforces itself. A bad distribu on leads to the feeling of a zero‐sum game
and to the bad feelings and bad social rela ons typical of a zero‐sum game. It fosters strong bad
compara ve compe on. A good distribu on o en supports a posi ve sum game in which every family
gains in the long run; a good distribu on helps people feel they are in a posi ve sum game; and a good
distribu on leads to be er social rela ons. Compara ve compe on never goes away even in a good
distribu on but a good distribu on makes people feel they need not fear falling if they don’t stay ahead

of all neighbors in all ways all the me. I don’t know of any research but I think a good distribu on and
the feeling of fairness go together while a bad distribu on and the feeling of unfairness go together. A
good distribu on usually leads to more total wealth using the same resources as does a bad distribu on.
So, even rich people should prefer a moderately good distribu on to any bad distribu on.
The distribu on of income comes directly out of how the economy works. The incomes of mechanics,
lawyers, and clerks depend on how the whole economy works. Flaws in the economy and their related
problems aﬀect distribu on. Recent problems such as bad jobs and big rising costs aﬀect distribu on.
Flaws, their problems, and recent problems support a bad distribu on, especially if the economy is not
well‐ managed, has suﬀered a shock, or has “gone bad” for various reasons. If (a) the economy is well‐
managed, (b) flaws and problems are not big compared to the overall economy, (c) people feel the flaws
and problems are small, (d) people feel managers can keep the flaws and problems small, (e) people feel
that overall things remain fair, and (f) people feel all children with talent can rise enough despite flaws
and problems, then (g) small flaws and problems are not a big issue. Small flaws and problems can even
help a good distribu on because they keep people aware. This is what America had un l about 1974.
Now that America has developed a solid start toward a bad distribu on, the flaws and problems support
the bad distribu on, and the bad distribu on supports the flaws and problems.
Bad and good distribu on serve to frame other issues in the economy such as big rising costs and group
antagonism, and to show the bad response so far from our Par es.
Two big forces in the bad working of the American economy and the bad distribu on of income now are
(1) big rising costs, especially (2) the costs of helping children to succeed. These costs eat up income for
most people, and eat up any increases in income for most people. Because these costs rise so fast and
so steadily, even people that should otherwise feel they have “made it” s ll feel the pressure of big
rising costs, and feel more insecure than they would have in previous decades. Big rising costs make the
middle class fear. Big rising costs put a sharp edge on compara ve compe on and add a big share to
making us all feel we in a zero‐sum game. Now that the distribu on of wealth and income has become
bad enough, big rising costs work with bad distribu on so that they make each other worse. It is very
unlikely that we can get out of a bad distribu on into a good distribu on unless we stop big rising costs.
We cannot simply meet big rising costs (pay more) as they get bigger. We have to dras cally slow down
the cost increase or stop it altogether. To do that, we have to know why costs have increased.
To create a good distribu on of wealth, especially a er it has gone bad, poli cians and managers have
to know how the economy works deeply and how that plays out in par cular situa ons. Now, they have
to know how the flaws and problems of the economy work under the bad distribu on of income that
has developed in America, in the context of big rising costs. This is what neither Party will figure out, at
least in public for voters. Neither Party knows the roles of unemployment, bad jobs, and big rising costs,
and their impacts. Republicans won’t see it because they benefit from the bad distribu on or because
they fear Democra c clients‐and‐programs more than they fear the bad distribu on of wealth and big
rising costs. I do not here guess why Democrats won’t see it. Democrats seem only dimly aware of the

impact of big rising costs on the working and middle classes, on rela ons of those classes to everyone
else, and on the need to halt big rising costs. By not studying how the real economy works, how flaws
and problems play out for America n the world economy now, Democrats insure we can’t get to a be er
distribu on and a be er America through any of their programs.
The Democra c Party solu on to bad distribu on essen ally amounts to redistribu on: take wealth
from one group and give it to families in other groups, hopefully to families that need it the most and
can use it best. Redistribu on is not necessarily bad and it happens in all governments. A progressive
income tax (the higher the income, the higher the rate) redistributes wealth on purpose – at least when
high income people can’t find ways out of paying their share. A progressive income tax usually is a good
way to redistribute income and wealth when the diﬀerence between the rates paid by rich and poor
people is not too large. A sales tax is highly “regressive”; it redistributes wealth from the poor and the
working class to the rich; and it is bad. Programs such as welfare and SSD are redistribu on programs
even if we don’t see them like that. Subsidies to farmers and ranchers are redistribu on. Tax breaks
usually are redistribu ons, o en from the working class and middle class to business. When people
don’t like a par cular redistribu on, they call it forced and unfair. What you call it depends on whether
you give or get, and on how much.
Insurance programs, including unemployment compensa on and Social Security, might or might not be
redistribu on programs depending on how the plans work and on how the economy works at any given
me. Usually they are a mix of something I can call “pure insurance” without redistribu on with some
moderate redistribu on.
(In pure insurance, nearly all people in a pool face about the same risk and are expected to need similar
benefits if they need benefits. Think of a big neighborhood of middle class middle aged people all with
similar sedans all in the same ethnic group all ge ng car insurance. When subgroups in the pool face
clearly diﬀerent risks, and‐or subgroups likely will need diﬀerent benefits, then some redistribu on is
inevitable. Even here, it is not necessarily bad. Think of young people suppor ng old people in various
ways, of medical insurance firms accep ng pre‐exis ng condi ons, or of people who never get cancer
helping support (only moderately) people that do get various cancers.)
When na onal programs do include redistribu on, they usually redistribute from the secure working
class and middle class to insecure members of those classes and to the poor and the lower working
class. Social Security redistributes in that way and also redistributes from the upper middle class to the
other classes.
To an cipate: State sponsored insurance programs alone cannot cover or stop big rising costs. State
sponsored redistribu on programs alone cannot cover or stop big rising costs. The combina on of state
sponsored insurance and redistribu on, as in na onal health insurance such as “Obama Care”, cannot
cover or stop big rising costs. Big rising costs have to be stopped by other independent means before an
insurance program or redistribu on program could work. Otherwise, insurance and‐or redistribu on
programs will increase costs “big and fast” and they will redistribute funds “big and fast” from working

and middle class people to insurance firms, medical care providers, lawyers, and schools. They will not
help the people they intend to help. Neither Party has a handle on this situa on although Republicans
do talk of pu ng limits on the law suits that help support big rising costs.
Con nued modest state‐run redistribu on can take the bad edges oﬀ a basically good distribu on and
help keep it good, which is how we used state‐run redistribu on in the 1950s to the 1980s. Con nued
state‐run redistribu on on a big scale cannot make up for bad distribu on. Ongoing redistribu on on a
big scale only briefly covers up deep underlying problems, weakens the na on, and sets the stage for a
bad fall. This is the problem that countries got into such as Ireland, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Brazil,
and Venezuela.
The upper middle class and the upper class o en get out of paying much in redistribu on programs. So,
Democra c programs to deal with big rising costs in prac ce mean forcing redistribu on from working
and middle class people to Democra c clients. It is very unlikely this will work. It will not end the bad
distribu on of income, and not end the es between bad distribu on, flaws and problems, and big rising
costs. Democrats could use modest redistribu on to solve these problems only if they accepted a be er
version of how the economy works, including the flaws and problems, and only if they could figure out
why costs are big and rising and how to stop it. It seems they will not do this. Par cular candidates do
some mes men on controlling costs but I have not seen a plan that seems to understand what is going
on and that might realis cally work. I am not sure why Democrats do not oﬀer a way to stop big rising
costs at the same me that they oﬀer redistribu on, and independently of redistribu on. Maybe they
fear losing votes and funding from people in health care, educa on, and law. Nobody can cure big rising
costs, unemployment, and bad jobs by using redistribu on from the working and middle class to clients
of the Democra c Party, or with forced redistribu on in general from anyone to anyone.
Democrats, and most sane Republicans, see that there would be enough wealth for most people to feel
fairly secure if compe on were not so compara ve, wealth was well distributed, we had good schools
in which success was based on ability, and we could stay that way. To get that way and stay, we need
the economy to run well at a deep level. We would like to go from our current looming bad distribu on
back to a be er distribu on. We can’t go from a bad distribu on to a good self‐reinforcing distribu on
just by forcing fairly large‐scale redistribu on, especially if we do so along lines dictated by group fear,
group rivalry, the needs for security and control, and poli cs. That way leads to nothing be er and it
makes new problems over old ones. That solu on does not lead to a self‐reinforcing good distribu on.
We have to see how the economy works to produce the bad distribu on. We have to see the flaws and
problems and how they play out in the modern world. We have to think of how to adjust (manage) the
economy to let people that they get what they earn‐and‐deserve, to feeling the economy is mostly fair.
That way, we might get a self‐reinforcing good distribu on.
If we forcibly redistributed all wealth so every person in America started with exactly the same wealth,
we would not stay that way. We would not get a self‐reinforcing good distribu on. Very likely, in two
genera ons, we would end up with much the same as we have now but perhaps with other groups on
top and other groups below. “Same as it ever was”. “Meet the new boss, same as the old boss”. Likely,

we would not be able to produce much wealth at all, and we would be eaten by rising China and India.
Only if we redistribute wealth in a way that people can accept as half‐way fair, address the deep flaws
and problems, make educa on be er, and so change how people get income, enough to ma er, can we
move to a good distribu on of wealth that is self‐reinforcing. Even then, we will not, and should not,
have total equality. We will s ll have some rich people and some poor people – but not too poor. We
can avoid the worst problems of sexism, racism, and other bias. Neither Party is close to being able to
think this through and come up with a good plan.
To deal with bad distribu on, bad jobs, rising costs, fear, and jealousy, Democrats oﬀer programs of
fairly large fairly forced redistribu on such as free broad health care and free college for all. Most old
Republicans and rich Republicans want none of that because they benefit from today’s bad distribu on.
New Republicans want some redistribu on but they fear Democra c schemes because they punished
new Republicans in the past and did not benefit new Republicans. Old Republicans are at odds with new
Republicans over this issue. So far, the Trump wing has fooled new Republicans into no redistribu on,
or into bad plans, by using fear and by using promises of a be er future under Republican non‐plans and
bad plans.
Everybody can see that bad distribu on is bad and can see that good distribu on would be be er, but
we s ll don’t have good distribu on, and things are ge ng worse. Democrats don’t explain why we
don’t have a good distribu on. They don’t explain how we got into this bad distribu on other than to
blame the rich and their poli cal servants. They do not refer to how the economy really works. They do
not refer to flaws and problems to show how those are a strong force in making bad distribu on. So,
Democrats can’t explain how we got here and how to get out of it and stay out. They can’t explain how
to get into a good distribu on and stay in. They don’t see that, if we forcibly redistributed wealth so all
of us started more equal, but s ll with the basic flaws and problems of the economy, as those flaws and
problems play out in the modern world, soon we would be in the same situa on. Democrats do not see
that it is not a ma er of how much total wealth we have, or even how wealth is badly distributed now,
but of how the bad distribu on of wealth, security, and control is an intrinsic part of the system when
the system is not well managed, how it got oﬀ on a bad foot, and how flaws and problems now play too
big a role. Democrats don’t know how to manage well because they don’t accept the deep reality of
how it works. They simply blame all Republicans and all business. They simply want to take a lot from
people who do have and give a lot to people who don’t have. The people who don’t have wealth like
that idea but that idea can’t hold up in the long run.
Using the idea of zero‐sum and posi ve sum games helps show how Democrats overlook the conflict,
fear, and anger that are inherent in our economy now, and show Democrats ignore that their schemes
too o en magnify bad feelings and rela ons. Both Democrats and Republicans promise a posi ve sum
game but Democrats are not clear on how. Republicans say business can give it all to us but they are
wrong. The feeling of being in a zero‐sum game now reinforces being in a zero‐sum game.
Democrats use the resentment of the working class and of marginal groups, mostly non‐White and non‐
Asian, against people who are secure, so that Democrats can gain clients, votes, and power. Democrats

don’t seem to see that using this anger validates the idea that we are in a zero‐sum game in which what
Democra c clients gain must be lost by working and middle class Republicans. If you don’t explain well
and clearly why some people are below the threshold of security while others are secure, and can’t oﬀer
to help the worse‐oﬀ to rise other than by forced large redistribu on of wealth, then you must be saying
that the people who are already secure got it unfairly and keep it unfairly, and you must be saying that
they must fall for other people to rise. Even if you don’t intend to say that, you do say that, and that is
how people hear “more equality and a be er world through redistribu on”.
To lessen the fears of Republicans, to give Democra c clients hope, and to so en the moral feelings of
Democra c clients about taking wealth from others to become secure themselves, Democrats say we
are all in a posi ve sum game, with a lot of wealth, in which we all gain and we all can make it. They say
there really is enough wealth for all, and that taking from some to give to others will not reduce the
total amount of wealth and will not hurt the people from which we take wealth. Democrats ignore the
flaws and problems and ignore how we got into a bad situa on to begin with. They ignore the roots of
distribu on in how the economy works at a deep level. They say, with so much wealth just hanging
around, Republicans don’t have to fear the rise of any Democra c clients. Republicans can and should
help all Democra c clients rise, and then we will all be be er oﬀ. Democra c clients can accept support
with a clean conscience by taking wealth without feeling they are taking anything away from anybody
else.
If this were all true in the modern world, then the distribu on would not be so bad to being with, and
we would not have to redistribute. If we are in such a good posi ve sum game, why do we also have a
bad distribu on that feels like a zero‐sum game? How did we get here? Why do we stay here? Why
have some Democra c clients fallen below the threshold and why do they stay there so long? Why can’t
they make it on their own? Why do they need so much help for so long? Why has so much long‐term
help not totally finally solved the problem by now? Why do people feel like they are in a zero‐sum game
and why do people feel repressed?
Likely possible answers: (a) Democra c clients have problems with a tudes or abili es, rooted in the
culture of their group(s). Helping them without addressing their intrinsic problems will not change
anything but will only lead to making them wards of the state, to be paid for by other people who have
made it. (b) The economy has intrinsic flaws and problems that lead to social divisions or reinforce
social divisions, and can’t be overcome simply through more welfare and even more bad educa on. (c)
People on the top have developed a system of control, using the poten al in (a) and (b), or they simply
developed control regardless of (a) and (b).
This situa on does not yield a lot of surplus wealth that can be moved around from haves to the have‐
nots, resul ng in no harm, and helping everyone. Even with much total wealth, in this situa on, due to
compara ve compe on, big rising costs, the large wealth needed to make sure your children do not
fall, and because of the fear due to already‐bad distribu on, there is not a lot of “loose” wealth floa ng
around wai ng to be moved from haves to have‐nots. There is wealth but it is not available in the way
Democrats seem to think it is. In this situa on, it is not possible to help some clients without hur ng

other people, at least in the short run that ma ers, at least not in our current situa on of poli cs and
educa on.
The facts that (a) some Democra c clients feel much resentment, and (b) the new Republicans fear
Democra c clients that want to take their wealth, means (c) the situa on already is so bad that simply
redistribu ng wealth will not work. The fact that so many people need Democrats means Democra c
schemes alone already cannot work. Democrats will not see this. New Republicans sense this situa on
but don’t know what to do or want to do nothing.
Democra c clients either (a) seem to know their rise requires the fall of some already‐successful families
and the Democra c clients are fine with making others fall so they can rise; or (b) clients don’t care that
others have to fall so that they can rise; or (c) clients do not bother to learn about the economy and so
don’t know whether other people have to fall so their families can rise, and likely don’t care. Any of the
alterna ves is bad. Rhetoric about us all living in a posi ve sum good game in which we all do well must
be seen either as Republican propaganda, and so why do Democrats need it? OR it is Democra c mere
propaganda that skips over the reality of economic flaws and economic conflict, of limited wealth due to
compara ve compe on, rising costs, and the need to invest in children, and so the idea serves not to
guide the na on but to cover aggression by Democra c clients.
In this situa on, families that are already above the threshold have to see Democra c poli cians and
their clients as a direct threat. Especially families that are not far above the threshold must be afraid of
Democra c poli cians and their clients. It is sad that this is so but it is so.
It would not have to be so if we were be er educated and if we faced economic reali es openly, but we
have dri ed into a situa on in which we didn’t do that and now we can’t. Now we are stuck with nasty
compara ve compe on, big rising costs, expensive children, fear, and anger. S ll, doing be er is not a
pipe dream. It is painful to see we really could have done much be er but we are locked in a situa on
in which we can’t do much be er. Neither Party is on the right track for ge ng us to do be er.
I s ll am not sure if Democrats appreciate that costs have risen big and fast not only for the poor but for
the working class and middle class, big rising costs play a big role in bad distribu on, and big rising costs
helped convert our economy from a posi ve sum to a zero‐sum game. I s ll am not sure if Democrats
appreciate how afraid people are in the supposedly secure working class and middle class, how much
these people fear their children will not “make it”. I s ll am not sure that Democrats see that the plight
is real despite the apparent wealth in America. Unemployment, bad jobs, and big rising costs make the
situa on precarious despite steady modest pay. I s ll am not sure if Democrats appreciate that these
people see any a empt to take any income away from them as another big rising cost and a direct
a ack on their security. Maybe because now the Democra c Party is made up of well‐oﬀ upper middle
class people and poor clients, leaders simply don’t see the situa on of people around the falling point,
the situa on of the working and middle classes, don’t appreciate the role of big rising costs, and don’t
appreciate that redistribu on can’t solve the problems.

Democrats seem not to see that, in this situa on, promising to help Blacks, Hispanics, and women, must
seem like a threat to Whites, Asians, men, and women that are in successful families. When Democrats
use anger to recruit par cular clients, they do seem to see the implied threat. “You have a right to be
angry and your anger will have good results even if the anger of White men produces only bad results”.
But in other arenas, Democrats seem not to see it, or they see how ugly that tac c is, and they fall back
on the posi ve sum game in which all families magically win through Democra c redistribu on. “You
have a right to be angry but you don’t have to be angry because really America has huge wealth to go
around and we can give it you”. You can’t have it both ways. People in the Party and outside it see that
Democrats do try to have it both ways, and nobody wants to ally with leaders who do that. At the least,
if you‐and‐your family does make it to security, and other groups complain, will Democrats then take
from you to give to them?
I s ll do not know if Democrats do see that they seem like a threat to successful families but don’t care
because that is what they must do to gain clients, or if Democrats really don’t see that their (not‐very‐
realis c) promises to the have‐nots must come oﬀ as threats to most families. This confusion is as much
a problem as trying to have it both ways. Again, confusion comes from a lack of vision and it reinforces a
lack of vision.
I would love to see a Democra c plan that realis cally took into account all the factors men oned here:
unemployment, bad jobs, big rising costs, rising and falling, the threshold, fear, group conflict, a good
distribu on of income, bad and worsening distribu on of income, zero‐sum games, posi ve sum games,
the good use of insurance and redistribu on, and the limits of redistribu on. I would love to see a
Democra c plan that took real no ce of the flaws and problems of the economy as they play out in the
modern world for Americans, a plan that would really help the country. I just have not seen that.
Whenever a Democrat says “In the richest country the world has ever had, I don’t know why X group
can’t get the care that it needs and deserves”, “We really can have it all”, “Dare to hope”, or “Yes we
can”, that is a sure sign that the Democrat doesn’t know how the economy really works, doesn’t know if
we can aﬀord the help, doesn’t know what we have to give up to get it, and has not figured out which
group comes before and which comes a er in the order of Democra c helping. We might be able to
aﬀord giving par cular help but we might not. The Democrat might be a wonderful person with a big
sincere non‐bleeding heart. But he‐she doesn’t know if we can aﬀord it, has not put this need in the
context of all needs, and has not put this need in the context of the whole economy.
Saying “In the richest country in the world…” etc. is also a sure sign the Democrat has not thought out
the need and any Democra c program in the context of real human beings and real human behavior.
The Democrat does not see the diﬀerent a tudes of diﬀerent groups, how they aﬀect programs, how
those a tudes persist, and how they might change. The Democrat has not thought out the eﬀects of
helping on recipients now and in the future, on other people who are tempted to abuse the program,
and on na onal character. In fact, Democrats do know be er but for ideological and selfish reasons
Democrats wrongly assume people will always act up to the best ideals and that programs will always

work because people always act up to the best ideals. This a tude is not primarily hope in good human
nature but is primarily deliberate lying and a big dose of self‐delusion.
“Put up or shut up”. If I say that neither Democrats nor Republicans have a realis c plan for these issues
as a cluster of issues, then I should be able to come up with a realis c plan. Of course I can. Everybody
who cri cizes is sure he‐she has a much be er plan. I oﬀer sugges ons in other wri ngs. It is enough
here to make clear that Democrats and Republicans don’t have a good sense of what is going on and
don’t oﬀer anything but the same old defeated clichés: “Take from groups to give to another, there is
more than enough for all, but, if there isn’t, we will make sure you get yours” and “Business can lead us
to heaven, see what is has done for me”.
Make Sense Again.
‐Original Liberals wanted individual behavior, social ins tu ons, and society, to make sense. Democrats
now are not Liberals in that way. They could only be Liberals in that way if they could oﬀer a coherent
and appealing view of “make sense” and of sensible society as a whole; but they can’t. They can’t do so
because to do so would mean losing clients that they need.
Original Liberals appealed for change from behavior and ins tu ons that do not make good sense to
ones that make be er sense. Original Liberals were champions of change to make be er sense, not for
the sake of change itself and not without thinking of the good and the bad that might come of par cular
changes. Democrats take on the mantle of champions for sensible change, but really they are not. They
want change that benefits their clients and benefits their rela ons with their clients, not change that
always makes greater sense. They promote changes so their clients do be er, such as accep ng non‐
standard families and accep ng soldiers of non‐tradi onal gender, but Democrats do not promote those
changes as making more sense than older forms such as the ideal nuclear family or the straight‐man‐
only army. They promote those par cular changes because clients with non‐standard families, such as
Blacks, and with non‐tradi onal genders, are powerful now. Democrats are not really the enemies of
old annoying order or champions of new be er order. They are champions of any change that benefits
their power rela ons regardless of new or sensible.
Democrats are content with an old ins tu on even if it does not make sense when the old does not hurt
clients, some mes helps clients, and a change would not help in poli cking. Democrats gerrymander
when they can. Democrats love the old neighborhood boss, especially in ethnic areas where White
upper middle class Party heads can’t go. Democrats support the unrealis c American middle class and
working class nuclear family when they wish to lure back the White working class or wish to appeal to
successful immigrants. Now that PC is tradi on, Democrats protect PC and back up women and Blacks
who use PC. Democrats are fine with the anxiety that PC makes. Democrats see reverse discrimina on
as the new norm and they urge us to live with it.

‐If Democrats did accept how taxes and the economy work, they would fight all sales taxes and most tax
breaks, yet they do not fight those and o en promote them. At least, Democrats should make clear that
they know that poor and working class people suﬀer as a result, but they don’t do even that much.
(A) Throw Money; Tax and Spend.
‐The sec ons that are labeled by a le er show how the lack of ideas about human nature, society, the
economy, and the a tudes of various groups (subgroup culture), can lead to problems. They show why
we needed the cri que in the sec ons above and in the numbered sec ons below.
‐Republicans accuse Democrats of trying to solve every problem simply by throwing money. Instead of
making sense, ge ng to the bo om of issues, accep ng human nature, finding prac cal management
solu ons of problems based on deep knowledge, Democrats throw money. Throwing money does make
some clients happy. To get money, Democrats levy ever‐more taxes, especially on the working class and
middle class. They “tax and spend”, or, really, “spend and tax”.
This charge is partly true but not as much as Republicans say. It would take me too far afield to get into
details of when true and when merely slander, and to what extent. Although not completely true, the
charge is true enough so Democrats should be ashamed and should think why. If Democrats did know
the economy and society, and did wish to make sense, this charge could not be brought against them.
The facts that Democrats have this tendency, if not as bad as Republicans say, and even if Republicans
also throw money, shows Democrats don’t know the real economy and real class system. Face the fact
that there are some things mere money can’t cure.
(Democrats do not usually aim directly to tax the working class and middle classes but their taxes have
that eﬀect because Republicans let the upper middle class and the upper class out of paying taxes, even
when Democrats try to stop Republicans. Democrats do not usually explain this eﬀect of taxes when
they promote their programs.)
Republicans also throw money, tax and spend, aim benefits at clients, and tax Democra c clients to pay
for Republican programs; but their schemes are not as visible; and Republicans keep just enough hope
for the middle class and upper middle class so people don’t see Republican schemes as “throw money”
and “tax and spend”. For example, in eﬀect, Republican plans for IRAs, 401Ks, tax breaks, and much of
the defense budget, are “tax and spend” with the burden falling on the working and middle classes.
Republican an ‐drug, an ‐gambling, and an ‐pros tu on laws are a huge tax and spend program that
does li le good but does support business with taxes paid by working and middle classes. Republicans
convinced people that Democra c schemes for tax and spend do not yield results worth the eﬀort while
Republican schemes do even though that is not true. A er decades of social programs and corporate
welfare, people are s ll more likely to see all social programs as a dead loss and yet to see all corporate
welfare as a net gain even when that is not true.

A few examples of when Democrats try to throw money can help. The examples are fun and are half‐
way made up but they do show Democra c lack of thinking and Democra c a tude. They show what
people fear. They also show that real Democra c thinking is not crazy yet. As you read these scenarios,
first get a chuckle, but then think what you would do. Think why Democrats and Republicans don’t do
that.
For more fun, imagine the Republican opposite ac on on these issues and similar issues. For example,
Republicans would tax so as to hire special teachers to teach their version of Chris anity to all school
children and hire special teachers to teach Chris anity to all adults who are not Chris ans. They would
hire special teachers to teach gun use in grade school. They would waste tax money by pu ng armed
guards in all schools and by making schools into fortresses.
=Far too many American schools are bad. Even when they are not “failure factories” they s ll produce
far too many kids who can’t read well enough, can’t con nue to learn job skills, have bad a tudes, and
can’t really pass tests. Democrats would make sure every child in every district gets the same funding
no ma er how poor or rich the parents are and the district is. That is one way to equalize everybody, to
do away with class diﬀerences. Force people in rich districts to pay extra taxes that are used in poor
districts so that the funding at all districts the level of funding in rich districts. Spending more money on
children this way would pay for itself because every child would get a good job and every child would
eventually pay more taxes.
Spending more money alone would not solve the problem. Some schools produce bad students due to
lack of money. Many schools could use more resources. But likely the biggest reason, especially now
with computers and the Internet, is bad a tude by parents and the community. Bad a tude can’t be
fixed with more money. Democrats need to think how it can be fixed.
Even if everybody had a PhD, not everybody could get jobs. People need the right kind of educa on for
their skills, for the job market when they graduate, and for the job market in the future. Spending more
on schools does not necessarily produce these skills.
=If any par cular school in any district con nues to perform poorly, then simply give that school more
money and more money and more money un l it does perform up to standards.
=Give a free college educa on to everybody.
=All men are sexists. Re‐educate us all. Keep a publicly paid sexism monitor in all workplaces with four
or more people. Return to the days of chaperones, but paid with taxes.
=All non‐Black people are racists. Re‐educate us all. Keep a publicly paid racism monitor in all work
places with four or more people. Black people are never racist at all in the least.

=All police are prejudiced against all Blacks and mistreat all Blacks all the me in every situa on; even
Black oﬃcers mistreat Blacks. Force all police oﬃcers to be re‐educated. If needed, arrange for a non‐
police oﬃcer to ride in cars when the police patrol a Black area, even if oﬃcers are Black. Support any
Black person who wishes to sue any police agency or person. Con nue these prac ces even if no
improvements are made in the quality of Black schools, in crime rates in Black communi es, or in the
general a tude toward crime and the police in Black communi es.
=People mistakenly think rich people are rich only because they are talented while poor people are poor
only because they are not talented. People don’t appreciate socio‐economic class, especially how it
replicates itself. Pay teachers to teach all children that class is en rely and only a successful plot of rich
people to keep themselves rich and to keep the poor down. Make sure teachers teach everyone that
rich people use social groups such as Blacks, women, and single parents as tools to make sure that rich
people stay rich and powerful. These ideas would be taught in school to children. It is just as important
to teach them out of school to adults. For that, we would have to hire special teachers.
=Health care costs are out of control. We should have public health insurance, for everybody, that
covers all costs regardless of age or illness.
=Provide everybody with a nice house on half‐an‐acre of land.
=Raise the minimum wage to $30 per hour.
=Provide a guaranteed life me income.
=Make work. Make jobs. Even if a person has li le ap tude, won’t develop a skill, and has a bad
a tude, make sure he‐she has a job. Make sure the jobs pay $30 per hour.
=Provide people with unemployment compensa on (insurance) for as long as they do not find a job,
even if they search for thirty years. Provide enough compensa on so that a person and his‐her small
family can live decently con nuously.
=Pay Black people repara ons for slavery regardless of when their ancestors came to the United States,
regardless of whether their ancestors were ever slaves, and regardless of all the Americans who never
owned a slave, fought against slavery, came a er the me of slavery, or whose ancestors came a er the
me of slavery.
=Provide free day care for all working parents, including all single parents.
=Provide free cars to all low‐income people.
=Provide free cell phones to all low‐income people and their children. The children need cell phones so
the parents can keep track of them.

=Provide free health care, housing, and catch‐up educa on for all immigrants, legal and illegal. The idea
is that immigrants who get a good start like this are more likely to become good tax‐paying ci zens, and
their children are more likely to become good Americans. It is not relevant that this level of support to
immigrants gives them more state support than the state gives to the working and middle class people
who would pay to support the immigrants.
=Provide a free transla on service for all people who do not speak English, the service to be on call for
all non‐English speakers at almost all mes, not only for situa ons that involve interac on with state
agencies such as immigra on or the police but for situa ons such as when talking to teachers of when
shopping.
=Provide free breakfast, lunch, and dinner, composed of good healthy food, for all children, to be given
at their schools. I, Mike Polioudakis, support this proposal.
=Provide free high‐speed broadband cable or satellite connec ons to every home and apartment. I,
Mike Polioudakis, support this proposal as well.
The Republican answer to many of these issues is not individual ini a ve as Republicans claim but to
give tax breaks. Of course, only business firms, upper middle class people, and rich people really get
much benefit from tax breaks, and they don’t suﬀer much to begin with, while the poor and working
class eﬀec vely get no help and they have to pay for the tax breaks; so tax breaks o en only make the
problems worse. Alterna vely, briefly, the Republicans oﬀer no solu on and don’t care about the issues
above as long as they, their children, and people like them, con nue to do well.
(B) Over‐Regula on.
Labor has always needed protec on from bosses and owners. Nature has always needed protec on
from exploiters. Tenants o en need protec on from landlords; although, having lived where tenants
“trash” places, are bad neighbors, and don’t pay their rent, I think landlords and good tenants o en
need protec on from bad tenants more than bad tenants need protec on. House buyers need legal
protec on. Day care centers have to take good care of children. We like our food and drugs safe. We
don’t like speeding our children to the ER. Nobody wants a housing mortgage scandal, as brought to us
by de‐regulators beginning with Reagan. Democrats usually were pioneers in rules that protect people
and nature, and that make life run more fairly and more smoothly.
People see Democrats as obsessed with regula ons, as, for example, when Democrats use regula ons to
protect a minor endangered species, force auto makers to get 60 miles out of a gallon of gasoline when
that result might not be possible, or force airlines to accept all self‐declared “comfort” animals so that
people can lie and take pets in the cabin. People see Democra c regula ons as another version of bad
poli cal correctness. People see Republicans as heroic de‐regulators who simplify business and life by
removing the idio c clumsy regula ons of Democrats. There is some truth to this view but not much.

Mostly it is another case of successful propaganda by Republicans because they know where to go, what
to say, and who to say it to, and what all to avoid. A deeper issue is why so many people wish to believe
this even when they know it is only half true.
Republicans regulate as much in their own way but people don’t see Republican regula ons in the same
light. Republicans regulate moral issues that they present not as bad arbitrary rules but as rec tude.
Republicans are why women could not choose about their own bodies for over a hundred years, and
now, likely, again will not be able to choose. Republicans brought us Prohibi on and organized crime on
a large scale. Republicans brought us silly drug laws and so enabled the largest growth of organized
crime since the 1920s. Republicans prohibited gambling and so enabled overall organized crime more
even than with booze and drugs. Republicans enforce rules that keep tenants from suing landlords,
keep pa ents from suing doctors, and keep vic ms from suing the corpora ons that were careless and
greedy. Republicans used to pass no‐gun laws for towns. Republicans used to keep coun es “dry” and
s ll keep Sundays “dry”. Republicans did not allow local governments to give needles to junkies.
Republicans did not allow sex educa on. Republicans did not allow accurate educa on about science,
about scien fic results (climate change), and about religions other than Chris anity. Republicans used
to pass codes about skirt length and how much of which body part could show. Republicans passed laws
against any sex but standard missionary sex between a male husband and a female wife. Republicans
passed laws against extra‐marital sex between all consen ng adults regardless of gender and posi on.
Republicans aggressively add laws that exempt their favored religious views from clear general public
obliga on to pay taxes such as for health care. Democrats are the ones who de‐regulated a lot of this.
Exactly who regulates what, and how much good comes from regula ng or not regula ng, would take a
large book to assess correctly and likely the result would not be accepted by most people. So I don’t try
here. I am annoyed by some regula ons from both Par es. I am glad about regula ons when I eat food
or take a drug and I know it is safe. I wish more things would be regulated such as noisy dirty neighbors,
and I don’t care which Party passes the rules. Think about which rules you really could live without
when you start whining about regula on. Do you really want your neighbor to roar around in his‐her
quad runner at 2 a.m.? Do you really want your child to drink an freeze? Do you really want the last
wolf and last bear to die out? Does that make you a Democrat? Then why is it that Democrats seem
more willing to try to do the decent thing through rules?
Maybe the biggest single case of modern regula on, with the least success, over which people disagree
the most, is Aﬃrma ve Ac on in all its manifesta ons such as allowing minority students into schools
for purposes of “diversity” even before be er qualified White candidates, and hiring and‐or promo ng
non‐White candidates before longer‐serving and‐or more qualified White candidates. A er years of
prac ce and lawsuits, AA has worked primarily to help women but hardly to help Black men or Hispanic
men. A er seeing AA almost my whole adult life, I think it has not helped and it has done more harm
than good. It cannot change the schools and a tudes of non‐Whites, at least not enough to help with
the problems it is supposed to help with. We gave it a long real honest try, and it failed, except for
women. Even with women, AA succeeded mostly with White (including Jewish), East Asian, and South
Asian women rather than with Black women. Why? I think the root cause of its failure is not dogged

determined White discrimina on against all other groups. We have to look at other factors such as how
the economy works and the a tudes of various social groups. We cannot solve the other problems by
regula ng what happens at the end of a long process with roots in how capitalism works both for good
and ill and with roots in the a tudes of social groups. We have to think why Aﬃrma ve Ac on might
succeed with women but not with other groups, and we have to work on the problem from that point
and from how the economy really works.
Here is a case to think about, it bears on the issue of “tax and spend”, and is more fun: White refined
sugar is much closer to a drug than to food. Even when white refined sugar is added to food, it is closer
to a drug. Imagine adding alcohol, heroin, or nico ne to foods. I think white sugar is about as addic ve
as heroin or nico ne (heroin and nico ne are about equally addic ve). White refined sugar certainly has
as many, and as bad, eﬀects on health as heroin, nico ne, or alcohol. White refined sugar has as many
bad eﬀects on society as heroin, nico ne, or alcohol. Only if small amounts of white refined sugar are
added to large amounts of many other real food ingredients, as in some cookies, is white refined sugar
useful for cooking. White refined sugar in any so drinks is a disaster. We are a na on of sugar junkies,
with all the expected results? What to do?
I would let adults eat and drink what they wish but pay for problems of obesity, diabetes, heart, teeth,
and cancer with higher rates of medical insurance; not let children eat and drink what they wish in a
public facility such as schools or sports matches; and let parents feed their children what the parents
wish but pay for problems of obesity, etc. with higher rates of insurance. I know people can’t resist the
tempta on of sugar delivery systems such as sodas, candy, and chocolate, I certainly know I can’t resist
chocolate, but I don’t think we should try to control that par cular widespread addic on with a plethora
of laws.
We should evaluate other drugs in the same way that we evaluate refined white sugar.
Republicans won’t let people kiss genitals or smoke marijuana but they will let people stuﬀ the mouths
of children with white sugar. They ra onalize selec ve permissiveness by asser ng freedom of choice
but they won’t let people choose how they wish to have sex and with whom. The obvious diﬀerence is
that Republican business can make a lot of money through selling sugar and foods dosed with sugar but
less with other drugs and with sex.
Democrats wish to regulate every form of sugar delivery. In par cular, they wish to limit the size of soda
cups everywhere, the size of bo les and cans for sodas, and allow only water and milk‐with‐no‐added‐
sugar to be served in schools. I support serving only water, milk, fruit drinks, and vegetable drinks with
no added sugar in schools and any at publicly supported event such as a sports match. Would we allow
people to sell cocaine, heroin, or alcohol there? I do not support limi ng the size of soda cups, bo les,
or cans. Maybe we have to tax sugary sodas, candy bars, and ice cream as we do nico ne and alcohol to
help pay for the health costs and social costs, and to help control the costs of health insurance. Maybe
parents have to teach their children about the dangers of white refined sugar just as about the dangers
of cocaine, racism, sexism, vo ng Democra c, or vo ng Republican, and parents have to rely on their

good training to support good judgment in their children. Maybe parents have to expose their children
to good food, teach their children to enjoy good food, and trust the training. Maybe parents have to
expose their children to various tastes of sugar just as they do alcohol so their children are not seduced
by ge ng the forbidden fruit elsewhere.
(C) Level Playing Field versus Forcing an Equal Outcome; Rules as Disguise.
Aﬃrma ve Ac on represents what Republicans correctly accuse Democrats of doing: trying to equalize
outcome rather than trying to make the playing field fair, trying to use complaints about fairness to help
some groups while hur ng others, and using rules to hide what Democrats are really doing. Republicans
rightly complain that all the rules don’t help and they do make it all more confusing. The result is not an
equal outcome but erosion of fair play and its benefits. The result is not equal outcome or fair play but
forcing some groups to subsidize others, as when Whites subsidize Blacks or hard‐working women
subsidize welfare. Democrats use rules to disguise that they are trying to force equal outcome; and to
disguise that they force some groups to subsidize others. Democra c rules all sounds good but end
badly. Unfortunately, this charge seems too o en true of cases such as welfare and educa on, so this
charge undermines all use of rules by Democrats even for good ends such as to protect nature. This
situa on obscures when we should focus on outcome or focus on level playing field, and it obscures how
long we should focus on outcome or focus on level playing field before moving on to something else or
before deciding that doing nothing is the best response.
Life is not fair. We can only try to make it fair enough. I recommend the movie “Harrison Bergeron”
wri en by Kurt Vonnegut (original story) and Arthur Crimm, and starring Sean As n. I recommend the
short novel “The Warden” by Anthony Trollope.
No set of rules ever makes an unfair situa on absolutely fair. At best, adding rules only makes the first
situa on closer to fair. Trying to force life to be fair o en makes life more unfair and it wastes a lot of
resources that could be er be spent in other ways to improve life for everybody. In “Skyfall”, Daniel
Craig as James Bond said it takes more wisdom to know when not to make a shot than when to make a
shot, when not to kill than when to kill. Adding more rules to try to make the previous rules fairer only
succeeds through one more step at best, and it usually quickly makes the situa on a lot worse. It takes
much wisdom to figure out which few simple rules to use to make a situa on fairer, if that can happen
at all. It takes more wisdom to know when not to use rules. It takes even more wisdom to add a few
more simple rules to the first rules, or to know that step can’t be taken. It takes much courage to stop,
without covering up, to face the situa on realis cally, and maybe to take a diﬀerent approach.
It takes wisdom to know when interfering to make life more fair is warranted. It takes more wisdom to
know when to interfere to make an equal outcome. It takes a lot of wisdom to know how to interfere to
make an equal outcome or to make a more level playing field, whichever you decide to do. It takes even
more wisdom to know when to stop trying for an equal outcome or stop trying to make the playing field
more level. Facing a plethora of rules usually makes applying any wisdom even harder.

Democrats do not seem to appreciate that rules are rarely equal and rarely lead to either equal outcome
or to fairer play, not even rules proposed by Democrats or by vic mized clients. Democrats seem to
think that somehow their rules are fair and their rules aﬀect all people equally even though that is not
true. When Republicans and cri cs point out that Democra c rules are not fair and do not lead to an
equal outcome, the Democra c response is to add more rules. The more rules do not make the
situa on fairer but only make it more confusing and make it easier to make some groups subsidize
others. This is why health care bills are rou nely several hundred pages long. This is why a empts to
help nature are rou nely several hundred pages long. This is why business firms can usually weasel out
of the rules designed to control them.
For example, when Democrats wish to protect old growth mber, they hear about the people in the
mber industry who lost jobs but the Democrats seem not to hear or not to care. If they do hear, their
answer is to add more regula ons. It might really be worth saving the old growth mber even at the
cost of jobs for people now but, if so, Democrats should make that fact of real life clear rather than
pretend they can make it fair by adding more provisions.
In some cases, we do and should try to make an outcome equal enough, if not absolutely equal, rather
than worry about making the compe on fair enough. We want all children to have enough food even
when the parents are poor; and we know not every child should be able to eat organic high‐priced food.
We want all children to have decent medical care even if not all children can go to high‐priced hospitals
for desperate care for terminal cancer. We want all children to have a decent shot at an educa on that
matches their skill and personality.
This essay is not on the problems of fairness and equal outcome but it is worth no ng two points that
bear on how Democrats act and on how people see Democrats.
First, unequal outcome does perpetuate itself (class society perpetuates itself, and race, gender, and
religious bias perpetuate themselves) regardless of fairness. Rich people stay rich regardless of talent or
merit while poor people stay poor regardless of talent or merit. The playing field is not level, and the lt
makes a serious sustained diﬀerence in outcome. For a long me, Black people, non‐Protestants, and
women, really did do worse despite talent and eﬀort. Sadly, rules, no ma er how well‐intended, and
how deeply piled up, don’t help much. This result is like sports teams that keep on winning, or keep on
losing, despite league rules that try to move to parity. This is like the few symphony orchestras that stay
great despite the decline of their ci es, at least for a few decades.
At the same me, talent and merit do help some, they do produce some reward. Lack of talent and lack
of merit do hurt. Even rich people who lack talent and merit for genera ons do eventually decline. A
bad a tude hurts more than unfairness. We wish that human life worked so that talent and merit, and
lack of talent and merit, produced results fast enough, and fairly enough, so that the self‐perpetua on
of privilege or lack of privilege did not cause so much damage. Human life does not work that well.

The problem is to know when to go a er self‐perpetua on, when to wait, or when to leave well enough
alone. The problem is to know if going a er the self‐perpetua on actually leads to worse results or to
worse unfairness. The problem is to know if we should go a er self‐perpetua on by trying to make the
playing field more level or if we should go a er self‐perpetua on by forcing a more equal outcome. If
we go a er the unequal playing field, should we use rules to do it? What rules? How many rules? Will
many rules actually make it worse? If we go a er the unequal outcome, should we use rules to do it?
Would forcibly equalizing all wealth and income now (the Great Republican Nightmare) mean all wealth
and income into the far future would depend only on talent, merit, and a tude? Democrats seem not
to understand this problem of what to go a er and how.
Second, no ma er how well‐intended, rules are biased and more rules lead to more bias. Some mes
the new bias is be er than the original bias but some mes it is worse.
Rules that one Party touts as fair can really serve to help one group over another, and people figure that
out. Trying to equalize outcome o en seems merely a disguise to force one group to pay for another
group rather than actually to make the outcome fairer.
Because Republicans and their clients quite commonly benefit from a not‐level playing field, unequal
outcome, and self‐perpetua ng diﬀerence, their stock answer is “do nothing” even while they promote
rules that benefit Republicans and their clients.
Republican rules about fees on checking accounts, bank accounts, and credit cards don’t serve to make
financial services fairer, or serve to help consumers, but serve to give financial ins tu ons a great deal
of power and profit. Republican rules that supposedly promote choice really only bewilder consumers,
give business firms a big advantage over consumers, and make sure adver sers make a profit. Rules
that supposedly help consumers find a be er mortgage only helped financial ins tu ons to sell
mortgages like internet fake coins, and so helped create the financial crash of 2007.
Because Democra c clients typically lose from self‐perpetua ng unfairness and bad outcome, their
stock answer is “Intervene to force a level playing field and an equal outcome, and do so through rules
and more rules. Use the rules to benefit our clients and to make the other guys, the bad guys, pay.
Keep this up forever, even if things don’t get be er.”
On the Democra c side, if Aﬃrma ve Ac on has not worked a er decades, then how has it equalized
the outcome, made the outcome fair, or made the playing field fair? It enabled reverse discrimina on.
It shi ed resources from the mostly White and Asian working class and middle class to Blacks and other
Democra c clients. This objec on is not idle and it is not merely a cover for Republican backlash.
Democrats do need to consider whether the primary goal is to make the field fairer (absolute fairness is
not possible) or to make the outcome equal. They have to consider if either goal is worth the cost. They
have to consider how really to go about either goal, what really would work. They have to think if rules
on top of rules are the way to go. They have to consider the ul mate eﬀects of rules, if rules help some
groups more than others unfairly. They have to consider how much the losers will resent the winners,

and if that social cost is worth any gains in fairness and outcome. They don’t do that. They regulate and
throw money.
At this point, the logical step is to consider why the playing field remains unfair, how to make it fairer, if
making it fairer is enough or if we also have to make the outcome more equal, how to make the result
more equal without really making it all unfair, how a forced more equal outcome can eventually make
the playing field fairer, and how long to keep it all up before declaring victory or failure. Here is not the
place to go into the deeper issue.
Underdogs and Outcastes, Nothing at the Center.
‐Democrats are tradi onal champions of underdogs, including ethnic minori es, immigrants, believers in
religions other than Chris anity, women, oldsters, and nature. Underdogs look first to the Democra c
Party for support regardless of how much of their world view they otherwise share with the Party. It is
good that groups feel they can go to Democrats but that good eﬀect does not mean what happens is
good overall. Democrats do not choose which cause‐or‐group to champion by its intrinsic appeal and by
how much good it will do for America overall, balanced against the costs of figh ng for the cause and of
dealing with the issue. They choose by how the group‐or‐cause fits into the overall Democra c stance
and how much benefit figh ng for the group gains for the Party. All par es do the same thing including
Republicans.
This situa on is not always bad. Without it, we would not have had anyone fight for workers, Blacks,
gays, women, alterna ve families, consumers, social freedom, and ar s c freedom. Much the same is
true of how good books and music get published and promoted. Good art has to succeed in a mass
market full mostly of mediocre forge able work or we don’t read the good work or hear the good work.
We lose out on some good material (everything I write) because it can’t succeed in a mass market but
we also get William Faulkner, Star Wars, jazz, the Beatles, Bruce Springsteen, and Nirvana.
On the other hand, being the champion for all underdogs causes problems. First, not all groups have
problems simply because they are minori es or underdogs. Problems come from many places. Not all
groups with problems are underdogs or even vic ms. Not all groups are pure vic ms that need to be
un‐vic mized (saved). Groups add to their own problems. Even if other groups, the economy, or
society, is a big part of the problem, o en the a tude of the group‐in‐pain is a big obstacle to making
things be er. Even if the a tude does not make things much worse in itself, it can channel thinking and
block good thinking so that the group in pain does not see the best response. Democra c support
actually enables all these forces. Rather than the group figuring out what is wrong, its part in the mess,
and what it can do on its own, it takes an a tude of loud mouth vic m and expects the Party to cover. I
cannot go into specifics here without turning this essay into a fight over a tudes by Blacks, Hispanics,
protectors of nature, women, men, etc.
Second, most groups under the Democra c umbrella know they are not fully compa ble with at least
some other groups under the umbrella. Even if they have no open conflict, they have li le in common.

When was the last me Blacks showed up to help nature or labor leaders showed up to help Blacks?
Hispanics do not show up at rallies for “Black Lives Ma er” and Blacks do not show up at rallies to
support Hispanic families or to save nature. Blacks and Hispanics do not give money to United Way but
only to their own churches. Blacks and Hispanics fight over jobs and “turf” all the me.
To keep groups together, the Democra c Party cannot cra a strong and unified vision of America and
the world, as noted above. The lack of vision allows the Party to invite in anybody but the lack of vision
also makes the Party weak. Various groups know that they, and other groups, are with Democrats not
because they believe in the Democra c vision but because they need the power and help. Their loyalty
is more to their own cause than to anything in common with other groups or with being Democrat, like
the alliance of par es in Italy. They do not trust other groups or rely on them. They are happy to ignore
other groups or even to take ac ons that hurt other groups. For example: environmentalists demand
strong standards for pollu on, standards that lead to fewer jobs especially for unskilled labor; Blacks
and Hispanics fight over jobs, “turf”, and drug turf; and women, especially White well‐educated women
are by far the biggest beneficiaries of Aﬃrma ve Ac on. The lack of a single solid vision might give the
Democra c Party some flexibility to adjust to changing condi ons but it loses more than it gains. The
Democra c Party can never adjust well to new social, poli cal, economic, and cultural reali es because
it cannot delve deep enough into those reali es.
(0) Poli cs and Views of Human Nature
‐Like it or not, even in America, poli cs is not a game played between individuals; all of whom are fully
human; are equal; accept each other as fully equal; accept each other’s human nature as fully equal to
their own; and respect each other’s life styles, dignity, decency, and good will. Poli cs is played by
groups. It is part of the group game that each group thinks of itself as the best and as the most near to
the ideal human, and thinks of other groups as lesser and as farther away from the ideal human. You
might dislike when professional people such as doctors and college professors unconsciously take this
a tude toward you but you do it yourself in general. You don’t no ce it because you are most o en
among others that you count as your group. When you interact with people of another category such as
a diﬀerent ethnic group, gender, or profession, you act toward them most o en as either somewhat as
if you are superior or as if you are an inferior who is not really inferior but has to put up with the role for
a while. Even the most die‐hard egalitarian “don’t read on me” tough guy American workers, farmers,
and ranchers do this.
One poli cal party sees itself as most nearly human while the other party might be human in name but
really falls short of what it takes to be fully human, either by oddness of birth or by not cul va ng their
brains, experience, and moral sense enough.
When seeking a jump in power, one poli cal party picks a group from the other party to demonize as
not human and so dangerous that we good people need to take emergency measures now. From the
start of his campaign, Donald Trump did this to illegal and some legal immigrants, in par cular Hispanics
and Muslims (his travel ban was not in the interests of na onal security but was a symbolic rejec on of

all Muslims). Fewer illegal immigrants are drug dealers, sexual slavers, thieves, criminals, and murders
than are Americans born here but Trump was able to portray them all that way. Democrats make every
business firm equivalent to an oil spill. Jews have been used as a “scapegoat” many mes.
By pain ng one (sub)‐group on the other side as evil, this party is able to portray that whole other party
as bad, all at one stroke. If the other party can put up with such evil people, defend them, think of them
as human, and welcome them, then there is no limit to the stupidity, depravity, and cunning of the other
party. They are not be er than the worst group among them, and that is really bad.
Usually with less intensity, the same thing happens within par es. In par cular, the same thing happens
between leaders and followers, core and clients, on several levels. The core group sees itself as fully
human and superior while the clients are a li le less human and less competent. Of course, none of our
clients are nearly as debased as any of their clients or as the other party as a whole; but s ll, our clients
are not as good as we leaders of our party. Clients see themselves as the ones who are really fully
human but we “clients” have to put up with the typical haugh ness of leaders un l we become the real
leaders. Besides, we “clients” gain a lot from the leaders, and, of course, they couldn’t do it without us,
so, in a way, we are the real leaders. The rela on is like that between: leaders of a work crew and the
work crew, a fore‐person and the workers in a factory, levels of management in a business firms or
government agency, and the people who do things in a church versus the moderately ac ve members
and the members who merely show up every week.
Among Republicans, this rela on holds between na onally‐and‐interna onally rich and powerful people
versus merely na onally‐or‐locally rich and powerful business people; and between merely‐na onally‐
or‐locally rich and powerful business people versus regularly successful local business people and local
professional people. The exact rela on between Republican groups has been upset by the rise of Trump
and his followers, and a chapter on Democrats is not the place to go into the subject.
If you think the point of the numbered sec ons below is to blame the vic m then you deliberately miss
the point and likely you make things worse for your own group and the country.
The point is that Democrats need to decide a few things: (A) How much eﬀort do we have to give? (B)
How much can the country aﬀord? (C) Where would the eﬀort do the most good? (D) Where could we
put the eﬀort and so likely solve a problem nearly once‐and‐for‐all? (E) To which groups do we say “We
will give this much to you now and no more?” and to which groups do we say “We can’t help you now
but we will try to help later once we get other ma ers cleared up?” (F) Democrats have to decide which
groups to say this to: “You have to change your a tudes and behaviors before we can give you much
help. There might be a lot of good people among you but the too‐many bad people ruin it for all your
group. This is what you have to do.” It would help if Democrats could adopt a bigger be er view of
human nature and human social nature, one that s ll holds humans highly and one that helps guide us
to improve. Democrats won’t do any of this. As long as they won’t, then they will con nue to lose and
to spend money without making the country much be er.

(1) Unrealis c View of Human Nature.
‐Republicans are not supposed to be fully egalitarian, so they get away with accep ng inequality without
feeling too hypocri cal or guilty. Democrats are supposed to be strongly egalitarian. Yet, by nature,
human inter‐group rela ons are not egalitarian, not even subgroups within an egalitarian poli cal party.
So Democrats face a contradic on “right oﬀ the bat” that Republicans avoid, and the contradic on can
never go away. How Democrats manage the contradic on says a lot about the Party at par cular mes.
Since the 60s, Democrats have not managed the contradic on well at all.
‐If Democrats are supposed to be equal then they all have the same human nature; the human nature
that they each learned from living in his‐her own dis nct social group is eﬀec vely the same for prac cal
poli cal purposes; and the combined human nature and learned human nature is automa cally enough
to make them succeed in modern capitalist plural democracy right away.
What is that nature? Here I say only what is needed. Ideally, people are like the Enlightenment Liberal
ideal of a ra onally fully autonomous self‐determining person who is a good judge of what is best for
him‐herself, knows how to go about ge ng those things, knows how to get along with other people so
all benefit, and is both compassionate and prac cal. The ideal Democrat is like the ideal voter, worker,
business person, consumer, family person, and thinker (without being an eli st intellectual), all rolled
into one. Every Democrat should be like this ideal person. If you have a few individua ng quirks, even if
the quirks are genuinely odd such as a taste for corn whiskey or pot, for classical music, or non‐harmful
B&D, that is OK too. In fact, that is even be er because it shows you are the proper mix of angel and
beast‐demon. (The original Enlightenment ideal actually has been changed to a Roman c version of the
ra onal‐and‐emo onal person, and it is that ideal that really prevails, but that much detail is too much
detail for here.)
Ideally, all the people in the Democra c core are like this; and people in the Democra c core show in
how they present themselves, and in their a tudes toward others, that they think they are like this.
Good Democrats even adopt foibles to show they are a li le flawed, and so a li le human, and so even
more like the modern Enlightenment ideal than the merely perfect.
All Democra c clients should be like the ideal too but they cannot. If they were, Republicans could
make a good case that they wouldn’t be clients. So, what are they like?
They would be like the ideal except for some unfair external situa on that deprives them from their full
poten al as ra onal Enlightenment beings. They are not less‐than‐ideal by any fault of their own. The
fault always comes from elsewhere. They are beset by hardship and enemies.
If the bad external forces were removed, all Democra c clients would automa cally and quickly change
to be the Enlightenment ideal. They would not need any special help to change. They would do it on
their own because this is what human beings always and naturally seek. If need be, they would change

their group a tudes (culture) so that they could be good Enlightenment people and could par cipate in
good Enlightenment democracy.
Here it helps to get some perspec ve. Republicans see non‐Americans, foreigners, much the same way,
as long as they stay in their own country. If we take away tyranny then all foreigners quickly and
automa cally create American‐style democracy with great respect for Chris ans and Chris anity. This is
only natural and only human. Within America, well‐to‐do foreigners, and foreigners who “make it” well
and quickly in America, also automa cally and quickly adopt American style Republican style democracy
and have great respect for Chris ans and Chris anity. Of course, Republicans are wrong. The issues are
not whether Democrats and Republicans are wrong but why they are wrong, why they persist in wrong
ideas even when they know they are wrong, and what is correct.
Of course, in reality, Democra c clients are not like ideal Enlightenment men. The fact that they are not
like this is part of the big contradic on that Democrats have to deal with but cannot admit.
‐Assume Democrats cannot oﬃcially see their clients or themselves as they really are – I think that is a
solid assump on, for which this part of the essay gives evidence. Then what are Democra c clients like,
in the eyes of the core, the eyes of other clients, and in their own eyes? The answer depends on which
client. Democrats tend to see diﬀerent clients diﬀerently. They see staunch well‐educated middle‐and‐
upper middle class feminists, working women, men, Whites, Asians, working class Blacks, professional
Blacks, Hispanics (several kinds), educated middle‐and‐upper middle class environmentalists, science
geeks, etc. diﬀerently so Democrats can nego ate the proper rela on to keep them in the Party. I have
to gloss over all this detail here to focus on what is the most prevalent way and, in many regards worst
way, to look at clients.
Keep in mind that, at least since the end of World War 2, problems rarely get se led once and for all.
Problems keep recurring and dragging on even when laws get passed and it seems as if we are making
progress. We are s ll arguing over the situa on of Blacks and women, we are likely to ban abor on
again, swas kas are appearing on Jewish temples, more species disappear every day, and fire season in
the west is all year. Keep in mind fault always lies elsewhere. Clients would automa cally quickly be
perfect if the external fault were removed ‐ but it can’t be removed.
‐One more fact is needed although I cannot jus fy the fact here. At least since the middle 1970s, many
Americans decided that they are en tled, and all Americans who feel le out of what they are en tled
to have accepted that anger and resentment are the best response. Even Americans that we would not
o en see as le ‐out‐with‐reason‐to‐be‐ angry have adopted this stance such as upper middle class
White people, in par cular women but including men. Nearly all clients of both Par es feel en tled and
le out, so nearly all clients have adopted anger and resentment. The Angry Black and Angry Woman
have become clichés. This is a horribly bad way to handle the situa on but it is common. Now even
people who don’t know why they should feel le out s ll start every day feeling le out, resen ul,
angry, and bi er. Popular music and cinema since the late 1970s shows how common the stance is
now, par cularly rap and hip‐hop but also “head banger”, “White trash and White supremacist” music,

and even “grunge”. Now it is more common to hear a young woman sing about revenge against an ex‐
boyfriend as about why she fell I love in the first place or what might be be er for her than revenge.
This is the a tude that turned Annikin Skywalker into Darth Vader.
‐What is a person who feels he‐she has deep problems; the problems are caused by others and only by
others; the person has no bad a tudes; the person never learned bad a tudes from his‐her social
group; the problems keep the person from ge ng what he‐she is en tled to; the problems keep the
person from having a sa sfying life; the person knows deep down in his‐her heart that, if only he‐she
could get a fair shake, for sure he‐she would blossom into a deeply sa sfying successful person like a
cross between the Enlightenment saint and the religious saint of the Religious Right; the person has to
turn to poli cs and par es for help; but that doesn’t really help; and the best response is resentment,
anger, bi erness, and striking out against the people who might have done this to you or against society
as a whole?
Mostly I call that person a vic m, o en a self‐styled vic m. Some mes the person is a mass shooter,
goes out to hunt police oﬃcers or Spics, or goes out to hunt queers, Blacks, and bitches. Some mes he‐
she learns to use PC, the legal system, and claims of discrimina on, for self‐advantage. If the person is
really a vic m, he‐she is a vic m of the culture of vic m that blossomed in the United States a er the
middle 1970s, a vic m of his‐her own limita ons, and a vic m of limita ons imposed on him‐her by his‐
her own social group. Yes, the greater society does cause injus ce. But taking this view of the situa on
causes more injus ce to yourself and the group that was done to you by the greater society.
What develops as the working a tude of people who have to take care of the con nuing vic ms? It is
what we see in the Democra c Party. We also see it, in another version, in the Republican Party with
their clients but that is another part of this essay.
A big part of the a tude of the core of a poli cal Party is jus fying yourself by serving needy people and
needy causes. This a tude is good when it really does lead to good rela ons, good help, and even good
change, even when mo ves are not pure. It is a bad a tude when it is done not primarily to help but
primarily to feel good about yourself, to feel jus fied. Too o en, people that want to help do not think
out the problems and situa ons deeply, and instead simply agitate. Agita ng can make you feel good
but usually it does not help and too o en it makes things worse. At the least, it makes things worse by
diver ng resources away from ac ons and rela ons that would help to simply feeling good. Now, the
Religious Right, what is le of the Tea Party, and leaders among followers of Donald Trump, have exactly
the same a tude of agita ng to jus fy themselves but apply it to diﬀerent issues.
Even if they are not of the core of the Democra c or Republican Party, leaders and ac vists among the
clients also take the a tude of jus fying themselves through ac vism and agita on. In fact, these are
usually the people that we see on the media leading the agita on and “demands”. Upper middle class
Democra c Party women rarely are out on the streets but the friends‐of‐their‐daughters‐from‐school
are. Upper middle class White people are rarely on the streets, except during college, but Blacks are.
These people rarely think out the issues deeply but rather take their cues from Party and PC ideology

and propaganda. They hurt the people that they wish to help by diver ng resources and by misleading
them.
Both the a tudes typical of Democra c core and Democra c clients used to be typical of big agencies
that did aid work and of the recipients of aid from big agencies. They are like the rich people at the soup
kitchens during the Great Depression and the two World Wars. They are like Republicans that work for
welfare oﬃces and big chari es. Luckily, now, from what I have seen, agencies like Red Cross, missions,
Volunteers of America, and nearly all religious‐based aid agencies are not like this and have much be er
sense. Unluckily, the rela on between major religious groups and illegal immigrants in the United States
does seem lopsided in this bad way.
It is easy to make a self‐perpetua ng system from the material in this sec on and this part, and from the
material in other parts of this essay, but I would rather not do that in this essay. The logic and argument
are fun but they distract from more important ma ers.
(2) Contradictory High and Low View of Human Nature.
Democrats have an unrealis c view of human nature that is both too high and too low. Democrats think
people are capable of too much, of consistent angelic ra onality and heroic greatness; yet Democrats
treat most people as intellectually and morally and intellectually simple. Ideally, people should be quite
ra onal, capable of big compassion, and able to act eﬀec vely. Nobody is like that but people in the
Democra c core like to see themselves as close enough.
In theory, clients should become like that ideal, at least when the shackles are removed or at least when
smart people in the core explain their oppression to them. But clients don’t become like that even when
all tyranny is removed, poli cal, economic, and due to discrimina on. They o en persist in self‐hur ul
behavior such as violence, sexism, and a bad a tude about schools and educa on. They o en cannot
organize well enough to help themselves and to self‐govern.
When clients don’t become much like the ideal, people in the core start to see them as intellectually and
morally simple, even though it is strongly an ‐PC to see clients like that. (It is alright for a Democra c to
see Republican clients as morally and intellectual simple but not alright to say it in public. Republicans
do the same with their clients and with Democra c clients.)
To see a large sec on of humanity as morally and intellectually simple goes against the basic Democra c
assump on of people as like the ideal Enlightenment “ra onal person mixed with some interes ng post‐
Enlightenment passion”. This contradic on is part of what makes seeing clients as intellectually and
morally simple so un‐PC.
Clients can sense that good Democrats see them like this and clients don’t like it. But clients also know
they don’t live up to the Democra c pseudo‐Enlightenment ideal. It is not that they don’t live up to the

full ideal, they don’t even live up to a lesser workable version of the ideal. And clients know they need
support from the Democra c Party. So they put up with being looked down on.
I have seen young women fight against making women into children (infan le‐iza on) in the general
society only to see that people in the Democra c Party, including other women, look at them as simple
because young women come to the Party as clients seeking help. Young women get the contradic on,
and you can see the conflict on their faces.
One reason Democrats hold this schizoid view is that alterna ves are worse for them. If clients cannot
see problems deeply and cannot help in their own rescue, if they cannot change, one explana on is that
their own group has a mistaken culture and that clients are trapped in a mistake. The a tudes, based in
their social group, of women, Blacks, Hispanics, gays, environmentalists, etc. trap them. They can’t get
out of thinking in the old not‐useful ways and so cannot think in new be er ways. They fall back on
violence, resentment, rebellion, sexism, submi ng to sexism, guile, and staying in the closet. They can’t
change their mentality from the old to the needed new.
In fact, this is so, not fully but enough to cause issues. The a tudes of Democra c clients get in the way
of their own quest for their own social jus ce. O en this is the biggest obstacle. I would rather believe
this than secretly believe that clients are morally and intellectual simple and stupid.
But this view is absolutely un‐PC and forbidden. I don’t here go into all the reasons why this view is not
at all acceptable. If you would like to find out, go to a mee ng of Le ies and try saying that one reason
why Blacks haven’t go en anywhere in 50 years is their own bad a tudes.
Because this alterna ve is unacceptable, the only fallback is to hold to a view of people that is both too
exalted and too low, that is schizoid and contradictory, not realis c, not ul mately useful, and ul mately
harmful.
The proper view requires seeing that people learn long‐term a tudes as part of social groups, and that
some of these a tudes are good while some are bad. Some are good when a group seeks to be er its
place in modern capitalist democracy. Others are bad no ma er how good they might seem to the
people in the group and no ma er how ed to the group’s self‐iden ty at the me such as being highly
sensi ve to “disrespect”. The group has to change its bad a tudes and prac ces. The group has to
foster be er a tudes and prac ces. The group has to do this even if its iden ty changes. As long as the
group does not do this, then it should expect to be second or third rate, expect to be a junior‐ized
(infan lized) client of the Democra c Party forever, and expect to take on the role of self‐made vic m
forever. As long as Democrats will not look at problems with a correct view of human nature, then they
promote the role of self‐made vic m for their clients, and they prefer that role to having human beings
with dignity and decency, and to having groups that promote dignity, decency, and taking a full role in
capitalist democracy.

For a while, many women saw that their own a tudes hurt them. It is when, and o en only when,
women examine their own a tudes and ideas; place their a tudes and ideas in the context of human
nature, society, and culture; change their a tudes and ideas; organize on the basis of well‐considered
ideas; and strive hard on the basis of well‐considered ideas; that they make real progress. When they
do, they can get through to men the most and help men the most. Sadly, this thinking got taken over by
various dogmas and propagandas, and eventually discredited. Eventually most women too fell back on
the dogma that it was all the fault of various enemies, usually men, and that they should get help from
poli cal Par es to a ack enemies. Women have gained as much social jus ce as any Democra c clients
so maybe a acking enemies helped. But the situa on of women did not change as much as it should,
and things drag on, so maybe resentment is not the best plan. A er fi y years, at 75% of what men get
for comparable work, women are doing be er than the original 65% but that s ll leaves 25% to go. And
soon an abor on will be hard to get. I see some revival of good thinking in women born a er about
1990 but the thinking is done informally and done despite dogma and propaganda rather than with the
help of good doctrine. Many modern women poli cal candidates seem to think well. Feminism did a lot
of good but formal feminism also did some harm.
(3) Equal under the Law, yet Diﬀerent, and Not Necessarily Successful
The problem in this sec on besets democracy. Do you let people into your group, and‐or help people,
who do not share your democra c values, are not likely to share your democra c values, and might
harm your values and your group? If you are in a liberal democracy and you don’t let them in, you seem
to contradict your own values of inclusiveness and of equality under the law. If you do let them in, then
you put at risk other groups that need some of the limited help that is available, and you put at risk not
only your group but the chance of carrying superior values into the future. Where do you draw the line
and why?
The most common solu on seems to be (a) to exclude really bad groups but (b) to allow in groups that
are not too bad, (b1) to allow in most groups that are merely ignorant of be er values and prac ces,
and (b2) to hope the ignorant groups get be er. America allows immigrants even from non‐democra c
na ons hoping they learn American values. By and large, this approach has worked in the past and
con nues to work now. By and large, immigrants have learned democra c values even if they have not
become just like the English of 1750 or the original Americans of 1789.
We do exclude some groups either by denying members entry or by pu ng members that act up into
prison when they act up. We denied avowed Communists entry into the US for a long me. We put into
prison people who incite to overthrow the Cons tu on by violent means or who actually try such as old
Communists along with new White supremacist rebels such as Timothy McVey.
This solu on is not perfect, and ideas of who to exclude or include change. We now would exclude and
imprison dangerous radicals such as George Washington, Ben Franklin, Thomas Jeﬀerson, Thomas Paine,
and James Madison. We allow in people who seem violently an ‐woman, to me, as from east Africa.
Many Americans want to exclude all Muslims due to the wrong idea that most Muslims wish to impose

Muslim Law on America – a minority of Muslims do who see it as the duty of all Muslims everywhere to
try to convert the people wherever they live to strict Islam, as do some Chris ans. Should we allow in
people who really don’t care about nature and the planet, or who deny the validity of science? Right
Wing people used to disdain all Roman Catholics and Righ sts tried to stop their immigra on to America
but now Roman Catholics are the darlings of the an ‐abor on (pro‐life) movement. Of course, Roman
Catholics do also favor unrestricted immigra on of Hispanic Roman Catholics while now most Righ sts
do not.
What about groups that don’t merge well and aren’t really democra c in the Western sense but that s ll
do take care of themselves and don’t cause trouble? One such group is the Amish. Americans and most
Western na ons have tended to accept them and leave them alone. I used to buy meat, vegetables, and
fruit from the Amish.
What about groups that don’t merge well, don’t really want to overthrow the na on, do want to reap
the benefits from what the na on has built, but o en do need con nuing help such welfare, and do
cause trouble some mes? They take more than they give, and what they don’t give – good values – is
more important than anything they do give. This is how the French see most immigrants, in par cular
Muslims from North Africa. This is how many Bri sh and Germans now see immigrants even when some
immigrants do well in school and financially, such as South Indians in England and Turks in Germany.
What happens with these people is a test of how democracy, plurality, and inclusion work. Democracy,
plurality, and inclusion don’t necessarily fail just because the greater state gives up on these groups or
because these groups are restricted from further immigra on. It might be necessary to give up on them
and‐or to restrict them so that the greater whole keeps going properly.
What about groups that have been in a country a long me, don’t assimilate well, do require help, and‐
or do cause trouble? The ques on of immigra on does not come up because they are already here,
although more of them in other countries might be restricted from coming to this country. This is how
the French see their Muslim residents who came from North Africa a er about 1950. This is how some
non‐Black Americans see Black Americans. It is how some Americans think of Muslims who do not do
well such as some from North or West Africa. It is how some “Conserva ve” Americans see “uppity”
women, LGBTQ (gay) people, and Hispanics. Again, what Americans do with these people will measure
how well democracy works. Again, not to con nue to support them and not to pretend that eventually
they will do well is not necessarily the end of democracy. Not including revolu onary Communists and
violent White supremacists was not the end of democracy.
‐These issues get mixed up with the ideas of equality under the law, rights, and inclusion. In par cular,
Democrats tend to mix the ideas, so I need to go through the issues in those terms.
In theory, Democrats both respect rule of law and Democrats embrace diﬀerences between individual
people and between groups. They promote equality, diﬀerence, and inclusion. In prac ce, Democrats
confuse equality under the law with absolute sameness of people and groups; confuse diﬀerences
between people and groups with opportuni es to assert privilege through the law; and overlook (deny)

that any diﬀerences between groups aﬀect how groups par cipate in democracy at the same me that
they say diﬀerences between groups require addi onal care for some groups and addi onal burdens for
others. They say all groups diﬀer yet no diﬀerence causes any problems, and all diﬀerences ul mately
make all things be er. Democrats want to have it both ways, to have their cake and eat it too. They say
all this because it lets them recruit clients widely and because not to say this, to say something be er,
would require them to think through problems and require them to be clear about their values and
priori es. It would require them to finish some programs.
(4) Examples.
Even if true, generali es alone don’t help much. So I need examples. I might as well use the examples
that are most likely to get me in trouble, and get it over with. I allude to these examples and similar
examples throughout the essay.
Overall, I support people with problems. I know the problems of women about as much as an old man
can who has never had any children. I came from the insecure lower working class and I am s ll in it. I
worked for Civil Rights in the 1960s, and s ll see the plight of Black Americans, but now I disagree with
their basic a tude, stance, tac cs, racism, and deliberate blindness. My parents were immigrants and
my wife is an immigrant. My wife and I fought two long ba les to get her into the United States. She is
now a ci zen. I don’t like that people can simply walk across the border, have a baby, and so get easily
what took us years of figh ng. We resent paying taxes to support people who pissed away their chances
in school, and had babies before they had any hope of suppor ng their babies. We resent paying taxes
so business firms don’t. At my wife’s work, Blacks discriminated against my wife, and a Black woman
broke my wife’s arm in a physical a ack – so we know all kinds of racism are real. I think the media has
a slight Le y bias (not nearly as much as Righ es say) so I use the media to show a view similar enough
to Democrats. I hope to put on my website comments on some events such as when Trump separated
un‐documented (illegal) immigrant parents from children. The comments also help clarify generali es.
(4 A) Welfare, Social Security Disability, and Other Support Programs
I return to this case so o en as to be annoying. Sorry. Most recipients would rather have a good job
than get welfare. But enough people get support so that support programs balloon to many mes the
projected size, and cost far more than they should. Enough people would rather have support than a
job so that they cause serious strain on budgets and economy. People have children before they are
ready to support the children. They get the state to act as subs tute parents or grandparents. While
these people might wish for a job, they can’t get a good job, o en can’t train for a good job, and so learn
to live on the system. They also cause too much strain.
The Democra c response shows their refusal to face human nature. There are no cheaters, or, if there
are, there are so few that we don’t have to worry about it. All the people on welfare are vic ms. They
are vic ms of the Republican‐White business system. They can’t find a job because business people
make sure there is a big class of people without jobs, or with only poor jobs, so that all working people

feel insecure, and so that business people can control working people. With enough help, all people on
welfare etc. will find jobs and get oﬀ the welfare system. They deserve enough help so that they live at
least as well as many people who already have jobs.
The Republican response is that there are enough good jobs, even for stupid people, so everybody can
get a job if he‐she wishes. Look at the oﬃcial job sta s cs during boom mes when the state says with
price that the eﬀec ve rate of real unemployment is zero.
(4 B) Harvey Weinstein and Various Women in Various Situa ons.
I much admire and strongly support “Me Too”, and I say good things about it later. What I say should
support, not hurt, but many people will take my words as a ack. I wrote while Harvey Weinstein was
under indictment but had not yet been found guilty of anything.
(1) If Weinstein physically coerced any woman or girl, Weinstein commi ed a crime. (2) If Weinstein
solicited sex from any woman or girl who might not have been able to decide, Weinstein commi ed a
crime, legally or morally. Vulnerable people are (2a) too young, (2b) legally old enough but s ll not able
to decide for various mental reasons, and (2c) drunk on alcohol or a drug. (3a) If Weinstein coerced any
woman or girl who depended on work from him for ge ng along, for herself, her family, or dependents,
then he is guilty of a crime and should be held accountable. (3b) He is especially guilty if he knew that
the woman needed help, and he used that informa on to coerce her. (3c) Even if Weinstein did not
know the details about any par cular woman or girl beforehand, he did know that the women or girls
that he badgered for sex were poten ally vulnerable, and Weinstein should have found out before
urging sex. As a person in power, he has a duty to know the vulnerabili es of people beneath him and
not to abuse the vulnerabili es of people beneath him. If the woman needed the work for herself or
others, even if she said she agreed to sex with Weinstein, Weinstein should not have pressured her into
sex. He is s ll guilty.
(4) What about a woman who (4a) could make up her own mind, (4b) did not absolutely need the work
to live or to support dependents, (4c) wanted to work in show business and in no other field, and (4d)
knew the only way to get work in show business from Weinstein was to give him sex? In that case, if she
agreed to sex with Weinstein, then Weinstein is not guilty. She consented. Weinstein is disgus ng and
immoral but he is not guilty of a crime. The woman has to make up her own mind.
(5) If, under the condi ons of (4), Weinstein promised work in exchange for sex, got the sex, but did not
give the promised work, then he is guilty of fraud but not of a sex crime.
(6) If a woman or girl wishes for work in show business, (6a) knows she might get it through Weinstein
only in exchange for sex, but (6b) might also get it through another person who does not wish for sex in
exchange, but (6c) has less chance of ge ng work through another person, (6d) then she has to make
up her own mind. (6e) Under these condi ons, if she agreed to sex with Weinstein, then she consented
and he is not guilty.

Shortly a er Weinstein was indicted, apparently his lawyer said what Weinstein did was despicable and
immoral but not illegal. All women from whom Weinstein got sex consented. Weinstein did not solicit
sex from any woman who could not make up her own mind or who was “in a bind”. I disagree about all
the complaints against Weinstein falling under this principle, I strongly suspect he did coerce, but I do
understand the idea.
(*) A lot of people, including a lot of young women, wish for careers in show business but don’t need
careers in show business, especially if the price is too high. If they can’t find a career in show business,
they can go back to school or can learn other skills. Being young and really wan ng a career in show
business, even if all you have ever done is act or sing, is not the same as having no choice. It is not as
bad as growing up in coal country and never learning anything else. If the condi ons for ge ng a job in
show business are too tough or too disgus ng, then, even if you love show business, you might have to
find another way to make a living. A lot of young mathema cians and musicians face a similar choice
although usually they don’t have to give sex to get a job. If you really want a career in show business,
are in a posi on to freely make up your own mind, but the only way you can get into show business is
through people like Weinstein, then you have to make up your own mind.
The Weinstein case is not like the case of Bill Cosby. Cosby clearly was guilty of coercion.
On the one hand, Weinstein’s lawyer seems to be arguing that all the women that Weinstein had sex
with are as described in the paragraph marked with a star. That is almost certainly wrong.
On the other hand, the typical Democra c stance is that all the women were coerced even if they could
make up their own mind, were old enough, did not have dependents that absolutely needed support,
were not intoxicated, could have sought a producer other than Weinstein, or could have given up show
business. Women are vic ms. All women are vic ms all the me. All women are incapable of saying no
or making up their own minds. No woman can make up her own mind or act for herself. All women
have to be cared for by somebody in power such as a man or a state a orney.
Usually Democrats try to have it both ways by saying women are full adults just like men with all the
abili es of men and so should have all the rights and status of men BUT also women are especially
vulnerable, need to be taken care of, other women can do some of the caring, yet ul mately it must be
men in power who do the caring because women are not fully able to fight men. Democrats try to have
it both ways. Republicans do the same thing but in arenas other than show business.
Neither posi on is acceptable.
Some women, like some people regardless of sex or gender, are vulnerable. We have to make sure bad
people don’t prey on them. We have to punish bad people who do prey on them. We have to protect
vulnerable people because they are vulnerable, not because they are women. Women are vulnerable in

ways that men usually are not (I overlook homosexual coercion of men), and we have to take that into
account, but doing so widens ideas of vulnerable people; it does not make all women always needy.
Not all women are vulnerable all the me. At some point, we have to see that women can‐and‐ should
make up their own minds and take responsibility for their acts. Not to accept this view of women is to
rob women of their humanity, of their status as sen ent moral beings.
Some of the women that Weinstein preyed on were able to say “yes” or “no” and eﬀec vely said “yes”.
Not all the women could eﬀec vely make a good decision. It seems that many women said “no” either
explicitly or implicitly, and Weinstein went ahead anyway. That is wrong. The authori es have to sort
out which women were in which camp.
Democrats tend to see all people with a complaint as vic ms. They tend to think all those people, all
vic ms, should have special status and be able to assert special privilege under law. That is wrong. The
Democra c a tude might be well‐mo vated but, in fact, it causes damage. It invites people to take the
posture of vic m, and eventually to internalize that way of life, so as to get help and keep help.
While most Democrats and many women will be angry at me on reading this, some women will see the
point. I think the strongest feminists that I have met will be most likely to see the point although they
might not press the point in public.
To think women cannot make up their mind, even when faced with Harvey Weinstein and a strong need
to be a star, treats women the same way that the silliest Republicans treat women. It results in passing
women from one protector to another, necessarily one man to another. That is even worse than Harvey
Weinstein.
At the same me that I urged us to treat women as adults, I accepted some situa ons in which people
pay for limited success with sex, I said that people including women can make up their own minds even
in those situa ons, and I urged us to allow them to make up their own minds even there. The use of sex
as currency is part of the real world but not a part that we like. We don’t have to put up with it if we can
change it. Ideally, only in the open sex trade, and only as done by fully adult autonomous consen ng
people, should sex be part of a deal. Suppose people widely accept that subordinates, male or female
or any gender, had to have sex with their superiors, male or female or any gender, to succeed in school,
academia, the grocery business, or the police force, or to go to heaven. That is not acceptable. It should
not be acceptable in show business or real estate or banking. While we allow people to act as adults in
their chosen arenas, we should work hard to make all arenas as free of coercion as we can. I think, and
hope, that bigger goal is part of the “Me Too” movement ‐ although I think women should focus on their
situa ons of sexual coercion for now. We will not succeed in making arenas fully free of coercion but it
is worth the eﬀort. That is part of being an adult sen ent‐moral being, a human person, too. I think
Democrats hold this ideal but do not act on it consistently. I think Republicans see this ideal but apply it
only where their own daughters might be at risk.

(4 C) Trayvon Mar n and George Zimmerman
Look up the case on the Net. Wikipedia has useful ar cles on the shoo ng and on Trayvon Mar n.
George Zimmerman was a resident in an apartment complex in Florida. He was in the watch group for
the complex. Some mes he carried a pistol. I don’t know if he habitually carried a pistol. I do not write
about Zimmerman’s ethnic background or other background other than to say he is not Black by the
usual American socio‐cultural typing.
Trayvon Mar n was a young Black man, seventeen years old, living in Florida. Some mes he visited kin
in the apartment complex. He did not live in the complex. He had not been there o en before.
On 26 February 2012, Mar n was walking through the complex. Zimmerman saw him, did not know him
as a resident or as linked to any residents, was suspicious, and called the police. The police said to do
nothing, not to follow Mar n, and to wait for them. I don’t know how long before the police arrived.
Times are given on the Internet. Zimmerman followed Mar n. Mar n no ced. The men confronted
each other. It is not clear who started what. The men fought. Mar n had Zimmerman on his back on
the ground, hi ng Zimmerman. Mar n hit Zimmerman’s head on the ground at least once, wounding
Zimmerman. Zimmerman pulled his pistol and shot Mar n. Mar n died.
In his trial, Zimmerman pled self‐defense. He was acqui ed of murdering Mar n.
It is not clear if Zimmerman suspected Mar n because Mar n was a young Black man and for no other
important reason. Mar n was wearing a “hoody” style sweatshirt or jacket. It is not clear if Zimmerman
suspected Mar n because Mar n wore a hoody, and was young, Black, and male. It is not clear if
Zimmerman engaged in what is known as “racial profiling”.
The pictures of Trayvon Mar n that appeared in the media a er the shoo ng show him as he was about
the age of 14. They do not show him at the me of the incident. He was bigger and looked more like a
young man than a boy. “Bigger and older” do not mean “criminal” or “more criminal”. The 14 year old
boy might not have been a threat to Zimmerman but the 17 year old man likely was.
I focus on reac on to the event, how reac on is biased, and how the bias hurts people.
Black people, in par cular young men, are o en suspected of “being up to no good” or engaged in crime
even when they act in normal ways that would not usually bring suspicion on White or Asian people.
People associate the clothes that Black people wear with “hoodlums” (“hoody” refers to an a ached
hood, like on the cloak of “Li le Red Hiding Hood”, and not to “hoodlum”). Even old Black people feel
this way about young Black people. Young Black people deliberately dress like stereotypical “gangstas
from da hood”, and mimic stereotypical “tough guy” behavior. As o en, Hispanic people are looked at
the same way but that a tude toward Hispanics has not go en as much a en on as the a tude
toward Blacks. Black people resent the stereotype and resist it despite dressing and ac ng it. Black

people complain, likely correctly, that non‐Blacks would look down on them even if Black people
dressed like straight White kids from the 1950s (“Leave It to Beaver”); so Black people might as well
dress and act in ways that are fun. Some mes young Black people resist the stereotype vigorously with
verbal assault. Some mes they resist with physical assault but that only confirms the stereotype. For
here, assume Mar n got angry through resentment against the stereotype and against for what Mar n
thought Zimmerman did in accord with the stereotype.
If you wish to know how young Blacks feel, visit a country where Americans are followed by the police,
security agents, gangsters, beggars, hustlers, pimps, and bar girls (or boys). Following doesn’t have to
be intrusive all the me but it does have to be intrusive some mes. It has to be there always except in
safe American enclaves. Learn how Americans learn to act in those situa ons. Think what you would
do. Think what would be the most useful way to act. Pretend you could never leave. This feeling is like
how parents feel when they are really red from their job and the world, yet all that their children can
do is give them trouble all day long.
Most Democrats, and most Black people, automa cally assume: Zimmerman represents all non‐Blacks,
especially all Whites, “except good‐hearted non‐racist Democrats like me and people similar to me”;
Zimmerman’s a tude and ac ons represents the a tude and ac ons of all non‐Blacks, especially
Whites, toward all Blacks; Zimmerman was en rely at fault; Zimmerman acted en rely out of profiling;
Zimmerman had no good mo ve; Zimmerman trying to protect the complex was only and en rely a
cover for racism and bad racist acts; the stereotypes about young Black people have no basis in fact;
Zimmerman cannot tell the diﬀerence between stereotype and fact; Zimmerman cannot tell the
diﬀerence between a Black person with bad intent versus any Black person, so he assumes all Black
people always have bad intent; Zimmerman was out to exert the authority of a non‐Black over a Black,
that is, to show that all non‐Blacks dominate all Blacks; by not doing as the police said and by following
Mar n, Zimmerman showed he had bad intent; thus everything that happened did so as a result of
Zimmerman’s bad intent, and for no other reason; all of it is Zimmerman’s fault regardless of what
Mar n did, even if Mar n started the fight; Mar n was en rely not at fault (innocent of all bad intent
and all bad acts); Mar n did nothing to raise suspicion; Mar n did not help start the fight; Mar n was
not harming Zimmerman even when Mar n was si ng on top of Zimmerman hi ng him, and even
when Mar n slammed Zimmerman’s head on the ground; Zimmerman was not in danger; Zimmerman
was not in danger of his life; Zimmerman had no reason to think he was in any danger; Zimmerman had
no right to carry a pistol even if Blacks have a right to carry a pistol; Zimmerman was en rely wrong to
shoot Mar n; and Zimmerman was en rely wrong to shoot Mar n even to defend his life.
Most Democrats, and most Black people, automa cally assume that the following factors are by far the
most important in Black life and they en rely determine the place of Blacks in American society: The
constant suspicion that Whites and Asians have of Blacks; the constant bad a tude that Whites and
Asians have toward Blacks; the constant bad acts that Whites and Asians perform against Blacks such as
following, harassing, “stop and frisk”; and the badly unequal treatment in the jus ce system. Nothing
else is worse or comes close. Race discrimina on is the overriding factor in Black life and should take all
of Black a en on. Blacks should focus their energy against the bad racial a tudes of others.

Any Black “figh ng back”, including violence, is en rely jus fied, and violence in figh ng back is never
any fault of Blacks.
I take Mar n to represent to Blacks the situa on of Blacks and their feelings. Zimmerman represents all
the bad non‐Black forces in Black life. Zimmerman represents the idea that all non‐Blacks ruin it for all
Blacks, and only non‐Blacks ruin it for Blacks. Mar n represents the idea that Blacks would be just fine if
others did not discriminate against Blacks. Blacks have total right to resist in any way they can as hard
as they can.
Although Marin and Zimmerman represent these ideas, that does not mean these ideas are true. I do
not think these ideas are fully true. How they are false does much damage to Blacks, and much of the
harm is self‐inflicted by Blacks on themselves.
Democrats publicly take the Black view without considering how much is true or false, and what good
and harm come of the Black view. Democrats take the Black view without considering weighing it
because Democrats wish to keep Blacks as clients. Democrats might agree or disagree but that is not
what is important. Even Democrats and Blacks who might see some fault in what Mar n did s ll insist
that Zimmerman is by far the most at fault, and so they imply that non‐Blacks are by far the most at fault
always.
As men oned, as far as I can recall, most media showed only the picture of Mar n aged 14. To me, that
display shows a bias along the lines of the Black view and Democra c view.
As far as I can tell, in the Black and Democra c view, the following factors are not nearly as important as
racial discrimina on against Blacks, and Blacks don’t have to worry about them un l Blacks can make
White and Asian people act be er toward Blacks. The following factors arise en rely from bias against
Blacks, and would not harm Blacks if there was no racial bias: The bad performance of Black children in
school; poor a tude of parents and children about school; the poor prepara on that Blacks have for
school; teen pregnancy and motherhood; the huge prevalence of single mothers, especially of single
mothers with children by mul ple men; Black crime; especially Black‐on‐Black crime; the tendency of
young Blacks, especially men, men to feel always disrespected and lose their temper; the prevalence of
violence as a response to many situa ons. “It is all their fault. None is our fault. What we do is always
an expression of our culture and good, including the “gangsta” a tude and acts, and the “moll” a tude
and acts. Other people have to change, fast. We don’t have to change at all. They can change even if
we have flaws and even if we don’t change. Even if we did change, they would s ll act badly toward us,
badly enough so that our change would not ma er.” “Because other people are so bad and we can’t
make it on our own honest eﬀorts, we have the right to use laws and rules that were supposed to stop
racism so as to favor us. We have the right to stress rights over responsibili es. In fact, we have few
responsibili es to all those racists. We have the right to use reverse discrimina on and PC to move
Black people ahead. We have the right to use White guilt to advance Blacks. We have the right ot make

White people feel guilty and uncomfortable so as to promote Black causes. Our racist use of an ‐racist
rules and laws is not racist.”
Republicans assume the opposite of the Black and Democra c view. Zimmerman was en rely correct.
Bias played no part in Zimmerman’s a tudes or acts. Mar n was en rely wrong and Mar n represents
all Blacks who are always en rely wrong. Bias played a huge role in Mar n’s a tude and acts. Blacks
act badly a lot of the me, and we have to be ready. Mar n over‐reacted. Zimmerman had to protect
himself just as all non‐Blacks have to protect themselves. Zimmerman represents what happens due to
bad reverse discrimina on in favor of Blacks and against non‐Blacks. Zimmerman is what happens when
a decent person acts en rely within his‐her rights to defend his‐her “hood” and home against people
that he‐she has a right to suspect, and who are sta s cally factually proven worthy of suspicion and of
fear. When so many people in a group are proven to do bad, a ra onal person must suspect all of them
and must be prepared. Blacks should change. If Blacks changed, then all non‐Blacks could and would
automa cally act be er toward them. If they won’t change, then non‐Blacks can’t act any diﬀerently
toward them. They have to change first. The law should be hugely on the side of non‐Blacks in these
cases. The Republican view can get stronger but I don’t lay that out here.
Many people in ci es also assume that the stereotypical Black‐Democra c view is not correct. They do
not take the Republican view but they do take another view. These people include many Blacks in ci es,
along with people of all colors who have faced crime (as vic m, witness, nearby resident, kin of vic m,
or friend of vic m). To be safe in a dangerous place, you have to suspect some people and you have to
keep a guard. Some mes you need to act. An ounce of preven on is worth a pound of cure.
It would take a book in itself to sort this out, and I’m sure books have been wri en.
Neither man acted well. I do not here assign how much blame to whom in this par cular case. Neither
the pure Black‐Democra c view nor the pure White‐Republican view can be correct. This is what
Zimmerman and Mar n represent to me. They show that we can and should do be er in what we
understand and how we act. They show that both sides have faults and have to address their faults.
The faults within a side might be more important than the faults of the other side. They show that
neither side wishes to address its faults.
Readers should know that I (Mike) consider Black problems with a tude, educa on, having children
young, single mothers, crime, violence, etc. more important than non‐Black a tudes‐and‐acts toward
Blacks even though the a tudes‐and‐acts of non‐Blacks are a significant hardship. The bad a tudes‐
and‐acts of Blacks are more important even than the unfairness of the jus ce system. I do not deny the
problems due to racism but Blacks have to work around them and can work around them. The current
a tudes‐and‐acts of Blacks hurt Blacks more than help them. In par cular, the idea that the problems
in the Black community can be put aside in favor of blaming Whites, the idea that Blacks can ignore their
internal issues, taking “gangstas” as role models, stressing “rights”, the use of PC to favor Blacks, and
the use of an ‐racist laws as reverse discrimina on, all hurt Blacks far more than the a tudes‐and‐acts
of non‐Blacks.

It is extremely unlikely that Blacks can get non‐Blacks not to act racist as long as Black people persist in
bad a tudes and bad acts. Yes, non‐Black people would persist in racism even if all Blacks behaved like
stereotypical angels. Yes, a lot of work would remain a er Blacks “cleaned up their own act first”. Yes,
it is hard not to act on anger and resentment when you can see racism against you and against Black
children. Yes, the Black “gangsta” stereotype can “get you oﬀ”. Yes, using reverse discrimina on and
using White guilt feels good and does get you some of what you deserve. But none of that is a reason to
persist in bad a tudes and acts, a tudes and acts that hurt you and your people much more than help.
You should not let Black schools and Black families produce bad Black minds and characters just because
non‐Blacks are s ll racist. Just as non‐Blacks should not expect Blacks to act like angels before they stop
their own racism, Blacks should not expect non‐Blacks to act like angels before they stop their racism
and before the act to help Black children and the Black community. It might be easier to act non‐racist if
you first saw, accepted, and dealt with the racism in yourself, as you ask other to see it in themselves. In
the long run, Blacks have to do it for themselves and this is the only way they can do it for themselves. If
you think my opinion disqualifies me, so be it, but you are wrong. I do not take the Republican view,
and I dislike that view. I do not take Zimmerman as a good symbol.
From the 1950s onwards, Whites and other non‐Blacks have had to examine their a tudes carefully.
Many Whites and other non‐Blacks changed for the be er. The job is not done but a good start has
been made. The change helped many Black children in their quest for be er lives. Many Black lives
really are be er now than they would have been otherwise. I do not see this sort of self‐examina on
widespread among Blacks, and so I do not see much of their needed changes.
Zimmerman was not completely wrong to suspect Mar n. S ll, Zimmerman should have followed the
advice of the police. Not to follow the advice of the police was wrong. That does not mean Zimmerman
was en rely at fault for all that happened.
Zimmerman had not been involved in many fights before. It is unlikely that Zimmerman alone started
the fight. Probably both men were at fault for allowing a fight to start.
It is unlikely Zimmerman could have run away from Mar n fast enough if Mar n were determined to
pursue him. In my experience, pursuit usually lasts only a few yards, and so it is possible Zimmerman
could have run away far enough even if Mar n began the fight and even if Zimmerman could not have
beaten Mar n in a long race. Running away is a good strategy. This idea does not mean either man was
en rely at fault or en rely correct. It means there were be er op ons that likely were not taken.
S ll, both men were wrong to fight. Suspicion of Mar n does not excuse Zimmerman if Zimmerman
accosted Mar n. Racial profiling, anger, bi erness, and defending your race do not excuse Mar n if
Mar n accosted Zimmerman.
Mar n was wrong to pound Zimmerman’s head on the ground. That endangered Zimmerman’s life.

When having your head pounded on the ground, it is reasonable to conclude that your life is in danger.
It is reasonable to use a pistol to defend yourself. Zimmerman could have avoided the incident, but,
once the incident got to that point, Zimmerman did what he had to do, and did what many Black people
would have done if a White or Hispanic man were pounding their heads on the ground and they had a
pistol.
If you had a pistol, and you saw a large man of any color pounding the head of your child on the ground,
even if your child was large, even if for some reason the man was right and your child was wrong, you
would pull the pistol and shoot the man. If you were Black, and you saw a large White man pound the
head of your child on the ground, even if for some reason the White man was right and your child was
wrong, you would pull your pistol and shoot the man. Make color and gender subs tu ons un l you
see‐and‐fully‐appreciate the intersec on of human nature, right, and wrong.
Even if Mar n was angry at being profiled, and his anger is jus fied in some idealized view, his reac on
was not useful. That kind of anger does li le good. It is en rely human to be angry especially when you
are being wronged. It is en rely human to shove somebody that you think is beli ling you (“dissing”).
But that kind of response is not useful. Most Whites, Asians, and Hispanics do not go that way. I do not
guess which group is provoked more. It adds to the heavy load already weighing on Blacks to say they
must be ra onal and show restraint when unfairly profiled and followed, but, even with the added
burden, it is hard to see how any other response will do much good. Usually anger does a lot of harm,
much more harm than good, even when it is somewhat jus fied.
Automa cally en rely blaming the non‐Black side and en rely exonera ng all Blacks does no good. That
view enables anger that is too quick, anger that is too much, and that view enables hyper‐sensi vity to
being “dissed”. It is bad reverse discrimina on.
Automa cally en rely blaming Blacks and en rely exonera ng all non‐Blacks does no good.
Work out for yourself what likely happened in the case. See both sides. Work out why pu ng blame
en rely on one race or the other is not helpful and quite harmful. Think about what you would do if you
were Black or non‐Black. Think how you wish your poli cal party to respond and why it didn’t respond
that way.
Profiling and following are unfair – even if some mes they do make sense as a defense tac c by a group
that feels fear. What should you do if profiled? What should you do if unfairly followed? What would
be the best response for your group and for society too? How do you address underlying bad acts and
a tudes by both sides that lead to profiling and following?
I have seen Black streets in Black neighborhoods in which the residents took great pride in their houses,
schools, and churches. On those streets, Black residents are as suspicious of stereotypical young Black
people just as Whites, Asians, and other non‐Blacks are suspicious. They react toward outsiders, even
Black outsiders, about as do Whites, Asians, and other non‐Blacks act towards Black people dressed as

pseudo‐“gangstas” and who act superficially like “gangstas”. If you wish to keep up the quality of your
area, what is the proper response toward people who threaten it with acts or a tudes? Is this racism or
is it ra onal? How do you draw the line? Are Blacks in good neighborhoods racists against Blacks? I
doubt it.
Again: The media make ma ers worse by showing pictures of Trayvon Mar n only when he is 14 years
old. To do that makes Mar n, and all Blacks, like permanent children and never like adults. It is a form
of lying and patronizing. Imagine if the media showed only pictures of George Zimmerman when he was
14 years old.
Why do Democrats consistently see only one side? Wouldn’t it help more if Democrats told the whole
truth, no ma er how painful?
(4 D) Black Crime; Black‐on‐Black Violence; Police Violence against Blacks
Young Blacks have become more open against racial profiling, against acts that come from profiling such
as calling the police on innocent Black people and the police prac ce of “stop and frisk”, against violence
against Blacks by people in other groups, against violence against Blacks by the police including Black
oﬃcers, and especially against police shoo ng Black people o en with seemingly less provoca on than
when the police shoot people in other groups. Much of this protest came together under the banner of
“Black Lives Ma er”.
Look up “Black Lives Ma er” on the Internet and look up commentary opposed to any simplis c view of
this situa on. Look up what Black skep cs say about “Black Lives Ma er”. Find both the truth and bias
behind “Black Lives Ma er”. Look up what some Blacks say about Blacks addressing Black problems
first. Look up FBI sta s cs on the Net. They describe kinds of crime by ethnic group and describe police
shoo ngs. I cannot refer to the “hard data” here. So, I write in generali es.
Blacks have a higher rate of most crime, especially violent personal crime, than almost all other ethnic
groups, especially crime by young men. Blacks have a higher rate of crime, including violent crime, than
other ethnic groups that seem in similar posi ons in the socio‐economic class system such as recent
immigrants and many Hispanics. Poverty, discrimina on against Blacks, and resentment by Blacks, help
explain some of the crime but only a small amount.
It is not en rely clear, but it seems most Blacks with steady jobs, middle class Blacks, upper middle class
Blacks, and Blacks who have had security in the socio‐economic system, especially if they have had
security for a couple of genera ons, seem to show crime rates similar to other ethnic groups (think of
the “Cosby Show”, “Blackish”, and any shows featuring any of the Wayans brothers). Black young men
in secure Black groups seem to show crime rates similar to young men in other similar secure ethnic
groups. When Blacks can live the usual middle class life, especially over a couple of genera ons, they
live it about as well as most other people. That is what happens to immigrants in America too. Not all
Blacks who seem decent and polite are faking. Not all Blacks are wai ng for an excuse to drop the “nice

guy” act, get angry, cry “foul”, get violent, and use PC and reverse discrimina on against non‐Blacks.
Most are pre y reasonable. Most are genuinely nice guys most of the me.
Contrary to fears by many non‐Blacks, most Black crime is not against people of other ethnic groups but
against Blacks. In par cular, Black violence is largely Black‐on‐Black. Black‐on‐Black crime has a severe
bad impact on Black communi es.
The typical Democra c response, and the typical Black response, is to blame all the crime on systema c
discrimina on and exploita on due to the socio‐economic class‐and‐race system, and to blame nothing
on Black individuals, Black groups, Black culture, or society. Blacks blame all Whites and non‐Blacks both
collec vely and individually. Individual Blacks, Black groups, culture, society, and families, are never are
to blame for any bad act. Black a tudes are never to blame. Crime does not disrupt or hurt Blacks or
the Black community. Only bias, discrimina on, and exploita on hurt because only they generate crime.
To quote “West Side Story”, “I’m depraved on account of I’m deprived”.
Blacks have to be given special considera on for a very long me to make up for the badness that they
have endured. It does not ma er that they have already been given special considera on, and that it
has not worked. Special considera on is the standard Democra c answer.
The typical Republican response is to blame Blacks for everything and never to consider the impacts of
discrimina on, scorn, marginaliza on, exploita on, poverty, the posi ve feedback cycle that develops
around crime, bad educa on, hopelessness about jobs, or social pressure. No Republican would ever
commit crime like that no ma er how poor he‐she was; no ma er what the neighborhood was like; no
ma er who did what to him, her, or the family, for how long. Republicans only commit white collar
vic mless crime. The standard Republican answer is to throw them all in jail for a long me no ma er
that prison costs a lot more than welfare and costs more than making good schools.
Neither a tude is at all useful.
The obvious comment here is to sort it out for yourself, and to put blame where it is due. Don’t make
excuses, but do see that poverty, discrimina on, etc. make their mark. Think about how White families
in long term poverty (some “White Trash”) handle the situa on. They too have high rates of crime, and
a lot of it is White‐on‐White. Think about what happens to middle class families and upper middle class
families, White or any color, when the parents lose their jobs. At the same me, we cannot excuse. We
cannot overlook that Blacks have higher rates of crime than we would expect among, for example,
Asians, Hispanics, and most Whites in similar socio‐economic situa ons. Try to think out what it is about
Black society, culture, a tudes, and pop culture might enable and feed crime, and what about Black
crime would feed back on Black pop culture, a tude, etc.
Who kills more Blacks, the police or other Blacks? The answer is “other Blacks”, by far. What the police
do to Blacks and the Black community is a drop in the ocean compared to what Blacks do to other Blacks
and to the Black community. Look at sta s cs for Chicago, Philadelphia, Oakland, and Washington DC.

In the late 1960, I lived for over a year in Oakland. In the mid‐1970s, I lived briefly in Southside Chicago,
in the only White family in sea of mostly hos le Blacks.
So why has all the focus been on the police and not on Black‐on‐Black violence? My answer is “a huge
bad a tude”. Even taking into account all the crap that Blacks endure from some police, focusing on
the a tude and acts of the police is like worrying about a clogged drain in the middle of a hurricane. It
is an eﬀec ve but bad way to distract a en on from the real problem and to make yourself feel as if
you are doing something important when really you aren’t. It is self‐decep on with bad results. It is like
another kind of drug. The Black community does not need another drug.
A er decades of marches to “end the violence”, the violence has go en worse. The violence gets worse
during bad economic mes and gets a li le be er during good economic mes (with lags for both) but it
never goes down nearly as far as it should. Whatever Blacks have been doing since the 1920s to reduce
Black‐on‐Black crime, it doesn’t work. Rather than admit this, and search for real ways that might work,
even if the real ways are not PC, Blacks would rather yell at the police and feel good for a while. Rather
than look at problems within Black culture, society, a tudes, families, and schools, Black people would
rather feel good for a while by yelling at the police.
No doubt Blacks need more community cohesion and community ac on. Maybe to get that, Blacks have
to get angry, angry at people other than Blacks. Americans had to get angry at the English before the
Revolu on. Simply poin ng out injus ce and oﬀering well‐reasoned poli cal theory is not enough. But
Blacks have been seriously angry at least since the 1950s, and it has not done much good. Another
wave of anger is not likely to produce what previous waves did not produce.
Yes, “stop and frisk” is demeaning. But old people in Black neighborhoods like it. “Stop and frisk” does
a lot of real prac cal good. Rather than focus on “stop and frisk”, focus on why police and old people
think police need “stop and frisk” and on why it helps. If “stop and frisk” really is uncons tu onal, then
it has to stop. But it doesn’t have to stop only because young Blacks feel demeaned. If your grandma
wanted to feel safe walking to the market to buy oatmeal, would you rather have “stop and frisk” or not
have it? I’d rather have it.
The Democra c response: All Blacks are vic ms. No Whites are ever vic ms (except other Democra c
clients in their role as clients). As vic ms, all Blacks are more vic mized than other vic ms. All Blacks
are jus fied in all they do, including rio ng (maybe not loo ng). No Blacks are ever racist. All non‐
Blacks are always racist, especially toward Blacks. The police are o en wrong. Anger at the police is
correct. All Black anger and Black bi erness is jus fied, to the full extent that it shows. All acts done as
a result of Black bi erness and anger are jus fied to the full extent of the act, including crime, rio ng,
murdering, figh ng back against police oﬃcers, and murdering police oﬃcers. Every oﬃcer who ever
shot a Black person was wrong, criminally wrong. Every Black person who ever was shot by a police
oﬃcer had never done anything wrong and always was a vic m. No Black person ever provoked a police
oﬃcer. No Black person ever threatened another person and so required a police oﬃcer to intervene.
All Black violence is due en rely to discrimina on and repression by non‐Blacks. Without discrimina on

and repression, there would be no Black violence. There is nothing in Black culture, society, families,
a tudes, or schools that supports general violence or Black‐on‐Black violence. Black anger never
causes any problems and never worsens any problems.
The only answer is more support through programs. Although support for programs has changed almost
nothing in over sixty years, this me s ll more support will change things.
All police oﬃcers and all police departments are only tools of racism and of the repressive Republican
business system, although police oﬃcers individually don’t know so. All police oﬃcers and forces are
like those in Los Angeles, Chicago, and the south in the 1950s. All force, even force short of violence, by
the police on any Black person is not needed and is condemned. Blacks must be carefully protected in
their encounters with the police and the courts. They need extra considera on when the police meet
them and they need to be given extra help in the courts. The presump on of innocence must be
rigorously enforced when Black people are suspected, arrested, or in court. In these condi ons,
although shoo ng of police oﬃcers is to be publicly condemned, s ll it is understandable and partly
excusable. Just as some police oﬃcers say young Blacks are “asking for it”, maybe some police oﬃcers
are “asking for it”.
Comment by Mike: Bias against young Black men in arrests and in the courts is real and has been well
documented. The ques ons: (a) What leads to such bias other than discrimina on, such as the fact that
Blacks commit more crime, and (b) What to do about it other than give Blacks extra considera on? If
nothing else works, extra considera on might be needed but I deeply hope not.
Comment by Mike: In America, violence against police oﬃcers is never jus fied and I condemn all of it.
It is ugly and evil. No excuses are allowable.
Of course, the Republican response is the opposite of the Black and Democra c response. You can go
through the exercise of flipping the above comments around.
Comment by Mike: I doubt very much that Black crime and violence can be cured by any of the methods
in use now. One root lies in racism, oppression, discrimina on, and compara ve poverty but another
root equally large lies in Black culture, society, a tudes, families, and schools. Few people are honest
about those causes and are willing to address those causes. As long as those causes remain, then the
current situa on will go on. As long as those causes remain, it will not be possible to do much about
racism, oppression, discrimina on, and compara ve poverty. Blacks and Democrats will con nue to
blame others, and Republicans will con nue to blame Blacks alone. Every once in a while, things will get
be er or worse for a while. Now that Blacks have se led into chronic anger and bi erness, that anger
will con nue, and will be aimed at the police and at non‐Blacks. That anger will also increase Black‐on‐
Black crime and Black marginaliza on.

(4 E) Recent Hispanic People Who Come to the United States from the South
I do not use the term “illegal immigrant” when I can avoid it.
How many people enter the US legally and illegally, and how many stay illegally, depends on economic
condi ons in the US. When condi ons are good, many people come illegally and stay illegally, and many
come legally but then stay illegally. When condi ons are not good, fewer come and fewer stay. Even in
bad condi ons, people come and stay illegally. People come through two main routes: (1) across the
southern border with Mexico, and (2) through airports. Legal immigrants do come through the southern
border. Most people who come through airports and stay illegally at first came legally, as on visas for
tourism, study, and work. What ra o come through the southern border legally or illegally and then
stay illegally, and what ra o come legally through airports but then stay illegally, varies with condi ons.
During the early boom years of Bush 2, about 5000 people entered and stayed illegally every day (yes,
every day). I am not sure what ra o came in through airports and what ra o came in from the south.
During the Great Recession that began in 2007, there was a net loss (out migra on) of illegal Hispanics.
Even during the Great Recession, people s ll came through airports and stayed illegally. Since about
2015, about 1000 people per day enter legally or illegally and stay illegally. Most illegal immigra on
now is through airports where people enter legally but stay illegally. A guess: of about 1000 per day
that stayed illegally in 2018, about 750 came through airports while 250 came through the south. Since
at least 2009, the southern border has not been the main source of illegal immigra on and Hispanics
have not been the majority of illegal immigrants.
Some people on terror watch lists do try to enter the US. The vast majority come through airports. Only
a small number, I think less than 10 per year, try to come through the southern border. Even those are
criminal terrorists and not terrorists for poli cal or religious reasons.
I do not summarize legal immigra on. Legal immigra on much surpasses illegal immigra on. Again, it
depends on economic condi ons.
Illegal immigra on is important both for real reasons, mostly having to do with jobs in the United States,
and as a symbol of stress in the US. Which reason is most important depends on the person and Party. I
mistrust symbols. In contrast, both Par es stress symbols; but diﬀerently. Republicans use Hispanics to
capture the fears of White‐Asian‐and‐Black working and middle class people, and to represent the belief
that the world abuses the US. Republicans get tough on Hispanics to show they are tough in general and
to protect clients. Democrats use immigra on to oppose Republicans and to signal to poten al clients
that the Democra c Party can be their champion. Both Par es use immigra on to recruit and to hold
clients but from diﬀerent groups and in diﬀerent ways.
For me, the relevant reality is whether the US can sustain full ideals of democracy and fairness, in the
American fashion (the “American Way”), in the face of heavy immigra on, legal and illegal. I think illegal
immigra on might pose slightly more of a threat but maybe not much more. The threat depends less on
the quan ty of immigra on but more on the decline of understanding and ci zenship among Americans

who have been here a long me. Economic and poli cal stresses eroded understanding and ci zenship
among long term Americans, on both the le and right, since the mid‐1970s but especially since Reagan.
Inept ci zens cannot teach immigrants to be good ci zens. Inept Americans cannot teach immigrants to
be good Americans. If we felt be er about being Americans, if we acted more adeptly as ci zens and
we felt jus fiably proud of our skill as ci zens, we would feel less bad about immigra on in general. We
would tend to deal with it as a prac cal issue rather than a symbolic issue.
Beginning in the 1970s, drug cartels began mass producing cocaine and shipping it to the United States,
mostly through the Caribbean. Beginning in the middle 1990s, the United States eﬀec vely shut down
the smuggling routes through the Caribbean, so the cartels needed new routes. People in Mexico had
long been smuggling marijuana into the US. The Colombian cartels began a new route through Central
America (look up the countries there), through Mexico, to the Mexican smugglers, and into the United
States. Central American and Mexican smugglers added other drugs such as amphetamines and opiates.
They also took control of smuggling people into the United States.
The Central American and Mexican smugglers got quite rich and powerful, became very bad people, and
corrupted their na ons. They began a wave of violence that is almost unprecedented in the 1900s and
2000s for violence not commi ed by the military or police. The violence reaches beyond the drug gangs
to harm families, neighborhoods, rural areas, villages, towns, and ci es. People from Colombia to the
Southwest US learned to use violence to get what they wished for, including using kidnapping, robbery,
murder, rape, sex slavery, blackmail, extor on, and human traﬃcking.
At the same me, (a) tradi onal ways of life, mostly through agriculture, failed; and (b) people had more
children and more children survived. People in Central America and Mexico could not make a living as
they had done for three thousand years. People always had many children but most died. Now people
have seven or eight children who survive. Unlike Europe, America, and Japan when they went through
similar periods, Central American people had no way to support the surviving children and they did not
at first use birth control. Modest industrializa on in Mexico (mostly assembly factories and some simple
chemical manufacturing) helped but certainly did not solve the problem.
People from below the border have long come to the United States. To tell this story correctly, I should
tell it in the context of that long‐term large‐scale migra on. But I cannot take the space here. Look on
the Internet. Find stories about ba les over this immigra on, ba les waged o en since at least the
1920s. Read about the “zoot suit” riots in Los Angeles and which ethnic groups fought. Find out when
marijuana was first made illegal in the United States and why.
To make a living, escape violence and corrup on, and because transporta on became more available,
people from Central America and Mexico began to come to the US increasingly in the 1970s, and then
even more in the 1990s and early 2000s.
From now on, rather than use “people from Central America and Mexico”, I say “Hispanics” or “La ns”.
Do NOT use the term “Mexicans” to mean all Hispanics. My usage glosses over the fact that people

from Puerto Rico, South America, the Dominican Republic, other areas in the Caribbean, and Spain, are
also rightly called “Hispanic” or “La n”, but using long exact phrases is cumbersome. I apologize for any
unintended insult. (Brazilians speak their version of Portuguese, not Spanish, but people in the US s ll
incorrectly call them “Hispanics”.)
I think that most Hispanics who entered the US through the southern border at first were Mexicans but
now most are from countries south of Mexico. I think the numbers of Mexicans who come to the United
States and leave from it now are about equal, resul ng in no net immigra on from Mexico. There is s ll
posi ve net immigra on from countries south of Mexico, most of it illegal.
I think American enforcement oﬃcers prevent about 10% of illegal Hispanics from entering the US and
staying in the US. I don’t know how many are stopped at‐or‐near the border and how many are caught
later. 90% of illegal Hispanics get through. The reasons for this low rate of catching are the diﬃculty in
enforcing the border, agencies charged with catching are desperately under‐staﬀed and under‐funded,
and the allure of jobs in the US is so high that so many Hispanics try to get in that only a massive eﬀort
could stop the majority.
It seems the obvious answer would be make jobs harder to get and hold. Why is it so easy for Hispanics
to get and hold jobs in the United States? The simple true answer is that middle level business people,
nearly all Republicans, want cheap labor. Business people want Hispanics. Business people don’t report
them to the police. Business people help avert the police. Republicans do all this. See below.
Hispanics have been coming here for a long me so why is there so much fuss now? There has been
fuss before. About once a genera on fussing turns into a big issue. Since the 1970s, more Hispanics
than ever before have come, so that is one reason for more fuss now.
The biggest reason for the fuss now likely is American jobs and wage levels combined with the recent
high number of illegal immigrants. Since the late 1970s, Americans have had fewer jobs, especially few
good jobs with benefits, and real wages have stagnated. Americans are touchy about wage levels and
lack of jobs. For many Hispanics to come in and get jobs, any jobs, while long‐ me Americans cannot
find good jobs, cannot find bad jobs, or cannot find any jobs at all, is quite hard. (Hispanics take jobs
that Americans won’t take, such as farm labor, but that is another issue.)
The touchiness of workers about jobs goes directly against the fact that business people, Republicans,
want a lot of cheap labor, including Hispanic labor. One part of the Republican Party, business people,
wants cheap labor, including Hispanic labor, and they don’t care how they get it. Another part of the
Party, the working and middle class, hates cheap labor and has grown to hate Hispanics. The group of
Republicans that get cheap labor has been able to keep a en on oﬀ themselves so the group that hates
cheap labor doesn’t see what is going on in their own Republican Party. Ironically, one way the group
that gets cheap labor is able to divert a en on away from itself is to keep the group that hates cheap
labor agitated against cheap labor. Blame the people who get hired and so divert a en on away from
the people who hire. If American workers and small business people were s ll Democrats, this ba le

would be like ba les in the past but now enough American workers and small business people are
Republicans, so this ba le diﬀers. I do not point out how this me is not like the past so please use your
imagina on.
How are so many illegal workers able to stay here?
(1) Business people, mostly Republicans, who want cheap labor, protect them.
(2) Americans don’t like “calling the cops” on anybody, especially when a person is hardworking, clean,
fairly quiet, responsible, religious, sends children to school, and the children appear to get along fairly
well, as is the case with most Hispanics. Even American workers who have lost jobs don’t like calling the
cops on Hispanics. This a tude is changing somewhat.
(3) Churches and religious groups think they can gain new members from among the Hispanics, and so
protect them, in par cular the Roman Catholic Church does this. People who wish to feel jus fied and
heroic protect them, and many of these people are aﬃliated with a church.
(4) The Democra c Party has protected them because the Party thinks it can recruit them as clients. The
Party protects them so as to curry favor with the Hispanics who are already here, here either legally or
fairly securely, and who can vote or can exert power. The Democra c Party protects them to validate its
self‐image as champion of the underdog. Republicans would like to protect them so as to gain them as
clients, but, so far, Hispanics have resisted suppor ng the Republican Party even if most of their work
comes from Republican business people.
(5) Hispanics already in the United States legally, and ci zens with Hispanic ancestry, protect the illegal
immigrants in many ways, including illegal ways. Some of the Hispanic protectors are uneasy that the
recent illegal immigrants break the laws and some protectors don’t care as long as the people that they
help are fellow Hispanics.
You should stop to ponder whether the support of Republican business people or Democra c poli cians
is really more eﬀec ve in protec ng Hispanics.
The various forces overlap.
(6) Two quirks in American law help. (6A) Anybody who claims asylum has to be heard. Un l recently,
the claim could be based on domes c violence, gang violence, poli cal violence, or threat of physical
harm such as from extor on. Hispanics could apply for asylum by going to a US consulate or other
oﬃce, either within the Hispanic country or at the US border. Un l recently, Hispanics who came to the
US without applying for asylum first, and who likely had entered illegally, could apply for asylum if they
were arrested for being here illegally – but usually they could not apply for asylum if they had been
arrested for a serious crime such as robbery. (6B) Any child born in the US is a ci zen of the US even if
his‐her parents are here illegally. Any ci zen (the child) of the US has the right to request that his‐her

near kin come to the US. So, while the parents of a Hispanic child born in the US might be subject to
deporta on, to deport them is not worth the eﬀort. The child, who is a US ci zen, can simply apply for
them to return. Rather than waste me and money on both sides, simply let the illegal parents and
other near kin stay. Children born in the US who can serve to keep near kin in the US are called “anchor
babies”. Children who came here when they were s ll young and can be used as levers to keep parents
in the United States also some mes are called “anchor babies” or “anchor children”.
The use of anchor babies is common among people from outside the United States. Students from
China, Korea, Japan, India, Thailand, Europe, and the Middle East have children in the United States so
the child is a US ci zen, so parents can stay, or, more o en, return at a later me. The prac ce is not a
Hispanic plot. If you wish to stop Hispanics from using anchor babies, then you have to change general
immigra on law. To not allow a child born in the US to be a US ci zen might require a Cons tu onal
amendment.
(6C) In recent years, un l the Trump administra on, the idea that it was not worth the eﬀort to deport
the near kin of an American was applied not only to the near kin of anchor babies but to the near kin of
children who been born outside the US but who had lived in the United States since they were young,
whose primary culture was American, and whose primary language was American English. The Obama
administra on called these people “Dreamers”. (6D) It takes a long me to go through the legal process
to decide whether a claim for asylum is valid. Rather than waste me and money on both sides going
through the claim and deciding, if a claimant proved to be a good ci zen, it was easier and cheaper to let
him‐her and near kin stay in the United States.
(7) In the regular immigra on process, a Hispanic person can apply to come to the United States or can
apply to stay here if already here legally such as while studying. Not only many Hispanics go through
this regular legal process but so do Asians, South Asians, and Europeans. I do not dwell on other paths
such as through military service.
Having one member of a family bring in other kin, who might then bring in other kin, and so on, is called
“chain migra on”. There are other uses of the term but they are not relevant here.
I do not know the latest sta s cs about migra on, legal and illegal, since the Great Recovery began to
cool in 2017 and since Trump’s trade war. I think the pa ern is much the same as from a er 2013, with
about 1000 per day of illegal immigrants, most through airports and not through the south.
If you wish to stop most illegal immigra on, which comes through airports, first you have to go a er the
fairly‐well‐oﬀ usually‐middle‐and‐upper‐middle‐class people, with jobs, who add to the economy and
pay taxes, and who o en are tall and pale rather than short and brown. Legal changes have to address
both groups. You cannot use the law simply to act against brown Hispanics from the south because they
are a symbol of what you don’t like about the modern world and your place in it.

How many Hispanics come into the United States illegally primarily to seek work and how many come
because their lives are at risk due to domes c violence, general violence, gang violence, or the violence
of poli cal repression? How many come for economic reasons and how many come because they really
need asylum? It is hard to say because poli cal repression, violence, and economic hardship come
together. I would guess more than 90% come primarily for economic reasons while less than 10% face
deep las ng violence and‐or repression, aimed primarily at them, from which the only escape is asylum.
Some Hispanics have learned to ask for asylum automa cally if detained even if they know they don’t
qualify or they are not even sure what asylum is. Asking for asylum is now another tool in the fight to
get to stay in the US. I don’t know how many Hispanics use that tac c.
For context: If a person from Central America wished to flee violence, that person could ask for asylum
in South America or Mexico and does not have to come to the US. Likewise, a Mexican could flee to
Central America, South America, the Caribbean, or Europe. The level of threat, and lack of jobs, likely is
as great in major American ci es as it is in Central America and Mexico. I am serious, I am not joking or
being rhetorical. Where do residents of Houston, Chicago, Detroit, Oakland, and Philadelphia go? Do
we have to give them some kind of asylum? Why should incoming Hispanics get jobs when the people
in Chicago don’t get decent jobs? How do incoming Hispanics get jobs when they don’t get jobs? Why
are incoming Hispanics protected from the police when, according to Black residents of those ci es,
Black residents of American ci es are not protected?
These comments do not mean we should never give asylum to any Hispanics but we do need to keep the
issues of asylum and economic hardship in context, and we need to separate asylum.
Almost on the day that I began to write about this topic, Jeﬀ Sessions, then A orney General, said: (1)
Threats of violence, gang violence, extor on, some poli cal discrimina on and violence, and domes c
abuse, would no longer be accepted as condi ons by which to apply for asylum. I am not clear about
discrimina on based on religion, ethnicity, and gender. (2) Only people who applied in the normal fully
legal way for asylum, to an American oﬃce before entering the US, would be considered for asylum. (3)
Any person in the United States illegally could not apply for asylum. If a person had entered illegally,
even if that person had a fairly good case for asylum, that person could not apply retroac vely. (4) The
Trump administra on is blocking a empts by non‐Americans in military service to get ci zenship. The
Trump administra on is blocking non‐American residents, legal and illegal, from military service, likely
because they can use military service as a route to ci zenship. The Trump administra on uses the
excuse of na onal security but that claim is simply an evasion. I consider these ac ons to be a acks on
the military and to be shameful.
As I said in another essay, by far the easiest and most eﬀec ve way to control immigra on would be to
arrest and punish‐with‐long‐jail‐sentences any people that employ illegal aliens. This ac on would hit
Republican business people hardest. To a small extent, this method was used in the 1980s. It has since
been dropped. Please do not forget that this method has NOT been seriously proposed by either Party
since. Ask yourself why.

How many immigrants can the United States sustain and s ll retain its character? The answer depends
on where the immigrants come from, their culture, and their society in their place of origin. It depends
on the long‐term health of the American economy. It depends on how much land, water, and nature
remain. It depends on how many Americans remain who can teach right values and the American way
of life. It depends on the health of American poli cs. I think already we have too few Americans who
can teach our way of poli cs and life, not because American character was drowned by Hispanics but
because too many Americans of all colors, religions, genders, ages, occupa ons, and regions aborted
real American values (not the fake values espoused by either Party). Already American poli cs is too far
gone for reasons that have nothing to do with Hispanics. America might handle 1000 illegal immigrants
per day ‐ maybe. Likely America cannot handle 5000 per day.
In my experience, most immigrants, legal and illegal, have great respect for the ideal of democracy, for
the American economy, and the American way of life built on modest prosperity. Because many have
experienced bad government and bad economies, they have more respect than Americans do. Despite
respec ng the ideal, they do not yet understand how to turn the ideal into a workable system. They
tend to falter on points such as nepo sm. How to turn the ideal into a workable real is more important
than the simple ideal. That is what we should be teaching immigrants but we are not. To teach it, we
have to know and prac ce it. We have to work on that problem more than we have to work on issues of
immigra on. If we could teach immigrants the prac cal ideal then likely we would be able to deal with
immigra on much be er and would not use it as a mere symbol and a mere tool in par sanship.
Regardless of how many illegal immigrants per day the American economy can handle, the immigrants
are illegal. They are breaking the law. They erode the rule of law. They contradict a deep value, the
rule of law. In asking for asylum, or in using asylum as a tool, presumably they are saying that the rule of
law does not where they fled and they seek to live where the rule of law does hold – yet their presence
here illegally gives the lie to that claim. Does tolera ng one such immigrant per year totally undermine
rule of law? Not if we can tolerate all of Trump’s an cs. Does tolera ng 5000 such immigrants per day
totally erode rule of law? When Americans think of 5000 illegal immigrants per day, they think not of
undermining the rule of law but of eroding their pocketbooks, so maybe the a tude of legal Americans
already has done more to erode the rule of law than 5000 illegal immigrants per day.
Despite living here illegally and so partly undermining rule of law, in fact illegal Hispanics are more law
abiding than Americans born here. They are arrested less o en, especially for harsh crimes. Contrary to
lies by Trump, major Hispanic gangs all started in the US, mostly in prisons, even if gangs later reached
out into Mexico and Central America. The crime rate among illegal Hispanics is less than among legal
Blacks and, I would guess, legal poor Whites. In part, illegal immigrants obey the law because they fear
ge ng caught, but the law‐abiding tendency of Hispanic immigrants seems to run deeper than that.
Having lived where the law does not hold, they appreciate when it does hold. Keep this tendency to
follow the law in mind when assessing the impact of illegal Hispanics on rule of Law and when assessing
claims of President Trump about crimes, criminals, gangs, and terrorists.

The typical Democra c response: (a) ALL the Hispanics are de facto refugees and deserve asylum. (b)
The bad economic condi ons south of the border amount to persecu on, and we should see even those
Hispanics that come to America to seek work as refugees. (c) Everyone Hispanic who came here without
first seeking asylum at a consulate, but then later claims asylum, must be treated as if he‐she did first
seek asylum in the regular. For those people, being in the US illegally is not a crime. Everyone who
seeks asylum should be granted asylum immediately on the face of his‐her claim. (d) Even those that
come here primarily to seek work do not really come primarily to seek work but a dream. Coming to
seek work is a long American story. It is a right. We should make it a privilege under law. Why should
we in this genera on deprive Hispanic people of the right to come here to seek work when previous
genera ons let in legions from Europe, China, and Japan. (I omit considera on of slavery.) (e) The only
reason that Hispanics must come here to seek safety is because the American greed for cocaine and
other drugs created ALL violence and evil in their countries. They are vic ms. We are responsible for
ALL bad that befalls them just as Whites in the United States are responsible for all the bad that befalls
all Blacks (who are always innocent) and men in the US are responsible for all bad that befalls women.
Because we destroyed their lives, we must fix their lives. (f) We should give them special status under
the law. We should never arrest them for immigra on viola ons. Eﬀec vely we should eliminate the
dis nc on between legal immigrant versus illegal immigrant for them but not for others. We should not
worry whether they pay taxes, have a driver’s license, or have auto insurance. We should allow them to
vote. We should give them state benefits such as welfare, health care, and schooling even if they do not
pay taxes. We should allow them to chain migrate. All their babies are anchor babies. (g) The United
States easily can assimilate all Hispanics that come here. 5000 per day is not too many. Mexico and
Central have a combined popula on of several hundred million. If all of them came here, we could
absorb them all easily. (h) All Hispanics who are here right now should get amnesty and ci zenship. (i)
If we do all this for Hispanics, no other group will wish for similar treatment. All other groups will accept
being treated as before under the laws as before. All other groups will accept special treatment for
Hispanics without jealousy.
Predictably, the Republican response is pre y much the opposite on all points. I don’t go through the
exercise. The Republican a tude amounts not to trea ng Hispanics like other people who have to live
under the rule of law but like trea ng them as sub‐humans that we use laws to control.
As usual, neither side is acceptable.
Whining about the other side is not enough. You figure out a good plan. You figure out how to make it
work with laws. Keep in mind this is a chronic problem that has recurred half‐a‐dozen mes since 1920.
Keep in mind how people enter the US, mostly through airports, but don’t forget the southern border.
About 1985, Reagan and the Democrats thought they had it solved and had ended illegal immigra on
once‐and‐for‐all but they were wrong. How many immigrants from all sources, legal and illegal, and
how many Hispanics, can America absorb? Figure out how to keep the number below the limit using
only the law. How many can we absorb economically and how many can we teach good ci zenship?
How do we make ourselves be er ci zens and be er Americans so we can adeptly teach immigrants to
be good ci zens and Americans? Don’t forget to arrest all people who hire illegal workers. Don’t allow

the trick of “work permits” to run around the law and subvert it. You might consider legalizing some
drugs and taxing them so as to undermine gangsters, create a strong US industry, and make more state
revenue. What would happen if we fully legalized marijuana and white powdered cocaine?
(4 F) Biased Repor ng.
On 14 July 2018, I saw a case of biased repor ng on the news. I do not say which news. I am sure the
network did not know it was biased and would have corrected the bias if it saw its own bias. I am sure
the network thought it was promo ng be er race rela ons and helping people come to grips with their
inner prejudice. The network reported the following three stories together:
(1) Two Black men came into a coﬀee shop, sat down, but declined to order. They two Black men said
they were wai ng for a friend. Workers in a coﬀee shop called the police a er only 10 minutes. The
police came quickly and arrested the men for illegal trespass. The friend showed up shortly a er the
police. This is a fairly straigh orward case of profiling and fear. It is not unusual to call the police on
people who sit in shops and don’t order, or who use the toilet but don’t order, but usually the staﬀ waits
for more than 10 minutes. Staﬀ members usually call the police faster with Blacks than with Whites or
East Asians. I don’t know about Hispanics or people who look Middle Eastern or South Asian.
The two Black men handled the situa on very well. They were upset but did not get angry and they did
not start a scene. Rather than “sue the pants oﬀ” the restaurant and the police, they se led for a small
token amount (I think 1 dollar) and the provision that the restaurant chain carry out a comprehensive
program of educa on on race issues. No be er resolu on could be reached. I am not sure but I think
TV news did not o en report this resolu on along with the story.
(2) A White woman called the police on a Black girl for selling bo led water. It is not clear if the girl was
using the property of the White woman to sell the water. The woman who called the police said the
issue was that the girl did not have a permit but more likely the woman did not want any child selling
anything near the property of the woman. The fact that the girl was Black might have made the woman
more annoyed. I think that is how neighbors took it and that is what the news implied.
(3) At a neighborhood pool, the “guards” are volunteer residents; they serve on a rota on. Almost all
residents in the neighborhood, people at the pool, and guards, are White or Asian. A Black family came
to use the pool. The Black family lived in the area and had a right to use the pool. The guard asked to
see their ID as residents. The guard, a White man, had not seen them before and did not know them as
residents. To ask for ID from people that the guards do not recognize is common because it keeps out
non‐residents. Apparently Black non‐residents try to “sneak into” the pool o en enough so that it is an
issue. The mother of the resident Black family was sure the only reason the man asked to see their ID is
because they are Black. The White guard said that was not the only reason or even the primary reason.
The network did NOT report the following stories although the stories were on the Internet at the same
me:

(a) A 91 year old Mexican man was visi ng his children and grandchildren in the United States, as he had
done many mes. A er he visited, he always returned to Mexico. As he was walking on the street near
a park, as he also had done before, he passed a Black woman. She picked up a brick (or piece of rubble),
struck the man on the head a couple mes, and began screaming “Go back”, “You don’t live here”, and
racial slurs. The old Hispanic man fell down. Black men rushed over. The Black woman and Black men
kicked him repeatedly. The old man survived but had a broken jaw and broken ribs.
(b) In a restaurant, four Black women were seated at a table. Their server, a non‐Black woman, brushed
the knee of one of the Black women with her leg. All four Black women jumped up, grabbed and struck
the server, knocked her down, pushed over the table with food on it, struck the server more while she
was down, robbed the server of several hundred dollars, and fled the restaurant. A warrant was put out
for their arrest. I don’t know if they were arrested or convicted.
To me, stories (a) and (b) are more telling than (1), (2), and (3). If we reversed the races in stories (a)
and (b), what would be the reac on? Imagine a mob of Hispanics bea ng up an old Black man. Imagine
a gang of four White women bea ng up and robbing a Black waitress, and trashing the restaurant. Who
uses violence and who does not? Why weren’t (a) and (b) on the TV news?
Which stories do you think the Democra c Party would stress and which overlook? Why? Is that tac c
by the Party helpful or hur ul? How about Republicans?
The point is not that one race is good and another race is bad, or one race is be er and other races are
worse. The points are: There is too much racial tension all around. All races show racism and all races
suﬀer from racism by other races. All races have bad a tudes. All races do harm. Races pick on those
people they feel they can get away with picking on. Violence is bad and wrong (except in self defense or
to defend people unable to defend themselves). We all can do be er. Pa ence and cau on are good.
Your group might suﬀer from faults of a tude and culture that make things worse. Anger, bi erness,
and violence are not useful responses even to long‐term disrespect. Even professional networks have
bias. Now the bias is o en pro‐Black and an ‐White. Bias on the networks cannot counter bias in real
life. Only full truthful repor ng can counter bias. When you see racial bias by any group, even one that
has been the vic m of racial bias such as Blacks, call it as you see it. If Blacks have a tudes or do things
that hurt or don’t help, say so, even if you are Black. If Whites have a tudes or do things that hurt or
don’t help, say so, even if you are White. The truth is always our friend.
(4 G) Should Women Golfers Compete on the Men’s Tour, and Vice Versa?
This case is not heavy, which might be a relief a er the above cases. Readers who have heard of Renee
Richards and tennis can apply the same ideas here to tennis. Apply the ideas to basketball.
Men usually don’t understand why women are so unhappy when men point out diﬀerences between
the sexes (genders) even when diﬀerences seem obvious, innocuous, or charming. (1) Almost always:

(a) when a man or non‐feminist woman points out a diﬀerence; (b) even if the diﬀerence has no real
implica ons for competency in poli cs, ci zenship, business, school, math, science, etc.; (c) men use the
diﬀerence as an excuse to marginalize women, paint them as inferior, reduce their rights, and give men
privileges over women. (2) Diﬀerences are always used to disadvantage women, never to advantage
them, and never neutrally, even when the diﬀerences could not possibly be relevant. Women like high
heeled shoes; that prac ce shows they are stupid and prone to self‐destruc ve fads, so they should not
vote or hold oﬃce. On average, the brains of women are about 5% to 10% smaller than of men. That
fact shows the same, shows women are not educable and so we should not spend money on school for
them, and shows women should not have posi ons of authority in business ‐ despite any objec ve test
scores and any objec ve assessments of educa on or judgment, and despite a clear record of success.
Many diﬀerences are learned, have no basis in biology, and show nothing about diﬀerent abili es, yet
men amplify the diﬀerence and use it to discriminate, as with shoes, diﬀerences such as that now
women tend to wear skirts while men wear pants, or women use cosme cs o en while men rarely do.
Facts that might show the superiority of women in some ways are ignored. Women might have a higher
brain‐to‐body ra o than men. The bridge between the two halves of the brain is compara vely larger in
women, and maybe faster, than the bridge in men, so maybe women process faster and be er. Women
seem to handle stress be er. What would you make of the fact that women all over, in various cultures,
on average, actually do say many more words per day than men (about three mes as many)?
Rather than fight over all these diﬀerences that really don’t mean anything at all, women feel it is be er
to deny any‐and‐all diﬀerences. Women are not more intui ve. Women are not more nurturing and
suppor ve. Women are not physically weaker in any way. Women are not pre er. Women are not
be er speakers. Women do not talk more. Women do not process faster and be er. Women’s brains
are not smaller and women do not have a larger bridge between brain halves. If pre y men ever were
culturally valued, men would wear makeup.
In prac ce, of course, women put down women, likely more than men do, but I leave that issue aside.
We can’t ignore diﬀerences. Some diﬀerences are interes ng and‐or fun. To ignore diﬀerences is not
scien fic. Yet we cannot persist in using diﬀerences to put down women. Especially we cannot magnify
diﬀerences that couldn’t possibly ma er in important areas such as ci zenship so men can put down
women. If lips ck makes no diﬀerence in vo ng, then why care so much? Because men make it ma er
so much, and make it ma er in the wrong ways, even when it shouldn’t.
What to do? What is the correct balance? Democrats say we must pretend there are no diﬀerences, at
all, regardless of science and what our own experience tells us. That does not work. It sets up backlash
and greater irra onality.
Men and women play golf remarkably equally except for one big diﬀerence. Men hit the ball longer in
general and especially hit the drive oﬀ the tee longer (the opening shot on each hole). Except for the

drive, the greater distance on other shots does not make much diﬀerence. Men professionals average
about 285 to 290 yards per drive. A strong hi er might average 305 yards. With women professionals,
the average drive is about 250 yards and a strong hi er might average 275 yards. Women do hit the ball
300 yards at mes, some of them consistently. A er the drive, men and women hardly diﬀer. Women
are almost exactly equal to men. Watching the “short game” (near the green) and the pu ng (on the
green) of women golfers is fun. I think women in general are slightly be er than men a er the drive but
I am a recent fan and so might be biased. When women are allowed to hit their tee shots from closer
to the hole by about 35 to 40 yards, they can compete with men fairly easily.
Men professional golfers make much more per tournament and on the golf tour as a whole than women
professionals, greater than the diﬀerence between men and women for equal work or comparable work
of about 25% to 30% now. The gap in golf is not due to any systema c gender bias that I have seen but
is due to the fact that the public prefers to see men play and the preference leads to higher adver sing
prices on TV and to higher “purses”. I don’t explain why the pubic prefers to see men. This is roughly
the diﬀerences that we find in women’s professional basketball versus men’s basketball, and in men’s
American football versus men’s soccer in the United States. In Europe, soccer and “American football”
would be the other way around. A comparable diﬀerence prevails in tennis but the diﬀerence in tennis
has go en less recently because women’s tennis seems to be more popular than men’s tennis now.
Should women play on the men’s tour without any advantage such as star ng from 40 yards closer? It
has been tried. Anika Sorenstam did well in the middle 2000s for a few tournaments, and I am glad she
tried. But diﬀerence in distance oﬀ the tee is a high barrier. It became clear that she could not compete
to win over the long run.
Is there anything that can be done to allow men and women to compete in the same arena without
giving women what would seem like an unfair advantage? Likely no. What does that say about how we
should see men, women, and diﬀerences? Does that imply anything for other arenas such as poli cs,
business, math, and science?
Should women play on the men’s tour with a posi ve “handicap” to make up for diﬀerence oﬀ the tee?
Should women be allowed to tee up the ball 40 yards ahead of men? That allowance is given all the
me on courses in casual play but that allowance does not seem right for an oﬃcial event in which men
and women would compete. Should everybody get to hit the tee shot from a diﬀerent place depending
on body weight somewhat like there are weight classes in boxing and MMA? Should we use how much
a person can bench press as the index? Should we use height or body fat percentage? Should we use a
complex formula that will please nobody and oﬀend everyone? None of that seems right.
If women are allowed to play on the men’s tour, why can’t men play on the women’s tour? That seems
only fair. I am quite sure women would never allow it. Men would dominate. Even if men had to start
further back than women, likely s ll men would dominate. And, if men had to start further back enough
so men did not dominate, then some man would sue, saying that such discrimina on is unfair, and likely

he would win. If women were allowed to play on the men’s tour but with a 40 yard advantage on the
ini al tee shot, again some man would sue and likely win.
Likely, we have to put up with two diﬀerent tours and with men making more than women.
What does that mean?
It does not mean that women are less intelligent or less adept at poli cs, business, educa on, the arts,
or anything. This diﬀerence in golf is not extendable to any other realm. It helps to see situa ons as in
golf to appreciate which diﬀerences really ma er (few) and which do not (nearly all). The diﬀerence in
golf does not mean women in general should make less than men for the same work or for comparable
work. It does not mean that women can’t be good leaders, including poli cal leaders. If a woman can
engineer a space satellite as well as a man, she should make as much money. If a woman can nego ate
a deal be er than a man, she should make more money. If a woman is worth more to a business firm as
a microbiologist than a man is worth to a university as an engineer, she should, and now does, make
more money. If a woman can play music be er than a man, she might make as much money as Beyonce
Knowles, Taylor Swi , or Katy Perry, and she deserves it. If a woman can be representa ve, senator, or
governor, then likely she can be President.
The fact that a man project head in a business firm makes 30% more than a woman head for equivalent
work is not the same, and does not come from the same reasons, as the fact that men golfers make
more than women. The facts are related but not the same. One is a ma er of bias (the diﬀerence in
salary in the business firm) and the other a ma er of market and audience. It would take too long here
to explain. This is why Democrats, and readers of this essay, need to know more than a li le economics
if they wish to see accurately and act correctly.
Learn to use your head. Learn to appreciate similari es and diﬀerences. Learn what ma ers for free
ci zens in a democracy and what does not. You can do that. The vast majority of golf fans can see the
diﬀerence between men and women without using that to support general gender bias.
The stereotypical Democra c response: There is no diﬀerence between men and women, regardless of
what we see with our own eyes and what sta s cs say. Women hit the ball as far as men do. All claims
of diﬀerences result from bias and from bias only. The following facts are en rely and only due to sexist
bias: audiences for golf are mostly men, men prefer to see men play, men will pay more to see men play
golf, TV will pay more for men’s golf, and sponsors of ads on TV will pay more for ads on men’s golf than
on women’s golf. Men need to be educated. If necessary, men must be forced by law to be educated.
Business firms need to be educated. Business firms must be forced by law. Sports shows and channels
need to be forced to air as much women’s golf as men’s golf. If needed, the amount of men’s golf has to
be reduced un l the air me is equal. The law must compel business firms to pay as much for ads on
women’s golf as ads on men’s golf. The law must compel tournaments to pay as much for women’s
prizes as for men’s prizes. Women must receive as much for first, second, third, and so on, as men. If
women may wear shorts while they play, men may wear shorts – this point shows we are not biased

against men. If women may wear skirts, men may wear skirts. Women must be allowed to play in
men’s tournaments. Even though we just said there is no diﬀerence between men and women, when
women play in men’s tournaments, women must tee up the ball 50 yards ahead of men. Even though
we just said there is no diﬀerence between men and women, men should not be allowed to play on the
women’s tour. If men insist on playing on the women’s tour, they must tee up the ball 60 yards behind
women on all holes, even short holes where a driver is not used oﬀ the tee. Eventually maybe there will
be only one tour, mixed for men and women. Wouldn’t that be wonderful?
The Democra c response is an example of what happens when you try to force equal outcome rather
than equal opportunity. Some mes equal opportunity really truly honestly fairly does lead to unequal
outcome. Some mes the a tudes diﬀerences between groups (culture) leads to unequal outcome
even with equal‐enough opportunity.
The fear that people get while reading the Democra c response is typical of the fear that people have of
rampant PC. People fear the use of apparent equity really to force one group to have an advantage over
others. Even rules deliberately aimed at equity are applied for advantage. Democrats don’t appreciate
how much their programs come across this way and how much people fear their a tude and programs.
Again, read “Animal Farm”.
The stereotypical Republican response: Men are fun to watch in sports and women are boring, and that
is all there is to it. People watch women not for the skill but for the entertainment, such as to see what
they are wearing ‐ like women flashing pan es in tennis is really for other women. Women should be
grateful they can play for money at all, that there is a women’s tour at all. Clearly the women’s tour is
deriva ve on the men’s tour, so women owe all they have to men. If women undermine the men’s tour,
they will kill their own. Diﬀerences in prizes, air mes, and ad revenue accurately reflect the intrinsic
value of women’s golf. That is what the free market does ‐ it automa cally sorts out the human and
moral realm so that we don’t have to think. Diﬀerences are not due to superficial market evalua ons
but to intrinsic value. Market value always directly reflects intrinsic value. Men are more valuable while
women are less. Women will never compete on the men’s tour so why bother with a token show every
decade? The fact that women need a handicap of 40 yards shows how silly the idea is, and shows how
li le people would watch. All revenues would go down. The idea of le ng men on the women’s tour is
ridiculous. Only a gay man of the “bad kind” would want to do that. Women should go ahead and have
a good me among themselves and should quit annoying men with all this crap. Women might want to
keep this situa on in mind when they s ck their noses into business, poli cs, and higher educa on.
These days few Republicans would say this aloud but s ll they would think it, including women. Other
people can hear it in the background. Republicans don’t appreciate how stupid they sound, even if only
from the background, and don’t know how much people see that Republicans use these arguments to
perpetuate disadvantage and perpetuate structured society.
Democrats and Republicans, each in their own ways, try to have their cake and eat it too.

There are real diﬀerences between men and women, Whites and Blacks, gays and straights, young and
old, and Chris ans and Buddhists; and some mes real diﬀerences ma er. They almost never ma er for
quality ci zenship in a democracy. Almost no diﬀerences ma er in business, poli cs, educa on, and
character. Group diﬀerences in violence and crime do ma er. Some diﬀerences we have to live with
because the cure of trying to make everything fully equal is worse than the fact of some real diﬀerences.
You can see real diﬀerences without adop ng the stereotypical old Republican view – which many
Republicans now do not hold. Women don’t want men in general to be pre y in the same way that
women are. Professional golf is a case of real diﬀerence. The result in golf is not ideal, and some mes
not good, but this world is not perfect. We can’t generalize from golf to poli cs, jobs, educa on, math,
science, business, and character. We should never use the fact that we have to live with some real
diﬀerences as an excuse not to fight bias or an excuse not even to see bias.
If you can learn to see diﬀerences and similari es, learn which ma er when, and which don’t ma er for
poli cs, business, educa on, character, etc., then you can avoid silly responses over gender, and avoid
similar ridiculous responses in other arenas. If you can learn to see when diﬀerences lead to problems
but some mes we can’t do much about unfairness, then you also see when we can do something about
unfairness. If you can’t learn to see, you will be fooled and trapped. Apply these ideas not just to golf
but to all sports and to business, poli cs, and educa on. Apply these ideas not just to men and women,
but to all genders, and to all races and religions.
(4 H) Avoiding Reality: Labor Unions
I go into the economics and history behind what I say here in other parts of this essay and in other work.
I do not go into the background in this sub‐sec on.
Since 1950, American workers have divided into at least five categories: (1) Workers with really good
jobs that are secure, pay a lot, and have full high benefits. (2) Workers with good jobs that pay well, are
secure, and have benefits. (3) Workers with jobs that are fairly secure but pay only modestly and have
only modest benefits or no benefits. Now most workers fall into this category. (4) People with bad jobs
that are insecure, pay poorly, have no benefits, and might not be full me. More workers are going into
this category. This is the category parents want their children to rise above. (5) Unemployed or really
badly employed. Category (1) “set the pace” for others. From the 1950s to mid‐70s, Americans thought
all American workers would eventually be in category (1). This was when American workers were solidly
in the Democra c Party and were the backbone of the Party.
From World War 2 un l about 1975, many American firms made extraordinary profits. People thought
that would last forever. A er about 1975, the rest of the world caught up, and profits fell. America did
not handle the change well. Categories (1) and (2), at least, were based on the high profits. Giving
workers that much would not have been possible without the ar ficially high profits of the me. When
the high profits went away, business firms could aﬀord only few workers in categories (1) and (2).

Rather than deal with the changing economy, rather than accept that business firms are not all “cash
cows”, workers tried to dig in their heels. Workers rejected reality. Through a blend of mismanagement
by firm oﬃcers and unrealis c worker demands, many business firms died, and many workers lost jobs.
Many jobs were degraded. Many jobs lost benefits. The job with benefits would disappear for a while
then reappear under another name without benefits. Real salaries stagnated. President Reagan began
a successful crusade to break all unions. The en re union movement in eﬀect got broken. That is where
we are now.
In the long run, denying reality hurts more than reality. It is be er to accept reality and face up to what
needs to be done, collec vely if possible, than to all drown one‐by‐one, each clinging to his‐her sliver of
dri wood as if it would miraculously expand back into the full‐size Titanic again.
Rather than band together, each union went it alone, each union sank, took its members with it, and
eﬀec vely took all workers down too. Everybody ended up worse oﬀ. Workers with good jobs turned
their backs on all other workers both in their unions and in other unions. Unions that had many good
jobs turned their backs on all other unions, especially on those that had few, or fewer, good jobs. Every
worker that had a good job was more concerned with protec ng his‐her superiority and his‐her feeling
of having “made it” than protec ng the labor system and the other workers that had helped them make
it. Every union that felt it had made it did the same to other unions that it felt might drag them down.
Every worker and every union that had “made it” deluded itself into thinking it had made it on its own
and could con nue to make it on its own.
The best strategy would have been for labor from many industries and many business firms to meet,
decide what realis c demands would be in what industries and what firms, scale expecta ons to reality,
and all get by together. It would have been be er for laborers to cooperate and to help each other out
un l America found its best place in the world economy. That would have resulted in a much be er
adjustment for American labor and America in the world economy. Instead, a good adjustment has
been delayed by decades, and s ll hasn’t happened properly. Of course, business adjusted quicker and
is doing fairly well – but labor can’t be a part of that now.
Some unions did re‐nego ate contracts but by then it was “too li le too late”, the damage had been
done, and even the unions that did re‐nego ate did not do well. Autoworkers are a case in point. They
gave up a bunch but too li le too late. If they had not been rescued first by foreign automakers and
then by Obama, they would all be lined up wai ng outside the factory fences in Mexico.
Not telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, causes real harm, much more than the
hardships of current reality. If you are an oﬃcial, there is no excuse for not finding the whole truth and
telling the whole truth. If you are a plain ci zen (union member, American worker) there is no excuse
for not finding the whole truth and telling the whole truth. You owe it to your children because they will
pay the price even more than you.

At the me, at least some oﬃcials and members of the Democra c Party knew what was going on and
could have suggested be er ac on. At least some union oﬃcials, leaders, and members knew what was
going on and could have suggested be er ac on. If they did so suggest, their ideas did not make it into
any policy in the Party or in unions. Party and union oﬃcials said nothing because to do so would have
go en them tossed out. It is easy to say that they chose to keep their jobs rather than tell the truth, and
I suggest you do say it, but if you stop there then you miss where the blame really should fall.
The blame should fall on all ordinary members of the Democra c Party and all ordinary union members.
If somebody is trying to tell you a hard truth now to spare you from an even harder reality later, you
owe it to yourself, family, co‐workers, and country to listen. If you would rather keep your good job and
your good union, while other unions and other workers go down, then you deserve what you got. You
owe it to yourself to figure out what is going on and act on the basis of reality. You owe it to your family
and other workers to cooperate on the best ac ons for workers and America as a whole. That is not
likely. The Republicans won’t save you.
The Democra c Party should tell the truth about the world economy, domes c economy, world ecology,
race, gender, religion, and working condi ons. It cannot con nue to avoid telling the full truth so as not
to oﬀend any clients, and hope all comes out well in the end. That hasn’t worked. The result of trying to
do that is the Party lost most of labor, the middle class, and upper middle class. If Republicans were not
so stupid in their own ways, Democrats would be a memory. Tell people what the new normal likely is.
Tell people that we can’t aﬀord to send everybody to college, and, even if we did, s ll many people are
not smart enough, and many college grads won’t get jobs. Tell people we can aﬀord na onal health
care only if we don’t give everybody comprehensive coverage. Tell Blacks to stop their own violence
and make their own good schools. Tell people how to really control rising costs. I don’t see much hope
that Democrats will really delve into issues and really tell the truth.
(4 I) The Bad Performance of Many Schools with Students Who Are Black, Hispanic, and Poor White.
You work this one out for yourself. Here is a hint: In the modern world, money s ll makes a diﬀerence
but not nearly as much as it did forty years ago. Schools can oﬀer students an adequate educa on with
not much money. The problem is the a tude of the students, families, communi es, and groups. What
do you think is the typical Democra c view and typical Republican view of this situa on?
(5) Back to Unsupported Generaliza ons, with Repe

on, without Examples.

‐Some mes Democrats think equality under law implies absolute sameness as in poli cal correctness
(PC, see below). They pretend to ignore important diﬀerences that ma er such as diﬀerent a tudes
about violence, educa on, respect for law, decency, and respec ng neighbors. They ignore a tudes
that get in the way of Democra c power, that is, they ignore bad a tudes by their clients.
Democrats make a show of accep ng diﬀerent cultures, groups, sexuali es (gender), and individual
diﬀerences, but it is not clear exactly what we are supposed to do once we respect the varie es enough

to make sure everybody is treated equally under the law. Democrats are not clear how we respect this
par cular client group well enough yet s ll make sure other people don’t get hurt much. They ignore
that Democra c groups don’t all respect each other and that various groups use the idea of “respect me
too” to get “respect me first and most”.
Democrats want us not to confuse the idea that somebody‐is‐not‐like us with the idea that another‐
person‐is‐not‐fully‐human‐and‐not‐equal‐under‐the‐law; but that is not what comes across in grand
proclama ons of sameness‐within‐diversity and full equal rights for all. What comes across is, by using
the law, you can get what you wish even if it violates the idea that law is for the good of all and we are
all equal under the law.
‐Democrats have an unrealis c view of human nature and of the culture (a tudes) of subgroups such as
Whites, Blacks, working people, upper middle class people, Republicans, and immigrants. In theory, at
bo om, everyone is a near‐angel and quite ra onal, will see the right thing to do, will do it when he‐she
can, will respond to state aid only modestly and for the greater good, never cheats in ge ng state
benefits, develops bad feelings only in response to ill treatment and only directly in propor on to the ill
treatment, and will give up bad a tudes and bad acts when given half a chance with social jus ce. All
of this is true regardless of the original culture‐and‐a tudes of anybody. Of course, this idea of humans
and groups is wrong, imprac cal, and has bad results.
In prac ce, core and near‐core Democrats take a condescending stance toward their clients in which
core and near‐core Democrats are the wise priest‐like (though also charming and rascally) people who
bring social jus ce while the clients can never learn to be quite as ra onal as Democrats need but can
learn to be ra onal enough to get along and not to rock the boat of Democra c programs. Even this
view is not accurate, and leads to wrong, imprac cal, and bad results. Republicans condescend too but
the feel is diﬀerent.
Some mes the Democra c a tude is sweetly hopeful but more o en is condescending and annoying.
It’s the a tude you get from an environmentalist, Black person, or feminist, who thinks you would be
OK as a second‐rate or third‐rate semi‐human being if you only had your consciousness raised but likely
you never will and you have to be treated as if you never will. You can be molded into someone who is
merely bumbling and who fits in enough to carry on, but that is about it, and that is enough as long as
you stay on our side.
Democrats can see that their clients think the economy and poli cs are a zero sum game, clients think
they are always the losers, and so they have to get more to make up for what they have been cheated
out of. But Democrats think they can make the economy and poli cs into an obvious posi ve sum game
beyond what it already is and can make their clients think they are winners too in the new game.
Democrats think they can make everything fair, almost absolutely fair, and fair enough so that clients
and everyone will accept that it is fair and will join enthusias cally. Too o en you just can’t make the
world fair this way. Some mes you can make everybody a bit be er oﬀ but almost never can you make

everybody equally well oﬀ and so make the whole thing almost absolutely fair. Democrats think you
can. Democrats act surprised when things get be er but not equally be er for everybody, and then
people get angry. Actually, Democrats don’t really think this way but pretend to think this way because
it appeals to clients with a problem.
Democrats think everybody can see when he‐she‐or‐us are ge ng a good deal, likely an unfairly good
deal, as with rich and powerful people. Democrats think, when people see they have a good deal, they
will be filled with human kindness and voluntarily give up their wealth for the greater good. Democrats
think Republicans and Republican clients, or even Democra c clients such as the upper middle class, will
voluntarily give up their wealth for the greater good and feel happy about it.
Democrats feel poor clients will feel grateful when Democrats get Republicans to give up wealth, and
Democra c clients will not try to get more than their fair share when the state forces Republicans to
give up advantage. Democrats think their clients will never freeload or act selfishly.
According to Democrats, all oppressed groups, at the deep level that counts, are en rely free of bad
a tude, bad mo ves, bad character, and bad acts. No person in any oppressed group is ever biased in
any way that makes a diﬀerence or that ma ers. No person in any oppressed group ever acts badly or
has a bad character. All people in all oppressed groups have really good hearts that are only wai ng to
emerge. People in oppressed groups rou nely reach out of their pain and oppression to help even their
oppressors by teaching their oppressors the real meaning of being human, having a heart, and helping a
fellow. They teach their oppressors all the true American arts such as music, dance, and drama. They
teach true spirituality such as from Na ve Americans. The a tude of Democrats reminds me of the idea
that every hooker really has a heart of gold.
All bad a tudes and behaviors by poor people, Blacks, Black men, Hispanics, Muslims, “White Trash”,
crack heads, meth tweakers, women, immigrants, etc. are en rely‐and‐only due to oppression by the
state, the economy, and nasty prejudiced groups such as Whites and men. All bad a tude and bad
behavior is en rely‐and‐only due to prejudice and oppression by the groups that control the economy
and the state, chiefly upper middle class and upper class White men, women, and their allies. People
with power and wealth make the state and the economy unfair. Other people, the oppressed people,
develop bad a tudes and behaviors as a response to the unfairness in the state and economy created
by the ruling class, and only in that way.
All bad a tudes and bad behaviors by oppressed people will vanish once people get a chance through
educa on or a program. Then everybody will be a perfect Enlightenment ci zen and act with suﬃcient
ra onally for a modern democracy. If people get welfare, people will not cheat but will use welfare only
to help families. If we support disabled people, nobody will pretend to be disabled just to get support
and so not work. If people get a diploma from a school, then we can rely on them being educated up to
the intellectual and moral ideals of the diploma and they will act up to the moral and intellectual ideals.
Diplomas automa cally solve all problems. The only reason for bad rela ons is prejudice. In areas
where most Black people have a job, then Black‐on‐Black crime will be no greater than White‐on‐White

crime or Asian‐on‐Asian crime. If we just tell all Black people that Black‐on‐Black crime is bad, then they
will stop right away. If people see the unity of humanity, they will stop prejudice and the ensuing bad
acts, so, for example, gangs will not fight and not kill innocent people in drive‐by shoo ngs. Anybody
can buy a house in any neighborhood. People will stop making noise, li ering, and parking all over the
lawn. If everybody had a diploma, everybody would seek an honest job and would not turn to crime. If
we legalize so drugs and vic mless crimes such as pros tu on, we will have no problems from those
drugs or that ac vity. If we give all convicts a half‐way decent job, there will be no recidivism.
Once we explain clearly to people that they should be good, kind, and helpful, of course, everybody will
be good, kind, and helpful. We don’t need to compel anybody to do anything if only we can explain well
enough. Once everybody understands, everybody will be a good Democrat.
The best place to explain is in the public schools. We can’t count on churches or other private groups.
We must use the state to indoctrinate children and so make good ci zens.
‐Of course, in contrast to Democra c clients who are all on the verge of becoming angels, all business
people cheat in every way they can, and so all business people cannot have the same human nature as
Democrats and the clients of Democrats. They are demons. No Republicans want fairness but instead
all Republicans want power and wealth. Republicans are at heart immoral hypocri cal opportunists.
Some of them are merely deluded, simple people yearning for simple morality and easy‐to‐understand
order, but they are just as much a problem because they go along with bad people. So, Republicans
can’t have the same basic human nature as do Democrats and the clients of Democrats. Republicans,
business people, rich people, powerful people, and all clients, are not suscep ble to gentle persuasion
and to Democra c reason. Republicans and their clients cannot be saved no ma er how much good we
do for them or how much friendship we oﬀer. They must be carefully controlled, and we must use the
state to do it. Republicans have exactly the same a tude toward Democrats and their clients, including
necessary use of the state.
(6) More Bad Democra c A tude.
‐This Democra c patronizing a tude is not compa ble with the idea that all people will be good once
they see the truth, and all people easily can see the truth if shown. But Democrats are able to live with
both sides of the contradic on.
Democrats see “people as people” in the same way we see a sad wet li le ki en as a poten al grown
cat, a powerful hunter, the pride of its neighborhood, someday, maybe, if we help it enough now; but
secretly we hope it never grows up fully because then it won’t need us and then it won’t have the same
decep vely unrealis c lovable ki en nature. We want the clients to stay clients even a er they see our
truth. We want our fantasies.
Of course, some children (clients) are easily hurt and even children (clients) do harm. Even the ki en
kills innocent birds in the neighborhood, and it kills even more when it is grown. So Democrats have to

protect all people, not only against the ravages of society and bad Republicans but against themselves as
well. Democrats have to protect Democra c clients against themselves. Democrats explain why they
have to do this when they can, but, if other people, their clients, are too stupid to get it, Democrats have
to get Republicans force them to do what is in their own good. Democrats take this a tude even with
people who are smarter than the Democrats are and who have had more experience than they have
had. This a tude adds to “poli cal correctness” (PC). It adds to the modern “hipster” pose. Without it,
living in irony would not be possible.
Republicans have a version of this a tude but the Democra c version is more cloying and annoying. At
least when Republicans look down on you, they do so openly (or did so openly before the days of PC),
and they give you the reasons fairly openly, such as that you are an indecent subhuman who does not
know God and so you can’t live in decent society. I don’t go more into diﬀerences between Republicans
and Democrats, and why Democrats are more annoying.
In some cases, this contradictory a tude leads to good ideas such as helping drug addicts and helping
women who have been abused sexually or by violence. It led to be er‐quality educa on in the 1950s
and 1960s. It might someday lead to equal pay for comparable (equal) work for women. In other cases,
it is simply stupid, as in suppor ng welfare matriarchs (now not much) and public housing. It leads to
overlooking Black‐on‐Black crime and excusing a acks on the police. It is hard to figure out the correct
view of human nature and to correctly make programs following the view only of Democrats or only of
Republicans.
Democrats have this view of human nature not because they really believe it but because it gives them
an excuse to promote programs, get clients, get favors from clients, get morally indignant against people
who don’t share their view (such as Republicans and me), and oppose all programs of Republicans
because those programs are not based on the same view. The same is true of Republicans in their way.
Democrats are like children who have figured out how to use “but that’s not fair” so as to get what they
want but haven’t figured out yet that the family can’t give them all they want and that they personally
would be be er oﬀ if they grew up. They know, but refuse to accept, that it is not all about fairness
even if fairness is a huge value and an important lesson. So, they use fairness only as a tool and do not
use fairness as it should be used. They are like the teenage daughter before she goes to college for a
couple of years. They are not selfish in the way that a five year old is selfish but their selfishness hurts
all the same. They are correct enough to be worrisome, and to win points in arguments, but not enough
to make long‐term sense; and it is hard to explain why to them. Some mes owning a 5G phone just like
everybody else really does not make your life that much be er. Some mes you are be er oﬀ with a
good character and with some real educa on. Some mes you don’t deserve to be boss.
The Democra c a tude is mixed up with the idea that some people are more hip, cool, smart, with it,
trendy, chic, well‐dressed, sexy, sensi ve to modern art, especially music, sensi ve to new ideas, in the
know, and a hot rebel. This a tude is mixed up with the ideas that (a1) underprivileged ethnic groups
such as Blacks and Hispanics, (a2) and marginalized groups such as Gays, (b) automa cally are more hip‐

cool‐gangsta etc; (c) but sympathe c accep ng Whites and Asians can learn from them and so become
hip‐cool‐pseudo‐gangsta etc. “I’m in with the in crowd”; everyone not a Democrat or client is Mr. Jones
or the bad guy in “Posi vely Fourth Street” (both from Bob Dylan). If you are hip‐cool‐gangsta‐etc, you
must have Democra c leanings; you should lean toward a modern “ism” such as feminism or Black‐ism.
If you are a Democrat, are in an “ism”, or in a movement such as “Black lives ma er”, then you are more
hip‐cool‐gangsta all around. Surprisingly, this a tude has not waned in the face of reality since it first
began in its modern style in the 1940s; it only changes form a li le. Marginalized groups suﬀer from the
a tude as much as White Democrats, likely because the a tude makes them out to be automa cally
hip‐cool‐gangsta etc. and superior to plain White Folks in the ways that really ma er, even when they
are not. The a tude is false, on all counts. Some mes the a tude is funny, as when each genera on
thinks it invented the a tude; but, a er decades of display, some mes nasty, the a tude is more
annoying than funny, and it causes real damage, including some crime. Maybe the worst damage is how
it shuts minds. Republicans have their own annoying style.
If you are Black, Hispanic, a modern liberated woman, an LGBTQ (gay) person, went to college, or have
seen much of the world, then it makes no sense that you might not be a Democrat, or, heaven forbid,
might be a Republican.
Both core Democrats and their clients know that core Democrats and their clients don’t have a correct
view of human nature, of ra onal yet heart‐filled core Democrats, and of their hip‐cool‐gangsta clients.
Both core Democrats and their clients know that they are not nearly as ra onal as they wish, are not
nearly as good as the image of clients as “fallen angels”, and that clients will not change to become ideal
Enlightenment people a er only a few days of state support through Democra c programs. There is no
point going into what core Democrats are really like or what clients are really like before and a er help.
Yet both core Democrats and their clients con nue to pretend. Pretending is a huge hypocrisy, and the
pretending‐hypocrisy weighs on the hearts and minds of Democrats and clients.
Core Democrats look down on clients and look down on themselves for being so foolish as to con nue
to help when it does so li le good – but can never admit it to themselves or to their clients. Clients feel
looked down on, hate people who look down on them, hate themselves for saying they will change
when they know they will not change, hate themselves for needing help and taking help, turn hatred
out on other people, and turn hatred on the people who try to help them. This response is human and
normal but it is s ll a problem. The response to this a tude is not to “unpack” it, see it plainly, see
groups for what they really are, and come up with be er rela ons and be er a tudes, but instead the
response is to “double down”, cover up harder, and throw more money. This complex is found where
one materially be er‐oﬀ group tries to help another group, even in war and famine where help is clearly
needed and help does much good. In America, this a tude adds to the overall creepiness of poli cs and
the haze of creepiness that pervades Democrats and clients. It adds to racial, religious, and gender
tension and violence. I dislike the whole complex of a tudes, especially the hypocrisy and deliberate
blindness.

‐If Democrats wished to show they have a firm grasp of the economy, human nature, and human nature
in groups, they would join Republicans to get rid of programs and ideas that don’t work, and would work
hard to develop programs that do work, that don’t balloon up and don’t tempt otherwise hard‐working
decent people to become dependants of the state. If Democrats wished to show they have a firm grasp
on reality, some mes they would stand up to clients. Some individual Democrats have tried all this, and
some mes reform groups in the Party try. The joint welfare reforms of the Democrats with Tip O’Neill
and Ronald Reagan, the welfare reforms under Bill Clinton, and some of the many sugges ons of Hillary
Clinton, have been good steps in this direc on. But there has been no overall change of view or change
of heart. Always realis c reform movements within the Party are only minority movements. Common
sense never seems to get from the minority reformers to the large mass of Democra c clients.
When Democrats propose deep and broad na onal health coverage, propose free college for all, take
the side of people who abuse the police, oﬀer amnesty to millions of illegal immigrants without a clear
understanding of the implica ons and without a realis c plan to control immigra on in the future, and
don’t explain how helping nature benefits jobs and families in the long run, people know that Democrats
have not thought through any implica ons either in terms of what we can aﬀord or in terms of human
nature. When Democrats call for gun reform that will have no real eﬀect on crime, and do not call for
gun reform that would have a real eﬀect on crime, people in general have to doubt Democra c sense.
Doubt about such ideas undermines all Democra c ideas about welfare reform, drug use, civil rights,
human rights, gender roles, family, and everything that Democrats might see be er than Republicans
and might have be er ideas about, ideas more in tune with the mes.
People in general don’t believe Democrats can change to be more realis c about the economy and
human nature. People believe Democrats depend too much on clients, and so have to give to clients,
for Democrats to be able to step back and cra what is best for the na on. People never see Democrats
stand up to clients with the truth and so never believe that Democrats can stand up to clients when the
welfare of the na on as a whole is more important.
‐In the future, Hispanics and women will become more important in the Democra c Party, in par cular
as they hold oﬃce, but also as large vo ng blocs. Hispanics and women are as ra onal as any group.
They are as ra onal as long term core members of the Party, other clients of the Party, or Republicans.
They are poten ally as competent as anybody. How the Party acts toward them as both members and
clients, and how they carry out their roles in the Party, will go a long way in making the a tude of
America in general toward the Democra c Party and making or breaking the success of the Party. If
they show deep understanding of the economy and human nature, can stand up to clients, have realis c
ideas, and oﬀer realis c programs, then the Democra c Party will succeed. If they merely carry on as
usual from the past, nobody will believe there is a realis c head on a Democra c shoulder, and the Party
will fail.
Reminder:

‐The Democra c Party core is made of comfortable middle class people with secure good jobs, some
upper middle class people, and some wealthy people. The Party includes clients such as poor people,
unemployed people, people with bad jobs (low pay and no benefits), Blacks, Hispanics, women, once‐
upon‐a‐ me Jews, and old people. The Party includes some White people and Asians but many of them
le in the 1970s. The Democra c Party used to include working people and middle class people who
had reasonably good reasonably secure jobs but quite a few le in the 1970s. The Party used to be the
party of labor generally and organized labor but many of those people le in the 1970s.
Working class and middle class people who have half‐way good jobs but who fear falling into poverty
and who feel insecure mostly moved to the Republican Party in the 1970s but now might vote with
either Party. They feel forgo en by both Par es. Especially Whites this category feel forgo en. People
of all ethnici es in this category change votes and Party aﬃlia on more according to local candidate
than na onal policy, unless a charisma c leader emerges or they believe the claims of a self‐appointed
savior. Un l wage stagna on and the wealth gap became clear, costs of living rose, and they could see
that their children were not ge ng ahead, they tended to vote Republican. Now that they do not think
Republicans will help, they do not automa cally support either Party. I do not know which way their
allegiance usually goes now. I do not clu er up this essay with guesses over each issue. If I were forced,
I would say the older people of this group s ll tend to vote Republican but younger people are moving
more Democra c. Please use you own experience to make the division for yourself about this group as
you read other points.
The Party gets and keeps power by giving favors to clients in exchange for votes, favors such as welfare,
Social Security, SS Disability, unemployment, legal protec on, protec on for the environment, support
for educa on, support for research, trying to turn bad jobs into good jobs, some tax breaks, and help
with the police.
The State is Our Best Friend and Only Real Friend.
‐According to the Party, the state can deal with problems be er than any alterna ve means such as the
free market, private ini a ve, or private charity. The state cannot fully solve all problems but it always
deals with problems be er than alterna ves. Look first to the state to solve problems.
Democrats rarely consider that state interven on, even well‐intended state interven on, might cause
more harm than does the original problem. The state might help with the original problem but it might
also cause collateral damage that is as bad or worse. The state is like a doctor giving a prescrip on for a
big bo le of pain pills to cure backache only to find the pa ent is now addicted. For example, we need
to help people with something like welfare but welfare o en balloons and it tempts people who would
otherwise work to not work. The new harm o en leads to people becoming dependant on the state.
Some mes you have to put up with the original problem or have to find smaller solu ons. Democrats
have no habit of an cipa ng when a program will do harm and so they are caught by surprise and are
unable to deal with new harm. They have no framework in which to make good guesses about overall

harm and benefit, direct and collateral, and so to make plans that convince others how to proceed.
They see only a current issue and a quick fix through giving resources (money).
As a result, Democrats are too open to pleading by interest groups and their programs are too open to
unforeseen harm and to abuse.
For example, “equal opportunity, not equal outcome” is Righ st propaganda but it is also true. Yet
Democrats do not see that it is true, see why it is true, and see why the dis nc on is so important to
working class people with decent jobs, middle class people, and upper middle class people. More
importantly, Democrats seem to wish not to learn.
In the Democra c view, only the state can muster enough power to oppose other powers such as
business firms, churches, strong religious passion, public opinion, and prejudice, powers that threaten
general liberty, general well being, and the well being of the clients of the Democra c Party. Power
must be met with power, and only the state has enough power. To guarantee basic freedoms and
rights, the Party needs to control the state.
Only the state can gather enough resources to fully compensate people and groups who have been
maltreated (fully redress grievances) and give those people the support they need to get back on their
feet and to keep themselves in the face of opposi on. The state can take resources from the people in
general, and from oppressors, to give to vic ms, and only the state can do this. In taking resources and
using them like this, the state always increases the general welfare. Taxes are the main means to take
and redistribute resources.
Democrats do seem to want to cure all problems by throwing state money at the problem and vic ms
rather than by ge ng at what causes a problem and rather than considering how people will respond to
a big dollop of state money. Democrats do seem not to consider that state help might not be best and
not to consider that money might not solve all problems. Democrats do not see themselves this way but
this is how they come across.
When underdogs, vic ms, or groups with a self‐perceived need, seek resources that they cannot obtain
through their own business, own work, and own community, they seek resources from the state, that is,
they seek money from the state. To get money from the state, they go first to the Democra c Party. It
is not always wrong that people should use the Party and the state to get resources. Vic ms of most big
natural disasters should expect help from the state. But the habit of seeking money from the state leads
to clients with dubious claims and to too many clients seeking help from Democrats. The Party can no
longer assess which clients deserve help, which to help, and how much to help. The Party cannot tell to
whom to say “no” to or say “not that much”. It can no longer assess how much the state can help and
how to appor on state aid.
‐Again, generali es are fun but I have to be specific. When to use the state and when not to use the
state would require several books. Here I focus on the federal level. A er a hundred years of bickering

back and forth, I think we do a pre y good job already of deciding what to use the state for and which
level of state to use for what. All I do is list without much explana on. The lists are only a few examples
to get across the idea.
Beforehand, I give some advice. When we use the state, we should give enough funds so that the task
given to the state can be done adequately. We have to put enforcement teeth into laws. If we pass a
law but do not enforce it, as by under‐funding it, then we should remove the law. If we want the SEC
(Securi es and Exchange Commission) to enforce laws against bad trading, or want the FDA to inspect
food, then we have to give them enough money to do the job. Republicans since Reagan are notorious
for under‐funding agencies and projects. All that does is frustrate people and reinforce disrespect for
law and governing. Any bill should come with a s pula on for the mandatory minimum funding needed
to carry out the law adequately. Anything below that level and the law ends. It is not under‐funded, it
disappears. If the execu ve does not allocate s pulated funds and does not actually enforce a law, then
the execu ve is subject to sanc on and impeachment. If a law cannot be adequately funded from the
start, it should never become law. This way, legislators know the implica ons of under‐funding, and
Presidents know what has to be done. This way, legislators actually have to budget. Of course, this way
of doing things will not be adopted.
Do NOT Use the State to:
‐The state should make sure all children who are able and have a good a tude get a basic educa on.
The state cannot guarantee that all schools oﬀer the same high quality educa on or that all children get
the same funding for educa on. The state cannot guarantee that all children learn what they should
because some children are not smart enough and‐or they have a bad a tude, or parents, community,
and social group have a bad a tude. The state cannot make all social groups, communi es, parents,
and children have a good a tude.
Parents and communi es need to be the first people to make sure their schools are doing the job. If
their schools are not doing the job well enough, parents and communi es should not wait around for
the state to come rescue them. Parents and communi es have to accept that doing the job properly
means that some children won’t make it all the way through.
‐The state cannot guarantee that everybody behave like a gentleman and gentlewoman. People are not
like that, and we can’t change human nature. We can make ins tu ons so that most people, not all
people, behave well enough.
‐The state cannot provide free abundant health care for all. It can provide limited health care to all.
‐The state cannot provide a free college educa on to everybody regardless of ability.
‐The state cannot provide corporate welfare.

‐The state cannot protect American business from overseas compe

on.

‐The state cannot guarantee that most business succeeds, that most business people succeed in the long
run. The state cannot guarantee that small business does as well as big business.
‐The state cannot guarantee the American Dream. The state cannot guarantee that everyone will live
well enough. The state cannot guarantee that all people will make enough to support a family and to
send their children to college.
‐The state cannot guarantee that wages won’t stagnate as a result of the global economy.
‐The state cannot support parents and children where the parents had children when the parents were
too young. Do not support parents and their children when the parents have too many children. Do not
support parents and children when the parents made no provision to have a job good enough to support
their children.
‐The state cannot support all people who claim a disability, especially a psychological disability.
‐The state cannot enforce your morality such as to ban all abor on or to ban use of recrea onal drugs.
‐The state cannot ban nearly all guns and gun parts, at least not in the United States now.
‐The state cannot make people think of other minority groups as human like you. The state can enforce
some kinds of fairness such as in job hiring but cannot enforce a tudes.
‐The state cannot support private chari es of any kind such as Planned Parenthood or United Way, even
if those chari es do good work, do work that the state might otherwise have to do such as abor ons,
and do the good work responsibly. If the state wishes the work to be done, it should allocate funds to
do the work through state agents.
‐The state cannot allow religious groups to opt out of taxes because those taxes are used to support
ac ons that the religious groups disagree with such as abor on, birth control, and the military.
‐The state cannot protect all species in the environment from ex nc on. The state cannot preserve
nature as it was before humans. Don’t try to preserve the environment just as it was. Figure what we
can do to keep biodiversity and to keep as many species as we can in condi ons as close to possible, and
let some things go. We can and must maintain a system of healthy enclaves for nature such as na onal
parks and forests. In some places, our na onal forests are in sad condi on.
People who love nature should vigorously work through private agencies such as WWF and even Ducks
Unlimited without expec ng the state to help support those agencies.

‐The state cannot provide a path to ci zenship for all illegal immigrants.
‐The state cannot protect ethnic and religious groups from the consequences of their own bad ideas and
a tudes. If Black people wish to be angry, and do not cul vate love for educa on, then they have to
pay the price. If some Muslims wish to remain apart and also do not cul vate educa on, they have to
pay the price. If White Supremacists insist on endangering others, they should expect to spend most of
their lives in prison.
‐The state cannot guarantee a minimum wage if that minimum wage causes infla on.
‐The state cannot guarantee a life me minimum income.
‐The state cannot protect American workers from overseas compe

on.

‐The American state cannot set up democracies all over the world. That is a great wish. Eventually the
vast majority of the world must have successful government. But America alone cannot do this. We
cannot expect people to adopt American style democracy immediate and well just because we kill their
dictator for them.
‐The American state cannot protect every group in the world that suﬀers from tyranny or discrimina on.
‐The state cannot adjust salaries so that salaries reflect what the work returns in the free market. The
state cannot make business firms pay wages that equal the value of the contribu on made by labor.
This is what unions are for.
‐The state can provide women with legal recourse in case women are discriminated against but the state
cannot guarantee total equality or guarantee that everybody will have a good a tude.
‐The state can provide to groups and individuals that are discriminated against, including women (see
above), legal recourse to some extent. But the state cannot guarantee total equality or guarantee that
everybody will have a good a tude.
‐The state cannot make sure that all people of ability get someplace.
‐The state cannot guarantee equality of outcome. The state cannot guarantee equality of opportunity
although it can help.
‐The state cannot make sure that all groups based on gender, ethnicity, place of origin, religion, age, etc.
do the same in overall outcome. It can promote fairness but cannot guarantee fairness.
‐The state cannot make sure that all par cular a tudes that prevail in groups do not get in the way of
doing well. If your group has a bad a tude, you have to live with it.

‐The state cannot guarantee that all people of ability, with a good a tude, do well enough even if not all
equally. To work toward “well enough” is be er than to work toward equal outcome for equal ability
but not even “well enough” can be guaranteed.
‐The state cannot guarantee that diﬀerences in income and wealth decrease or even do not increase.
The state cannot guarantee that diﬀerences are always based on merit and are not self perpetua ng.
The state can take ac on when diﬀerences are so big as to cause overall problems and‐or to cause more
problems than benefit.
You May Use the State to:
‐Make sure all children who are able and have a good a tude have a chance for a solid basic educa on.
‐Provide health care coverage to everybody, but not comprehensive. Some condi ons have to be not
covered, or have limited coverage, depending on age and how well a person cares for him‐herself.
‐Support parents who prepared themselves for parenthood through educa on to allow them to get a
job to support their children, did not have too many children, but met with a disaster such as illness or a
car accident.
‐Regulate some guns and gun parts.
‐Provide limited universal re rement payments, including to home makers and other people who did
not necessarily work much in paying jobs during their life mes. This can be done only if we can control
infla on and costs.
‐Recognize non‐tradi onal couples such as male‐male and female‐female couples (male and female are
here defined biologically and not culturally).
‐Defend voters’ rights.
‐Guarantee a minimum level of safety and peace in all neighborhoods. You cannot guarantee safety and
peace in neighborhoods where the people have a bad a tude and resort easily to crime and violence.
To protect safety and peace requires being willing to spend the money.
‐Protect the right to privacy and all that the right to privacy entails such as the right to an abor on under
the right condi ons.
‐Protect worker safety.
‐Protect public health,

‐Regulate markets, in par cular financial markets.
‐The state may allow legal recourse to consen ng adults who wish to do what they wish as long as they
do not harm others, do not harm nature, and do not strain the public medical care system.
More on Private Ini a ve.
Somehow during the 1970s, people got the idea that private ini a ve was a Republican plot to make
sure the state never helps anybody in public but s ll helps Republicans behind the scenes. The idea of
private ini a ve is a way for Republicans not to give to groups that need help and a way to make sure
any funds are always less than enough. It is a Republican way to make sure vic ms cannot climb out of
poverty and discrimina on enough to compete with Republican clients. Even if somewhat true, on the
whole this view of private ini a ve is wrong, hur ul, and some mes evil.
People need to learn to act regardless of the state and to stop wai ng for the state. If your ethnic‐
religious‐gender group as a whole won’t help, then find enough people in your group who do help, do it
with them, don’t worry about the rest of the people in your group, and don’t worry about the state.
In the late 1950s through early 1970s, Mar n Luther King, Malcolm X, Black Muslims (before some of
them killed Malcolm), and the social wing of the Black Panthers, did not wait for the state to do it all for
them. Mothers against Drunk Driving did not wait. The marijuana lobby did not wait. If these groups
had waited for the state, they would have vanished. They saw needs, and did what they could, then and
there, with what they had. O en they did a be er job than the state could have done, did it with fewer
resources, and what resources they had were enough. Gay people did not wait for the state. Feminists
did not wait. The vast majority of help for the planet and saving animals gets done by private ini a ve.
All the groups try to get what they could from the state, especially legal protec on and legal recogni on,
but they do not think that would solve all their problems and they do not wait for the state before they
start. Just because they worked, and s ll work, on their own apart from the state does not mean they
were in a Republican plot to make the state hurt the poor, downtrodden, and vic ms.
The view that you have to wait for the state is slave mentality. It is not the mentality of a free person. It
is an excuse not to do anything, not to take responsibility, not to be a person, and not be a free person.
It is the denial of your own personhood and freedom. It is an excuse to blame the power structure even
when the power structure could care less and even when the power structure might wish you well. It is
an excuse to blame anybody‐and‐everybody but yourself.
Yes, Republicans use the ideology of private ini a ve as an excuse not to help and to keep people down.
But that does not mean the core of the idea is false and that you can’t act on your own in a way that
puts Republicans to shame. A lot of Republicans will admire you for it.

Taking responsibility for yourself and not wai ng for the state is not the same as denying the economy
has flaws and problems, denying that socio‐economic class exists and self‐perpetuates, there is poverty
and hunger, and denying economic problems fall harder on some groups such as single mothers. Taking
responsibility for yourself does not automa cally validate false Republican ideas that all is hunky dory
and the only source of problems is laziness and bad character. It does not excuse the evil in the world.
Get over all these false ideas and excuses.
A er a tornado or a hurricane, American neighbors don’t wait for the state to come in and save them.
They pitch in and help personally. Red Cross, Volunteers of America, and religious groups, o en give far
more aid than the state. That is the spirit that you want.
Look up Enon Tabernacle Bap st Church in Philadelphia. Look up Dr. Pollard, one of the leaders of that
church. If you can, find a copy of the segment about the church on CBS TV on 21 July 2018. See what
they have done and how. Imitate them. Do more.
I would like to see local communi es take charge of their schools and make sure all their schools provide
a good educa on. To do that, they have to accept some facts about human nature and human social
nature, as, for example, not every kid is a genius, many kids won’t make the next grade because already
they can’t do the work for this grade now, bad community a tude gets in the way, and a good a tude
does not consist of screaming at your kids to do their school work. If your community as a whole won’t
save the school, band together with parents and make sure your children get a good educa on through
a home schooling club. Unless you have to work three jobs just to put food on the table and pay the
rent, you can do this.
Wai ng for the state to make a voucher system that applies to you so you can send your kid to the good
school for Whites and Asians on the other side of town is a wrong bad a tude. It validates the idea that
poor people and non‐Whites‐non‐Asians can’t self‐govern enough even to make a good school. Yes, if
you have to wait for a state voucher, you have to do it. But, in the mean me, and the mean me can be
decades, what do you do?
The a tude of the Democra c Party and most clients is to demean private ini a ve as never enough
and as a Republican plot. You must do things through the Party and the state. You never can do enough
on your own. You can only do enough through the Party and the state even if working through the Party
and the state never does seem to do enough. Reject that Democra c stance. Reject slave mentality.
The Democra c Party should reject that stance and reclaim private ini a ve for its own. It should lead
the way in teaching people how to do things on their own regardless of the big state, the local state, the
local community, or their supposedly deprived social group. The Democra c Party won’t do so because
the Party needs to keep all its clients dependent and dependent on it.
Equality of Wealth, and Who Pays.

‐Contrary to deliberate Righ st propaganda, Democrats do not seek total equality of wealth. For a long
me, many people, not just Democrats, have known that a situa on of few very rich along with many
poor is bad for a na on. Big diﬀerences in wealth lead to big diﬀerences in legal jus ce, social jus ce,
and life me chances. Big diﬀerences in wealth are passed down to future genera ons and grow. Big
diﬀerences in wealth cause problems.
O en, even in a modern diverse capitalist economy with a variety of jobs and incomes, many problems
can be reduced, and welfare of the na on as a whole can increase, by taking some wealth away from
the rich and giving to the poor – state forced redistribu on. For a long me, people also have known
that some wealth dispari es are good and that totally equal wealth is not as good as some disparity or is
outright bad. People know that big redistribu on is bad. People do not want to take all the wealth of
wealthy people; they do not want to “fleece the rich” or “soak the rich”. They want the rich to “pay
their fare share” by paying a bit more in propor on as wealth goes up.
The problem is that Democrats cannot make a good case for how much less the poor should pay and
how much more the rich should pay. The Democrats cannot come up with a workable believable plan
for taxes and other government “taking and giving” that everyone can see is reasonably fair and that
does not threaten to get out of control. So, all Democra c plans sound like “fleece the rich” even if that
was never the intent and that would not be the result. All the programs sound as if they will hurt the
overall welfare of the country. In that case, not even the middle class, who hope to be rich someday,
can support the programs.
Individual Freedom.
‐Democrats say they support personal autonomy and self‐determina on, as with freedom of religion,
freedom to choose an abor on, and freedom of choice in the market. In fact, they are equivocal and
they o en support strong state interven on, especially in markets. For example, the Democra c Party
favors strong regula on of many markets so as to protect poor people and consumers and the Party
favors centralized medical care. But Democrats do not explain why they support freedom in some cases
and state interven on in others. They do not say when we can rely on individual autonomy and choice
and when we cannot, and why. Even when Democrats are correct, we need to know why, and the why
should be part of a bigger view. As an exercise in poli cal logic, they could start by explaining why we
needed forced re rement savings in the form of Social Security, why Social Security has been a big
success, and why similar programs might not work, especially private‐only programs.
In theory, Democrats support de‐criminalizing and legal leniency for some ac vi es such as sex, and
they support small sentences on some crimes, especially “vic mless” crime such as pros tu on and
drug use. This view makes sense in terms of promo ng personal autonomy and responsibility but that is
not what Democrats argue. They simply pick some arenas in which to work for de‐criminaliza on and
leniency because those arenas are popular among clients. They overlook contradic on. Support of
freedom in situa ons such as drug use and sex might undermine arguments that people are unable to
choose and so are being exploited in other arenas such as in financial markets. If you can choose a drug

you ought to be able to choose a mortgage. Liberals do not think through (or state publicly) their view
on individual autonomy and what their view implies. Why can people figure out sex but not mortgages?
Sex and rela onships are more complicated than mortgages. It is not clear why Democrats support
minimal laws about ac vi es other than that the laws about such crimes have o en been used to a ack
the client groups of the Democra c Party, such as Blacks and women, so that minimizing legal control of
the acts protects client groups of the Democra c Party. When Liberals seek to minimize laws about sex
and drugs, it does not seem as if they are promo ng individual freedom but instead are protec ng their
power and are a acking the families of working and middle class people. Protec ng Blacks and women
is a good mo ve but would be be er if placed in a fuller context that includes believable ideas about
individual freedom and responsibility.
Democrats tradi onally tolerate non‐tradi onal lifestyles including “Bohemianism”, non‐tradi onal
gender, non‐tradi onal sex acts, and drug use. Yet this supposed tolerance of non‐tradi onal lifestyles
o en is more of a philosophical wish than it is ac on to defend individual freedom. Democrats do not
strongly pursue laws to allow individual free choice. Most clients of the Democra c Party, including
ethnic groups such as Blacks, and many groups that the Democra c would like to win as clients such as
working and middle class people with good jobs, condemn non‐tradi onal sex and gender lifestyles,
condemn abor on, condemn all pornography, and do not want freer use of drugs. If Democrats push
too hard for lifestyle freedom they might lose some of their present clients and they can never win the
working class and middle class back as clients. Verbally suppor ng lifestyle freedom but doing li le to
protect it seems like wan ng to have it both ways.
Despite the ideal of individual autonomy and choice, Democrats favor regula on of markets to protect
consumers and nature. These regula ons would help consumers, and consumers need the help, but the
regula ons would also hamper business in some ways and would restrict consumers in some ways. The
Republican Party has successfully painted all regula on as an a ack on business and on consumer choice
and benefit. The Democra c Party has not been adept at sor ng out which rules might do more overall
good than harm and so gaining support for skillful regula on.
While saying Democrats favor freedom of religion, in fact, Democrats look down on religion in general,
on most par cular religions, and especially on Chris anity. In public, Democrats praise non‐Chris an
religions and worshippers such as some religious ideas of some Na ve Americans, Buddhists, and some
Muslims. In private, Democrats think any religion is merely a social and personal crutch, and sincere
belief shows weakness of mind and character. Democrats are NOT waging a group war on Chris anity.
Individual Democrats merely ridicule it as a way of raising their own status among their peers. They do
enable an ‐religious zealots to go a er all links between religion and the state as when an ‐religious
zealots wish to remove Christmas decora ons from public areas. It is not clear if Democrats enable an ‐
religious zealots to a ack religion as a way to annoy the Religious Right and the Chris ans who move to
the Republican Party in the 1970s.
The Family.

‐Please see material from Part 2 on the family.
For reasons that I can’t go into here, nearly all Americans, Democrat and Republican, have returned to a
religion of family. They might call it a return to Chris anity, Islam, or Hinduism but it is more a return to
religion of the family than to the core beliefs of the major religions. The family they have in mind is the
idealized nuclear family from TV.
Even people who cannot live in this kind of a family s ll support this ideal. It is hard to win elec ons if
your policies might somehow possibly in imagina on weaken the idealized family. This situa on is a
problem for Democrats because some of their policies, such as gender freedom and freedom to choose
abor on, support non‐tradi onal families, non‐families, and non‐tradi onal gender choices. Working
and middle class people take any policy that supports any non‐tradi onal families and non‐tradi onal
gender as an a ack on the idealized nuclear family and on all working and middle class families ‐ even
when support for non‐tradi onal families and non‐tradi onal gender does not harm working and middle
class families and can help them. Working and middle class people take publicly supported freedom to
choose abor on as an a ack on the family, and so on the working and middle classes, even when they
privately seek abor on some mes. Working and middle class people take non‐tradi onal families and
non‐tradi onal families as rivals. Whatever helps rivals of the working and middle class is thus an a ack
on the working and middle class. So Republicans are able to portray Democrats as against the family
just at a me when the family is central in religion.
Some Democra c policies do support non‐idealized non‐tradi onal families and the policies might help
those families compete with tradi onal families but that does not mean Democrats aim to a ack the
working class or middle class. Most Democra c policies also can help working and middle class families
even when they help non‐tradi onal families such as “Obama care”. Some Democra c policies do
support all families such as consumer protec on and support for educa on. Democrats do a poor job
explaining because their own ideas and goals are unclear to them.
It might not be possible to convince working and middle class families that non‐tradi onal families are
not their serious rivals, and not possible to convince working and middle families not to a ack policies
that support non‐tradi onal families and non‐tradi onal genders. Modern TV shows such as “Reba”,
“Modern Family”, and “This is Us”, help people to think more clearly. “Millenials” seem to be clearer
about this situa on. I don’t know how to support a broad spectrum of family types without causing
some types to be jealous of others and to seek poli cal support against poten al rivals. Both poli cal
par es will con nue to exploit this situa on. Democrats have to show how policies that appear to
undermine the nuclear family, to undermine the working class, and middle class, do not undermine the
family and those people. Democrats have to stress policies that support any family as suppor ng all
families.
‐Some par cular Democrats genuinely feel for illegal immigrants, but mostly the Democra c Party (and
various churches) supports immigra on and supports helping illegal immigrants so the Party can recruit
immigrants as a client group. With Hispanics, Democrats have been largely successful because not all

Hispanics climb the wealth‐and‐class ladder quickly but they do climb it quickly enough to have hope
and to use the American poli cal process. Democrats have not been as successful with immigrants that
climb the ladder quickly such as well educated Muslims, Asian, and Hindus. Some clients, such as Blacks,
view immigrants as a direct threat and wish the Democra c Party not to support recent immigrants, to
hurt immigrants, and to protect current clients from immigrants. Some policies that benefit immigrants
also benefits Blacks, such as more health care, help with employment and educa on, and lessening of
laws about personal behavior (sex) and drugs, so these issues remains contested. Current Democra c
clients want those policies to help them but not to help immigrants, and that is hard to do.
Real Acceptance and Real Help.
‐Democrats have not thought through what real acceptance and real help mean. Democrats did not
invent the idea of poli cal correctness – the modern version goes back at least to John Calvin, and
Republicans‐Conserva ves are giants of pseudo‐moralis c judging. But Democrats did promote the
modern version. PC Democrats are as moralis c, judging, and narrow‐minded as any people. They are
as conformist as any people I have met, and they enforce conformity. A group of Democrats all looking
exactly alike and parro ng the same views is normal. Democrats are equal to White Right Chris ans in
conformity. Democra c upper middle class women, of all colors, are among the most moralis c and
intolerant people that I have met. American Blacks are among the most condemning and intolerant
people I have met. Democrats have never been able to explain why they tolerate some things, publicly
tolerate but secretly condemn others such as sexual experimenta on by their own children and sexist
racist “hater” music by Blacks, yet openly condemn some other things such as guns and pornography.
Because there is no believable obvious consistency, people assume Democrats use tolerance or moral
indigna on whenever one is more likely to help their agenda.
If a client group accepts the help of Democrats, a reasonable person would expect that client group to
buy into some of the ideals, including tolerance and acceptance. Again, beyond the surface, that is not
true. Blacks, Hispanics, groups of poor people, ac vist women, environmentalists, and most Democra c
groups, have their own world view and group morality, and they want other people to live by those.
They don’t really think about how the various group views and morali es might get along or about the
greater deeper principles they are supposed to share. They tolerate other groups within the umbrella of
a big movement such as Civil Right and Environmentalism, or within the Democra c Party, so they can
achieve their own goals. But they do not really respect other groups and would change other people if
they could. How o en do Blacks support environmentalists or women?
More on Costs.
‐When thinking about giving help, we have to figure out how much help costs. We have to consider
costs even when the appeal is highly moral. As I was wri ng this paragraph in April 2018, America had
to think if we wished to go to war with Russia over an a ack with gas by Syrian dictator Al Assad on his
own people. How extensive should be our response, should we warn the Russians (we did not), should
we avoid hi ng Russians, and should we be ready to follow with more raids? In the interna onal arena,

Democrats have about as much sense as Republicans over appeal versus cost but for domes c causes
Democrats seem to have no sense. They simply don’t consider how much it costs to help, whether we
can aﬀord it, and whether we should use resources in other ways. If they do make these calcula ons,
they certainly don’t tell them to their clients or make them public. When a Party does not carry out
these calcula ons in public, then it can only seem that they don’t care about the cost to the country as a
whole because they would rather curry their clients. It can only seem that the Party puts the interests of
the Party and the client above the interests of the Party as a whole.
Even if we do have enough resources to fund a par cular cause, if helping is likely to cost considerably
more than it gains, we should not help. If you are likely to get hit by a car running into the street to save
a mouse, you should stay put. Likely you would run to save a child. You can figure out some in‐between
cases yourself. How about your dog? How about a strange cat? This sounds cold but it is not. When
we figure cost and benefit, we can see the money cost somewhat and we can claim the moral benefit
even it is not likely to happen. Yet it is hard to figure the prac cal gain to the country and hard to figure
out the moral cost. It is easy to see the money cost if we gave everybody satellite TV access and a big TV
(or a giant gas‐guzzling SUV and free gas for life), voters would vote for our Party if we did, and we could
excuse such stupidity by saying it is for na onal defense. But we should stop to figure out the prac cal
gains and losses to the country and we should see the damage to the American character. The gain does
not jus fy the cost. To me, the moral cost is greater than the prac cal cost. Any Party with any scheme
needs to do this figuring and do it in public. Democrats will not. When they will not, it can only seem
they don’t care because they put themselves and their clients above the na onal interest. Even if that is
not true, it seems that way.
When a Party will not make these calcula ons domes cally, then all its calcula ons interna onally are
necessarily called into ques on and invalidated, even if its calcula ons are ra onal and correct. When
you lose your reputa on, you lose your reputa on. When you lose your reputa on, naturally the other
Party seems valid by comparison even if the other Party is made up of blea ng demonic goats.
Rights and Responsibili es (Du es) 1.
Ci zens and residents of a democracy have both rights and responsibili es (du es). Neither rights nor
du es are more important than the other. Neither can work without the other.
It seems people in America now stress rights far more than responsibili es. They don’t stress rights as in
a democracy. They stress the “right” to get something, an advantage, a gain, treat, or power. They use
“rights” as a mere tool. They use “rights” as a symbol of which side they are on and of their power in
the ba le of sides and culture. They overlook responsibili es that come with each right and overlook
du es in general. They don’t care about the place of their par cular right in the whole system of rights,
du es, and ci zenship. The idea of responsibili es and du es has been lost because it is a strategic
detriment, an an ‐tool, an annoying impediment. This abuse is true even of real rights such as to vote,
privacy, not to be harassed, and to respect as a person; and to du es that go with them. They treat a
state payment such as from welfare as if it were a right equal to the right to vote. The modern idea of

rights is one of the biggest examples of how “poli cal correctness” has correct ideas in theory but is
hur ully abused in prac ce. It shows why people hate PC. The modern idea of rights is one of the
biggest abused tools in reverse discrimina on and in manipula on by self‐styled disadvantaged groups.
The modern idea of rights erodes the true ideas of civil rights, ethnic equality, gender equality, privacy,
dignity, etc. I am not only a grumpy old man here. Something did change in the 1970s and a er. Think
of ads for lawyers on TV hin ng you can live easy for life at your neighbor’s expense because you pricked
your finger on his‐her roses.
Republicans say Democrats are en rely and only to blame. Democrats and their clients stress “rights”,
and they always‐and‐only stress rights as mere “give me”, without caring about real rights, real du es,
and ci zenship. “My rights are big while yours are small, my rights always win over yours, and you pay
to enforce my rights. Any dispute between us is not about facts or about real compe ng rights; it is
always‐and‐only about you not gran ng me my full rights, my due respect, and some reward in power or
material goods to express my rights or to make up for any abuse. Any fault you see in my group is never
a fault in my group but always is a bias that you carry so you can take my rights, take what I want. When
I say the rights of my group have been damaged I mean I have not go en what I want. I use the rights of
my group to get what I need. Any problem my group has is due always‐and‐only to another group
taking our rights, it is never our fault. I have no responsibili es when I assert my full rights as an
individual or through my group.” Some Democra c clients do seem to lie compulsively, tell silly lies that
nobody could believe but expect the lie to be accepted, and seem unable to tell truth from lie; this
business about rights is one of those. People who claim an “en tlement” such as welfare or SSD, claim
to have been disrespected in a restaurant, or abused by police, o en look more to gain or a sa sfac on
than to make sure the system of rights and du es is carried out fully and fairly for all.
In contrast: “All Republicans always deeply appreciate duty and the need for ci zens to carry out their
du es. All Republicans assert rights only when a right also serves general good. We always see rights in
the context of a system of rights, responsibili es, and ci zenship.” In fact, most people that stay in the
military for a long me do feel a sense of true duty, and tend to be Republicans or to get Republican‐
ized while in the military. Working and middle class Republicans seem more likely to work for the whole
community than do people in other groups. There is some truth to what Republicans accuse Democrat
clients of and what they brag about themselves, more so since the “nanny” state.
There is enough misunderstanding of rights and du es, enough shirking of du es, and enough abuse of
rights, to accuse people in both Par es, and the abuse shapes both Par es. People are selfish regardless
of Party, selfishly neglect their du es, and are selfish in their abuse of rights. O en enough, Republicans
put property rights, social order, and urban “development” above the right of poor people to live in
their own old neighborhoods, and they use the big bad state to overwhelm the rights of individuals to
do it. Using tobacco is not a right equal to the right to a fair trial. Sor ng out this issue quickly turns into
a big trea se. That is not the goal here. Instead, I ask you to do the work.
Start with a simple idea. All rights have responsibili es, responsibili es usually entail some rights, and
responsibili es o en allow some privileges. If you own a house, you have to keep up the sidewalk, and

some mes por ons of the street, in front of your house. You have a duty to take care of your garbage
and not to make the neighborhood dirty or loud. To take care of your own house gives you the right to
the same from neighbors and the community in general. If you own a gun, you have du es to know how
to use it correctly, not to use it badly, to protect it so that cannot be abused such as by children or by a
temporarily angry person, and to make sure that only similarly responsible people own guns. Think
about each right and each en tlement, such as the right to vote, housing, be served in a restaurant,
respect from the police, welfare, Social Security, etc. If people don’t live up to the du es, can they keep
the right? I think not.
Focus on the du es that go along with par cular rights. If a child has a right to an educa on, do his‐her
parents have a duty to make sure their par cular school is a good school, without fois ng oﬀ that duty
on the state or on “other” people? If people in an area want a quality educa on for their children, and a
quality educa on can succeed only if the community has the right a tude, who has the biggest duty to
make sure the community provides the right background a tude? If well‐educated children are
essen al to a democracy, the economy, and to preven ng bad character, then do people have a duty to
help schools even out of their area? If a person has the right to welfare, what du es does he‐she have,
including the strict legal requirements but beyond those as well? Allow that a person has the right to
own a business firm. Does the owner have the duty to serve all people? Which people can the owner
exclude? Do women really have a right to equal pay for equal work or comparable work? I think they
do. Then what responsibili es do women have in claiming the right, and what responsibili es do they
have when they get the wages? If women and LGBTQ people (gays) claim they are mistreated as second
class ci zens, and claim the right to full recogni on and acceptance, then what responsibili es do they
have when they get that right? Do (illegal) immigrant “Dreamers” really have a right to stay in America?
If they do, what responsibili es go along with the right? If staying here is a privilege rather than a right,
but a privilege that many Americans would grant, then what responsibili es go along with the privilege?
What du es do gun owners have other than keeping most guns locked up in a box most of the me? I
think being a professional in America, such as a professor, teacher, doctor, lawyer, den st, police oﬃcer,
soldier, or accountant, gives status, and the status entails some responsibili es that other people don’t
have. What are the responsibili es, and do these people really carry them out? If we have a right to use
nature, what du es do we have toward nature? When people claim a right but overlook du es, what do
they really wish for?
Now think about Republicans and Democrats. Which rights and du es do they stress and which do they
overlook? Which rights do they claim without accep ng the responsibili es? I write a li le more about
how Republicans make mistakes about rights and du es in the part below about Republicans.
The primary duty always is to be an informed ci zen capable of assessing candidates and issues, and to
make a good choice. If you have the right to vote, you must be ready to vote adeptly. In a world closer
to the ideal than this world, if people did not fulfill their duty to be informed, I would take away their
privileges (rights) as ci zens. In this world, few of us live up to our duty to be informed but we cannot
take away all privileges and rights merely because we are not fully perfect. How many people know all
the “stuﬀ” from sec ons on the economy at the start of this essay, why don’t they know it, and should

they s ll have the right to vote if they don’t know it? You don’t have to agree with me about those
issues, but you should know the material. Think how far away a person can fall from being a good adept
ci zen and s ll enjoy the privileges of being a ci zen such as the “right” to vote. Think about how we
would assess.
Make Sense, Again, and in An cipa on.
I men oned “make sense” above, and use “make sense” in the history parts of this essay on Liberals.
Democrats think they make sense but they don’t, or at least not to most people who are not already in
the Party or a client. Even to clients, Democrats don’t make general sense; Democrats make sense as a
group with power that is most likely to bring the client benefits, protec on, or help to avoid a loss. That
is not enough.
To make sense in governing of a na on, a party has to see the big picture of na onal welfare. It has to
balance morality and prac cality in service to the greater na onal welfare. It does have to hear moral
appeals but it has to know when a response to a moral appeal simply costs too much in terms of money,
what is foregone, and eﬀects on na onal character. It has to priori ze moral appeals and costs. It has
to know which group comes first, second, third, or last, and how much any group gets. It has to know
when the sum total of responses costs too much even if the response to each moral appeal seems fair
and seems not to cost too much. It has to say “no” and “wait” to clients. It has to say “you ask too
much in the current world”. Because most appeals are moral, and morality and a tude are ed, a party
has to assess the a tudes of its client groups and take that into account. It has to set clients straight
when they have a bad a tude or has to refuse them when they will not change their bad a tude.
Democrats appear to do none of this. Even when they do it, the general consensus is that they do not.
Democrats don’t make sense. Republicans claim they do all of this. Of course, they are no be er than
Democrats, but they have a reputa on for being so. The public believes Republicans do make sense. To
see the unfair but real weirdness, think how Republicans do not control fringe gun rights advocates and
about the a tude of fringe gun rights advocates. Think how Republicans fail with White Supremacists.
Yet Republicans always seem to make sense while Democrats do not. On top of what I say below, you
think out why Democrats have a bad reputa on (undeserved) while Republicans have a good reputa on
(also undeserved).
If a poli cal party screws up priori zing and “gives away the house (farm)” on a few big issues, then the
party will lose its reputa on for making sense, maybe forever. Even when the party does make sense on
other issues, big and small, and makes more sense than rivals, s ll it will not be seen as making sense.
Once a party loses its reputa on, the bad reputa on sullies everything, and the party can rarely get back
a good reputa on. People might turn to this party for help, or because the other party is in really bad
shape as with Republicans and Trump, but people do not really go back to this party for sense and they
will leave the party again when the other party is more sensible.

Not only Westerners but many people tend to think in terms of Reason versus Emo on, although that
idea is said through various metaphors (“hot heart, head, blood, guts versus cold heart, head, blood,
guts”, “long guts versus short guts”, or “long fuse versus short fuse”). In myth, women are emo onal,
nurturing when not corrupt, and devious. Men are ra onal, straight, and strict. Once a woman loses
her reputa on, she is lost forever and must use guile, as with Lucy and Ricky Ricardo. When one woman
loses her reputa on, most of the other women in the neighborhood now look like angels by comparison
even if they do a lot of secret kissing and “heavy pe ng”. Democrats are now the irra onal emo onal
corrupted party that is vulnerable to emo onal pleas and has to use guile while Republicans are the
reasonable morally upright party that wins with logic and candor. Maybe only a woman who was a girl
in the 1940s or 1950s can know how deeply annoying this frame is. This kind of discredi ng is part of
what happened to Democrats but only part.
Unfortunately, Democrats perpetuate the discredi ng by con nuing to make big mistakes.
We need a na onal health care system, more than what we got with “Obama Care”. Especially with
rising costs, to run a na onal health care system correctly, we have to know when to say “no” and
“enough”. We have to know when to say “learn to live with it”, “here is a long‐term prescrip on for
morphine”, or “we can help you die if you wish”. That is what the French and Canadians do, and it
works. Democrats won’t do this. They won’t face reality. They hint they can give everything to
everybody. People know Democrats can’t give everything to everybody and Democrats some people
have to be denied care and so die. Republicans, Sarah Palin was outstanding, were able to convince
people that Democrats would set up secret “death panels” even when Democrats never suggested
anything like that. The Republican answer is no na onal health care at all, in which case poor people
themselves have to decide they can no longer bankrupt the future of all the grandchildren to make
granny live another week. Just as many people die under Republican prac ce now as ever would under
die Democra c plans in the future, and the prac ce now seems far crueler, but Democrats get all the
blame while Republicans get all the praise. If you don’t face up to issues fully and deal with them fully in
the open, then you get what the Democrats got, and you deserve it.
One founda on of making sense is the rule of law. A Party cannot play fast and loose in applying the
rule of law. That is how we get “banana republics” and Vladimir Pu n. There are modest excep ons.
Mercy and humanity play a part in law. But s ll we cannot get too loose. Some mes we have to be
cruel to keep the system that serves us all well. The TV show “Law and Order” examined this dilemma
well in many episodes. The rule of law applied to President Nixon and it will apply to President Trump
and his cronies when their me comes. If we wish to apply it to them, we have to apply it elsewhere as
well. Democrats have a reputa on for applying rule of law selec vely and for not apprecia ng the rule
of law in general. Rule of law applied selec vely is not rule of law. Democrats don’t make sense over
the rule of Law. That is why, in the 1970s and 1980s, the Republicans billed themselves as they party of
Law and Order, and where the TV show got its name.
Illegal immigra on ebbs and flows with prosperity in the United States, so, while the US was not doing
well economically from about 2007 to 2014, some mes more illegal Hispanics went back to their own

countries (especially Mexico) than came to the US. S ll, the situa on with illegal immigra on is bad.
We have to make sure illegal immigra on stops, and we have to deport a fair number of people who are
here illegally now. We have to put in jail people who hire illegal immigrants, including the oﬃcers of
business firms who might not personally have done the hiring. If we do not do all this, we abandon rule
of law too much. We do not have to be cruel for fun. We can show correct mercy to children who came
here young and who were born here. We can allow their parents to stay to but no other kin. We have
to stop “chain migra on”. But Democrats refuse to see this need. They do not refuse because they
really don’t see but because they wish to get and keep all Hispanics as clients. They imply everyone can
stay for any reason now and in the future. Again, they try to give everything to everyone. They throw
rule of law out the window for mere poli cal gain. When Democrats support “sanctuary ci es” and the
selec ve enforcement of law, they do NOT come across as merciful and humane. They come across as
conniving and selfish. Some proposals by individual Democrats make sense but those are not the ideas
of the Party as a whole. It seems Democrats simply want to allow all illegal immigrants to stay here,
thus to encourage more to come, and to allow all who come in the future to stay. This does not make
sense. If this is not what Democrats propose, then they need to make clear, and believable, what they
do propose, why it would work, and why it is best.
Individual Democrats have oﬀered some reasonable ideas on gun control such as background checks
and harsh penal es for using a gun in a crime. But that is not what people think of when they think of
gun control from Democrats. People think Democrats wish to take all guns from everybody right now.
Some of the percep on is due to Republican evil propaganda but not all. Republican propaganda fills a
vacuum le by Democrats. Most Democrats cannot oﬀer anything remotely reasonable to American
ears. Democrats cannot come up with good proposals because they refuse to see that gun control is not
one problem, about one social group, with one solu on for all, but that gun control is several problems,
over several social groups, each of which requires a diﬀerent solu on. Democrats won’t see the whole
problem because at bo om they don’t care about guns and gun crime. They care about ge ng past this
par cular horrendous incident and about not looking bad to the people that deplore all the incidents
and blame guns. They care about feeling righteous by a acking a straw enemy just as many people that
fight abor on really care more about feeling righteous and won’t think out reali es. Democrats don’t
want to alienate any clients such as Blacks‐in‐general who see Blacks use guns in Black on Black crime.
This is weaseling and it does not make sense. Republicans come across as reasonable simply by doing
nothing, defending what is now, and saying they defend the Cons tu on – all the while really also only
grooming clients. (Gun problems include: school shoo ngs, other mass shoo ngs, terrorist shoo ngs,
shoo ngs based on social groups such as religion and gender, general crime such as armed robbery,
personal murders such as of one spouse murdering another, gang crime, drug crime, human traﬃcking
crime, inner city crime mostly of Black on Black, inner city crime of short term temper mostly of Black on
Black, and crime about guns and gun traﬃcking, at least).
When Democrats fail in this way on this many major issues, then they fail by default on all issues. They
stop seeming to make sense even when they do make sense.

This point will anger people: The Democra c Party is the Party for modern women. Women are s ll
trapped in the “good girl versus bad girl” complex, as partly noted above. Enough Americans s ll see
women as irra onal, emo onal, and not making sense. Enough Americans s ll see ac vist women,
modern women, working women, and feminists as bad girls, that is, as somewhat immoral as well as not
making sense or as over‐bearing, pushy, and selfish and so as not making enough sense. So, when the
Democra c Party sides with those women, it sides with bad girls, and reinforces its image as a fallen
irra onal sappy Party. This view of modern women as bad girls will change as women of both par es
get poli cal and economic power. All the “feisty” girls and women, and all the women not in need of a
man to save them, in the media, are a good sign of the change. I am not sure if most modern women
will then become the good girls and, if the change in how Americans in general view women will save
the Democra c Party. I am doub ul.
The Democra c Party is a li le like the “crazy hyper‐feminist hyper‐PC ex‐girlfriend” that you really don’t
want to hang around with regularly but you like to see every once in a while, not to have sex, but
because she is fun and being around her does lead to some good ideas and good mes for a while.
Democrats some mes seem to wish to live up to that image. Mostly, though, they are like the smart ex‐
girlfriend that was good at helping you with your literature homework when you were in school or with
your legal case work now that you are out in the real world.
Apart from whether any policies of either Party make sense, people tend to judge all the policies and the
whole Party on their view of the character of people in the Party. Valid or not, people link good moral
character with making sense and link bad moral character with not making sense – despite decades of
stories about an ‐heroes, rebels, bad boys, bad girls, social inversions, and moral inversions. People see
Democrats as somewhat immoral (really more morally careless) and so not to be trusted to make sense
while they see Republicans as doggedly moral and so to be trusted to make sense. People know most
so‐called Democra c amorality is posing and silly playing. But they have seen enough harm come from
it that they are wary. When the me comes, the wild girl (young woman) in college is the un‐cool old‐
fashioned mom. People know that, in real life, Republicans drink too much, pop pills, and chase their
neighbor’s spouse but people s ll think Republicans have the correct long term values in mind, and so
Republicans s ll make more sense overall even apart from moral values.
Repeat: To govern well, to make sense, a party needs a believable coherent prac cal and moral world
view, a sense of a be er America, a be er world, and the role of America in the be er world. Neither
Democrats nor Republicans have this believable world view but Republicans fool people that “business”
alone can do the trick while Democrats fool nobody about any ideology. Nobody fully accepts any world
view oﬀered by Democrats even if par cular people have sympathy for some par cular projects such as
saving hungry children and sympathy for par al views such as social jus ce. When a party does not
have a suﬃcient world view, it cannot make sense, no ma er how good some of its par cular projects
and ideas. People feel this lack in Democrats, and their feeling reinforces all the other ways in which
Democrats do not make sense.

When a party stops making sense in the eyes of the public, then people in the party feel they don’t have
to make sense, and they actually do stop making sense. Party oﬃcials stop expec ng clients to make
sense or to be able to tell sense from nonsense. Oﬃcials start feeding clients whatever works to keep
allegiance. Clients know they don’t have to make sense to get what they wish for, that emo on o en
works be er than sense, and so stop oﬀering sense. Everyone falls back on appeals to emo on and on
superficial morality. It is a self‐fulfilling prophecy and a vicious circle.
This all happens with Republicans too for some issues in the culture wars but that dollop of craziness
does not undermine the general view of the whole Party as making enough sense. People don’t expect
Republicans to make sense about gay rights, Chris anity, Muslims, or even outsourcing, but s ll think
the Party as a whole does make sense. If the new Republican Party makes enough big stupid mistakes
such as the huge tax break for rich people of 2017, ignoring the pain of the working and middle classes,
rejec ng all help with health care, building a wall on the Mexican border, or reneging on the Iran nuclear
deal, then maybe eventually enough people also will see Republicans as despoiled, emo onal, a bit too
immoral, irra onal, and not making sense. Oddly, that is how the Trump Republicans see the old guard
such as Mitch McConnell and Paul Ryan; I think the Trump Republicans are more that way than the old
guard. Even then, such a change will not necessarily li Democrats back to ra onal moral prac cal
visionary making sense.
I do not oﬀer sugges ons as to how Democrats can make up for lost ground except that they had be er
begin making thorough sense even if it costs them support from some clients.
Chris anity.
‐The Democra c a tude toward Chris anity is complicated and unfortunate. I cover some of this topic
in the history parts of this essay so here I say only what is needed.
The Democra c a tude comes from an older Liberal a tude. Liberals were cau ous about any claims
that could not be verified by science‐like methods: by public demonstra on, by clear logic from other
publicly validated scien fic laws, or believable historic repor ng. Any claims against obvious common
sense were to be doubted unless verified by science‐like evidence or trustworthy authori es. Liberals
did not doubt everything unusual. Science came up with unusual facts and ideas such as that lightning is
only huge electric sparks (Ben Franklin) or Jupiter and Saturn have moons (Galileo). When an unusual
fact or idea was not backed by science‐like evidence, Liberals said: there was no reason to believe it if it
contradicted other established scien fic laws and facts; there was no reason to believe if it contradicted
common sense and was not supported by science; there was no reason to believe if it was not needed
for other serious ideas such as morality; and, if it contradicted good morality, that was reason to doubt.
Most religious claims such as miracles are not needed to support good morality. Some claims, such as
there are bad witches, lead to bad acts based on bad morality, and so we should not believe them.
Liberals rejected the need for many of the claims in Judaism and Chris anity such as that God stopped
the sun from going around the Earth so Joshua had more daylight in which to win a ba le, or that Jesus

raised Lazarus from the dead. Some Liberals said the claims were false while some (most) Liberals just
said the claims were irrelevant and so we need not decide them or believe them. Humans tend to think
anything we need not accept or decide is in eﬀect false and to be rejected, so the de facto posi on got
to be “false” on all the supernatural claims of Chris anity, leaving pre y much only the morality.
Other people took all Liberals to say that all religions are false and bad even when most Liberals did not
mean that. Other people did this as an over‐reac on to protect their own beliefs, an over‐reac on that
is as harmful as un‐cri cal condemna on of religion. I say more about morality and the supernatural in
other places, so I do not say more here.
The Liberal stance does not mean Liberals rejected the morality of Judaism or Chris anity. Most Liberals
were strong proponents of that morality, and were even content to say that morality and God had some
kind of close rela on.
At the me Liberals were developing their view, the only real religion of importance to them in Europe
and the Americas was Chris anity. So the default posi on got to be that Chris anity has too many false
claims, it is not literally true, and people could be good by accep ng the morality of Chris anity without
accep ng any of its claims about the supernatural or accep ng any claims about the supernatural from
any source. That got to be a kind of chic stance among Liberals. It lingers in academic Liberals today. It
is not strictly true but it is true enough for here. Especially a er a religious revival star ng about 1820,
the default posi on among far too many Chris ans got to be: “Liberals are amoral or immoral, hate
Chris anity and Chris ans, use spurious so‐called logic to a ack Chris anity and Chris ans, never see
any of the virtues in Chris anity or Chris ans, Chris anity is true no ma er what Liberals say, Chris ans
have to believe no ma er what, and Chris ans have to defend Chris anity in any way we can including
strong emo on and use of the state”. Not all Churches took this stance. Some big Churches, including
the Roman Catholic Church, took reasoned Liberalism (not silly knee‐jerk a ack of all Chris anity and all
religion) as a worthy challenge, worked to develop sensible defenses of religion and Chris anity, and
worked to merge reason with belief and morality. Sadly, most Churches including big Churches such as
the Roman Catholic Church s ll try to use the state to promote their morality.
Then, beginning in the late 1800s, came some unfortunate turns.
First, beginning with academics, the idea that Chris anity is false, silly, not needed, and a delusion of the
masses became entrenched. Not only were Chris ans wrong but they were fools. It was chic to disdain
Chris anity and Chris ans. Academics used Chris ans as foils to make themselves feel be er, much as
genders and races use others to make themselves feel be er. As the 1900s went on, more people went
to college and so more young people were indoctrinated with a tacit disdain for Chris anity, Chris ans,
and formal religion. In response, Chris ans saw the Liberals as immoral fools deceiving the masses and
corrup ng all of Western civiliza on. Chris ans used a caricature of Liberalism to make themselves feel
be er, excuse themselves, explain why everything went wrong, and as an all‐purpose straw dog.

Second, strong world events, such as World Wars 1 and 2, the Great Depression, pollu on, the demise
of nature, plagues, hunger, socio‐economic classes, racism, and religious wars, undercut belief in old
tradi onal religion, including especially Chris anity. Chris anity had no answers or few answers. “The
Devil Did It” was not acceptable when we could see human hands on triggers, axes, conveyor belts, and
bags of poison. The events hit Westerners hard because we had made so much progress in other ways
but could not seem to get out of savagery and could not seem to help people see the light.
Third, Westerners encountered religions other than Judaism and Chris anity. In par cular, they met
Eastern religions such as Buddhism, Hinduism, and Taoism. In contrast to Chris anity, these religions
became chic. I do not go into why and how academics and self‐styled “free thinking” people could scorn
Chris anity yet be fascinated by other religions. The easy half‐right answer, good enough for here, is
that people need religion, the West scorned Chris anity, but Westerners s ll needed some religion, so
they turned to ideologies that they could twist to suit their fantasies.
Fourth, Westerners developed views that could serve as alterna ves to religion or that undercut parts of
religion by explaining them away as merely something else. Communism became increasingly a force
a er about 1900. A er World War 2, trendy Westerners followed Existen alism – I can’t here explain it.
Beginning a er World War 1, deep psychology, usually a Freudian version but there have been many,
explained away religion by saying, for example, that God is nothing but a stern father writ large and the
Virgin Mary is nothing but the pre‐adolescent view of a kind mother writ large. Anthropologists explain
how religious pa erns follow social‐cultural pa erns and the two can reinforce each other, so religion
does not have any independent truth even if it serves as a template for society. Religion in the Middle
Ages both followed and set the template for European Feudal Society. Biologists explained how people
do not see the world exactly as it is, and how our modest distor ons can lead to belief in ghosts, spirits,
gods, angels, and witches.
Fi h, both chic Western intellectuals and an ‐ra onal belief‐only Chris ans developed an an ‐science
bias. These people not only ignored science except to gain from it (everybody loves iPods and cell
phones), they said science was wrong and evil. They said it was evil in diﬀerent ways but they s ll it was
evil. Normally these two camps (chic intellectuals and purposely irra onal religious believers) hate each
other more than they hate anything else but in this one cause they came together. They reinforced
each other. The chic intellectuals gave the an ‐ra onal believers tools to use against science and
against ra onal thought. Republicans were allied with the an ‐ra onal old believers by default but not
all Republicans liked this turn. They do not like bi ng the hand that feeds them, and they do not like
militant an ‐ra onal an ‐science craziness. They are happy to separate realms and some Republicans
even try to keep the best of both realms while minimizing contradic ons. Lacking a deep founda on,
Democrats did not know what to make of this mess, and some mes went along with the chic intellectual
an ‐ra onal bias. But they also sensed that the an ‐ra onal basis an ‐science propaganda supported
the far Religious Right of the Republicans and so Democrats did not go too far. This is another case
where the middle of Democrats and Republicans overlaps and both middles oppose the extreme but
neither Party will open their eyes to reality and say what needs to be said.

Large Chris an Churches, such as the Roman Catholic, never par cipated much in the an ‐ra onal an ‐
science wave, despite what academics think. They respect the need for ra onality and science even
though they also stress the need for belief. There were semi‐crazy groups in all the Churches that did
rail against ra onality and science but they never carried the whole Church, and they do not seem as
strong now in the big Churches.
It is not necessary to hate ra onality and science to hate what we have done to the planet and to hate
the abuses that stem from capitalism and militarism. In fact, ha ng ra onality and science only gets in
the way of understanding fully and being able to find good responses. The answer is not to stop science
and technology but to use them be er. To use them be er you have to know them.
Sixth, the above points tended to happen more with people who had Democra c backgrounds. Un l
about the 1990s, people who went to college tended toward Democra c‐style poli cs. So, scorning
Chris anity and Chris ans got associated with Democrats. On the flip side, holding to Chris anity got
associated with Republicans. I do not go into why having tradi onal religion is linked with well‐to‐do
people and with the secure working and middle classes. Not only did Republicans come to think of
themselves as Chris ans but, especially a er the middle 1970s, they came to think of themselves as
an ‐Liberal (an ‐Democrat) Chris ans in the sense above without falling en rely for the an ‐ra onal
an ‐science belief‐only stances of the Religious Right. Some Democrats did make fun of Chris ans while
adop ng non‐tradi onal beliefs; and some Republicans did deliberately reinforce their belief in old style
an ‐ra onal belief‐only literally‐Bible Chris anity. But, in fact, most Democrats retain much of Chris an
belief, especially as they marry and raise children, and most Democrats do not scorn Chris ans or
Chris anity. Republican intellectuals, such as Bill Bradley (Firing Line) and poli cal theorists such as the
Neo‐Cons that were strong under George W. Bush, hardly seem to be tradi onal Jews or Chris ans, or
even properly religious.
One shameful lapse backward by Republicans is the denial of global climate change, in which otherwise
ra onal Republicans ally with the irra onality of the Religious Right. They shameless use an ‐science
an ‐ra onality to a ack sound arguments. They shamelessly use bad data to create their own fantasy
arguments. They do not do this because they disbelieve in science but because they wish an excuse to
get whatever profits they can now before the bo om falls out. That is a lot of hypocrisy. This is why
a acking science hurts nature in the long run.
Because Democrats recruit from among underdogs, outsiders, and minori es, Democrats made a point
to say non‐Chris an religions such as Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism are good and should be respected,
even while Democrats s ll made fun of Chris anity. Democrats extol the Black Church in America even
while making fun of churches with mostly Whites. Democrats know so li le about Islam, Buddhism, and
Hinduism that their assessments of those religions make li le sense but people got the public appeal to
tolerance anyway. When praise of non‐Chris an non‐Jewish religions comes from a real desire to be
inclusive and broad‐minded, it is very good. When it comes of ignorance and desire to recruit clients, it
is not necessarily bad but it is not the good it claims. When it is combined with scorn of Chris anity, it is
bad, and the good inten ons behind it cannot make up for the bad. I do not guess how Democrats and

academics jus fy the hypocrisy of scorning Chris anity but extolling non‐Chris an religions, and of
scorning churches with White members but extolling all the Black church(es). Republicans see this
hypocrisy clearly, and it makes them “double down” on their defense of Chris anity even while they try
not to oﬀend non‐Chris ans. Blacks also see the hypocrisy and know it means that Democrats praise
their church(es) and Democrats ally with Blacks as a poli cal ploy, not out of a deep bond or deep
respect for Jesus and his Church. Non‐Chris ans also see the hypocrisy and know it means the same.
Sensing an opportunity, Republicans force Democrats to say publicly that they think tradi onal religions,
especially Chris anity, cannot be literally true and that people who believe it to be literally true cannot
be fully ra onal. Pushing Democrats into that corner is not fair but Democrats will always be suscep ble
un l they think out their own views, can explain their own views, and can deal with the hypocrisy that
comes of playing the client game.
I enjoy my roots in tradi onal Chris anity, and I follow the teachings of Jesus, but I am not a Chris an
according to standard views that rely on the Trinity. I have read about religions and I lived for eight
years in a good Buddhist country with some terrific monks. I believe that morality and the supernatural
are in mately related, so that one strongly implies the other, but they are logically separable. So, I “get
it from all sides”: Chris ans get mad at me, an ‐Chris ans get mad at me, and people in other religions
get mad at me. That is why I feel confident in what I said above. Academics treat me like an imbecile, a
dupe, a bit dangerous, prone to rely on emo ons not logic, a religious zealot in intellectual disguise, and
not to be trusted around children and dogs. Chris ans and Republicans treat me like their false
stereotype of a Liberal who hates God and Jesus no ma er how much I defend both, as a dupe of clever
Democra c‐Liberal ideologies, an imbecile, and not to be trusted around children and dogs.
There has never been, there is not now, and likely there never will be, a war on Chris anity. The scorn
that some Le ies have for tradi onal‐religion‐in‐general‐and‐Chris anity‐in‐par cular does not amount
to a war on Chris anity. Mostly it amounts to a war on their own intellects and souls. The purging of
religious items from public areas, especially from state‐owned areas, is sad but reasonable, and it does
not amount to a war on Chris anity. We really can’t run America on the basis of any one religion even if
there can be no doubt that Chris anity played a big role in the growth of America. PC stupidity such as
mandatory “Happy Holidays” instead of “Merry Christmas” is silly and regre ul but also is not a war on
Chris anity. Try to tailor gree ngs not to oﬀend, but, if you have a good heart, and you accidentally say
“Merry Christmas” to a non‐Chris an, I am sure he‐she will forgive. Jews put up with it for hundreds of
years. If a Muslim greeted me with “May Allah guide you”, I would be happy. The current trend of the
courts to allow religious art and the symbols of religion for historical value is the right way to go. Non‐
Chris ans, especially atheists, need to develop thicker skins. Chris ans, especially the Republicans who
defend Jesus for poli cal reasons rather than from true sympathy for his teachings, need to grow thicker
skins, bigger brains, and bigger hearts. Everyone needs to grow up and lighten up.
Democrats, as individuals, really do need to figure out their own beliefs and to confront their hypocrisy
about religion, values, and poli cs.

Should Democrats and self‐styled Liberals stop disdaining Chris anity out of modern chic, look hard at
their own morality, consider rela ons between morality and the supernatural, give Chris anity and all
religions their due, and start living according to decency and maybe according to the teachings of Jesus?
Sure. Should Republicans stop thinking their convenient ins tu onal Chris anity or born again version
of Chris anity is real Chris anity, stop thinking Jesus loves them more, stop using their false Chris anity
to feel superior, stop using their false Chris anity as an excuse to abuse others, learn about all religions
and give them their due, consider real morality, live according to decency, and live according to the
teachings of Jesus? Sue. I have no idea how to bring this about. If Jesus, Confucius, the Buddha,
Mohammad, etc. could not do it, then I can’t.
Bad Poli cal Correctness (PC) versus Good Morality.
‐This sec on only introduces the topic. I love the ideas behind PC but hate the prac ce, as I love old
Liberal and Conserva ve ideals but hate the prac ce of Democrats and Republicans. People don’t see
PC as the correct applica on of rules to make life fairer and be er but the bad misuse of rules to make
people feel worse and so to control people. PC is another aspect of the same bad conscience that leads
to reverse discrimina on. Just as reverse discrimina on hurts race rela ons, so PC hurts the underlying
ideas of fairness that it is supposed to promote.
PC is superficially correct moral ideas that are used not primarily because they are moral and correct but
as a tool to show power and to control other people. It is modern “holier than thou”. Some form of PC
has been around a long me. I trace the roots of modern PC to John Calvin.
Republicans have a version of PC, as bad as the Democra c version. While in a group of Republicans, say
the following and see what happens: “Ronald Reagan began the modern phase of irresponsible selfish
bad deficit spending that has bankrupted America. He began the immoral harmful idea that the free
market alone could cure everything, and so people did not have to take personal responsibility. He
began the idea that the state is all‐immoral even while he greatly expanded the state. He began the
modern version of corporate welfare.”
The problem is not morality as such. All morality guides and restricts acts. So do all ideologies and ideas
including those that say not to be governed by ideologies or “herd morality”. The issue is whether the
guidance is good guidance to good ends.
Why then do Democrats get blamed for PC while Republicans get a free pass on their moralis c huﬀ?
Partly because everybody expects Republicans to be hypocri cal up‐ ght conniving selfish moralists but
expects Democrats not to be that way. People expect be er but don’t get it. People expect the Right
Wing to be moral scolds but not Democrats. Yet that is what they get.
Democra c style PC is the natural outgrowth of Democra c confusion over equality under the law with
absolute sameness, and vice versa. It is the natural outgrowth of confusion about what diversity‐and‐
inclusion really means and how it relates to equality under law. It is the natural outgrowth of the fact

that some Democra c groups really don’t get along. It is the natural outgrowth of groups using ideas
such as equality under the law and inclusion‐and‐diversity as tools for their benefit without real regard
for the underlying principles or the fate of others. It is the natural outgrowth of the fact that Democrats
have a silly ideal of human nature in theory and are hypocri cal in prac ce about human nature. Unless
Democrats can come to grips with equality under the law, same and diﬀerent, diversity and inclusion,
the fact that groups diﬀer, and the fact that some groups don’t get along, then Democrats are doomed
to pernicious PC.
As with the Democra c a tude about Chris anity and other religions, Democra c PC is a contradic on
that entails hypocrisy. Democrats are supposed to accept full human nature including faults, and they
are supposed to be able to work with that. Democrats are supposed to believe that full human nature
with all its faults is enough for us to work together, and that the faults can be corrected enough gently
enough so we can work together. Democrats are supposed to be accep ng and including. They should
be able to take a joke. Democrats are supposed to be a bit “laid back”. They laugh at the “church lady”
and they think they are never like that. They should accept the view of various ethnic, gender, and
religious groups, and that view includes jokes this group makes about those groups. Some Jews s ll call
women Chris ans “shiksa”, which comes from something like “apart and icky” although now it is not
used much in that derogatory way but as “tempta on”. When Walowitz makes fun of the term on the
TV show Big Bang Theory, it comes oﬀ as funny, not oﬀensive. Penny is a “shiksa goddess”. Democrats
should be able to tell the diﬀerence between friendly humorous “put downs” versus nasty insults based
on bad ideas. Democrats should be able to put up with human foibles. Democrats should see beyond
foibles to the deep issues and real problems, to the issues that shape foibles.
But PC Democrats are none of that. They lay in wait for someone to make an error, an error that most
people would not call serious, so the PC Democrat can jump all over the poor sap. They are like spiders
that hunt by lurking and jumping. They are scolds. They care more about bludgeoning a vic m and
taking control than about teaching good ideas, personal rela ons, and social rela ons. They seem not to
get their own PC ideology of fairness and decency at any level deeper than mere ideology, and, apart
from the shell of the ideology, seem not to have other humane ideas.
When PC people get corrected and get told that their PC hurts more than helps, that they are in it more
for the good feelings of moral superiority and indigna on, naturally they feel bad and get angry. Usually
correc ng them that way does li le good. Yet they refuse to see that other people feel the same way,
and it does as li le good, when they scold other people using PC as a tool. If you can’t see yourself like
this, then you don’t have the right to much moral indigna on or to scold.
PC supports a double standard that is more prominent among Democrats. Equality under the law and
respect for diversity are supposed to go together but, in fact, it seems that Democra c groups use the
law, equality under the law, and the idea of diversity to get and keep privileges. They each care for their
own status and don’t give a damn about the well‐being of other groups or the general idea of equality‐
and‐diversity.

In the Democra c version of equality‐and‐diversity, the group tradi onally not in power has privileges
that the old group that tradi onally had power now cannot have. The group tradi onally out of power
can do things to the old‐power group cannot do. Blacks can call each other “Black”, “nigger”, “brother”,
and “sister” but Whites should never use those terms for Blacks or among Blacks, not even in friendship,
not even in joking friendship, and not even when no Black is present. We must use “African American”
(not accurate) and other similar terms such as “Chinese American”. Yet Blacks and Asians need not say
“European American” or “Greek American”. Many Blacks use “Whites”, “White people”, “White folk”,
“White man”, and “White woman” as abusively as Whites say “nigger” and Blacks s ll refer to Whites as
“honkey” and “redneck”. In music, Blacks can call women by horrible names, threaten sexual abuse, and
threaten violence, regardless of ar s c merit, while no non‐Black could. Men can never say “girl”. Yet
when women get angry at men, they openly derisively call them “boys”; and women commonly refer to
themselves as “girls”. Hispanics extol “La Raza” but Democrats oﬃcially get angry when White people
enjoy European culture and Whites extol the achievements of Europe. My experience with claims of
discrimina on is that they are used for personal gain and to hurt others rather than to make sure there
is no discrimina on and to assert equality for all.
We have to allow some leeway to disadvantaged groups, and we have to give them some compensa on,
but we have allowed too much too long. We are too suscep ble to “White guilt” and to “middle class
guilt”. Other groups sense suscep bility and they use PC to exploit it. Thus PC enables vic miza on
rather than fights vic miza on. They PC does not make things be er but worse.
PC enables reverse discrimina on and it enables non‐Whites and women to coerce their employers,
schools, churches, restaurants, and everyday people. PC enables using an accusa on of discrimina on
to get what you wish, not because discrimina on was really what was going on or it was the most
important factor. This use of PC severely hurts the good cause for which PC was intended. It lets us
overlook or excuse the dismal performance of Black and Hispanic children in the public schools and
Black violence. PC enables such evil as Blacks shoo ng non‐Black police oﬃcers, and shoo ng some
Black police oﬃcers just because they are police oﬃcers. PC enables bad selec ve blindness. When
Republicans had code words that enabled discrimina on, those words enabled bad acts and blindness.
It is not clear which prac ce is worse. What ma ers is that neither should be allowed, but modern
Democra c PC not only allows, it enables.
PC lets people feel they have earned a great victory when they catch somebody, lets people feel good
about themselves, when really they have done li le or have done harm. It is like when an ‐abor on
ac vists change the law to allow them to stand 20 feet from an abor on clinic, rather than 50 feet away,
so they can get in the faces of women who come seeking help. PC now is more about personal gain
through feeling good than about making any real changes.
I saw on TV reference to a poll in which most college students preferred inclusion‐and‐diversity over
free speech. The quality or accuracy of the poll is not relevant here. Simply to ask this ques on means
it is be er to have on campus some number of stereotyped underdogs, regardless of academic ability,
and not to allow people to say anything about it, especially not to say anything un‐PC. Be er to shut up

and drink the Kool Aid. Yet this view is typical of the harmful stupidity into which PC leads us. Inclusion
and diversity depend on free speech, they would never have happened without free speech, and they
could not con nue without free speech – even free speech that ques ons PC inclusion and diversity or
even free speech that wrongly painfully ques ons any inclusion and diversity. Inclusion and diversity
without free speech are not real inclusion and diversity. Real inclusion and diversity could not endure
without free speech. If inclusion and diversity combined with genuine ability is the right thing to do,
then true free speech will lead to them. Not to see this, and instead to prefer some external pretend
show to real decency, is a tragedy. Democrats have to ask how they support this view. No Republican
delusion exceeds this stance in stupidity or harm.
PC perpetuates the stereotype of (formerly) harmed groups as never able to take care of themselves,
never able to grow up, never adult, never smart enough, always behind other groups. Everybody knows
PC is not natural, that PC language is not natural language. If we have to always be and speak un‐natural
around some group then that group is not alright. They are always behind and unable. If they are
always behind and unable, there is never any end to it. If they are always behind and unable, then the
only way they will ever get any semblance of equality, fake equality not real equality, is to press o en‐
unfair claims of discrimina on. If they are always behind and unable, why should they get jobs first, get
the good jobs first, get any good jobs instead of somebody else, or be the boss? People don’t mind
taking care of people who really need care but the central premise of PC is that the disadvantaged don’t
really need special care – yet we have to give it to them forever and ever.
The worst eﬀect of PC is that PC blocks seeing deep forces because it lets people get great sa sfac on
from superficiali es. When a Black catches a White saying “Black” instead of “African American”, the
Black person doesn’t have to think why Black kids do so badly in school, why there is so much Black on
Black violence, why Blacks cul vate a bad a tude that never has done them any good, or why there is
persistent unemployment and why so many jobs are bad. When a woman catches a man saying “girl”
she doesn’t have to think about the deep evolved human nature of men and women, the glass ceiling, or
why women s ll only get about 70% of what men get for comparable work. When a White person
catches a Black person playing at PC to feel good, get ahead, or put down White person, when you see
Al Sharpton on TV, or hear about another Aﬃrma ve Ac on case, the White person doesn’t have to
think about any of this.
People have learned to follow PC in public not because they really agree with the prac ce but because
they get in trouble if they don’t. That is how the stocks and pillory worked in 1650.
In this situa on, people can’t agree or disagree with the good ideas that once were behind PC. People
don’t get a fair chance to see the ideas behind the cloud of PC. Because PC prac ce works out badly so
o en, and overshadows good results even when good results happen, if people take PC to represent the
actual basic ideas, then people have to disagree with the basic ideas, even when the basic ideas are
good. That is the opposite of what PC aims at.

The ideas behind PC are too important to allow PC to undermine them. We must focus on the ideas and
deep issues.
The “Me Too” movement helps women that have been abused, some mes but not always beaten or
raped, but coerced and used all the same. I was shocked as a youth to learn how many of the women I
knew had had not only uncomfortable experiences but experiences that bordered on rape or were rape.
It is good for women to share the experiences and good for the men who do bad things to be exposed.
It is good to insist that men refer to women by terms that do not infan lize women (make them small
and stupid) and that do not make it easy to use women. It is good for women to use all means available
to make men see them as humans and treat them accordingly. We will get a few public accusa ons that
make too much of a sexual advance and so hurt a few lives unfairly. You have to decide if that is a small
enough price to pay.
The desire of women to be treated with respect and not be abused far pre‐dates 1970 and far pre‐dates
the “Me Too” movement. I see li le prac cal diﬀerence between the desire of women in 1820 that all
men act like gentlemen versus the desire of women now that all men act like gentlemen. Insis ng on
superficially decent language and polite behavior in public did not change society and human nature in
1820 and likely that will not do the job now. If people think it will do the job, then, again, PC actually
hurts more than helps. If economic and poli cal power alone can do the job, then I am sad for all of us.
Women and men need to think why men and women act as they do, both from human nature and from
the par cular social‐economic‐poli cal‐cultural‐religious‐and‐historic condi ons at par cular mes and
places. They need to base strategy for good change on that. If they do, PC will follow of its own accord,
or will follow with some modest intelligent pushing. If not, no PC will make much of a diﬀerence over
the long run, and it will hurt. The same is true of all other groups with all grievances.
PC now is more of a liability than an asset. By focusing on superficiali es it gets in the way of seeing the
really important forces underneath. The women of the “Me Too” movement did not complain because
men called them “baby” but because men molested the women. Forcing men not to say “baby” would
not by itself make any diﬀerence in men moles ng women and it would blind us to seeing what would
make a diﬀerence. What would?
Catching White people saying “Black” or “nigger” might make Blacks feel good but won’t change much.
Forbidding all people to use the word “nigger”, even among Blacks in camaraderie, might make Whites
feel good but won’t change much. Catching Black people saying “honkey” or “red neck”, or using
“Whites” as a curse word, might make White people feel good but won’t change much. Driving around
blas ng bad hip‐hop or country music might make you feel good but it only makes things worse.
Tearing down all Southern Civil War monuments, or defending all monuments, might make you feel
good but it does li le to end racism and it does a lot to sustain racial antagonism. Worse, it means you
don’t have to think why you should tear down or keep monuments, should tear down some but keep
others, and what be er to do to achieve equality under the law and racial respect.

Yes, small things such as language do make a diﬀerence but not o en the pivotal diﬀerence. Find what
really ma ers and work on that. You have to look not only at economics etc. and the a tudes of the
“oppressors” but also at the a tudes of your own group.
When I say “PC is more a liability than an asset, it enables bad acts, hides important deep forces, lets us
feel we have won a victory when we have not, and we should get rid of it to focus on the deep forces
beneath”, I mean it. I mean rely on decency and knowledge instead of ideology. When Republicans say
“Washington Liberal PC nonsense” they mean: “Get rid of annoying restric ons; stop looking for deep
causes; go ahead and treat badly anybody that you don’t like or who gets in your way; and we will take
as much power as we can get with li le regard for anyone else”. Republicans mean “Use our ideology of
decency to cover up indecency”. Learn to tell the diﬀerence. Learn to be decent.
In today’s climate, I do not know how to promote the good ideas behind PC without falling into the bad
traps of PC. I do not know how to get Democrats to see they need a be er middle way than they have
now. I do not know how to get Democrats to follow good vision based on decency rather than promote
blindness based on ideology. I do not know how to make people respond to each other on the basis of
simple decency so we need neither ideologies nor PC hyper‐moralizing.

PART 4: REPUBLICANS
Some Introductory Remarks.
‐This part of the essay was wri en in 2018. If you have not already, please read the Introduc on to
Parts 3 and 4 at the beginning of Part 3.
This material is about Republicans, not about Donald Trump and his bad an cs. I lived in Alabama when
Roy Moore was running for Senator. I do not take Trump or Moore to represent Republicans. Take any
major decent Republican figure as a much be er model such as John McCain. This material is mostly
about be er Republicans.
Even so, take Trump and Moore as logical extensions of what I say here. They are what happens when
the dogma c par sanship nurtured since Reagan escapes control. They are what happens when you let
loose the “brown shirts” (see the Net). Take Trump and Moore as a lesson about what not to do. Even
if Trump wins a second term, gets his wall, makes fake peace with North Korea, and learns about trade,
he is s ll a lesson in who not to be and what not to do. Trump’s slander of women, non‐Whites, the FBI,
Jus ce Department, intelligence community, and the media, are alone enough to put him outside what
any decent Republican could do. His “base” bought it and loves him. That is sad and scary.
Reagan, Bush 2, and Trump got oﬃce because many Whites, Asians, religious true believers, cultural
true believers, and fearful people, mostly from the working class and middle class, joined the Republican
Party in the 1970s through 1990s. Trump does not really share their beliefs but he can pretend adeptly
and he knows how to rally their support. Trump does not speak for all those people. Many have more
sense and more humanity. Trump fronts for enough desperate people so they control the Party. If they
control it long enough, they will change the Party and American poli cs.
Introduc on Con nued: No Republican World Conspiracy.
‐The core members of the Republican Party are people on top of society. Unlike the past, they are not
the sole domina ng group in the Party because of the working and middle class people that joined in the
1970s and a er but they s ll dominate enough to start with. It is easy to imagine the Republican core in
a big conspiracy. They give the masses just enough to control the masses, just enough freedom so the
masses can act out a li le to blow oﬀ enough steam and so authori es can spot troublemakers. Make
some kinds of fun illegal or tax them heavily, such as drugs, sex, and gambling. Allow enough organized
crime so the best and brightest people of the lower groups try to find a place there. Promote glamour,
sex, crime, personal violence, clothes, and pop entertainment. Don’t give the masses enough so they
get real wealth, power, or control. Divide and conquer. Pop culture likes to use the alluring but wrong
fantasy of a secret ruling group and likes to see rich people as the center of the group. Rebels against an
evil empire and a would‐be world conqueror are perennially popular.

I doubt Republicans are in a giant conspiracy. Instead, how the world turned out gave Republican
leaders the opening to control, and rich powerful people made good use of a golden opportunity. A
loose self‐reinforcing pa ern arose between the rich, comfortable, in‐betweens, and the poor. To keep
the pa ern going, all Republicans have to do is what people with wealth and power do naturally. Some
percep ve individual Republicans do see the pa ern and take conscious ac ve steps to keep themselves
on top and others below but I doubt these people are part of a cabal – SPECTRE – that rules America and
tries to rule the world. In some places, Russia and China, there is a small group in control, so my cau on
here does not apply everywhere. Being rich and powerful, and being connected in normal ways to other
rich powerful people, gets you a huge step ahead already without need to join a secret plot. The le y
idea of a giant right conspiracy carries about as much weight as the righty idea of a secret state within
the federal government that always acts for the le and always thwarts the right.
Breaking a self‐reinforcing pa ern might be harder than breaking a world plot. It is less glamorous to
fight a self‐reinforcing pa ern than to fight an evil empire. People who daydream about themselves as
rebels against the evil rich don’t do much to fight real problems. Rebel dreams serve the rich as another
level of control. Try washing the bad propaganda out of your brain, and then thinking for yourself.
At least since the 1960s, and now more with the rise of a semi‐capitalist ruling class in many na ons, the
wealthy powerful people of diﬀerent na ons have more in common with each other than with non‐rich
non‐powerful people in their own na on. Elite Republicans in America have more in common with
similar people in France, Japan, China, Russia, Brazil, India, Mexico, and Kuwait than with working and
middle class people here. Rich powerful people o en do well to help each other across borders rather
than support non‐powerful people in their own na ons. This reality suggests a conspiracy but again I
doubt. The world gave an opening to rich powerful people, and they took it as far as they could without
hur ng their old bases in their own countries. I don’t know what this means for poli cs in one na on or
for rela ons between them. The Russia‐Pu n‐Trump an cs might be a case of a would‐be conspiracy
and of how weak such interna onal conspiracies can be, for now. Some writers use mul ‐na onal
business firms (corpora ons) as examples but I do not go into that issue here.
Several places I note how Democrats and Republicans act selfishly without enough regard for the na on
as a whole. As you read, you will see selfish ac ons that I do not point out. That behavior is not always
evidence of a plot. Some mes selfishness is evidence of loose coopera on among interna onal rich and
powerful people but o en it is not. This essay cannot guess when. Is outsourcing from America part of
an interna onal plot? Have fun guessing.
If I got a grant of ten billion dollars so I could fit in among the powerful, it might be fun to look for big
conspiracies of the le or right, or to find none. If I did find one, likely I would die before I could write.
Un l then, academics and poli cal commentators will have to guess from the outside.
Introduc on Con nued: Some Recurrent Themes:
(1) What is an “original” Conserva ve? What are the ideas of original Conserva ves?

(2) What is a modern conserva ve? How does a modern conserva ve diﬀer from an original one?
(3) Original Conserva ve ideas are not fully compa ble with democracy. Modern conserva ve ideas
likely also are not fully compa ble with democracy but for diﬀerent reasons. Original Conserva ves
disdained democracy while modern populist conserva ve populism undermines it.
(4) Business people, wealthy people, and powerful people as the new aristocracy.
(5) “Tradi onal” Republicans think like Republicans did before 1980. Are tradi onal Republicans like
original Conserva ves? Are tradi onal Republicans even modern conserva ves? Do they support
Democracy?
(6) New Republicans joined the Party a er 1975: Do they represent the people? Are they like original
Conserva ves?
(7) Are new Republicans like tradi onal Republicans? How and why do they diﬀer? Is their populism
compa ble with representa ve democracy? Is it compa ble with any democracy?
(8) Will business alone solve America’s problems?
(9) What do you really want from the Republican Party and from being a modern conserva ve?
(10) What do you want apart from poli cs, as a decent person and a ci zen? Why? How?
(11) What are your true deep principles and how do you live them?
(12) What do you want to conserve, why, and how? What ideas, values, principles, a tudes, rela ons,
and ins tu ons do you want to keep and‐or encourage? What do you want to change and‐or get rid of,
why, and how?
Introduc on Con nued: Some Wrong Ideas and Right Ideas.
‐Most Republicans do not hate everyone else: Blacks, Hispanics, women, LGBTQ people, and Nature.
Republicans would rather they all did well, and most Republicans will sacrifice somewhat to help.
Republicans supported Civil Rights in the 60s and the Environmental Protec on Agency (Nixon did not
start the EPA but he did see the value). If business owners could be sure Black job candidates were
really qualified, had a good a tude, and would not cause more issues than other groups, Republicans
would be happy to hire Blacks, at least through middle management. When business owners had
confidence in Asians, they hired Asians in legions. Republican business owners prefer Hispanics not only
because Hispanics work cheaper but because of the Hispanic a tude toward work.

If non‐Republicans could all rise up to the middle class or upper middle class without dragging down or
threatening to drag down Republicans, Republicans would be happy for the gain for them and for the
whole country. Only when non‐Republicans drag down Republicans, or threaten to, do Republicans get
so unhappy. Unfortunately, dragging down seems more common than not dragging down, especially
since Democra c programs of the 1960s and a er. Not only do programs drag down Republicans but
they don’t raise non‐Republicans nearly enough either.
Most Republicans are not like stereotypical Trump supporters. Many Republicans are not any more of
the following than most Democrats: racist, sexist, homophobic (hate and fear LGBTQ (gay) people),
angry, xenophobic (hate and fear other people, especially from other na ons), over educated, under
educated, against immigrants, against non‐Chris ans, supporters of the class system, violent, etc. Not
all Republicans wish to imprison everybody who looks cross eyed, especially Black males. I have met too
many Democrats including Blacks, Hispanics, and women, who are more racist, sexist, and class‐ist than
most Republicans. Many Republicans care more about fiscal responsibility, personal responsibility,
stable society, jus ce, progress, science, the future of democracy, and the future of American ideas than
they care about stereotypical racism or sexism. Many Republicans care more about good ideas than
about keeping down “the coloreds” and women. Many Republicans know that to keep good American
ideas, non‐White non‐male non‐Chris an non‐business non‐rich people have to learn those ideas; and
Republicans think learning those ideas through the Republican Party is a good way. Many Republicans
really seek the best ways to teach good ideas for the future of America and the planet.
Most business firms are not willing to do anything to get as much profit as they can regardless of world
ecology, social jus ce, human welfare, and the law. Most business firms are not willing to overthrow
states and start global wars just to make more profit, as with Moriarty in the movies “Sherlock Holmes:
Game of Shadows” and “League of Extraordinary Gentlemen” (with one lady) or with SPECTRE in the
James Bond movies. Some firms do damage and some firms do a lot of damage as with oil spills. Firms
take welfare, are addicted to “dole”, and get withdrawal symptoms when oﬃcials threaten to take it
away, as do individuals that take regular welfare. Mostly, though, business firms act more like the local
dealer of a major brand automobile than like a secret criminal gang. They act more like a university or a
media company. They act their role in the economy and so contribute to everybody helping everybody
else to enjoy the benefits of a modern capitalist system.
For legal reasons that I can’t go into, all incorporated business firms have to seek as much profit as they
can most of the me, and they cannot allow sympathy to undermine profits so much the firm falters.
That is not a decision against humanity but a decision to follow the nature of the animal. This pursuit of
profit can cause problems but it also leads business to serve consumers and society. If business firms do
not make a profit then they cannot give jobs to workers and cannot give goods to consumers. On the
whole, seeking profit serves society. If seeking profit does not serve society, either in general or in too
many par cular cases, as with the housing crisis of 2007 or maybe with fracking, the fault lies with the
public and with our elected oﬃcials. Business firms fight ac vely to defeat regula on and get around
regula on but it is s ll the fault of us and our poli cians.

I cannot here separate business firms according to how bad or good they are. I cannot here dis nguish
firms that some mes have done a lot of bad and I cannot guess if bad firms have distorted the en re
business climate. I can only say that most business firms most of the me are worthwhile and they are
not the original source of evil in the modern world.
Most Republicans are not masters or slaves of a big business firm that secretly wants to rule the world.
Most employees of business firms are not minor demons serving larger demons in the bureaucracy of
Hell. Life in a capitalist system does change people, not always for the good. But most Republicans are
no worse, and are a lot be er, than the characters in movies and in TV soap operas about people vying
for power as in “Empire”. Most Republicans have a personality apart from their role as employee and
many have opinions that do not accord with their roles as employee or member of the Party. They are
about as dis nct as individuals as Democrats are dis nct. If their opinions toe the line too much, either
of the firm or the Republican Party, that is due more to laziness to think for themselves as that they are
Republicans who work in business. Democrats are about as silly.
Take a person who starts a car repair shop to specialize in electric cars and hybrids. Through decades of
hard honest work and of mee ng a payroll with health insurance, he‐she builds a network of ten such
shops, and a loyal clientele. He‐she also has invested profits in a diverse por olio of stocks, bonds, and
real estate. He‐she knows that, to keep the shops going in his‐her old age and for his‐her descendants,
and to keep the value of the por olio, the whole economy has to do well including all the people in all
socio‐economic classes, and nature has to do well also. If the country or nature goes “blooey”, so does
all his‐her decades of saving and work, and so do the futures of his‐her children and grandchildren. He‐
she tries to do what is best for the whole country and for nature, if not from personal commitment, at
least from being vested. He‐she wants a good future for the country and the world as long as his‐her
children are not frozen unfairly out of that future and do not have to pay for other people to enjoy that
future while they suﬀer. Imagine a person who works for a business firm or university, and who invests
in a large diverse por olio. He‐she will have the same interests for the same reasons. He‐she will not
want his‐her employer to succeed so much as to rule the world. He‐she will want the whole world to do
as well as possible. These two people are more like real Republicans than are the media stereotypes.
They hardly diﬀer from enlightened Democrats. Individual people might diﬀer in how they see what is
best for the world but they all really do want the best to the extent that they understand it. If we want
them to change, we have to give them a more accurate believable view.
Business firms, business people, rich people, and powerful people, do not en rely control the poli cal
process and are not by far the major donors to poli cal candidates. The details would take too long to
go into here. Even with the decline of unions and increase in PACs (poli cal ac on commi ees) that
cater mostly to the Right, Le Wing sources give to poli cal campaigns about as much as Right Wing
sources. Money from outside the United States will be an increasing problem. When Republicans have
an impact greater than their numbers, it is due more to clever maneuvering, focus, and zeal, including
dirty tricks, than to hidden tac cs and big contribu ons. Success is due more to Republican excitement
about elec ons and to Democra c lethargy. Some recent court decisions have opened the door to bad
elec oneering that favors the Right such as “Ci zens United” (2010) when the Supreme Court wrongly

said corpora ons are persons with the same rights of free speech as regular live flesh‐and‐blood people.
S ll the main issue is not wealth but strategy. I oﬀer one short simple righ st book as a start: Painter,
Richard W.; 2016; Taxa on Only with Representa on: The Conserva ve Conscience and Campaign
Finance Reform; published by Take Back Our Republic. Painter would disagree with much of what I say
in this essay but such disagreement is good.
‐Both Par es shelter bigots, each its own kind of bigots. If Democrats think they have no bigots, Blacks
can’t be racist and women can’t be sexist, or every Democrat happily recycles, then they are fools, and
their foolishness hurts America.
Most stereotypical bigots ended up in the Republican Party a er the 1970s. Most an ‐stereotypical
bigots ended up with Democrats. The stereotypical bigots gained control of the Republican Party, and
have caused trouble. They do not have total control, not even under Trump, and other Republicans s ll
do good things despite the bigots. I cannot here separate all the flavors of Republican and I cannot
separate bad Republican bigots from good Republicans. I try to give general Republican ideas and show
how these ideas have been diverted. As the bigots began to exert more power in the Republican Party,
the other Republicans retreated more into the stance of “business solves everything automa cally”.
Tradi onal Republicans did not lose their good Republican ideas but they don’t know how to express
those good Republican ideas realis cally now. I wish be er Republicans were clearer and more vocal,
and I wish be er Democrats could meet them half‐way.
The ease with which the Republican Party filled up with bigots results directly from lack of Republican
vision about America and the world except for their dreams of “back to the unreal idealized past” and
“business does it all automa cally”. As with Democrats, Republicans also lack any vision but they are
able to cover up with “business does it all automa cally”. If Republicans had a be er rounded fuller
deeper idealis c‐yet‐s ll prac cal vision of America apart from “business” there could be no place in the
Party for bigots. As it is, the Party invites them in and gives them the house. I don’t know if this
situa on will change in the next decade as Party members become younger and seek a be er vision.
Both good Democrats and good Republicans lost a big chance for coopera on under President Obama.
History will condemn opportunists and bigots of both sides for that selfishness.
The bad racist treatment that Obama got from nearly all Republicans, even those who knew be er, was
a big victory for bigots, and is a big reason why the public image of Republicans is of racist sexist an ‐
science hater bigots only, even when that idea is not true of all Republicans. Once Republicans began to
pander clearly to bigots and to openly show strong racism, they lost ground with young people, ground
that they might never regain. They had be er hope the Democrats keep screwing up.
‐Republicans do fear non‐Republicans. They o en fear non‐Whites, non‐Asians, and anybody below the
level of the comfortable middle class. But this fear is not more than when working and middle class
Blacks and Whites and Hispanics all fear and hate each other. It is not more than the average Black fears

in walking the street in many Black neighborhoods. It is sad all around but it is part of the many fears
that fill modern life. The good things of modern life can’t take away all this fear and its bad eﬀects.
‐Despite good wishes, Republicans will not spend too much. They will not endanger their own middle‐
and‐long term security and will not hurt the chances that their kids go to a good school and get a good
job. This is understandable. Working and middle class people do the same when they have something
to hang on to. Black people do the same when they have something to hang on to.
Republicans have seen how li le gain has come from programs, how much programs have ballooned,
how much programs have cost, and how programs and regula ons have cut the ability of hard‐working
honest successful people to hold what they make. (Democrats see it too but will not admit it.) Rather
than repeat the mistakes of the past, Republicans want an end to the silliness. They are red of trying to
figure out what will work and won’t work, only to see what they thought would work blow up again,
damage the economy, and rip the guts out of programs. Not ending all the silliness likely will bankrupt
the country. The only way to save the country is to end all the silliness.
Republicans say: Stop throwing good money a er bad. Start pu ng money where it will do some good
for sure and will do the most good. That way, we get the most for our investment, and the most for our
investment is likely to lead to the greatest good for society. There is no other way to get the greatest
good for all. Is pu ng our money where it is sure to do less‐than‐the‐most‐good and where it gets back
less in return likely to find the greatest good? If ending all silliness leaves some people at a compara ve
disadvantage, then so be it. Under Republican guidance, they are s ll well oﬀ in absolute terms and are
be er oﬀ compared to what they would have had if we had mismanaged wealth and are s ll be er oﬀ
compared to poor people all over the world.
Introduc on Con nued: Faith in Business and the Business Class.
‐Rather than re‐try failed projects, Republicans would rather put all their eggs in one basket: business.
They say: You can see that business works, can see good results when America prospers. You can see
problems go down. You don’t see that with programs, or not much. The Obama Boom of 2014 onwards
(falsely claimed by Trump), did more to reduce Black unemployment than all the programs of the past.
If business does work, and business works for my family, why not use business as the solu on? Look to
business to give everyone enough so that, even though all are not equal, we all have enough so that our
children have realis c hope, we take the edge oﬀ bad compe on, and we all can work together. Let
business find technical ways to save nature. Let business find a place for all ethnic, religious, and social
groups who are willing to work. Let business find ways to work together. Don’t adopt anything that
hinders business. Don’t fund alterna ves because that is a dead waste and it hurts business. Oppose
the fools that don’t see all this.
Introduc on Con nued: Again: You Have to Get a Good Job in the Capitalist Business System; and
What that fact Means for Life and Poli cs.

From the part of this essay on Democrats:
“Again: These days, people can make a living only inside the capitalist business system, and this limit
includes people who think they are outside the capitalist business system such as pop ar sts, gangstas,
professors, doctors, and pseudo‐rugged guys who drive big pickup trucks. You have to get a job. Even
CEO’s really only have jobs. Despite the support that many small business owners give their employees,
the first place people look for a good job is in a big firm. People see big firms as the first line of defense
against going down. People don’t love big firms but they don’t see the point of always a acking them
either. People want a working rela on with big firms. They want to use big firms reliably as a resource.
Google figured this out. This is a big reason that people since the 1970s have turned to Republicans and
have accepted the Republican mantra that “(big) business does it all automa cally for everyone”.
As individuals and parents, Democrats see this, and they help their own children find good jobs where
the good jobs are. As a Party, Democrats are blind. They treat all business, especially big business, as
the enemy. They do not think out how to make a working rela on with business that is acceptable to
young people. “A working rela on with business” does not mean “let business do whatever it wishes
including run the state”, as with Republicans. Americans have yet to figure out a good working rela on
with business for our world. If we really want to lead (control) business so that it does more good than
harm for the most people in the modern world, then we need a good working rela on with business.
Democrats could lead the way be er than Republicans because Republicans are commi ed to be the
servants of business; Democrats could bring labor, the common people, and business together in ways
Republicans cannot; but Democrats are not leading the way to a good rela on between business, labor,
and the people. They are not even looking. They are not ge ng across to young people that we need
this rela onship and that we can find it.”
People know Republicans let business get away with anything. People know that, for Republicans, a
working rela on with business and big firms really means let them do what they want. They know that
Republicans claim a decent moral rela on with business but that claim is merely ra onaliza on, o en a
lie. But, without an alterna ve, what can people do except support the Party that gives them the best
chance at a good job, both for themselves and their children? For par cular causes, people seek the
Democrats. But for all around life support, people seek business and Republicans first. If your cause is
so urgent that you have to get that straight before you can get a good job, as it might be for some Blacks
and women, then put your greatest allegiance with Democrats – even while you make sure your children
do the right things to get a job in a Republican‐owned business. If your cause does not take up your life,
then feel comfortable with business Republicans first.
When you go along with Republicans and business to get a job, eventually, o en sooner than later, you
also adopt a way of seeing, thinking, believing, and life that supports what you must do. You become a
Republican. You adopt not only the good points about Republicanism but also the bad points such as
turning a blind eye to the downtrodden, looking down on women, and denying the facts of science. If
you do not go along with those too, then your par san buddies will sniﬀ you out and reject you. Unless
you are Severus Snape, sooner or later, Voldemort’s spies will find you out. If you have really thought

out various stances and choose the Republican way of life because you think it best, then that is alright.
But if you support Republican programs and ideas because you won’t upset your own li le applecart,
then you do a poor thing even when the actual programs and ideas do more good than bad.
Introduc on Con nued: Business is the Republican Way of Oﬀering the World, and of Taking Credit
while Avoiding Blame
Business is the Republican way of saying that they can‐and‐will give everything to everybody as long as
the person who receives their bounty gets along in the business world. It is their promise, some mes
explicit, that we really can have it all. People believe it because they want to believe it. Business is the
Republican “pie in the sky” just as “dare to dream”, “yes we can”, and “we can have it all” is Democra c
pie. Business and its promise of success for everyone is the biggest way that Republicans lead people
around.
For Chris ans: Recall that the Devil oﬀered Jesus dominion over all the world of wealth and power. Yet
all the wealth and power in the world is not worth one soul, let alone the soul of Jesus. Rejec ng the
Devil’s oﬀer is the theme of the James Bond movie “The World Is Not Enough” starring Pierce Brosnan.
Does business oﬀer the same? If you take the oﬀer by giving your heart to business, even if you do not
succeed like a Chinese or Russian mogul, are you now not a Chris an? How do you get needed wealth
and power for your family and na on without succumbing to the Devil’s tempta on?
Business is also the Republican way to make people individually, families, and social groups, responsible
for what li le they do get or what big they don’t get, whether individuals, families, and social groups are
really responsible or not. Business is the Republican way of avoiding all blame and of not having to think
about flaws and problems in the system. “Business could give you everything if only you had the right
a tude. If you don’t get enough, your lack is not the fault of business, Republicans, capitalism, socio‐
economic class, race, gender, or poli cs. It is your fault and yours alone. Successful business goes on
with you or without you.”
Business is a way to give to your own clients while blocking the clients of the Democrats and all‐the‐
while making the results seem partly due to the merit of the people that get and wholly due to the
demerit of the people that don’t get. If you get stuﬀ, you and business working together did it for you.
If you don’t get enough, it is your fault, and the fault of that idiot other Party that you support.
“Because business gives people good stuﬀ, and we support business, so we Republicans can take credit
for everything good. At the same me, people get what they deserve, and if somebody fails, the fault
lies en rely with him‐her and not at all with business people, Republicans, or the capitalist business
system. We Republicans, and our business system, can take credit for all good. We Republicans, and
our business system, are not to blame for anything bad ever. You are.” Using business to run the
country takes away responsibility to care about other people or to reach out, and takes away the need
for any adept realis c analysis and understanding. You don’t have to think about flaws, problems, cures,
morality, or prac cality. Republicans and business people can indulge without worry.

‐This thinking is like (a) the idea that all good in the world comes from God and God alone while all bad
in the world comes from humans and humans alone. It is like (b) some Chris an ideas of human eﬀort
(works), God’s Grace, Church, and priests. It is a type of (c) collec ve reward and punishment: a whole
na on prospers in which enough people (nearly all) accept God’s Grace and Way while a whole na on
suﬀers in which enough people (only a few) reject God’s Grace and Way. I explain in Chris an terms.
Other religions have essen ally the same ideas in diﬀerent versions.
(a) If a human does anything good or succeeds, the credit all goes to God; if a human acts badly or fails,
that is en rely and only the fault of the human or his‐her group. (b) God works through people who
have Grace such as Abraham, Moses, David, Peter, or Mohammad. (Jesus is Grace; he does not merely
have Grace.) Only people who have some Grace can do true deep good. They do good through a mix of
God’s grace plus accep ng God’s Grace plus their own par cular talents ‐ a li le bit to their own credit
but not much. (c) Alone, we can never do anything so as to earn God’s Grace. We can never be good
enough. We can be bad enough not to get God’s Grace. God never does bad by withholding his Grace
or by taking it away. How we might deserve to have God withhold or take away his Grace is not relevant
here. Read about the last years of David. (d) A priest (prophet) of God has Grace as he‐she is a priest; a
priest (prophet) is a human and is imperfect and undeserving as a human but can be perfect enough as a
priest (prophet). Priests can help you get God’s Grace if you have the right character and you accept
God, his Grace, and his priests. For their role in bringing God’s Grace and urging people to seek Grace,
priests deserve credit and reverence. (e) If you go to Hell, you did not get God’s grace, likely because
you did not cooperate with God’s priests to accept God’s Grace. God does not condemn you to Hell.
You send yourself.
(f) If the leaders of a na on have Grace AND enough people in the na on have Grace, the na on will be
safe and do well. Nature will seem healthy and abundant. If the leaders do not have enough Grace, too
few people have Grace, or enough people annoy God, the na on will be beset, have internal trouble,
face natural disasters, and fall into poverty. Trouble is always a sign that a na on is out of God’s Grace.
The usual cause is that the na on’s leaders and its people have not followed God’s Way closely enough.
If a na on does well, leaders o en claim that is because they have God’s Grace, have led enough people
to God’s Way and to God’s Grace, and have put down the bad people who try to thwart God’s Way and
so block Grace; but we are never sure; maybe God is just in a good mood. (g1) In the long run, only God
and his Grace make a na on succeed and be a good place to live. People might act as instruments of
God and Grace but it is really God and Grace, and only God and Grace, who do the job. (g2) Likewise,
God and his Grace can solve EVERY problem. Nothing is too big or hard. Only God and his Grace can
solve big problems; and, if we trust them, they are guaranteed to do so. God and his Grace can solve
famine, flood, unemployment, economic recessions, immigra on issues, etc. (g3) To have God and his
Grace solve all problems, we need to follow God’s Way and be open to God and his Grace. There is no
other Way. If we do that, then it will seem as if our problems get solved automa cally but really God
and his Grace are working through us, especially through his priests and our leaders.

It is hard to get out of this thinking trap. Not all of it is bogus but I do not try to sort true from “make
believe”. I advise not to build policy on this set of beliefs alone.
(1) The business system is God while business people and Republicans are God’s priests. Opportunity,
success, wealth, and even power, are grace. If anybody does well, that success is due to the business
system and to a blend of business with individual character. If anybody does badly, failure is his‐her
own fault and never the fault of business. If a group or a member of the group does badly, the failure
always is the fault of group character and of business. The business system does good through people
by helping people to succeed. Business oﬀers opportunity (grace) to people, in par cular the grace of a
job. People have to prepare themselves to receive the grace of business by educa on, cul va ng right
character, rejec ng wrong character, and accep ng the authority and guidance of business people. You
never succeed en rely only by yourself. You need the help of business, you need opportuni es that
only business can oﬀer, and you need the help of successful people in business. You need the grace of
the business system. You can seek the grace of the business system and be open to it when it comes. If
people take opportunity and succeed, fine. Praise business, and praise a bit the character of successful
people as it blends with business. The business system never deliberately withholds grace or takes away
grace unless a person does something an ‐business. Business grace will always be there for any person
who reaches out correctly. Some mes people don’t try, don’t reach out, and they fail. If people don’t
take opportunity (grace) and so fail, then they are not smart enough, or they have a bad character and
likely they belong to a group with bad character; too bad for them, and they deserve what they get, or
rather don’t get. Failure shows that a person did not take business grace (opportunity), and it shows a
choice, result, and fault, en rely his‐her own.
Business can solve all problems, except for a few problems that need the military. Business solves all
the problems that need to be solved. Business solves problems automa cally. If business does not
solve a problem and solve it automa cally, then either the problem does not need solving and is not a
real problem or the problem can’t be solved and we have to live with it. Even if other methods seem to
help, really they cause other problems, those problems are worse than the original problem, and other
methods can’t work as well as business. Only business has true grace. Other methods need a solid base
in business grace (wealth) to work anyway. If we did not have the grace (wealth) created by business,
we could not have health care. Even the military needs to be run in a business‐like manner.
In its normal opera on and its normal problem solving, business automa cally makes everything more
graceful for everybody, it automa cally makes everything be er for everybody. “A rising de floats all
boats”. See below for more on this idea.
(2) Business people are job creators, entrepreneurs, risk takers, makers of social order, and successes.
As such, especially as successes, they have some of the grace of the business system. They collect and
administer the grace of business and allow others to share in business grace by giving opportuni es, in
par cular jobs. As the people with grace, only they can do true deep good. They do the most good and
do the only good that lasts. Other good only builds on their founda on. The grace of business people,
collec vely and individually, promotes the success of the na on as a whole and everybody in it. There is

no other way for the na on to do well in the long run. If you individually or as a group deny the grace
oﬀered by business people, that is your own fault and never the fault of business people or business.
Business people will always oﬀer grace (opportunity) when they can. They will not refuse or take back
grace (opportunity) unless you deserve denial. If you didn’t succeed well enough, you failed because
you denied the grace of the business system as oﬀered to you by business people; likely you have a bad
character, and likely you belong to a bad group. So again, it is your fault, yours alone, and you deserve
all that you don’t get and all that you do get such as crime, disease, bad jobs, bad schools, young unwed
mothers, powerlessness, and the cycle of poverty.
As priests of business, business people solve all problems that need solving and they do it automa cally
in the course of running business firms and ordering society. If we need a problem solved, turn to a
business person. If a business person can’t solve a problem, then nobody else can really solve it either
despite all kinds of plausible and silly schemes. If you want to know how to solve a problem, then ask a
business person. If we need to solve problems collec vely through the state, then tax the people to get
the funds that are needed, and give the money to business people. Because business people are the
focus of grace, they can organize other skills to get things done, skills such as engineering, cooking,
electrical work, and policing. Because business people are the focus of grace, nobody else, no other
profession, not scien sts or poli cians, can organize other people‐and‐skills as well.
If we want a rising de to float all boats, if we want business people automa cally to solve all problems
and make everybody more graceful and be er oﬀ, then we should give our wealth to business people
through taxes, and we should give control of all our wealth to business people. Even poor people and
working people should give their wealth to business people through taxes. There is no be er way, and,
really, there is no other way.
(3) If we do not extol business, if we do not aid business, if we hinder business, then we deny the grace
of business, and so the en re na on, all individual people in it, all families in it, and nature, will suﬀer. If
we help people who do not succeed in the business system, as by giving them welfare, unemployment
“comp”, disability, or health care, then we go against business, grace, the mix of grace with character,
the role of business people, the founda on for good that business and business people oﬀer, and the
plan of the business system for us all. We screw up the whole universe. The people with business grace
have to stay on top of things, and have to control the people without business grace. Winners have to
control losers. Successes have to control failures. The people with jobs have to guard their jobs against
the people without.
Business is the Republican Party way to have its cake and eat it too. When things do work out: give all
praise to business, business people, and Republicans; and give no praise to anybody else. When things
don’t work out: failure is en rely the fault of bad‐or‐incompetent people and groups, never of business.
Many people believe this vision, so it works well for them and for people like them; and, it works well
for them and for people like them, so these people believe it. Successful people want a ra onale for
their own success even while they see other people fail, people who are about as adept as they are.
Successful people want a way to blame losers. Working class and middle class people need successes

that they can admire and to which they can point children. They need to see grace and hope literally
embodied. They need to believe their children might get there too; and, even if their children don’t
reach the top, their children can be secure living in the protec on of the grace of business people. In
this business view of the economy, Republicans don’t have to consider the flaws and problems of the
economy as in Part 1 of this essay, and they don’t have to think what to do about real problems in the
economy and in poli cs due to the economy.
This is an impressive poli cal strategy, and worth holding on to if this is all you care about.
‐The business version is much like the religious version but not exactly like. (A) Other areas of life such
as art, pop art, culture, society, groups, organiza ons, schools, academic trends, gangs, Roman cism,
rebellion, etc. have their versions of this trap. (B) O en, part of the trap is crea ng a bad reflec on of
the all‐good. If business is all good, there must be something that is all bad, with its an ‐grace and an ‐
priests. Don’t make that mistake. Don’t demonize the “other”, as Republicans have done to Democrats
since Reagan, and vice versa. Socialism, gun control, gays, and nature are not the all‐evil twin to all‐
good business. (C) People can work toward ge ng out of this trap by figuring out how versions are the
same or diﬀerent, and why. (D) In trying to escape, don’t err by “going opposite” and so end in another
version of the same trap, including new bad reflec ons. Don’t wrongly think, because business and
business people are not the source of all good and all grace, there must be another single source of all
good and all grace, it has graceful priests, good and grace come from that source and its priests only,
and business and business people are the opposite all‐evil to that all‐good. Don’t make business the all‐
bad other to your mistaken new all‐good. (E) Find good and bad in business and all systems, and don’t
expect any system to save you or the na on. (F) Don’t drown the baby in a diﬀerent tub with the same
dirty water. (G) God and his evolu on gave you a be er head than that.
Linking business with religion brings up issues in theology and social science that I can’t go into here. It
is worth no ng that Chris an Churches that have a long history do know of issues around free will, doing
good on our own, Grace, Salva on, opening to Grace, not accep ng Grace, rejec ng Grace, losing Grace,
and collec ve reward and punishment. They have solu ons that work for them. The business version of
this thought pa ern (trap) likely is blasphemous but I gnaw that bone more elsewhere.
The idea “business is the source of all good, only business can do good, and business can do only good”
leads to puzzles. In this essay, I note puzzles but I can’t go into their links to this idea of business. I do
not discuss fuzzy boundaries between business and non‐business such as between business and poli cs
or business and communi es. Two examples: (1) Take pollu on and climate change. “As all‐good,
business could not cause such problems so those must not really be problems but must be mere ploys to
hurt business. As such, they are evil an ‐business. If they are true problems, then something else must
cause them even if business is indirectly implicated.” (2) China is rising due to learning business from
the West and to unleashing its business character. If China’s rise is due to business and its character
goes well with business, then China must be good; in fact, China is oﬀering itself as an alterna ve to
Western capitalism, social life, and governing, a new model that works be er and that presents an all‐
around be er way of governing and life; but clearly China is not good enough by Western standards.

The same is true of countries in the Middle East that see commerce is more eﬀec ve than bullets, such
as Saudi Arabia. How can this be? What are rela ons between business, morality, types of governing,
and good governing?
Republicans get upset at what I wrote and counter that they do not hold business to be all good and do
not say people can do deep real las ng good only through business. Republicans say the idea might be
true of God but is not true of business and they are not so foolish as to think it is. I have to go by what I
see. Republicans act as if they think this way. Republicans judge Democrats by using outward evidence
to infer inward thought. Democrats deny they look down on business and that they wish to “fleece” the
rich so as to support the poor without making the poor take responsibility, but some mes Democrats do
act those ways, and ac on is what any sane cau ous Republican must go by. We worship what we focus
our acts on. Republicans act as if they hold business and business people dearer than God and morality,
as if they worship business, wealth, and power; and that is what I have to say. This is how we get films
such as “Shooter” with Mark Wahlberg and get the other million TV shows and movies where a big firm
is out to eat the world. Even many Republicans know they think like this and know something is wrong.
As a Republican, if you dislike that you “come oﬀ” this way, then do something about it. Change how
you think; and then act and speak in accord with deeper be er understanding. You don’t have to betray
business. A realis c view of business serves it be er in the long run than deifying it. You might not
remain the same style of Republican but that is a small price to pay.
‐As the guiding worldview of Republicans, ideally business is how Republicans see a be er America, the
world, and the role of America in the world. This is much how the English saw themselves in the 1800s
and what the Germans sought beginning in the middle 1800s. This view is like the Chinese view now of
China as eventually the biggest economy in the world and thereby righ ully leading the new Chinese‐
centered world. Business means wealth which means power, and vice versa, which means we who are
successful in business will say we are right when our hired scribes write the history books.
Even if China does become the biggest economy in the world, that status will not be enough to lead the
world properly. It is not alone enough for America now. Business alone is not enough for a vision of a
be er America or be er China, a be er world, and the role of a be er America or a be er China in a
be er world. Republicans and business people know that business alone is not enough for a real world
view but have li le to add to business that people can believe in.
Republicans try to add a version of their morality‐and‐religion to business but that “pas ng on” does not
succeed and the two cobbled clumsily together are not enough for a good world view, good governing,
or the enduring trust of the people. It will be interes ng to see what kind of morality‐propaganda that
China tries to cobble onto its business success to validate its self‐proclaimed leadership.
Democrats like to cite domes c injus ce as evidence that the cobbling together of Republican business
and morality fails. To me, failure is evident in President Trump’s rela ons with authoritarian rulers such
as Pu n of Russia and Xie of China because America is supposed to lead the world in democracy based in
morality but now does not. Under Trump, America no longer led the world toward decency, morality,

rule of law, and working democracy. Instead, the stance is: If your na on succeeds in business and in
making wealth and power, no ma er what it does to its own people or to neighbors, then wealth and
power is good enough for us business‐minded Republicans. Your commercial success saves your na on
regardless of your morality, religion, immorality, or irreligion.
People sense the emp ness behind the Republican business world view, even if it can lead to success
and power for some people, like the emp ness inside Ring Wraiths (board members of the biggest
baddest firm in the world), bad bosses, former Communist regimes, church schisms, racist rallies White
or Black, or universi es that pretends to promote knowledge but really sell job training and promote
grant ge ng. Most people want be er. People have to put up with the Republican business view, and
fool themselves, because Democrats have no coherent world view to oﬀer. People need a world view in
which they can be moral without sacrificing their family to pla tudes; can raise a family without killing
too many neighbors; don’t have to use morality only as a tool to compete; states have ins tu ons for
governing that actually work; people can par cipate in working ins tu ons; people can be useful; and so
a view that blends prac cality and morality. Neither Party comes close. In the modern market world of
jobs‐and‐big‐business‐and‐that‐life, even a view that is flawed, inadequate, and morally suspect, but s ll
works a li le, is be er than nothing.
Republicans do know that their world view is not enough and do know that their world view contradicts
their own religion. They do feel the contradic on between saying “business does all” versus their claims
of morality and decency. They do feel the contradic on between saying “business does all” versus their
desire to be good Chris ans or good believer in other religions. They do know they worship false idols
including business. But they have nothing else be er to oﬀer. They know that other people know it.
Democrats start empty if you discount views that cannot in themselves be enough such as “get more for
the downtrodden”, “get more for X group”, and “make the rich pay”. A cry for “social jus ce” usually is
only a cover for “us” and could not be enough even if it were more. It is fairly easy to see through those.
Whether it is worse to begin by facing your emp ness – honest Democrats ‐ or to fool yourself behind a
false idolatry – Republicans ‐ I do not know. In the long run, likely the false idolatry is worse.
Introduc on Con nued: Self Decep on.
‐People, including Republicans, hide from themselves what they do. Hiding leads to guilt, bad feelings
about your self and your groups, and bad rela ons with others. It makes people nasty. Democrats do
this too in their own way, with the same results. I am not sure which Party is worse.
Introduc on Con nued: A Bit More on Business, Religion, and the Sane Middle Ground.
‐People want to believe in business partly (1) because they need wealth to compete compara vely with
peers and with the people below them that (they fear) want to take their place.
(2) People also want to believe in business as a way to feel righteous and save themselves, like they
believe in causes such as an ‐abor on, cherish guns, save nature, save the middle class, women, LGBTQ

people (gays), or ”Israel is evil”, as a way to feel righteous and save themselves. It does not ma er if the
cause is intrinsically worthwhile or not, what ma ers is that people support the cause not primarily for
its intrinsic value but to make themselves feel jus fied, righteous, and saved.
(3) People also think, if they have enough stuﬀ, including posi on, other people, connec ons, and
favors, or have enough power that comes of stuﬀ, then they have made it, they are alright in the eyes of
society and God. People save themselves through stuﬀ, and business gives them stuﬀ. People believe in
power and in the transcendent power of stuﬀ without admi ng it to themselves. They do so even
when they are quick to see this bad belief in others. Business is the way to soul‐saving stuﬀ.
The second and third reasons are not only wrong but technically blasphemy. They go against religion.
They go against not only the major deis c religions of Judaism, Chris anity, and Islam, they go against
the main trend of Dharma based religions of Buddhism and Hinduism, against the Heaven of Confucius,
and against the Tao. You worship what you strive for most. If you strive most for wealth, power, and
stuﬀ, that is what you worship.
Republicans make a big point of religion. Religion includes modera on and includes denying the power
of stuﬀ. Their stance is blatant hypocrisy, like Michael Corleone ordering the murder of his rivals at the
same me that his child is being bap zed and that Mike publicly denies Satan. Republicans turn a blind
eye to their hypocrisy although they surely know of it.
At the same me, we absolutely do need a base of wealth and security to live and to raise families. If we
are to be eﬀec vely poli cally and are not simply write essays like this one, we need a base in the power
of people and the power of wealth. Poli cs and good causes rarely succeed on merit alone. In the real
world, we can get needed wealth and security only through having a job, through our own business, or
through contacts with people that do have jobs and businesses.
We need to find the sane middle ground. We need to work in causes that we really believe in and not
only to save ourselves. We need to accept wealth and power, and to use the wealth and power in the
causes that we really believe in. We need to stop thinking that we have succeeded, and are saved, only
because we are wealthy, powerful, have a good job, and‐or have supported a righteous cause whether
we really believe in it or not. Finding the good sane middle is hard, and nobody is perfect at it. We can
do be er.
Likely you have not thought out what the sane middle ground is. If you have thought about it, likely
what you strive for is not what you have thought out. More likely, you accidentally stumbled close to
the sane middle ground because you are smart enough to succeed somewhat but the world is big and
bad enough to keep you from succeeding so well that you cause much damage. You are near the sane
middle ground not because of your merit, the merit of your causes, of worldly success, or your poli cal
party, but from the grace of God (Dharma, Heaven, and Tao) and grace of the world that God etc. built.
It would be be er if you cooperated by using the abili es that God and nature gave you, including your
brain and your heart.

Here I don’t make much of religion because the topic gets conten ous fast.
I also don’t make much of religion because Democrats dwell hard on this bit of Republican hypocrisy,
somewhat unfairly if not en rely unfairly. Republicans are urgent about religion but don’t come close to
living up to their religion. As with Republican accusa ons of Democrats, this Democra c accusa on of
religious hypocrisy in Republicans is more about diver ng a en on than about finding facts, truth, and
good ideas. Facts, truth, and good ideas are almost always the best an dote to religious hypocrisy and
bad religion. All the accusa on and counters make such a tangled mess that it takes too much space to
sort it all out. The accusa ons and counters make it hard to find the sane middle ground. Democrats
should tend to the giant plank of wood in their own eye first.
It is worth you thinking about this on your own. Why do you believe so much in stuﬀ and in the power
of stuﬀ? Can’t you get over that without becoming a third‐rate Saint Francis? Why do you think that
stereotypical Republican causes such as an ‐gay an ‐abor on an ‐health‐care will save you instead of
thinking out what is really best to do? What is the sane middle? What is allowable within your religious
beliefs? Are you willing to break your beliefs to succeed enough to make sure your family is secure and
successful? Are you willing to break your beliefs enough to be moderately powerful in poli cs?
Introduc on Con nued: The Massive Shi that began in the 1970s, Again.
Please see the introduc on to Parts 3 and 4 at the beginning of Part 3.
‐Maybe the greatest poli cal triumph of Republicans in the 1900s was, in the 1970s through 1990s, to
convince working and middle class Americans, including the women in those classes, and including many
non‐Whites and non‐Chris ans, that their best interests rested with business, business firms, business
people, business leaders, and the Chris an Republican Party, more than with anything in the Democra c
Party. The shi is both a move away from Democra c programs and Democra c clients such as Blacks
and women, and is a move toward business and Republicans. (Actually, the shi began in the 1960s, no
later than the elec on of Richard Nixon as President in 1968. The shi might have begun in the early
1950s, as evident in the many working and middle class people who supported Barry Goldwater. But
the shi didn’t get decisive un l the middle 1970s. It even backed up a li le with the elec on of Jimmy
Carter in 1976. For me, to start the shi in the middle 1970s is be er.)
Republicans convinced the working and middle classes that business leaders were their leaders and their
saviors. Republicans got those people to look on business leaders and Republican leaders as modern
lords. For the en re 1900s un l Ronald Reagan, the working and middle classes had seen business as
the opposi on. They shi ed not only due to Reagan’s rhetoric. He gave people a ra onale for doing
what they wished to do anyway. You will see the reasons in all parts of this essay. Belief in business and
its leaders is so strong that it easily overcomes cases when it seems that business is abusing the working
and middle classes, as with sending jobs and factories overseas, tax cuts for the rich, the income gap,
and stagna on of buying power. The strength of the belief in business is due partly to what Republicans

say they oﬀer but also to what Democrats don’t oﬀer, what Democrats portend (threaten) such as more
support to non‐Whites non‐Asians. The strength is due partly to despera on. It is due partly to a kind of
irra onality that I am not much in touch with and so can’t comment much on.
‐If you fear that the demands of other groups will undercut the country and the security of your family,
then you fear, strongly dislike, and some mes hate, those people. This is one reason why Blacks fear,
strongly dislike, and o en hate Whites, and women some mes hate men. It is a reason why Democrats
and Republicans hate in general. People make ugly what they fear so that they have an excuse to fear
and hate. It even happens to the group with economic power, business people. They hate and see as
ugly what is not them and what might threaten them. All this is sad. But it is also human, and it is hard
to avoid.
‐Of the people that shi ed, their general senses of overarching fear, anger, dislike, and some mes hate,
were rooted in a specific fear for the economic and social security of their families. I went into this topic
above, especially in the introduc on remarks to Parts 3 and 4, and so I only men on it here.
The fear comes in the following components. I do not discuss which components have a basis in fact,
and to what extent. For example, in component (5), society as a whole did get somewhat be er under
some Democra c programs but it is not clear if the gains were worth the costs. I do not discuss whether
the nega ve eﬀects cause people to mis‐view programs and to see programs as worse than programs
really are. I do not discuss the extent to which prejudice comes before this view and causes people to
see in this way, or the extent to which this view causes prejudice, or if this view is accurate and enough
that it need have no eﬀect on prejudice. I do not discuss which components are strongest when for
whom. You should think about these issues, and don’t make up your mind in advance.
(1) Democra c programs failed overall even if some programs did some good for some people. The
programs cost a lot of money in their failure. The programs also severely distorted American character
and ins tu ons, another kind of cost, perhaps more severe than money cost. On each count separately,
and more so on both counts together, the failure makes the programs not worth any investment. The
failure is so bad that it threatens the en re country.
I agree Democra c programs failed overall even if they did help in many ways. Not all programs need to
be junked en rely. Some programs could be remade and saved, and some were remade and improved.
Here is not the place to go into this issue. Regardless of changes, the following points s ll apply.
(2) The working and middle class people that shi ed Par es have rivals in the socio‐economic system.
Mostly their rivals are Democra c clients such as Blacks and Hispanics, and include some middle class
and upper middle class women that can be rivals. As a result of Democra c programs and a shi in the
world economy, their rivals gained on them and threatened the security of their families. They had to
pay for their rivals to gain on them, and so they suﬀered a double “whammy” or double disadvantage.

(3) Their own families actually fell as good jobs became scarcer for them. Even so, they had to con nue
to pay for their rivals and for bad programs as their families fell. This is a triple whammy.
(4) While some of their rivals gained on them, most of their rivals s ll required unending state aid. Even
though programs failed, there was no end to the programs and the paying. There was no end to the
danger to their families, to the poten al success of some of their rivals, and to the fact that they had to
pay for it.
(5) Society as a whole did not get be er. Society as a whole seemed to get worse. Their pain was all for
nothing.
(6) People did not change. The beneficiaries of programs did not change. People and beneficiaries did
not develop good a tudes. People and beneficiaries con nued in violence and crime. People went on
having babies as teenagers and demanding the state serve as surrogate parent. People con nued on
welfare. People s ll used drugs. People s ll were violent. Children con nued to do badly in school.
Communi es did not develop good schools or good a tudes towards educa on and learning. People
con nued to have racist sexist a tudes. People went on chea ng.
(7) People developed bad a tudes or worse a tudes. Even formerly good people developed bad
a tudes. People discovered and developed the cultures of vic m, rights with no responsibili es, and
privilege. They cul vated PC as a tool to use against working and middle class White and Asian people,
and against men, and not as a tool to make life fairer and society be er. These bad a tudes are more
responsible for social groups not ge ng along than any prejudice, racism, sexism, gender bias, etc.
(8) The people who feel disenfranchised are mostly White and Asian, and mostly Chris an with a dab of
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. The people who benefit from the programs are mostly Blacks,
many Hispanics, some immigrants, and a fair number of women.
(9) Increasingly a er the middle 1970s, immigrants, especially Hispanics from Mexico and Central
America, entered the United States in large numbers. By working under condi ons that most Americans
consider sub‐standard, they get jobs at the same me Americans are losing jobs. Illegal immigrants
benefit from the same programs that benefit Blacks and poor people, programs for which the mostly
White Chris an working and middle class people pay. Whether illegal immigrants take jobs unfairly and
unfairly benefit from programs designed to help legal Americans is not as important as that many
Americans feel illegal immigrants do so.
(10) White and Asian working and middle class people direct anger toward the recipients of programs
and toward people who got jobs. They got angry at non‐Whites non‐Asians non‐Chris ans, Blacks born
in America, Blacks born elsewhere, Hispanics whether legal or illegal, some South Asians (Indians,
Pakistanis, Bangladeshis), Muslims, immigrants whether legal or illegal, and women.

(11) People lower in the hierarchy than White and Asian working and middle class people direct anger
toward people above them, beside them, and below them but in diﬀerent ways. For example, Black
people are angry at Whites for con nuing racism and angry at Hispanics, legal and illegal, for taking their
jobs and benefits. Hispanics are angry at Whites for con nued discrimina on and angry at Blacks for
taking their jobs and benefits. Men are angry at women and women angry at men. Black women are
angry at White and Asian women. Poor White women are angry at Black women.
(12) Groups that feel vic mized also direct anger at groups that might not directly receive funding and
services but that symbolize the Le a tude and programs, and symbolize changes in society that
vic mized groups feel hurt them. For example, working and middle class Whites, Blacks of many socio‐
economic rungs but especially toward the bo om, many Hispanics in situa ons similar to Blacks, and
many Black women of all levels, all are angry at LGBTQ (gay) people. Non LGBTQ people o en see non‐
tradi onal gender, especially homosexual ac vity, as a disease of upper middle class and upper class
White people, much as former Communist countries oﬃcially s ll say non‐tradi onal gender ac vity is a
disease of the decadent Western bourgeoisie. Non‐White women are angry at middle class and upper
middle class women for using an ‐discrimina on and “Title 9” rules to advance in educa on, sports, and
careers, and “just because”.
‐Because of the failure of social programs and the automa c Republican dislike of them, I (Mike) find it
hard to tell Republicans what is going on, tell them about deeper reali es of the economy, history of the
economy, history of a tudes, history of their religion, and what might be more reasonable than simply
to deny all programs and to push business like crazy. They think I try to excuse the failures and to find
another ra onale for con nuing the failures or to begin new failures. It is hard to tell Republicans they
know the economy and human nature be er than Democrats but s ll they misuse their knowledge and
that their selec ve use amounts to willful ignorance and willful badness. It is hard to tell Republicans
that the flaws and problems are real. It is hard to show them that business does not by itself solve all
problems, that a rising de does not float all boats. They take any alterna ve to “gung ho business” as
going right away to full blown old‐style Russian‐like socialism, with Republicans paying, their Republican
families all ruined, and them living under the thumb of Democra c an ‐White an ‐Chris an and gender‐
weird Commissars. Even when Republicans do know be er, they have to reject a fully realis c view of
the economy including its flaws and problems because they don’t think a full understanding will lead to
anything good and they think it must lead to something bad. They have to reject truth that they know is
truth. All this is sad too.
‐Reminder: I use “tradi onal Republicans” for Republicans in the Party before 1975, the thinking typical
of them, and Republicans who have the same background and‐or general world view. I call the working
class and middle class people who joined in the 1970s and a er, and people who share their world view,
“new Republicans”. I know the subgroups overlap. I know some tradi onal Republicans adopted the
view, temperament, and vo ng habits of new Republicans and that many new Republicans adopted the
view, temperament, and vo ng habits of tradi onal Republicans. I can’t go into that much detail.
(1) What Do Republicans, any Republicans, Wish to Conserve or to Change?

If you have not already done so, please read Part 2 on the family.
Reminder: I use “Conserva ve” to mean original Conserva ves from about 1750 to 1850, their thought,
and the people who follow their thought. I use “conserva ve” to mean “Right Wing” as of 2019, what
most Republicans call themselves, and the device that Republicans use to signal when they unite among
themselves and when they unite to oppose Democrats and their clients.
This sec on and the next four, five in all, form a series about the false Republican claim to be tradi onal
Conserva ves. These sec ons ask what it means to be a Republican and‐or a conserva ve now. They
ask how tradi onal Republicans, new Republicans, tradi onal Conserva ves, modern conserva ves,
democracy, and populism, get along.
True Conserva ves ‐ original Conserva ves ‐ should have some things that they wish to conserve, wish
not to change. They also should have some things that they will change. They need to tell one from the
other and give good reasons. They do not have to make sense in the same way as Liberals do but they
have to make sense in Conserva ve ways. In later parts of this essay, I expand on original Conserva ve
thought. Conserva ves in the spirit of original Conserva ves give the benefit of the doubt to tradi on
but they are not slaves to tradi on, real tradi on or made up tradi on.
Republicans now are not Conserva ves in this sense, at all. Instead, Republicans use the term to signal
about “tribes”, about us versus them. The policies, ideas, programs, and people that Republicans now
call “conserva ve” do not hang together because of the deep thought of original Conserva ves but as a
cluster that Republicans use to get what they need and to keep rivals, Democra c clients, from ge ng
anything that might hurt Republicans, directly or by comparison.
(a) Republicans do have things that they wish to keep, o en mostly symbolic such as Confederate War
statues and plaques of the Ten Commandments; (b) they have ins tu ons that they wish to keep in
name if not substance because the ins tu ons unite Republicans, help Republicans, and hurt Republican
rivals, ins tu ons such as the idealized nuclear families, outlawing abor on, and anger at gays; and (c)
they embrace some change, usually change that benefits them in wealth and power such as monopolies
on Internet and media; (d) but they cannot give coherent good reasons, not the same reasons that an
old tradi onal Conserva ve would give.
Republicans are not Conserva ves in that they wish to keep ins tu ons from the past because those old
ins tu ons have proven themselves good or because old ins tu ons have endured and so likely are at
least as good as modern alterna ves.
(A) Republicans wish to keep old ins tu ons when those help Republican wealth and power.

(B) Republicans invent ins tu ons and pretend the new is old so they can get the new adopted and can
use the new as they wish, as with the idealized free market, free consumer choice, execu ve privilege,
and with their ideas of states’ rights and gun rights.
(C) Old Conserva ves opposed changed without direc on, opposed change that did not lead to the good
of the whole, and opposed glamorous but dangerous “Le y” change, because most such changes create
more harm than good, o en by destabilizing society needlessly. Republicans do not oppose a change as
part of an assessment of overall good and social stability but because the change erodes their power
and wealth.
(D) Old Conserva ves adopted change when it built on the old, did not cause too much damage too fast,
caused at least some obvious good, and when the old did not give what society needs now. Republicans
do not wish to keep the old, discard the old, avoid the new, or adopt the new, for those good tradi onal
Conserva ve reasons.
(E) There is li le that Republicans wish to conserve in the original sense of the term “Conserva ve”. To
the extent that they see themselves as the current manifesta on of the old aristocracy, they do wish to
conserve that upper hand and deference.
(F) Republicans make a show of keeping some ins tu ons but the ins tu ons are not as they were in
the past. Usually the ins tu ons are idealized and not realis c, are symbols, such as many Chris an
churches and the mythological American nuclear family. Usually the idealized form helps clients of the
Republican Party and it hurts Democrats and their clients, such as the idealized nuclear family living in
an idealized single‐family house with a big yard, the woman staying home, and the man going out to
bring home the bacon.
(G) Republicans extol their image of ideal tradi onal religion that never was without knowing the history
of their religion, what is really old in it, and what changed 2000 years ago, 1600, 1300, 400, 200, or 50
years ago. They want to “conserve” their form of Chris anity although likely it is less than 500 years old
and likely dates only to the early 1800s. They don’t know about, or they ac vely deny, the Chris anity
that predated their par cular denomina on or sect. They want to “conserve” business even if business
as we know it is only about 250 years old and corpora ons only 150 years old. Original Conserva ves
were deeply suspicious of all the Protestant sects that sprang up including even now‐established groups
such as Methodists. Original Conserva ves wanted the oﬃcial Church, in alliance with aristocrats, to
protect common people from misleading seduc ve Protestant sects. Republicans want to “conserve”
their idea of an autonomous free individual even though that idea was originally a Liberal idea, is only
about 100 years older than America, and Republicans know it is not fully true and cannot serve as the
basis for social life and governing. Original Conserva ves detested capitalist business with its shops and
factories, and would detest most business and business prac ces now. Original Conserva ves were sure
people could not self‐govern and that most people could not get along well in a free market, compe ng
with slick lying conniving business people. Original Conserva ves wanted aristocrats and the Church to
protect common people from the “city slicker” businessmen. Republicans want to keep their idealized

unrealis c ins tu ons although those ins tu ons go against God‐given nature such as mono‐cropping
and heavy use of chemicals on the land, in the home, and in our bodies.
Some Republicans wish to dance on Nature’s grave like a coven of cackling demons; yet Nature is the
first, original, and likely the best, gi that God ever gave us. It is the original ins tu on that needs to be
conserved under the stewardship of godly people. God did not give it to us only to use, use up, pollute,
kill, discard, and then choke on the ash, but to be good to, as God admonished the people of Israel to be
kind to animals and strangers. Is get‐rich‐quick how we carry out our duty as stewards?
Why did the Republican idea of conserva ve change from the original Conserva ve ideas to modern
par san ideas of Conserva ve? How did it change? Why did it change in those direc ons and not
others?
Reminder: A lot of social change did happen fast star ng in the 1950s, most of the change that the
media play up was silly, and some change was hur ul such as indiscriminate sex and, later racism and
xenophobia or the Internet. But, contrary to Right Wing scare stories, not many people got lost in the
changes. The changes of the “wild 60s” are no longer a threat and no longer an excuse to hold on to
unrealis c families and unrealis c beliefs. Most people now are not afraid of LGBTQ people (gays) and
of marijuana. Most people welcome guidance about what was original, old, and good, what to keep, the
new normal, what to change, what to change to, and how fast. They won’t get guidance from
Republicans as long as Republicans insist on saying they adhere strictly to old me family and old me
religion, as a tac c to hold clients. That is why Republicans lost “Millenials” in 2008 and why they will
lose Millenials again when young people have a real choice. Rather than Charles Manson, people now
should fear people who devised the housing crisis of 2006, credit card charges, fake bank accounts, and
the Wolf of Wall Street; but Republicans don’t warn us against them.
Ask Republican children if they would like to live in a small house with four genera ons of kin, take care
of the old people when they poop in their pants, have eight siblings, watch three of their siblings die,
forego educa on to take care of younger siblings, forego marriage if you are among the young children,
be a spinster at 19, marry at age thirty‐five if you are a man to a girl of fi een, marry only who your
parents approve of, date only sparingly and only with a chaperone, go to church every Sunday if you are
among the 17% of the popula on who are religious, not have an abor on if you get pregnant at 14,
never get drunk in public or get publicly drunk every weekend, always do military service, not get an
educa on beyond sixth grade especially if you are a girl, and spend seven years as an appren ce before
opening your small shop. Why don’t Republicans defend that family? That is the real tradi onal family,
not the Cleavers from TV.
Republicans need to decide what they really want to keep and why. They need to decide if that really is
the tradi on, and, if not, why they s ll want it. They need to decide what change to accept or reject and
why. They need to decide what changes they look forward to and how to get there so that the new is
s ll good. They need to explain why all this is Conserva ve or is not Conserva ve, and why.

It is not Conserva ve to believe in a sinister homosexual agenda, war on Christmas or Chris ans, or war
on the idealized family. It is not Conserva ve to see things in terms of cultural wars. It is Conserva ve
to see things in terms of the underlying causes, in terms of what holds society together, what changes
with the mes but does not really threaten society, and what really does threaten society.
What EXACTLY about homosexual pairs and about families based on homosexuals bothers you? It is
alright to say “it creeps me out” if you are old enough and you have had li le personal experience with
LGBTQ (gay) people; but it is not alright to rest with that feeling if you are a true Conserva ve. It is
weakly alright to say “the Bible is against all homosexuality and homosexuals” but you had be er know
the Bible really well and understand not only the very few parts that disparage male homosexuality but
also the parts that call for seeing the common humanity of us all and for apprecia ng the good character
of most gay people. If you use the Bible, then you should understand that other genuine people can use
the same book and come to diﬀerent conclusions. You should understand that other people from other
religions can use their holy books and come to diﬀerent conclusions.
What EXACTLY is good about good families and bad about bad families? Are all conserva ve families
good in the good way and are all Le y families bad the bad way? Are more conserva ve families good
in the good way than Le y families? Are you sure? Are conserva ve families be er in the good way
than Le y families? Why not promote what is good and fight what is bad in all kinds of families, of all
poli cal persuasions? Isn’t that the true Conserva ve response?
Aside from the tendency of Democrats to spend like crazy where it won’t do much long term good, what
exactly is at stake in the culture wars? Why don’t you fight for something deeper?
Do you really think America will go to hell if it becomes more Le wing, as, for example, if we legalize
marijuana or gay marriage? What is God really mad about, and are you avoiding that? Are you doing
what God really wants, wants even more than disparaging homosexuals? Don’t you think God will be
happy if we seek to respect people as Jesus respected people, ALL people?
Here is the most important ques on: What are the deep underling principles that you wish to promote
or to fight? Don’t se le for external markers such as clothing, sexuality, family type, gun ownership, or
who a person voted for. Don’t even se le for nominal religion such as Chris anity or Islam. What is
good in each religion that you wish to conserve as part of your religion and as a plan for your life based
on religion? How do you conserve what ma ers without distrac on by what is not important? That is
what a true Conserva ve does. Do you really do that?
When a candidate says “As a Conserva ve blah blah blah”, what he‐she really means is something like:
“I will promote business. I will take from the poor, working class, and middle class to give to business if I
think it will promote business. I will help our working and middle class clients if I think to do so will not
hurt business and if to do so will hurt Democrats, especially poor and working class Democrats. Business
can save us. I will support projects that help business but fight projects that do not help business. I will
fight projects that help Democra c clients such as Blacks and women and immigrants. I will make sure

the children of our clients all get a good enough educa on and make good enough connec ons to get
good jobs. I will make sure the children of our clients get good enough jobs even though I take wealth
from them to support business. I will make sure the children of our clients, White, some Asian, and
some Hispanic, get the best first shot at good jobs and the children of Democrats get only le overs. I
will not support projects that give the children of others a chance to get good jobs first. I will kill those
projects. This is my idea of family values, what I wish to conserve. You can count on me for that. I will
support the symbolic crusades that iden fy us to ourselves and against others yet that make li le real
diﬀerence in business, such as for guns but against abor on, against marijuana, and against non‐
tradi onal gender and sex. I will make fun of a empts by women, gays, and non‐Whites to find self and
purpose. When I say ‘Washington and Liberals are bad’, I use them to stand for all that our clients fear,
to stand for everything against what I support, so I can use them as a bad contrast to my good posi on.
I will give you issues to ‘get oﬀ with’ such as welfare chea ng and abor on, so you can think you are
jus fied, saved, and victorious. I will give you people to fear and hate so you can generate energy, focus
that energy, and blow oﬀ steam. I will give you people to fear and hate so you can keep your family and
your group together by opposing common enemies.”
This stance has li le to do with original Conserva ve ideas. Don’t se le for this crap.
(2) Democracy versus Stra fied Society.
The issue of what Republicans wish to conserve and what change they will accept gets interes ng when
we contrast ideas of original Conserva ves about democracy and about stra fied society with modern
Republican prac ce. The issue becomes serious with the rise of populism, especially among Republicans
a er Reagan, Bush 2, and Trump. What governing do Republicans wish to conserve and why that style?
What new styles of governing will they accept and why accept those styles but not others? Do they wish
to conserve democracy or wish to conserve stra fied class society? What kind of democracy? Is it real
democracy or fake democracy?
Democracy was a Liberal idea. Repeat that to yourself un l you fully understand what it means and you
fully accept it. Most original Conserva ves opposed democracy. Mostly original conserva ves opposed
capitalism, the merchant class, and manufacturers. Original Conserva ves would have been appalled at
the business class replacing the old true aristocracy and becoming the new aristocracy. Repeat all those
ideas un l you understand and accept them too.
Original Conserva ves did understand democracy and did accept limited democracy in par cular ways.
The details are not important here. Original Conserva ves did NOT accept democracy on a pervasive
large scale and did NOT accept all parts of democracy and all versions of it. Some Conserva ves had
sympathy for American style democracy but were skep cal. I would guess that most thought it a heroic
experiment, doomed to failure. Original Conserva ves condemned democracy of the French Revolu on
and similar movements. Original Conserva ves supported hierarchical class society with aristocrats and
churches on top. Only in that way could society achieve stability, con nuity, and a strong posi ve future
direc on. Some democracy could be absorbed into that bigger framework but only in that framework.

Original Conserva ves would condemn Trump populism even in Republicans. Trump populism is what
original Conserva ves feared when they were wary of democracy. Huey Long (look him up) said: if
fascism comes to America, it will come as mom, pop, apple pie, and the Fourth of July; it will come as
populist hyper‐American hyper‐democracy.
The American solu on to the strain between the con nuity and strength of stra fied class society versus
the fairness of democracy used to be limited representa ve democracy – not populist democracy. The
oﬃces and oﬃce holders of American government took the place of European aristocracy. The mass of
people would not have direct power but would govern only indirectly through people of proven talent,
experience, and character. In the vision of Thomas Jeﬀerson, talented people would rise to oﬃces and
to posi ons of influence, and would form a natural elite or aristocracy. Unlike Europe, the aristocracy is
elected in America, which is what makes America a democracy although run by an elite. America is not
a democracy because the mass rules directly. The ruling elite of America was made of talented people;
it was NOT made of business, rich, powerful people, or land owners. These ideas are Liberal too and you
should also repeat these ideas un l you feel them and accept them. If you are a strong populist, you will
feel uneasy because they are too eli st. If you are a Republican, you will feel uneasy because they give
too much power to the wrong kinds of people, the ones Republicans can’t control, and not enough
power to business people and rich and powerful people.
Republicans are in a bind.
On the one hand, they wish to be Conserva ves, and so they should reject most democracy, including
representa ve democracy, but especially populist democracy. They should embrace structured class
society aided by churches. They should accept their place in that society however modest, and should
gratefully acknowledge their subordina on to superiors. They should openly embrace modern social
class. They should find a class of people that can control the business class, and can use the business
class for the good of the na on. If they personally are in the business class but not aristocra c, they
should seek their posi on near the top but not at the top, they should pay due respect to the ruling
class, and they should obey the ruling class. If they are not aristocra c nor in the business class, they
should gladly do as told. They should be wary of all democracy, especially populism, and should be
public and clear in their cri cisms of democracy.
On the other hand, they want power, want to be seen as patrio c, and want the support of as many
people as they can get. They want to be their own boss. They want to be able to earn the right to be
the boss, that is, they want a good democra c level playing field where talent rises. They must promote
good democracy. As promoters of democracy, and because they want the power, Republicans should
eliminate any semblance of aristocracy including the business class as aristocracy, should be wary of any
socio‐economic class structure in society, wary of organized religion, wary of overly emo onal religion,
alert to social injus ce, support social jus ce, and oﬀer concrete ways for how talented ambi ous folk
can gain wealth and‐or rise to power regardless of birth. They should provide ways for advancement for
people with talent regardless of wealth, business aﬃlia on, race, religion, gender, age, etc. If they

follow the ideas of the founding fathers of America, they should be suspicious of populism and should
support representa ve democracy instead.
The alterna ves of “mostly reject democracy” versus “en rely embrace democracy” are not compa ble.
You shouldn’t be able to have aristocracy and real democracy at once. You shouldn’t be able to be an
old‐fashioned Conserva ve and support much real democracy at the same me.
Both good tradi onal Conserva ve governing and good representa ve democracy are not compa ble
with Trump populism, which deliberately abuses in a bad way both Conserva ve ideas and ideas about
democracy.
Republicans and American conserva ves have never really resolved this bind. Unresolved binds can be
sources of vigor as well as traps. It depends on how they develop. Un l about the 1970s, Republicans
were able to live with the contradic on well enough. Since then, the bind has pushed them into strange
usually bad territory that cannot be really Conserva ve or democra c.
In the 1800s, Republicans replaced the old aristocracy with the new business class. I explain more how
this happened later in the essay. Business people became the new aristocracy. As the new aristocracy,
they are supposed to guard old values and ins tu ons. As aristocracy, they should protect the people as
much as they can, but from the top down, not as members of the people or with much sympathy for the
people. They must be wary of democracy, especially populist democracy. Part of their role is to control
the masses and to make sure the masses do not mis‐guide the na on. Yet as business people, they are
supposed to champion the new including the successes of capitalism and of representa ve democracy.
As self‐made business people in a democracy, they should be the champions of democracy, opportunity,
fairness, and rough equality through fairness and fair compe on. These two ways are as incompa ble
as old Conserva ve thinking and democracy were incompa ble in the 1700s.
Un l the 1980s and Reagan, Republicans o en did have it both ways in name if not prac ce. In prac ce,
they supported stra fied society with themselves at the top but they carried on with enough trappings
of democracy so they could claim to be democra c and patrio c. They got away with it partly because
members‐and‐clients benefited from hypocrisy. Republicans kept Democra c clients on the bo om.
They controlled the masses. They promoted “law and order”. They made a public show of religiosity
and going to church. Some were genuinely religious. They did not accept anybody as a real human who
did not go to an approved church. They could s ll claim to be American patriots and support American
style representa ve democracy because they worked through the elec on system, they some mes lost
elec ons, they usually took a militarist approach against other countries, and they sold “pro business” as
“pro America” and so as something that is magically pro people and magically pro democracy.
Un l the mid‐1970s, most Americans did see through this Republican stance and saw that Republicans
had chosen aristocracy over democracy. Even so, un l the mid‐1970s, this stance was alright because
Republicans could work with Democrats enough. Together they could find compromises to benefit the
whole country. The Republicans were too aristocra c for America and the Democrats too populist for

safety and for long‐term economic security. But, at the same me, Republicans were just democra c
enough, and educated Democrats just aristocra c enough, so that people could accept a compromise
between the two.
A er the mid‐1970s, when a large group of working and middle class Americans “went Republican”, all
this had to change. The new Republicans not only le the Democra c Party, they rejected it and they
rejected the idea that it could serve the interests of the country even in a compromise. Democrats did
not represent any kind of workable governing. The new Republicans could not see compromise with
Democrats as the balance between old aristocracy and new democracy.
It was not clear if the new Republicans tried to find a compromise within the Party, a compromise that
recreated the old compromise between aristocra c business Republicans with Democrats. In any such
compromise, the new Republicans would be carriers of (their version of) democracy. I think, at first,
they tried. Eventually they gave up and shi ed strongly to simple populism. They s ll wanted business
people to guide the economy but they wanted control of poli cs. This trend was clear enough in 1994
with Newt Gingrich and this trend took over in 2016 with Trump.
For me to go into this shi would require explaining how old Republicans and new Republicans now see
class society, business, capitalism, democracy, and representa ve democracy, and how they see what it
is to be Conserva ve. I can’t do that here. I do a li le bit more in other places in this essay but the task
is big, requires its own dedicated essay, and requires an expert. It is worth here saying a few words,
mostly about the role of business.
Frankly, I don’t know the ideas‐and‐feelings of Republicans‐in‐general about democracy of whatever
style and about business‐people‐and‐wealthy‐people as aristocrats. I have tried to talk with Republicans
but I don’t get many coherent answers. I think the lack of clarity is because they are confused and don’t
know what to do themselves. They are not stupid or deliberately ill‐informed, but the situa on is hard
for anybody to understand and hard to know what to do.
The issue is not only that there are cultural (religious) Republicans versus fiscal‐and‐policy Republicans.
The two groups overlap. Among new Republicans, both kinds of conserva sm seem less important in
their own right than as means to signal who is who, who is with us, who is against us, how we can make
sure that we‐all get along, and how we can make sure we can control people who might strive to take
away what we need to get along – how we can control Democra c clients. Individual new Republicans
might care a lot about issues such as abor on but I s ll think that the real importance of these issues is
as markers in the poli cal game. See more below.
Republicans of all backgrounds now look on business people and wealthy people as the new aristocracy
and look to them to save the country through business, regardless of any eﬀects on real democracy.
Republicans want saviors from among the class of people that they know well enough even if they did
not trust them in the past in the same way that they have to trust them now.

New Republicans seem to have accepted that business people and wealthy people can save them and
will save them if they oﬀer loyalty. This reac on seems common when working and middle class people
confront insecurity and the real possibility of family failure, as with Germany and Italy in the 1920s and
with Russia under Pu n a er about 2005.
I am not sure how much Republicans of any kind understand tradi onal Conserva ve skep cism about
democracy. It seems fairly li le.
I am not sure new Republicans understand how much tradi onal Conserva ves would have doubted
their creden als as Conserva ves. Simply going to church and opposing abor on does not make a
person a Conserva ve. Looking on the new aristocrats, business people and wealthy people, as the only
proper class to guide the na on’s economy and so the na on does not alone make you a Conserva ve.
Simply ha ng Democrats and their clients does not make you a Conserva ve. Believing that business
can solve all America’s problems does not alone make you a Conserva ve. I don’t know now what it
takes to make you a Republican. I am not sure how much the new Republicans see that business people
care more about fiscal policy than about “cultural” issues such as abor on, or care about the security of
the new Republicans. I am not sure how much new Republicans see that tradi onal Republicans are not
sure that new Republicans are really Republicans, Republican conserva ves, or Conserva ves.
I am not sure how much new Republicans understand that what they do is not democra c, or at least
not the kind of democracy that is des ned to last, or the kind of which the founding fathers (they were
men) would have approved.
In the view of both tradi onal and new Republicans, the Democra c Party is not democra c and o en is
an ‐democra c. They rightly see Democra c populism as an ‐democra c. Moreover, they are sure,
the more power that Democra c clients get, the less likely they are to preserve the sense of personal
autonomy and responsibility, and the ins tu ons, that real democracy needs. At the least, Democra c
programs have failed, will con nue to fail, and will drive America into quasi‐bankruptcy, into not being
prosperous and powerful. When America is near bankruptcy and cannot prevail in the world arena,
then democracy in America will fail. Because Democra c programs drive America to fail, Democra c
programs are necessarily an ‐democra c in result if not directly. In opposing Democrats, they oppose
the enemies of American democracy, and so, in their minds, simply by opposing Democrats, Republicans
also support democracy. They don’t have to understand democracy, diﬀerent types of democracy, the
danger of populism, or the skep cism of original Conserva ves about democracy.
Neither tradi onal nor new Republicans recognize their ac ons as an ‐democra c. New Republicans do
not see their populism as an ‐democra c. They do not see it as similar to the populism of Democra c
Party clients reflected in the mirror of socio‐economic class.
In the view of both tradi onal and new Republicans, successful democracy needs a strong economic
base. Democra c Party programs are destroying the economic base of American democracy. The only
way to save American democracy is to save the economic founda on of America, and the only way to do

that is through business. Not only for their own security and compe ve ability, Republicans look to
business to save the economy, save American democracy, and save democracy for the world. Business
now is America, so whoever supports business must be American and democra c. All Republicans, but
especially new Republicans, accept business people as the new aristocrats who are also interested in the
welfare of common Republicans and so are democra c enough. Whoever opposes business at all in any
way is an ‐American and an ‐democra c. Whoever opposes the new aristocracy of business people in
any way is an ‐American and an ‐democra c. Whoever opposes the supporters (followers) of the new
aristocracy and business, whoever opposes populist Republicans, is an ‐American and an ‐democra c.
A precise point is useful here: Tradi onal Republicans look to business to save America, although not all
look to business alone. Business is a vital component. New Republicans look to the new aristocracy,
business people, rich people, and powerful people, to save America by using their property, business, to
do so. As long as the business class gets proper backing with enough fervor, it alone is enough.
The new Republicans have paid for their blind faith in a business world that they don’t understand with
stagna ng wages and broken families. They might need something more to believe in.
Part of what perpetuates the wrong stereotype of business people as crazy people out to take over the
world is a backlash against the idea that business people are the new aristocracy and are the sole saviors
of America, American democracy, and any democracy. People who resent business do not resent real
business and real business people because they do not know them. They do correctly resent deifica on
of American business and do righ ully resent deifica on of American business combined with the new
Republican religious populism.
Since the rise of populism in the Republican Party a er 1975, drama cally with Gingrich in 1994, again
with George W. Bush, and now “big me” with Donald Trump, the old compromise between Democrats
and Republicans won’t work at all anymore. Hoping it will is like pretending that the Communist Party
of China supports democracy and religious freedom or the party of Vladimir Pu n in Russia supports
democracy and religious freedom. Because the old compromise does not work now, Republicans must
dominate the en re country without Democrats. The only Republicanism that can dominate in that way
is populist religious Republicanism. Republican neo‐populism has to win out completely and has to win
on its own terms. Even if, in winning it ceases to be Conserva ve or Republican, it must win.
In 2018, Republican populism is not really populism of the kind that reduces class diﬀerences and gives
everyone a reasonably fair chance and reasonably equal poli cal power. It asserts a new class society in
which some working and middle class people help the upper class, and the helpers gets paid through tax
breaks, feeling power, having hope for jobs and security for them and people like them, and having its
rivals in the lower classes and in “bad” ethnic groups repressed. To the working and middle class people
who think they benefit, this is now modern democracy. This is the right mix of tradi onal Conserva ve
and democracy. This is how Republicans now have their cake and eat it too. This self‐induced silliness
frightens me.

Think about the contradic on in the stance of original Conserva ves in favor of stra fied class society
versus democracy and the ideals of America. As an American, you already know about the dangers of
simplis c aristocracy. To round out your picture, see and accept that simplis c populist democracy does
not work and is a real danger. Republican populism does not work and is a real danger. Decide how to
make real life democracy work so it is s ll democracy. Decide how to blend the stability and con nuity
of tradi onal society with the fairness of representa ve democracy. Decide if the ideals of
representa ve democracy and Jeﬀerson s ll work. Decide what to keep and what to change, and why.
Then look at the Par es in light of what you have decided about what to conserve and what to change.
Republicans can’t have it both ways, populism and aristocracy, unless we let them. When a Republican
says “As a Conserva ve, blah blah blah”, ask him‐her if he‐she is skep cal about democracy and he‐she
supports old‐style hierarchical structured class society aided by a na onal church, OR if he‐she supports
the ideals of the American Revolu on and representa ve democracy, OR if he‐she supports radical
populist democracy of simple majority rule, OR if he‐she supports class society with the White and Asian
working and middle class allied with the wealthy aristocracy, in return for which the leaders keep down
the poor and keep down bad ethnics. Ask Republicans if they are like the original Conserva ves who
supported aristocracy, feared democracy, and despised business capitalism. Ask how Trump populism
could be Conserva ve. Bring up that the majority want the right to choose abor on, wage equality for
women, acceptance of all families that teach good values, gay couples, and legalized marijuana. If the
majority want those, then how can Republican populism that denies those really be populism and really
represent America? Ask what price we pay to keep down welfare cheaters. Ask what price we pay to
keep down corporate welfare. When Republicans now call themselves Conserva ves, they think they
are like the original Conserva ves without seeing that original Conserva ves could not support their way
of governing.
Think about the oddness of the following idea, held in their own ways by Republicans and Democrats:
The only way to save democracy is to adopt a populism that hurts democracy. Think about the oddness
of the following idea held by new Republicans and some tradi onal Republicans: The only way to save
democracy is to accept as the new aristocracy a class of business people, wealthy people, and powerful
people, a class that o en does not understand real democracy and does not care.
Ask Republicans if they see the new style of populist Republicanism as Conserva ve, democra c, both,
or neither. Ask how they see it as Conserva ve or democra c. If they see it as both, ask how they see it
as both. To ask these ques ons, you should first think them through for yourself.
As a Conserva ve, what do you wish to keep, and why? What do you wish to change, and why? What
change will you accept, and why? What change must you reject, and why?
If Republicans are true Conserva ves, can they s ll support democracy? What kind of democracy can
Republicans support? What kind of democracy must they reject? Is populism, especially Trump style
populism, an acceptable kind of democracy?

Is suppor ng the business class (suppor ng business so as to keep American wealth and provide jobs for
all of us) the same as a founding‐father‐like compromise between tradi onal Conserva ve life with
limited representa ve democracy? If you support the business class and you support populism, is that a
kind of democracy?
If you support Trump style populism, can you s ll be a Republican or a Conserva ve?
What style of democracy do you wish for and what style of democracy do you think would work?
How do you insure fiscal responsibility without abusing the tools of fiscal responsibility to bludgeon
Democra c clients, the poor, single mothers, poor children, old people, non‐Whites, and Chris ans, and
to make the playing field never level?
(3) Why is this Idea Conserva ve and Republican while that other Idea is not?
The comments in this sec on apply to Democrats as well but with the ques on reversed to “Why is that
idea liberal while this idea is not? Why is that idea liberal while this idea is conserva ve?”
Above I asked what deep principles Republicans wish to conserve. Why do Republicans stand on these
points but not those points? What makes the Republican stance cohere? What is the Conserva ve logic
behind the Republican stance, if any? What makes the stance conserva ve in the sense that the term is
used now, given that the term does not refer to what I consider original Conserva ve thought?
There is no coherent tradi onal original Conserva ve logic behind Republicans, though there is a vague
conserva ve tone. The Republican stance coheres as part of the ba le of blocs in America, and mostly
only that way. The Republican stance helps Republicans and their clients get wealth and power, and
stop Democrats and their clients. The Republican stance helps Republicans feel good about themselves.
The stance uses issues to signal: “Look, here we are, people like you. Come join with us to get what we
want, to prevent others from ge ng what we want, and to prevent others from finding a foothold”.
While originally the Republican stance had some roots in Conserva ve thinking, the thinking of original
Conserva ves is not important now. The Democra c stance bears about the same rela on to original
Liberal thinking, and it coheres mostly in the same way but in reverse.
Republicans do not cleave to ideas, values, ins tu ons, or tradi ons because they are tradi onal or
because they worked in the past and were good in the past, so they are likely to be good now and to
work now. Republicans say they do this but they do not. Republicans select from tradi onal ideas etc.
what is poli cally and economically useful now, not what is good from the point of view of tradi onal
Conserva ves.
There is enough overlap between what Republicans select and what was good in the past and worked in
the past to make it seem as if Republicans select on that basis even when they do not. There is enough
overlap to fool people, usually because people wish to be fooled. People wish to think they are doing

one thing – being a Conserva ve – when really they are doing another. Just because this use of overlap
fools people who wish to be fooled, does not mean you should be fooled. If you wish to conserve what
is good and what worked, then think it out for yourself.
This sec on does not rely on my view of par cular issues. I use issues to show what is going on, not to
take a posi on on the issue.
I return to abor on some mes, so be pa ent when you see the issue again. Originally, the English and
Americans did not like abor on ‐ nobody does ‐ and they did pass laws against abor on, but they did not
strictly enforce the laws any more than they usually enforced laws against fornica on or adultery.
When a woman (girl) got pregnant “out of wedlock”, she might disappear for a while. Some mes she
came back with a baby but some mes not. Neighbors did not ask. They gossiped, but nobody sent the
police to make sure she did not have an abor on. Nobody arrested her for extra‐marital sex.
Some mes the woman had go en an abor on and some mes she had the baby and gave it up.
Note the assumed right to privacy. Privacy was a part of original English and American life. It is one
thing that Americans wished to conserve and should wish to conserve. It is not something Americans
want the state to take away without good reasons. Americans don’t want the state to s ck its nose in
our business without good cause.
A good Republican, as a good Conserva ve, should respect the tradi onal right‐and‐expecta on of
privacy and should respect the tradi on of a woman solving her problems herself, with help from friends
and family, without much interest on the part of nosy neighbors or the state. But Republicans don’t do
this now. They are not Conserva ve about privacy or abor on. They are Conserva ve about their
personal aﬀairs and business aﬀairs but not about the privacy of poor people and Democra c clients.
Why the change? It helps to see what Republicans really do. Among themselves, they do what most
Americans used to do. If a Republican woman (girl) gets “knocked up” and doesn’t want the baby, she
quietly goes oﬀ somewhere to have an abor on or to have the baby and give it up. Nobody asks many
ques ons. Usually the state does not have to pay for the abor on or provide doctors. Republicans pay
for it privately, with private health insurance, or health insurance through work. There is no unusual
entry‐way for the state, and that is what Republicans want.
But when a poor person, a Democra c client, gets “knocked up”, she can’t aﬀord the same privacy as a
Republican woman. O en she needs help, which now means a state clinic, state funds, state doctors, or
state health insurance. Her problem is more the business of the state. But just because she has to use
state ins tu ons does not mean she gives up her rights to privacy and self‐determina on, and does not
mean neighbors have a right to know, neighbors have a right to control her, and she should be stopped
from having an abor on or prosecuted for having an abor on. Yet Republicans now do take it that way.
In fact, if a poor woman has an abor on but does not use the state, she only uses insurance through her
work, Republicans s ll take that as giving up her right to privacy and invi ng the state to s ck in its nose.
Yes, there is a contradic on in using state ins tu ons to break laws against abor on even when the laws

were more o en honored in the breech than in the observance. The obvious answer is to change the
laws to conform to tradi onal Conserva ve prac ce, which is what people tried to do in the 1970s and
a erwards. Roe v. Wade legalizing was a Conserva ve decision.
Why do Republicans reserve the right to privacy for themselves, and yet insist that a poor person has no
right to privacy but is subject to the once‐mostly‐symbolic laws of the state against abor on? Simply
using state funds or ins tu ons should not be enough to shi the view this way. To rigidly enforce laws
against abor on is not the answer because Republicans don’t enforce the laws on their own daughters.
I gave the answer at the start of this sec on. This is NOT the Conserva ve thing to do. It is a good
strategic move if your goal is to unite Republicans and to keep Democrats oﬀ balance. You can dress up
the move in right wing words and can ally it with “Right to Life” but your prac ce shows your hypocrisy.
On the one hand, Republicans claim they support “Right to Life” not just in abor ons but supposedly in
all life. On the other hand, Republicans do many things that are hard to see in terms of promo ng life.
Which is the real Conserva ve view?
For example, Republicans do not adopt more poor babies than do other people. Republicans don’t give
to food banks much although I have no ced that White Republican working and middle class people give
to food banks. I have not no ced many Republican business people helping at shelters although I have
seen White Republican working and middle class people helping there.
The English and Americans have been pre y good about helping poor people even with our stress on
individualism, autonomy, and responsibility. In England un l the early 1800s, help came from individual
people, families, and from local ins tu ons such as churches, cra associa ons, worker associa ons,
and the county (shire). That is, the local state did give help. The local state and the other sources of
help were not as sharply separated then as we would like to separate them now. America con nued
this English tradi on when it had the right situa ons to do so (for example, cra associa ons did not
develop in most places in America un l later). If we must see giving help as a Liberal way or as an old
tradi onal Conserva ve way, then giving help through the local state was the tradi onal Conserva ve
thing to do un l the early 1800s.
Actually, it is not accurate to force giving help into our way of seeing things, into Conserva ve versus
Liberal. It is be er to see things as they are than to force them into our current poli cal molds. When
we are careful not to force ourselves to think in our modern terms of Liberal or Conserva ve, we can see
our own a tudes be er. But, if we have to decide, then giving help through the state originally was
Conserva ve.
The English a tude of giving help is the basis for the current American a tude of ge ng out and giving
as much help as we can a er a disaster. It is the a tude behind the original desire to set up welfare and
community programs beginning in the late 1800s and going through the 1970s. The roots of social
programs are Conserva ve.

Giving help worked fairly well in England un l society began to break down star ng in the 1600s due to
capitalism and industrializa on. What happened then is a long story that I cut by saying the system of
help was overwhelmed because changes in society and economy forced people oﬀ the land, the system
of help was abused, then in the early 1800s the system was dras cally reduced, and then a new system
was built up in the 1900s. The flow of cheap labor from the country to the ci es and factories was key
to the rise of England as a capitalist, industrial, and military power. How much help that the state gave
or did not give was important in the flow of laborers. Reducing help insured a steady flow. Contrary to
today, the factory owners then were likely to be Liberal. It was they who reduced state support for the
poor, and regulated state support, largely so as to regulate the supply of labor for their needs. Reducing
help and regula ng help was originally a Liberal idea.
When capitalists became Republicans and became Conserva ves‐in‐name in the middle 1800s, and
when they needed a steady supply of cheap labor, they made do‐not‐give‐support‐through‐the‐state
into the old tradi onal Conserva ve way. They re‐wrote the past.
So, whether state support is Republican or Democra c depends not really on what happened in the
past, on tradi on, on how our elders saw society and family, but more on what rich people, middle class
people, working people, poor people, and poli cal Par es need now. Helping through the state is not
necessarily Conserva ve, an ‐Conserva ve, or Liberal. Not helping is not necessarily Conserva ve. It
makes sense to think about how to help, who to help, who not to help, and how much to help, but that
argument is not necessarily about Liberal versus Conserva ve. It is more about moral versus prac cal.
It does not make sense to think in terms of Liberal and Conserva ve as we use the terms now. The
argument could not be framed in terms of “the defini ve Conserva ve view” unless Republicans were
much clearer about what the old tradi onal Conserva ve view was, and Republicans are not clear.
Despite their claim to be pro‐Life, Republicans refuse to spend state money on care for pregnant women
and on young children even though America has the worst rate of infant mortality and infant sickness in
the developed world. I can see why Republicans would want to reduce help because people so o en
abuse state help but I find it hard to see why that view is a Conserva ve view. Again, asking in terms of
Liberal or Conserva ve helps only if your goal is to understand the past and clear up confusion to be er
understand the present and think be er about the present.
The tradi onal Conserva ve European (English) view was not that every person has a right to own a gun.
Aristocrats did not want people to own a gun. A good gun was the successor to a horse, spear, sword,
shield, and armor, the signs of aristocracy, and the means to maintain superiority. The idea that every
common person has a right to own a gun was a Liberal view. The idea was not based on any no on of a
God‐given right but on the no on of prac cal considera ons for an American in his‐her life near the
fron er, and for his‐her rela ons with neighbors, local poli cal en es, neighboring poli cal en es
that might be hos le, and with the central state whether England or the US. One big reason that
Americans have a right to own a gun is so Americans and their guns could be drawn into service of the
local (city, county, or state) mili a under control of poli cians. Read the Cons tu on. The right to own
and bear arms was not absolute but depended on prac cal and poli cal concerns. Presumably the

“right” could change if prac cal and poli cal situa ons changed. Now that we have go en used to guns
for over 250 years, is having a gun the old tradi onal Conserva ve way of thinking instead of an old
Liberal way of thinking? It is hard to say.
It is clear that, despite the Republican stress on prac cality in other situa ons, Republicans do not talk
about gun owning in the above prac cal context but as if it were an absolute God‐given right. Why that
switch? Despite the clear role of guns in acts against life, despite the fact that guns no longer could play
the roles that they did in colonial mes, and despite the fact that Jesus did not own a gun and probably
would not own a gun, why did Republicans raise gun ownership to a God‐given right? I leave out guns
for hun ng and sport. Guns do have some real role in self defense and home defense, a strong prac cal
considera on. But that is not why. Republicans promote guns as a symbol of our a tude toward “us
the good guys” and our a tude against “them the bad guys”.
Although Republicans say they wish to balance the budget, their acts since Reagan show that statement
to be a lie. Republicans indulge in deficit spending as much as Democrats. Par es spend the borrowed
money in diﬀerent ways, each to help its clients and to deprive clients of the other Party. Originally a
balanced budget likely was not a Conserva ve idea. The aristocrats and kings from which Conserva ve
and Republican ideology descended were notorious for not controlling either the spending of the state
or their own spending. Aristocrats were chronically in debt, like the large land owners of the American
ante‐bellum South. Louis XIV spent France into bankruptcy. Several King Georges seemed to be on the
same road with England and might have been saved only by colonies and pirates. The idea of a balanced
budget likely owes more to the Liberal (free market) business people of the 1700s and 1800s, the same
people that original Conserva ves did not like. Because the idea of a balanced budget has been around
since about 1800, does that make it now Conserva ve and make it the righ ul property of Republicans?
The modern idea of deficit spending did originate with sort‐of Liberals in economics, those who followed
the ideas of John Maynard Keynes a er the Great Depression of the 1930s. That idea of deficit spending
was much more limited than the excess we see now. Since the 1950s, Republicans also have adopted
Keynes; so Republicans cannot blame Liberals ideas alone for abuse. Republicans have been able to sell
the idea of a balanced budget as a Conserva ve idea, and so a Republican, idea, because they have been
able to use their version of a small budget as a tool against social programs and Democra c clients.
They have been able to sell the idea of a balanced budget as a ruse, and have been able to claim it is an
old Conserva ve idea as part of the ruse. Their claim of fiscal responsibility is false. The real ques on is
why people believe it in the face of massive evidence otherwise.
Above, I men oned that the modern Republican idea of the family is not what an original Conserva ve
thought of the family. Original Conserva ves likely would intensely dislike modern welfare families but
that does not mean original Conserva ves would support modern Republican nuclear family ideology. I
suspect original Conserva ves would understand and support modern ideas about families being based
on mutual aﬀec on and support more than on nuclear kin. That is how original Conserva ves saw their
own extended families and how they o en included servants and indentured help as semi‐family. In our
mes, what about the family would original Conserva ves wish to conserve? Is that what Republicans
also wish to conserve?

Just as I sympathize with people who wish to recognize the religious roots of Western democracy, I also
sympathize with people who wish to keep American Civil War Memorial statues although I know that
they were put up for reasons in addi on to commemora ng history, and that many reasons were racist
and bad. The issue is not if the statues are good or bad but why they are Conserva ve. Mostly they
were put up a er 1920, o en not un l a er 1950. If they do commemorate a tradi onal way of life, it
can’t be a way that any sane person really wishes to return to. The families of rich White people, and
even of White people of middle wealth, were not families that modern Republicans would return to.
Even pu ng aside slavery, life then had flaws that modern Republicans should not abide such as chronic
debt, chronic bad tempers, and chronic dueling. If the statues are not really about Conserva ve values,
then they have to be rallying points for Republican solidarity and resistance to Democrats. That does
not mean the statues have to come down, I s ll like remembering history, but it does mean I would like
more truth and less propaganda in discussing them. We need to think about the good and bad of the
statues apart from ideas of Conserva ve or Liberal, and we need to decide on that basis.
With every Republican claim that an idea, program, ins tu on, or policy is Conserva ve, is on the side of
Life, and so is Republican, be wary. Try to find the original roots of the idea in tradi on, old prac ce, or
in the ideas of old Conserva ves or Liberals. Ask Republicans if they know the roots of their own ideas
about the family, church, state, Life, privacy, guns, state aid, abor on, deficit spending, public roads, etc.
Ask Republicans if they know the real roots of any Republican idea. Ask what life was like during the
me of the original Conserva ves. Ask Republicans what original Conserva ve ideas really were. Ask
why Republicans claim an idea is a Conserva ve idea or a Liberal idea other than thereby to call it good
or bad for their needs now.
To really grasp this issue, you would have to do a lot of reading, which even a compulsive reader such as
me does not have me for. You can s ll get a sense if you do some reading and if you pay a en on to
how Republicans and Democrats use ideas, what they do rather than what they say. Think for yourself
what Conserva ve, Liberal, Republican, and Democrat mean. Read some of what the founders of the
United States wrote such as the Federalist Papers. Read de Tocqueville on America. The language is a
bit odd, but not that odd, and is o en funny. Read the history of ideas about the market. Think if saying
“Republicans are all‐and‐only‐Conserva ve, and everything Conserva ve carried over into the Party”,
makes much sense in any terms. Then on what terms should we discuss?
(4) Conserving Important Ideas, Values, and A tudes.
This sec on con nues the same query into what makes an idea Conserva ve and‐or conserva ve, what
deep principles that Republicans wish to conserve.
Likely more important than conserving specific programs, family types, ins tu ons, or even religions, is
conserving ideas, values, and a tudes. If we have the right ideas, values, and a tudes, then we will act
correctly (most of the me) and create good programs and ins tu ons (most of the me). See above.

“The best ideas, values, and a tudes are the oldest. We know what they are. We need to conserve
those. We need to accept their importance and to act on the basis of that honesty. We need to get
over too much infatua on with what is new, supposedly hip, and supposedly makes sense. Make sure
you have a big core of classic ou its in the center of your wardrobe, and then you can aﬀord to put on
glamour and fun once in a while without undermining how the whole thing works out. If you give up the
classics at the core, then you just look and act stupid and slu y.
We know not all people can have the best ideas, values, and a tudes but we can make sure enough
people have them so the country as a whole follows those best people. It would be good if the majority
held these values truly‐and‐firmly but we don’t need a majority if we have enough to guide the country.
We can make sure our leaders have the right ideas. We can make sure people without the right ideas
don’t get much power.
The right ideas, values, and a tudes include: responsibility; duty; integrity; decency; dignity; family;
honor; belief in more than mere humanity such as in God, the Dharma, or the Tao; knowing society is
bigger than you; knowing a good society is bigger than your group; personal self‐determina on and
autonomy; choice; privacy; country; strength at all levels including family and country; individual rights
some mes even above those of the country (yes, that is a Republican value too); the good of the many
outweighs the good of the few; business; you keep what you earn or inherit; not all people have the
same abili es and a tudes; some social diﬀeren a on and hierarchy is inevitable but we can work with
it well enough; and some social diﬀerences in fact serve greater good. These ideas are not all mutually
compa ble in all situa ons and at all mes but we can work out problems well enough.”
This all sounds terrific. Republican values, ideas, and a tudes capture most of what we need to run a
na on well. These ideas would be great if they were put into prac ce correctly. So what exactly goes
wrong when it does go wrong?
To begin, Republicans do not interpret ideas for the greater good of the whole na on but interpret ideas
only to support people of the same ethnicity, religion, na onal origin, socio‐economic class, and o en
gender; keep Democra c clients oﬀ balance; and keep ci zens and voters in general oﬀ balance and so
accept Republican leadership; Republicans allow only their interpreta ons; and Republicans vilify any
alterna ves. Using the ideas that way betrays the ideas even when the interpreta on makes half‐sense.
If we followed only the Republican interpreta on we would never have had the American Revolu on,
Jeﬀerson, Washington, Lincoln, or core Republican ideas. The charge of tac cal biased interpreta on is
true, and the prac ce is bad. Democrats and Republicans see through the prac ce, yet Republicans
persist anyway, and that is worse. But that is not where the problem ends.
Take personal autonomy and choice. Republicans understand people be er than Democrats in that
Republicans know not all people are alike, some people make good ci zens and some do not, some get
the idea of democracy and some do not, some are smart and others not smart, some make adept bosses
while some make adept workers but are bad as bosses, some are not even good workers, some play by
the rules, and some cheat.

Republicans also oﬀer an idea of the free autonomous individual perfectly able to self‐govern and able
to always make the best choices in a free market. They tell us we are all like this even when they know
we are not. Telling us that we are all like this appeals to our vanity, so people that hear this from the
Republican Party are likely to follow the Republican Party – it is a way to get votes through fla ery.
Telling us we are like this when we are not also leaves a large share of the people in a democracy and a
free market economy open to being led around to the advantage of poli cians and business firms. The
idea that all people are always fully adept in commerce and poli cs, when as a ma er of empirical fact
we are not, especially not in the modern world, makes people confused. The confusion allows people
be er to be led around. When people think they are more adept than they really are, they are easily
led. Sexist remark alert: Women use this tac c with men to control men. Women do it partly because
weakness is forced on them and they have to use what they can while Republicans do it from a posi on
of strength to maintain power and wealth.
In passing, it is worth saying that the idea of the autonomous free individual fully capable of making all
his‐her (originally the idea was about men) choices was NOT a Conserva ve idea but a Liberal idea that
began to spread in Europe in the 1500s and 1600s. It was not fully correct even then but it served the
good purposes of suppor ng the spread of more democra c governing and a freer market. How this
idea got made over into the Republican version, and why it was poorly preserved among Democrats, is
another story that I touch on in later parts of the essay but don’t go into here.
An cipa ng this result, original Conserva ves did not expect people to be fully capable of self governing
and to be in control on the market. Original Conserva ves wished the aristocracy to protect people
from bad fantasies about self‐governing and about being in charge in the world of commerce. Original
Conserva ves sought an empirically accurate view (a view validated in experience) of people in which
there are diﬀerent types of people, the proper type for each socio‐economic class leads the class in its
righ ul role in a whole society, and improper types do not lead the na on or a class. Conserva ves
expected all people to accept that kind of leadership, in par cular to accept that good adept aristocrats,
and only them, would lead the country for the good of the country, and common people would go
along; and good adept clerics, and only them, would lead the na on in good religion, and that common
people, aristocrats, poli cians, church oﬃcials, and intellectuals all would go along. That is NOT what
Republicans say although it is the silent basis that some tradi onal Republicans acted on.
An obvious case in which the Republican interpreta on is a bit strained is abor on, especially as the
result of premarital sex among young people. I have used the case of abor on so o en that I don’t
dwell on it here. Why do Republicans insist on privacy for their family and business but do not allow
privacy to be the key in women’s choice about their bodies? Simply the fact that another person, the
fetus, is involved cannot be the one‐and‐only deciding factor in the case of abor on. You think out for
yourself what the deciding factors are.
Leaving aside Jews, Greeks, and Romans, the modern idea of personal autonomy and choice comes from
something like “every house is a castle and every man is the king of his castle”. I deliberately phrase in

terms of men. The idea predates the Magna Carta (Charta) in 1215 in England but came to a head in
that crisis and its document, and the resolu on colored all rela ons in governance that followed among
na ons that take ideas of governing from England. (“Magna Carta” means “big charter, big agreement,
by which we will act in the future”.) People think the Magna Carta applied to all English men but it did
not. It applied only to rela ons between the nobles and the king. The Magna Carta guaranteed nobles
autonomy, choice, privacy, and much freedom in dealing with the king. Specifically, it prohibited the
king from collec ng much in taxes without permission from the nobles to be taxed. Nobles knew the
power to tax was the basis for other powers, and could be abused to disenfranchise, so they began by
limi ng that key power. In those mes in that place, their ideas made sense. Nobles knew how to run
their demesnes be er than the king did, nobles knew how to run a country about as well as the king,
problems were not hard to see, and solu ons, if any, were not hard to see. Somebody had to resolve
diﬀerences between nobles, and diﬀerences between nobles and the country as a whole, and the king
was a good candidate for mediator as long as he did not go crazy. Eventually other op ons arose to help
run the country and to keep the right rela ons between nobles and between nobles and the king, such
as the House of Lords, Parliament, and Ministries. (The se ng for the Magna Carta is the same as in
Robin Hood books and movies in which King John is collec ng exorbitant taxes to fuel silly schemes and
to bolster his own power. My favorite telling is s ll the novel “Ivanhoe” by Walter Sco but it is hard to
beat the movie “Robin Hood” starring Errol Flynn. The “Ivanhoe” movie starring young Elizabeth Taylor
is a classic too, and it gives a be er idea of class, ethnic, and religious rela ons, as does the novel.)
Peasants, cra s people, merchants, most soldiers, and most women of any sta on, had almost none of
the lordly autonomy, choice, privacy, and freedom in their rela on to nobles or the king. They were the
ruled. They did not par cipate in ruling. They did their hereditary job, went to church, accepted the
word of the lord at court and in general, and shut up. Our modern judge is modeled a er the medieval
situa on where our judge is like the lord and has strong powers over supplicants (suitors) and all people.
The Church was between noble and commoner in oﬃcial status, but, in prac ce, high church oﬃcials
were treated like nobles and their buildings, grounds, and territories like noble demesnes. Then, in that
place, un l the 1600s or 1700s, excluding non‐nobles from governing and limi ng their autonomy and
choice made sense although it raises the hackles of modern people.
Slowly rela ons between the nobles, and between nobles and the king, were extended to rela ons
between non‐nobles, between non‐nobles and nobles including the king, and between people and
poli cians. Evan so, before modern mes, common people never had rights as full as nobles did. The
general trend toward extending dignity, autonomy, rights, and du es, is the basis for American modern
legal guarantees of freedom, autonomy, choice, and privacy. Before about 1970, extension the status of
lords to most of the people made overall sense even if it did not make full sense. Especially in American
before and around the me of the Revolu on, it made sense. Self‐suﬃcient farmers living on their own
large tracts of land in America, and successful business people, were about in the same situa on as lords
were in England at the me of the Magna Carta. When a person in America felt he did not have enough
choice and autonomy in his town, he could go to the fron er and make his own small kingdom – again I
say “he” on purpose. Extending the rights of the nobility to common people did not include all power to
common people, did not include all arenas, and should never undermine representa ve democracy.

Original Conserva ves never expected the extension to proceed all the way, so that every individual was
equivalent to a lord in all ways. Original Conserva ves expected the idea of free autonomous individual
to be tempered by the need for security and con nuity in society, reali es of governing, and the facts
about diﬀering human abili es.
In our mes, it is not clear what makes sense about personal autonomy and choice, and what does not.
Pretending that we are all lords in a world in which old‐fashioned lordly autonomy makes sense actually
hurts our freedom, our financial success, and the na on. We need to decide how to deal with the facts
of diﬀering abili es and experiences, so as to keep as much freedom and democracy as we can. We will
not do this, and our poli cal Par es don’t us to do this, so we help to erode our autonomy, choice,
freedom, and democracy.
It makes sense that a lord, with an estate, land to hunt on, non‐land wealth such as in gold, and no big
par cular reliance on other nobles or on the state as a whole, should insist on personal autonomy and
choice. When decisions were about which crops to plant, where, and how much; about what to charge
peasants for rent; which lands to hunt today; who to get appointed bishop and parish priest; to which
noble son to marry oﬀ my daughter tomorrow; with whom are we allied today; and with whom are we
figh ng today; then it made sense to say a man in that posi on was autonomous, had choice, and he
should choose. For a view from the more lowly side but not from the bo om, you can read about the
struggle of a good man to become a rural priest in “Sense and Sensibility” by Jane Austen.
Modern people are not like lords and not like men who could run oﬀ to the fron er in pioneer America.
The world all over has become much like original Americans ran from. Now, all over the world, people
in general, including Americans, live in the kind of places that original Americans ran from ‐ but we have
more gadgets, drugs, fashion choices, pop culture, bad food, and mortgages. People who depend on
having a job in a business firm to make a living for themselves and their families, that is, “employees”,
however exalted the tle, do not have the autonomy of a lord. People that depend on other employees
in the capitalist market system, for their daily water, daily bread, and the security of their neighborhood,
simply do not have the same autonomy and choice. We cannot run away to make our own Bonanza
because there are no Ponderosas le and because everybody needs everybody else in a way that Ben
Cartwright never did. Since corporate capitalism took over, and employees became by far the biggest
group on the planet, people have not had the autonomy that Republicans claim – ask any person in a
non‐union shop. Ask former employees in a town where most business moved out. Ask a teacher in a
district where silly conserva ves control textbooks and won’t allow evolu on, rela vity, cosmology, or
climate change to be taught properly, and where more space is given to Donald Trump than to Hillary
Clinton or John McCain. Ask even a high execu ve in a big corpora on. Ever since most people all over
the world became employees, or they wished they were lucky enough to have even a bad job, it has not
made sense to talk of autonomy and choice in the way that Republicans do. We are not lords of the free
market. People like to think of themselves as like lords but they are not. Watch people prepare for job
interviews. Listen to young people talk about jobs. Read the novel “Brave New World” by Aldus Huxley.

Read Libertarian wri ng, in par cular Ludwig von Mises and the early works by Friedrich Hayek, but
subs tute “big business” for the state and for socialism.
Mortgages are too hard to understand and are s ll in peril from finance firms; not much really changed
a er the Great Recession of 2007. Can you really tell the diﬀerence, as a good buy, between a Toyota
Camry and Honda Accord, without “Consumer Reports” to help? Do you know how to file a suit in a
court of law? Do you trust the court to be fair if you don’t have a lawyer? How much do you pay every
year for various kinds of insurance? Why do you need an a orney if your neighbor trips on your garden
hose or your kid sneezes in the presence of other kids without properly covering his‐her nose? Police
oﬃcers have to carry body cams to protect them from ci zens who recollect events bizarrely. Why were
eggs bad for us for forty years but now are good for us? Will you be shunned by the neighborhood if
your lawn is not green and free of weeds, or if the neighbor kids see your kids with a phone that is not
by Apple or Samsung? Can you tell apart fake news and real news? Are the media and entertainment
industry totally Liberal slaves? Can you choose the best breakfast cereal? Can you tell if your kids are
ge ng all of the right nutri on? Can you really make the best use of your dollars, and thus of your life,
by shopping on the free market? Is the Internet truly an extension of the ideal free market? Are you a
good consumer and good employee? Should you get a 30 year mortgage? Do you know that, with a 30
year mortgage, you will spend more on interest than on the original cost of the house (a $300,000 house
really costs $650,000)? Did you know that federal programs to help people buy houses actually help the
banks more than people? Why does a house that cost $15,000 in 1960 now cost $700,000 – infla on is
not mostly to blame? If an appointment with a doctor cost $15 in 1960 why does it now cost $300? If
you can’t aﬀord to visit a doctor when you are ill, should you not go to the doctor at all? Should your
children s ll go? Do you take care of granny at her old house, bring her to live with you in your house,
or put her in a home? If life is so good, why do men and women s ll have middle age crises? No ce I
haven’t even oﬀered any poli cal issues that you need to decide.
The supposedly free market now is more like a store that sells a variety of addic ng drugs than like the
ideal free market of Republican propaganda. There is a big diﬀerence between (a) deciding to raise
chickens or ducks versus (b) deciding to run up a big bill at a high end bar schmoozing with coworkers or
going home to your family and accep ng a slower career. The Republican view of a free autonomous
person choosing is essen ally of the perfect consumer patsy.
People don’t understand all the bewildering detail in the market and don’t understand poli cal ideology
well enough to decide as if they are autonomous and free, and to choose as if they were autonomous
and could always make the best choice. Life is too mixed up for people to be autonomous and to have
choice in the Republicans sense.
Think how the owners of corpora ons, adver sers, pop culture mongers, (not necessarily the ar sts but
too o en the ar sts too), and controllers of poli cs would like you to choose. Think if they would like
you to feel autonomous but not really be so. Don’t you act like that? Rebellion and opposite‐ness is not
the answer either but is another pseudo choice, another level of control.

A person in a hospital a ached to tubes is not autonomous with free choice, especially if the person is
“brain dead”, no ma er what some churches and some poli cians say.
Parents and churches fear that a young person going to a typical dogma cally liberal American college
where he‐she hears nothing but doctrinaire liberalism is not free and autonomous, never really has a
choice. If these young people are brainwashed, then why aren’t other people brainwashed including
everyday consumers and voters, church members who hear nothing but dogma brainwashed, and
people who believe in Republican ideas of autonomy and freedom, brainwashed? Most people are not
really totally brainwashed but neither are they fully autonomous, always able to make the best choices,
and always able to protect themselves from modern wolves.
The Republican idea of the totally free autonomous fully adept consumer ul mately led to a Supreme
Court decision that business corpora ons are so much like human beings that corpora ons have the
RIGHT to give to poli cal campaigns as if they were equivalent to every though ul self‐educated voter.
This view of corpora ons denigrates real people to the point where we are not real people anymore.
Yes, we do muddle through. Thanks to the diversity of the market and the facts that (a) most people do
their jobs well and (b) our lives are more abundant than at any me in human history. But we are not
autonomous and we do not have choice in the way Republicans say. Mostly corpora ons, adver sers,
poli cians, religious dogma sts, pop stars, producers of pop culture, and celebri es decide for us.
If we cannot decide for ourselves, then we have a duty as ci zens and humans to seek good guidance
from other people that we trust, living or dead (in books), and we have a duty to follow what they say to
the best we can understand. We have a duty not to accept guidance only from poli cians, business
people, adver sers, preachers or priests, the free market, and pop stars. In the end, of course, we do
have to make up our own minds. But we should do so free from illusions of our personal power. This
tempered freedom is not what Republicans want.
We need to think what it means to be autonomous and to have real choice. We need to think how we
can make ins tu ons so we can be as autonomous as possible and so we have the right amount of real
choices, choices that we can understand and manage. We need to think how we can help each other
with, and how the state can help us with, the bewildering prolifera on of false choices and bad goods
on the supposedly free market. We need to think how to find authori es that we can trust. We need to
think what freedoms and how much of our freedoms, we need to let go for the good of us, our families,
and the social whole. We need to think what we can hold and how best to hold it. We need to find that
elusive middle again.
As long as Republicans interpret autonomy and choice as they do, they block us from making correct
assessments and building helpful ins tu ons. We do not find the best version of autonomous persons
making real choices. Too o en, we react against the modern pseudo‐free market by becoming easy to
buzz words such as “organic”, we react against real democracy by embracing populist demagogues, and

we jump to hyper‐regula on, the nanny state, demagogues, and corpora ons making all choices for us.
We need the good middle but neither the Republican nor Democra c view of humans gives us this.
It gets worse. Soon what it means to be human will come into ques on. I don’t go into details because
science fic on and fantasy movies do it more drama cally even if not accurately. The a tude toward
autonomy and choice urged on us by Republicans blocks us from thinking out what we need to think out
to make the best future humans that we can make.
(1) For a case right now, take the Internet. How do we balance privacy, security, and choice? Should we
allocate resources on the Net en rely by ability to pay or by ability to manipulate state oﬃcials, or
should we insure more general access?
For a case in the near future, take human cloning. See “The Island” with Ewan McGregor and Scarle
Johansson. We cannot stop cloning altogether. We wish to allow special cases as with parents who
wish to clone a child that died young. Those special cases will inevitably grow to include more cases
un l the prac ce is widespread, as happened with the rights of nobles that eventually were extended to
the commoners. Rich people who wish to clone themselves always will be able to find illegal labs. As
long as a person can pay, a person will find a way to clone, and it will not take that much money. Rich
people will do it a lot and poor people hardly at all. In a parody of natural selec on, gradually the world
will fill up with the clone‐scendants (clones + descendants) of rich people. Is that what being a free
autonomous person making choices has to lead to?
Soon, any cell in the body will be clone‐able and able to provide the blueprints for a complete organ and
a complete person. Each cell is about as big as a fer lized egg. Caring for a cell from start to birth will
be no harder , actually easier, than for a woman to carry a baby for nine months. In that case, every cell
is like a fetus. Killing any living cell in any living human body will be tantamount to abor on. It will be
another kind of abor on. Every human is poten ally the source for trillions of other humans. Is this
something about which we can trust autonomy and choice on the free market? How could we possibly
make this into a situa on of free choice by autonomous persons?
To keep our humanity, we have to rethink autonomy and choice. The Republican view of autonomy and
choice blocks us from doing that.
(2) We need clear ideas of decency so that we can live correctly in the modern world but we don’t have
clear ideas of decency now, and we cannot get those as long as we rely on Party ideas of what people
are like.
Republicans claim to be the Party of Decency and claim that all Democrats are indecent. Republicans
are correct to say we have come to extol indecency as a mistaken way to extol freedom, autonomy, and
righteous rebellion. They are correct that many people who live oﬀ the state are indecent in their hearts
if not in all their acts, and are indecent in some of their acts as well. Republicans don’t say if business
firms and business people that accept corporate welfare also are indecent. Republicans don’t take the

next step into teaching people what decency is in the real modern world. Screaming against Democrats,
welfare cheaters, and over‐regulators is not enough to give us sense of what decency will be needed in
the future. Nobody believes that Republican religions teach us what we need to know. Not every
welfare recipient is an indecent cheater and only a few Democra c voters are welfare recipients or
welfare cheaters. Not every Democrat is an indecent parasite. Not everyone is irretrievably indecent
who has sex before marriage (did you wait?) or who has ever smoked pot (you did, didn’t you?). It takes
more to be decent than to rail against obvious si ng ducks of indecency. To be the Party of Decency,
you must have clear ideas about decency in the real modern world, you must show how you are decent
in the real modern world, and you must show how the other Party and its members are indecent when
they are indecent. Republicans have been far more the Party of dirty tricks and evil low indecency, since
Reagan, than they have been the Party of decency. Republicans interpret decency not with one eye on
God and their hand over their hearts but with both eyes and their whole heart on votes and power. To
recover decency, we need ideas of decency that are based on more than Republican ideas of autonomy
and choice. We cannot get that from Republicans.
We need to get over the idea that all people who can mimic a rebel pose are more decent than people
who work hard, take care of their families, follow the law, preserve order, and help out neighbors in a
pinch. We need to get over the idea that everyone is decent if he‐she condemns en tlement programs
and en tlement recipients. We need to get over the idea that every business person and professional
person is decent. We need to know what it will mean to be decent when clones and robots begin to
dominate. The Republican claim to decency and their misuse of decency block us from what we need.
It tempts us to over compensate in backward looking ways and‐or bad ways.
Democrats also have silly ideas about being human, human character, autonomy, choice, and decency,
and they interpret their ideas to use as tools in par san warfare such as glamorizing the rebel pose or
picturing all minori es as imbeciles in need of never ending state care. Democra c ideas also block a
be er understanding of what it means to be human in the real world now and what it will mean in the
future. Democra c ideas lead to abusing the idea of rights while at the same me overlooking du es
and responsibili es. Democra c ideas lead to the nanny state. But this part of the essay is not about
Democrats, and, anyway, Republican ideas about the self have been more successful than Democra c
ideas.
(5) Big State or Small State or Both?
Le to their own devices, people are not naturally conserva ve enough for Republicans and not in the
ways that Republicans wish. Maybe as people grow older they become more like the conserva ves that
Republicans extol in imagina on but for most of their lives people are too variable in what they do, their
ideas, the families that they make, and ins tu ons that they make. Le to their own devices, people are
too likely to worship the Golden Calf and too likely to try to lust a er a neighbor’s spouse. Especially in
the modern world, on its own, society would not be conserva ve enough.

Times do change. People have to adapt to changing mes or their families do poorly compared to other
families that do adapt. For families to remain intact in the sense that Republicans wish, people and
families have to change with the mes. Yet when families change, they do not always se le into styles
that Republicans call conserva ve. What is called conserva ve now o en is what worked the previous
era or two eras ago, and might not work best now. What works now o en does not seem conserva ve
in the present. It does not seem conserva ve now even though Republicans in two genera ons will look
back on what works now as conserva ve and will condemn what works then as deviant and Liberal. A
Conserva ve in 1840 would see today’s ideal nuclear family not as flexible and as conserving sacred
rela ons between man, woman, and children but as abhorrent because adult siblings do not live all near
each other, and nobody takes old people into their homes to care for them but instead they send old
people to death factories ruled by death panels. Modern families are insane because they spend family
wealth on silly high medical bills trying to save one obviously sickly and doomed child, or to prolong the
miserable life of a sickly old person, instead of using scarce wealth to have more children and to invest
in the more likely success of those children. Maybe in 2070, Republicans will look on 2020’s blended
mixed families as what God had in mind all along. Certainly that will be so if we take seriously the boom
on TV of those families.
Are there any moral, social, poli cal, and religious constants that run through all the changes and that
Republicans can claim as resurgent conserva ve values, values that Democrats cannot share? This is a
conten ous issue and I don’t go into it much here. See above. Republicans would say “yes” and then
list the ideas that they wish to promote now rather than ideas that have lasted a long me across many
genera ons in many condi ons. I have not seen any Republican list that I would take as universal and
undeniably good, or even undeniably Conserva ve. Maybe the best source on this issue is philosophy
and religious thought over the past 3000 years. I suggest that you start with the Golden Rule, with when
it does apply, and when it does not apply strictly. If you wish to be a conserva ve or liberal, Republican
or Democrat, you must consider this issue, be prepared to give a good answer, and prepared to back it
up. If you insist on staying within the limited framework of a Party or ideology, then I wish you luck.
How do we promote such constants in real life? How do we get people to act well enough and to build
good enough ins tu ons in accord with such constants? How do we support any moral, social, poli cal,
or religious ideals other than by preaching on street corners or wri ng essays such as this one? Can we,
or should we, use the state to support them? How? Does using the state to support them lead us into
the danger of betraying them?
Regardless of whether Republicans have hit on just the correct set, how do Republicans support their set
of morals, society, poli cs, and religion? Do they use the state vigorously to support their constants?
Should they use the state?
For original Conserva ves, both where to see constants and how to promote them was straigh orward.
Look back a couple of decades to the state, the Church, and society then. Take from that me what you
think God intended. You don’t have to accept all that the Church says about values but the Church is
one valid firm source. What you get from the past is the proper set of constants and ins tu ons. Look

for the con nua on of those values and ins tu ons today. Promote that and a ack alterna ves that
exclude these values and ins tu ons. Accept the unfortunate fact that, by natural inclina on, people do
not always do what is best for them and society, do not always do what Conserva ve ideals would wish.
That is alright. Use the full power of the state, the church, and all ins tu ons, to make people do what
is right. Use the full power of the state, church, and all ins tu ons, to defend con nuity from the past
and to resist any change that might hurt con nuity. Accept some changes but only as they fit in with
what is good and holy from the old. A big strong state not only is acceptable but it is a fine tool to work
with and likely it is the main tool that God had in mind, as long as the state is in the right hands, that is,
the aristocracy. Be Conserva ve through the big strong state.
For today’s Republicans, this plan cannot be the answer, although they wish it could, and, o en enough,
they do oﬀer it as the answer. This plan cannot be the answer because the modern Republican Party is
commi ed to a small weak state. How Republicans came to commit to a small weak state is a story in
itself that I cannot go into here. I do go into the topic in later parts of this essay.
Republicans face another contradic on. On the one hand, they want a big strong state so as to hold
what they wish to keep, shape what they wish to have in the future, bludgeon their enemies with, and
serve as their general tool. They want a strong big state to support business and then get out of the way
of business. This is the state of “law and order”, “tough guy of the big bad world”, and “export the right
values, Western values, to the world”. On the other hand, Republicans want a small weak state so their
enemies cannot use the state against them, enemies cannot use the state to promote the programs of
their enemies, and so Republicans can do as they wish without worrying about the state. They want a
state that can be used to promote business and then can be kept out of the way of business. I leave out
of considera on such issues as how to reconcile freedom of speech with a big strong state or reconcile it
with a small weak state that does not defend freedom of speech.
However Republicans resolve this conflict, whatever size and scope Republicans se le on, in theory, it
must be in maximum accord with deep long constants. If a par cular size and scope of the state might
promote some par cular interests, such as business, full employment, and world asser on, s ll, if that
size and scope of state does not accord well enough with the constants (deep values), then Republicans
must reject that state merely because it does not accord with (God given) constants. If the small weak
state does not accord with deep long constants and with tradi onal use of a large state to promote deep
long constants, then Republicans must reject the small weak state. If the big strong state that does
promote business does not also promote the right constants and‐or if the big strong state contradicts
constants, then that state must be rejected. If the weak small state that gets out of the way of business
does not promote the right constants and‐or contradicts constants, then that state must be rejected.
Anything else would be ungodly and would be punished by God and by secular failure. Look at Israel at
the height of its powers before God used the Assyrians to chas se Israel.
There is no complete resolu on to this conflict. A er decades of debate over the proper size, scope,
du es, privileges, and forbidden zones, for the state, there is no consensus. There is no consensus
about the set of constants (values) and there is no consensus about which size and type of state might

accord best with the best constants. There cannot be a resolu on to this issue un l we can reliably
iden fy the good constants of human life and figure out how to make those good constants dominant in
each era in its own way. I repeat that no Party has done this, none has come close, and none will come
close as long as they are as they are now.
Republicans have to figure out how to be conserva ve through the state, be conserva ve through the
state through all the regular changes of life, and be conserva ve through the state despite human
nature. They must figure out how to run a state that seems to accord with a set of constants even if it
does not really accord with the constants. They must appear consistent. All this is hard.
Republicans do in prac ce what you would expect any poli cal party to do. When it suits their need for
power and wealth, they invoke the small weak state and the values that go along with it. When it suits
their need for power and wealth, they invoke the big strong state and the values that go along with it.
Party members seem happy to go along. Party members know this stance is a hypocri cal contradic on
but people don’t expect much more and it does not strike them as bizarre. We have grown numb and
self‐serving.
For a Republican, this prac ce might be fine but for a Conserva ve it cannot be fine. A Conserva ve
cannot accept the Republican prac ce. A Conserva ve has to seek a general resolu on to this conflict
that also can apply to par cular mes such as ours, he‐she has to give reasons, and he‐she has to s ck to
the reasons. The reasons need not be Liberal ideas of “make sense” but they must be reasons that any
decent human can understand. Tradi on that worked in the past is an acceptable reason as long as that
tradi on does not lead to failure now. If you don’t do all this, then you are not a Conserva ve.
Republicans don’t do this and cannot do this. This gap is one reason why Republicans really are not
Conserva ves. This is one reason why Republicans have trouble with various branches of conserva ves
within the Party. Some branches insist on their resolu on to this dilemma and insist the Republican
Party accept their resolu on. Yet any such resolu on always limits the power of the greater Party even
if it is useful for a brief me. The resolu on oﬀered by the Tea Party might have been useful in 2012,
2014, and 2016 but if taken as the general resolu on it would destroy the Party, as it almost did when
Republicans shut down the federal government to try to force their budget on the na on. Republicans
as a big Party have to find ways to appease and put oﬀ such self‐proclaimed strict‐but‐ul mately‐limited
conserva ves so the big Party can keep using whichever state works best for power in various situa ons.
If you are a Republican or Conserva ve, or try to be both, you must think through this issue and come to
some resolu on. What are your constants and why? How do you promote them without betraying
them? When do you want a big state and when a small state? Likely your resolu on will not be the
same as the Party. Then you have to think about your rela on to the Party. You have to think about the
implica ons of your resolu on for the Party. Some mes your own ideas will lead you to side with
Democrats, Libertarians, Tea Party, Fascists, or other par es.

Democrats don’t face the contradic on between big state versus small state. In theory they build the
proper size state to insure greatest social jus ce and greatest overall wealth and power. The state can
be big or small, can have par cular ins tu ons or not, and ins tu ons can be of par cular sizes and
scopes, according to proper need.
Democrats do face the need to iden fy deep constants (values), over me, and to relate those constants
to programs, ins tu ons, size of the state, and the state in general. This task they do not do, and cannot
do, for reasons that I covered in the part on Democrats.
In prac ce, in catering to as many clients as they can, as much as they can, Democrats naturally push for
a big state and then an even bigger state. This tendency to a big state might not reflect deep constants,
might go against deep constants, might not be Party policy, and might not be what individual Democrats
wish for, but it is what happens. Republicans have made much gain out of this tendency. They use it as
the most common lash by which to whip the Democra c dead horse. It has helped Republicans obscure
their own problems with deep constants, size of the state, and role of the state. Republicans can always
say “Well, maybe some mes we do urge for a strong big state, even one not based on morality, but our
strong big state is li le compared to the hell that the Democrats bring up on us, so, by comparison, we
really do urge a small weak state. Get it?” Thus Republicans get away with having their cake and ea ng
it too. You need to look through both Par es.
Republicans dri into a big amoral state when they promote business and‐or the military. This dri has
not been much of an issue lately, despite contradic ng the dogma of a small state and despite not being
the moral ideal. Democrats have not been able to make much out of Republican dri because people
desperately need security through jobs and the military.
In other essays, I described the bad eﬀects of living with a contradic on. One of the nas est eﬀects is
that a person or party can use a contradic on to jus fy almost any nonsense. Republican inability to
agree on constants that real people can live by, inability to agree on constants even with the Party, and
contradic on between a big state and a small state, are enough easily to produce bad eﬀects. This
situa on should cause problems within the Republican Party, and it should lead to Republican nonsense.
It does both.
A group can live with internal contradic ons and their bad eﬀects if it can export the contradic ons and
bad eﬀects to others. If it can blame others for its problems, then it can live with its contradic ons and
problems. This is the familiar idea of using an external enemy to unite us; read the graphic novel “The
Watchmen”, see the movie, or find the original “Outer Limits” episode on which it is based. More than
Democrats, Republicans have been able to do this, and so have been able to cover up contradic ons and
to live with contradic ons. Republicans get away with contradic ons by blaming Democrats and thus
diver ng a en on away from themselves. It is one reason why Republicans hate Democrats more than
Democrats seem to hate Republicans. It is one reason that Republicans hate Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Bill Clinton. It is a reason why the working and middle class people that moved to the Republican Party
in the 1970s and a er hate Democrats and Democra c clients so much. Republican hate is like the hate

that a reformed drunk, addict, gambler, or religious person has toward the life that he‐she le but which
s ll channels so much of his‐her mind. Here I should explain why Republicans are so adept at managing
these contradic ons and at ha ng opponents but I found that it takes too much space and requires too
much guessing.
Maybe the worst eﬀect is we can’t tell the diﬀerence between the sense that Republicans some mes
make versus the nonsense that they spout using contradic ons as a cover. You have to think long and
hard, and o en the eﬀort is not worth the reward.
Two Common Charges against Republicans that I Don’t Go Into.
I don’t go much into the following charges. The charges are true but they have been “done to death”.
First, Republicans defend the system because they benefit from the system and because the system
keeps their opponents down, chiefly poor people, non‐Whites non‐Asians, and Democrats. Republicans
stress how well the system works, how anybody with talent or drive can succeed. Republicans overlook
how the system works against people, how the deck is stacked against people. Republicans, in theory,
can use some aspects of free market theory to bolster their arguments. In fact, Republicans don’t really
care much about free market theory or know much about it but they refer to it because it serves their
needs. Republicans stress how well the system works because they are on top. They want to feel they
deserve what they have. They want to feel that people who suﬀer deserve it. When Republicans fall,
they sing another song, but nobody listens then.
This situa on blinds us to how the system does work well and to how it does not. Instead of assessing
the good and bad, what we ought to do, and what prac cality allows us to do or stops us from doing, we
feel we have to defend or condemn “whole hog”. As good ci zens of a democracy, we have to get over
the propaganda for and against to make up our own minds.
Second, Republicans are hypocrites. Apart from the bits I say some mes, as I said before, going into
hypocrisy is not worth the eﬀort. Instead, think out what lies beneath hypocrisy. Decide which Party is
more hypocri cal, how, and why in those ways. Good luck.
Rights and Responsibili es (Du es) 2.
See Rights and Responsibili es 1 on Democrats. The contrast between “tradi onal Conserva ve” versus
“supporter of democracy” shows up in Republican ideas of rights and responsibili es. Republican ideas
support their style of class‐based governing and allow them to call their style of governing democra c
when it is not. This sec on shows how Republicans interpret seemingly neutral ideas such as “inves ng”
to bolster ideas about themselves as lords of the system, to control their clients, and to use as tools in
par sanship. This sec on shows how wrong interpreta ons, by any party, get into the heads of people
and can live there for a long me.

The Republican view of rights and du es is how they use to two ideas from economics. I give a brief
version without much jus fica on.
The two economic ideas are labeled A and B. Here, “rich” and “wealthy” include the upper class and
most of the upper middle class. “Non‐rich” is everyone else, and, includes some people of the upper
middle class. Le y professionals such as college professors like to think they are not allied with the rich
but in this case, as in most cases, they are. I subsume “income” under “wealth”.
(A) Investment, Economic Health, Growth, and Rich People
(A1) Ideas in the Republican View:
(A1a1) Despite being the greatest economy ever and robust in most ways, our American economy is
always in trouble. This is a puzzle but s ll true. Our economy is hurt by Democra c programs but not
only those. It has its own problems. What these problems are remains vague. They are not the flaws
and problems that Mike wrote about.
(A1a2) While the root of disease is obscure, the cure is crystal clear. The economy can always gain from
more investment. More investment of any kind never hurts but always helps. More investment always
causes the economy to increase more than the amount of the investment. Investment never suﬀers
from diminishing returns enough to worry about. Because the economy always needs help and because
investment always helps, the economy always needs more investment.
(A1a3) More investment and more expansion automa cally cure all problems. There is no problem that
cannot be done away with by more wealth. There are no systemic problems that persist despite more
wealth. There is no systemic bias that cannot be done away with by more wealth.
(A1a4) Some people are poor. We do not yet have enough wealth in total and some people have bad
a tudes. Also, some people with some wealth s ll feel they do not have enough wealth even though
the American economy is the richest in world history. We s ll do not have enough wealth to overcome
nagging compara ve compe on. If we had more wealth, almost all poverty would disappear because
poor people would feel that they could make it by working hard and would work hard. People who feel
they do not have enough now would feel they could have enough and so would not feel in a bind due to
compara ve compe on. Everybody would have enough and everybody would feel as if he‐she had
enough.
(A1a5) There is no diﬀerence between forced economic expansion due to forced investment versus
natural economic growth from natural economic investment. We can and should use forced economic
expansion due to forced investment to cure all ills.
(A1a6) Nothing does away with problems like more wealth. Nothing works be er or nearly as well. No
Democra c programs, social programs, an ‐racist laws, an ‐sexist laws, etc. work be er than simply

more wealth. Nothing brings more wealth like more investment. No government schemes to manage
the economy, money supply, interest rate, unemployment, infla on, etc. work be er than simply more
investment for more wealth.
Other programs might work as stop gap measures for short term problems such as when cartels reduce
the oil supply or other na ons impose tariﬀs. S ll, ul mately, nearly all state eﬀort has to go into more
investment for more wealth. We don’t need Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, unemployment
insurance, IMF, WTO, World Bank, NAFTA, Trans‐Pacific Partnership, trade agreement between Canada,
the US, and Mexico, etc. except when we can bend them to our benefit. We can get the most benefit
and can reduce all other problems simply by using the state to promote investment for wealth, and the
more investment the be er.
(A1a7) Other state eﬀorts only create more problems than they cure, and especially more problems
than a comparable state expenditure on investment. Most problems from programs come because of
state involvement while some come because programs invite personal and business dependence on the
state. Other programs invite state interference, and state interference always causes more harm than
good in the long run. State help to induce more investment for economic expansion for more wealth to
cure all problems does not suﬀer from the same problems as do other state programs. We can reduce
state interference and do the most good by avoiding all state programs other than more investment for
more wealth. That is the one state program to keep.
(A1a8) We should eliminate all Democra c programs totally as soon as possible. Then we can focus
en rely on more investment for more wealth. People will be unhappy in the short run as we eliminate
so‐called “en tlement” and “benefits” programs but they will be happy in the long run, and we can say
“we told you so” then.
Republicans convey the points of A1a in the slogan “a rising de floats all boats” (see below) although
most Republicans would not be able to say what all is entailed in that slogan.
(Reminder: If A1a is taken seriously, and Republicans do take it seriously, then this stance depends far
too much on the power of things, and so this stance is blasphemy. Wealth alone does not and cannot
save us; it cannot save even the economy. We certainly do need a minimum of wealth to be secure and
happy, both as a na on and as individuals. More wealth o en does help, especially at the start of a just
na on’s history. But likely we already have enough wealth to work with. Adding more wealth does not
by itself make problems go away. We need do something else too. Stop worshipping wealth. Because
Democrats see Republicans as demons who have sold their souls for more wealth and power, I don’t
dwell on this point.
If you are a Republican, you should dwell on this point. You need to think why you trust wealth and its
power, and trust wealth and its power alone. What does the Bible sat about that? You should dwell on
why you put all your faith in economic expansion, investment that creates economic expansion, and the

business class that invests. You need to think what you are avoiding by trus ng wealth, power, and
business so much. You need to think about what more we need. You need to broaden your mind.
The dependence on wealth (stuﬀ) causes more damage, including spiritual damage, than Liberal ideas
about moral rela vity, the self‐suﬃcient individual, and rights over responsibili es. Dependence on
wealth and its power is a much more corrosive doctrine than any current Liberal idea.)
(A1 b) (b1) Rich people always invest a greater ra o of their income and wealth than non‐rich people.
The more income and wealth that rich people have, the more they invest. (b2) The more income that
non‐rich people have, they do NOT invest but instead mostly waste.
(A1 c) The state can help by giving rich people advantages to give them more wealth. Rich people use
the added wealth to invest. Advantages include tax breaks, tax shelters, funds for research, covering
business losses, covering business expenses, reducing risk, reducing uncertainty, and more.
(A1 d) (Repeat from a1) The extra investment always helps the economy and so helps all people and the
whole na on. There is no limit to extra investment from rich people from state advantages. ALL added
investment from added wealth to rich people from state‐given advantages, is GOOD.
(A1 e) (e1) As I say many mes in this essay, giving advantages to one group makes other groups pay for
the advantages, not just when the White working class pays for Blacks or the Black working class pays
for the White upper middle class, but in all cases. Giving the rich advantages moves (transfers) wealth
from the non‐rich to the rich. A big way to eﬀec vely force the non‐rich to pay for the rich is with sales
taxes. (e2) in addi on to moving wealth from the non‐rich indirectly through advantages for the rich,
the state can move wealth directly by taxing the non‐rich at a higher rate, and then giving advantages to
the rich such as with grants for research and by covering business losses. The state does both.
(A1 f) However much the non‐rich give to the rich, the non‐rich s ll benefit overall because the economy
grows and the non‐rich benefit from growth. Economic growth leads to more benefit for all, including
more benefit gained by the non‐rich than the non‐rich lost when they subsidized the rich.
Rich people have developed a tudes that go along with these ideas about the economy. I go into the
a tudes a er I assess the truth.
(A2) Except for b1 and e, and my comments, all the ideas are nearly completely false. They can be true
only under specific and unusual condi ons. There is no point here going into those specific condi ons
because they do not prevail o en enough to base general long‐term policy on.
(A3) Some Truth: There is a diﬀerence between natural good growth versus forced expansion. Forced
expansion is almost always bad.

The first issues that we need to deal with are the flaws and problems noted in Part 1. We cannot, and
should not, deal with vague unspecified problems that supposedly can be cured by forced investment
and forced expansion, no ma er how unsa sfied we feel, un l a er we have dealt with the flaws and
problems that I wrote about.
Investment is subject to diminishing returns like all other economic forces. Especially, good investment
for good growth is subject do diminishing returns. When we can do nothing else with our money, we
can always throw it at bad investments like more strip malls and expect the state to cover us with tax
“write oﬀs” but that is not investment that leads to real growth. Almost certainly, we are at or past the
point of diminishing returns for investment most of the me in the United States. More investment
does not always yield be er life. State help to induce investment only pushes us definitely past the
point of diminishing returns, and so wastes wealth on bad investment.
The free market in America, under nearly all condi ons including most devia ons from calm normal,
automa cally makes enough capital (wealth) for investment, especially for good investment. The free
market, under most condi ons, automa cally leads most people to invest the right ra o of their wealth
(incomes) given their income and their financial posi ons. The state does not need to make sure there
is enough wealth for investment. The state does not need to insure rich people have more wealth for
more investment. The state does not need to move wealth from non‐rich people to rich people. More
and more investment does not lead to good growth and usually leads to bad expansion that looks like
growth but is not. Investment forced by the state moves investment past the point of diminishing
returns. We err to help rich people to invest ever more. We should stop state‐forced investment and
we should stop state‐forced investment done by making sure rich people have more income.
In unusual condi ons where it can help to give rich people more wealth to invest, those condi ons are
almost always over in less than four years, and advantages to the rich should be taken back. And those
condi ons do not recur every ten years but recur only about once ever fi y years as with the Great
Depression of the 1930s and the Great Recession of 2007. Of course, as with nearly all state programs,
the advantages are never taken back, and recipients, the rich, always agitate for more of the present
advantages and for addi onal other advantages.
The state should treat rich people and ordinary people the same. Tax both on a single graduated mildly
progressive scale (tax rate increases slightly with income). End all sales taxes at all levels. Do not move
wealth from the non‐rich to the rich. The economy does not always need more help, and does not need
more help through playing around with taxes and advantages.
The ideas that the state should promote investment and the state should do so by making sure the rich
have ample incomes and wealth, are an en tlement. They are an en tlement just as much as Social
Security, Obama Care, Medicare, and welfare. They predate those other en tlements. They are a bad
example of en tlements though the state. They give people the wrong ideas. If you wish to get rid of
other en tlements, you should get rid of this en tlement, both ideas of it. If you do not get rid of this
en tlement, there is no real reason to get rid of any others.

(A4) A tudes, Rights, and Responsibili es: The a tudes here apply not only to rich people but to all
members of the Republican Party including working class and middle class members, although the ideas
do not apply in the same way. The ideas apply to the working and middle classes much as the a tudes
about “being Bri sh” that prevail among the Bri sh aristocracy apply to the masses although the masses
do not have the same posi on. For this material, take “investment” also to include owning big business
firms, the normal conduct of big business firms, and managing big business firms. The term might also
apply to mid‐size business firms but here is not the place to quibble.
Primarily for selfish reasons, rich people, business firms, the Republican Party, and its clients, all tend to
believe the above false ideas (A1) although they know the ideas are false. Most people repress knowing
the ideas are false but s ll know at a deep level that the ideas are false.
It is important to get cause correct. Republicans do not start by believing false ideas about the economy
and then get wrong, bad, and self‐serving a tudes from false economic theories. Rather, Republicans
start with wrong, bad, self‐serving a tudes and then grab ideas from economics that jus fy a tudes.
People do this with religion and academic ideologies. “En tlement” recipients do the same. Poor people
don’t really believe all the crap about bad rich people. They don’t know enough about rich people to
believe much either way. Poor people wish support from the state so they seek ideas that jus fy what
they wish. Poor people need to explain their situa on to themselves, and it is psychologically easier to
blame others and to give ourselves a heroic role. Whoever does it, it is wrong.
Republicans believe bad ideas for bad reasons, invert the real order of cause, repress it all, and this self‐
delusion allows them to act for their advantage and to jus fy how they act. You can ponder what such
“self psyching out” does to people and to their rela ons with others. If it happens to Republicans, then
a version also happens to Democrats, as described in various places in this essay.
The material that follows is mostly the point of view of rich people. Un l about the 1960s, rich people
would say out loud ideas such as follow, but, since then, they have learned to keep quiet. In the novel
“Brave New World” by Aldus Huxley, the world had consolidated under one government. World society
was divided into four large socio‐economic classes, largely modeled on Hindu society and with parallels
to ideal society as laid out by Plato in “The Republic”. Each class had a dis nct view of the world. Each
class saw itself as the real base on which society rested, and gave reasons why it was the base. Groups
in American society can see the same thing diﬀerently and each group sees itself as the base of the
whole na on. The novel is short, easy to read, fun, and sad. It is a classic of its kind.
When rich people invest, they help themselves but they also help the economy, the state, and all people
individually and collec vely. Rich people perform a public service. Their public service is the basis for a
complex of rights, du es, and privileges.
In assessing the role of rich people in society and the state, we should see that the public service that
rich people do more than outweighs any gain for them personally. Gain for them should play no part in

how we see their public service and in what rights and du es their service entails. To see their service in
terms of their gain blinds us to the greater good that they do, blinds us to the general good, and leads us
to err in how the public and the state act toward rich people. Think in terms of their public service and
only in terms of their public service. Deliberately avoid thinking in terms of their gain.
When rich people invest, because they benefit all of the people, they should be protected. They have a
right to be protected beyond the normal rights as human beings and ci zens. We have a duty to protect
them beyond our du es to protect human beings and ci zens in general.
A public service o en is a duty, especially when people recognize that they perform a public service and
have it within their power to perform the public service regularly. Investment is a duty for Republicans.
It is their major duty, and about their only major duty, as we will see.
Investment is always risky and uncertain. Risk and uncertainty are dangerous. In carrying out their duty
to invest, rich people face danger for their country, o en great danger, and they face it all their lives. By
inves ng, they are patriots, like life me soldiers, sailors, and airmen (air people) in ba le. We rightly
see that military people have greater status than most others, including some greater rights. We tend to
their health their whole lives, and they are en tled to a pension. In the same way, rich people have
greater rights. We should look out for them. The service of veterans ends when they leave the military
but the service of rich people never ends. So they deserve respect and considera on their en re lives.
Rich people don’t need the kinds of considera on that veterans need. They need considera on that
goes along with the service that they give by inves ng and being rich, and goes along with their social
role and social class. Exactly what more rich people deserve will emerge presently.
Even if you are not swayed by the argument that rich people face danger like soldiers, rich people s ll
perform a service that no other people can perform, a real service with real general good. Rich people
see their service as their duty, and carry out their duty. For those reasons alone, rich people deserve
extra considera on based on their wealth and social status.
Wealth serves the country by guiding investment so that the country grows in the right ways and grows
ever more. Wealth makes more wealth and makes ever be er guidance. People who already are rich
have a right to stay rich and to get ever richer. The state has a duty to make sure rich people stay rich.
Rich people have a right to make sure the state makes sure they stay rich and get richer.
Wealth is power and power is wealth. Republicans have a right to power and to ever more power. Their
power is always jus fied while the power of Democrats is always a kind of usurpa on.
Simply by being wealthy and powerful, and by running business firms and oﬃces, Republicans get more
experience of the real world than other people do. So, Republicans have a right to run the state and the
right to power.

The way that Republicans run the state is not directly hands‐on but by making sure that the right people
get into oﬃces and stay. In inves ng, and in owning and running business firms, Republicans don’t go
down onto the factory floor and weld car frames. Republicans pick the right people to do the right jobs.
As the investors and leaders, Republicans have the right and duty to do this. Republicans are be er able
to do this because they have experience. Pu ng the right people into state oﬃces is much like pu ng
wealth into the right places and pu ng the right people into jobs in business firms. Republicans have a
right to put people into state oﬃces and a duty to do this. That is how they govern well.
Non‐rich people have a duty to accept the leadership of Republicans and their oﬃcers. Non‐rich people
have a duty to go along with Republicans holding wealth and power. Non‐rich people ought to feel
honored that they can help the Republicans manage the economy and the state by allowing the state to
move wealth from non‐rich people to rich people.
Non‐rich people have a duty not to grumble about unequal wealth and power, and Republicans have a
right to make sure their oﬃcials know that non‐rich people ought not to grumble. Rich people have a
right to be protected from unrest by the masses, and the state has a duty to protect rich people from
the masses.
Republicans do not have to learn the details of ci zenship as long as the people that they get into oﬃce
do the job for them. Republicans don’t have to learn the details of a school district bond measure or of
a highway plan. Republicans don’t have to learn about flaws and problems in the economy, if there are
any, which there are not. Republicans don’t have to learn how to deal with problems in the economy,
even if problems are caused by flaws. That is what their state oﬃcers are for, like business managers of
firms. If Republicans spend their me and eﬀort learning details, they can’t learn how to invest and how
to get the right people into oﬃces.
Republicans don’t need to pay much in taxes, and should not pay much in taxes because taxes only take
away from what they have to give to the country through inves ng. Even merely filing taxes and paying
what the state forces them to pay makes them be er ci zens than other people because they give more
than others. Merely managing their wealth for the benefit of the country is much be er service than
any taxes they could ever pay.
The state, the people, and oﬃcers of the state, should do nothing to hinder Republicans in carrying out
their du es and rights by using wealth to invest and by making more wealth by which to invest more.
Rich investors and business people should not be hindered by regula ons and by so‐called “watchdogs”.
To a very great extent, good investment and good management coincide with the greater welfare of the
na on, and so the greater welfare of the na on can be best promoted by le ng good investment and
good management act unhindered. Get out of the way.
Republicans have the duty and right to invest, run their firms, and put the right people into state oﬃces.
That is how they guide the na on and serve it. That is a lot of duty and right already. That is enough.
We should not ask for any more. We should be grateful that rich people (Republicans) do their duty so

well and ask so li le through their rights. We should acknowledge their rights to hold their wealth,
invest their wealth, get people into state oﬃces, be secure in their wealth and persons, and make more
wealth.
INTERLUDE: Note the contradic on between (A1) the American economy is the greatest ever, it solves
all problems, it solves them automa cally, it work for everybody, works for everybody automa cally,
and the state should stay completely away from the economy such as by not using regula ons and not
suppor ng unions, versus (B1) the economy is always in trouble and always needs state help such as
protec on, tariﬀs, and tax breaks. Only state help to business can solve economic problems, state help
to business will solve all economic problems, and any other state help in any other way such as welfare
only makes problems worse and makes sure that business cannot get healthy again and so solve all
problems.
This contradic on appears in another form: (A2) The economy is not a zero sum game but a posi ve
sum game in which everyone benefits, and everyone benefits more the more we let the economy loose.
A capitalist economy always generates more and more wealth and always does so automa cally. The
wealth is always more‐than‐enough for nearly all people. With the wealth made by a capitalist economy
we can solve all problems. Only with wealth made by a capitalist economy can we solve all problems.
Otherwise we are doomed to poverty and failure. (B2) The economy is a zero sum game (what one
player wins the other players must lose and vice versa), at the levels of America versus the world, one
socio‐economic class figh ng with other classes, one neighbor pi ed against other neighbors of nearly
the same situa on, men versus women, compe ng ethnici es, compe ng religious groups, compe ng
for government support (“rent”), us with people just below us who want our jobs and sta ons, and us
versus poor people who will do anything to get jobs including poli cal manipula on. Only with massive
government aid to business can we get above the zero sum game back into a posi ve sum game and so
make everybody happy, wealthy enough, and get along. Even if I personally am doing well, I know that
my groups are locked in a zero sum struggle, and the economy as a whole is locked in a zero sum war.
State aid to business can get us out of this strife and only state aid to business can get us out of this.
Anything that takes away from state aid to business, such as welfare, dooms us to fall back into the zero
sum game and to stay locked there.
I can get all the same points from this contradic on as I do out of major themes (A above) and (B below)
in the main argument.
I don’t know which version is easiest to communicate. I don’t dwell on the idea of posi ve versus zero
because I got sick of abuse of the ideas. I got sick of people using contradictory ideas at the same me.
I have studied game theory and economics, I have some idea how the ideas should be used, how the
ideas should not be used, how the economy really is posi ve sum, zero sum, neither, or both, and how
rela ons between groups really are posi ve, zero, neither, or both. Nearly all poli cians who use the
terms cannot set them in proper context and so they abuse the ideas. People in general know they
themselves try to have it both ways to suit themselves best, and so they deceive themselves, know it at

some level, and live with it. I don’t need to annoy the reader with the game version of this story on top
of what I give here. Have fun with it. Be alert for abuse.
(Briefly: Over the long run and in general, the economy is posi ve sum but it does not solve all problems
and it definitely does not solve them automa cally. In the short run, between adjacent socio‐economic
classes such as between the poor and working class, and between social groups that are ed to class
such as between Blacks and Hispanics or between men and women, the economy feels and acts like a
zero sum game. Compara ve compe on, where it is not enough to do well but you have to do at least
as well as neighbors so that all others are threats, makes it more zero sum. Compe ng to make sure
your children do well and do not fall toward the bo om, makes it more zero sum. We can get over the
feeling of zero sum and feel more the overall posi ve sum if we feel that our children and the children of
all neighbors have a fair chance according to ability and eﬀort, if we feel all schools give our children a
fair chance even if not an equal chance. We have to accept that not all children are equally talented and
have the right a tude to do well financially. Pumping money into schools won’t do the job without
some changes in a tude. The economy needs rules and oversight, but not too much. We need more
oversight than we have now. We should intervene to make the playing field more equal but not to
make outcome almost equal. We can get rid of programs such as Aﬃrma ve Ac on. We have to
tolerate some diﬀerences and failures. Diﬀerent groups do diﬀerently overall due to their a tudes and
their social organiza ons. We have to protect nature. Helping business will not solve all problems. We
should help business less than we do now. We need some public support for people who can’t get jobs
such as welfare. We have to make public support work be er than we do now and here is not the place
to elaborate. We need to keep Social Security and we need to get limited sternly realis c single‐payer
na onal healthcare – if you are old and get cancer, you die.)
(B) Taking the Big Role
People in a modern economy depend on each other and help each other although usually they don’t
know they help and they underes mate the amount of help given and taken. Simply by doing his‐her
job, oﬃce, profession, or voca on, such as teaching, plumbing, programming computers, inves ng, and
business, each person helps many other people and the whole economy. Each person adds to total
benefit. Simply by each private person doing his‐her job etc., the total benefit to society is hundreds of
mes more than from the state, non‐profit agencies, churches, poli cians, community ac vists, poli cal
par es, ac vists, and commentators, all combined. This result is a reason to feel good about yourself
but not to feel heroic unless you are a police oﬃcer, firefighter, military person, or other person directly
in harm’s way.
Republicans twist this truth to make too much of it for them but too li le for Democrats, Democra c
clients, and all working people including the middle class. Republicans take their role in the economy to
be heroic and to add greatly to total benefit, far more per Republican person than for other persons. I
don’t explain how they ra onalize this view. Professional people, business people, and some oﬃcers
feel they add much more to the total of benefit than do most other people who exert the same eﬀort
and more than do other people who might be just as smart and have similar educa on. Simply by doing

their voca on, or by inves ng, professional people, business people, and some oﬃcers automa cally do
much more good than do other people.
In addi on, simply by doing their voca on, or by inves ng, professional people, business people, and
some oﬃcers automa cally know be er how to govern than do other people, and they have the right to
govern. Mostly they exert their right‐and‐duty to govern by making sure the right people go into state
oﬃces. Their duty to govern well, a duty that goes with their right, is met automa cally because their
life leads them to know more about life and about governing than do other people.
Through the benefit they bestow with their voca on, and they benefit they bestow by governing well,
professionals, business people, and oﬃcers are lord‐like and help society much more than do other
people simply by the professionals, business people, and oﬃcers carrying on with their lordly‐like status,
life, and voca on. Common people accept this dimension in professionals, business people, and most
oﬃcers. We not only pay congress people, professors, doctors, den sts, lawyers, and business people
but we say “thank you” as well when we would not say “thank you “ to the people who mow the lawn or
to a mechanic.
All Republicans feel they belong to this class of lord‐like people and so have a right to all this. If they are
not a lord themselves, then they are in the class associated with lords. They have done all their du es as
a ci zen, and have done more duty than others, simply in doing their voca on, inves ng, and installing
people into oﬃces. Their only further duty is to scorn Democrats and Democra c clients. This a tude
is unwarranted arrogance. Most professionals, business people, and oﬃcers know the danger and fight
arrogance. Republicans believe their false version of lordly charisma although they know it is false.
Again, you can guess what this contradic on does to their psyches and their rela ons with other people.
One reason people in general wish to be Republican is so they can share this lordly stance, even if only
as the equivalent of a squire. One reason the poor, working class, and middle class go along with the
rich is because Republicans are the lordly class of old extended into our mes.
(A) and (B)
The wrong a tudes from A and B combine. It is the right of Republicans‐as‐Republicans to pay li le in
taxes, get help from the state, have wealth shi ed to them, rule by pu ng people into state oﬃces, be
accepted as the ruling class, and get richer. Republicans as Republicans have no more responsibili es
other than to invest, carry out their voca on, and install the right people into state oﬃces. Republicans
have done all their duty as a ci zen, and have no more responsibili es, when they do that. Republicans
think other people should recognize their status and recognize how much they have done for society
simply by being Republicans, inves ng, carrying out their voca on, and installing the right people into
government oﬃces.
Of course, not all Republicans think like this. Many are true patriots, do a lot for their country, and make
real sacrifices for their country. Many serve their communi es and other communi es far beyond their
voca on and beyond inves ng. Many Republicans see far beyond inves ng and token tax‐paying. Many

Republicans such as (I assume) Warren Buﬀet, even wish to pay a fair share of taxes, at about the same
rate as the middle class. As noted, I think most long‐term military people are Republicans who actually
do risk their own real lives. I have li le personal experience, but I think Republicans, like Democrats,
who really have seen much of the world and really do know people, do not rest on the presump ons of
their status but choose to work hard to make the world deeply enduringly be er. While, like everyone,
Republicans might wish other people do the work of their du es for them, most Republicans don’t really
expect the masses to do that. Republicans tend to see the big picture na onally and interna onally and
tend to take their du es seriously as a result of seeing the big picture. Do not tar all Republicans with
the above selfish brush.
Even so, the combined bad a tude from A and B is pervasive enough to cause a bias in the Republican
Party, and a bias among Republicans and self‐styled “Conserva ves”. The twisted facts, lordly a tude,
claim of status, right to govern, claim of having fulfilled all du es, and evasion of responsibili es, are all
much too juicy to pass up. The a tude aﬀects poli cs and fiscal policy. It creates tax programs at all
levels of government. This a tude is fully as bad as the wrong idea of Democra c clients that they have
big rights, their rights should always prevail, other groups are always trying to kill their rights, and they
don’t have to think about their du es at all. If Republicans have done their full duty when they deposit a
dividend check, deliver a dental crown to a paying pa ent, or get richer thanks to biased treatment by
the state, then welfare loafers also have done their full duty when they spend welfare money on booze
and drugs and they agitate the Democrats to raise welfare s pends by exploi ng the plight of poor kids.
The parallel bad a tudes by Republicans and Democrats is why both need a stern course in the idea
that all rights entail responsibili es, and in the whole system of rights and du es of a good adept ci zen
in a modern democracy.
Trump Populism.
I wrote this sec on in 2018 when the fate of Trump populism was not clear. If Trump populism wanes, a
related form of populism likely will rise, from either Party, so it is s ll useful to point out some features
that likely we will face.
In theory, in populist democracy, all the people have a direct say on most issues, and usually a simple
majority decides. On some issues, some mes more than a majority must favor “yes”, such as 55% or
two‐thirds.
Populism is a poli cal movement in which a big group of people in a democracy believe they are the
majority, or believe they represent the majority and the na on as a whole, or believe they have the one‐
and‐only right to represent the majority, or they have the one‐and‐only right to represent the na on as
a whole. They believe they represent the general will, social will, the spirit of the na on, or the general
good. They believe they can see clearly when others cannot. They believe they cannot fail, at least in
the main issues that concern them and so concern the na on as a whole. They believe they have the
one‐and‐only right to decide all major issues and they will automa cally necessarily decide major issues
correctly. They believe they decide en masse as one big group. They believe they are not swayed by

special interests, rich and powerful people, lobbyists, ideologies, dogma, rhetoric, powerful cliques, or
demagogues. While there is a need for them, they are above poli cs as usual. For a while, they are the
divine “us”. Usually they are none of these and they almost never are en tled to these beliefs. They
believe they are a kind of popular democracy when they almost never are.
Some of the earliest lessons in Western poli cal experience were: (1) popular democracy is very rare,
and, when it happens, it endures for only a short me; (2) populism is rarely really popular democracy
although populists thinks it is; (3a) so‐called popular democracy really almost always is populism, or (3b)
popular democracy quickly degenerates into populism; (4) popular democracy and populism always fail;
and, (5) when they do fail, they cause quite bad problems.
Except in limited cases among small groups, popular democracy rarely lasts more than a short me. I do
not know of any real na on that has run as a popular democracy. Ancient Athens was not a popular
democracy. Even when the majority technically decides issues, in fact the majority does not know what
it is doing, and does not have real control. Some group within the majority really decides. The United
States is not a popular democracy. It is a mixture of various kinds of governing working in, around, and
some mes below, besides, and above, some ins tu ons of representa ve democracy.
Because the people in a populist movement think they are really a popular democracy when they are
not, I have to bring up popular democracy. People use popular democracy as an excuse for what they
do in the name of populism including many bad acts. I must be clear that populism is not popular
democracy so that I can deny them that excuse. We need to get over popular democracy to focus on
what really happens, populism and the decay of populism. Stop thinking in terms of popular democracy
at all and start thinking in terms of populism. Assume all self‐claimed popular democracy is really
populism seeking excuses. Assume all populist claims to be popular democracy are really claims by one
segment of the na on to represent everybody and to have the right to speak for us even when they do
not and they have no right. Don’t fool yourself that you are part of popular democracy when really you
are part of a mere populist movement.
The Silent Majority under Nixon in the 1970s was like this and the Tea Party a er 2000 is like this, a
populist movement that thought it was bringing in popular democracy. The Le and the Conserva ve
movement in America are really populist movements that think they represent the na on as a whole.
The decay of populism is a common story, so common that it is almost an intrinsic part of populism. The
story is well known in churches, schools, and communi es. Power increasingly concentrates in the
hands of a small group. Then the small group cares more about defending, con nuing, and increasing its
power than about the goals of the movement. The mass of people go along hoping to catch a bone now
and then, because they fear to backtrack, or because they are afraid of their new leaders. Listen to the
Who song “Won’t Get Fooled Again”.
The decay usually begins when one smaller group leads the movement, as Bolsheviks led the Revolu on
in Russia a er 1918; or when the (remains of) the Silent Majority, the Religious Right, and the Tea Party

led the Republican Party a er 1992 and more so a er 2000. Then the small group gains control of the
whole movement, as with the same examples. Then, a small group of strong leaders, o en focused on a
single demagogue, arises within the controlling group, as the circle around Lenin controlled Bolsheviks,
the Revolu on, and the Communist movement; Stalin got total control a er Lenin; the Nazis and Hitler
got control of Germany; and the Trump clique got control of the right wing within the Republican Party
and then the Republican Party. Populist movements are amazingly suscep ble to control by a clique or
by a demagogue. Populist movements o en form around a clique or leader to begin with, and then lose
all the popular control that they once had. Then the small‐clique‐with‐its‐leader focuses on gaining and
holding power regardless of the original goals and regardless of the good of the populist segment or the
na on. This is the story of “Star Wars”. See the film “The Inner Circle”. Again, read “Animal Farm”.
Typically, the small group is suﬀused with moral fervor. It thinks it has a direct link to God, history, the
Spirit, the Universe, Rightness, the Kingdom, decency, social jus ce, non‐discrimina on, Life, Progress,
Restored Greatness and Glory, Our Righ ul Place as leader on the World Stage, righ ul rebellion, etc. It
uses its moral fervor to excuse whatever it does. It uses moral fervor to excuse imposing its desires on
the populist movement and on the na on as a whole even when it knows that to do so is to betray its
movement in par cular and populism in general. This a tude showed up in the Bolsheviks in Russia
and shows up clearly in the Religious Right and Tea Party in America. The a tude appears in the fervor
of Trump backers and in their willingness to lie and to demonize.
Some mes populism arises because the leaders of a country have done a bad job for a long me, the
people have grown jus fiably frustrated with economic and social injus ce, and angry at entrenched
poli cians who always get re‐elected by serving the narrow interests of some small group. This situa on
is what Americans now call “the swamp”. It is easy to see the frustra on, despera on, and the reaching
out to hope, oﬀered by a populist movement and the ruling clique. But the a empted populist solu on
is actually worse than the original bad problem.
Populism usually fails because, even when the populist leaders govern be er than the people that they
displaced, the populist leaders can’t govern as well as they think they can and can’t govern as well as is
needed. Whoever gains control under populism very likely does not know how to govern the country as
well as the natural aristocracy would have governed if they had been in place.
For the brief me that it exists, popular democracy fails for the same reason. It simply does not govern
well enough. It fails at governing. It is not up to the task. Even if it does some things be er than the
poli cians that it replaced, s ll it is not up to the whole task. Popular democracy certainly does not
govern as well as the natural aristocracy that Jeﬀerson envisioned. When popular democracy fails, then
we get the populism that thinks it is the correct successor to popular democracy. Then in turn that fails,
and we get par es, cliques, ruling groups, false moral fervor, and a tyrant, as above. I need to point out
the failure of popular democracy because of the wrong belief populists have that their movement is a
kind of popular democracy. Even if by some wild chance it were, it would s ll fail, and fail in much the
same way.

What the tyranny is like, and how bad the tyranny becomes, depends on the situa on and on par cular
events. Vladimir Pu n is a populist tyrant. He does not need to win elec ons to maintain power but he
does win elec ons because he is enormously popular. His supporters think he represents popular
democracy, the Will of Russia, and the Will of the Slavic people. They think he will bring back the former
deserved glory of the Slavic people as led by Russia. They think the popular democracy he represents is
infallible. Make Russia Great Again.
Trump populism is not popular democracy. It is not democra c. It does not represent the majority of
Americans even if it represents a large minority who are jus fiably fed up. It does not represent what
Americans think and it does not represent Americans or America. We should not think of it as a kind of
democracy even if it arose within democra c ins tu ons and uses democra c ins tu ons. It represents
some jus fiable grievances and it acts against some programs and ideas that have failed. But it does not
have a posi ve way to govern for the benefit of most of the people and for the na on as a whole. There
are be er ways to govern. We can and should enact those be er ways to govern.
Trump populism is one reason why original Conserva ves opposed democracy and why they preferred
aristocrats and churches. I am amazed that Republicans do not recall this big Conserva ve root from the
past of the Republican Party and do not recall this simple lesson about the danger of populism. I am not
surprised that Trump populism arose from the right wing but am surprised Republicans gave in so easily
to one of the dangers that their Party was dedicated to figh ng.
Every once in a while, a dose of populism can be good for the na on, as we got in the late 1950s through
1960s, again with Nixon and Reagan in the 1970s and 1980s, and some with the Clintons and Obama. I
don’t go into how a dose can be good for us. We are lucky in America because usually we don’t go too
far. As much as it annoys us, our two Par es; and our plethora of interest groups such as Blacks, Roman
Catholics, and small business owners; helps keep us from going too far.
But there is no guarantee even in America that we won’t go too far. We almost did in the 1960s, and
again with Nixon and Reagan. I think already we have gone too far with Trump and the Religious Right
although I think we will come back.
The diﬀerence now is that America is not figh ng the ba les in a largely domes c arena but in a global
arena. In this arena, we MUST face problems of unemployment, bad jobs, bad a tudes, people who are
not smart enough, wealth and income distribu on, and the interac on of those problems with social
groups; but we will not. See Part One of this essay. This is a recipe for bad populism and American style
fascism, as it was for Russian style fascism when Communism ended there.
Assume Trump populism will not work. What do we do when we the swamp needs draining? How do
we get rid of entrenched interests? The entrenched interests are as much on the right as on the le .
How do we get a natural aristocracy back into governing well? How do we get poli cians to work for the
na onal interest instead of Party interests or their narrow base? Those are subjects for another essay.
Here, all I do is point out problems with the Par es and urge you to think for yourself. I doubt we can

move forward un l you can see the Par es more clearly and you do think for yourself. Stop suppor ng
ridiculous ideas and movement such as Trump‐ism, the religious right, and the idea that all non‐White
people are good and only non‐White people are good.
The Main Course about Republicans (with much repe

on):

Originally this part of the essay, on Republicans, began here but I found readers had too many issues, so
I wrote a brief version of the above as introduc on. Then it took on a life of its own.
Republican Membership.
‐If we see Republican poli cians as dis nct from the business class, then the first and most important
clients of the Republican Party are big business firms.
If we see big business firms and their leaders as the heart of the Party and see Republican poli cians as
an extension of big business interests, then the most important clients in 2018 are: (a) working people
with fairly steady jobs, o en with decent pay and benefits, who are not in some ethnic groups such as
Blacks and Hispanics; (b) middle class people with steady jobs, usually with good pay and good benefits,
usually White, and usually are not in some ethnic groups such as Blacks; (c) upper middle class people
including academic and professional people; (d) some small business people; and (e) many medium
sized business people. The Republican Party includes few ethnic minori es such as Blacks, the poor, or
people with insecure bad jobs. It includes women who are in the client groups and women who are
spouses of men in the client groups. It includes recent immigrants who have done well such as some
Asians, Muslim professional people, and Eastern Europeans. It includes many recent immigrants who
feel threatened by immigrants from long ago, such as some recent Asians and Muslim immigrants who
feel threatened by Blacks and by White Chris ans.
Again: Working and middle class people who have half‐way good jobs but who fear falling into poverty,
feel insecure, and fear compe on from the working and middle class people just below them, mostly
moved to the Republican Party in the 1970s ‐ but they might vote either way depending on which Party‐
or‐candidate they think remembers them in this par cular elec on. They feel forgo en by both Par es.
Especially White people in this group feel forgo en. People of all ethnici es in this category change
votes and Party aﬃlia on more according to local candidate than na onal policy, unless a charisma c
wannabe minor demagogue emerges. Un l wage stagna on and the income‐wealth gap became clear,
costs of living rose, and they could see that their children were not ge ng ahead, they tended to vote
Republican. Now that they do not think Republicans will help, they do not automa cally support either
Party. I do not know which way their allegiance usually goes now. I do not guess here. If I were forced,
I would say the older people of this group s ll tend to vote Republican but younger people are moving
more Democra c. Please use you own experience to make the division for yourself about this group as
you read other points.
Business.

‐The Republican Party supports big business through: direct legal protec on against problems such as
liability and law suits, de‐regula on for themselves, selec ve regula on of enemies, selec ve increase or
reduc on of tariﬀs, tax breaks, research in schools, support for research in business firms, grants, and
manipula on of markets. The accurate term for all this support is “corporate welfare”. A be er term is
“wannabe business fascism” but that term is not likely to catch on. The general approach is like China
a er about 1990.
‐The Republican Party pretends to support small business but supports small business only so as not to
alienate small business and as a roundabout way to help big business.
‐Republicans understand a real modern capitalist economy be er than Democrats but they do not use
their knowledge wisely. Despite knowing more about the economy, Republicans either do not know, or
repress knowing: the economy has an irreducible minimum of involuntary unemployment, bad jobs are
pushing out good jobs, many people are now not smart enough to get much of any job, the problems
with employment fall unequally on social groups, the problems fall harder on children, and there has
been a big increasing gap in income and wealth since 1980. Republicans do not know about, or repress
knowing, the flaws and problems of the economy. Republicans pretend the economy could be perfect
with their help when they know it cannot.
Republicans do not primarily figure what programs the economy can maintain, what programs are net
gains, which net losses, which help the economy, which shrink it, which are morally needed regardless
of modest cost, which are moral but too expensive, and which business ac vi es harm human character
and nature (environment) over the long run. Instead, Republicans interfere to gain wealth and power
and to please clients. They use what they know for that and mostly only that.
Republicans are good at making the cri cisms implied above about the programs of Democrats but not
for their programs or all programs. So far, Republicans have convinced the public that they are be er at
this figuring, but, if the public catches on that they will not figure out fully anymore than do Democrats,
Republicans will be discredited too.
Republicans know there is a diﬀerence between good economic growth based on natural choice and
natural investment versus bad economic expansion due to forced investment through channeling wealth
to already‐wealthy people and firms. They know good growth helps while bad expansion usually hurts.
Republicans repress admi ng this diﬀerence so they can get state aid for their clients, aid that results in
more income and more wealth. Republicans repress admi ng the diﬀerence so they can eﬀec vely
punish Democra c clients by making them pay, out of their lower incomes, for aid to Republican clients.
Thus Democra c clients, o en the poor and the working class, are less able to compete with Republican
clients, the working class and middle class.
Republicans do not make a general ra onal reasonable assessment of all programs in the context of the
real economy because, if they did, they would have to admit they know about the flaws of the economy

and the results of the flaws. They would have to admit that they deliberately repress some aspects of
economic reality that they know are real. They would have to take real unemployment, socio‐economic,
class, bad jobs, not‐smart people, diﬀerent impact on social groups, and diﬀerent impact on children,
into account, and they wish not to. They would rather pretend that we have full employment, have
total social mobility based en rely on individual merit, and that anybody can fully make it, than to do a
thorough good job for the sake of the na on.
“More Jobs and Be er Jobs through Business” is a Ploy.
‐Especially since Reagan and the influx of new Party members a er 1980, Republicans promote business
not directly but indirectly by claiming to create jobs. Republicans say they ask for tax breaks, zoning
changes, grants, legal immunity, pollu on exemp ons, lax regula ons, protec on from compe on,
tariﬀs, etc. not because it helps business but because it leads to factories, oﬃces, distribu on centers,
and, supposedly, jobs. Republicans are all about jobs now, not about business. In elec ons, Republican
incumbents take credit for every job since the start of me, and Republican candidates promise to give
business more benefits so as to get jobs, and only to get jobs.
Of course, really, “more jobs, and be er jobs, through business” is merely a ploy. It is a way to get many
people to support a candidate so he‐she can support business. Whenever a Republican brags about jobs
or promises jobs you can be sure that is not what is really at stake. The sight of Republicans promo ng
themselves as “job creators” is deeply annoying. Trump is an example.
The ploy works mostly because voters can’t see what else to do. Democrats don’t seem good at making
jobs. “Make work” from the state does not succeed in the long run and it costs more than it is worth.
Simply ge ng more educa on doesn’t succeed now; jobs have to be there before your child can get a
degree to compete for them; mom’s basement is a cliché. Business might be good for the country or
not; business people might be good people or not; business likely gains more than the people gain when
factories, oﬃces, and distribu on centers come here instead of go there – but at least local people some
place get a few jobs for their children. If “more business here” is the only way you can see to make jobs,
then you fool yourself into believing “whole hog” even if inside you worry. Hard‐up people believe what
they have to believe and believe it all the more when they know it is not really true. Republicans know
all this and use it adeptly during campaigns and in oﬃce.
The real ques ons are:
(1) Whether jobs created under Republican condi ons lead to net gains for the whole country, the poor,
working and middle classes, and all the people; OR
(2) Whether simply le ng the economy take its natural course without much help for business would do
even be er for the na on as a whole; for the poor, working and middle classes; and for the people as a
whole; if we were astute about how to manage, how to interfere and not interfere.

Which is be er: (1) state interference, OR (2) a mostly free market that is modestly well‐regulated so as
to benefit the whole (2)? Can we succeed if we merely play fair with business (2)? These ques ons are
hard. The answers require numbers and deep thought about “might”. We have to think if the jobs are
good or bad, and how long the jobs likely will last. We have to consider if benefits given to business are
by a local area such as a state or county, or if benefits are in a na onal package. We have to balance
gains‐and‐losses to a local area against gains‐and‐losses to the whole na on. In a na onal package, we
have to balance gains‐and‐losses to business in general against gains‐and‐losses to all the people and
the whole na on. So I don’t go into the issues other than to oﬀer my opinion. I strongly favor (2).
The strategy of giving to business can succeed in a limited way, for a limited me, in local areas, such as
by leading to more jobs locally and to more revenue from payroll, property, and sales taxes. It can gain
enough so gains temporarily make up for concessions in land taxes, infrastructure costs, pollu on costs,
security costs, etc. Even if it works locally for a while, the strategy can fail locally as when pollu on costs
are more than expected, people re‐locate out of the area to be er new subdivisions, people buy their
stuﬀ in other shopping malls, or when business gets a be er deal elsewhere sooner than expected and
moves to another local area or to India.
Even if promo ng business locally succeeds for a while, and as temp ng as that temporary success is to
a local area, local success is not the real issue to a ci zen of a whole democracy. For good ci zens, even
for good ci zens in local areas where giving concessions to business might succeed, the real ques on is
whether local gain, and gain to the whole na on, outweighs loss to the whole na on in giving business
firms benefits.
(1A) Even if a local area does gain for a while, that does not mean the na on as a whole gained. Jobs
gained locally by serving business are like jobs gained through casinos. They help some at one here‐and‐
now but they hurt at many there‐and‐later more than help one here‐and‐now. They take resources
from other areas to move here. They take away what other areas would have made through business
there, jobs there, and modest fair taxes there. They pit one area against other areas, pit one area
against the na on, to see who can go lower and give away more to business. Any net gain for this local
area likely does not make up for net loss all over. And, any net gain here now likely will be oﬀset by loss
here later. Business firms love to get local areas bidding against each other to see who can give away
more to business regardless of fairness and regardless of overall gain or loss to the na on.
It is true that a factory, store, oﬃce, or distribu on center has to be located somewhere, and so it might
as well be located here so that here can benefit regardless of what happens there. But, when here and
there compete to “give away the farm” so as to get the so‐called boon here, then everywhere has lost
even if here gains temporarily. The concessions that any locality has to make to get the factory, oﬃce,
etc. placed here instead of placed there almost wipe out the benefits of ge ng it here and they o en do
wipe out net benefit for the country as a whole.
The whole can gain only if the deal with business at every loca on meets general minimum standards of
fairness, standards that insure the whole benefits overall. The whole can gain only if all local areas are

stopped from giving away the farm. There has to be a limit on what local areas can give away, and all
local areas have to abide by that limit. Concessions to business can be only moderate; they can never be
heavy. For example, business should be expected to pay reasonable property taxes and to contribute to
infrastructure. We might expect business to help pay for police, fire, and schools. If old business pays
taxes on profit, new business should as well. That framework is rarely so. People know in their gut but
can’t do much about it.
(1B) Any supposed gain by strongly promo ng general business in the whole country, including any
supposed overall gain in jobs, in fact loses resources that business should have given to the whole, as by
taxes on obvious profits and by fair jobs, and so results in a net loss to the whole. The whole country
loses rather than gains. The whole country has fewer jobs rather than more, and has fewer good jobs
rather than more good jobs. When business gets benefits that normal human beings don’t get, when
big business firms get benefits that small business firms doesn’t get, when farmers get benefits that
other business firms don’t get, or when any industry gets benefits that other industries don’t get, the
country as a whole loses. The country as a whole loses good jobs. The fact that this interference, even
for some business, leads to a net loss rather than a gain is what it means to have a fair free enterprise
economy that runs fairly well. This is what it means to say fair trade is be er than state interference
including be er than state aid to business. State aid is not only bad when it goes to unions and poor
people; state aid is bad when it goes to business. Yes, really.
Only if business suﬀered a clear strong disadvantage to begin with, such as by being over‐taxed, could
general promo on of business lead to net gain for the whole and to more good jobs overall. In the US,
business does not usually suﬀer like that now, although it has suﬀered like that modestly in the past.
A er the Reagan, Bush, and Trump tax cuts, business does NOT suﬀer from over‐taxa on or from much
of anything else, so we cannot consider giving benefits to business as a way to get business back on a
level playing field or as doing much overall good.
(1 overall) No, the country as a whole and the people as a whole are not well served by unusual aid to
business, either locally or as part of a na onal plan. That is not a way to make good jobs or many bad
jobs. (1) is “no”, (1) is false.
(2) If we were more astute about how to manage the economy, mostly by not interfering, we would get
more jobs, and more good jobs, than by trying to make jobs happen by giving to business. We should
help the free market to work as it should. If we really wish to help business, mostly we should do it not
directly but indirectly through programs that help the whole country such as be er educa on, be er
educa on for tech jobs, be er infrastructure, be er laws, and sensible laws about drugs that reduce jail
costs and gather tax revenue. When a business firm seeks a local area, usually even more important to
the firm than local concessions are a good local educated work force, a reliable local work force, good
local laws, good local schools, good local infrastructure, good local housing, good local security, good
local police, and good local fire service. Even a poor community can provide enough of this with the
right a tude and coopera on. Business firms should always expect to pay their fare share of all the
taxes that other firms pay and that individual firms pay.

(2) is “yes”, (2) is true. Go with (2) instead of unending aid to business supposedly to get jobs (1). We
can succeed well if we merely play fair with business. We should not cheat business, “fleece the rich”,
or give business extra benefits. It is not that hard to figure out fairness to business.
In theory, all the above is what good market‐oriented “Conserva ve” Republican business people, oﬃce
holders, and candidates should say too. In prac ce, instead, they push for as much state aid to business
as they can get, at every level, using “more jobs, be er jobs” as a ploy. Desperate people go along, both
locally and na onally.
It would be good if Democrats could come up with a simple clear believable analysis to show why more
business promo on (1) is false and why well‐regulated free market fair play (2) is true; and it would be
good if Democrats could come up with the proper modest management style that we need to help the
whole country with (2). That plan would serve the whole country and all Democra c clients rather than
serve only some clients. Not likely. As long as it is not likely, Republicans will get away with promo ng
business, and the country as a whole will suﬀer.
(In a deeper work than this essay, two other cases would need considering. Luckily for me here, these
issues do not substan ally change what I said above.
First, some na ons, such as China, give business firms and industries considerable support. How do we
handle this situa on without distor ng our own economy so much that our support actually makes our
economy worse than the unfair compe on does? The tradi onal answer is to subsidize‐and‐protect
our firms and industries, locally and na onally. This response works a li le, but na ons, including the
US, always take it too far. Since the 1960s, we have not subsidized‐and‐protected as heavily as before
and we have relied more on free trade. This alterna ve worked fairly well un l China a er about 1995.
India and other rising na ons likely will take the same path as China.
Second, some local areas within the US are poor while others are rich. The level of wealth aﬀects how
they can en ce business and how they deal with business once it is there. It changes how na onal
packages aﬀect local areas. Almost always, na onal plans hurt poor areas more than rich areas.)
Not Admit Flaws and Problems; the Economy is both Robust and Sickly.
Republicans repress admi ng flaws and problems of the economy because: (a) to do so would interfere
with state aid for their clients including business, (b) the mere idea of flaws and problems frightens and
alienates Republican clients, and (c) to admit flaws and problems would not prevent Republicans from
repressing Democra c programs and their clients.
Instead of the full truth, Republicans say: (A) The economy is robust thanks to Republican businessmen;
(B) yet the economy always woefully underperforms due to Democra c programs; C) despite being
always solid, somehow, except for boom mes, the economy is always in trouble; (D) the economy must

have state aid of the kind that only Republicans promote, such as tax breaks; the economy cannot have
state aid of the kind that Democrats promote, such as to increase consumer demand and help the poor,
working class, and middle class; and (F) Republican style aid is needed not simply to counter Democra c
damage but because the economy intrinsically must have Republican style state said.
Republican style aid is needed not only to counter the harm done by Democrats but because, somehow,
despite being robust, the economy never does what we want. It intrinsically always needs aid, and it
always needs aid of the Republican kind, and only that kind. The fact that the economy never does all
that we want and always needs Republican aid is not a flaw or problem as I describe above but is merely
an annoying fact that Republicans can turn into a golden opportunity for them.
Of course, this view of the economy is self‐contradictory and false. Republicans say all this, including the
contradic ons, so they can take all the credit for what good comes of the economy, blame Democrats
for all the bad, and get more for their clients in any case.
If Republicans admit flaws and problems, they would have to admit this view is false. If they admit it is
false, they could not ask for much of their kind of state aid. If Republicans could not ask for their kind of
state aid, they would anger clients who depend on it, not only business firms, rich people, and the upper
middle class but, lately more importantly, the working class and middle class. If Republicans admit flaws
and problems, they have to admit the economy is not always robust in the ways that they say it is and
that, when it is robust, economic health is not due mostly to Republican programs. They would have to
admit that not all Democra c clients are chiseling slackers, and not all problems come from Democra c
clients. They would have to admit that some programs, similar to Democra c programs, are needed to
deal with flaws and problems. They have to come up with be er versions of welfare, unemployment
insurance, health care, aid to children, aid to schools, medical care for children and moms, and etc. Such
reasonable programs would further anger their clients if only because such reasonable programs would
help the rivals of Republican clients, the poor, insecure working class, and insecure middle class.
Most Republican clients know the Republican view of the economy is false, and Republican clients sense
what would happen if they admi ed the Republican view is false, although they might not be able to say
it. They too believe not because it is true but because it is useful for them. As long as Republican clients
buy this false view of the economy, Republicans can easily get away with promo ng it, and will promote
it to get gains for Republicans and their clients and to hurt Democrats and their clients.
I find all this confusion and denial a tragic waste of good knowledge, a tragedy of opportunity lost.
More on State Aid to Business and on the Contradic on.
‐The Republican contradic on over economic strength, economic weakness, and state aid to business is
worth dwelling on. Here the term “business” includes “rich people” as above, which includes much of
the upper middle class.

(A) Republicans say American capitalist business has built the greatest economy and best standard of
living in human history. It runs beau fully and provides wealth amazingly well for nearly all people.
(B) (B1) Yet, at the same me, the economy does not run at op mum. The economy is enough below
op mum so we see problems such as poverty, unemployment, bad jobs, and overseas compe on. If
the economy ran at op mum, all problems would end automa cally and everyone would live well. (B2)
It will not run at op mum if the state does not aid business. The state must aid business.
This is a contradic on. Why is the economy running so well but not running at op mum? It helps to
know in advance that the real aim of Republicans is to get‐and‐keep state aid to business and so all the
other points are tools to that end.
Republicans give two incompa ble answers. (1) All the damn stupid Democra c programs, including
regula ons, harm business, the economy, and the na on. Despite some benefit to some few lucky
people, no programs cause more good than harm overall. All programs cause more harm than good.
We must remove almost all programs and regula ons.
In fact, Democra c insanity cannot be the only reason or major reason. Programs date only from the
1930s at the earliest, many from the 1960s and 70s, Jimmy Carter reduced regula ons in the 1970s, and
Republicans have been reducing programs and regula ons since. We have had unemployment and bad
jobs since before the Civil War, and the Great Depression happened when the state served big business
and so did almost nothing. A er much de‐regula on, the economy s ll did not automa cally solve all
problems. Democra c programs do cause some problems but cannot be the main cause for con nuing
poverty, unemployment, bad employment, and bad rela ons between social groups.
It is not enough to say we need Republican programs, state aid to business, as a counter to Democra c
programs while leaving Democra c programs in place. To do that is to cure low chills with high fever. If
ge ng rid of all Democra c programs cured everything, it would be be er to use all our eﬀort to get rid
of Democra c programs. It would not be a good use of eﬀort to promote state aid to business on top of
Democra c programs. Only if ge ng rid of all Democra c programs did not cure all the problems, only
if the economy s ll had problems apart from Democra c programs, would it make sense to say we need
both to get rid of Democra c programs and to promote state aid for business.
So (2) Republicans have to strongly imply there must be other reasons why the economy does not run at
op mum. Republicans do not say what those other reasons are.
Republicans insist that, even if we don’t specify the reasons for the sub‐op mal performance, state aid
to business can cure the problems completely and only state aid to business can cure the problems at
all. We must have state aid to business and we must block state aid to Democrats and their clients. To
repeat: The idea that we must have state aid to business is the real goal behind the Republican case.
The other points are primarily for support even if they have some merit on their own and even if some
people take them as the main points.

Republicans avoid looking at the flaws and problems that I listed above in Part 1. Republicans would
deny those flaws and problems can be much of a reason the state does not run at op mum. To accept
those flaws and problems as a big cause would mean state aid to business could not alone cure the flaws
and problems, likely would not help much, and could make it worse. We would need something more
than state aid to business. We would need something like Democra c programs but run much be er.
We would have to actually govern well. So we have to look elsewhere, and the elsewhere is state aid to
business along with removing Democra c programs.
With individuals and non‐poli cized social groups, an appeal for aid is more eﬀec ve if the aid fills a
deficit, fills a need that causes harm if not taken care of. The Gulf States of America need a lot of help
with water control in general but really need the help, and o en only get it, a er a hurricane causes a
lot of damage. The same is true of the economy. Aid is urgent if it helps heal a real need, a need that
causes harm. Republicans say Democra c programs are not the only cause of sub‐op mal performance,
and the flaws that I described above are not the main cause. So there is a real need that has to be taken
care of and there must be real causes for the need that only Republicans can see. State aid to business
fills a need that must be taken care of, and is the only way to fill that need.
To say why state aid to business does the trick and only state aid to business does the trick, Republicans
would have to specify exactly where problems come from. But, if they did say exactly where problems
come from, I am sure their case would be weak, and the situa on would require ac on other than state
aid to business. I cannot think of any deep reasons that could be fixed en rely by state aid to business
and only by state aid to business. As long as people will believe Republicans, it is be er for Republicans
to be vague about causes, and for Republicans to claim they are the only people who can solve all the
problems caused for unspecified reasons, and only state to business can do the job.
Republicans say we should get rid of all Democra c programs even if we cannot specify other reasons
for sub‐op mal performance. Democra c programs cause so much damage, even if we do right things
in the Republican way but do not get rid of Democra c programs, the economy s ll will run badly, and
Republicans likely will get blamed. Reducing Democra c programs is a useful step, a co‐first step, even
if we must also do other things, Republican things, such as state aid to business.
Although Republicans condemn Democra c programs as a knee‐jerk reflex, I think really they care much
more about ge ng state aid for business than about Democra c programs one way or the other. They
use an ‐Democra c rhetoric as a way to get state aid for business and to make sure Democra c benefits
stay within limits that do not harm Republicans and their clients. Republicans are be er oﬀ to keep
modest Democra c programs around as a whipping boy to blame and as a way to get‐and‐keep state aid
to business, as long as Republicans can convince enough people that Democra c programs are bad and,
and by doing so, Republicans can keep the upper hand in the ba le of state aid. Having modest versions
of Democra c programs keeps the masses under control well enough but leaves them restless enough
to draw concern to them and away from Republicans. Having modest Democra c programs keeps the
people from looking closely at the Republican claim of deep reasons for sub‐op mal performance by the

economy, reasons that require state aid to business. It is an eﬀec ve diversion. People go along with
this ploy, for various reasons that you should think about.
(Insistence on state aid to business is why Republicans and true Libertarians can’t get along in the end.
Libertarians would be happy to end Democra c programs and state aid to business while Republicans
wish to reduce‐but‐not‐en rely‐end Democra c programs yet keep robust state aid to business. I think
Republicans would keep both if they had to choose between keeping both or losing both. Libertarians
can’t go along with that.)
Republicans repress seeing that the economy had problems before Democra c programs and it would
have worse problems if we removed all Democra c programs – even if Democra c programs do add
problems of their own. Republicans repress seeing any flaws and problems that don’t help their case for
state aid to business, as I described above. Republicans repress the need to say what the problems are
apart from Democra c programs and apart from the flaws that I described. Of course, they insist there
are such problems, state aid to business can fix them, and only state aid to business can fix them.
This stance actually works among Republicans and their clients. It works on the campaign trail and in
closed mee ngs to raise funds. It works because they want to believe in something that supports state
aid for business and denies state aid for Democra c clients. They believe although, in their hearts, they
know it is false, and know that more needs to be done. I am amazed at what people will believe when it
serves their selfish interests even at a cost to the greater na on. I am amazed at what works in poli cs
and group dynamics.
Republicans are so eager for state aid to business, and to hinder Democrats and their clients, that they
happily let the economy carry on with real flaws that cause much harm to the na on as a whole. They
deliberately lie about the harm from Democra c programs. They deliberately lie about other deep
causes. They deliberately overlook the recognized flaws and problems that I described above. And they
repress the lies. This stance is not healthy and is quite selfish. This craziness is what Republicans accuse
Democra c clients of. Almost all lying and repressing makes crazy zealot‐like people and makes for bad
rela ons with everybody else.
The Republican desire for state aid for business is a modern revival of what was called “Mercan lism”, in
which the state and business cooperate to get power for the state by ge ng wealth through business.
This idea is what economists from Adam Smith onward, and the idea of the free market, were supposed
to have overthrown. It never stops recurring in various forms, including modern Republicanism. It is
what China is doing and Russia tries to do. I think of it as a form of fascism, which Libertarians think of
as a form of socialism.
All this is not the best way to use Republican superior knowledge about economic reality and about a
real capitalist economy.

If you can find a willing Republican, ask the following. If not, ask yourself. Why does the economy work
so well mostly but runs sub‐op mally? What are the flaws and problems? Are they the same as those I
described above or diﬀerent? Can we blame all shortcomings on Democra c programs and clients? I
assume we can’t, so why not? If something more than Democra c programs ails the economy, what?
Why won’t Republicans tell us clearly what that is? Can state aid to business solve all problems? How?
If state aid to business does not make the economy run well enough, why should we aid business at all?
How do we deal with the real flaws and problems that I described above?
The Democra c response to all this is as bad as the Republican response. It uses as the root cause of
sub‐op mal performance that Republicans steal from working people (of all classes) and use the state to
help steal. This idea is largely false; unearned or unfair profit is not the same as stealing. This idea does
not explain the flaws and problems that I described above. It does not lead to good sugges ons about
to what to do. We deserve be er from both Par es.
‐Again: An expanded economy only creates a bigger, o en worse, version of the same economy with
the same flaws and problems. Economic expansion alone cannot cure flaws and problems. Induced
expansion is not the same as good natural economic growth. Even good economic growth cannot cure
all flaws and problems. Republicans know all this but repress it.
(1) The Republican Party deliberately lies when it confuses economic expansion (usually bad) with good
natural economic growth. The Republican Party lies in saying an expanded economy automa cally: (2a)
solves all social and economic problems; (2b) makes everyone prosperous and happy; and (2c) makes
good jobs for all, without regard to race, religion, age, gender, area, class, or poli cal party. Republicans
deliberately lie when they say that (2d) more economic expansion is more good economic growth and
so more economic expansion automa cally cures all problems.
This hypocrisy is a shame because an honest clear hard‐headed assessment of what the economy can
support and cannot support, what really is good and bad for the economy and the na on, what is good
growth versus bad expansion, and what good growth really can do or can’t do, would be a great benefit
to good statecra and to all the people; and Republicans deprive us of that boon.
Tax Breaks.
‐Republicans know that a tax break for one group puts a bigger burden on other groups, usually groups
that are less able to bear the burden. Republicans should fight so taxes fall more evenly. This is a good
use of knowledge about capitalism and governing. But Republicans do not do this. Instead, they fight
for more tax breaks for clients and they enjoy when added burden falls on the shoulders of people who
typically vote Democrat, even poor people. This Republican stance contradicts their self‐view as great
champions of morality, especially morality based in Chris anity.
In 2018, Republicans did fight to expand the standard deduc on, cap the amount of mortgage interest
that can be taken from federal taxes, and cap the amount of local taxes that can be taken from federal

taxes; this ac on shows good use of knowledge about the economy and taxes. I applaud them. But it is
rare, too li le, and too late. It is not only rare because Democrats opposed it but because middle and
upper middle class Republicans opposed it as well, at least un l recently. They supported it now only
because, if they did not, they would lose support from the working class and middle class that they need
for their own tax breaks.
Republicans support tax breaks because tax breaks heavily favor people who can actually take them,
Republicans, even while tax breaks do li le good for the people who cannot take them, poor people and
working people, Democrats, and non‐White non‐Asian people. The people who cannot take the tax
breaks are at a double disadvantage against people who can take tax breaks – they have to pay for some
of the gain by richer people and they have to make up for all the lost revenue. Tax breaks are a way to
gain an advantage and indirectly to punish compe tors and keep them down. How many poor people
can aﬀord IRAs or take advantage of deduc ons for health insurance? Who pays for lost state revenue?
I doubt many Republicans know consciously how this gimmick works and could explain it ‐ if they did,
they’d have to admit what they are doing ‐ but they sense it and they approve. This kind of policy is part
of promo ng business rather than programs and a way of s fling programs. Republicans can sell tax
breaks as a help to the middle class while glossing over how tax breaks hurt the poor and working class
and do not usually help the middle class much. Upper middle class Democrats benefit from tax breaks
as much as do Republicans, and so they support tax breaks as part of the trade‐oﬀs of poli cs. So we
have many confusing tax breaks and we don’t have to think about what programs really succeed, what
programs really fail, why, and what be er to do.
Free Trade.
‐The Republican Party says it favors free trade but does not. It favors free trade as long as the free trade
helps business and its other clients. They overlook that state aid to business is not free trade, and, as far
as I can tell, some Republicans actually think state aid to business actually is part of free trade. Usually
the Party does not care if free trade hurt working people and middle class people. In fact, over the long
run, genuine free trade helps working people and middle class people but that is not why Republicans
favor their version of free trade.
Since working and middle class people joined the Party in large numbers a er the middle 1970s, the
Republican Party also a acks free trade to protect them, even at the expense of other clients. Donald
Trump pulled out of accords on protec ng the environment not because accords harm business (they
actually help) but because party hacks had convinced working and middle class people that protec ng
the environment cost their children good jobs in the short run. They do not talk about the long run.
Trump pulled America out of the Trans‐Pacific Partnership although the agreement would have helped
America, helped most business in America, and most working and middle class people. The working and
middle class people who entered the Party wrongly fear free trade. Rather than honestly explain free
trade and the real world situa on, Trump and the Party “caved in” to them. The biggest beneficiary of
the American pullout was China, which took up the roles and the business that America vacated.

Republican View of Human Nature.
‐To assess the Republican view of human nature, I should first present the Republican view. That takes
too long. Rather, the Republican view is much like the American common sense view of human nature,
without PC, but supplemented with the ideas of Republicans as the new lords and everyone else as the
new peasantry. People are partly ra onal but also governed by hope, love, kindness, fear, greed, anger,
hate, lust, and “us and them”. Republican leaders have the best mix, almost ideal. Republican members
have an overall good mix guided mostly by clear‐headed clear‐sighted Reason. O en enough, nearly all
Republicans can put country ahead of self. Many Democrats have good hearts but are fools otherwise.
Too many Democrats, especially the clients, are greedy, don’t care about other people, and can’t think
well enough to put the country as a high priority even if they cared. I count on readers to know enough
about the Republican view so I don’t have to say much by way of introduc on. More details come out
in my comments.
‐The Republican view of human nature is be er‐rounded than the Democra c view but Republicans
don’t make good use of their knowledge. Instead, they pick and choose what supports their ideas about
business, supports clients, makes the Democrats look bad, and makes clients of the Democra c Party
look like immoral, degenerate, selfish, short‐sighted leeches.
Republicans understand the feelings that develop in a zero sum game (what one person gains, another
person loses). They have no trouble understanding how American business people feel in a trade game
with the Chinese, or how insurance companies feel compe ng with each other for Medicare funds. But
they can’t see how poor people, people with bad jobs, working class people who fear for their jobs, and
middle class people who fear for their jobs, have the uneasy desperate feelings typical of a zero sum
game, and how their feelings and acts hurt the na on. Republicans are happy to use the fear and anger
of working and middle class people to make them into useful clients but Republicans do not channel the
fear and anger into making a be er economy and be er na on. Republicans understand when fearful
business firms seek to become clients of the state and so get security but they don’t understand when
poor people seek to become clients of the state and so feed their families.
Republicans know how a deal can make everyone benefit but also that all par es benefit equally only
rarely. Even if not everyone benefits absolutely equally, s ll the deal is worth making. Republicans also
understand that, when A and B deal o en, even if both benefit, if A always benefits clearly more than B,
eventually the diﬀerence accumulates and the whole rela on goes bad. Republicans also understand
that compe on is more compara ve than absolute, more about ge ng ahead or behind the other guy
than how much you actually have or don’t have. So Republicans know why, if A always makes more
than B even if both gain, the rela onship has to go bad. If Republicans did not know all this dynamic,
they could not be good business people or poli cians.
But they don’t apply the ideas to make poli cs be er. They don’t see how poor people and people with
bad jobs have to benefit and have to benefit enough in rela on to everyone else. They don’t see how
working class and middle class people with good jobs have to benefit and benefit enough in rela on to

upper middle class people, upper class people, and business firms. They don’t see how both workers
and owners have to benefit and how workers have to benefit enough in rela on to owners. They don’t
see how Blacks have to benefit and have to benefit enough in rela on to Whites. They don’t see that,
when we give up a li le directly to get more indirectly (we give so the whole benefits), poor people and
working people with bad jobs have to give up less than people with good jobs. And so on. Republicans
do see, actually, but they pretend not to see so they can use clients be er. This is a shame because
Democrats seem blind to these issues and so we need Republicans to explain and lead but they will not.
They always only grab what they can get, and they usually get the most.
Republicans know that people and business firms want support from the state, people and firms cheat
and lie, people and firms get lazy, and people and firms can be “guilted” into doing what we wish. They
also know how to make an ins tu onal framework that minimizes chea ng etc. so we can get the most
benefits with the least costs, and know how to use guilt to do it. They don’t use the knowledge to make
programs that address na onal problems. They know welfare recipients and other Democra c clients
cheat, so they design programs to expose chea ng but not minimize it, and then use the chea ng to try
to close the programs. They design business oversight so firms can easily avoid and so firms can benefit
even if the country as a whole loses, as with oversight over the housing finance industry and the credit
card industry. They support aid to farmers knowing that big agribusiness firms benefit more than family
farmers (by making up fake small firms through which to gain benefits). They make middle and upper
middle class people feel guilty enough to pay taxes even though business firms get out of many similar
taxes. They do not make business firms and managers feel guilty about not paying taxes, not suppor ng
the community, destroying nature, and pollu ng.
‐Above, I said that core Democrats think of themselves as hip‐cool‐rebel Enlightenment good guys and
expect their clients to change into ideal Enlightenment good guys a er a few days of state help through
Democra c programs. Neither core Democrats nor their clients are like this, and clients do not change
into Enlightenment good guys even a er decades of help. Both core Democrats and their clients know
they are wrong about human nature, the character of groups, and what happens during help. Both core
Democrats and their clients hide all this from themselves. They secretly think “We will all be hip‐cool‐
gangsta sweet rebel angels”. Many of the people in most Democra c client groups, such as Blacks and
women, feel the following about patrons and other groups but won’t say it: “We are the real humans;
they are not now and never can be; even though, right now, they have wealth and power”. Rela ons
between core and clients, and between groups of clients, are deeply flawed by hypocrisy, resentment,
and anger. Those bad feelings make for more bad feelings and bad acts. All this adds to the feeling of
creepiness among Democrats and their clients.
In contrast, Republicans don’t expect state (Democra c) clients to change for the be er through help or
otherwise. Republicans think non‐successful groups start out with a bad character, and stay that way
regardless of how much help for how long. Republicans know, these days, not to express this view out
loud because this view is clearly an ‐PC (Poli cally Correct) but they think it all the same. They use as
evidence: the con nuing failure of state clients even a er decades of help, the violence of Blacks, the

a tude of Blacks, and some groups do succeed, usually without much help, such as Jews, Hispanics, and
educated women. Republicans are not hypocrites except when in a room full of PC.
The Republican a tude amounts to prejudice. How mild or how harsh the prejudice is depends on the
person and his‐her experiences. Prejudice adds to creepiness that hovers over Republicans, as decades
of Le y cri cs have pointed out. Just because it is prejudice does not mean some of it isn’t true.
I disagree with much of the Republican assessment and I dislike the prejudice. You can find out where I
agree and disagree, and why, throughout this essay. I feel the creepiness.
S ll, I prefer the forthright looking down by Republicans on other people to the hypocrisy of Democrats
and their clients. I would rather know what people think and where they stand. All Republican points
and their a tude are out in the open. I can argue with them plainly, without first wading through a lot
of self‐serving hypocrisy. I don’t blame them for suﬀering from the PC Thought Police and so having to
oﬀer public hypocrisy. My a tude is like some Blacks in the 1960s when they preferred open racism of
Whites in the South to hidden racism of Whites in the North. In my situa on in the 2000s, I prefer the
open a tude of “we are full humans while they are not and never will be” view of Republicans to the
self‐deluding hypocrisy of Democrats and their clients. I can be more honest about some things with
Republicans than with Democrats, although I cannot be honest about enough things with either group.
Because of my Liberal roots, this turn saddens me.
More on Human Nature.
‐Repeat: Some unemployment is inevitable even among people with skill, good character, able bodies,
and able minds. So, we have to have something like welfare. If welfare gives people enough money to
feel good about themselves and to raise a family, even for limited periods of me, then a lot of people
who could have go en jobs and should have go en jobs will not get a job but will go on welfare. If we
give so li le on welfare that people would rather have a bad job than welfare, then we treat a lot of
good people and good children badly. We are caught between a rock and a hard place. Democrats can’t
see this dilemma at all, or, if they do see, they would rather put up with the chea ng so they can service
their clients.
Unlike Democrats, Republicans do see this situa on clearly. But they would rather hurt decent people
who want a job, and hurt children, than give anything to a “welfare cheater”, likely because that welfare
cheater is a Democra c client. Republicans don’t put eﬀort into making programs that really would
work. They go along with programs that lead to chea ng, expose the cheaters, and then feel moralis c
and self‐righteous. They would rather use chea ng and failed programs to incite White people against
welfare recipients, incite people with good jobs, and make them Republican clients, than make a good
program and maybe let Democrats have a share of the credit. In public, Republicans don’t acknowledge
the rock and the hard place because to do so would put them under the duty of using their insights into

human nature for the public good rather than for Party power. The truth is the truth. Tell the people
straight out, and ask the people what they would like to do.
‐More than Democrats, Republicans know: people see themselves in a zero sum game even when Right
Wing propaganda says we are in a big happy posi ve sum game (everybody wins through capitalism,
and wins strictly according to what he‐she deserves); feel they each individually pay too much for the
state while other people pay less and get more; want to feel they get as much as anyone and want to
feel that other people don’t have an advantage; and dislike the na onal debt and wish to pay taxes not
for interest on the debt but for real services that improve life for all.
But Republicans don’t make good honest tax plans and good honest budgets that take into account real
needs and real ability to pay. Instead, they make up unreal budgets that give big benefits to rich people
although history has proven that such benefits do not pay back the na on by expanding the economy.
Republicans give tax breaks as rewards mostly to upper middle class Whites. Republicans finance it all
by more na onal debt. I s ll recall the tax “rebate” of the Bush tax cuts in which Republicans were able
to buy loyalty with a few hundred dollars, as poli cians buy votes in the Third World. Republicans do all
this knowing it makes problems worse in the long run. It makes people feel even more that we are in a
zero sum game and makes people even more anxious about taxes, what they pay, what they get, and
who pays and gets what. Rather than assuage fears with good realis c plans, Republicans use fears to
get power now and they fuel fears for more power later. The Republican responses are a huge waste of
knowing human nature.
‐More than Democrats, Republicans know that people fear, and people buy guns to assuage fear even
though guns are no real help against what people fear most – compe on so their children don’t get
good jobs. People clutch a gun as a security blanket against vague generalized fear. Rather than use
knowledge of human nature, government, and the economy to tell people what people really fear and
help people stop fear, Republicans protect gun rights as if clutching a gun will make all the monsters go
away. Republicans sell guns as security blankets for the working and middle classes. I own guns. I like
guns. I like to shoot. I know which guns are useful in home defense and which not. I am glad people
own guns. I am far from an expert. S ll, I know guns can’t put money in my re rement account; get my
nephews and nieces a good job; buy a house for them; make sure every educa on leads to a good job;
provide a decent role model to the kids of the single mom who lives downstairs and par es all the me;
and my guns won’t stop violence among poor people. Why don’t Republicans tell people what they
really fear and tell them how to spend their money and minds be er? Why don’t they give the people
honest advice on which guns work for home defense and which don’t?
‐Republicans are responsible for the big majority of bad nega ve campaigning and dirty tricks, star ng in
the Reagan era. American poli cs was never clean but Republicans made it dirty in new ways. No party
that wishes to be the Party of Decency can use such evil. Sadly, I blame modern Righ st Chris ans for
much modern dirt. That is not a good use of knowing human nature. God would not approve. Fear of
Democrats and their clients such as Blacks, women, and gays does not excuse what the Republicans did
and s ll do.

‐Republicans more than Democrats know the importance of decency, know that decency can be learned
and indecency can be learned. They know that some groups are more decent than others. They know
that the indecency of some groups takes a heavy toll on both the groups and the na on. They have a
fairly good sense of how to teach decency and what ins tu ons are needed for decency. They know the
state can do only so much to teach decency. But they don’t put all this into prac ce by leading the state
and private ins tu ons in the cul va on of real decency. Instead, they use selected examples of bad
behavior to “write oﬀ” non‐Republicans.
Republicans recognize that human nature is not all good and some mes people, including groups of
people, have sunk so far into bad habits and bad a tudes that there is li le hope of changing them for
the be er or making them behave well enough not to ruin it for the rest of us. The best we can do is to
contain them so they do li le damage. Once violence is learned as a child, violence is hard to unlearn.
Once violence is part of the basic a tude of a group, that group will not get along with other groups and
will not be a good part of a good society.
If good behavior is learned early enough, it s cks too. When people learn good values, they can be good
ci zens and their groups can be good groups. School helps teach good values but school is not even the
second best place to learn. The second best place is a religious ins tu on such as a church, temple, or
mosque. The best place is family, but the family can only serve this role if it is embedded in other good
ins tu ons such as religion, school, and community. The state has to make sure all good ins tu ons are
not eroded or a acked. Rarely can the state build these good ins tu ons completely from scratch, so it
has to defend what good is already here, and build on that base. People and groups have to build good
ins tu ons mostly through their own eﬀorts or the decency will have only shallow roots. Bad schooling
can undo the good work otherwise done by church, family, and state.
Contrary to Liberal beliefs, you cannot learn basic values well enough from pop music, TV, movies, the
Net, or any media. Decency has to be learned hands‐on when you are young. This is why Republicans
support ins tu ons such as churches and the Scouts. This is why Chris an Republicans take their
children with them to serve the poor and people in trouble. There is nothing wrong with all this and
much right with it. Democrats have few parallel ins tu ons and try to make up for the lack through the
media, especially pop music, movies, and TV.
You can lose basic values by over‐exposure to bad music, TV, movie, the Net, and poli cal propaganda
including Righ st propaganda.
Think of good people and groups as decent and think of bad people and groups as indecent. This shi to
thinking in terms of decency is not crucial but it is important and useful. Decency is real, and it makes a
diﬀerence. Indecency is real, and it makes a diﬀerence too. The state needs decent people and it must
control indecent people. Especially a democracy must have enough decent people, enough decent
groups, and not too many indecent people and indecent groups.

Some people and groups never understand that decency is basic and we cannot have fairness, jus ce,
progress, or any good things un l we first have decency.
You can be a decent person even if you are poor. You can be decent even if you have been hurt by
discrimina on. Groups can lose basic decency. Once they lose decency, it is almost impossible to get
decency going in the group again. You and your group must keep a basic level of decency to enter into
the social conversa on. Even where some unfairness prevails, s ll your group can keep enough basic
decency, and, through that decency and through other people seeing you as decent, you can overcome
prejudice enough to get enough fairness for the good people in your group. You cannot hope to enter
into the social conversa on and to get enough fairness and success unless you do establish decency
first. If you will not establish decency first, then you must expect to be le out and contained.
Indecency by others can hurt you greatly. A single crime against your family can ruin the family and
echo for decades. You have to be willing to suppress indecency both in your group and in other groups
so that decency can thrive. You have to nip indecency in the bud. You have to stop it in individuals and
in groups. If you cannot stop it, you have to cordon it oﬀ so that it does not spread from one person to
others or one group to others.
While the ideal of judging everyone as an individual is good, it is not prac cal. We have to judge the
basic decency of groups according to the behavior that we see in a big chunk of their members. If a big
chunk, not even a majority but only a significant minority, of a group shows indecency, then we have to
conclude the group as a whole is indecent enough so we have to treat them as an indecent group. We
have to contain them. We have to assume every individual from the group is a threat. We cannot let
them into the social conversa on as we let in other groups. This posi on applies to groups in the United
States and to groups and na ons outside the United States. We cannot judge all Al Queda members as
individuals but have to judge according to group aﬃlia on. We might err in judging according to group
but those errors are less costly than assuming everybody in a group is decent just because a few people
in the group complain about being treated badly.
We know that, if we want to treat a group badly, we can first label them indecent and then use that as
an excuse. We know the idea of decency is misused. We know it can be a tool for badness. But the idea
of decency is more o en well‐used than misused. People really can see decency and indecency just as
they see fairness and unfairness. Decency cannot be forgo en, and, when used, it must be used much
as we use it. We know our past mistakes and we try not to make them again. We try not to succumb to
prejudice alone. But we will not make the mistake of laying our society open to indecency.
Democra c programs can make people indecent. Democrats and their programs might be well intended
but the end result too o en is indecency. The indecency outweighs any good done by the programs.
Even if some programs seem to do good in obvious ways such as the health of children, we have to be
wary of unseen damage done by making people clients of the state, le ng people demand rights
without any responsibili es, and making people accept indecency. It is be er to oppose Democra c
programs, even some poten ally good ones, than to allow enough programs so that people forget about

responsibili es and decency and begin to see indecency as an eﬀec ve strategy. People and groups will
do that.
Democrats think that bad people and groups can recover their decency if we only give them big chances.
This ideal has been proven wrong. It works with some individuals but not with groups. Einstein said the
defini on of insanity is doing the same thing over again and expec ng a diﬀerent result. We are not
insane. We don’t want to recruit client groups by oﬀering indecent groups support. It undermines the
basic decent fiber of society. We are happy to give people a chance but if their groups does not become
decent and respond, then we have to stop.
You hardly have to try the experiment. In America, all groups have enough resources to achieve basic
decency if they wish. They can make their schools, churches, and families good enough. We have seen
many groups come to America and do just that. If any group already is indecent, then that is because
they choose to be indecent. They already have had enough of a chance, and they have failed. Giving
them more of a chance is not likely to make them decent and successful. It is only a waste of precious
resources that could go to other decent children, people, and groups. We do have to try help some of
the children in indecent groups but that is about all we can do.
Ac vist groups within the Le , such as feminists and Blacks, have the same a tude about decency and
groups but they apply it diﬀerently. They too judge by group. They condemn us as indecent because we
don’t go along with everything they want to do and we won’t throw money at them. The diﬀerence is
we can see evidence for our decency and its results, and can see evidence for their indecency and its
results. Who has the greater levels of extra‐marital sex and abor ons? Who has the greater levels of
crime? Who has the more dysfunc onal families? Who abuses drugs? Who gets an educa on and
works for the good of the country? Who accepts du es and responsibili es and does only demand one‐
way rights?
Many Democrats start as good people, decent people, who wish well. Before they adopt that horrible
condescending Democra c a tude, they are s ll decent. But once they adopt that a tude, and once
they get used to manipula ng our desire for fairness so as to get clients and use clients, then they have
lost their decency too. Then they get creepy. The Democra c Party, and its clients, have slid so far
down toward indecency, and have such trouble ge ng back out, that we are frightened. It is not good
to think of a major poli cal party with a long history as the party of indecency but it sure seems that
way.
We know that some groups, such as (a) gays, (b) young people playing too much with sex, and (c) 30‐ish
people cruising bars looking for something, don’t really do much harm to society. Some of them (not
gays because they are gay) do set a bad example. They don’t physically seduce young people but do set
the example that you can be borderline indecent and s ll get along. See the movie “The Wolf of Wall
Street”. We know that young people go through phases of experimen ng but we don’t want the phases
to last long, and so we don’t want too many people around who live like that permanently. Gays and

liber nes might not be indecent but they do not promote the kind of decency that we need. So it is
be er to oppose the whole business than to try to sort it out.
‐Mike says: Sor ng out is as deep an issue as decency. Decency is important and group character is
important. But so is sor ng out. So is not pre‐judging unless you have to. So is not making big mistakes
about individuals and groups. Republicans correctly see that not everyone and every group can be
made saintly by good wishes, repeated chances, and state aid, and see that some people and groups are
so bad that we have to be careful. But they reject too much. They misuse the idea of decency so as to
help them reject poli cal opponents and help them with their own clients. They make sure their clients
get labeled as decent and their opponents get labeled as indecent. Their mistakes have caused damage.
So have the Democra c mistakes that come of not seeing people realis cally.
Luckily, Americans in general can pick what is good and overlook what is bad. “Millenials” now accept
gays and they accept moderate sexual playing by young people, especially if it leads to enduring pairs.
See the movie “Friends with Benefits” and many movies with similar premises. That is good.
Pause to think how you personally see people, groups, good a tudes, bad a tudes, ability to change
when given a chance, or inability to change, and decency. Think how your view aﬀects your poli cs and
poli cs in general. Think how Democrats, in kind, might be able to say Republicans are indecent and the
Republican Party is a party of indecency.
‐Democrats are like young teens who have learned to use “but that’s not fair” adeptly. Republicans are
like the older brother (or uncle) who wants to control his siblings and the family. He uses the ideology
of “family” really to help himself even if much of what he does also helps the family. He will always look
down on everyone else as “only sis” or “squirt”. He thinks he deserves control because he somehow
knows be er even if other siblings have more talent in general, have greater specific talents such as in
making money, or are be er leaders. His opinion has to prevail. Usually, he is right, but that is not the
point. The point is that the family would be be er oﬀ to run more as a group or if other members were
in charge, but he can’t allow that. Republicans are like the other siblings, cousins, and nephews who go
along because they get what they need and a big fight for be er leadership would tear apart the family.
They let him fight for leadership because a personal fight for leadership would be too costly to their unit
and they mostly get what they want if he is leader.
Republicans think they are like Michael Corleone but really they are more like Fredo if Fredo had go en
control. They are like Sonny, the eldest Corleone brother, if Sonny had not been killed, who was a good
hothead, and a good fighter under his father, but would have been a bad Don. They think they are like
Mike Corleone if Mike was in a legi mate business and had not turned evil. But they are not.
‐Clients of the Republican Party see Democrats and clients of Democrats as rivals and o en enemies.
White (and now o en Asian and even Hispanic) working class and middle class people see the poor,
working people with bad jobs, some non‐White middle class people, middle class Liberals, and upper
middle class Liberals, as rivals and as people who support their rivals. The children of the poor and of

those working class people who have only bad jobs threaten to get enough educa on and connec ons
to take the good jobs of children of the current working class and middle class. Especially the children of
non‐Whites threaten to take the jobs of the children of White working class people. The clients of the
Republican Party need the Party to inhibit their rivals so the working class and middle class can be surer
of good jobs for their children.
The Republican Party a acks programs favored by Democrats regardless of the economic or moral
merits of the programs.
It a acks these programs as a way to suppress clients of the Democra c Party, that is, the poor, lower
working class, etc. It controls the clients of the Democra c Party so as to support its own clients, as part
of its agreement with its own clients. Its clients fear the poor, ethnic minori es, etc. so the Republican
Party a acks programs that might help the poor etc. to compete.
The Small State and Fiscal Ra onality.
‐The Republican Party says it supports a small state but does not. Its military and police programs have
enlarged the state as much as have the social programs of Democrats. Saying that it favors a small state
is an indirect way to a ack programs that it dislikes such as unemployment insurance, welfare, Social
Security, and health insurance. Saying it favors a small state is an indirect way to a ack Democrats and
their clients.
‐The Republican Party prides itself on fiscal ra onality. It says it supports only programs that are cost
eﬀec ve and does not support programs that are not cost eﬀec ve. Yet its analysis of programs is so
biased that nobody can believe its report of cost eﬀec ve or not cost eﬀec ve. So, nobody believes
Republicans are fiscally ra onal except when supposed fiscal ra onality benefits them. They rou nely
“cherry pick” reports from agencies such as the CBO (Congressional Budget Oﬃce) to use only reports
that might support them and to ignore reports that contradict them. They ignore the fact that some
benefits programs and other Democra c programs actually help the economy it be er than Republican
programs such as tax breaks and military spending. When the Republicans are not fiscally honest and
ra onal, then people‐in‐general give up on the en re government being fiscally ra onal and fiscally
responsible. By not being honest in their fiscal analysis, Republicans threw out a great opportunity to
make the en re state more fiscally responsible.
‐Republicans a ack “tax and spend” by the Democrats but Republicans do something worse: spend but
use deficits to pay for spending. Democrats largely learned this tac c from Republicans. Using deficits
to pay for current spending is a double tax. Not only do we have to pay back the deficit but we have to
pay interest on the deficit. More exactly, our grandchildren have to pay it back, and, when creditors are
smart, not in inflated dollars, but in the equivalent of real dollars. The only explana on for “spend and
deficit” is that Republicans are willing to mortgage the future of America to please their clients now.

Since Ronald Reagan began massive deficits, the only President to bring down deficit spending and bring
the budget close to balance was Bill Clinton, a reviled Democrat. Reagan and both Bushes added greatly
to the deficit and in 2018 the Trump‐Republican tax bill also added greatly to the deficit. (Some points
of the tax bill were good but not the trillion‐plus dollar deficit caused by reducing taxes but not reducing
much spending. In the long run, that debt will increase taxes more.) What Republicans do explains their
real thinking more clearly than what they say.
To spend but not tax, and then to claim to reduce taxes, while really increasing the burden on everybody
below the upper middle class, is a cruel and vicious betrayal. It is not Conserva ve in any way.
Opportunis c An ‐Science.
‐Republicans should be deeply ashamed of their stance toward science. Not only is it not Conserva ve,
it is not humanly ra onal except at the level of the lowest poli cal conniving. Republicans who support
science and acknowledge global climate change should be deeply ashamed that they have not stood up
to the crazies and the extremely selfish deniers of science and climate change. History will treat both
camps with disgust.
Beforehand, I have to say it is possible to make sane ra onal models of the cosmos and of life that do
not depend on modern cosmology and modern ideas of evolu on. I sympathize with people who try to
use their intellect to save their religious beliefs. But their alterna ve models are wrong. The facts are
overwhelmingly for scien fic models. Physics, modern biology, evolu on, and modern cosmology that
includes the “Big Bang”, are all true. Taken at face value, nearly all religious accounts, including in the
Jewish, Chris an, and Muslim holy books, are simply wrong. We worship God and his crea on, including
our brains and minds, more by using them to know his crea on than by clinging to old factually wrong
ideas as if they were literally true. Much truth about morality and human nature lives in the myths, and
we also honor God if we see that truth and accept it for what it is.
Global climate change is real, and we people did it. The facts are overwhelming.
There are only three reasons to deny the facts and cling to delusion. The first is to discredit science in
general, and I return to that below in this series of paragraphs. The second is that to deny global climate
change serves the best interest of America, in par cular America compe ng with China and Russia. I
touch on this reason far below, but I discount it. It is wrong. I don’t have space to argue it here.
The third reason, taken up in this paragraph: By denying global climate change, you don’t have to do
anything about it. You may do as you wish without regard for nature or human genera ons to come.
You may spew pollu on and kill oﬀ nature so as to make profit now. A big group of Republicans wishes
to do that. They fight any incumbent oﬃce holder or candidate who does not disavow global climate
change. They have enough power and money to unseat any Righ st incumbent and prevent any new
Righ st candidate from winning. So, only the people who kiss the asses of despoilers loudly and long
enough can hold oﬃce. In league with business owners who wish to pollute are the Republican working

class and middle class. They think they can keep jobs, and get jobs for their children, only if business
owners may do whatever they wish, and that includes pollute and kill nature. They have enough votes
to insure they can unseat any Righ st incumbent and prevent Righ st any candidate from winning.
Power, wealth, and votes together get a lot done or not done. Righ st poli cians don’t have to believe
what they (the poli cians) say about global climate change. But they do have to deny global climate
change in public. Most poli cians know global climate change is real but cannot say so or be banished
from oﬃce. As a result, we have in oﬃce only those people who have a huge moral weakness in the
center of their poli cal lives. We have in oﬃce only people who will be cowards in a big place that really
counts. They might be great people otherwise, but this huge weakness at the center is certain to aﬀect
what they do in oﬃce generally.
Some people do not wish to deny global climate change but do wish to be careful what we do about it.
We have a history of over‐reac ng to over‐stated crises, and thus making big costly ineﬀec ve programs
that haunt us for years. I have sympathy for people that wish to slow down. We should be sure of what
is best before we go oﬀ half cocked loaded for bear. But reasonable concern is not the issue in debate in
America about global climate change. Righ st Poli cians don’t say “be careful”. They say “Oh, it isn’t
real, and we can do whatever the hell we want”.
Poli cians have an odd a tude toward science, shared by many other people. On the one hand, it is a
concern of geeks, and we get in trouble if we dive in to the deep end. On the other hand, it helps with
technology and engineering, makes great stuﬀ, makes jobs, and protects the country. Most people
don’t hate science, but think it is only one of many forces, including magic, glamour, beauty, wealth,
charisma, charm, power, “star power”, and “the Force”; and they are more comfortable with the other
forces. Science requires too much math. Humans are the complicated result of a long history of natural
selec on that did not include calculus tests. Most people prefer science to stay in its own realm rather
than confuse them when they try to use the other forces. From the late 1800s to about 2000, there was
an ac ve an ‐science movement, and it tried to reduce science to mere supers on and a mere tool of
the rulers. Some people s ll disdain science that way but mostly people don’t hate science if it stays
where it belongs. Most people are like Penny on the show “Big Bang”. To explain why some poli cians
seem to be against science would be too much for here.
Instead, I focus on people who are strongly religious in a so‐called tradi onal sense, and their rela on to
Republicans. Even here, we need a warning. Most Chris an Churches accept science and its ideas about
the history of the cosmos and the evolu on of life. The Roman Catholic Church is clear that it accepts
modern science. Its stance is admirable. These Chris an Churches do a good job finding how science
and belief fit together. Buddhism has always been oﬃcially pro‐science. From all I have seen, educated
Jews, Muslims, Hindus, and Confucians are almost all pro‐science. Thus, fundamentalists are not really
fundamental if we take as fundamental what the old wise Churches say.
I do not know why one school of American fundamentalists are so an ‐science. They think there is an
open nasty un‐resolvable conflict between science and the Bible, and the Bible MUST WIN in an exact
literal way. Usually people only care about such issues for other reasons than the obvious conflict and

people are happy to ignore obvious conflicts when they can get by without facing conflicts. For some
reason, some American fundamentalists insist on holding to this conflict with jaws clenched and pointy
teeth embedded. Here is not the place to guess why.
American so‐called fundamentalists have enough voice now in the Republican Party that they can “wag
the dog”. Like business people who hate the idea of global climate change, they have enough power
and votes so they can unseat any Righ st incumbent and prevent any Righ st candidate from winning.
So, any Righ st poli cian has to kiss their ideological asses hard enough and long enough. Again, the
poli cian likely does not believe literally in the Bible but he‐she has to say that he‐she does, and has to
denounce science when science goes against the par cular interpreta on of the Bible oﬀered by this
branch of self‐styled fundamentalists. Again, only people who will bend their minds and moral senses to
this extent are in oﬃce. Again, this shows a big moral weakness as the center of their poli cal lives that
is bound to aﬀect all they do.
If we support science, then we have to accept global climate change, and that gets in the way of short
term profits and jobs. We have to make sure nothing gets in the way of short term profit and jobs, not
even science. So, it is be er to deny science en rely. If we are going to deny science, we might as well
get in a boat with other people who deny science for their own reasons, religious fundamentalists, and
who in turn will support us in our denial of climate change and our striving for short term profits and
jobs. It helps to embrace one American version of religious fundamentalism. If we deny science in favor
of our version of religious fundamentalism, then we might as well get in a boat with people who deny
science so they can deny climate change so they can make short term profit and provide their clients
with short term jobs. We have a match made in hell. This is disgus ng.
God is embarrassed that people use the minds that he gave them in this way. I would love to see a big
group of Republican poli cians stand up for the truth about global climate change and science, and stare
down the bad business people and religious extremists.
Before the reader gets too huﬀy about Republican hypocrisy, Democrats are as bad in their own ways.
Democrats are as big hypocrites as Republicans. Any Democra c incumbent who did not kiss PC long
and hard enough would be out of oﬃce and any new candidate could not win. Democra c poli cians
have to pay lip service to the idea that all hardship in America is caused only and en rely by oppression
from White people (and now Asians), in par cular White men. Democrats have to deny that any other
group ever produces people with bad character. No other group ever adds to its problems. That is as
hard to swallow as that science is magic and global warming is good for strawberries in Maine.
We see deep mass hypocrisy among us as a li le price to get and keep good guys in oﬃce while we see
modest hypocrisy in the other Party as the Grand Canyon of evil. We should prac ce being more even
handed. Start by looking in the mirror for the giant plank of error that floats in our own eyes.
I stress my disgust with the Republican stance because I believe denying science is a deeper fault even
than pu ng up with the unreali es of PC and reverse bias. It is one of the deepest faults, both because

science rests so close to the truth and because of prac cal implica ons. Other things depend on seeing
the truth as clearly as humans can, and, in our mes, seeing the truth depends in large part (other forces
help) on knowing and accep ng science. Only if we support science can we get at the truth in general
and get at the truth in issues such as PC and global warning. If we deny science, we lose it all, and are
doomed to live in looking glass lands such as created by PC, magic, short term greed, and one American
version of religious fundamentalism. We have come too close too many mes.
Republican Sense of Morality.
‐Republicans like to say they have a be er sense of morality than Democrats and they know be er how
to balance morality with prac cality. They see that morality has to be balanced against prac cality, and
they believe the fact that they can see this need automa cally gives them a be er sense of both. They
are wrong on all counts. They do have a sense of morality but not necessarily a be er sense than other
people and their morality is not the best morality for a modern democracy. They use moral claims when
that suits their need for power, to support their clients, and a ack Democrats; and use prac cal claims
when those do the job be er. They are inconsistent in moral claims, and that makes their moral claims
seem to be merely tools. Democrats do the same but the charge goes more heavily against Republicans
because Republicans make a point of claiming the moral high ground on every issue.
For example, they say we must stop abor on and some mes say we should stop all birth control except
abs nence. Yet laws against abor on are highly imprac cal and ineﬀec ve. Laws against abor on likely
create more immorality by forcing women to go against the law. It is more prac cal, and more moral,
not to say much legally about abor on and to let women choose. Contrary to what Republicans think,
few women choose abor on for fun but only under dire need. Republicans are free to say abor on is
immoral and women should not abort but they are wrong to say the state should support their view,
that the state should be the instrument of their morality. Republicans promote laws against abor on
because laws hamper poor and working women more than middle class, upper middle, and upper class
women, and so secretly an ‐abor on laws serve prac cality rather morality. An ‐abor on laws allow
Republican clients to feel good about themselves, to feel righteous and jus fied, without doing much
good morally or prac cally, while promo ng an immoral use of the state to support the moral views of
one group, and while suppor ng class conflict.
The same can be said for laws about so drugs and pros tu on. The same can be said about sexual and
roman c learning by young people.
Fortunately, young Americans have be er sense than Republicans.
Republican support of the military shows the same ugly oscilla ng back and forth between morality and
prac cality. Republicans always favor a strong military but it is not clear why. The American military is
stronger than it prac cally needs to be. It carries on programs that don’t make a lot of sense in modern
conflicts while not paying a en on to the needs of modern conflicts such as against guerillas. Most of
the Republican arguments cite the prac cal need for a dominant military all over the world but that goal

is impossible and trying to achieve it is highly imprac cal. Republicans don’t promote the military with
prac cal arguments but with moral fervor. Un l World War 2, as far as I can tell, most Republicans were
closer to isola onism than to worldwide military domina on. The moral fervor caught on as a reac on
to the an ‐war movement in the 1960s and 1970s and because it is popular with the working class and
middle class, whose children make up the military and who moved to the Republican Party in the 1970s
and 1980s. A big military does help America to protect some of its economic assets overseas but those
assets are now likely be er protected by trade agreements. What we need the military to hold for use
we should probably learn to live without. When militarism is promoted morally rather than prac cally,
it becomes a big part of the oﬃcial morality of the state. Even when we need a strong military, and we
definitely do, to make militarism a big part of state morality is a big mistake.
Trump’s wall against immigra on is a clear example of an imprac cal burdensome symbol promoted
with morally fervor in the name of prac cality.
Republicans need to give a clear account of their morality and their prac cality. They need to give us
clear account of when morality trumps prac cality or when prac cality keeps us from carrying out all
that we feel moral. Yet Republicans won’t and can’t give such an account. As long as they won’t and
can’t, then we must conclude that they are mere opportunists and use their holier‐than‐thou stance as a
mere tool. That is too bad. Such an account would do everybody a lot of good. Republicans can’t give
this account because it would undermine the pact between the old Republican upper middle class and
upper class with the new Republican working class and middle class.
‐In a good democracy, no group should try to make its morality the oﬃcial morality of the state. All
groups should be willing to listen to the moral claims of other groups. All groups should work toward a
general morality. All groups should accept that the state cannot support their morality alone as the
oﬃcial morality of the whole state. All groups should know that they have to be “more moral” on some
points, such as abor on and drugs, than the state, and the “morality gap” should not bother them as
long as they are not prevented from living out their morality in their private lives, and their morality
does not hurt other people or the state.
Despite all their shou ng about patrio sm, democracy, freedom, and duty, Republicans don’t seem to
see any of this. They feel one group alone should dictate what is the morality of the state, the state
should support all the points of morality of that one group, and all people must live up to the morality of
that one group. They argue over which Republican fac on is to be the one group. They don’t seem to
see the danger in this view. They use the idea of one state morality as a tool to control others. They
don’t understand that the state does not have to be immoral, and people in it don’t have to be immoral,
if the morality of the state does not coincide with the morality of one group of Republicans.
Republicans Won’t Share.
‐Republicans deliberately wrongly claim that ALL a empts to take a bit more from the rich amount to
unfairly fleecing the rich (soaking the rich), amount to class warfare, reduce incen ve to gain wealth and

so hurt economic growth, hurt the overall welfare of the na on and so hurt even the poor and middle
class, and destroy the chances of the middle class to build wealth and to rise in socio‐economic status.
All taxes are bad, especially all income taxes.
Republicans can convince clients of their view because their policy does not hurt working and middle
class people with steady jobs and benefits but Republican policy does hurt working people with bad jobs
and no benefits. Republican policy keeps the poor and poor working class from rising and so benefits
the working class and middle class by suppressing their compe on. If you help us with this, then we
will help you with that.
Also, while opposing all taxes that might directly impact rich people such as income tax, and might even
redistribute wealth a bit, such as a graduated income tax, Republicans favor taxes that impact the poor
much more than the rich, and impact the poor badly, such as a sales tax (they favor “regressive taxes”).
These bad taxes also hurt and “keep down” the poor more than they hurt the secure working class and
secure middle class, and so help clients of the Republican Party in their struggle with immediate
compe tors. The help the secure working and middle class stay secure in the face of bright ambi ous
poor kids.
Republicans do not use their knowledge of a real modern capitalist economy to propose fair taxes that
redistribute a li le but not too much, and that guide the economy toward an op mal balance of wealth
concentra on and wealth distribu on. Instead, they use their knowledge of the economy and of poli cs
to seek a total pa ern of taxes that favors the rich and hurts the poor, even while they know this overall
pa ern of taxes hurts the na on as a whole.
Since the growing dispari es in income and wealth beginning about 1980, wealth in the US has become
so skewed (unevenly distributed)that the skew lowers overall growth and reduces overall benefit from
the economy. We have hurt ourselves. Rather than face this situa on and deal with it to the long term
benefit of the na on as a whole and for the rich, Republicans press their unfair advantage further so as
to gain as much future security as possible, and thereby make the situa on worse.
Republicans know that some mes state solu ons to problems lead to other harm and that the other
harm can be worse than the original problem. They are fairly adept at guessing when the original harm
can be addressed without causing more harm. But they don’t use their skill for the public good. They
don’t decide when state ac on might be overall more beneficial than harmful, and they don’t decide if a
situa on has to be assessed more on moral terms than prac cal terms. Republicans do use the state for
programs and they are able to guess when a program causes more benefit than harm, as when they use
the state for large‐scale economic development or when they promote free trade. Rather than be even‐
handed in their assessments and set a pa ern for people in general to emulate, instead they say that all
Democra c programs lead to more harm than good overall; all Democra c programs lead to more harm
through the state than they lead to good by addressing the original problem; all Republican programs
cause more good than harm; all Republican programs cause more good than harm even when they rely
heavily on the state; and, if Republicans wish not to support any program, that is because they know in

advance that the state will cause more harm than the original problem, not because the program was
proposed by Democrats. Republicans will not help with global climate change because they say that
state help will make things worse. They use the idea of causing more harm than good not to find the
best ac on but as a way to a ack Democrats and to promote their own programs. They use the idea as
a way to avoid addressing real problems, to overlook real problems, especially problems that hurt the
poor, insecure working class, insecure middle class, women, non‐tradi onally gendered people, and
non‐Republican ethnic groups. As a result, people in general don’t believe them when they are correct
that a state ac on might cause more harm than good, and people don’t believe them when they oﬀer a
be er alterna ve.
‐Like Democrats, Republicans have not proposed a generally acceptable ra onale for why some mes it
is be er to work through the state and why some mes not.
‐Hispanics are a contested ethnic group. When the Republican Party a acks policies that threaten its
other clients, such as amnesty for “Dreamers”, then Hispanics support the Democra c Party. When the
Republican Party supports policies that Hispanics favor, such as hur ng Cuba, Hispanics tend to support
the Republican Party. The future allegiance of Hispanics is an important issue in American poli cs.
Individual Non‐Autonomy (Non‐Freedom).
‐Despite supposed support for individual autonomy in economic markets, the Republican Party supports
criminaliza on of many individual behaviors such as gender orienta on, sexual ac vity, and drug use. It
favors strong penal es for these crimes. Now, the Republican Party takes this stance largely to a ack
clients of the Democra c Party, such as the poor, and to a ack women as a poli cal force. The Party
takes this stance to please modern client groups of working class and middle class people and to a ack
the perceived enemies of its clients such as poor people, Blacks, and Hispanics.
‐The Republican Party supports (unrealis c) free choice on economic markets but does not support the
right of women to choose about abor on and to control their own bodies.
‐The Republican Party uses the idea of free choice on the market to support not passing laws to protect
consumers and poor people. In fact, free choice on the market is not as free as business firms make it
out to be, and supposed free choice on the market helps business firms far more than consumers.
The Republican Party opposes regula on of markets even when the regula on is needed to avert big
problems such as the housing crisis and Great Recession of 2007.
‐The Republican Party supports some strongly religious (supposedly tradi onal) people. Partly the
Republican Party supports these people because these people entered the Party in large numbers, and
exerted much force, a er about 1975. Partly the Republican Party supports these religious people
because they can be easily mobilized to exert a strong force in elec ons. Partly it supports these
religious people because the policies that these people favor can be used to control and hurt the clients

of the Democra c Party and thus to hurt and control the Democra c Party, policies such as against
abor on and for restric ve drug laws.
‐While Republicans say they support the Cons tu on, in fact they do not support freedom of religion
and of worship. Really, they worship power and wealth before they worship God. They have cut all
sensi vity to social jus ce and all care of nature out of Chris anity. In their public face, Republicans
support their idea of tradi onal Chris anity. They do so largely because of the emo onal commitment
of their modern clients (working and middle class White Chris ans) to the idea that modern clients have
of tradi onal Chris anity. Too many Republicans were “born again” a er being “born again” became a
convenient way to power in the Party. Many individual Republicans, including business people and
poli cians, do sincerely wish to follow their religion, including Chris anity, Islam, and Hinduism, but they
don’t know how to do so and s ll support all Republican policies.
‐Many Republicans do look down on all non‐Chris an religion and even on forms of Chris anity that do
not meet their stereotypes. Un l recently, Protestant and Roman Catholic Republicans did not get along
well. Not all Republicans despise all non‐Chris an religion. Individual Republicans admire some aspects
of non‐Chris an religion, including Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism, when the religion supports some of
the personal and social values that Republicans hold. Individual Republicans have to watch how strongly
and publicly they admire non‐Chris ans and non‐Chris an religions.
‐See above about the religion of the family. Republicans say they support family because they support
tradi onal religion and Americans think tradi onal religion supports the family. Republicans support
some policies that Americans perceive as generally pro‐family such as against abor on and against non‐
tradi onal gender roles. Yet Republicans do not support some policies that Americans think would help
the family such as more money for educa on. Republicans support policies that help their clients and
hurt Democra c clients, even when otherwise the policies really don’t help the family, such as to oppose
centralized medical care. Republicans are hard on immigrant families as a way to support the families of
their clients and a ack families of their clients’ rivals. Many pro‐business Republican policies, such as
against world climate agreements, against nature, and against free trade (NAFTA, Trans‐Pacific Trade
Partnership) would support American families in the long run; but Republicans have to publicly oppose
these policies because those policies seem to hurt the families of their clients in the short run.
Immigra on, Tolerance, and Various Topics.
‐Republicans are schizophrenic about immigra on. On the one hand, they want skilled workers from
other countries. They want cheap Hispanic labor. They do not want to hire expensive American labor.
Republican business owners are, by far, the greatest hirers and so supporters of illegal immigra on. If
these business owners were jailed for their support of illegal immigra on, it would end overnight. On
the other hand, Republican clients, the White working class and middle class, see immigrants (wrongly)
as a direct threat, and demand that the Republican Party end immigra on. The Party says it will control
immigra on as a way to placate those clients but it does not really control immigra on as a way to
placate its core of business owners. So far, the business wing that opposes real control on immigra on

has been winning. Yet working and middle class people con nue to go along with the Republican Party,
perhaps because the Democra c Party openly accepts immigrants as its clients.
‐In theory, Chris anity is a religion of peace and tolerance, but Republicans are hardly tolerant or very
peaceful. They are notorious warmongers and saber ra lers. Their first response to any complaint by
any group seems to be to suppress the group. They are happy to beat people up and throw them in jail.
They worship guns. It is hard to make a link between their Chris an ideals and their real behavior.
‐On the other hand, some Right Wing Chris ans are among the most honest dedicated hands‐on true
Chris ans I have seen. They are in the “trenches” giving with their me and eﬀort because they have
li le money to give. I do not agree with them on all points of doctrine, and they are too prone to some
kinds of violence for my taste, but their works far outweigh my words.
‐See above that both Liberals and Conserva ves stress their own rights but overlook responsibili es
while they overlook the rights of opponents and stress how opponents have not met responsibili es.
Republicans stress the right of business firms to pollute, eat nature, sell crappy goods, and cheat home
buyers. Republicans avoid the responsibili es of honest business and ethical trade. Republicans point
out how the ethnic clients of Democrats perpetuate horrible schools and ugly neighborhoods but
Republicans do nothing to be er the schools or the welfare of the children in the schools. Republicans
cheat in na onal elec ons and excuse themselves by poin ng out that Democrats might have done the
same thing to get John Kennedy elected in the 1960s. Republicans pioneered dirty tricks in elec ons,
flood the media with hateful lying campaign ads, and seem to want the voters to stay ignorant by never
being clear on issues. Republicans push deficit spending when they know it is wrong but they will not do
what is necessary to control the budget; instead, they blame democrats for lack of responsibility. Of
course, Democrats do the same.
# Pseudo‐Conserva ve
This sec on is long. It includes discussion of Supreme Court decisions on segregated schools and on
abor on. It shows how stances get labeled Conserva ve or Liberal, and how people adopt a labeled
superficially Conserva ve stance for reasons of job, power, and poli cs.
Modern Republicans are not Conserva ve in the sense of original Conserva ves and in the sense that
they think they are. The modern Republican agenda came together in the 1950s to 1970s, and only in
the 1970s and 1980s did they commonly call themselves “Conserva ves” in the bragging way that you
hear in TV ads from candidates and as echoed by suburbanites and business people. Why then? How?
In this sec on, I use a few issues to show what “Conserva ve” means as code.
Also star ng in the 1950s, more a er Reagan, “Liberal” became a curse word. Republicans began to call
everything Democra c and should hate “Liberal” without knowing the meaning of “Liberal”, diﬀerence
between a Liberal and a Democrat, and value or disvalue of what they should hate. Republicans threw
the baby out with the bathwater. They rejected ideas that had merit just because a Democrat proposed

them or because an idea had a nge of social jus ce. They went too far and lost credibility, as when
they tried to kill Social Security several mes and always failed. They lost chances to shape programs to
be more cost eﬀec ve and useful, perhaps the biggest loss.
Democrats did similar bad acts but here I don’t have the space to go into how they misuse “Liberal”,
“Conserva ve”, and “Republican”. Use your imagina on.
The point is not to get all people to start using the words correctly. The point is not to convince readers
that all the ideas and programs that Republicans call “Liberal” are really good in disguise. Some of the
ideas and programs of Democrats and their clients turned truly bad. The point is to encourage people
who already wish to think to let go of labels so they can think be er. Labels block good thinking and
boost bad thinking. Even if it feels to say “as a Conserva ve…” or “Liberal claptrap”, don’t. You can’t
assess ideas if you use labels. I focus on “Conserva ve” because misuse of it is central to Republican
iden ty. I don’t use “si ng duck” cases that are easy to skewer with an ‐Republican barbs. I use cases
that had merit and that appealed to Americans in general but that Republicans grew to dislike for pre y
good reasons.
Despite claims by Goldwater and Reagan in the 1960s, modern Republican ideas of Conserva ve and
Liberal did not start with a reac on to Franklin Roosevelt and the New Deal. In the 1930s, even most
Republicans were glad of the ideas and programs; and many people, including Republicans, think they
saved capitalism from something worse than what Roosevelt ever oﬀered. By the 1960s, labor had been
tamed, was part of a complex that included big business and government, and was not seen as socialist
or too Liberal. Republican business people had made a peace with labor and liked it. Only later when
Republicans came to dislike the changes of the 1950s to 1970s were programs of the 1930s and 1940s,
and big labor, seen retroac vely as the root of all evil and, what is worse, of socialism.
Again: Only partly did modern ideas of Liberal and Conserva ve come as a reac on to the 1960s and
1970s, the era of “sex and drugs and rock‐n‐roll” and of holding all property in common under one big
authority like early Chris ans. The counter culture was more a fashion mode than anything else. The
1970s was the peak of crime in America but that has been over for forty years. New York City is quite
safe now. Some people did get hurt but most people had a brief fling and se led down to school, job,
married with children, and too much TV. Marijuana turned out to be safer than booze and pills but
people mostly quit when they had to be “straight” for work. Compared to the media‐hyped but not real
excesses of the ‘60s, what Republicans call tradi onal American life was indeed conserva ve but not
“Conserva ve” in the sense Americans had always lived that way or it was inherited from a tradi onal
be er past world. Compared to an imaginary sex‐and‐drugs‐for‐breakfast commune, the nuclear TV
family is conserva ve but not when compared to a farm family of 1840, factory family of 1900, or any
big family in the Bible. Republicans made up crazy Liberalism to legi mize by contrast the unreal life
that they wished for and that they could use to guide clients. People that s ll use fear of an imagined
crazy bad Liberal river flooding havoc across America should be pi ed but not followed.

The 1980s and 1990s brought the follow‐up to cocaine, crack, meth, metal, rap, hip‐hop, gangs, and
“gangsta” but the follow‐up was not a threat to most families. Those decades also brought junk bonds
and similar scams that were carried out more o en by Republicans. Drugs, gangstas, and etc. are not
“Liberal” or “Conserva ve” except when foolish White people think everything non‐White is cool or
when foolish Black people think “gangsta” is cool and is a viable response to hardship. Urban gangs and
“gangsta” music are no threat to Republicans except to the eardrums of the White suburban boys who
used to buy the music. They are more a threat to Blacks who wish their children to see reality.
The opioid threat of the 20‐teens is not a Liberal plot. It likely aﬀects working class White Republicans
more than anyone else. The biggest sources of drugs are drug companies, in which Board members are
likely Republicans, and doctors who over‐prescribe, most of whom likely are Republicans.
Likely the biggest single cause for the change was that the world economy caught up to the US star ng
in the early 1970s, and life became less stable for people who used to have good jobs. Many, if not most
of the people, at least the Whites and Asians, moved to the Republican Party. I do not go into this topic
here. Please see other parts of this essay, especially below on history.
How is Republican “Conserva ve” middle class life so diﬀerent Democra c “Liberal” life? It seems Jenna
Bush, Taylor Swi , Chelsea Clinton, Ivanka Trump, Beyonce Knowles, Kelly Pickler, Drew Barrymore, and
even Lady Gaga, all lead a moderate produc ve life in private. In private life, they all would be good role
models for young women, White, Black, Republican, or Democrat, and even young men.
What are the deep values by which you wish to live and to be a good ci zen? How do they apply to
specific cases? What have they to do with “Conserva ve” and “Liberal” as poli cal par es misuse the
terms? You are be er oﬀ finding values and living by them than with slogans or par es. You learn to
live by them through personally thinking out how they apply to par cular cases.
(1 and 2) Two famous Supreme Court decisions set the stage for Republican use of “Conserva ve” to
validate the modern Republican agenda and “Liberal” to condemn anything Republicans dislike. The
goal here is not to declare that the decisions support one side or declare one Party correct. The goal is
to see how Republicans use “Conserva ve” and “Liberal”. I strongly suggest you look up these cases on
the Net. Come up with be er responses to the issues and Court decisions than your predecessors did.
Pause to think if it makes sense to call your responses “Liberal” or “Conserva ve”. Ask why Republicans
and Democrats insist on using the labels wrongly, and why people go along.
(1) COURT DECISION: Brown v. Board of Educa on (in Kansas) in 1954 outlawed segregated schools and
said the state must integrate public schools. The state cannot use the excuse that schools are separated
by race but equal in quality, even if, in rare cases, racially segregated schools are equal in quality. The
state must pursue racial integra on directly. Blacks, Whites, and all ethnic groups must be free to go to
the same schools and they should a end the same schools. If Black and White children live in the same
district (or county or city), then some White students and some Black students should enroll in all the

schools in the district (or county or city). Then, a er physical integra on, in addi on, schools should be
equal in academic quality.
It is not clear if integra on applies to other o en‐segregated categories such as by gender and religion,
but that issue is not relevant here. Private schools may not discriminate and ideally should be racially
integrated but that ques on is out of the scope here.
In America, residence was‐and‐is segregated, and schools were‐and‐are funded by local people. Black
people lived in Black areas with Black schools while White people lived in White areas with White
schools. Schools were segregated as much due to residence as by deliberate school segrega on. Blacks
were‐and‐are, on average, poorer than Whites, and the quality of educa on depends on local funding.
Black schools were inferior to White schools. The diﬀerences in residence and funding set a pa ern in
which Black children got poorer educa on than White children, got worse jobs, so could aﬀord only
inferior schools, so their children also got a worse educa on and worse jobs, and so on. Although this
pa ern was never planned, almost everybody knew it and likely many White people thought it was a
good thing. A er some mixing in the 1960s and early 1970s, this pa ern re‐asserted in the late 1970s
and has remained. In Part 2 of this essay, see the sec on about schools and family.
The basis for Brown is roughly “right to equal opportunity (equal quality of educa on)”. Children have
the right to equal opportunity, especially in educa on because educa on lays the founda on for all that
follows. With a good quality educa on, children have a chance; without it, prac cally, children have no
chance. The state has to insure that children get equal opportunity. The state has to insure that nobody
thwarts equal opportunity for children. Segrega on by its nature inherently necessarily thwarts equal
opportunity and hurts life chances. Segregated schools cannot be equal in quality no ma er how much
districts say they are. I do not explain what‐all goes into quality. Integra on gives the only real chance
for equal opportunity and equal quality of educa on. The same reasoning lies behind ge ng women
and Jews into clubs that previously had been only for White Chris an men. In addi on to the idea of
equal opportunity, the idea of the inherent dignity‐integrity‐value of people ma ers but I don’t think it
was a strong legal force, however morally powerful, so I omit it here.
At first, nobody knew how to make sure schools were integrated. People tried various approaches such
as re‐drawing district lines. The most drama c early integra on was in the American South, in par cular
“Ole Miss” (University of Mississippi), the University of Alabama, and public schools in Montgomery and
Birmingham.
Maybe the most severe use of integra on to produce equal opportunity was forced busing in the 1960s
and 1970s. White and Asian children were bused to Black schools and Black children were bused to
White and Asian schools, o en long distances. I leave Hispanics out. Forced busing was done not so
much in accord with legal thinking as due to social pressure and to increasingly obvious bad eﬀects of
segrega on. The decision was not made by elected legislatures but by par cular judges si ng on
par cular courts. Judges not only said busing must be done but they supervised who came from where,

went where, and the schedules. Busing was a costly failure. I am not sure who learned what lessons
from the busing episode.
Some few people did benefit from forced busing but the majority of students and parents hated it. Even
people that strongly supported social jus ce, racial equality, and integra on, hated it. Even most Black
children and parents hated it. People who favored social jus ce and racial equality thought local areas
should have more say in how they achieved those goals.
Forced busing is pre y much over. It didn’t stop because Americans suddenly woke up to the fact it was
a Liberal plot designed to forcibly blend races, to demoralize and enslave America. Americans of every
poli cal type did what they could not to par cipate, and the courts alone could not enforce it. Forced
busing did drive many non‐Republicans to the Republican Party because the Party said it would defend
them from that terror and from more such terrors sure to come. To make the point, it labeled busing,
everything it didn’t like, and everything its clients should hate, as “Liberal” and Democra c.
Defenders of forced busing said it was a case of the big state knowing be er than local regions, and of
using the power of the big state to correct bad prac ces of local areas. When local regions are allowed
to carry out social jus ce in their local way, too o en they stall and they do nothing. Mar n Luther King,
in his “Le er from a Birmingham Jail”, said: “Jus ce delayed is jus ce denied”. Some mes the big state
does know be er than local areas and has to overcome them, as when John Kennedy used the Na onal
Guard to force integra on of schools, and when the state enforces freedom of speech, religion, freedom
to keep and bear arms, and Civil Rights laws. In contrast, local people saw forced busing as a case of the
overly big overly strong arrogant state abusing its power to enforce its arbitrary ideas of social jus ce on
local areas, and thus hur ng social jus ce more than helping it.
Except where local areas flagrantly go against the Cons tu on, we have no good theory of when the big
central state needs to oversee local areas to make sure they make no serious errors, when the big state
is more likely to be right than local areas, and when the big state should leave local areas alone even if
local areas are slightly wrong and the big central state does know be er. We do not have a good theory
about when the big state might be wrong and intrusive while a local area knows be er, and what to do
then. America could have used schools to develop a good theory but instead used schools to lapse into
more racism by both sides, par sanship, and labeling.
The idea that schools should be forcibly integrated supported the idea that other arenas in American life
should be forcibly integrated, including restaurants, theaters, shopping areas, stores, public toilets, work
places, hiring, promo on, job security, housing, admission to college, law school, medical school, etc.
No segrega on laws could apply to these arenas, and directors of these arenas could be jailed and held
liable if segrega on happened. The idea of forced integra on in these arenas helped shape and pass
Civil Rights legisla on of the 1960s. Most of this change was good, but it was done by the big state over
local opposi on.

“Equal opportunity” led to “compensatory extra opportunity”, “over‐compensa on”, or “preferen al
treatment” (my phrases) and to using over‐compensa on as a basis for Aﬃrma ve Ac on. For example,
Black students, and those from other underprivileged groups such as women and handicapped people,
got preference in admission to college and law school. Further support for over‐compensa on came
from the prac ce by the state of giving military veterans preference in civil service such as in the exam
for the Post Oﬃce, and by private business firms such as banks, car dealers, restaurants, etc. oﬀering
discounts to military veterans. Over‐compensa on also got support from the prac ce in lawsuits of
more than making up for damages. Although preferen al treatment was not intended to punish the
group that had been privileged, in prac ce, the formerly privileged groups, usually Whites and White
men, did feel punished.
Diﬀerences between groups can persist even without a specific force sustaining the diﬀerences, forces
such as prejudice and wealth, although a specific force usually adds to “diﬀerence iner a” (my phrase).
Why diﬀerence iner a happens takes too long to explain. Hopefully, if opportunity is over‐compensated
long enough, diﬀerence iner a ends. Nobody knows how long that should take but in the 1960s people
thought two genera ons would do.
To minimize diﬀerence iner a and to get everybody on a level field, historically disadvantaged people
were admi ed to trade schools, colleges, universi es, police academies, firefighter schools, law schools,
medical schools, etc. even with lower grades and test scores than White students. The same people
were hired, and given raises and promo ons, with poorer records and poorer test scores. People that
don’t like this prac ce when applied to race for long call it “reverse discrimina on”.
During the era of discrimina on, ins tu ons and business firms had quotas for how many Blacks and
other non‐Whites to admit and to hire, mostly to keep numbers of minori es low. Integra on briefly
removed quotas. Demand for over‐compensa on re‐instated quotas but with the numbers for non‐
Whites higher than before, propor onally higher than for Whites. This use of quotas also is a kind of
reverse discrimina on but it is “poli cally incorrect” to call it quotas or reverse discrimina on.
Some discrimina on by race and gender persists despite reverse discrimina on and, to some extent,
because of reverse discrimina on and resentment about reverse discrimina on. Non‐Blacks and non‐
women feel about it the same way they felt about forced busing.
Many people, even people strongly in favor of racial jus ce, did not see preferen al treatment as a step
forward but as a new injus ce, a step backwards. I do not explain how over‐compensa on can harm all
groups including groups formerly discriminated against such as Blacks. Several law suits were filed over
this issue, including famous suits at the Universi es of California, Texas, and Michigan. People that
promote preferen al treatment now call the prac ce “promo ng diversity” and they have found legal
protec on under that name. It is the same prac ce anyway.
The TV show “Law and Order” has aired many good episodes about whether Blacks and women should
get preference and whether preference, even with good inten ons, actually hurts Blacks, women, and

general society, in the long run. “Law and Order” also aired programs about con nuing discrimina on,
its roots and its eﬀects, par cularly in the history of Lieutenant Van Buren, a Black woman.
If we take 1970 as the beginning of strong social programs, almost fi y years have gone by since the
prac ce was begun but the diﬀerences remain at similar levels. I don’t know how many genera ons fi y
years equals. I do not here comment on what this iner a and stagna on implies but you should know of
the iner a and stagna on.
The idea of “equal opportunity” also led to “equal outcome”. If schools are integrated to make sure
children get a fair chance, how do we know children have had a fair chance? Simply sending children to
the same school does not insure equal treatment. Much discrimina on by race, gender, religion, and
na onal origin occurs within schools. We know equal opportunity for sure only by looking at outcomes.
If White children do be er than Black children, then their opportuni es could not have been equal.
No explana on other than White prejudice is accepted. No fault can lie with Black children, families,
communi es, a tude, culture, or simply Blacks; all fault must lie with White prejudice. Only if outcome
also is equal could opportunity have been equal. The state has a duty not only to make sure opportunity
is equal but to make sure outcome is equal. It is not clear to me how much this idea was actually carried
out. I am sure it is s ll in the minds of many Blacks and Whites, but in diﬀerent ways. The idea also lay
behind programs such as Aﬃrma ve Ac on although the users might deny this is so. It lay behind ideas
such as women should get equal pay for comparable work (which I support) although most women do
not see the link between their situa on and the earlier case of Black children.
Children of families with roots in East Asia (China, Japan, and Korea) and South Asia (Pakistan and India)
o en do be er than White children but not as much be er than Whites and Asians do over Blacks.
Nobody explains the diﬀerence by Asian advantage and Asian prejudice. People refer to Asian culture.
Yet nobody refers to White culture and Black culture when explaining diﬀerences between Whites and
Blacks – it is all White prejudice and never due to any virtue in White culture or to any problem in Black
culture. Really it is a mix of White racism, Black racism, White culture, Black culture, East Asian culture,
and South Asian culture. But seeing the situa on this real way is not poli cally handy and it violates
Poli cal Correctness. You can’t put all the blame on one group if you see it this real way, and you can’t
excuse all responsibility for any group if you see it this real way.
People who endorse preferen al treatment use equal outcome as one sign of how much preference to
give. O en they use slightly be er outcome. (a) Give enough preference (b) to make sure the outcome
for the previously harmed group is (c) at least equal to the outcome for the advantaged group, or (d) to
make sure the new outcome is a bit be er; and (e) sustain preferen al treatment (f) at that level un l
(g) we are sure any diﬀerence iner a has stopped. Then maybe we can return to the level playing field,
to simple equal opportunity. We can never stop vigilance and we must return to measures that ensure
equal outcome when needed. So, we might never stop. As when a despot declares mar al law, the
condi on of dire need with preferen al treatment seems like “the new normal” now not only in schools
but in workplaces and poli cs.

(Some mes women oﬀer similar arguments about girls in school, from kindergarten through PhD. Girls
[women] are judged worse than boys, get scores worse than boys, and get grades lower than boys, even
though tests show that neither has the superior intellect. So this outcome is en rely the fault of an old
male‐centered male‐biased system. No a tudes or acts by girls add to unfair diﬀerences. If, about age
12, girls neglect academia to work on appearance, move to gender‐stereotyped academic subjects such
as literature, reject some gender‐stereotyped academic subjects such as math and science, reject some
gender‐stereotyped roles such as poli cal leader, and embrace some gender‐stereotyped roles such as
ingenue, that shi is due en rely to previous brainwashing by the male‐biased system. If girls or women
[girls] coerce or abet girls in doing worse than boys, that act is only because girls and women have been
brainwashed into ac ng as agents of the male system. Girls [women] bear no responsibility. There are
no innate diﬀerences apart from culture, society, economy, and power. We have to do something extra
for girls [women] to end the diﬀerence iner a, and we have support them long enough. Girls cannot
save themselves, ever.
Women use these arguments when they are angry and to fight opponents. Unlike other groups, usually
women don’t take these arguments only at face value, rest only with these ideas, or avoid responsibility.
Usually women put these arguments in proper context, find other relevant arguments, and work hard
for themselves individually and women generally. Many women, not all, get beyond propaganda even
while seeing why propaganda is appealing. The idea of persistent diﬀerences between boys and girls
despite culture etc. is s ll controversial.)
People in general accept equal opportunity but reject forced equal outcome and preferen al treatment
(over‐compensa on). People in general reject the idea that unequal outcome is due en rely and only to
big fault on the part of the group that does (did) be er and that unequal outcome cannot ever be due to
any idea, act, or fault by the group that does (did) worse. People accept modest measures for a modest
me to insure equal opportunity but reject overly strong measures, reject compensa on for a long me,
and reject over‐compensa on. Sooner or later, we have to go with the playing field that normal decent
humane social rela ons give us. I agree overall.
Of course, people in the group that does worse disagree, and they push for stronger longer striving for
equal outcome. O en they push hoping the state will include preferen al discrimina on for a long me
as part of the remedial package.
Merely the idea of forced equal outcome, especially with preferen al treatment, has bad eﬀects, let
alone the prac ce.
(a) People outside the group that gets preferen al treatment never believe that preferred people who
graduate, get a job, or get a promo on are really competent. The preferred people got ahead only due
to special treatment. People never trust the preferred group even when some members clearly do well
because of their own merit. People choose members of other groups whenever they can because they

don’t trust the competence or a tudes of the preferred group. So prejudice persists. Members of the
preferred group s ll feel as if they have to be twice as good to be accorded equal credit.
(b) Thus preferred treatment is a bad self‐fulfilling prophecy and a bad cycle. There is never an end to it
all. So there can never be an end to preferred treatment, and so on.
(c) If we see fault only in the group that does (did) be er, and never in the group that does (did) worse,
then the group that does worse never has to bear any responsibility. It can forget about responsibility in
general, forget about learning any responsibility, and forget about teaching responsibility to its children.
Always other groups and the state have to take responsibility for the previously disadvantaged group. It
never has to take responsibility for itself for anything. It never has to grow up. Even if other groups
were responsible in the past to a large extent, and even if the state is needed to correct the situa on
now, s ll, en rely blaming the others, making them solely responsible for correc ng the situa on, and
looking to the state for enforcement, teaches bad lessons. It teaches a bad kind of dependency, a slave
mentality. It adds to the culture of vic m.
(d) The idea of forced equal outcome leads to: “Let the state do everything for us. Don’t do anything
for ourselves. Make them pay for it all. Sit around and complain. Look for faults in them. Get
sa sfac on from complaining and from finding fault with them rather than by doing for ourselves and
succeeding.” The idea teaches bad emp ness.
Some mes we cannot wait for another group or the state to do as it should. Some mes we have to act
even when others are morally and legally responsible. Some mes we have to take charge of our
situa on even if is not fair.
(e) Wai ng for the state does not mean wai ng for every oﬃcial in the state to help. It means wai ng
for your patrons in the state to get enough power to set up programs that support you and will keep
suppor ng you. Wai ng for the state means avoiding poli cal par es and poli cians who will not give
you the support that you want or who oppose you. The poli cal par es recognize a group who waits for
the state as a great candidate to be a prize client, so at least one party ac vely courts groups that are
wai ng for the state. Of course, the other party (or par es) recognizes the danger and ac vely blocks
support to the client group, the group that is wai ng for the state. So, the chain of ideas and prac ces
that was set oﬀ by the desire for equal opportunity for children ul mately strongly reinforces par san
poli cs.
(f) Wai ng for the state to force equal outcome blinds a group. Less sense of responsibility and less
desire to act for yourself contribute to the ongoing badness of schools. Those feelings become part of a
feedback cycle in which the schools are bad, so Blacks wait for the state and don’t do anything
themselves, the schools stay bad, so Blacks wait for the state and don’t do anything, and so on. Blacks
and Whites sense this trap but can’t usually explain it well.

(g) Progress seems never enough and never fast enough for the disadvantaged group. Perhaps out of
frustra on, perhaps out of long built up resentment, maybe to get sa sfac on even ac ng themselves
directly on issues, the present preferred group (disadvantaged group) picks morally and ideologically on
the previously privileged group, the group that now has to give. The present preferred group waits to
find fault with the old privileged group. The present preferred group gets too much sa sfac on from
finding faults, o en small irrelevant faults. At the same me, the present preferred group overlooks big
problems in itself and in the real issues. Watch Al Sharpton talk about Whites. Although not as common
now, “man ha ng feminists” used to be a joke on campuses.
(h) Because of the fault finding and nit picking, real issues don’t get the concern they deserve. Women
do get bullied and sexually abused, and we don’t pay enough a en on. Black people kill far more Black
people than the police do but we overlook that problem. I wish the “Me Too” movement had started in
the middle 1980s at the latest.
(i) The idea of forced equal outcome supports race blindness and new resentment. Non‐Blacks, mostly
Whites, will accept much of the blame for the past and some blame for the present, but not all blame.
Problems cannot be realis cally addressed un l a real assessment of blame on all parts. Many Whites
were born a er legal discrimina on. Many non‐Blacks were not part of racial discrimina on or they
came to America a er 1970. Non‐Blacks cannot accept that they alone are fully responsible for all the
woes of Blacks now. Non‐Blacks rightly insist they can take only some blame and Blacks must take some
blame. To do that, Blacks have to cri cize their own society in the same way that they forced Whites to
do in the 1950s through 1970s. It is hard to see your side cri cally and take blame for your situa on
when you wait for the state to give you over‐compensatory privilege and to force equal outcome, and
wait for the state to make the other side pay for you. It does not seem that preferred groups ever do
much self‐cri cism. Whites and other non‐Blacks feel: “If Blacks will not take blame or responsibility,
don’t act on their own, wait for the state to do it for them, and have the state make us pay, why should
Whites and other non‐Blacks take any blame either or work on a solu on? Why even think about it?
Whatever we do will not be enough; and we will get blame for every small fault. We have to put up with
PC and preferen al treatment already, and we will do that as an opera ng cost, but we can’t do more
and shouldn’t do more.” Both Blacks and non‐Blacks can’t see the other side’s view and both groups
feel resentment that they did not feel even in 1955 and the days of legal discrimina on. A coopera ve
solu on is out of the ques on. Simple equal opportunity is forgo en.
Although people in general accept the need for equal opportunity while they deny the need for equal
outcome, it is hard to have one without the other. When the state supports one, it tends to support the
other. When the state denies one, it denies the other. To get equal opportunity without forced equal
outcome, preferen al treatment, and their “blowback”, requires great ability in statecra .
Instead of finding the skill needed, groups and poli cians say the state has to be big and intrusive. If you
want equal outcome, use a big intrusive state. If you want to block bad striving toward equal outcome,
use a big intrusive state. Get big intrusive poli cians on your side and use them.

Brown v. Board started out as a good idea to correct a real wrong. We should not tolerate racism and
discrimina on when it hurts children. Then other ideas followed. The other ideas o en take the ini al
goodwill too far, beyond the ability of real people and the real world. The other ideas don’t take into
account human nature and the ability of humans to screw things up. Not only Republicans, but many
people, including Democrats, say, “The road to hell is paved with good inten ons”. Even if the quip is
o en true, the point is not to condemn all good inten ons as “Liberal” but to figure out what works and
what doesn’t, why, and what to do be er. Not all good inten ons about social jus ce are simply a
Liberal plot and not all are des ned to make things worse. When an idea or program does make things
worse, we have to accept reality, backtrack, figure out what to do be er, and, if we really can’t do
anything be er through the state, live with it. If people won’t let go of a failure then we should take a
hard look at their roles as clients or patrons. At least we have to be honest. It is hard to be honest, with
others or yourself, while name calling.
Republicans came to see not only a empts at equal opportunity but ALL a empts at social jus ce and
social improvement as like forced equal outcome, forced overcompensa on, and forced preference. All
social programs aimed at a minority or women lead to a big intrusive know‐it‐all state. They all reduce
individual freedom, reduce local autonomy, and lead to dependency, li le responsibility, lack of local
ac on, blindness, and resentment. All calls for supposed social jus ce really only pit one self‐interested
group against another, pit a self‐interested group against Americans in general, and manipulate through
guilt. All supposed social jus ce is really the spearhead to bad socialism.
It is easy for people who have economic security to say all a empts at social jus ce lead to bad state
intrusion and so all a empts at social jus ce are not worth the cost. And it is easy for people who don’t
have economic security to demand equal opportunity hoping the state adds preferen al treatment,
over‐compensa on, and forced equal outcome, forever. It is easy for them to become dependants of
the state and to overlook responsibility. The two ends push each other farther away, and rip apart the
middle. It is hard for people of good conscience to find and hold the middle. Read the poem “Slouching
toward Bethlehem” by the great poet William Butler Yeats.
It is also fairly easy, but misleading, to put all the points in two opposing baskets, label those baskets
“Liberal” and “Conserva ve, and love one while ha ng the other. It is easy to label the programs and
failures, and the ideas behind them, as “Liberal”, and hate that. Anything that follows from Brown and
supports ideas such as equal outcome, preferen al treatment, and supervision by the big state, can be
called “Liberal” and condemned by Republicans. Anything that opposes Brown and what followed can
be put in the “Conserva ve” basket and embraced by Republicans.
Prejudice and discrimina on are facts. So are goodwill, desire to end discrimina on, and the dangers of
over‐compensa on, equal outcome, depending on the state, and avoiding responsibility. How do you
we get equal opportunity for all our children without falling into all the problems? How do we minimize
prejudice without falling into the other problems?

Republicans say we can’t do any of it. If the task is to end prejudice, the task is u erly impossible. It is
be er to live with some real prejudice than to try to eliminate prejudice. If the task is to bring equal
opportunity for children, even that task is so hard that we Republicans have given up trying. We have
done what we could. The costs have proven too high. If you wish to hate us for that, then go ahead.
But we won’t sell out the country just to make sure a few groups that won’t help themselves stay as
clients of the state.
Democrats say we have to do it no ma er costs. We have never really tried. We never ran programs
strong enough and long enough to make a real diﬀerence. If we do run them long enough and strong
enough, we can give equal opportunity, maybe integrate schools, and make a big dent in prejudice.
Clients will give up being dependants of the state. Other groups will recognize the quality in members of
client groups and stop distrus ng programs such as Aﬃrma ve Ac on. We can help Blacks and other
minori es so they are no longer a problem but a huge asset.
People in general don’t believe Republicans or Democrats. People think Republicans don’t care, won’t
accept that social problems are real, look down on Blacks and women, and deny all programs more to
spite Blacks, minori es, women, and Democrats than because programs would never work. Republicans
don’t care about equal opportunity for Blacks or minori es because to do so would lose them their
clients among working and middle class Whites, Asians, and successful immigrants. The problems that
came of Brown and with trying to get equal opportunity happen not only to Blacks and women but to
clients of Republicans as well. Business firms, the military, and many farmers seek special treatment,
overlook what happens to others, rest happily as clients of the state, forget about responsibility, and
resent other groups. Working, middle, upper middle class, and upper class Americans do ALL the same,
and would explode without the programs that benefit them. Isn’t all this be er labeled “Liberal” if we
use the term as Republicans use it?
People think Democrats are deliberately blind to past harm and abuses in the programs; and Democrats
only want to “double down” so Democrats can keep their clients and power. They think Democrats are
willing to sell out American wealth and American values to get that. People are sure Democra c clients
never admit the problems with programs, never admit their own responsibility, and clients think they
deserve preference even if to give them preference hurts America far too much. They put themselves
above America and everybody else in America.
How do we get equal opportunity without mistakes of forced equal outcome, preferen al treatment,
dependency on the state, lack of responsibility, and resentment? How would you deal with the biased
segregated unequal schools? Given that segrega on keeps re‐asser ng, and that Blacks are s ll on
average poorer than Whites and Asians, how would you get equal quality of educa on? If you go for a
version of “separate but equal”, or “separate but Blacks get preferen al treatment for a while” you
should know that your sugges on is not Cons tu onal.

Why do poli cal par es persist in labeling if not to play the client game and to allow their clients not to
think? If Par es know labeling does no prac cal general good, then what appeal do Par es really make
by using terms such as “Liberal” and “Conserva ve”? Why do you go along with it?
Poli cians actually do consider issues apart from Party labeling. Poli cians are smarter than average,
have seen more of the world than most of us, really do want the best for America, and really do want to
help groups even apart from using them as clients. But usually poli cians don’t consider issues apart
from labeling and par es for long. They get exasperated and then they fall back again on par sanship
and labeling. Many smart voters do the same.
(2) COURT DECISION: Roe v. Wade in 1973 said the state has only limited authority to pass laws against
abor on and the decision said laws against abor on can have only a limited scope.
As best I understand, the reasons: (A) In most situa ons, people have rights to privacy greater than the
rights of the state to invade privacy. (A1) The burden of proof for invading privacy is on the state. You
have the right to keep the state out unless the state can give compelling reasons in par cular situa ons.
This is why your communica on with your spouse, doctor, lawyer, and priest are oﬀ limits for the state
without a warrant and strong reasons. This is why the state cannot search you, your house, documents,
or medical records, without a warrant. (B) Your body is part of privacy. This is why the state cannot
force you to get medical treatment except in cases of public health crisis, and why you can get drunk in
the privacy of your home. (C) Your right to privacy, including the right to control your body, is an idea
that nearly everyone agrees with. (D) Women are people (persons). (E) In some situa ons, person X has
greater rights than person Y. The state has only limited ability to reduce the rights of person X and to
increase the rights of person Y. The state has only limited ability to make the rights of Y greater than X,
especially in situa ons in which X usually has had greater rights than Y. (F) In early pregnancy, a woman
has greater rights than a fetus. Her greater rights are based on the human right to privacy including to
the right to control your body. (F1) This result does not hinge on whether the fetus is alive or not alive,
is a person or is not a person. Even if the fetus is a living full person, the woman s ll has greater rights,
at least in early pregnancy. (G) So, in early pregnancy, a woman may abort a fetus if she wishes. It is her
body; it is not the body of the fetus or the state. (H) She has choice. (I) The state has only limited ability
to stop a woman from ge ng rid of (abor ng) a fetus. The state has only limited ability to make any
rights of a fetus exceed any rights of a woman, especially about her body, especially in early pregnancy.
The state has only limited ability to make a fetus more important than a woman’s body, to give a fetus
rights over the rights of a woman in her body. (H) Later in pregnancy, the rights of the fetus can exceed
the rights of a woman and she does not have the right to get rid of (abort) the fetus as she chooses. (J)
The Supreme Court had to make guidelines for when, later in pregnancy but before birth, the rights of a
fetus prevail over the rights of a woman, and why. I do not go into this topic. (K) A er birth, the rights
of the (now) child can, and o en do, exceed the rights of the (now) mother. The mother may not kill the
child or harm the child, not directly or by neglect. Reasons should be given for the change in rights at
birth, and reasons should be an extension of the reasons given above about persons. The reasons for
the diﬀerence at birth were se led long ago by precedent so the Court did not have to explicitly explain.

I agree with the Supreme Court arguments and its decision. I have discussed abor on elsewhere. I do
not consider my view Liberal or Conserva ve in the distorted way used by Republicans and Democrats,
and it did not help my thinking to use Liberal or Conserva ve in that distorted way.
Nobody but a few crazies ever extolled abor on or thought it all good. A few women have abor ons to
prove they are modern but they are to be pi ed. Everybody dislikes abor on and nobody recommends
it except in need. There was never a wave of “fashion abor ons” as there were waves of people using
some drugs or having kinds of sex. Abor ons will happen. Liberals do not like abor on. Conserva ves
are not the only people to dislike it. To dislike abor on does not make you a Conserva ve. Liberals do
not say “abort any me, even the ninth month”. True Conserva ves cannot say “ban it all and send all
people who get or give abor ons to jail for thirty years”. See the movies “Knocked Up” and “Alfie”.
The issue is good statecra . Legislators, judges, and good ci zens need to consider both morality and
prac cality. They cannot decide on morality alone, no ma er whose morality, no ma er how touching
the plea; and they cannot dismiss morality en rely in favor of expedience. The state cannot go with the
morality of any par cular group no ma er how vocal the group unless that morality is also the general
morality and it serves overall order and good. The state has to decide: what is the defendable general
morality in abor on, what realis cally can be enforced for the general good and general order, what can
be tolerated, what must be tolerated, and what cannot be tolerated.
For the roles, in American culture, of choice, personhood, Love, and the value of Life as shown through
Life‐versus‐Machine, see “The Matrix” series with Keanu Reeves. “The One” is primarily a defender of
choice, persons, Life, and Love. Think of misuse of choice in the market, mostly by Republican‐owned
business firms. If you dislike abor on, think of misuse of the idea of choice in “Right to Choose” versus
“Right to Life”. Then think about the misuse of Life in “Right to Life”.
Again, does it make much sense, or help much, to label ideas as “Liberal” or “Conserva ve” in the bad
distorted senses used by Republicans and Democrats? What are the reasons why anyone would label
ideas that way? What does “I am a Conserva ve, you are a damned Liberal” really mean in code? Come
up with your own “take” on the issue of abor on, and then decide if it helps much to label your “take”
Liberal or Conserva ve. Then ask why Par es do persist in labeling that way, and why people like you
accept the labeling.
People who a ack the argument in Roe v. Wade should know that they also a ack these ideas: using
rights to decide issues, using compe ng rights to decide issues, privacy, and rights over our own bodies.
People who a ack the argument invite the state to control our bodies, choices, and selves, and control
life in a bad way. I do understand the desire to help “unborn children” but going through the state likely
is not the best way.
I think using the state to ban all abor on is using the state to enforce your moral code and religion, and
that such use of the state does more harm than good. Using the state to ban all abor on makes the

state too big and too intrusive and it prepares the state to be wielded as a weapon in other ba les that
are less moral and less decent.
At first, Roe v. Wade was NOT taken as an a ack on the family and on unborn children. It was taken as a
victory of personal rights over the big bad state and over local tyranny. It was taken as a victory against
people‐and‐groups who wished to use the state to impose their moral codes and religion, use the state
as their agent. Roe V. Wade was not taken to promote amorality or immorality.
Roe v. Wade got to be taken as the fountainhead of immorality‐sin‐and‐Death, and as a huge example of
the big bad state crushing all local be er morality, only later when people began to crusade against all
abor on. Republicans deliberately took Roe v. Wade those ways to recruit an ‐abor on crusaders as
their clients, to use an ‐abor on fervor in elec ons, and because they feared an ‐abor on crusaders.
Wishing to overturn Roe v. Wade became a litmus test of a true Conserva ve, true Republican, and for
deep enough hate of Liberals. It became a litmus test for candidates. An ‐abor on crusaders almost
took over the whole Republican Party.
It was never clear that overturning Roe v. Wade actually would end much legalized abor on, let alone
plug up the fountainhead of immorality, restore Life over Death, restore the imagined idealized nuclear
family, shi moral focus from big bad state to local control where morality is be er, and contain the big
bad state within the bounds of locally‐set moral decency. Simply overturning Roe v. Wade would do
li le of that. If ever Roe v. Wade were overturned, people would have to do a lot more real thinking
about morality, big state, and local area, and would face many local ba les. S ll, overturning Roe v.
Wade became a symbol, and so overturning it went along with thinking in terms of Angelic Life‐Loving
Conserva ve v. Demonic Death‐Loving Liberal. (Republicans stood up to the Religious Right and an ‐
abor on fana cs about as well as Democrats stood up to Blacks and Hispanics.)
The right to privacy referenced in Roe v. Wade is not based on anything explicitly in the Cons tu on. It
is based on a right to privacy implied in the Cons tu on, and inferred from other poli cal wri ng, from
American history, and from well‐known aspects of American culture. The idea of inferring ideas implied
by the Cons tu on etc. was not invented for Roe v. Wade. It is an old idea, and it led to other “rights”
such as execu ve privilege by the President. The right to privacy was well understood and well accepted
before Roe v. Wade.
Inferred rights can support a big bad intrusive state such as with execu ve privilege. Yet “small state”
Republicans usually staunchly support execu ve privilege and the idea of privacy. Most Americans,
including even Republicans, strongly cherish the right to privacy. It is a bulwark of a small state. If you
wish to see the books of a big business firm, you will be met by a platoon of lawyers and you had be er
come with a subpoena. It seems Republicans should support Roe v. Wade and then teach their children
moral and religious values about abor on so their children can make private decisions.
People opposed to abor on, and later their Republican patrons, said Roe v. Wade stepped beyond the
usual bounds of inferring a right to privacy or inferring anything. Roe v. Wade was a case of imagining

ideas in the Cons tu on to jus fy what you wish to do for other reasons. It was a case of imagining
ideas in the Cons tu on to jus fy social ac vism, ac vism aimed against the family, children, innocent
babies, America, life, and God. People against abor on said Roe v. Wade was not Conserva ve (what
they called old and tradi onal) and so it had to be Liberal in all bad senses.
To people opposed to abor on, Roe v. Wade was another case of the judiciary stepping far beyond its
bounds, another case of the big overly powerful state abusing its power, as with Brown. Rather than
abor on being a judicial issue, people opposed to abor on argued it is a legisla ve issue. Local areas
should be allowed to use their elected legislators to decide what they wished to do about abor on, as
with racial integra on of schools. The federal government said that to allow local areas this discre on
would inevitably lead to abuses that would destroy the rights of women over their bodies. The people
opposed to abor on intended to “pack” legislatures with “their people” and so to pass laws intended
specifically to counter Roe v. Wade, so the assessment by federal oﬃcials was correct that allowing
abor on to be en rely a local legisla ve ma er was a way to get around the Court, privacy, and rights,
at any cost, to get what an ‐abor on ac vists wanted. To fight people who wished to impose their
morality on the na on, only a big unified strong na onal state could guarantee rights. Only the federal
state knows best, at least in case.
Using the state for protec on against local power can have some bad implica ons: (1) Only the central
state knows best in all cases. (2) Local government always can be subverted by interests, and can’t be
trusted. (3) So the central state must be strong enough always to control all local aﬀairs. This argument
works not only for people who support Roe v. Wade. It works for people who support imposing their
morality on everyone. It works for Republicans and an ‐abor on ac vists too. If an ‐abor on ac vists
can get enough support in the central state, the Congress, the Supreme Court, and the President, then
they can use that way to impose their will. A strong central state is a sword with at least two edges.
That’s how we got Prohibi on.
Consider the impact of an ‐abor on laws according to socio‐economic class. (a) Upper class and upper
middle class people will get abor ons regardless of the law. (b) Poor people and people with bad jobs
will not be able to go against the law. They will have to care for unwanted children, o en they will have
to begin paren ng when they are only children themselves, and they will have to leave school before
they really get started. If they try to get an abor on and get caught, their lives, and their families, will
be severely hurt and disrupted. They will not be able to family plan. (c) The impact on working and
middle class people with good jobs depends. Mostly they will be able to get abor ons but will be afraid.
They will be able to control their reproduc on and to family plan. So, people with good jobs, the upper
middle class, and upper class, can aﬀord to take a supposedly high moral stand knowing they won’t have
to pay any price, and knowing that poor and working class people with bad jobs will have to pay a harsh
price. Because of the fear, penal es, disrup on, and not being able to family plan, poor people and
people with bad jobs cannot compete with working class and middle class people with good jobs. More
precisely, the children of poor people and people with bad jobs cannot compete with the children of
people with good jobs. If a poor person supports abor on, he‐she can be branded immoral, and the
idea condemned.

Who benefits and who loses? What would you do if you were in a par cular socio‐economic category?
What stand on abor on would you take and with whom would you ally if you were a working or middle
class person with a good job? What if you have only a bad job? Does a strategic response have much to
do with moral‐legal reasons about privacy, the body, the self, and choice? It is easy to take what seems
like a high moral stance to cover what is really a strategic move. Usually the more you need to cover the
more moralis c you become. Business firms and minori es seeking privilege do this. If you wish, how
do you get around Roe v. Wade to re‐ins tute a harsh ban on abor on, and what reasons do you give?
I believe Republican fervor about abor on is really a cover for a strategic move to get and hold clients,
largely by defending people with good jobs against people with bad jobs, and by punishing people with
bad jobs. Even if some Republican arguments are deeply moral, s ll, good ci zens who consider both
morality and prac cality in the context of the whole state cannot be swayed by genuine feelings alone.
Good adept ci zens have to rise above the morality or prac cality of any group to find general morality,
general prac cality, and general welfare. It is not easy. I think Roe v. Wade laid a good founda on. At
this point in American history, to support Roe v. Wade has become the real Conserva ve posi on.
NOT ALL REPUBLICAN FEELINGS AGAINST ABORTION ARE ONLY CLASS STRATEGY. SOME REPUBLICAN
FEELINGS AGAINST ABORTION ARE GENUINELY MORAL. THE FACT THAT MOST REPLICAN FERVOR IS
REALLY ONLY STRATEGY IN DISUGUISE DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY NEGATE ANY MORAL ARGUMENTS
EITHER FOR BANNING ABORTION OR ALLOWING ABORTION. IT DOES NOT AUTOMATICALLY NEGATE
PRACTICAL REASONS FOR ALLOWING ABORTION OR BANNING IT.
The Republican supposed an dote to Roe v. Wade, against supposed abuse of state power, and against
supposed socialist programs, was “don’t take ideas from the Cons tu on that are not in it”. If an idea is
not expressly in the Cons tu on, don’t use the idea or the Cons tu on. The problem with this solu on
for Republicans is that Republicans use many ideas not in the Cons tu on, such as freedom of private
business from state regula on, ideas that are less firmly grounded in American history and culture than
privacy. As of 2018, I don’t know of a good solu on to this problem.
Republicans use the term “judicial ac vism” for making decisions to promote an agenda, especially a
Democra c social agenda. Republicans hold Brown v. Board of Educa on and Roe v. Wade, and all
legisla on and decisions that followed, as paradigms of bad judicial ac vism. Le wing judicial Ac vism
ALWAYS works to make a bigger more intrusive more socialist less free, state. It purports to support
individuals, equality, social jus ce, and freedom, but that is only a disguise, and it never works that way
even when that was the original intent. Le wing judicial ac vism is always on the side of bad socialism.
Republicans claim that only Democrats use judicial ac vism to promote their agendas and to help their
clients but, of course, Republicans do it too, as when the Court upholds the supposed right of a business
firm to give poli cal contribu ons.

Republicans saw all court decisions behind Civil Rights, Women’s Rights, Gay Rights, and to help nature,
as cases of unwarranted bad Democra c judicial ac vism. All of those are seen as unwarranted judicial
ac vism in support of a Democra c agenda.
(These cases and the later social programs that used these decisions are also seen as contribu ng to the
modern stress on rights over responsibili es to the neglect of responsibili es. I agree, although I think it
is more a situa on of modern people finding an excuse to overlook responsibili es than of court cases
causing the modern a tude. We have to be careful about cart and horse. We also have to be careful
not to throw out the baby with the bathwater. The ideas in Brown and Roe are quite good but we have
to execute them so they cause more good than harm. We cannot use failed responsibility as an excuse
to overlook good ideas and overlook a real need for social jus ce. That is a real, and worse, case of not
living up to our responsibili es to think and to decide wisely.)
When a Republican wishes to block an ac on, or when somebody seeks help from the Republican camp,
they bring up the specters of judicial ac vism and the road to bad socialism. In February 2018, a er the
shoo ng at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, Wayne La Pierre, head of the
NRA, said banning ANY guns or raising the age at which people could buy assault weapons would be the
first step in a quick trip to European socialism and the erosion of all American rights.
The Republican solu on to Le Wing Judicial Ac vism is to appoint people to the courts who oppose it.
A jus ce who opposes judicial ac vism is said to favor “strict interpreta on” of the Cons tu on and the
laws. He‐she does not infer any ideas or use any precedent not deeply rooted in the Cons tu on.
Especially he‐she does not infer any ideas so as to jus fy any ac on by Democrats or their clients, or to
jus fy any ac on like those ac ons. He‐she should be able to cite directly the words of the Cons tu on
or a law based directly on the Cons tu on, and those words only. In theory, he‐she should not even
guess at the intent of writers of the Cons tu on or writers of important laws but use only actual wri en
words. In prac ce, jus ces use the intent of the writers when the intent is pre y well known as through
the Federalist Papers.
While “strict interpreta on” sounds neutral, in fact, it is the Republican equivalent to judicial ac vism.
Instead of having their Democra c guys on the Court interpre ng laws their way, we put our Republican
guys on the Supreme Court to interpret laws our way, but insist it is not interpreta on. That way, what
we do is not interpreta on and is pure, while whatever they do is biased and impure, even if, in fact,
their view is closer to the Cons tu on.
While “strict interpreta on” is supposed to limit the big state’s power over local areas and to give local
areas more autonomy, in fact there is nothing in the idea to make it go that way. Republican jus ces
using strict interpreta on could find the big powerful central state should be even bigger and more
powerful, although they might use excuses. I think that has happened, but here is not the place to go
into examples. The point is that the logic of “strict interpreta on” does not inherently limit the state or
guarantee the overthrow of Roe v. Wade unless strict interpreta on is done by jus ces previously
commi ed to those uses.

Strict interpreta on is seen as “Conserva ve” because it supposedly overlooks new ideas that came
a er the Cons tu on to s ck only to what was proven in the past and enshrined. In fact, this kind of
strict interpreta on is itself fairly new, and so calling it “Conserva ve” and using it as one standard for
what is Conserva ve, is odd at best.
The opposite to Conserva ve in this sense became “Liberal”. Whatever Republicans could claim as old,
original, and pure was Conserva ve, and whatever they wanted to claim as good was labeled original,
old, pure, and Conserva ve. It did not ma er if the idea was really old and tradi onal as long as the
Republicans could claim it was. Then Republicans could use the dignity of the original Conserva ves for
support. In reality, original Liberals and Conserva ves, not Republicans and Democrats, did disagree but
they were not opposite in this new Republican sense. This is a new use of “Liberal” and “Conserva ve”.
See below in this sec on and in later Parts of the essay.
Republicans made a crusade of ge ng “their guys” appointed to courts at all levels but especially to the
Supreme Court. A Republican nominee in eﬀect had to swear allegiance to the Republican style of strict
interpreta on even before allegiance to America.
Even if the idea of strict interpreta on makes sense, there is no guarantee that strict interpreta on goes
against a Democra c program and supports a Republican program. It could go either way. It can only
go one way if the Cons tu on clearly favored the Republican program, which it does not, or appointees
were guaranteed to favor the Republican program, much more likely.
As men oned, strict interpreta on is not so strict. Words can be used to support many things, including
programs not in the Republican agenda. Strict interpreta on might lead to equal opportunity or even to
equal outcome. So, for nominees to high court posi ons, part of fealty to the Republican idea of strict
interpreta on is a personal history of opposing Democra c ideas and suppor ng Republican ideas. Then
the words of the Cons tu on will come out the way Republicans want them to come out.
It is easy to sa rize strict interpreta on as a Republican scam but there is more to it than that. Likely the
courts did go too far in the 1960s and 1970s, and s ll some mes do on both sides (I hate the breakup of
the telephone system in the 1980s even if the monopoly was illegal, and I hate all the “rights” that right
wing courts have given to business firms, poli cal contributors, PACs, and poli c par es). Both Par es
have used the courts to back an agenda that is not strictly in the laws and likely not what writers of the
Cons tu on intended or would have tolerated. Again, don’t label and don’t use excuses to label. Again,
honesty is the best remedy for propaganda and manipula on.
As with Brown v. Board, in addi on to clarifying rights about privacy, self, and bodies, Roe v. Wade also
could have been used to clarify rela ons between the big state and local areas. It could have been used
to decide when the state should protect us and when we need protec on from the state. Instead, Roe
v. Wade and the debate about abor on has been used for par sanship, name calling, and bad crusading.

How would you deal with abor on without limi ng not only the right of women over their own bodies
but the right of all people over their bodies, and, at the same me, appreciate that people honestly feel
for “unborn babies”? Keep in mind that many people against abor on are against it as much to “get oﬀ”
by feeling righteous, jus fied, and saved as because they have though it out. Keep in mind the strategy
based in class that lies behind opposi on to abor on. Can we get along over this issue without involving
the state too much, by le ng people make their own decisions in early pregnancy? Can we live with a
less‐than‐perfect solu on if to do so keeps the state within safe and proper limits? If the big state does
not protect our rights of privacy and rights over our bodies, how do we stop local mistakes and local
tyranny? Does labeling such as “Conserva ve champion of the unborn” or “Liberal baby killer life hater”
really help? Does a strict interpreta on of the Cons tu on, without a par san bias, guarantee a ruling
against Roe v. Wade? Does a ruling against Roe V. Wade guarantee a return to strict an ‐abor on laws,
and to the hypocrisy of those?
(3) COMMENTARY: In modern par sanship, issues are not sorted according to real merits or demerits,
not according to history, and not according to whether they were like original Liberal or Conserva ve
ideas, but according to whether you like them, and especially according to whether you can use them to
foster clients, support clients, and hurt the rivals of clients. Then you label them as “Conserva ve” and
“Republican” if you like them and label them as “Liberal” or “Democra c” if you dislike them. Any idea
that you like and can use, no ma er its history, is “Conserva ve”. Any idea that you dislike and cannot
use, or that Democrats can use, is “Liberal”. This prac ce amounts to a tac cal removal of the upper
brain, one of the big parts that make us human.
This is when people began saying “Well, as a Conserva ve, I blah blah blah” without having any idea
what “Conserva ve” originally meant. It is when Republicans labeled any ideas that they did not like as
“Liberal” whether or not the ideas had any links to tradi onal Liberalism. It is when ALL ideas of social
jus ce were dismissed as Liberal Democra c perversions. It is when Republicans began to say “As a
Liberal, that slimeball X hangs out with Obama, Pelosi, and Schumer, is full of shit, hates family, hates
America, hates you, hates Jesus and Chris anity, wishes to burn all religious ins tu ons, wishes to take
all your property and give it to ethnics, wishes to take away all our guns, will force your daughters to
have serial abor ons, and wishes to enslave all children”. The worst aspect of this history is that people
accepted the shi because it removed the need to think.
(4) EXAMPLES: Here are examples of Republican confusion about what is Conserva ve, confusion that
deliberately serves ideology, propaganda, and power rather than truth. Again, I don’t use cases that are
easy to skewer with barbs but cases with real content that might lead to confusion about what is really
Conserva ve or merely constructed conserva ve. Again, Democrats are just as bad but this sec on is
about Republicans.
A quick tour of a fight within the Republican Party shows, without complica ons of Party versus Party,
the silliness of “Liberal” and “Conserva ve” as they are used now. In March 2018, President Trump said
he would raise tariﬀs on imported steel 25% and imported aluminum 10%. Trump said trade wars are
nothing and American could win easily. Business people, nearly all Republicans, and Republican leaders,

were aghast. They warned of the bad consequences of a trade war. Trump was playing to his personal
base within the Party, the working class and middle class people that had come in during the 1970s and
1980s. They believed reducing imports would necessarily lead to more jobs and higher wages. Which is
the true Conserva ve idea? Who is the true Republican Party? Is the winner really Conserva ve?
Regardless of whether the winner is a true Conserva ve in the old sense, the winner will claim its ideas
as the true old Conserva ve doctrine, and make up some plausible reasons. On the Net, find the history
of American ideas about protec on, tariﬀs, free trade, and trade war. Since the Civil War, Republicans
usually supported free trade but not always. Republicans were willing to protect favorite industries such
as steel in the past.
Gun rights are part of American culture, and so they are conserva ve in a sense; but the crazy gun rights
that Republicans support now are new. Limita ons on gun rights and gun use are as old and tradi onal
as gun ownership. Western towns in the 1870s to 1890s, when gunfights supposedly killed half‐a‐dozen
people daily in each town, in fact had strong an ‐gun laws and enforced them. By standards now, the
laws might not be Cons tu onal but people thought they were good laws anyway. People did not think
the best defense against a gun was always a bigger gun. Classic gunfights from movies and TV actually
happened only a couple dozen mes in the en re history of the old West. Recall scenes in movies and
TV where Wya Earp made people check their guns before coming into town? To audiences un l about
1975, those scenes made sense, those scenes were not Liberal plots. Errol Flynn, Henry Fonda, John
Wayne, James Arness, Jimmy Stewart, and Hugh O’Brian were not secret Liberal an ‐gun lobbyists. If
“old and tradi onal” is the same as “Conserva ve” then checking your guns is Conserva ve.
The nuclear family as we wish it now, really developed a er World War 2, in fact, in the 1950s. It is not
tradi onal, and to support that idealized nuclear family is not Conserva ve. Yet that is how people see
all family and is how Republicans see support for that idealized family. Contrary to widespread Righ st
propaganda, most Liberals did not all support amoral communes and group sex in the 1960s and do not
support them now. Liberals were far more likely to hold roles and ideas that are now called mainstream
as in TV shows such as Friends, Reba, How I Met Your Mother, and Modern Family. Using the family to
divide people into Decent Conserva ve versus Degenerate Perverted Liberal is a bad idea.
The idea that a person may pollute air and water is new in the overall historical scope of what should be
considered Conserva ve or Liberal, not old and tradi onal. In the Middle Ages of Europe, people were
executed for pollu ng. Yet business firms take pollu on as a Conserva ve right from me immemorial.
In the 1700s and early 1800s, Conserva ves opposed nearly all big business except those enterprises
that were part of government concessions (monopolies). Conserva ves favored taxing business and
favored state rights over business rights.
The strong property rights that Republicans claim (“we may do whatever we wish with whatever we
own, including, in the old days, our wives and children”) also are not tradi onal but were gradually built
up a er about 1800 through what people did and in court decisions. Modern property rights should not
be called “Conserva ve”. The aristocracy of the 1700s, the basis for original Conserva ves, would never

have let commoners do with land and things what business firms do now. Yet Republicans treat modern
property rights as if they come from God and are 4000 years old. Modern property rights result from
business people wishing to keep the state at bay and from fears about socialism in the 1950s and 1960s,
fears that are not realis c now. We need reasonable firm property rights and we need to fear big state
intrusion on property rights, but labeling absolute property rights as old tradi onal and Conserva ve is
factually and morally wrong, does not help reasonable property rights, and will not help if some socialist
group gains enough power to threaten reasonable property rights.
Equal opportunity is an old American idea. It is part of the original dream. It is part of why Americans
kept launching out into the fron er. It is a big part of what se led this country and made this country.
It is not merely Liberal propaganda. The opposite to equal opportunity, whatever that might be, is not a
Conserva ve idea. Even equal outcome is in American thought although not in the full sense that it has
been used since about 1970. Americans have never loved inherited wealth and power. To seek and find
a workable way to ins tute equal opportunity without mistakes would be the tradi onal American idea,
and so the real Conserva ve idea, yet that is not what Republicans or Democrats do.
Abor on and the exposure of infants are not new prac ces. Nobody likes them. But strict harsh laws
against them, laws that are actually enforced, are fairly new. Mostly, people minded their own business.
So the real Conserva ve prac ce is like what came out in Roe v. Wade. But that is not what Republicans
call Conserva ve because that does not suit their clients now.
A huge American standing military has been a constant of American life only since World War 2. For
most of our history, Americans strongly opposed a large military and especially opposed a large standing
military. Washington disbanded the army when the Revolu on was over. Congress reduced the army to
a skeleton when the Civil War was over. The military was costly and unproduc ve, so not something the
state wished to support without strong need. Conserva ves before World War 2 thought a big standing
military was dangerous and provoca ve. Yet Republicans now treat a big military as the oldest and best
ins tu on in America. They treat everything about the military as Conserva ve when it is not. Much
about the American military is great and morally good but the military is not Conserva ve in the awed
sense of Republicans. Much of the best in the military, such as racial integra on and gender integra on,
is Liberal. In both World Wars, a Democra c President commanded. I greatly admire America’s military.
Its deference to civilian authority is saintly, and almost unheard of in the history of na ons. But I don’t
see everything about the American military as an old tradi on with a place alongside the Cons tu on
and Jesus. The current Republican idea of the military as Conserva ve uses the military to get funds
which it can give to clients, and the Republican view extols the military so it can insure a steady supply
of funds, a prac ce that is not Conserva ve and not in the spirit of the American military. There are
good world‐strategic reasons for a larger standing military now but not for the Republican sanc fica on
of the military for poli cal purposes.
Religious and moral non‐conformity is tradi onal, old, and American. Religious and moral conformity is
human, old, and tradi onal, but not American. In America, the Conserva ve op on should be religious
and moral experiment and tolerance. If it were not, we would not have the Bill of Rights, including the

first and second amendments. We would not have 30,000 diﬀerent Chris an groups. We do have good
guidelines about when experiment goes too far. Yet Republicans claim the true Conserva ve idea is
conformity to their version of Chris anity. Before John Kennedy became President, not even Roman
Catholics were Chris an enough and Conserva ve enough to be Conserva ve. Again, it is one thing to
be shocked by the stupidity of the 1960s and 1970s but another thing to claim conformity is the true
Conserva ve stance just so you can have your religion and can impose your religion.
Un l the 1920s and 1930s, the use of alcohol and some drugs was tradi onal and common in America.
George Washington had maybe the biggest dis llery in the Colonies, nearly all large farms had a s ll,
and marijuana (hemp) grew wild and was a crop. Although set in England, the song “John Barleycorn
Must Die” by Traﬃc gets across the feeling. Modern an ‐drug laws date only from the 1920s and 1930s.
An ‐marijuana laws originally were a tool to control Hispanics. The true Conserva ve stance should be
to repeal drug Prohibi on and seek wise laws to allow moderate use, use that does not corrupt children
or lead to social harm, that minimizes law enforcement and prison costs, and allows the states to collect
revenue. But modera on over drugs is not the modern pseudo‐Conserva ve style. Hypocri cal control
is. Just because an ‐drug feeling has roots in the silly excesses of the 1960s through 1980s does not
make an an ‐drug stance Conserva ve in the true sense and does not make it an an dote to Liberalism.
Just because Washington had a big dis llery does not mean you should binge drink, get blasted every
weekend, and smoke pot like all the guys in every movie by Seth Rogen or Seth McFarland; and it does
not mean you should legislate against all drugs either.
Now you should think: “If Republicans don’t really mean ‘Conserva ve’ when they say it, don’t know
the real meaning of ‘Liberal’, and use those terms only as tools, then what do they really mean when
they use the terms? What is in the true Republican agenda that holds it together and that allows people
to think it is Conserva ve?” Somewhat backwards, I started this Part with this ques on in mind. I had
to give the answer before I could state the ques on well.
Democrats have their version of opportunis c thinking and labeling, and they deliberately misrepresent
the Liberal, Conserva ve, and Republican views. You should think out issues for yourself and see how
Democrats mislabel to gain support. You should think how confusion is done in the name of social
jus ce, and how we can get as much social jus ce as prac cal without undermining the moral, social,
and economic bases for all of us. How would you label your program?

# PART 5: SOME USEFUL RELATED MATERIAL
# Desires, Passions, Morality, and PracƟcality; Ends and Means; RaƟonality
See the sec ons above on morality and prac cality and on terms. See the material below on Adam
Smith and related topics.
People have desires. People have more than one desire. People seek ways to sa sfy their desires. In
par cular people seek ways to best sa sfy their whole set of desires. People cannot fully sa sfy all
desires at the same me all the me. You cannot drive a car and text at the same me. You cannot
swim and play the violin at the same me. People have to balance one desire against another at this
me, for the future, and in the future.
People also feel morality. We could morality as merely another desire. O en that is a correct view of
morality but not always. We think of morality as diﬀerent from merely another desire and more than
another desire. Morality can push us to act in some ways regardless of personal desires. We might feel
morality is in accord with our personal desires as when we wish all children including our own to act
honestly. Yet we can feel morality is at odds with what we wish as when morality tells us not to steal
even when we could get away with it, give to a homeless person that we do not know and we never will
get a return from, or allow people to own some guns even if we dislike guns and the people that wish to
own them.
Moralists say morality should always win but that does not happen in real life. Morality pushes us
despite our desires but not necessarily against them. Do not think of morality as an ‐prac cal or an ‐
personal. As noted above, I think most o en morality and human desires coincide. Think of morality as
something dis nct in itself that works alongside our desires but does not always work like most other
desires. Some mes when morality and our desires do not coincide, our needs (desires) win anyway as
when a poor mother steals food for her children or when we steal prin ng paper from work.
In cases where morality is enough like other desires, we simply balance morality with our other desires.
In cases where morality is not like our other desires, when we clearly feel its character as morality, and
when morality costs much or is imprac cal, but morality does not cost so much that it would ruin our
lives or our families, then we can feel the clear victory of morality over prac cality, then some mes
morality does “flat out” win. But more o en we balance morality against desires. We are moral when it
doesn’t cost too much. Even when we do balance morality against other desires, when the moral call
and prac cal class are both clear, and we can find a livable compromise, the situa on feels diﬀerently
than when we merely balance merely prac cal considera ons. When we wish to be honest but don’t
wish to confess to a girlfriend or boyfriend that we lusted a er someone else but did not have sex with
the other person, the situa on feels diﬀerently than if we want to have healthy food and chocolate cake

too. We seek reliable ways to balance morality with other desires and costs. In cases where morality is
not like another desire, when morality’s character as morality stands out, we have to know when we can
aﬀord to act morally or when morality costs too much – costs either directly or in what we give up. The
poor mother has to know that she cannot let her kids go hungry even if she has to steal. The typical
oﬃce worker has to know when he really can aﬀord to buy printer paper rather than steal it. As part of
a group, we have to know when the group can aﬀord to act morally or when the costs are too high.
Evolved humans have any morality at all because morality always had to balance with prac cality during
our evolu onary history when we evolved the capacity for it. Morality is part of our nature as evolved
humans. Balancing morality with other, prac cal, considera ons is part of our evolved human nature.
Morality, and balancing morality, can be painful, be we have had prac ce.
Figuring out the balance of desires for one person, and the balance of morality with desires for one
person, is hard enough but figuring it out for a group, or many groups interac ng, is quite hard. We
cherish any methods that help us to figure out these things.
We need not only desires to act, we also need passion. A desire is a desire but it means nothing unless
we act on it or choose not to act on it. We can wish to have an apple but if we don’t also feel the wish
for the apple, and feel it strongly enough, we just sit on the couch. We can wish to help vic ms of a
hurricane, but if we don’t have the passion, and have it strongly enough, we never pick up the phone to
give Red Cross our card number. We not only have desires, we have passions of par cular strengths
that go with the desires. How strong any passion is for any par cular desire at any me, determines
what I do and don’t do. Strength of passion is one way in which we balance desires. When we feel the
passion of morality stronger than the passion of sex, we don’t have sex with our too‐drunk date, even if
we previously have had sex with him‐her and to have sex would be OK if he‐she were not too drunk to
consent. When we do feel the passion of sex more than the passion of morality, we go ahead. (Ignore
the circularity in this argument.)
What people desire, some mes including morality, is called “ends”. How people get what they want is
called “means”. Philosophers and poli cal thinkers diﬀer on whether they include morality among ends
or how they include morality among ends. You have to pay a en on to each writer to figure out what
he‐she means in any par cular passage. I try to be consistent and to note whether I include morality or
do not include it. Usually, when I, and other writers, do not explicitly include morality as an end, we
leave it out of considera on for the present.
“The ends do not jus fy the means” means that we may not do an immoral act in pursuit of a moral
goal. “The ends do jus fy the means some mes” means we may do an immoral act in pursuit of a moral
goal if the moral goal is important enough and the means are not too vile. We may torture a terrorist to
get informa on that would stop a mass bombing of children. You have to decide the general ques on
and a lot of specific ques ons for yourself. School courses love this topic.

To pursue means eﬀec vely and eﬃciently is called “ra onal”. The more eﬃcient and more eﬀec ve,
the more ra onal is the thought and ac on. “Ra onality” is the correct balancing of desires, and the
correct use of means, to achieve a lot of something, especially to achieve the most of something that is
possible in that situa on. Analysts diﬀer on what the something is, and I don’t have to se le the issue
now. To “be ra onal” is to act ra onally. The idea of ra onality can be made very exact, and some
social scien sts such as economists rou nely do so; but here we don’t have to worry that much.
The above use of “ra onal” is from economics and diﬀers a li le from common use. How any par cular
writer uses the term varies. Ordinarily, people think of ra onal as “able to give reasons, see the forces
at play, balance the forces and balance the relevant reasons, so as to give a good outcome or the best
outcome, and to be able to give a coherent account of how and why”. “Ra onal” in this way is about
reasoning as much as about acts. However, if you can give good balanced reasons, then usually you also
can act ra onally. If you can give good reasons, and balance reasons, then you will act eﬀec vely and
eﬃciently to get a lot or to get the most. So the common use gave rise to the technical use, and the two
o en are mixed up. I don’t always sort out which I mean because that does not usually make much of a
diﬀerence and it takes a lot of space.
“Irra onal” now o en means “mad, crazy”. (“Mad” did not originally mean “angry” but “insane”.) The
term “irra onal” might have come from not being able to give good reasons and not balancing reasons,
but now the sense is stronger than that. In economics, the term does not usually mean mad or crazy but
means “not ac ng consistently with the best most eﬀec ve most eﬃcient means when you know those
means or should know those means” or means “not knowing your own desires, not feeling your own
passions, or not knowing the usual means, so as to balance desires correctly to achieve what is overall
best for you”.
“Means ra onality”: to use the available means eﬀec vely and eﬃciently. It does not explicitly take
into account ends. To go from the suburbs into the city, for whatever reason, o en it is more means
ra onal to take a commuter train than to drive.
“Ends ra onality”: to balance the desires (ends) properly, usually so as to get the most, or to pursue a
par cular end eﬀec vely and eﬃciently – again I do not specify any “most”. “Ends ra onality” does not
take into account if the goal is usually worthwhile or sane. It does not explicitly take into account the
means. “We want to go into the city tonight to have fun rather than stay home and watch reruns on TV”
is ends ra onal. A serial killer murdering enough vic ms to get sa sfac on but not so many as to get
caught is ends ra onal but deplorable.
When you use a GPS to get somewhere, the des na on is the end and the direc ons that the GPS gives
you are the means. The means should lead to the end.
Some writers require that an end be moral and otherwise valued by most people to be truly ra onal and
for acts to be truly ends ra onal. A person bungee jumping can be means ra onal but a person jumping
to his‐her death without cords is not means ra onal even if that was the goal.

It is hard to separate means ra onality from ends ra onality. If you are ends ra onal then likely you are
means ra onal and vice versa. The commuter train is the most ra onal means to go to the city if your
end is to get to the city. If you end is to get to your neighbor’s house, likely the most means ra onal
way is to walk, unless you recently broke your foot. I don’t worry about this issue here but it gets to be
a worry in real life issues such as how to best re‐use an old city waterfront.
People and groups seek means ra onality as a way to automa cally also achieve ends ra onality. O en
we can get a reasonable amount of what we want and can balance various desires fairly well, even if not
perfectly, if we can find a means and s ck to it. If following the direc ons from our GPS very o en gets
us where we want to go, eﬃciently enough if not perfectly, then we are means ra onal to use our GPS,
and, by being means ra onal, we also are ends ra onal. Police oﬃcers have definite means they use in
their work. Soldiers have to follow orders, and it usually works out. Good students learn how to study
eﬀec vely. People learn how to use the instruc ons for how to assemble pre‐cut wooden furniture.
When we are means ra onal as a way also to be ends ra onal, we don’t have to think much, and don’t
have to fight much, and people like that. People seek to be means ra onality as a way not to have to
think about ends ra onality.
A person can be means ra onal but not careful about ends ra onal, and the results can be bad. If you
always trust GPS and this me you end up in Wyoming instead of Illinois, then were means ra onal but
it did not work out and so you were not ends ra onal. In a big country, all the people cannot par cipate
in making laws, so we elect representa ves. In America, we elect Congress. Selec ng representa ves is
means ra onal but it does not always work out. When I want to eat ice cream and I want the dial on the
scale to be lower, I tell myself that five more minutes of exercise will work; but I know in my heart that I
am wrong. We don’t want to approve means ra onality if the end is immoral or ques onable. A sexual
harasser might have developed a really eﬀec ve technique but that is not something we want. We can
get lost in a habit that becomes a vice such as drinking or gambling. Many people go out compulsively
every weekend thinking for sure that is the way to have a good me. Many people ride around with
immoral low‐pitched crap rocking their cars thinking that is the way to be a real person.
Republicans tend to pay a lot of a en on to means ra onality and pay only selec ve a en on to ends
ra onality. They like to think that, if they follow accepted methods and cost eﬀec ve methods, the goal
is automa cally good. This is not true. You can use very ra onal eﬀec ve techniques to cut a forest and
build a strip mall where the forest once stood, and the mall can even make more profit than the forest
ever could, but that result does not mean you were also ends ra onal. To be fully human, you really
have to pay a en on not only to means but also ends. You have to pay a en on not only to prac cality
but also to morality.
O en I use “prac cality” for what people desire combined with ends that can be achieved by ra onal
means, without regard to whether morality is in or out of the set of desires. I use it much the way we
would say “prac cal business strategy”, “prac cal way to get to Boston”, “prac cal way to learn to play

the piano”, “prac cal way to pursue Peggy Sue”, or “prac cal way to contribute to various chari es so
you use your limited contribu on for the most good”. My use does not mean prac cality necessarily
excludes morality but only that we can think of prac cality apart from morality and o en have to. Non‐
philosopher lay people like me tend to think in terms of morality versus prac cality, and I go along, but I
also like to be fairly precise. So I make clear what I intend. When I say “prac cality versus morality”, I
intend to contrast them and I do exclude morality from prac cality. In those cases, I use “prac cality”
much like “means ra onality” combined with non‐moral goals, but there is also a conflict with morality.
For example, I would like to make sure all children eat three good meals a day, and I wish to use the
schools for that purpose, but I am not sure this good moral goal is prac cal both because of the costs
and because of resistance from people that fear the state.
In evolu onary biology and evolu onary anthropology, the division between some of these terms is a
li le diﬀerent. It is too much to go into details here, and not needed. Evolu onists tend to see morality
as just another desire; in the context of their approach, to see morality as just another desire is correct.
In the broader human and religious context, it is not enough. Evolu onary biologists tend to take be er
account of passions than do poli cal and moral analysts. See my other work.
Some foreshadowing comments on the free market: In theory but not in prac ce, the free market is a
means, a method, an ins tu on that also is a method, a means ra onality, one that automa cally finds
how to balance the desires of many people, including the desire for morality, so the greatest welfare is
achieved by the group. The market se les how to find the best balance among a bunch of people. The
market finds ends ra onality through means ra onality. The market is the Righty equivalent of going
out every weekend to the same bars in search of happiness and Mr. Goodbar.
In theory, a person need use no methods in a free market other than that he‐she pursues his‐her desires
eﬀec vely, including morality as a personal desire, in the context of many people doing the same and
interac ng. Self‐interest by all pursued as ra onally as possible does the whole trick. Self‐interest is the
means ra onality that subs tutes for ends ra onality. Moreover, in theory, the market works well only
when people act ra onally according to self‐interest and do not let any genuine self‐sacrifice else get in
the way. While in theory this view makes sense, it prac ce, dogged pursuit of self interest and only self‐
interest on the market is the equivalent of driving around in a 1970s big car blaring bass‐heavy sexist
racist crap thinking that fulfills you.
The market treats morality as just another desire to be balanced against other desires. Each individual
has to balance for him‐herself as he‐she sees fit, and the market takes care of the group automa cally.
Of course, the market does not work well enough in any of these ways although the real does approach
the ideal pre y well. If we paid a en on to how it does and does not work well, we could stop relying
on the market as infallible means ra onality and instead use it be er.
Economists and Republicans like this view of the market because it means they don’t have to think any
more. They subs tute means ra onality for ends ra onality, and that is that. They don’t need to think

about vexing moral and prac cal ques ons, especially not for the group. They simply rely on the market
to think for them. If you already have power, this view is an eﬀec ve way to ra onalize, keep it, and get
more power. I like using the market when it works correctly but it does not work so well that we don’t
have to think about ques ons such as poverty, prejudice, good jobs and bad jobs, school shoo ngs,
guns, and welfare. The market does not work well enough so we can subs tute means ra onality for
ends ra onality. It does not work so well that we can let it make moral decisions for us. It does work
well enough so we can take some guidance from it when we have to decide prac cality versus morality.
No self‐respec ng person should allow any means or ins tu on to do his‐her moral thinking for him‐her.
Part of what makes us really human is thinking about these issues for ourselves, even if that is hard. You
can always take some trusted advice into account.
Technically, “wish” means much like “desire” while “want” refers to something that we need but we lack
or we lack enough of. Some mes it is clearer to say “want for” something instead of merely “want”
something. Harold did not eat breakfast, and now it is ten a.m., so Harold wants for a snack to keep him
un l lunch. I wish for a Nobel Prize but I want for clean air. “For want of a nail the shoe was lost; for
want of a shoe the horse was lost; for want of a horse the kingdom was lost”. We usually wish for what
we want but we do not want for (need) everything that we wish for. I wish for daily bread and I want it
too. When young, I wished for many pre y girls to succumb to my charms but I did not really want for
that, and usually they neither wished for me nor wanted for me. In common American speech, “want”
has replaced “wish” and people do not say “want for” but simply “want”. “I am really hungry and I want
a big fat juicy burger”. I don’t make a fuss over “wish” and “want” but you should know them in case
you read old poli cal or moral philosophy.
# Human Nature and Human Society
Theories of human nature and theories of society go together. Any analysis of human ins tu ons needs
a theory of human nature to go along with it or the analysis is prone to abuse and won’t last. Any social
analysis implies a view of human nature whether the analyst knows or not. Likewise, any view of human
nature aﬀects how we see society. If we think society is all about jus ce then we think of people as able
and willing to seek jus ce. If we think society is all about preserving humanity and spreading it through
the galaxy, then we think of people accordingly. If we think all people are altruis c angels when given a
chance, we see society one way. If we think power corrupts and all people with power are thoroughly
selfish pigs, we see society another way.
There is a generic human nature, something that shows up to some extent in all socie es and cultures,
and something that we need to take account of even when we explain details of par cular socie es and
cultures. Likely generic human nature evolved. Some theorists think there is no human nature apart
from par cular socie es and cultures but I disagree. Even if there is an evolved general human nature,
you s ll have to stress par cular situa ons to do good social analysis. Par cular socie es, cultures,
ins tu ons, and history all ma er, and o en ma er more than general evolved human nature.

I gave my relevant theory of human nature in other work. If you can get rid of your poli cal biases, and
can think of people as a mixture of good and bad, with good prevailing when possible, but with people a
li le too opportunis c to sustain general good, then that is about right for this essay.
People who wish to see society in a par cular way o en use a tacit theory of human nature for support
but don’t make the theory explicit because they know other people will disagree with their view of
human nature and so reject their theory of society. If you believe religion is the glue that holds society
together, or should be, you have to think religion is important to people, more so than wealth, family, or
success. If you think lust for wealth and power hold society together, then you have another view of
people and society. But if you say either view explicitly, few people go along. In reading poli cal ideas
and commentary, watch for implied theories of human nature.
When the theory of human nature is not made explicit, and‐or when it is not full enough, then par cular
kinds of mistakes come up. Here is not the place to go into this topic separately. Liberals, Democrats,
Conserva ves, and Republicans all make their own typical mistakes because they do not oﬀer a full and
explicit theory of human nature. I describe some of the mistakes below. L, D, C, and R don’t state their
full theories of human nature because then their agendas would be revealed, or their hypocrisy would
be revealed, and their programs largely rejected.
In using a hidden theory of human nature, L, D, C, and R, o en fall back on their version of what social
scien sts call a “folk model”. A “folk model” is what people in a par cular culture and society tacitly
think about a certain subject. In the American folk model of physics: “what goes up must come down”,
bigger objects fall faster, rocks don’t float, even when one object goes behind the other object the first
object s ll exists, and there is a qualita ve diﬀerence between living things and not‐living things. There
are folk models of life, marriage, family, society, and religion. Folk models do coincide with scien fic
models fairly well but never perfectly. Some aspects of folk models are factually wrong. Usually the
gaps are not important except when science says one thing but people will not believe it because they
don’t want to believe it, such as with global climate change. Folk models are not necessarily consistent
within themselves or with folk models about other fields. The American folk model of biology is not
consistent with the model of physics because we like to think animals have free will, trees talk, people
can soar through the air by using will alone, in magic, and in innate diﬀerence between white (green)
witches and black witches. We like to believe that life leads to super people and that these super
people are good.
When L, D, C, and R use a tacit theory of human nature, they borrow from the folk model but they don’t
borrow all of it. They borrow from the folk model partly because that is what they inherited as a base by
growing up here. They also borrow because people feel comfortable when they recognize mo fs from
the folk model, and L, D, C, and R wish people to feel comfortable so people will accept the L, D, C, or R
selec on, analysis, and agenda. L, D, C, and R do not use all of a folk model. They use what helps their
case and hurts opponents. They reject or overlook the rest. This kind of argument is common all over
the world in lots of arenas. Your children, spouse, friends, colleagues, and boss do it to you all the me.

You do it to them. L, D, C, and R borrow in ways that are typical of their stance but I cannot go into that
topic in much detail. I simply point out cases when I need to.
Most poli cal analysts and commentators have an agenda. NPR and all the cable news channels have an
agenda. The best analysts try not to think in terms of “us versus them” but they are rare. In America
and in most of Europe, there are two poli cal par es and two large blocks in each country. The par es
oppose each other. It is part of evolved general human nature to think in terms of “us versus them”, not
always, but o en enough. So, “us versus them” is more common than good impar al analysis. Almost
always, simplis c “us versus them” is wrong. When people think in terms of “us versus them” they tend
to have two ideas of human nature and society, one idea that applies to us and one idea that applies to
them. In both cases, ideas of human nature and society are hidden, so you have to watch. “(A) Almost
always, we are moral, reasonable, know what is realis c, s ll have good ideals, know what is best for
everybody, know how to get people to act up to their best, we can get people to go along and help the
whole if only we have power, and we can make good ins tu ons. (B) They are immoral, stupid, never
reasonable, do not have a realis c view of human nature or society, have crazy ideals or no ideals at all,
make people act badly through their policies, make bad ins tu ons, and erode the goodness of the
whole through the bad ins tu ons they make and the bad people that come out of bad ins tu ons.” Of
course, neither view is correct. The problem is that it is hard to figure out what is true in this climate. It
is easier to become a par san.
Westerners like a dichotomy between Reason versus Emo on (Passion). The dichotomy is overall false
and misleading but it persists because it is partly true and it is useful for arguing. Some mes you will
wish to think Liberals and Democrats are Reasonable while Conserva ves and Republicans are driven by
bad irra onal passions such as greed, xenophobia, and irra onal religious commitment – or vice versa.
Resist the tempta on. Humans need goals, reasons, and passions. Try to see when you are slipping into
a bad dichotomy and then stop. Try to see the goals, ra onality, and passion behind both Liberals and
Conserva ves.

PART 6: ORIGINAL LIBERALS
History 0: Western Society Before, During, and A er some Big Changes
Did it start out like this? What happened? How did it all get like this?
Idealized European society before about 1750: a big group of peasants ed to the land, many towns, a
few ci es, nobility with control over the land and with rights to a big por on of the crops of peasants,
cra s people, merchants, king, the Church which was both a spiritual a worldly power, and remaining
forests and wild lands. Europe was not the same all over. In some places this system hurt the mass of
people and hindered later development. In some places this system protected most people including
peasants. It did not s mulate socio‐economic mobility for talented people but it did support some
change later. I cannot here describe which places were what. It can help to think of England as basically
a good place where the social classes helped each other and to think of France, Spain, and Russia as bad
places where upper classes oppressed lower classes and inhibited development. You can see this good
version of England and (by insinua on) bad version of France in movies about Robin Hood and in the
movie “Ivanhoe” from the novel by Walter Sco . The movies “Monty Python and the Holy Grail” and “A
Knight’s Tale” oﬀer a darker picture of England and Europe. Chaucer’s poems oﬀer a fair picture of
people who were well‐oﬀ enough to travel and of the society that supported them. The “Musketeer”
movies oﬀer a picture of France that gets across the classes. The books are be er. It helps neither to
roman cize nor descry European agrarian class society.
Europe began to develop economically and intellectually well before the Renaissance (1500s). Western
Europe “took oﬀ” economically about 1700. The changes created a new middle class and upper middle
class based on commerce and services, and changes gave new status to cra s people, ar sts (Vivaldi,
Bach, Rembrandt), and to non‐aristocrat leaders. At first, the changes caused more harm than good for
common people even if the changes helped merchants and aristocrats. The changes polluted the land
and water, made ci es into cesspools, increased crime, dispossessed people from ancestral land, turned
farmers into short‐lived grubby mine rats, caused strife between capitalists and aristocrats, and reduced
life expectancy so that ci es had a higher death rate than birth rate. Eventually, a er about 1840 in
Europe, the common people had more food, wealth, health, and security. Life got overall be er and has
stayed be er. The changes sanc oned upward mobility for people with talent such as Michael Faraday.
Some aristocracy guided change and even promoted good change by inves ng in ventures, educa on,
and art. Charles Dickens is biased against commerce but he is accurate enough for the period before
things got be er for the common people. The Bronte sisters get across lingering class society, how the
changes aﬀected class society in their me, and coming improvement.
The American Revolu on in 1776 was an extension of changes in Europe. The French Revolu on came
in 1789. The American Revolu on ended well but the French Revolu on ended badly. Europeans of all

social levels, who knew some real facts about the revolu ons, were cau ously intrigued by America yet
horrified by France.
The American Revolu on and what followed was not typical of other socio‐poli cal revolu ons and the
rapid changes that come a er them. The American Revolu on was more orderly and beneficial. It was
more of a revolt than a revolu on in that the basic order of society was fairly egalitarian to begin with,
the basic order did not change much, the group in power before the Revolu on (English aristocracy and
merchants) was replaced by a similar group of elected oﬃcials and powerful merchants, there was li le
violence by subgroups against each other, and li le property was confiscated or lost.
The French Revolu on was more typical. The novella “Animal Farm” uses Russia as a model but it
applies to France; see the animated version from about 1960. Much blood was shed. Aristocrats were
murdered. Whatever guidance they had given was gone. Aristocra c property was confiscated. Social
groups fought. Groups accused other groups of being for the old order and against the new order not
because other groups had done anything wrong but as ways to avenge grudges, hurt other groups, take
their property, and get ahead. The property of merchants and the middle class was taken. Even non‐
aristocra c local poli cians were killed because they had once worked with the aristocracy, even if they
had once worked to benefit the common people. Scien sts of all poli cs were murdered as eli sts.
Economic chaos ensued. Poli cally adept people arose to take as much power as the aristocracy ever
had. They murdered and purged to consolidate their power and‐or to take revenge. This is the chaos
that Emperor Darth Sidious, and Adolph Hitler, created so as to take power. A glimpse of this small hell
is in Dickens’ “Tale of Two Ci es”. Genera ons passed before calm and some sor ng out. Then France
got Napoleon, and then later France got the monarchy back.
To the English, the French Revolu on was a worse case of what had happened in England in the 1600s
with the Civil War and Oliver Cromwell; listen to the song “Oliver’s Army” by Elvis Costello. English
“Roundheads” murdered the king and some aristocracy, caused chaos, and began their type of religious
repression in the name of religious freedom. Subgroups in England accused each other of bad acts and
bad faith, so as to hurt the group accused, whether the accusa ons were true or false, and to gain from
hur ng the accused group. Subgroups fought. The Roundheads seized the land of the aristocrats and
the Churches. A er the figh ng, the English had to restore the monarchy. Then the roundheads went
to America to begin their version of godly society wherever they could. The English already had tasted
French‐style chaos and they knew that this chaos was much worse than the modest inequality and lack
of socioeconomic mobility that England had in 1789. Revolu on is not worth the chaos unless condi ons
are horribly bad already.
From the late 1700s to now, people who have feared change have blamed Liberals for all bad ideas that
lead to social unrest, for bad revolu ons such as the French Revolu on, and for the deteriora on of life
in general. Republicans now s ll blame all social unrest and distress on Liberal ideas and programs. Yet
Roundheads were not Liberals. Rather than blame ideas that you don’t know, and blame the people
who espouse them, it is be er to look into the ideas and then judge their value. See where your ideas
are not as good as they should be or are outright bad (the big chunk of wood in your own eye). Promote

useful ideas to the extent that they are s ll useful and don’t push any ideas too far. “Only a Sith deals in
absolutes” (itself an absolute).
All ideas have people who misuse them; the New Testament and the ideas of Jesus are misused. Don’t
blame Liberal ideas and Liberals for all misuse of ideas. Look to good versions of Liberal ideas as oﬀered
by sane reasonable people. Then understand how their ideas are misused by people who have agendas.
The same is true of Conserva ve ideas and Conserva ve people.
If you want a good dose of reality and want to know what Liberals and other good people feared, read
Machiavelli’s work, including the famous “The Prince”, and read Charles Dickens’ “A Tale of Two Ci es”.
Liberalism began even before the Renaissance but you can start in the 1600s with John Locke and
Thomas Hobbes, who contributed to both Liberal and Conserva ve ideas. The papers of the American
Revolu on, including the Declara on of Independence, the Cons tu on, and the (supposedly righ st)
Federalist Papers, are textbooks on Liberalism. By 1776, the Liberal ideas given in this essay were well
known. Many anthologies on Liberals and Conserva ves have been done; search the Internet.
Make Sense.
Originally Liberalism was about pu ng Reason over non‐Reason, in par cular over mere custom and
mere supers on, even more par cularly over bad custom and bad supers on. Liberals wanted
society and its ins tu ons to make sense. Liberals wanted society and its ins tu ons to make sense in
terms of desires, morality, and prac cality. Original Liberals wanted to balance ends and means. They
wanted to balance prac cality and morality. In their way, original Conserva ves did too. This big view,
and the drive to balance, is what America lost from both sides in the 1970s, with horrible results.
Anyone who has ever seen a bad economic, poli cal, or religious outcome, and imagined what to do
be er, based not on par sanship but on reasoning including facts, is a Liberal in this way. When you see
the waste caused by terrorism, and know that money both causing terrorism and defending against it
could be be er spent if only terrorists would stop being stupid, then you are a Liberal in this sense. If
you have seen the state spend money in one way when you knew the money could be be er spent in
another, such as when the state fixes the street only to tear it up again a month later, then you are a
Liberal in this sense. In this sense, almost everybody is a Liberal some mes. If you have ever seen a
church use money on a big building, beau ful garments for clergy, or a big car for the minister, when the
money could have been spent educa ng the poor, you are a Liberal. When you see people spending
money to go long distances to venerate the bones of a saint, when they could educate their children,
you are a Liberal. If you see the poor spend money on booze and bad fast food instead of educa on,
and see the ghe o do ed with small stores to enable bad habits and to exploit the poor, you are a
Liberal. If you see that old programs such as welfare, Aﬃrma ve Ac on, and vast sums on the military‐
industrial‐complex, are not cost eﬀec ve, not mee ng their goals, lead to moral irresponsibility, and we
would be be er oﬀ with something else, you are a Liberal. When you say “but that doesn’t make sense,
here’s what does”, then usually you are not just a cri c but a Liberal.

Liberals could see that some old social conven ons, such as that only the children of the aristocracy get
a good educa on, did not make sense and should change. Liberals could see that merchants, ar sans,
or even farmers could know be er how to run a government, and Liberals wished to change governing
so that the best qualified governed. Liberals knew that government should be fair to make sense.
Liberals wanted to think through many conven ons, beliefs, prac ces, customs, and etc. of society and
religion to make them fairer, more eﬀec ve, and responsive.
This Liberal approach was like what Socrates did when he wanted Athenian beliefs and ins tu ons to
make sense and what Plato did when he carried on Socrates’ quest to make sense. People don’t usually
think of Socrates and Plato as Liberal; Plato’s thought led to authoritarian ins tu ons. S ll, in seeking to
make Athens make sense, and in their willingness to get rid of tradi onal ideas that did not make sense,
they were both Liberals.
“Liberal” is the same root as “liberty” and same sense as “freedom” or “free person”. A “Liberal” was a
person who was as free as humanly possible of non‐ra onal thinking and mere tradi on. A Liberal was
free to use his‐her own mind to think through individual roles, individual lives, social rela ons, poli cal
rela ons and ins tu ons, government programs, and religion, to come up with be er pa erns, pa erns
that be er served values, principles, individuals, and society. A Liberal was free to consort with similar
individuals to come up with be er solu ons and try to put them into place. A Liberal opposed a empts
to muzzle free thought, free speech, and free responsible ac on. A Liberal opposed a empts to stop
people from gathering to think of be er ways and to implement them. If you do not have a free mind in
this sense then you cannot be a Liberal, and, if you do have a free mind in this sense, you are a Liberal.
Ben Franklin and George Washington were Liberals. In fact, they were Deists. Get used to it.
Reason Is Enough or Not Enough (1).
Original Liberals believed Reason is enough to tell us what makes most sense and what leads to the best
(most good). This is the best humans can do, and this is good enough. It will work. This view does not
necessarily rule out God or some mes ge ng help from God. I mostly agree.
This belief that Reason will work, Reason is suﬃcient, and only Reason can lead to the most good (best
ends), cannot be found in Reason alone. Guarantee that Reason alone will lead to the best conclusion
cannot be found in Reason alone. Reason cannot jus fy itself. The belief in Reason is not arrived at by
Reason and is not itself a reason. The belief in Reason is merely a belief. Likewise, the desire to make
sense cannot be found in making sense alone. The belief that working to make sense really will lead to
making sense and to the best outcome cannot be found in the idea of making sense. Belief in Reason as
the best way to make sense to find good is merely a belief. It is not Reason. All this quibbling sounds
like gobbledygook but it actually makes some diﬀerences.
This situa on does not bother me but does bother some people. I cannot take the space here to explain
why I am alright with this situa on or why other people are unhappy. Original Liberals understood this

problem and simply worked around it, as I do. You should look at yourself to decide what you think and
how you feel.
It helps to think of Reason not as the ul mate value but as a tool. To use a tool correctly, you need an
end in mind, and you have to be sure this tool is the tool best suited to the end. If you want to repair a
bicycle, usually an awl and a corkscrew are of li le use; you need pliers, hammer, and screwdriver.
To make sense of Reason using only our limited human intellects, we need a prior set of principles by
which to use the Reason as a tool and to use it as the best tool for making social life make sense, such
principles as fairness, truth, goodness, order, jus ce, power, mercy, and freedom. Spock alone is not
enough; we need Kirk and McCoy as well.
As we cannot use Reason to jus fy Reason, we cannot get our principles from Reason alone. We can
use Reason to argue about principles, especially about par cular principles in par cular cases. We can
use Reason to arbitrate among principles. But we cannot use Reason to make principles. Likewise, we
cannot get our principles from experience directly or from experience alone. Principles come prior to
Reason and prior to experience. I do not here say where we get them. If you have the temper for a long
trying task, it is fun to see if you can use Reason or experience to generate principles without already
first having principles. This has been a favorite pas me of philosophers and theologians for millennia.
With the correct principles (values), and correct reason, it is possible to Reason usefully. It is possible to
make more sense and to make society make more sense. It is not possible to reason as accurately or to
succeed as well in any other way.
Thinkers diﬀered on what the principles should be and what they are. They diﬀered on how principles
should relate to each other, and do relate to each other, as, for example, which principle should take
precedence in what situa on. Should fairness or mercy ever supersede jus ce? For a list of candidates
for “first principle”, and a longer list of other possible principles, see the next sec on below.
It makes a diﬀerence which principles you use and how you arrange them. “Make sense” diﬀers greatly
if you use power or good as a basic principle.
Liberals saw they could go oﬀ track if they weren’t careful about the framework within which to make
sense. Using examples of previous thinkers who had gone oﬀ track, and of people who had done a good
job, Liberals came up with a general procedure. The procedure is not logically water ght or completely
proof against error, it requires ongoing discussion and re‐thinking, and it requires interac on with other
people, but usually it works. The various religions also think this procedure requires the unques oned
basic principles of each par cular religion, but that is a debatable ques on that I avoid here. Refer to
past thinkers and their thought. Use common sense. Use what you know of human nature and society.
Take the advice of people who have more experience than you and‐or are smarter. Consult tradi on.
Consult old ins tu ons such as Churches and religions. Make a set of principles. Let people argue about
them. Measure your principles against experience, yours and others, hopefully without doing much

harm. Revise as needed. Repeat as needed. Ideally, this is what courts of law, legislatures, councils of
Churches, and kibitzing neighbors, all do.
This procedure mixes having a prior set of principles with ge ng principles from experience and with
modifying principles from experience. It tries to keep the best features of both before experience and
a er experience. I don’t explain how we do that and I don’t explain the reserva ons of some thinkers.
This procedure is what the adept successful Liberals of the American Revolu on did, even the Liberals
who tended toward one or a few somewhat unusual principles as their main principle such as absolute
poli cal freedom or economic order. It worked.
France, Russia, and China, among others, got into trouble because their thinkers did not follow this way
and their thinkers tended to fix on one‐or‐a‐few glamorous ideas that did not work in real life and that
led people into trouble. See below. Good Liberals try hard not to make the same mistake. Some
Conserva ves, and some Republicans, accuse Liberals of always making this same mistake. You will see
the accusa on in what Republicans say about Democrats, even if Republicans don’t know they echo the
accusa on, as when Democrats are “bleeding hearts”, wish to “soak (fleece) the rich”, and “demand
rights but neglect responsibili es”.
Liberals don’t have to make this mistake and good Liberals don’t. As humans, they s ll make mistakes. I
focus on Liberals who mostly follow this procedure but do make some mistakes, partly because they get
locked into principles such as absolute ethnic parity and partly because they are human and succumb to
appeals such as to help all adults as if the adults were children.
Conserva ves and Republicans use a similar procedure and make similar mistakes. They are as prone to
mistakes as Liberals. For example, they say “a rising de floats all boats”, more wealth automa cally
solves all problems without the need to think or to use principles such as fairness, when, in fact, as we
have seen o en, this quip is clearly false. If you understand the situa on from examples about Liberals,
you should be able to figure out Conserva ves and Republicans for yourself.
Reason is Enough or Not Enough (2).
Only with a prior belief in Reason, and only by using Reason in the context of human communica on,
only by following the procedure outlined above, can we have democracy. Without belief that Reason
can guide us well enough, we cannot have democracy. The fact that this belief in Reason‐as‐a‐trusty‐
guide arose at the same me democracy arose is not a coincidence. I do not guess which caused which
or if both were caused by something else such as the rise of capitalism or rise of science and technology.
If you do not accept that human Reason, as conducted above, o en can be enough, then you cannot
accept democracy. You have to reject democracy.
I stress that not accep ng human Reason as enough requires a person to reject democracy because
Conserva ves explicitly rejected that human Reason is enough. Conserva ves did not reject trying to

make sense, trying to make society make sense, reasoning, or reasoning in groups, but they did not
think such procedures necessarily led to the greatest good. Humans need more than faith in Reason to
find the greatest good. Original Conserva ves usually did not explicitly reject all democracy, for reasons
I don’t go into here, but they did insist on placing democracy in contexts that were just as important in
reaching the greatest good and making the most sense. The contexts contained the basic principles of
Conserva ves and promoted the use of Reason in accord with those basic principles.
Conserva ves used two major contexts, o en blended together, and o en fused as one. I men on the
contexts here and describe them in more detail in the part of this essay on original Conserva ves.
First, original Conserva ves used social history, conven ons, ins tu ons, and order. These must guide
reasoning or the human mind will stray into the harmful wilderness. The two most important social
forces are the Church and aristocracy. The American Senate is heir to this view. Original Conserva ves
did not see modern legislatures such as Congress as being as important as old ins tu ons. They did not
see democracy as important in the same way that they saw old ins tu ons.
Second, original Conserva ves trusted God to provide the correct principles (values) and provide proper
social context to guide humans. Also, original Conserva ves trusted God to intervene directly in human
delibera ons, if needed, to guide us to the best solu on. Some original Conserva ves might have seen
the rise of limited‐and‐only‐limited‐democracy in this way, as direct interven on by God to guide us to
the best, but I wish not to go into this topic here. We use Reason to see and accept what God has urged
us toward.
Jewish, Chris an, Muslim, Buddhist, and Hindu churches (religious bodies) take the same stance when
they trust in their councils to come to the best conclusion and trust the Holy Spirit (or Allah directly, an
angel, the Dharma, or an avatar) to guide humans to the best understanding and best conclusion. Jews,
Chris ans, and Muslims claim their holy books were wri en this way. I recall as a child in the Greek
Orthodox Church learning of the great honor given to general councils of the Church, especially ones
that set important dogma such as the Creeds. They were the hand of the Holy Spirit made obvious.
Confucians are similar but would say that living in accord with Heaven is the best guidance. The view
with Buddhists and Hindus is fuzzier because some believe the Dharma guided their religious leaders
directly while some would not make such a claim, and I am not sure of orthodoxy. I omit comment on
Taoism.
Modern Conserva ves echo claims of original Conserva ves when they say they get their values from
God; God guides them as individuals, groups, churches, communi es, and legislatures; their way must
find the most good; and any other way must come up so far short as to fail.
Modern Conserva ves also echo the above view of the Church, and the role of tradi on in the Church,
when they insist that they are correct because they are guided by God. Modern Chris an Conserva ves
usually do not know they echo the Chris an Church and its tradi ons, or they repress knowing because

they link this view to the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches. They accept the view but
reject where it came from.
Of course, diﬀerent groups of modern Conserva ves come to diﬀerent conclusions, and this conflict
casts doubt on the claim that social ins tu ons and‐or God eventually necessarily lead to the one‐and‐
only greatest good. Diﬀerent groups of Conserva ves hold diﬀerent basic values or interpret the same
basic values in diﬀerent ways, naturally leading to diﬀerent supposedly God‐given conclusions. Modern
Conserva ves and modern Republicans only dimly understand the claim of original Conserva ves. They
o en abuse it by simply declaring their values are correct, God is on their par cular side “for sure”, and
He will punish all their evil opponents sooner or later.
People other than original Conserva ves saw that the Liberal method required a belief in Reason that
could not be founded in Reason alone. More is needed than merely Reason, and this more makes the
context within which Reason operates. So, some people found other basic bigger principles, principles
that diﬀered from Chris an Conserva ves of the early 1800s. In systems with other principles, Reason
could s ll play a large role but it could not play the same part as it did in the thinking and conversa ons
of original Liberals. Reason had to reside beneath another principle; Reason had to serve only as the
tool of another principle even if Reason was the greatest instrument. Buddhism and Hinduism also see
Reason this way. Systems founded on other basic principles could not support democracy in the same
way as Liberalism does.
One of the most common alterna ves is glorified Passion or Emo on: “trust your heart”, “the heart has
reasons that Reason cannot know”, and “the heart wants what the heart wants”. We see echoes of this
view in “The Force” and in every Rom Com. We see that George Lucas and his successors recognized
that trus ng emo on alone to be the final arbiter was dangerous because it led to bad Sith (apparently
not all Sith were bad). More alterna ves: Progress, Evolu on, Society, the Race (ethnicity), Culture,
Family, Transcendence, Freedom, Self Realiza on, the Journey of Great Discovery, the Self, the Spirit,
Bliss, the Great Journey of the Spirit, the Game, the Self as the Spirit as revealed in the Great Journey of
Discovery, Selfishness, Greed, the Market, Free Enterprise, Business, Power, Art, Grace, Beauty, the
People, Great Leaders, the State, the modern mistaken idea of Conserva ve, and Communism.
The Roman c Movement fuses many of these alterna ves. It relies on the idea of the Spirit, the Journey
of the Spirit, and the Self as expression of the Spirit. It might be the strongest belief system worldwide
now. I wrote about Roman cism elsewhere so I ignore it in this essay.
Another alterna ve is populist democracy, especially of the kind that we saw a er President Reagan in
the United States and even more especially with the rise of Donald Trump. The People represent the
Spirit, and the People are always correct through their Great Leaders. Democracy is only a vehicle for
the expression of the People and their Great Leaders.
In the 1970s through 2000s in academia, in a roundabout way through the idea of culture, some people
used the idea that Reason cannot jus fy itself and is a mere belief to say that science cannot jus fy itself

and is a mere belief. So we need not follow science, and we should do what the clever academics tell us
to do. This view is quite wrong and quite harmful. It is an ugly caricature of though ul analysis from
religion that seeks a founda on for deep moral and religious principles and for all the rela ons between
good religion and science. It is an ironic way in which the extreme Le and extreme Right (Crea onists)
overlap through denying science. Science is as correct as mere humans can get. We cannot make sense
be er than with science and Reason. Science is one of the best ways in which we mix principles,
Reason, experience, and making sense. It would take too long here to go into why science works so well
and why it cannot be dismissed. Science does not, and does not aim to, tell us about morality or religion
but only about the world in which we have to exercise morality and religion. Science does a really good
job of its task. This wrong self‐serving faddish hur ul an ‐scien fic view is an example of why I went
through in detail the ideas of making sense and using Reason.
I believe in the ability of Reason. I know the limita ons and I also know how to get around in the empty
space. These days, my belief in Reason and science makes me a Conserva ve in the sense that I look to
thinkers of the past, original Liberals, for guidance but my belief does not make me a Conserva ve in the
sense of original Conserva ves or of present day Republicans who wrongly call themselves Conserva ve.
Mass populist democracy as in America now is not what original Liberals wished for, and it is not a good
way to use Reason to make sense and to arrive at the most good. I wish God did guide America and the
other groups that I hold dear but I know that usually he does not. Mostly, we are on our own, and I
think that is what God wants now.
I commented on Conserva ves here because the topic came up naturally. The topic comes up naturally
again in parts of the essay on Conserva ves but I do not repeat the points then. Please remember the
points here for use later.
Keeping Ourselves Merely Human
A good original Liberal did not put his‐her own par cular mind, or his‐her decisions made by talking with
other people, above every other mind including the mind of God. A good Liberal knew other people
thought too, o en thought more adeptly than him‐herself; and a good Liberal accepted the conclusions
of other people when their conclusions made be er sense. A good Liberal accepted the conclusions of
another group of thinkers when that group made more sense than did his‐her own ideas and the ideas
of his‐her own group. A good Liberal knew that he‐she did not know everything and was not an expert
on all. A good Liberal knew that good thinking of the past lay behind ins tu ons such as Churches and
behind customs such as the limited authority of the King. So he‐she was happy to look at the ideas in
Churches, customs, and ins tu ons to see where their preserved thought surpassed his‐her own. A
Liberal sought the sound thinking of other good thinkers and the sound thinking of books and tradi on.
Only when the ideas of other people and when tradi ons obviously made less sense than his‐her own
thinking, caused obvious harm, were grossly unfair, and‐or other people tried to force him to act as they
wished, did a Liberal insist on his‐her own thought.

In Chris an myth, Hell is to be forever separated from God and from other Godly people, isolated, alone,
depending on yourself alone, believing you are always right, you are the standard for all thinking, you
are suﬃcient unto yourself, you don’t need anyone, and everyone should follow you – as Tom Riddle
(Voldemort) acted and as Harry Po er and Neville Longbo om told Tom Riddle about how he acted.
C.S. Lewis described this myth in “The Great Divorce”. In contrast, the good guys know how much they
need each other and they take joy in friendship and help. The Chris an myth is true enough. Liberals
knew of this trap of holding yourself alone and above, of worshipping your own mind, and knew of the
bad result. Good Liberals avoided the trap. Leaders of the American Revolu on consulted friends,
colleagues, and rivals. Even superior minds such as Jeﬀerson, Franklin, Madison, and Hamilton did so.
Later, Abraham Lincoln did so.
Sadly, not all Liberals are good Liberals in this sense. Too many people, including many Conserva ves,
put their schemes above the ideas of all others and above the good ideas that have come down to us
through books and ins tu ons. They worship their own mind, own self, their church, their party, the
doctrines of their party, and some ideology. Too o en, when this happens, not only do the people who
would put themselves above fall down into a personal hell but they drag us down with them, as did Tom
Riddle, Voldemort, a staunch Righ st pseudo‐Conserva ve.
Par san “us versus them” “tribal” poli cs has dominated the United States since about 1970, especially
since Reagan in the 1980s, and more especially since Republican backlash against Obama and the rise of
Trump. Both sides, but especially Conserva ves, commit this sin of pride and of worshipping yourself
and your own mind. The sin of “us versus them” is self worship in disguise and is much greater than any
sin of which Conserva ves accuse Liberals. It is greater than supposed sins of tolera ng homosexuality
and abor on and of coddling ethnic groups. America as a whole pays the price for this sin.
At bo om, everyone has to decide for him‐herself what is right and wrong, or decide which Church to
accept as the authority on right and wrong. “Churches” include poli cal par es, intellectual schools, and
even gangs. So, ul mately, you do have to be your own authority to a big extent. That is a big part of
what it means to choose and to accept responsibility. This required choice makes it hard not to hold
yourself above and alone. Pause to think how you can be your own authority in this one way yet not fall
into the trap of worshipping your own self and mind, and not drag others down. How can you join an
“us” without falling into the trap of worshipping the self that is the group and worshipping yourself in
disguise in that group? We do have examples of a few people who were right when others were wrong
yet did not fall into the trap, and, in the end, helped much more than harmed. O en we see religious
heroes in this way. You may use them as examples without saying that you rival them in quality. Nearly
all of them deliberately, and I think genuinely, subordinated themselves before greater authority, and
asked for help. That is a good start.
Conserva ves say Liberals always fall into this trap, always make more bad crazy ideas than good useful
ideas, always go for bad crazy ideas instead of good useful ideas even when both are available, always
create social chaos, and always drag others down with them. Pause to think if this charge is true. Is
chaos more likely when people try to think things out and to make things make sense, when people rely

only on past authority, or when people “let things slide”? Use the Supreme Court and use poli cal
correctness of both Le and Right as case studies. How do you think things through and make sense
without falling into this trap, even if you are a Conserva ve?
Conserva ves say Liberals might have good inten ons but, when you push any idea too hard, the real
prac ce is a bad perversion or the bad reflec on of what you intended. “The road to Hell is paved with
good inten ons”. In bad revolu ons, striving for equality led to huge gaps in power. Taking wealth and
redistribu ng it led eventually to great diﬀerences in wealth and to more poverty. Imposing fairness
leads to unfairness. Striving for freedom of personal expression leads to “poli cal correctness”. Striving
for sexual libera on leads to date rape and sexual malfunc on. This reversal is true not only of Liberal
ideas but of Conserva ve ideas too. Promo ng some inequality of wealth to get investment, economic
growth, and overall improvement, in fact leads to: great diﬀerence in wealth, a big mass of poor people
who are all the same, despera on, and stagna on for the whole country. Imposing one religion such as
Chris anity leads to violent tyranny in the name of peace and love.
Why, when pushed, do ideas backfire and lead to not‐that, perverse that, or the opposite of that? How
can we implement ideas and live in ins tu ons to the best extent but not much more? How do we seek
counterbalancing ideas without falling into the same trap from the other direc on? Neither Liberals nor
Conserva ves have good answers. I don’t expect any from poli cians, TV preachers, TV news analysts,
Right Wing pundits, or most (otherwise good willed) academics, so it’s up to you and your friends.
Missing Examples.
Originally in a sec on below I gave examples of how good ideas go bad but the exercise took too much
space so I moved it to another essay. Again, “Animal Farm” and “1984” explain “new speak” quite well.
Remember that Republicans do the same thing in their ways. Here is a sample with no comments:
From “Animal Farm”: “All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others.”
The ideas of Poli cal Correctness (PC) can be wonderful but the prac ce is horrible. It is new moralis c
harrying, a way to get power in disguise, especially on college and university campuses.
“Rights”, including Civil Rights and the rights of women and LGBTQ people, began as a defense of the
downtrodden but led not only to shirking responsibili es but to not even feeling responsibili es.
Social Jus ce began as a correc on to bad laws and obvious discrimina on but became a way to a ack
any person or group with any power or wealth slightly above average.
Social Jus ce began as a way to help other groups that could not help themselves enough but became a
way to feel jus fied and good about yourself by crusading, like an ‐abor on.

Being cri cal, analy cal, and speaking the truth (“the truth shall set you free”) turned into finding fault
with other people, even when fault might not have been the most important fact in the case, so as to
make yourself feel jus fied and good, a way of crusading by finding fault. If you can’t figure out what
good to do, and you can’t find a solu on, or the solu on requires you to be cri cal of your group and to
work hard, then you can always forget all that and simply find fault with your supposed oppressors. PC
is a good set of guidelines for this prac ce.
“Egalite” (equality) originally aimed to reduce unfair and harmful diﬀerences such as diﬀerences from
inheri ng great wealth and power but became like PC. It was the historical predecessor to modern PC
and the modern misuse of Social Jus ce.
“Egalite” became, “Take it all away from them and give it all to us. We might share among ourselves so
as to be somewhat equal among ourselves, although likely not, but they will have nothing. That serves
them right”.
Fairness turned into saying “but that’s not fair” so as to ignore reality and the vicissitudes of life to make
sure you always get the long end of the s ck, and make sure all unfairness goes to the other person and
never to yourself.
Free Speech became “free speech for me but never for thee” as when anybody who is not a strong Le y
is shouted down, especially on college and university campuses.
Equal Opportunity became forced over‐compensa on forever and forced equal outcome forever.
“Each person has to seek and find the truth for him‐herself” became “I alone know truth and I know the
full truth. I alone am always correct. I never need counsel. You are o en confused. You have to listen
to me and follow me or we will both meet with disaster”.
“Each person has to seek and find the truth for him‐herself” became “My group, we, are always right
and your group, you, are always wrong.”
“No man is an island” and “you cannot find the truth by yourself” became “the group is always correct
and, when you as an individual go against the group, you are always wrong. Do what the group says.
Learn to think properly, to think as the group says to think. Learn what is really right and wrong. Learn
how we are right and they are wrong. Because we understand these truths in our hearts, we are the
best speakers for the group, so you should listen to us.”
“Your ancestors did my group a wrong, we should recognize and accept that fact, we should understand
what happened, so we can never do it again, and so we can work together” became “your people did us
wrong, your people s ll do us wrong, it seems to us that you can never stop doing us wrong, and, even if
you could stop you can never make up for what you already have done, so your group must make up for

then and now, now and for always, by giving to us.” Of course, o en both groups have wronged the
other at some me.
“Truth and Jus ce before Order” became “There is always more truth in chaos than in order. Nice order
is always false and misleading. I am the agent of truthful disorder. I can do what I wish, when I wish,
and take what I want, because that is really only truth, jus ce, and the right order asser ng themselves
through me. When I am done being the agent of truth, jus ce, chaos, and the right order, then we will
have correct peace and order in the Galaxy, and it will last a long me.”
In the next four paragraphs, I do not ask you to become a psychologist or a crime inves gator. I do not
ask you to get far into the head of a criminal. I ask you to think of ideas from Le and Right that help set
up the mindset of a criminal but that do not necessarily make up the whole mind set of a criminal. What
ideas might have originated with Liberals‐Democrats or Conserva ve‐Republicans that helped a person
to think wrongly and to act wrongly?
Beginning about in 2015, through social media and then through mainstream media, we got stories and
images of police violence toward Blacks. The clips s rred up resentment by Blacks against Whites,
authority, and the police. The clips brought up bad memories of blame toward Blacks, higher convic on
rates of Blacks, longer sentences, Blacks as constant scapegoats, “search and frisk” applied too o en and
without good reason, and the assump on that a young Black person is always guilty unless proven
innocent. Shortly a er the clips and the bad feelings, some Black people, mostly men, began to target
police oﬃcers. Some mes Black men simply a acked oﬃcers without provoca on while the oﬃcers
were in their cars or standing. Black men set up ambushes such as by pu ng in a fake call of domes c
violence. What ideas might go into se ng up such an a ack in the mind of an a acker, or ra onalizing
an a ack once the a acker thought seriously about doing it? Where did an a acker get the idea that a
change in society could result from killing individual representa ves of authority? Where did the person
get the idea that local violence against individual people would solve a social problem? Where did he
get the idea that guns solve problems? How was he able to forget that police oﬃcers are people too? It
is easy to see how Republicans can blame bad Democra c ideas for these a acks on police oﬃcers but
ideas that Republicans commonly hold contribute too.
In my opinion: In the large majority of cases, the acts by the police were fully jus fied. These a acks
are detestable beyond my ability to write. They are evidence of profound deliberate misunderstanding
and deliberate bad will. They are evidence of a profound problem within a community. They show how
people can seek short term personal gra fica on through twisted ideology and propaganda instead of
trying to solve problems.
What ideas allow Black people, and sympathe c White people, to focus on violence against Blacks by
Whites and the police, and, at the same me, to overlook Black‐on‐Black violence and the vastly greater
harm it does to Blacks and the Black community? Why not put your energy where it is most needed?

I don’t have to give background for school shoo ngs and other mass murder in America. What ideas
from the Le or Right might have helped a person to think mass murder, of mostly innocent people, is
an acceptable ac on or is a commendable ac on? What ideas might have helped to ra onalize once the
shooter seriously considered ac ng? Why these targets? What makes strong violence decisive? What
makes decisive violence a solu on? To what problem is it a solu on? If it is not a solu on, then it might
be a symbolic statement. What does the symbolic statement say? It is easy to see how a Democrat can
blame Republican ideas but I think ideas commonly held by Democrats contribute too.
Back to Making Sense and to Reasons; Most of the Major Points.
When a person says “make sense”, he‐she wants reasons for what he‐she does and he‐she wants to be
able to explain by using reasons. We want basic principles and we want to use them correctly. When
we want a social ins tu on to make sense, we want the ins tu on to have purposes such as managing a
forest, and want the ins tu on to work eﬃciently to meet its goals. We want criteria to explain what
the ins tu on does to further its mission and want criteria for success and failure. An ins tu on is like a
big ra onal person but it gets its goals not from human nature, God, morality, what is good, or society,
but from par cular people who give it goals such as legislators. When Liberals said “make sense”, they
thought of logic and reasons (ra onal, reasonable), they liked to use logic and reasons, and they wanted
ins tu ons to be logical and reasonable in the same way. They were like Mr. Spock. Their ins tu ons
were like the Enterprise and its missions. Liberals thought they made be er sense, were more logical
and reasonable, than others, especially more so than people who defended religion and the aristocracy
without being able to give good reasons.
Many ins tu ons in the 1700s and early 1800s did not make obvious sense, and their defenders did not
make obvious sense. Many ins tu ons made bad sense in that they acted against their supposed goals
and against the be er interests of the people. They were illogical. The aristocracy and the churches
said they helped the people but, in fact, they took a lot of resources from the people and gave back too
li le. “Taxa on without representa on” was illogical. These days, business firms say they help all the
people but it is clear they do not. Liberals in the 1700s correctly used reason to cast doubt on the claims
of many people and ins tu ons. Liberals took pride in doing so. Some Liberal analyses were wrong, and
some overlooked how people and ins tu ons help, but, on the whole, original Liberals usually made
good points. We s ll follow their logic and make the same points today. We follow the Liberal goal to
make sense and we use the same arguments that original Liberals used. When a Conserva ve says that
Aﬃrma ve Ac on does not make sense in the original way the program was intended or in any clear
way for overall benefit, he‐she really uses a Liberal mode of arguing.
If the original Liberals did make sense some of the me, some exis ng ins tu ons did not measure up,
and Liberals could imagine be er, then the issue becomes “how do we get there from here?” How do
we make local jus ce, na onal legislatures, churches, and the economy be er, not just in our fantasies,
but in the real world? We would like to use the same logic to find how to get there that we used to
figure out sense and not‐sense. Usually that is hard. Some mes it is prac cally impossible to get from
here to there without big damage, more damage than the gain of there. Most revolu ons caused this

big damage. Liberals knew of this problem but never could oﬀer good general solu ons and s ll can’t.
It is one thing to know an ins tu on doesn’t measure up and other things to know how to fix it and how
to fix it without making more problems. Especially it is one thing to know an ins tu on doesn’t measure
up or that the economy has a problem and another thing to use the state to fix the situa on.
Beginning with the French Revolu on, Conserva ves showed that Liberals overlooked much of the good
that old ins tu ons do, and Liberals overlooked the damage that comes of trying to get there from here.
You have to make sense not only in some idealis c do‐gooder mode but in a way that can be applied to
the real world of what exists now and what already has strong social iner a.
Original Liberals took pride in logic. Yet now, Conserva ves say Liberals suﬀer from excess emo on that
swamps their Reasoning and Conserva ves call Liberals “bleeding hearts”. Conserva ves say Liberals
cannot assess costs and benefits, so Liberals are illogical in terms that Liberals originally used. Liberals
oﬀer moral impera ves such as “feed the poor” but they do not oﬀer logically sound ways of mee ng
goals. Conserva ves claim to rely on cost‐benefit and so say they are now more logical than Liberals. In
fact, neither Liberals nor Conserva ves rely on logic nearly as much as they claim to, both rely on low
emo onal appeals to frightened angry voters, and they do not make sense in the way original Liberals
wished or in any way that a simple voter, like me, would wish for.
If original Liberals relied on logic and on prac cality for making sense of ins tu ons, programs, cases,
and society, then how did it happen that Liberals now o en do rely on emo onal appeals and on moral
appeals that seem imprac cal? Why do Liberals now avoid prac cal analysis and seem immune to
prac cality? How do Conserva ves now claim to be more logical? If neither are as logical as they claim,
and both appeal more to passion than to logic, why do people believe what Conserva ves say about
Liberals and about themselves? What happened? What is the modern mix of logic and passion, and
how did we get here? Understanding this change goes a long way toward explaining Democrats and
Republicans. That is what the middle parts of this essay are about.
An original Liberal was not always against central control of some aspects of life, social life, and poli cal
rela ons. A Liberal in 1790 could believe in courts, Congress, the police, and the army. A Liberal could
believe in a central bank, a big church, or the Post Oﬃce. If central authority was the best way to get
things done, then that was the Liberal solu on. If central authority is not needed, or is too dangerous,
then avoid it. See more below.
A Liberal is not o en a “Libertarian”. Libertarianism is a doctrine that developed a er World War 1 and
that tries to maximize individual free ac on and minimize state ac on. Libertarians are more likely to
ally with Conserva ves than Liberals because Libertarians want a minimal state while Conserva ves say
they wish to do that (but don’t really). I do not discuss Libertarianism.
A Liberal is not o en a “liber ne”. A liber ne is like a “hedonist” or a self‐indulgent and narcissis c
person. A liber ne indulges his‐her senses and likes to use drugs and alcohol to increase pleasure. A
liber ne goes to places designed to lower inhibi ons and to get people to act self‐indulgently such as

brothels, casinos, and poli cal mee ngs. In contrast, Liberals were o en sober, though ul, and demur
such as Washington. When they had fun, they did not harm others, as with Franklin enjoyed sex and
alcohol but did li le harm. They reasoned there was no point in banning fun if fun did not hurt other
people or society, and they believed in le ng people do as they wished as long as it did not hurt other
people or society. Liberals o en preferred coﬀee to booze, which is why coﬀee houses were banned for
a me in England. The state did not a big group of wide awake smart people asking what made sense
and what did not, and what to do about it.
A er Liberal ideas were available, Liber nes did use Liberal ideas as excuses, just as ruthless people use
Conserva ve ideas as excuses. Hitler did not run as a Liberal. He murdered homosexuals and gypsies.
He repressed swing music. Liber ne short‐term fun, combined with Liber ne twis ng of Liberal ideas
into excuses, surely has seduced some young people who otherwise would have had be er lives. Like
genera ons of children hiding under the covers, read “Fanny Hill” and Playboy. Conserva ve ideas,
mixed with the chance to oppress your fellows, have hurt some young people who otherwise would
have lived be er. The mix of Liber ne acts and any kind of excuse has been seducing young people and
ruining lives at least since ci es were invented 8,000 years ago, long before Liberalism. Pros tu on in
religious temples used to be common in the Middle East and likely in India too. Even if we grant that the
mix of Liber ne acts and twisted Liberal ideas has caused more damage than repressive acts and twisted
Conserva ve ideas, s ll we not should blame Liberal ideas alone. Condemning Liberal ideas will not save
young people from seduc on and bad lives. You have to know some history, think clearly, and be able
to explain to young people clearly too. And s ll people, even adults, will get lost.
(A) Liberals insisted individual people are the best judges of their own welfare and we should let people
do as they wish, within limits. Original Liberals were not as doctrinaire as modern people tend to be
because Liberals recognized that all rights entail responsibili es and entail giving up some things, and
they were as likely to stress responsibili es and giving up to stress rights. (B) Original Liberals believed
in personal autonomy in contrast to old‐fashioned society where most people had set roles and people
had to fulfill social duty no ma er their personal talents or their personal character. Liberals wanted
people to sort themselves into the best roles and sort themselves out of roles that other people did
be er. (C) Liberals could see that many people are not good judges of their own welfare, could be taken
advantage of, and that ac ons based on ignorance or on limited ability led to hardship for themselves
and society. Liberals could see that uneducated and unintelligent people were systema cally taken
advantage of. In those cases, it is be er to have uneducated and unintelligent people do their social
duty and to be protected by people who do know be er. (D) But we should not let those cases blind us
to the bigger need for individual freedom of choice, ac on, and self‐determina on. We need freedom
for the people who can do be er. Society is be er oﬀ with too much freedom than not enough.
Liberals were against undue constraint, including repression, because undue constraint doesn’t make
sense either morally or as a prac cal way to run a country. Repression goes against what it means to be
a human. Undue constraint means that the best talent does not come forward, ins tu ons are run by
mediocre or bad talent, the best ideas do not prevail, mediocre or bad ideas prevail, ins tu ons do not
have well‐defined good goals, there are no standards by which to judge ins tu ons, ins tu ons perform

badly by common sense standards, bad people take advantage of bad ideas and bad ins tu ons to take
power and wealth at the expense of be er people and the na on as a whole, the state does worse than
it should, our na on cannot compete with other na ons, our business firms cannot compete with the
business firms of other na ons, and our people go backwards. Liberals were for as much freedom as is
prac cable because it does make sense morally given what people are and freedom is a good way to run
a country if done within a system of the correct laws and ins tu ons.
Original Liberals were not against all constraint simply because it was constraint and it came from the
state. They were against undue constraint including repression. As it turned out, most of the countries
of Europe suﬀered from undue constraint, and so it would seem as if Liberals were against all aspects of
tradi onal government, and even against all government, when they were not. Eventually some Liberals
took a stance against all constraint and‐or all government but that was not the original idea and should
be avoided. Because there was not nearly enough personal freedom in Europe in 1750, original Liberals
promoted individual freedom almost wherever they could. But they were never for unbridled freedom.
They always knew that freedom and a system‐of‐order‐for‐freedom must come together. Eventually
some Liberals took a stance for all freedom always everywhere without constraint, and took the stance
that somebody (“the man”) is always trying to destroy freedom, so they always had to fight for freedom.
But that was not the original idea. Originally, you fight for freedom and against constraint when you
have to, and stop when you have gained the right amount of freedom.
Individual autonomy does not mean selfishness, immorality, amorality, or no sense of duty. Nearly all
the original Liberals had a strong sense of duty to their poli cal oﬃces, the na on, and the morality of
their faith or to general morality. A feeling of duty is part of human nature that original Liberals took for
granted. Once you accept a role, you are bound to carry out that role for the good of the whole or you
must make clear that you release the role, and you must make clear your reasons. It is hard to read
about George Washington, Ben Franklin, or Thomas Jeﬀerson and to say that individual freedom leads
to avoiding duty, lack of caring about society, amorality, or immorality.
Liberals did say that individual autonomy allowed people to diﬀer on ques ons of religion and morality.
To diﬀer on ques ons of religion and morality is not a Liberal disease. Even people within one narrow
Church, as any Chris an Church, with Islam, or Judaism, diﬀer considerably on ques ons of religion and
morality. Liberals made diﬀering with fellows acceptable and within the norms of humanity. To diﬀer
does not mean to fight. That we diﬀer does not mean I am human and you a demon. Diﬀering opinions
make life interes ng and fun. Do not fear diﬀerences as long as the other person does not take the right
to force you to believe and act as he‐she does. What ma ers is that we can agree enough to run society
well for the next few decades.
The Liberal tolerance of diﬀerences, diﬀerent opinions, diﬀerent religions (or at least diﬀerent versions
of the Judeo‐Chris an religions), and diﬀerent people, is at the root of why we cherish diversity today in
America, Europe, and many other parts of the world. This is good.

Liberals made mistakes, and, when they did, hopefully acknowledged the mistakes and changed course.
Liberals began the Con nental Congress, saw that it did not work, and changed to the Cons tu on and
Federalism. Liberals in America passed the Prohibi on against alcoholic beverages, and, when it did not
work, they repealed Prohibi on. One problem with Liberals today is that they don’t acknowledge their
mistakes because they are afraid of losing vo ng blocs.
Liberals tend to have an overly idealized view of human nature but they also try to correct their overly
idealized view. The idea that people are persons, are the kind of being that should be free and that can
choose, is part of the Liberal idea of human nature. As with most of us, Liberals tend to see all humans
as versions of themselves as they would like to be: moral, well‐intended, trying to put the greater good
ahead of their own group, ra onal, able to make any kind of choice no ma er how complicated, and
willing to take responsibility (“my dog sees me as I would like to be”). Liberals give people the benefit of
the doubt. This view gets Liberals into trouble because people are not nearly as good as Liberals wish
we were. Liberals wanted people to be naturally as good as widespread democracy requires yet people
are not naturally that good. That is why we got representa ve democracy ‐ but we might not be even as
good as required for representa ve democracy. This view that people are naturally angelic if only we
can remove repression got Liberals into trouble in the French Revolu on and with Communism.
This Liberal view of human nature is inspiring but it is not complete, it is wrong because it is incomplete,
and it is not enough to show how social ins tu ons would work well or would not. Liberals did not have
a systema c realis c reliable view of human nature that they could use to construct social ins tu ons
that work as intended and work well. Instead, Liberals subs tuted ad hoc views of human nature. Ad
hoc views tend to serve the needs of the presenter rather than reflect the truth and so serve the real
needs of society. If you want something, paint all people as creatures who want it too and who would
benefit from it. To someone who wants a sports stadium, everyone is a sports fan who can aﬀord the
ckets; to an oppressed person, everyone can see social injus ce, everyone has empathy, and is willing
to give up enough to achieve social jus ce for all; people who want to control others paint others as
good natured but stupid and so in need of guidance by the select smart few. This lack of a good realis c
theory of human nature, and so leaving society vulnerable to bad self‐serving ideas, has always plagued
Liberals and con nues to plague Liberals today. Liberals simply cannot see that people, and groups of
people such as ethnic groups and socio‐economic classes, will not live up to Liberal schemes, and, in
fact, might do some really bad things using Liberal ideas as an excuse. Conserva ves suﬀer from their
version of a wrong view of human nature even if they have more accurate views of human nature.
These points, when brought together, produce tension that allows Liberalism to be abused: (1) people
and society should be ra onal, should make sense; (2) people are people because they are ra onal, they
can give good reasons; (3) people are the best judges of their own welfare and interests, nobody should
judge for us, this is part of being ra onal; (4) thus people should be free to follow their own wishes as
long as they do no harm to others or society; (5) yet we know that a lot of people are not fully ra onal
and are not good judges of their own best interests or the best interests of society; (6) people have a
nature other than being ra onal but we Liberals do not have a good theory of human nature and of how
human nature and society interact; (7) some people should be the guides and judges for the people who

cannot do it themselves; (8) because we are so ra onal and astute, we Liberals should be the judges and
guides; and (9) social ins tu ons should be set up so ra onal reasonable sane moderate experienced
Liberal people are the leaders, judges, and guides. The people who believe in human autonomy and
freedom should control the others.
A lot of this Liberal view makes sense. Don’t rush to judge because you see how Liberals set themselves
up to control others. That abuse happened in the bad revolu ons but it does not happen everywhere.
People fight back against tricky ideologies. Figure out what makes sense in this assemblage and how to
make sure we stay within good sense. Conserva ves have their version of this set of points including
the idea that Conserva ves should be the leaders, judges, and guides.
The tension comes in wobbling back and forth between seeing people as autonomous versus seeing
them as vic ms of social injus ce who need big help fast. (10) Liberals like to make themselves feel
be er by being champions of social jus ce for people who can’t help themselves. (11) Liberals look for
causes to champion so they can feel good and Jus fied. (12) This view opens up Liberal poli cal par es,
such as the Democra c Party, to being used by groups who portray themselves as vic ms so as to get
benefits. (13) Because Liberals have no steady realis c view of human nature, they can’t say when their
help is needed and a real benefit or when they are enabling people, or a group, that will not stand up for
themselves and are taking advantage. We saw much of this in American beginning in the late 1950s.
(14) When Liberals first help people, such as Blacks or women, they aim to get freedom from current
oppression. (15) To do so, they have to repeal bad laws and o en have to make some good new laws,
as in the amendments to support civil rights and the amendment‐that‐should‐have‐been to support
gender equality. (16) When laws go on too long, they tend to become ever more elaborate, and they
tend not toward libera on but toward enabling dependence and opening the door for privilege. (17)
When some groups see that other groups get protec on and privilege, they want in on the bandwagon,
and we get the situa on that developed a er the 1950s. (18) Because Liberals don’t have a solid view of
human nature, they can’t decide when they have given just enough help and when help is not help but is
bad enabling. (19) Then they become more the party of giving privilege to clients than the party of
helping to achieve libera on.
Liberty does need protec on through some laws, as in the Second Amendment that guarantees the right
to keep and bear arms. But too many laws, even to support liberty, erode liberty. Sooner or later, to be
free, people have to stand on their own. There are no good guidelines for when we have too many laws.
We can’t have good guidelines because we don’t have a solid view of human nature and likely never will
have a view of human nature on which we can decide about too few or too many laws. We have to
“wing it”. If we realize that we have to go “by feel” then we might be more sensi ve. I don’t know if it is
be er to err on the side of too many laws and risk the erosion of freedom or on the side of too few laws
and so risk sliding back into prejudice and repression.
To an cipate material below: Conserva ves have their own version of this tension and weak spot. (a)
Conserva ves look for causes so they can feel good and Jus fied. (b) Conserva ves accept that some

people cannot choose for themselves and so need guidance. Conserva ves accept that some people are
good leaders and should guide. Especially Conserva ves are good leaders. (c) When Conserva ves lead
people out of a moral or economic dilemma, they feel good and feel Jus fied. (d) Yet, since the middle
1800, Conserva ves also stress that people should have as much choice as possible, and Conserva ves
hold choice as gi from God. To take away choice is to take away a gi from God and diminish us as
humans. (e) These two views are not compa ble. (f) So, in prac ce, Conserva ves give people enough
choice to confuse them, as when people have too many detailed choices among economic products, as
with health insurance. (g) Then Conserva ves hold up strong leaders to save the people from confusion.
In so doing, Conserva ves nullify choice and eﬀec vely enslave people through confusion, debt, and bad
policies. (h) This scheme is similar to what the Emperor Darth Sidious did when he created a fake trade
war so he could ins tute repression. I think most Conserva ves don’t see this is what they do.
Again: (a) People have to apply both prac cal criteria and moral criteria. There is no absolute resolu on
to this dilemma. (b) In theory, Conserva ves should stress morality over prac cality. They do that when
they champion the unborn and stress the roots of America in Chris anity. (c) In prac ce, they stress
morality when it suits them and stress prac cality when that suits them. (d) Jumping back and forth
between the poles, and trying to have it both ways, confuses people. It opens the door for the dilemma
noted above. (e) Conserva ves enjoy conflict between morality and prac cality, and enjoy confusion,
because they can step in to save the day and so can feel good and feel Jus fied. (f) When groups see
that Conserva ves want to have it both ways, and that Conserva ves like to feel like the champions in a
moral cause or prac cal cause, then groups see that they can appeal to Conserva ves for support and
for power. They use Conserva ves. Conserva ves willingly go along. This too happened many mes
beginning in the 1950s. Among groups that use Conserva ves in this way are the NRA, the insurance
lobbies, people opposed to helping nature so that they can make a profit without worry, and people
opposed to abor on.
Please keep in mind these comments on Conserva ves for below because I men on them there but I
don’t repeat them in detail.
Liberals do not object to all authority or to authority as such. Some authority is needed and some is
reasonable and ra onal. Liberals want authority to make sense. They want authority to explain itself in
terms that make sense to thinking people, working people, and business people. They don’t want to
rely simply on “because it has always been like this”, “it works for now so go along with things as they
are”, “don’t rock the boat”, “because we said so”, or “oh, I just know I am right and that is the right
thing to do”. The American Cons tu on provides many places where authority exerts itself and the
Cons tu on, and the Federalist Papers, give pre y good reasons why in each arena. The Cons tu on
also provides limits to authority.
Summary of Liberal Ideas about Self and Society.
You cannot decide apart from a framework. The answers that Liberals give about the framework for
making sense define Liberalism, define kinds of Liberals, give a view of human nature, and give a view of

society. Over me, Liberals developed a set of ideas common to most Liberals and that most Liberals
use to claim that something they say, a cri que that they give, or a program that they propose, makes
sense in terms of these common ideas. This subject requires a long essay in itself. I don’t do that here.
I give some generally agreed upon Liberal ideals and standards. The order does not necessarily reflect
importance. Liberals are not fully consistent nor should we expect that among mere humans. Liberals
use the ideas as much to ra onalize ideas that they have come up with for other reasons as because
they developed an idea directly on the basis of these ideas ‐ another human failing as common among
Conserva ves and Republicans. You need prac ce to use the ideas correctly and to see through misuse
by other people.
‐ALL people are persons with innate value and dignity. In religious terms, all people are souls. But you
do not need to believe in a religion that stresses the soul to understand the innate value of people.
‐Anything that debases people debases the innate value and dignity of people. Anything that debases
people debases souls. In religious terms, anything that debases people debases the cherished crea on
of God and‐or Heaven, Dharma, and the Tao.
‐Self autonomy and self determina on.
‐You are able to decide for yourself what you like and dislike, and what you will do or not do.
‐You may decide for yourself. The state must allow you to decide for yourself.
‐People have a big ability to assess situa ons. People are able to choose in complicated and new cases.
People are able to look at social, business, and natural op ons to choose. People can make mistakes
and can be confused but not usually o en and not usually for too long.
‐You may not hurt other people or society as a whole when you exercise autonomy, self‐determina on,
and choice. You are not more privileged than others. They are persons too.
‐We must seek a balance between the expression of autonomy, self‐determina on, and choice, among
the whole group of people. We must seek the best balance especially given that conflicts arise. Some
theorists derive the state, or the need for the state, from this situa on but I don’t have to go that far
into theory for the idea of conflicts and balance to make sense.
‐Fairness.
‐Each person, and the state, should strive for the good of the whole when the apparent good of the
whole does not interfere too much with individual personhood and autonomy.
‐Each person has a duty to respect the personhood of others, to avoid hur ng the personhood of others,
and to support the personhood of others as long as to do so does not undermine personhood.

‐Each person has a duty to support the compromise agreement that insures the ability of people to well‐
express their personhood, autonomy, self‐determina on, and choice. If the state and its ins tu ons are
the manifesta on of that agreement, then each person has a duty to support the state.
‐The duty to the state may not completely overcome personhood, autonomy, self‐determina on, and
ability for choice. If personhood etc. erodes too much, another arrangement must be sought.
‐There is a general sense of morality and a general sense of order. People must respect those.
‐No group has the right to impose its sense of morality or order as the general sense of morality and
order.
‐The state has the duty to guard the general morality and general order.
‐Rule of Law.
‐Laws Apply Equally.
‐Not everybody is required to work directly for the general good, not everybody is a saint, poli cian,
priest, or police oﬃcer; but some people must do this, and you should do it if you can to the extent that
you can. Some people need to fill the oﬃces of ins tu ons and the state. Some people can and may
ignore the general good as long as they do not hurt general good, hurt others, and hurt the personhood,
autonomy, and self‐determina on of others. Some people simply sell beer and cars.
‐You may not undermine the general good for selfish reasons such as to pollute. You do not have that
much autonomy and self‐determina on. Your autonomy and self‐determina on does not automa cally
take precedence over the personhood, autonomy, and self‐determina on of others. You must be able
to control yourself, your ac ons, and their results.
‐There are no hereditary classes of privileged people or underprivileged people. There is no aristocracy.
There are not hereditary classes of suppressed or repressed people. There is no an ‐aristocracy. There
are no scapegoat classes.
‐Due process of law.
‐Rights of property and rights to fruits of labor. If you own something, not the state, a privileged person,
or a business firm can (may) take it from you without due process of law. If you make a thing, or you get
a return, as the result of your labor, you are en tled to keep your fair share of the return.
‐People should get a return from their labor (eﬀort, work, business) according to their natural abili es,
how well they have developed their natural abili es, and their eﬀort.

‐People should not get a return more than they deserve.
‐People have the right to make mistakes and be stupid. Nobody has the right to compel another person
simply because they disagree with the decisions of that person. Some people do have the right to watch
over minors and mentally disabled people. Your stupidity and mistakes may not hurt the personhood,
autonomy, and self‐determina on of others. You may not hurt other people through your right to be
stupid.
‐As far as possible, the state should get the most qualified people into oﬃces and should prevent less
qualified people, or unqualified people, from holding oﬃce simply because of personal connec ons or
considera ons of poli cs, wealth, power, or social rank.
‐Equality of opportunity, as far as is prac cal. Equality of opportunity does not entail equality of
outcome.
‐Diﬀerences in wealth and power are acceptable if they arise due to diﬀerences in natural ability, in how
natural ability was trained, and in eﬀort.
‐Right to pass on wealth and power to descendants, kin, and others of your choice.
‐Since about 1900, rights to a basic educa on.
‐Each ci zen has the duty to remain informed and to make informed reasonable decisions.
‐In a democracy, each ci zen has the right to vote and each ci zen has the duty to vote on the basis of
suﬃcient accurate informa on and reasoning. You should not vote if you are not informed.
‐An oﬃce is a sacred trust. You must carry out your oﬃce honestly, fairly, according to the goals of your
oﬃce, and to the best of your ability. If you cannot meet these requirements, you should leave your
oﬃce in favor of someone who can.
‐Any person or group which feels it has been treated unfairly, or has suﬀered greatly as a result of “how
the system works”, the ac ons of other groups, or natural disaster, has the right to pe on the state for
redress of grievance, that is, for jus ce and help. The state should listen seriously but it does not have
to agree and does not have to give any aggrieved group what that group wishes for. The state need not
make the rest of the people suﬀer in order to make up for the hardship and‐or injus ce done to the
pe oning group. The state should try to address what caused the problems originally.
Liberals want authority to support general good and fairness. Most of us have enough intui ve sense of
general good and fairness so that this Liberal framework seems reasonable and appealing. We all want
more general good and we all want fairness.

But we do not have enough shared intui ve feel so we always can agree on what does make sense, what
does give general good, and what is fair. We do not have enough shared intui ve feel of how to carry
out what makes sense. We do not have enough shared intui ve feel to judge between Conserva ves
and Liberals and between their programs. We need informa on and rules. Liberals and Conserva ves
don’t help us by giving enough informa on to reliably use our shared intui ve feel of general good and
fairness. Rather than do that, now they deliberately obscure issues to take advantage of our intui ve
sense of general good and fairness. It is up to us to find out for ourselves, use our intui ve sense of
general good and fairness, and think of how to get there from here.
Conserva ves also held most of the ideals above, at least in theory. They too felt the state should make
sense. They did diﬀer on how to achieve these ideals, on how to recognize what makes sense, and how
to know when we make sense enough.
Not all the ideals are compa ble. It is just true that diﬀerent people have and want diﬀerent things, and
there is only so much wealth and power in the world, and people conflict. For example, the right to pass
on gains to your children leads to a self‐sustaining upper class with wealth and power, even when upper
class children are not as qualified as children of other classes. We also have a self‐sustaining lower class,
out of which the children cannot rise very far no ma er their innate abili es and how hard they educate
themselves. These outcomes are unfair. These outcomes erode what it means to be an autonomous
person. “Stuﬀ happens”.
Yet working to overcome bad outcomes usually leads to other unfairness. Then we have to decide if the
cure is worse than the disease, if the bad that comes from trying to overcome unfairness is worse than
the bad that comes from the original unfairness. Especially we have to worry if using the state as the
instrument to address fairness causes more harm than good. The unfairness from working to overcome
the unfairness‐of‐class might be worse than the unfairness‐of‐class, as when we try to insure equality of
outcome rather than equality of opportunity.
Liberals have never come to grips with all the contradic ons inherent in what makes sense. They have
not given us a solid founda on in which ideal comes first in a par cular situa on. The conundrums open
the door for individuals and groups to use Liberal ideals and Liberal poli cal par es for their own selfish
ends regardless of the general good. Of course, individuals and groups do the same with these ideals
when Conserva ves oﬀer their version.
More about Original Liberals.
Liberals clash with authority when authority does not make sense in terms that Liberals accept. America
fought a Revolu on because English authority did not make sense in American terms. To be American
means to clash with authority some mes and to be able to give really good reasons why.

The ideals above led Liberals to clash with established authority in many places at many mes as they
did in America during the Revolu on. Because Liberals clash with authority some mes, they can seem
an ‐authoritarian in general, rebelling for the sake of rebelling (“What are you rebelling against? What
have you got?”), and can seem like petulant children who just discovered “no”. This cri cism is jus fied
in too many cases and with too many people. David Bowie on American posed rebellion: “Rebel, rebel,
you’ve torn your dress; rebel, rebel, your hair is a mess”.
S ll, you cannot dismiss all complaints as mere self‐serving disingenuous carping. Not all Liberals are
selfish whiners with an extended adolescence who buy into myths about rebels. That stereotype fits
modern Southern Conserva ves, Working Class White Conserva ves, and many Black ac vists, just as
well. You can’t dismiss all complaints as bad a tude fostered by a self‐serving social group. Some
complaining is based on real problems. You can’t defend all authority. Some authority is abused. You
can’t defend all systems or every quirk in every system. Some systems are unfair. You have to take the
complaints and arguments seriously.
The posed liberal‐rebel stance gets in the way of the need for real challenges to real bad authority, real
bad ins tu ons, real bad programs, and real bad policies, and it blocks real rebellion against real deep
problems. When Liberals are stupid, they are their worst enemies.
The Liberal view on more government or less government is complicated, o en contradictory, and got
reversed a few mes. On the one hand, Liberals recognize the need for state authority. Liberals usually
don’t want to end all state programs but to make them be er. Liberals do propose new programs and
new ac ons. They want state programs to make sense in Liberal terms. All new programs should make
sense in Liberal terms. A er the failure of the American Con nental Congress, Liberals championed the
Cons tu on. On the other hand: ,
(a) If the state was ra onal enough and worked well enough to begin with, there would be no need for
the Liberal view. So, some things are wrong with the state, which means it has more programs than it
should and some programs are worse than they should be; and it is up to Liberals to show so. It is up to
Liberals to say which programs should change, which go altogether, and which stay. “That government
is best which governs least” is a Liberal slogan. Liberals have to oﬀer new programs and ins tu ons.
(b) See below with Adam Smith. Business always thinks the state does too much that annoys business,
the state has too many programs that interfere with business, and the state limits business too much.
Because of es between Liberals and business, Liberals took that view as well.
(c) Economic theorists stress the need to let individuals choose and do what they want, that the most
good arises spontaneously this way, and that the state cannot improve on the good that arises this way.
Because of es to business, and es to this individual‐based economic theory, Liberals also thought the
state interferes with individuals and business too much. The state is too big.

(d) Regardless of any es with business and economics, Liberalism, in England, developed along with
poli cal analysis founded on individuals, as in Hobbes and Locke. Individual rights should always take
precedence over state rights and some mes over state needs. If there is a conflict, and individual rights
do not pose an imminent danger to the state, then the individual must prevail. The state always
encroaches on individual freedom. Individuals must always be on guard to stop the state from eroding
and destroying freedom.
It is worth repea ng that Liberals not only stressed individual rights, they also stressed responsibili es
and stressed what people give up to get a right. When the state is too big, and then the state recedes,
individuals must step up to fill gaps. That includes du es and responsibili es. Rights, responsibili es,
du es, and giving up some things go together. You cannot have rights without responsibili es and
without giving up some things. To get representa ve democracy and the freedom of representa ve
democracy, we have to give up making all decisions personally, we have to agree to live by laws, and
learn how to get along in a na on of laws and representa ves. One big responsibility for a person in a
modern state is good ci zenship, which means educa ng yourself and making sure you understand
candidates, oﬃcials, oﬃces, par es, and issues. Your ethnic, gender, age, or religious group not only has
rights but responsibili es and it has to give up some things such as the idea that its religion‐and‐morals
must dominate the group. The Declara on of Independence is as much about what individuals must
take on their shoulders and must give up as about how the state must allow individual freedom. The
Cons tu on is even more about assuming responsibili es and giving up some things. Even the Bill of
Rights requires giving up some things and taking on du es and responsibili es.
These three ideas mixed to make a big mo f in pop culture: (a) society always is too authoritarian and
always needs watching, (b) the Liberal watchdog and ac vist, and (c) Roman cism. The state is never
mostly good, it is always mostly the evil Empire of Darth Sidious, whether it is a Liberal or Conserva ve
state. Truly free people are always rebels, only rebels are free, and all rebels are free, Conserva ve or
Liberal. All rebels are good rebels; all rebels are Obi‐Wan Kenobe and Luke Skywalker; all rebel Luke
Skywalkers and Obi‐Wan Kenobes are good rebels against an evil state, Liberal or Conserva ve; and only
rebels are legi mate cri cs of the state and can make it be er. I have cri cized this stance elsewhere. It
can be fun but it blinds us to real problems and to needed realis c ac ons.
In trying to figure out their posi on toward authority, Liberals never se led the following contradic on
in their ideals, in the role of the state: Suppose there is a real problem such as inherited diﬀerences in
opportunity. Is the state the best way to solve this problem and other similar problems? What if any
solu on that goes through the state quite likely causes more problems and hardship than the original
problem? Then Liberals have to learn to live with the original problem and have to learn how to explain
the situa on to the vic ms of unfairness. I think original Liberals would have understood this hur ul
bind and would have dealt with it more honestly than modern Liberals. They would have allowed some
problems for which the state is a poor solu on. They would have expected limits on authority not just
to compel but to solve. For reasons we see, modern Liberals pre y much insist this can never happen.
They insist the state can solve all problems well enough, at least as well as any solu on through private

ac on. On the one hand, Liberals suspect all authority. On the other hand, they trust authority to solve
all problems about as well as the problems can be solved.
Liberals got a reputa on for first (1) being against all tradi onal religion and then (2) against all religion.
This view of Liberals is partly true but only partly. In fact, both (a) the stereotype of the skep c Liberal
and (b) the an ‐Liberal (Conserva ve) backlash in support of tradi onal religion, do more damage to
true religion than do any doubts by Liberals. Any sane ra onal calm person has doubts about his‐her
own religion and religion in general. Mother Teresa had doubts. Augus ne had doubts. Anybody who
has seen religiously‐based idiocies such as terrorism by people who call themselves Muslims (they are
not), by the American Religious Right, or by militant atheism, has to doubt strong belief and its link to
goodness. Doubts make us think about our religion and should lead us to appreciate what is good and
likely true about it. They should lead you to reject what is false and bad. If you never doubt, then you
are only a poorly programmed robot, vulnerable to a ack by others, and prone to backlash when you
cannot defend your religion. Violent backlash is against all good religions.
Liberals also can aﬃrm religion when it accords with their ideas of morality. Ben Franklin was a religious
opportunist who held pews in several churches for poli cal reasons but he also believed in God and he
believed Jesus was a great moral teacher. Franklin praised Jesus and accepted Jesus as his moral guide.
Thomas Jeﬀerson did not think Jesus was God but he believed in God and he also followed Jesus’ moral
teachings. A lot of religion makes sense, and large churches such as the Eastern Orthodox and Roman
Catholic Churches have put eﬀort into showing the sense of Chris anity. Ul mately, some of religion
need not make sense, and those are usually the most important parts. But that does not mean religion
as a whole is necessarily stupid, illogical, or half‐crazy. If the part that requires faith also makes intui ve
sense, the rest of the religion follows fairly reasonably, and the believer is honest in presen ng his‐her
religion and his‐her mindset, then a religion as a whole can make a lot of sense. All the major religions
can be presented this way, including non‐Chris an religions. Many Liberals hold to religion in this way.
Logic alone cannot tell us what to live for and cannot tell us how to live in any sa sfying detail. We need
to get somewhat beyond logic to live as really full humans, and religion is one of the best ways to do so.
Liberals recognized this fact. To really get into this topic requires ge ng into rela ons of belief and
logic, that topic is too big for here, and we don’t need to se le the topic to see how Liberals need not be
against religion and can be for it.
Liberals were skep cal about religion for the same reason that they were skep cal about aristocracy.
Liberals did recognize that many clergy and many aristocrats did useful work in local government, local
life, and in guiding the country as a whole. Liberals appreciated “The Vicar of Wakefield” and portraits
of clergy in books such as by Jane Austen and the Bronte sisters. Liberals also saw that aristocrats and
clergy got their “cut” regardless of how well or ill common people did, and that many clergy and most
aristocrats did not do useful work for the people despite being supported by the people. They lived oﬀ
the people, and they directed the church and the state for their own self‐interests rather than for the
interests of the country as a whole or the people. This is similar to how many Americans see rich people
and large business firms now; and there is s ll quite a bit of truth in this class rela on. Fewer people
now see churches as living oﬀ the people. To undo the harm done by the clergy and aristocrats, and to

subs tute a more ra onal, sensible, and beneficial order, Liberals had to undermine some authority of
clergy and aristocrats. To do that, Liberals some mes a acked specific points where religion bolstered
undo authority, as when religion gave total power to the king or arbitrary power of sentencing to an
aristocrat.
Some mes some Liberals a acked a large religious ins tu on as a whole such as Confession, a acked a
Church such as the Roman Catholic Church, a religion such as Chris anity, or a acked religion in general.
Some mes the a ack not only undermined bad authority but lived on its own momentum. Once some
Liberals got going against religion, they couldn’t stop even if they knew be er. The cri que a acked all
par cular religions and religion in general. That going too far happens also when one religion “starts
up” against another or one poli cal party “starts up” against another. It happens when neighbors who
were once friends “start up” on each other. I have not studied old Liberal opinions about religion to see
how much they were reasonable and how much excessive. My impression is that they were not o en
crazy and were o en accurate. People s ll got the impression that Liberals were‐and‐are against all
religion, Churches, and religious ins tu ons. It is not true. I suspect that, once some Liberals got this
reputa on, they tried to live up (down) to it. I saw that in academia a lot.
Original Liberals, Business, Prac cality, and Cost‐Benefit.
In this sec on, I use cost‐benefit as an example of prac cal reasoning, partly to make clear the contrast
with moral reasoning.
Surprising to modern people: At first, Liberals and business had a close associa on. Business was o en
hampered by the state, aristocracy, and churches. The state and the aristocrats took their “cut”, and
made sure business did not do anything to subvert the authority of state, church, and aristocrats. The
churches could not tax business directly but they could make business look bad and they could hinder
some ac vi es such as enclosing the land for sheep farms and building factories. SCA restricted how,
when, and where business firms could do what business. Business leaders resented this control and
resented paying fees and taxes – like now. Business leaders liked Liberal ideas because Liberals stress
the ac vi es of individuals. Liberals derived social order from the interac on of individuals rather than
from God or the group. Because business in 1776 was important in the na on, and par cular individual
business leaders were driving business, business people felt they were the driving force behind na onal
wealth, success, and power. So, they should lead. Liberals said individuals should be free to decide and
act and individuals were usually adult enough and well‐informed enough to make the best choices for
themselves. So business people could buy land and goods, and hire labor, without feeling that business
was taking advantage of anybody. Liberals said individuals should be able to get the benefits of their
own labor and ideas. Liberals also stress responsibility but business leaders did not always apply that
idea to themselves. Liberals were champions of the free market.
Likely due to influence from the business mentality, at least one big branch of original Liberals was also
champion of what we now call cost‐benefit analysis. Their first leader was Jeremy Bentham in the early
1800s. He founded the London School of Economics. One of his most ac ve followers was James Mill,

the father of John Stuart Mill. J.S. Mill was indoctrinated as a follower of Bentham before carving his
own niche. If you want to know whether an ins tu on makes sense, think of what good comes from it
and what bad comes from it. Sum up the good and the bad, and see which is bigger. Also think of the
good and bad of doing nothing, and the good and bad of alterna ves. Sum up the good and bad of
those, and see in which case the good most outweighs the bad. Choose that. Comic writers on TV and
in movies make fun of this procedure when they have somebody try to do to decide whether to fall in
love or marry a par cular person. More realis cally, you own a piece of land near a college town. What
do you do with it? Leave it as semi‐wild, make a park, sports fields, or movie complex? This analysis has
to be applied not only to the profit and loss of the owner of the land but to the gain and harm of all the
local people, and to all local subgroups such as “townies” versus “schoolies”, to society as a whole. This
calcula on is hard to do for a group but it can be done. This calcula on is hard to do for an ins tu on
such as a local church or school but can be done, and, in fact, is done for schools all the me. Churches
do it when they decide that the a endance at a local church is so low that its congrega on should be
absorbed into another local church. This calcula on is hard to do for something like a religious holiday,
such as Christmas, or for a whole society, but it can be done in theory. It is hard to apply to a form of
governing such as populist democracy versus representa ve democracy versus monarchy but it can be
done. This is one way to put prac cality and “make sense” into prac ce. Even if we can’t agree on a
tally, thinking in this way helps us to think out what is going on.
Thinking in terms of cost‐benefit points out the dis nc on between business‐like thinking versus moral
thinking. I return to prac cality versus morality below. Liberals and Conserva ves see a diﬀerence even
if they do not agree on the details and on whether prac cality or morality wins out in which situa ons.
Highligh ng the roles of morality and of cost‐benefit prac cality is an unintended benefit of business
thinking. Some mes we do have to put prac cality ahead of morality. But nearly all people feel there
are moral considera ons that should not be subject to cost‐benefit analysis. Those moral considera ons
come first almost regardless of prac cality. These days, people think of the small family that way. That
“coming first” is much of what makes moral points moral. Only some die‐hard ideological Liberals tried
to put all human goals in a cost‐benefit framework. Original Liberals worked to find the line between
prac cality and morality and to give reasons for why the line should be here and not there.
It is important to stress early es between Liberals and business, Liberal support for the free market,
Liberal support for cost‐benefit prac cality analysis, and Liberal balancing of morality with prac cality,
because now the situa on o en is reversed. Now, the stereotype is that Liberals dislike business while
Conserva ves are champions of business and of cost‐benefit analysis. Liberals consider only the moral
pleas of fringe vic ms and do not consider the results on the whole society of working to redress the
grievances of all par cular vic m groups. Liberals want equality of outcome rather than of opportunity.
The stereotype for modern Conserva ves is more complex. Yes, they are the champions of business,
prac cality, and cost‐benefit analysis but they are also champions of (their ideas of) morality, religion,
ethnicity, patrio sm, and gender. They are both wooden‐headed ra onalists and emo onal moralists.
All people are somewhat this way but Conserva ves have the reputa on for being crazy in both ways,
extreme both for business and for their version of morality. Modern Conserva ves selec vely apply
cost‐benefit when that helps them and thwarts Liberals, and selec vely apply emo onal morality when

that helps them and thwarts Liberals. The key is to see where Modern Conserva ves apply prac cality
or morality, which is the subject of later sec ons. Of course Liberals do this too but the Conserva ve
abuse seems somehow worse because they make such a show of their morality. This conundrum is one
of the major topics of later parts of this essay.
Liberals and Centralized Authority.
When the revolu ons of the late 1700s through 1800s happened, the aristocracy, King, and Church were
the state. The revolu ons did not change the idea that the state is the primary agent to get things done.
There was no new sense of doing things apart from the state. When Liberals took power, they did not
thereby think the state should not be the major player in social life or should be only one player among
many. Instead of the aristocracy, King, and Church pulling the strings and oﬀering programs, it became
legislators, ministers (cabinet members), and President (Prime Minister) who did the job. If a problem
arose, the state was s ll the first agent work on a solu on. The revolu onaries in American specifically
referred to the right or the people to pe on the STATE for redress of any grievances, not to pe on a
chamber of commerce, a Protestant Church, or an NGO.
At the same me, the newfound feel for human autonomy, the new business mentality, the success of
revolu ons, the rise of scien fic socie es, the rise of literary groups, the many independent churches,
the fron er in America, the autonomy of the separate states (e.g. Virginia) in America, and the abuses of
the former Bri sh central state, made it clear that people and groups apart from the central state could
undertake significant ac on and succeed. Groups apart from the central state could redress grievances,
start new programs, and even set up new ins tu ons.
There is weight to the idea that Liberals ideally stressed the individual and de‐centraliza on over the
centralized state while later Conserva ve stressed the centralized state over individuals; but the idea
does not stand much pressing. The “wimpy” Con nental Congress was a Liberal ins tu on, and it
deliberately made the federal state weak. But it did not necessarily make the states weak and it did not
really help individuals. The new Cons tu on was somewhat more centrist but it is s ll a blend of Liberal
and then‐Conserva ve ideas. Worries over the power of the central state led to the Bill of Rights, which
showed the importance of safeguarding the individual over the central state.
So where is the line between what the state should do versus what private people or private agencies
should do? How do we make sense of the line? How big and powerful should the state be in general
and in rela on to power through private persons and power through non‐state organiza ons? These
ques ons did not have a definite answer then and s ll don’t despite current Righ st ideology about a
small state. These ques ons could not be answered in the original way that people thought about them
because of dras c changes that were about to come on America during the 1800s through now. I return
to this ques on below a er first introducing a point of view through Adam Smith.
Liberals could see that common people did not always benefit from ac ons of aristocracy, church, and
state. Liberals could see that diﬀerences in wealth and power made diﬀerences in how well persons

could realize their innate value as autonomous valuable individuals. Liberals argued for ins tu ons and
programs that helped common people and business people and Liberals argued against privileges of the
upper classes. Americans saw themselves as a beset minority vic mized by the bigger Bri sh na on,
which had economic, poli cal, military, and police power. Liberals iden fied themselves with outsiders,
the common people, people who had an issue, and people who needed help. Other people began to
see Liberals that way, as primarily champions of the downtrodden and the “small” person. Liberals who
spoke well and wrote well were also o en well educated, such as Jeﬀerson. Thus the pa ern developed
of well‐educated, somewhat elite, Liberals, being on the side of the underdog, even if they did not have
personal experience with the hardship faced by the underdog. At the me this pa ern arose, business
in America was one of the underdogs compared to business in England.

PART 7: THE IMPORTANCE OF ADAM SMITH FOR LIBERALS, CONSERVATIVES, AND BUSINESS
Adam Smith 1: Things Work Out on the Basis of Individual Autonomy
See “means and ends”, “means ra onality”, and “ends ra onality” in Part 5 above.
In 1776, Adam Smith published what is among the top five most influen al books in Western history,
“The Wealth of Na ons”. Smith oﬀered analyses of economic and social life. Nearly all Smith’s analyses
supported free enterprise and free market capitalism. Contrary to modern Right Wing business myth,
ALL of Smith’s wri ng was skep cal of business people and their mo ves. Smith assumed all business
people would try to cheat and subvert the free market whenever they could, would collude to cheat
whenever they could. Smith insisted that their chea ng did real harm both directly and indirectly by not
allowing the free market to provide as much benefit as it could. I agree. Smith made sense of business
and made sense of the good of the na on. Smith was considered a Liberal. I think of him that way.
One argument has great influence: If we let individual people and SMALL‐and‐MEDIUM sized business
firms buy and sell as they wish, seek labor or leisure as they wish, hire and fire as they wish, open and
close establishments as they wish, all happening under condi ons of fair compe on and fair play, then,
in the long run, the result is the greatest wealth, prosperity, and security that can be had. This result
comes automa cally without any planning and without the need for state help or restric on. Indeed, no
amount of planning by business people, state oﬃcials, the clergy, or clever intellectuals, can lead to a
be er outcome. All interference will lead to a worse result. All conniving by business people will lead to
a worse result. All programs to help business people will lead to a worse result. Smith’s claim was like
magic: “Automa c for the People” (REM). Smith did much take into account what economists now call
“externali es” such as pollu on, global climate changed, and the destruc on of nature. We need to add
wisdom about those topics to Smith while keeping his basic insight.
In the early and middle 1900s, economists carefully examined the condi ons that lead to this beneficial
result, compared ideal with real, and found that real comes close enough for most markets most of the
me. They also found that some forces, such as big business and collusion between business firms, are
enough to distort reality away from what is needed for the best outcome. In those cases, modest state
interference does lead to a be er result than the free market alone. Condi ons that thwart the free
market are common enough so that some real markets, such as finance, stocks, and pharmaceu cals,
needs some state regula on constantly.
Smith’s argument showed that condi ons can arise to lead to the greatest good even in the modern
world. We did not have to rely on old ins tu ons such as churches and the aristocracy. Some new
ins tu ons could do the job too. The new ins tu ons arose out of the interac on of free individuals.
They did not arise from Church doctrine or from tradi on about aristocracy. We could move forward in
the modern world. We could move forward by le ng individuals act freely and interact freely, always,
of course, by playing fair and following the rule of law. Originally this point was not an a ack on old

ways, religion, the aristocracy, or the state. Old ways could have a place in the new system as long as
they did not interfere with the free ac on that led to overall good.
Smith’s argument also showed that new ins tu ons did not result from planning by individual people,
not even smart individuals, or by planning of oﬃcers in ins tu ons such as priests in the Church or
aristocrats in Parliament. The new ins tu ons arose by themselves without planning. They arose be er
when not planned.
Smith’s insight had some unexpected implica ons for both Liberals and Conserva ves and for the line
between prac cal and moral. Rather than go right into those implica ons, I say a bit more about Smith
here, then go into the implica ons in the next sec on.
Smith was highly cri cal of business and business people, and easily saw through misuse of Liberal ideas
to excuse bad business. Smith had a deeper and broader sense of human nature than that: people are
simply ra onal, all people always choose to do what brings the most good, nobody puts him‐herself so
far above the collec ve good as to do damage, nobody cheats, and nobody connives. People do all the
bad things listed and people rarely do enough of the good things listed. When Smith cri cized business
people, Smith showed deep insight into how people put self‐interest above common good and for how
li le weight people give common good. Smith would not have been surprised by the vast ballooning of
modern en tlement programs, and he would have advocated that we end them. He would not be at all
surprised by corporate welfare, government programs to help business, and tax breaks for the rich, so
that the middle class, working class, and poor support the rich, and he would have advocated we end all
that too.
At first, Liberals took Smith as vindica on. Modern ins tu ons are just as good as old ins tu ons. We
can make sense of individual acts, individual interac ons, and all ins tu ons. Individuals are important;
start analysis with individual acts; think how individual interac ons form pa erns; think of community
and the state in terms of interac ons of individuals. The state should be limited. State watching over
free individuals should be strictly limited. Free ac on leads to good results. Any undue coercion leads
to bad results. We can make sense of acts by how free they are, always within the limits of fair play and
rule of law. We can make sense of individual interac ons by how well they lead to stable pa erns of
greatest good. We can judge ins tu ons by how well they help and hurt. We need not get rid of all old
ins tu ons but we can make sure old ins tu ons don’t get in the way too much. We can cherish old
ins tu ons for their help, their tradi on, and their beauty.
We have not reached the ideal world of Smith yet, a world made en rely by a free market that works
under the condi ons needed to bring about the best outcome automa cally. Rather than think in terms
of this unreachable paradise, we need to think about the real world of business and poli cs and what to
do in the arena of that real world. We can use the ideal world as a guide but we must not be fooled into
chasing an ideal world, and living in a reflec on of that ideal world, as do people who idolize celebri es,
religious ideologues, and poli cal ideologues.

# Adam Smith 2: Make Sense: Ends (Morals), Means (Eﬃciency, Prac cality), and Passions
If you understand the diﬀerence between means ra onality versus ends ra onality, and between morals
versus prac cality, then you may skip this sec on.
We have goals and we have ac ons (means and strategies) we take to meet goals. An eﬀec ve eﬃcient
means is “prac cal”. An ineﬀec ve ineﬃcient means is imprac cal. We can judge goals in terms of their
ra onality, we can judge means in terms of their own ra onality, and we can judge the complex of goal‐
and‐means but its ra onality. We can compare goals and means for their ra onality. We should not
confuse goals and means. We should strive to have the best goals and means but s ll we should not
confuse them. We o en wrongly slip into seeing goals mostly in terms of prac cality and imprac cality.
Goals can be of many kinds but among the most important, if not the most important, are moral goals
such as goodness and fairness. It is important to be able to state your moral goals and the approximate
hierarchy of your moral goals, which are more and which are less important.
Usually we say that the most ra onal means is the most prac cal means, that is, the most eﬃcient and
eﬀec ve means. We say that a means that is not eﬃcient, eﬀec ve, and prac cal is irra onal. If you
want to go to the twen eth floor of a building, you can take the elevator. It is imprac cal and irra onal
to build a hot air balloon from scratch. If you also want to help your health, you might walk up all the
twenty flights of stairs.
Not all goals are compa ble. We cannot pursue power and morality. Not all means are compa ble. We
cannot try to achieve power both by being big and strong and by being friendly and helpful at the same
me to all people.
Some goals are moral goals such as fairness to employees and some goals are not moral but s ll pre y
good such as making a profit over a five year plan. We tend to think that moral goals are higher, more
urgent, more important, and more enduring than non‐moral goals. We tend to think that we cannot live
well if we ignore moral goals and we don’t get our moral founda on squared away. We see other goals
in terms of moral goals, as means to moral goals, as when we want the na on to prosper so that we can
find jobs for everyone and eliminate poverty. Some goals are mixed together and it is hard to sort out
what is moral and what is means to moral. We think of family as a high goal in itself, as means to other
moral goals such as serving God and serving love, and as a moral goal in itself. We have similar mixed
feelings about roman c love and patrio sm.
Not even all moral goals are compa ble. We cannot be both fair and egalitarian all the me. Suppose
we have cookies to give to children, some of which children are twice as big as the others. We cannot
be loving, just, and fair all at the same me. This conflict among moral goals is among one of the most
vexing of human issues and, at the same me, one that makes human life most interes ng. You have to
get used to the idea that there is no simply single consistent moral view.

We have to balance moral goals against other goals, as when we would like not to steal but we are poor
and have to feed our children, or when we don’t want to harm anyone but we have to shoot a robber or
else we will be “robbed blind”. We have to balance all goals against prac cality. I would like to spend
my money on music and books but I have to pay for heat in the winter. We have to balance moral goals
(morality), other goals, and prac cality, all at once. We don’t like thinking that we have to balance any
morality against anything else, and especially we don’t like thinking about the prac cality of morality,
but in the real human world, we must.
Some goals come from human nature and some goals come from our par cular socie es and cultures.
The two sources of goals mutually aﬀect each other. I say no more about this topic here.
People intui vely know all this and make allowance for it. People try to sort out goals, moral goals, non‐
moral goals, social goals, various means, and all the conflicts. People try to act as prac cally as they can
(eﬃciently as they can) to meet a balance of various goals. People try to do this in the context of other
people and of ins tu ons such as business firms and the courts. Considering how hard it is, we actually
do a great job. Of course, we do not do a perfect job, we do not do a good enough job, and we always
can do be er.
The issue now becomes the implica ons of Smith’s analysis for the rela on of prac cal ra onality to
ends (goals) ra onality, the rela on of means to ends.
Adam Smith 3: Prac cal Ra onality Eats Moral Ra onality; Means Eats Ends
Suppose we are logically consistent, take Smith really seriously, and can insure condi ons under which
the free market does lead to the greatest wealth and good automa cally without need for interven on
by the state, business organiza ons, or watchdogs; and, in fact, any interven on hurts more than it
helps. In some ways, this situa on would be a wonderful result. In some ways, this situa on leads to a
horrible result.
Adam Smith would have been unhappy with the points here. Smith was a moral good person who also
wrote about the best ways to get people to act morally in modern society.
‐No state interference for any reason.
‐Laws are not needed. Police are not needed. Public fire departments are not needed.
‐Everyone gets a job and everyone gets paid according to ability, training, and eﬀort. When natural
resources are enough and technology is enough, everybody lives fairly well. Everybody has a house,
maybe a lawn, a car, maybe a boat, and can send his‐her children to college.
‐Every business firm can make the average rate of profit. Firms go bankrupt only because of natural
events such as floods and through bad management or because their owners are inept.

‐Everyone has a place to live that is meager or sumptuous according to his‐her job, that is, according to
his‐her talents, educa on, and eﬀort.
‐If anybody lives in poverty, that person is stupid, deliberately did not get an educa on, or is lazy. In the
modern technological world with many resources, and ample opportuni es for educa on, the most
likely explana on is that the person is lazy. Poor people are poor because they want to be poor because
they are lazy.
‐While there might be some short term hereditary class diﬀerences, those don’t ma er nearly as much
as the social mobility (up and down) that comes of diﬀerent ability, educa on, and eﬀort. There are no
consistent diﬀerences by ethnic group, religious group, gender, religion, or age.
‐There are no busts and booms (recoveries and recessions), or, if there are, they do more good than
harm. So the state does not need to interfere to do anything about booms and busts.
‐The state cannot do anything to make the economy prosper be er. The state should not try to make
the economy more prosperous or bigger or wealthier or anything else.
‐We don’t have to worry about mee ng moral goals through the state or through any public ins tu ons.
We don’t have to worry about the poor because there are no poor other than people who are not very
bright or don’t try. No group suﬀers prejudice because prejudice is not an economically sound prac ce
for business firms. Any business owner who does act with prejudice soon goes out of business through
compe on with smarter rivals.
‐People don’t have to worry much about balancing their moral goals, other goals, and the means to
achieve goals. If people simply strive as prac cally as they can, they automa cally meet their goals as
much as they are able. People have to be sa sfied with what they get according to their levels of ability,
training, and eﬀort.
‐Wealth, usually measured in a currency such as dollars, becomes the eﬀec ve measure of the greatest
good. Whatever economy leads to the greatest output over the long run is the best economy. It is best
not only by being most eﬃcient but by giving us more of what we want including more of our moral
goals.
‐There is not much diﬀerence for individuals between moral goals and other goals as long as people use
the most prac cal means to achieve either. If you wish to help people with diabetes and you contribute
to the most eﬀec ve research program, that goal‐and‐ac on is not much diﬀerent than if you wanted to
build a bigger house and you hired the most cost‐eﬀec ve builder.
‐This is the most important implica on: In eﬀect, prac cal (means) ra onality replaces moral (ends)
ra onality. As long as people use their resources most eﬀec vely, then how much morality we get and

how much of anything else we get is automa cally what gives the greatest overall benefit. Whatever
blend of moral goals, other goals, and prac cality that arose is also the most moral because it has led to
the greatest good. What is most prac cal, most eﬃcient, for the whole, what leads to the biggest
money economy for the whole, automa cally leads to the most good for the whole, and so it is the most
good. It is not only prac cally the most good but morally the most good.
‐If we want to judge between two ac ons or programs, we ask which most prac cally (eﬃciently) uses
similar resources to produce the most wealth, and that is the ac on or program that is most good and
most moral.
‐It is no longer necessary to ask what makes sense. What makes sense arises automa cally out of the
system of people each seeking their own self‐interest (their own sense).
‐“Make sense” becomes “makes a profit” or “gives me a good reliable well‐paid job”. We don’t have to
think about what makes sense or does not make sense. The market decides for us.
‐In the 1960s, hip people used to say, “If it feels good, do it”. The intent was to give up worrying about
moral puzzles and arbitrary social conven ons so instead you could simply trust your evolved body and
evolved sensibili es. In the context of Smith‐carried‐far, the slogan would be, “If it makes money, do it”.
Give up worrying about morality and social conven on to simply trust the free market. If drug dealing
or pros tu on makes a profit, do it.
‐If carried on long enough, people would not have to think very much in moral terms at all. Just do what
comes prac cally and eﬃciently, and that is good enough.
‐If carried on long enough, society would not have to deal with moral issues at all. There are no moral
issues for society to decide. The biggest moral goal of society is to encourage people to act prac cally
and eﬃciently.
‐Self‐interest is good because it leads people to seek their goals, to seek their goals eﬀec vely, and to
interact. Without moral guidance, it becomes hard to tell self‐interest from selfishness. So, quite soon,
selfishness becomes good. In the words of the character Gordon Gecko from the movie “Wall Street”,
“Greed is good”.
While not directly entailed by the logic above, these points can be implied:
‐Big firms are big because they have had unusually smart owners. There is no inherent advantage to
bigness. Size does not confer any advantage that helps keep big firms big and helps keep compe ng
firms small. The bigness of any big firm or group of big firms does not impose unfair compe on on any
medium sized firms or small firms. Any small firm could grow big if it had unusually smart owners. The
presence of big firms does not distort the economy away from fully fair (perfect) compe on and the
beneficial outcome of fully fair compe on.

‐If big firms are more eﬃcient at producing and selling products and services, then it is consistent with
this logic to buy from big firms. Anything that is be er at making and selling is not only prac cally good
but morally good.
‐People should act on their desires, in the most eﬃcient way possible.
‐Moral desires may be among all desires. You may desire to save helpless animals just as much as you
may desire to buy a giant smart TV for your living room. Each person has to figure out the balance
between his‐her moral desires and non‐moral desires.
‐However, there is a feeling about the system that people should act on their impulses. If the system
will come out well when people act on their desires, then there seems li le point in planning. If people
should act on their impulses, then, overall, likely they will act less on moral desires, or hardly at all on
moral desires, and act more on non‐moral desires. People tend to become superficial consumers of
entertainment, food, cosme cs, and short term goods such as TVs. There is a tendency for people to
shi their moral concerns over to authorita ve sounding people such as in the media, poli cs, a big
church, or in educa on.
If this outcome scares you, you are not alone. Few sane reasonable ra onal people think this is a good
outcome. Most people know that something has gone wrong. One benefit of carrying the logic to its
conclusion is that it forces us to see something has gone wrong and to look for what went wrong. In this
essay, I don’t go into what went wrong. I only note that something did go wrong and point out how this
situa on aﬀected Liberals and Conserva ves.
Of course, we don’t live in t his world. Despite free market fantasies, most of us would not want to live
in this world. Not even die‐hard free market Conserva ves now hold up this world as a goal. So what is
the relevance?
Bad people, and people who are already confused, use the points here to confuse people further and to
make them suscep ble to propaganda and manipula on. Ideological blocs, poli cal par es, adver sing
agencies, and business firms all use this confusion to control people. An adept manipulator of these
points does not take all the points of this world at once. An adept manipulator picks what he‐she thinks
would help the party or firm, emphasizes that, and discards the rest. Even if the emphasis leads to an
internal contradic on, or even if the emphasis leads to contradic ons with points that were overlooked,
the manipulator s ll selects and emphasizes. In fact, there was a historical reac on against hyper‐Smith,
and adept manipulators also select from that reac on to confuse and manipulate us. Adept
manipulators use both hyper‐Smith and an ‐hyper‐Smith. Liberals and Conserva ves select diﬀerently.
How and why they pick diﬀerently is a topic for the rest of this essay.
Stephen Colbert used to make fun of hyper‐Smith, reac on to hyper‐Smith, and selec ons from them,
when he s ll had his “fake news” show on HBO a er Jon Stewart and the Daily Show.

A kind word for economists: I don’t know of any intelligent reputable economist who believes the real
world approaches the above bad fantasy. Don’t get angry at economists. Economists are pre y good at
showing how the real world departs from this fantasy and at poin ng out how we s ll need to use our
humanity to make decisions, especially moral decisions. Economists don’t agree on which parts of this
model work best and which parts fail but they do agree that, on the whole, it alone is not enough, we
need to be er model the real world, and we can’t give up our individual integrity.
This obvious unreal model forces us to compare real and ideal. It forces us to see how the real does not
live up to expecta ons and to look for how we can improve the real without doing more damage than is
already met in the real. It forces us to see when the state might do more damage than the market when
the state tries to correct mistakes of the market. It shows us how some mes the state really can help,
as in regula on of financial markets. In these ways, the ideal has been a great help even though it is
obviously far from the real and far from what we want.
Adam Smith 4: Business Firm Compe

on and Consumer Choice

Without going into details, in Smith’s idea of the economy, compe on plays a key role, perhaps the key
role, in how interac ons move the system toward the greatest prac cal good for society as a whole and
thus to greatest moral good. Without compe on, firms do not adjust quan ty and prices so quan ty is
greatest and prices are lowest. Without compe on, firms collude to keep quan es limited and prices
high. With compe on, firms are forced to provide goods at the lowest prices, are forced to provide as
many goods as they can make at those prices, and are forced to provide the highest quality goods they
can make at those prices.
Consumer choice goes along with producer compe on, and, in fact, drives producer compe on. It is
consumers choosing between goods oﬀered by producers that forces producers to make the most, and
the highest quality, goods for the lowest prices. Consumer choice creates producer compe on, it
“drives” producer compe on, and steers it in the direc on that consumers wish to go.
Without compe on between workers for jobs, laborers also could get higher wages than they should,
higher than their produc vity warrants. However, labor is not usually in a posi on to manipulate the
amount of labor oﬀered (supply, quan ty) and the wage rate the way that firms can manipulate supply
and prices, so ideas about compe on usually apply more to firms than workers.
Smith never trusted business people and he accused them of conniving whenever they got the chance.
This is why Smith stressed compe on and consumer choice. Smith knew compe on broke collusion
and allowed the system to work. Business people connived precisely to avoid compe on and to twist
the market to their favor. Li le has changed since Smith.
I like the ideals of producer compe on and consumer choice very much. It is a sign of our modern
mes how even these good ideas can be twisted to bad ends.

When I think of a free autonomous self‐determining person, I see someone who values integrity, knows
moral ideals and has principles even if it is not all perfect, knows the issues facing his‐her country, and
chooses wisely according to the du es of a ci zen. I have to confess I am a li le guided by my boyhood
images of fron er people and cowboys and cowgirls but I think I have grown up enough so that this ideal
of a free person means something more than media images.
Some people think of the business person carving out a market and building a business empire like the
early computer pioneers or like John D. Rockefeller, the sports hero (heroine), the ar st, the journalist,
or “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington”. But those have always been mere images to me. They got their
value by approxima ng, and borrowing from, the real free autonomous self‐determining person. They
should not be mistaken for that person. We should not take lesser reflec ons of the free autonomous
self‐determining person for him‐her. We should not think that moral crusade or power make us a free
self‐determining savior. Yet this is what we do think, and we act it out in a way that hurts real freedom
and that distorts the economy.
Somehow, again without details, the idea of the choosing consumer became the primary model of the
free autonomous self‐determining individual of Liberal ideals and democra c poli cal ideals in a modern
capitalist na on. Although people s ll have the ideal of free autonomous self‐determining individuals,
their vision of that person now is the consumer making choices. When you buy a cup of coﬀee, you are
Daniel Boone or Davy Crocket. When you choose a car, you are Texans taking a stand at the Alamo or
you are the Mexicans who tried hard to be fair and just and not to massacre the Texans. The careful
consumer is important in the ideal of Adam Smith but Smith would never have mistaken some modern
hipster buying a loaf of ancient grains natural bread for a free autonomous self‐determining person who
is the founda on of a good state. We should not make that mistake either but we do o en.
The problem gets even worse because, in real modern capitalism, in fact the consumer does not really
have much choice, is not really all that free and does not really make all that much diﬀerence. We get
all puﬀed up about what free people we are every me we buy a TV when we are from that. Educated
consumers do make a real diﬀerence and they are absolutely necessary but the consumer does not, and
never can, replace the free autonomous self‐determining person.
Consumers face a vast array of stuﬀ but that does not mean they have choice and does not mean they
can find the best op on. Nor does it mean their choices drive business to compete to lead to low prices
and large quan es of high quality goods. The greater the array of goods that diﬀer only in puzzling
details, and the less the consumer can know about the puzzling details, the more the consumer falls into
confusion from which real choice is not possible but any choice is a glorified escape. A plethora of stuﬀ
means consumers don’t really have much of a choice, and, whatever consumers choose, business firms
are not really compe ng to give a lot of high‐quality products and services at lost costs. Think of op ons
with telephones and telephone plans. Think of cable TV. Think of which airline to fly or car to buy.
Some mes choice‐compe on works well enough. I think it works well enough for cars but not at all
well for telephone plans and cable TV. Even then it does not make you Davy Crocket.

The supposedly choosing consumer is not necessarily even really a choosy consumer or smart chooser.
He‐she simply pretends to choose. The choosing consumer goes through the mo ons of choosing and
so thinks he‐she has made a significant choice that impacts how the economy and the world work. We
are sa sfied that a consumer who thinks he‐she has chosen, even one who doesn’t really have a choice,
thinks he‐she carries on the ideal of the free autonomous self‐determining person needed as the bed
rock of a free democracy.
This replacement of the original free autonomous self‐determining individual by the consumer does not
make sense. It would not make sense even if the consumer had a big choice and the choice made a big
diﬀerence but the consumer does not have that much choice, and, although the choice makes some
diﬀerence, the choice does not make that much diﬀerence. So the replacement makes even less sense.
To replace the free person by the business mogul or the moralis c crusader also makes no sense. I find
these results sad. I think the only way to be like the original free autonomous person is by carrying out
the du es of ci zenship, including researching issues and candidates yourself, and making a choice apart
from a poli cal party and based on more than a single issue. Stop fooling yourself with myths that make
you feel glamorous, free, important, and jus fied.
Trying to recover your freedom, autonomy, and self‐determina on in a modern poli cal system in which
the choice at the polling booth makes li le more sense than the choice of a cup of coﬀee and the non‐
choice of cable provider also makes li le sense. For now, it is all we’ve got.
Smith would have been unhappy with this modern remolding of the ideas of compe
the free autonomous self‐determining choosing person. Smith was a good Liberal.

on, choice, and

# Adam Smith 5: Hyper‐Subjec vism.
The dri of Smith’s thought can support a posi on that Smith would abhor. This view is an example of a
Liberal idea that turns into something bad, even its opposite, when pushed too far. This idea can come
from places other than market based analysis, and, before Smith, it did come from other places, but,
a er Smith, the biggest underlying support for bad subjec vism is indirectly from the market based view
of people and society.
We can cri cize how people get what they wish for, we can cri cize their eﬀec veness and eﬃciency in
ge ng what they wish for, but we cannot cri cize what they wish for, what they value. What they wish
for is what they wish for. Their wish is theirs and theirs alone. What we wish for defines us and what
they wish for defines them. We can judge the wishes of another person from the outside ‐ to judge is
something we do; but we cannot truly judge the desire of another person unless we are on the inside of
the desire, unless we share the desire and we act on it about as does the other person – and nobody can
really do that. I am an absolute subject and you are an absolute subject.

In the so form, this insight is correct and does some good. Some people like apples while others like
cherries, and that’s that. Some people like sex face‐to‐face while others like it front‐to‐back (“doggy
style”), and that’s that. There is no need to argue, arguing would do no good, and arguing could do
much harm. In this so form, the idea supports individual diﬀerence, autonomy, and choice.
If we push the idea further, it can get annoying. Some people like rough sex. If the sex partner does not
understand quickly enough, accidents happen. Some people like ge ng drunk every night or popping
pills all through the day. If they become alcoholics or drug addicts, that is what they chose. Some
people would rather rob banks or go on welfare than work to make a living. Some people like to lie or
are compulsive liars.
You can never really know another person. No other person can ever really know you. Between all
people is an absolute gap that can never be overcome absolutely. There is no bridge over these trouble
waters. We are a self and everyone else is an “other”. We can think we overcome the gap but we only
fool ourselves so we can get along enough to do what we want and get what we want. Even when this
idea is pushed only this far, the idea confuses people enough to get them completely oﬀ track unless
somebody with be er sense pulls them back on track.
To hear how the so version can be charming but has sinister undertones and could slip easily into sad
smug isola on, listen to their version of “Bucket T” by The Who.
We believe in this god and you believe in that god. There is no comparison or discussion. You have to
do what you have to do on the basis of your belief and we have to do what we have to do. If you get in
our way, then too bad for you and your god. May God help whoever believes in the true him.
Some people like power, and that is that. Power means using other people. The other people have to
look out for themselves. If they do not have what it takes to look out for themselves, then too bad for
them. They are only others anyway.
Some people like the Le Wing and others the Right Wing. There is no objec ve way to decide so you
just have to take sides. Some people like Democracy and some people like the Empire. You just have to
decide what you like and live with whatever is in power at the me.
There is no objec ve morality. Morality is only a ruse that some people use to control other people.
The idea that we are alone in our subjec ve preferences is one way to worship our selves and our own
minds. It is an example of how well‐intended ideas can turn ugly.
Through a few refrac ons, likely this idea lies behind the modern ar s c obsession with serial killers and
with criminals who think in their own way. It lies behind the theme of ge ng into the mind of someone
else, usually to hunt the other. Some mes we get lost in the other mind. It is one way we turn insanity

and evil into another kind of ra onality and into fake‐heroic upside down goodness. “Be er to reign in
Hell than to serve in Heaven”.
When Conserva ves later took up arguments from Smith about the goodness of the free market, they
inherited the tendency to push the argument too far. Conserva ves want the parts of the argument
that support their view of the market and their view on the universal goodness of business but want to
reject parts that make morality, religion, and their view of the state subjec ve. They cannot give good
reasons for where to draw lines. Conserva ves don’t know the damage they do when they push the
market vision of isolated human nature and of a society made by such individuals, but they do damage
anyway. Conserva ves pushing the market based view of human nature and society have done more
damage in modern mes than Liberals using similar ideas to promote individual autonomy.
# Adam Smith 6: What Liberals and Conserva ves Did Not Like about Adam Smith.
What Liberals and Conserva ves liked and took from Adam Smith is best le for later sec ons a er
some history in the early to middle 1800s.
# Adam Smith 7: What is Worth Keeping about Adam Smith.
Please see my wri ng on economics for what I think is worth keeping from Adam Smith. We can avoid
the crazy implica ons of Smith. I would rather work on the basis of Smith’s key ideas than the basis of
the views of Democrats or Republicans. We should rely on the free market as much as possible. We
should recognize that real life does not meet the condi ons that lead automa cally to greatest welfare
and greatest good by the free market alone. We should accept that big business firms, and the bigness
of the modern world economy and modern technology, distort the real economy away from the ideals
of Smith. The diﬀerence is big enough that we want to help. When we help, especially with the state,
we too‐o en cause greater harm than the original harm, usually by making big business and en tlement
recipients into clients of the state. Even so, the state should interfere in some markets such as financial
markets. We have to keep the brunt of unemployment and bad jobs from falling on one‐or‐a‐few
groups as “fall guys”. None of this is easy. None of it can be done perfectly. We will always have some
pain. We should have less pain than now, pain both from the faults of the market and from interference
by the state.
Refrain: Key Liberal Ques ons: “Make Sense” and What That Implies
Current Liberals, especially in the Democra c Party, need to ask themselves and other Party members
what “make sense” means. What does it mean to make sense in prac cal terms and moral terms?
When does moral making sense trump prac cal making sense, and vice versa? When can we aﬀord or
not aﬀord moral policies? When does the a empt to make sense morally in one way lead us to not
make sense morally in other ways? Which way wins? When does a program make sense and when
does it not?

What is (are) the best interests of America? Why are we not there? How do we get there from here?
How does a capitalist economy really work, including the good and bad? Can a real capitalist economy
support our schemes? Do we do more good than harm always?
In the old Liberal tradi on and the new Conserva ve tradi on: Is a program cost eﬀec ve? If it is not
cost eﬀec ve, then why do we want to do it? What moral considera ons really override all costs? What
moral considera ons do not override their costs?
People, including Liberals, can support programs that are not cost eﬀec ve but s ll worthwhile for
moral reasons such as health care for children and free meals at school for children (I believe both the
programs are cost eﬀec ve, but I raise them here on purpose as something easy to think about not in
cost eﬀec ve terms).
But even morals can cost too much. We can’t aﬀord to extend the life of everyone over 70 with massive
medical care. Cost is not only monetary but costs to society, morals, a tude, freedom, and crea vity.
So Liberals have to ask if the moral gain from a program is really worth the cost in terms of money, a
distorted economy, enabling bad behavior by recipients, luring people onto state support, jealousy by
non‐recipients, the feeling of unfairness by others, feelings of guilt by recipients, and ge ng people
used to the state as problem solving parent. These are real LIBERAL ques ons. They are not reserved
for Conserva ves to use when whining at Liberals.
People are not ra onal angels capable of using a program only to the extent it truly benefits them and it
does not hurt the country. People fall into greed and laziness. Enough people always do that so that it
makes a huge diﬀerence. Natural greed ruins programs that would otherwise be cost eﬀec ve and‐or
would otherwise be worth it morally. An cipate this, and don’t go with programs that are likely to lead
to badness. If a program does lead to badness, admit this outcome, and kill the program. This is not a
Conserva ve way of thinking; it is a Liberal way of thinking.

# PART 8: INTERLUDES
You may skip the interludes if you are not interested in the topics. Here are some examples of how
ideas pushed too far become dangerous. Again, ask how to gain the benefit of the idea without falling
into the badness. How do you draw lines and why?
# Interlude 1: ReducƟonism and Holism
It is not clear to what extent Smith stressed the following idea and how important the idea was to him.
The idea became basic to social analysts and poli cal planners a er Smith, in par cular to the followers
of Jeremy Bentham in the early 1800s in economics and to biology a er Darwin.
We should not think of society as more than the individuals that make it up. Society is not greater than
the sum of its parts. The whole is not greater than the sum of its parts. Think of society as coming from
the interac on of individuals. To understand what is happening, look at individuals ac ng strategically
in their best interests, and then look at interac ons of such individuals. Society is the result. In science,
this view is “reduc onism” and in social science it is “methodological individualism”.
Individuals need not foresee the outcome of their strategies and interac ons for society to arise out of
individual strategies and interac ons alone. It is not necessary that individual ra onal foresight produce
society. Society can arrive at a result not foreseen by individuals. Later, analysts need to see how the
result did arise out of interac ons of strategic individuals. Biologists use this approach to explain animal
social lives. Beaver, ant, bee, termites, and wolf socie es do not need to be made up out of ra onal
members who foresee their social lives and work toward their social lives in order for families, hives,
colonies, and packs to arise.
It is good to begin analyses from this approach to see how far you can get. Then, you can add ideas
about society as greater than the sum of its parts and about how the whole determines its parts (society
determines individuals) as you need them, knowing be er what you do.
Both Liberals and Conserva ves take both sides of this issue. They wish to say that (a) society arose out
of individual ac on and interac on, and (b1) society is a whole greater than its parts and (b2) society
determines individuals. Liberals and Conserva ves are so opportunis c and so inconsistent that I do not
sort out the pa erns of their abuse but I do bring up examples when relevant.
# Interlude 2: If Selfishness Works at All Levels, Why be RaƟonal at all?
Combined, these results lead to an odd outcome, to a contradic on. On the one hand, we need to let
individuals think and act freely. Only individuals know what is best for them and only individuals know
how to ra onally eﬃciently seek it. We need to apply Reason to social ends and ins tu ons and to the
whole of society. On the other hand, we should not use Reason to plan the final outcome or to guide

toward what we think is a beneficial outcome unless the ini al condi ons are so screwed up that free
ac on cannot yield the best outcome. We may use our Reason to evaluate the final outcome but we
should not use Reason to plan a best outcome or guide us to it.
What then are the roles of thinking through and of planning? What is the role of Reason in this world if
this world that does not rely on individual intellect except as a limited means to another end? What is
the role of non‐Reason such as emo on, desire, demand, tradi on, and religion? What is Reason all
about if society is the result of individual ac ons and interac ons OR if society is an integrated whole
that is greater than the sum of the parts and determines the parts? What is Reason all about if society
controls the minds of individuals?
This result might seem silly but it has serious results. It is behind the “me” thinking of Conserva ves and
Liberals. President Reagan convinced Americans they did not have to think, worry about social
outcomes, worry about social morality, or be good though ul ci zens; all they had to do was be greedy,
seek profit, seek self‐interest, buy a lot of crap, connive for a good job, and everything would turn out
fine. People really did act this way and really did use this line of thought to enable their selfishness. We
have never really go en out of it. The spirit is captured in the movie “Wall Street” where Gordon Gecko
(Michael Douglas) says “Greed is good”.
Western thought has long stressed the separa on of Reason and Non‐Reason, in par cular Emo on.
Adam Smith did not invent this dis nc on. Ironically because Smith and other Liberals believed in the
power of Reason, Smith’s model bolstered the dis nc on and helped pave the way later for Non‐Reason
to dominate. Westerners began to see emo on and crea vity as more important than Reason.
Darwinist thinking intensified concern over the role of Reason when Darwin showed that the biological
world could come to be without any foresight or ra onal planning. In addi on, the idea that organisms
can act ra onally in pursuit of self‐interest and their ac on can lead to a greater outcome played a role
in the idea of adapta on and the analysis of outcomes of evolu on. Ants don’t have to intend to create
a colony when their individual ac ons lead to a colony. Trees don’t intend to create a forest. No genes
or organism intended to create minds when the spinal cord evolved.
The idea that socie es can come to pa erns through individual ac on but the pa erns are greater than
individual ac on played a role in later analysis in history, sociology, and anthropology. This idea gained
strength when combined with the idea that pa erns could self‐reinforce in a system. This idea became
especially strong when analysts believed that society could “get into the heads” of individual people to
determine their ac ons to begin with, and so make social pa erns especially stable and strong. Social
analysts replaced individual ra onality with social roles, social ideas, social symbols, etc.
I do not use this conundrum much more in this essay but it is important to see that it arose and to get a
taste of its results. You should think out for yourself rela ons between individual ra onality and what
comes out of interac ng ra onal individuals. You should think out for yourself the role on non‐Reason
in these scenarios.

# Interlude 3: “Choice” as Deep American Category
In other work, I write about how Americans see freedom, free individual ac on, and choice. The topic is
too long to bring in here even though it is relevant. Please read the other essays.

PART 9: ORIGINAL CONSERVATIVES
At first, in the middle 1700s, Conserva ves did not oppose all Liberal ideas and did not oppose thinking
through economic, poli cal, and social rela ons to see how they worked, if they worked well or poorly,
and if humans could improve on what we already have through use of our Reason. Conserva ves had
brains and used them. “Make sense” made sense to them too. Conserva ves knew fairness, knew that
ins tu ons should be as fair as possible without undermining the greater cohesion that made social life
possible, saw that some ins tu ons were unfair by any sane standards, and were willing to work to
improve fairness and sense. Conserva ves had hearts and used those too. You might ask yourself if this
is s ll true of modern Conserva ves. If not, why not?
The acknowledged founder of modern Conserva ves, a great person, legislator, and thinker, is Edmund
Burke, who flourished in England from the middle 1700s to early 1800s. As a Member of Parliament and
in other roles in the government, Burke opposed repressive Bri sh policy in America. He sympathized
with the colonists and felt they should have a voice in Parliament. He understood that “taxa on without
representa on” was silly and not English. He knew that forcing colonists not to produce finished goods
and to buy only English finished goods must cause unrest. He knew the arguments of Franklin, Adams,
Hamilton, Payne, and Jeﬀerson. He lamented that England and America could not reach be er accord.
In contrast, Burke hated the French Revolu on although he also understood its roots. He predicted the
horror that would come and he brilliantly analyzed the rising Terror. He did not live to see Napoleon or
the wars in Europe but I think he would have understood and lamented those. The later evil in Russia,
China, Cuba, Cambodia, Burma, North Korea, and Venezuela would have drawn a long sad “Of course,
what did you expect?”
Revolu ons have tended much more to chaos and terror than to replacing old ins tu ons with be er
new ins tu ons. Neither Liberals nor Conserva ves have given good accounts of why. Conserva ves
have given a be er account. They base their account on falling away from tried‐and‐proven ins tu ons,
perhaps God‐given ins tu ons. To rely on Reason alone when we should rely on a mix of Reason, social
compromise as evident in ins tu ons, what works as evident in ins tu ons, and God’s‐Grace‐in‐social‐
ins tu ons, is a clear example of the Sin of Pride, the sin of worshipping our own egos and intellects. To
rely on Reason alone inevitably leads to a flowering of crazy ideas, many of which are also bad or evil,
we will not be able to tell good ideas from bad, and will move toward bad ideas through their promise of
power and our lust for power. There is much truth to the Conserva ve argument.
It is not all true. We must use Reason more than Conserva ves would allow and we should be cri cal of
tradi on more than Conserva ves would allow. We can allow a flowering of ideas without necessarily
succumbing to the lure of bad ideas and evil power. It is hard but it can be done. Mao Zedong of China
failed at this task but we don’t have to fail. At the same me, I enjoy tradi on more than most cri cal

Liberals. You need to use Reason to decide what is best about arguments of Liberals and Conserva ves,
not only in the points given in this essay but in the points of the Culture Wars in America and in general
everywhere.
Conserva ves knew that any par cular social rela on or social ins tu on, such as the country church,
might not be the best solu on to social needs and might not lead to the best imaginable outcome. It
might not make the best imaginable sense. We can all imagine something be er. We can all imagine
doing be er than the boss – ask anybody who has ever been a student, been a teacher, worked in a
business firm, hospital, or government.
(1) But what we imagine might not really be be er than what we have. If we put into place what we
imagine, likely we would find it did not work as well as we had hoped and was not the best solu on. As
soon as we have the new thing, we then compare it to another second new thing in our imagina on that
we might have, and find the (now old) first new thing lacking. The community center does not always
do be er than churches, schools, parks, playgrounds, small shops, streets, and wild lands used to do.
Maybe it does some mes. We have to be able to say when so and when not so – before we change. If
we were wrong about the benefits of the new, we have to be able to backtrack and recover something
now lost. None of these tasks are easy.
(2) To get what we imagine entails destroying what we already have and building something new. It
entails physical, social, cultural, and psychological destruc on and rebuilding. It entails chaos, crime,
and loss of old benefits during the transi on, all of which add to cost. (This is why Shiva, Brahman, and
Vishnu work in tandem in Hinduism.) The non‐monetary costs of rebuilding usually are more than we
could imagine, with unforeseen results, and the monetary costs always go three mes over budget.
(3) The new thing that we make might bring more benefit than the old thing that we have now but the
cost of making the new plus the benefit of the new might not equal the benefit that we get already from
the old. It is not worth spending ten dollars to get twenty dollars when you already have eighteen
dollars. It is not worth ending the Methodist Church‐and‐church to get an Episcopalian Church‐and‐
church, or Roman Catholic, or Presbyterian.
(4) The new might not really be what you expect. Suppose we destroy all Women’s Studies Centers in
the United States and replace them with Gender Studies Centers in which it is mandatory PC (poli cally
correct) that half the courses must be about men. Suppose we destroy all Black Studies Centers (African
American) and replace them with Ethnic Studies Centers in which the number of courses about a race
(ethnic group) can be taught only in propor on to that race in America. Gender and Racial fairness are
desirable but at what cost?
(5A) The most common and most powerful Conserva ve argument: The old ways and ins tu ons are
the result of a long process of change and adjustment. The old ways did not arise from the fiat of the
rich and powerful alone. Even if old ways first arose that way, they were modified by adjustment and
compromise to be be er than when they started. The old ways became established through good

compromises. They have been tried, modified, and retried. They are not fair in all regards. They do not
treat all people equally. Some people benefit more. But almost always everybody does benefit, nobody
loses all the me, and nobody loses overall. This is what Parliament is like. This is what most churches
are like. Most local schools in America were like this before 1980. When we se le on computerized
educa on, not as the result of any single plan but through many fits, starts, reversals, adjustments, and
compromises, this is likely what we will have. Why destroy something that already works and already
gives benefit so as to try something that will cost much socially and financially and that likely won’t give
nearly the benefit that you think it will?
(5B) The following point can be given separately and does not need (5A). But it does o en come with
(5A), especially in original Conserva ve thought. When the two arguments come together, they are
quite strong, stronger than each individually.
Human socie es are not put together like a stack of rocks where each part is isolated from other parts
and does not depend on the others. You can replace one rock with another and it would not ma er. In
human society, each part, subgroup, opera on, ins tu on, and most human acts, depend on all others.
Human socie es are more like a living organism or like a giant family.
Whether a human society was built through changes, proposals, and adjustments, or not, it s ll comes
all‐of‐a‐piece with mutual dependence. A human society comes all‐of‐a‐piece with mutual dependence
especially if it was built over me with many mutual adjustments. Because most socie es were made
over me, we should think of human society in terms of all‐of‐a‐piece with mutual dependence.
If you change anything that comes all‐of‐a‐piece with mutual dependence, then you are far more likely
to do harm than good, you are far more likely to get into trouble than to help. So you must be unusually
clever before you change the pieces of human society, including ins tu ons, subgroups, rela ons, socio‐
economic class, religion, and human acts. You have be er leave it all alone un l you are amazingly sure
you will not do more harm than good.
The idea that Liberals have of making sense does not o en take all‐of‐a‐piece, mutual dependence, and
coming‐together‐through‐mutual‐adjustment into account. It is easy to look at something in isola on
like a church and say that it does not make sense. But that would be wrong. It makes perfect sense in
its situa on. You have to understand and use “making sense” that way. If you take away the church, or
change it, then you change not only the church but the whole situa on, and that is much more likely to
go bad than good.
Maybe an American example helps. The original Electoral College was the result of much experience
and compromise. As me went along, people got dissa sfied with the College and wanted to elect the
President through direct popular vote. This seems to make sense. But, in changing the College to be er
represent popular vote, mostly by binding delegates, people opened up the College to conniving, to not
elec ng the President by popular vote, and elec ng a President who is not best. Because the Electoral
College was supposed to represent the popular vote but did not, we got George W. Bush instead of Al

Gore and Donald Trump instead of Hilary Clinton. By not paying a en on to the Electoral College in its
proper situa on, by forcing it to make sense in wrong terms, we got the opposite of what we intended.
What if we insisted on going back to the past so no church ever could have women priests or insisted on
going back to the future so all churches that wished state recogni on and tax‐exempt status must allow
women priests and must actually have some women priests?
“The Warden” by Anthony Trollope is a good short novel on how this backwards evil happens so o en,
especially in socie es where people try to do good by forcing situa ons to make sense in their own
Liberal terms.
In original Conserva ve thought, seeing society as an organic whole did not block seeing the importance
of individuals and changes. Seeing society as an organic whole did not diminish seeing how individuals
built and changed ins tu ons. Individual innova on is a part of coming together and staying together as
a whole. It contributed to adjustments in the past that created the whole that we see today. Original
Conserva ves appreciated the ac on of aristocracy in making the Magna Charta, and they appreciated
how the Magna Chart served England well. Original Conserva ves certainly would have extolled the
changes that Jesus made, and explained how the changes served as the founda on of a big integrated
Church and big integrated communi es. Even so, don’t leap into changes.
The Conserva ve view is beau ful, appealing, and largely true. But it is not all true and o en enough it
is not even mostly true. Some mes it is be er to look at society as a whole and to see how the parts
contribute to the whole. At other mes it is be er to look at society as made and remade by individuals
ac ng in their own interests and interac ng to make and remake ins tu ons. Some mes it is be er to
think of individuals as determined by social history and society and at other mes it is be er to look at
individuals as autonomous, with free choice, making society, and making what will become history.
When individuals make and remake society, some mes they lead to goodness and some mes they lead
to badness.
I am not sure how modern Conserva ves look at rela ons of individuals to ins tu ons and to whole
socie es, account for changes brought by individuals, and account for the growth of ins tu ons. Their
thought is confusing because they want to have it both ways ad hoc when convenient without really
considering which way tends to preponderate, when, and why. They do not have a general idea of the
rela on of individuals to society or of change and society. They are hard to pin down because they don’t
want to be pinned down so they can say what suits them. Modern Conserva ves extol individual ac on
in the free market, extol Reagan, Thatcher, and G.W. Bush, and stress choice. But they also insist that
individuals should not change ins tu ons such as by allowing women priests, gay marriage, allowing
women free choice in pregnancy, or regula ng a market even if it works badly and does not serve public
good. Some Conserva ves want to make all Americans into their view of a Chris an even when the
other Americans have their own old religions. This hypocrisy makes modern Conserva ves look bad.
Looking at society as integrated, all‐of‐a‐piece, with mutual dependence, is called “holism”, regardless of
how a society got to be that way. Looking at society in terms of the interac ons of individuals is called

“reduc onism”. See above. A good cri c can look both ways, and appreciate both arguments even as
they apply to the same arena. A good cri c can guess well about when we should not do something and
when we should. A really good cri c can pick the argument that shows the best path to most morality
and most benefit. True deep Liberals and true deep Conserva ves should be able to see the value in
both arguments and should be able to apply them to all cases even if they are not as adept as a gi ed
cri c. If you can’t see it both ways even if you are not adept at seeing it both ways, then you are not a
true Liberal or true Conserva ve. But cul va ng the skill of apprecia ng both ways is quite hard, and in
prac ce, cri cs and social scien sts habitually take one stand or the other.
(6) Some change is inevitable. Change is part of life. Conserva ves accept change. The old things that
we have now developed to be as they are because of accumulated changes in the past. But we don’t
have to change quickly. The good things that we have now didn’t get to be good quickly. Good change
happens slowly even if it starts out as a brilliant idea. Ponder suggested changes. Take a few steps in
the right direc on. See what happens. If it looks like the change will be good, keep it. Try a few more
steps. Yes, some changes have to be big and sudden but most changes don’t.
(7) Just because an ins tu on, rela on, or act might not be as beneficial as an alterna ve that we can
dream up does not mean the thing does not have a value that is hard to specify, hard to imagine. Things
are beau ful, both natural things and human‐made things. Even ins tu ons are beau ful. We should
not make changes that destroy those things just because we can imagine something that might be a bit
more entertaining. Bach and Mozart are just as beau ful now as they were hundreds of years ago. We
cannot give them up because we now have Bartok and jazz. Christmas is beau ful even if it has been
commercialized almost to death. We can’t give it up because we no longer believe Jesus was God, Jesus
saved the world, and Jesus was born on 25 December 0000. Jazz is s ll beau ful. Classic rock of the
1950s and 1960s is s ll beau ful. Churches are beau ful even if they do make a mess of downtown
traﬃc and parking. Muslims fana cs exploded Buddhist relics that were a thousand years older than
Islam and that did nobody any harm. Would you tear down a big beau ful mosque in your city even
a er all the Muslims had le your city?
All of this makes sense. It is not foolish. It is good advice. It is worth taking to heart.
All the ins tu ons that radicals made in the 1930s through 1970s are now “old hat”. Ex‐radicals now
hold on to what once was new as the current tradi on. They give the same reasons to keep the once‐
new‐now‐old ins tu ons that Conserva ves gave in 1965 when the ex‐radicals tore down the past. So it
was, and so it shall be for a while to come.
(8) Considera ons of cost‐benefit and of value do not apply to everything human and to everything in
nature, for two reasons.
(8a) Some things we don’t want to evaluate that way, mostly because of moral considera ons that we
wish to place beyond cost‐benefit and value. Suppose we could prove that the Boy Scouts and the Girl
Scouts were not cost eﬀec ve, not even when we take character building into account. Do we s ll want

to get rid of them? Suppose we could prove that private charity was not cost‐eﬀec ve, not even if we
take character building into account. Do we want to forbid people from dona ng and volunteering?
(8b) Some things just are, especially human ins tu ons. Some mes they are net cost‐beneficial and
have a net value and some mes they are not. Rather than get rid of them the first me they slide below
the cost‐benefit line, we might as well keep them and enjoy them as much as we can. Only if they cause
problems consistently for a long me, should we consider what might be be er. Some mes playing
baseball is cost‐beneficial and some mes it is not. Do we get rid of baseball the first me it drops below
zero in our ongoing cost‐benefit monitor? Some mes public schools are cost‐beneficial and some mes
not. Do we get rid of public schools in case some of them drop below zero in our cost‐benefit monitor?
Some par cular churches are not cost‐beneficial. Do we get rid of all churches because of those? Too
o en families are not cost‐ beneficial. Do we get rid of families and subs tute barracks for children? If
we are worried, we can improve what we have without ending its innate character. I would guess that
most academic departments are not usually cost eﬀec ve. Should we get rid of all those departments
and subjects? Should we finally end formal study of sports, literature, religion, art, philosophy, and
anthropology?
Would you pave paradise to put up a parking lot (Joni Mitchell)? Would you tear down Notre Dame in
Paris to put up a fast food restaurant even if you could argue that Parisians and France would benefit
more? Would you cut all the redwoods?
The idea that “human ins tu ons and natural things o en just are, and we should let them be unless we
have good cause to interfere and destroy” is quite important. Keep it in mind.
It is important to keep all these arguments in mind for their own sake. It is also important to keep them
in mind because Conserva ves accuse Liberals of ignoring morality and the‐simple‐being‐of‐old‐human‐
ins tu ons yet Conserva ves vigorously lobby for cost‐benefit accoun ng and happily overlook morality
when that suits them. Both Liberals and Conserva ves apply cost‐benefit, value, morality, and “simple
being”, arguments when it suits them and deny similar kinds of arguments on the other side when that
suits them.
(9) Conserva ves understood Adam Smith’s argument and knew its implica on that human Reason does
not directly lead to the best good even if human Reason indirectly leads to great good. But they did not
use this argument directly at first.
(10) When Conserva ves argued that human Reason did not lead directly to the greatest good in making
the right ins tu ons, they were likely to argue God’s Reason did. Ins tu ons turn out well, and human
will‐and‐intellect contribute to good ins tu ons indirectly, because God designed it so. If God designed
good ins tu ons, even indirectly through human interac on, then why should mere humans tear them
down? To think we can imagine be er is an act of pride, the original sin. We in 2018 might not like this
view but it was cogent in 1800. Now we would say that humans indirectly lead to the best good through
the market or through social adjustments but our feeling is the same as if we used God.

(11) As men oned above, Liberals tended to see all human nature as a projec on of their ideal self, as
ra onal, able to assess a situa on fully, able to see all future results, cherishing goodness, and able to
make the best choice for the good of the self and for society as a whole. The most beneficial society
comes of free individuals exercising free choice and freely interac ng to form stable beneficial pa erns.
In reality, people are not like that and society is not like that. Conserva ves tended to see a more
complete, bigger, and nuanced view of human nature and of individual‐social rela ons and society. For
Conserva ves, society is more than the sum of the parts, and more beneficial than individual planning
could make, but not because of individual strategies. Their picture was idealized and not fully real but
s ll more realis c.
(12a) The large majority of people are driven not primarily by Reason but by many sen ments. Reason
does play a role but it is only one role among many and not o en the dominant role. As David Hume
noted, Reason can tell us how to get something done eﬀec vely (means) but it cannot tell us what we
want done (ends) and it cannot mo vate us to actually do it (drives). The general trick is to get people
to feel the right passions to the right extent so they help society rather than hurt society. Part of the
trick is to make sure people do not feel bad passions such as hatred toward society or toward the ruling
class. The specific trick is to get par cular groups, parts of society, to feel correct passions in the correct
amounts for their place in society and so insure each group contributes much to society.
(12b) Nobody has a complete perfect ap tude for everything. Some people are be er at some things
than other people. Training makes a diﬀerence in both skills and character. S ll, a good teacher has to
see the natural ap tudes of students, develop those, and not try to make par cular people into what
they are not, or what they are not as adept at as others. A good teacher picks students to train into the
roles that are best for them and for society as a whole. Few people are predominantly ra onal, like the
Liberal view of humans, able to assess all situa ons accurately and able to make the best choices. We
want our leaders to come from the people who are largely ra onal but not en rely ra onal.
(12c) At any one me, society does not need many good leaders. It needs a small amount of truly adept
leaders, like the one leader George Washington or the one leader Winston Churchill. Not all people who
have some ap tude for leadership can, or should, actually become the leaders. Because we need only a
limited number of good leaders, all the good leaders that we might need are as likely to come from the
old aristocracy as any other class, as did Churchill and, in eﬀect, Washington and Jeﬀerson. We cannot
give all people the training that might bring out their leadership ability but we can give it to enough of
the aristocrats so that they can provide our leaders. Maintaining an aristocracy and training it well is as
good a way to get good leaders as any other way and likely be er than general educa on.
(12d) The same is true of religious ability and religious leadership. Everybody has to get some religious
training so, unlike the limited aristocracy, with religion we can look for religious leaders among a wider
group of people. Besides, the duty of religious leaders is almost en rely to guide people rather than to
make decisions under na onal stress so we need not expect the same quali es of leadership in religious
people as with poli cal leaders.

(12e) We want our leaders, religious and poli cal, to be largely ra onal but not en rely ra onal because
we want our leaders to feel some passions such as patrio sm, love of jus ce, and mercy. We want them
to have family connec ons so they know what family passion feels like. We want them to have general
connec ons to their fellows so they know what friendship and loyalty to persons feels like.
(12f) There is nothing wrong with giving general educa on to the general public and nothing wrong with
spo ng and training people of unusual ability from among the non‐aristocracy for their ap tudes
including leadership in the par cular youth in truly excep on, in fact, this is a good prac ce; but we
need not expect our leaders to come from among the non‐aristocracy.
(12g) Thomas Jeﬀerson did not envision all MEN (no women) as able to lead but only a few, which he
saw as the natural aristocracy. Not even all men in a democracy were able to pick leaders. Only select
men could pick leaders. The general public helped pick the men who picked the leaders. That is the
theory behind the Electoral College. Although it comes from men we now consider Liberals, it carries a
big dose of Conserva ve thinking and can be taken as a model of the correct useful mix of Liberal and
Conserva ve. I agree with this posi on.
(13) At first, Conserva ves were hos le to business. Read this sec on slowly and let it sink in because it
is the opposite of what people think now. Conserva ves saw business, its people, its docks, factories,
warehouses, mills, markets, pollu on, ugly workers, and ghe os much as Tolkien saw Saruman and Orcs
in “Lord of the Rings”, much as we see Imperial storm troopers. Business caused all the problems with
social change and caused crazy social theories and crazy schemes. Business supported Liberal ideas and
thinkers. Business, with its disorder, and false promise of order through the market, was tearing apart a
coherent beau ful agrarian society that had stood from before the Romans, before Jesus. Business
people saw themselves as the new aristocrats and they did not respect old aristocrats. Business people
usually belonged to churches other than good oﬃcial churches. Business people did not understand or
respect anything old or godly. Business people, through Cromwell, had tried to destroy the monarchy
and in 1789 it looked as if they were at it again. The ravages of business could be withstood only with a
strong king, lords, and Church, and a loyal ci zenry. It is important to get this idea and hold it because
the situa on reversed later on.
(14) Original Conserva ves knew the value of free individuals and individual free choice, both intrinsic
moral value and value for society. Conserva ves would have liked to give individuals as much free
ac on as possible without undermining the stability of society and the goodness that comes of society.
They would have liked to channel adept people into the occupa ons that would produce the most good
and would have liked to take inept people out of posi ons of responsibility and authority. But you can’t
have perfec on overnight. Con nuity and stability have their value too. Without a reliable framework
within which individuals can exercise free choice, receive the benefits of their work, and go to posi ons
that they like, then free choice and ac on has no value, moral or prac cal. Individuals cannot be free
apart from a social framework. To achieve that framework, individuals have to give up some freedom.
This is not a paradox, it does not defy solu on, and it does not mean that any compromise has to be a

hidden betrayal of individual freedom. Originally this idea of a trade‐oﬀ between freedom and needed
framework was a Liberal argument (from Hobbes and Locke) but it served to bolster the Conserva ve
side as well. Conserva ves sought to find the best balance of individual freedom, free choice, and the
results, with an inherited tested true reliable framework. In this best balance, people could keep as
much of the benefit of free ac on as possible and society‐as‐a‐whole could show the most benefit both
from itself and from the ac ons of free individuals.
The best balance is not something that we can think ourselves into immediately. Remember from both
Smith and Burke that individual Reason is not as adept as interac on and history. The balance that we
have now may be about as close as we can get, at least in Western European na ons and in America.
Whatever gain we think we get from changing toward an imagined be er balance of individual freedom
and social framework might not be worth the cost of the change. A change in the balance must be
approached cau ously and slowly.
(15) The simple business‐Liberal answer to this balance issue was “the free market” and “total individual
freedom”; but original Conserva ves, and any sensible people, knew that was not the real answer. In
this issue, I think sensible Conserva ves such as Burke and sensible Liberals such as Locke, Smith, Hume,
Franklin, Jeﬀerson, and Washington would have agreed. You need a lot more than the market.
Conserva ves face a problem with, on the one hand, free individuals, free choice, and the free market
versus, on the other hand, morality, stability, religion, and social good that cannot come of individual
choice without a framework. Modern Conserva ves, and modern Liberals, jump between the two poles
without much sense except poli cal expediency, usually short‐term expediency. Modern Conserva ves
embrace the simplis c once‐Liberal answer when it suits poli cal expediency.
The simplis c old‐Liberal answer involves a view of human nature that Conserva ves would have, and
should have, rejected. When Conserva ves embrace that simplis c once‐Liberal free market, they have
to embrace a simplis c view of human nature as well, one that Burke rejected. Modern Conserva ves
have to pretend all people are always the best judges of their welfare and the welfare of society‐as‐a‐
whole, and never need any guidance from tradi on, ins tu ons such as Church (Mosque or Temple), or
honest poli cians, and cannot be duped by unscrupulous poli cians and business people. All choice is
good choice, and more choice is always be er. This view contrasts with what Conserva ves usually say
about the need for a social framework. No original Conserva ve, or original sensible Liberal, would
accept this view, especially not in exchange for short‐term poli cal gain. There are limits to hypocrisy.
Liberals also bounce between the two views of human nature, using whatever serves their short‐term
poli cal expediency. People are autonomous sen ent beings who can easily know what they wish to do
and can easily set about doing it if not obstructed, and people should be totally free, yet we desperately
need Liberal poli cians to guide us and protect us, usually by limi ng the ac ons of business, limi ng
our choices, and giving us addic ve handouts.

(16) In 1750, the aristocracy and the king were not merely a part of government, they were the whole
state. I think Louis XIV of France said “L’etat, c’est moi” (The state, it is me). Whatever interference and
schemes they devised in their interests also were theore cally in the interests of the state and people.
Of course, Conserva ves knew this stance was not true, and could tell a good program from a bad. But
Conserva ves did not have anything for or against a state program just because it was a program, it was
from the state, or from the king and aristocracy. They would assess programs as programs regardless of
the origin, they did cri cize older programs and they did support some good new programs. Respec ng
both power and tradi on, they did tend to accept exis ng ins tu ons simply because they were exis ng
and‐or had come from the king, aristocracy, or clergy, but original Conserva ves were not rigidly bound
for or against that source of ins tu ons.
Unfortunately, at the me, the theory of government programs was something called “Mercan lism”,
into which I cannot go here much, and which was wrong. Mercan lism, rather than aristocracy as such,
was a large part of what Liberals and free market economists revolted against. Basically, Mercan lism
promoted all programs that increased the wealth of the government in obvious terms such as hoards of
gold or big plots of land (not necessarily the wealth of the country but some mes that ‐ keep in mind
that the aristocracy and na on are the same), and the power of the government. Mercan lism used
large merchants as tools to increase tangible wealth and power. It gave large merchants privileges if the
merchants could use the privileges to increase tangible wealth and power and to pay back the state in
taxes and fees. Conserva ves supported all this much of the me. Mercan lism is the ancestor of
today’s Republican interven on on behalf of business and the Republican view that the wealth and the
value of the na on is in material stuﬀ and military power. Republicans are modern Mercan lists, and
original Conserva ves would be as wary of them for that reason as they were wary of Mercan list
schemes of their mes.
(17) In our mes, we associate Conserva ve with Strong Religion. Originally this was not so. I cannot
recall any original Conserva ve who was an atheist, and Conserva ves did adhere to the major religions
of their na ons. But Conserva ves were not blind emo onal zealots. They tended to be calm about
religion, much as were Episcopalians and Lutherans when I was a boy in the 1950s and 1960s. As part of
their well‐rounded view of human nature, Conserva ves knew that most people needed a religion. As
part of their realis c view of the state, Conserva ves knew that states needed religion. Conserva ves
understood the Liberal argument about separa on of church and state but also knew that, in prac ce,
all states come with an oﬃcial religion that supports the state and every major religion wishes to be the
oﬃcial religion. If people and states need a religion, then the religion of the people and religion of the
state might as well be the same religion, it might as well be a good religion, and it should be as true as
possible. All major religion of Europe then were suitable not only because they helped the state and the
state could use them but the religions were largely true. Conserva ves would have doubted the truth of
non‐Chris an religions but would have recognized the needed close rela ons between the state and
religions such as Buddhism, Hinduism, Confucianism, and Shinto. They would have understood the role
played by Taoism and would have accepted it in a state as long as it did not cause excess. The original
Conserva ves were a lot like Confucians, and vice versa.

Acceptance of this prac cal rela on between religion, people, and the state is one big root of modern
Conserva ve ideas about making Chris anity the na onal religion in America. It is the same realiza on
behind Islam being the oﬃcial religion of most Muslim countries, and that makes Buddhism the oﬃcial
religion of Thailand. The acceptance of reality goes along with real human nature and the real workings
of states. But in any strict form, it is not acceptable in modern plural democracies; it would not work in
America; Thailand makes it work because Thailand allows totally free individual worship.
How Conserva ve got to be associated with Strong Religion is explained below. I consider this link to be
a step backwards, and so would most original Conserva ves like Burke. It is more akin to the fervor that
fuels the terror in bad revolu ons than it is to God working his will through humans.
(18) Liberals got into trouble because their only theory of human nature was that we are all moral,
ra onal, capable of making perfect decisions, and we all need freedom. This view is incomplete and at
least half wrong, so Liberals made up theories of human nature to suit par cular proposals. This tac c
le Liberals and Liberal poli cal par es (Democra c Party) open to abuse by people seeking to become
clients and gain benefits.
I said Conserva ves had a be er view of human nature but I did not specify what. The Conserva ve
view changed over me and especially a er Conserva ves adopted ideas about the free market and
individual choice. Conserva ves (Republican Party) also come up with theories of human nature to suit
par cular schemes and that serve their needs for wealth and power. Conserva ve par es also are open
to people seeking to become clients and get favors.
Then why is the Conserva ve view of human nature fuller and be er? These days, the Republican view
of human nature is only marginally be er than the Democra c view, if any be er at all. Republicans
have lost the depth of knowing human nature that was found in people like Burke.
It is hard to give the Conserva ve view succinctly because originally it arose slowly over me as the
result of experience with many social classes, socio‐economic classes, poli cians, and situa ons. The
best I can do here is to oﬀer a few hints.
People diﬀer by temperament and training. Some people are astute about poli cs while others are
great ar sts. Society depends not only on people using free choice to support freedom, it also depends
on diﬀerent kinds of people doing diﬀerent jobs yet s ll working together. Conserva ves always
recognized an array of talents and people. They took ideas of talents and people from the experience of
the Church and from the experience of jus ces in the local courts. They knew that people diﬀer not only
in talents but in degrees and kinds of ra onality. Some people are adept at agriculture, some at raising
falcons, some at figh ng, and some at poli cs. Some people can figure out a strategy and some cannot.
Some are born leaders while others are followers. Besides the need for choice and freedom, people had
other real needs that guided how people choose. People need mates, security, a social context, a way
to show oﬀ socially, success at a chosen profession, families, faith, and a community of the faithful.

These needs shape what people choose and how they act. People o en enough will give up some needs
for a bigger achievement in other needs as when people trade freedom for security.
Seeing all this does not guarantee that you will keep a well‐rounded view of human nature in mind, and
base social policies on that. Some Conserva ves stress free choice in the market while others stress our
need for religion and family morality. But seeing all this does mean that, if you don’t use this knowledge
properly, then somebody else who uses the same basis for knowledge of human nature can refer to the
same fund and contradict you. If a poli cian tried to abuse his power, and came up with an idea of
human nature to support the abuse, then a priest could go back to the Bible or could use the history of
the courts and laws to counteract the abuse. That is part of the organic whole checks and balances of
the Conserva ve view of society.
In our mes, maybe the view of human nature held by original Conserva ves can be found in famous
family‐centered TV shows such as “I Love Lucy”, “Leave it to Beaver”, or “The Andy Griﬃth Show”, and in
some of the gri y dramas about how lust for power get us into trouble such as “Game of Thrones” and
“Boardwalk Empire”. “Friends” and “How I Met Your Mother”, despite the glib hipness of young people
running around the big city, ul mately pair everybody up with a lifelong love mate, find all the people
good jobs, and give most of them babies. Even “Seinfeld” is Conserva ve in that the bad selfish
behavior of all the characters gets punished, especially at the end. The “Godfather” movies are studies
in those quirks of human personality that get us into trouble, studies in how free ac on in a free arena is
not enough, and how free ac ons o en backfire into other kinds of servitude. Westerns from the 1950s
and 1960s show the Conserva ve a tude toward people and society. Watching the show “Gunsmoke”
through about 100 episodes does more to get across the good Conserva ve view than any words that I
write here. These shows are unrealis c and naively idealis c but are realis c enough and show enough
diversity of real human nature. If you think the characters on Seinfeld could run a real democracy, then
you are naïve. If you are a Conserva ve, and you don’t like the proposal of another Conserva ve, you
can always say “Yeah, OK as far as it goes, but you see what happens when Barney Fife takes full control
while the natural leader, Andy, is away”. Movies starring John Wayne and Clint Eastwood also get the
point across but they are too authoritarian, usually rely on violence as the only solu on, and have too
narrow a view of human nature. The John Ford movies with John Wayne are some of the best movies
ever and do an overall good job.
Liberals can use all these same TV shows and movies to support Liberal ideas. John Ford was unusually
sensi ve to the innate humanity of Na ve Americans and to how badly they were treated without falling
into the debasing counter‐produc ve over‐Roman cizing typical among Americans now. I chose art
that is o en Liberal to get across the point that original Conserva ves had a wide view of human nature
than Liberals and that many people share Conserva ve ideals without knowing.
(19) Original Conserva ves supported the state as it was, and supported a big state. Conserva ves
thought the state was a good way to get things done, o en the best way, and o en the only way.
Mercan list schemes required a big state and their schemes enlarged the state – that was their intent ‐
and Conserva ves supported Mercan lism. Conserva ves did not support only the state. They did

support other ins tu ons such as the Church and schools. But they did not think other ins tu ons
could take over the du es of the state or that other ins tu ons were be er solu ons. They saw the
state and other ins tu ons as part of one big organic complex. The idea that the state should be as
small as possible and that other ins tu ons could do a be er job would be quite odd to them. It would
be empirically false to them. That was a Liberal idea, one of those half‐crazy ideas that get you into
trouble if you take it too far.
Modern Conserva ves say they support a small state and say that other ins tu ons such as churches,
private charity, private schools, the free market, and the NRA do a be er job with many tasks, and they
should be given par cular tasks while the state does nothing on those par cular tasks, such as relief for
unwed mothers and health care for orphans. In fact, most modern Conserva ves don’t believe any of
this. It is just a method to get wealth and power distributed to where modern Conserva ves think best
for their class or, some mes, for the na on. Modern Conserva ves use “don’t rely on the state, let the
private sector do it” as a ploy to move wealth around where they wish or to keep wealth from being
moved away from where they wish. The federal government grew the most under Republican regimes,
although groundwork for a big state was done by some Democra c regimes such as under Lyndon
Johnson. Modern Conserva ves support a strong police force under centralized control. Modern
Conserva ves deny food for school children but support state control of interna onal trade so as to
enhance US wealth and power as when President Trump denied the Trans‐Pacific trade accords and he
threatened to undo NAFTA (the North American Free Trade Agreement). These are old Mercan list
policies about a big strong state that linger on in modern Conserva ves. How this schizophrenia came
about is described below.
(20) Original Liberals prided themselves on using logic to find what makes sense. Conserva ves were
also logical. They could reason as well as Liberals. They prided themselves on using logic to find what
was good and prac cal about what we already have, points that Liberals overlooked. But they also
insisted that human logic is not enough. The glib answer to what more we need is God’s revela on but
even religious Conserva ves knew that answer was not reliable enough. God’s revela on does not solve
all problems. What does God say about invading France? As noted, we also have to consider morality.
We have to figure out how morality and prac cality work together. But moral principles alone also do
not give a complete answer. Should the state make sure that employers paid employees enough so that
their children did not starve? Much as we would wish, there is no ready answer to these ques ons.
Liberal Reason does not answer all these ques ons anymore than does an automa c appeal to God.
History can help. What we inherited from the past can be a fairly reliable guide to the future as long as
we remember that real flesh‐and‐blood people built the past, facing similar problems, and the past did
not fall ready‐made from God’s hands into their laps. Original Conserva ves sought to combine all the
sources and to balance the contribu on of each source according to its weight in par cular situa ons.
Modern Conserva ves have lost that sense of balance.
(21) At least one large group of original Liberals under Jeremy Bentham supported applying cost‐benefit
analysis not only to business firms but to social ins tu ons such as churches and to the state. Modern
Conserva ves also support a posi on similar to what Bentham Liberals once advocated although they

would exempt churches. In contrast, modern Liberals seem to avoid cost‐benefit analysis like a plague.
Below I go into what changed but here I would like to say a bit more about original Conserva ves. They
could be hard‐headed and prac cal. They worked in real business and real prac cal government. But
they were careful to make sure that morality, religion, and human feelings got full weight and were used
properly in the proper arenas. They understood that cost‐benefit cannot always apply. They might have
said that applying cost‐benefit to churches or the care of children went against God’s view of humans
and family. Modern Conserva ves too apply cost‐benefit selec vely. The diﬀerence is that original
Conserva ves had a more consistent and thorough sense of where they wished prac cality or morality
to be more important and how important. They did not apply morality where convenient and apply
prac cality where convenient. That opportunist prac ce reduces morality to prac cality under another
name, and this devious reduc on is bad. Original Conserva ves were clear about this devious reduc on
of morality to prac cality and the condemned it. Original Conserva ves accused original Liberals of
precisely this bad prac ce and they said it undermined the en re Liberal use of cost‐benefit. Modern
Conserva ves make this mistake of reducing morality to prac cality, the same mistake that original
Conserva ves accused original Liberals of making. Conserva ves now do know they do something
wrong but can’t resist the tempta on.
(22) Almost every group tries to set itself up as the conscience of the na on and to decide what is moral,
amoral, and immoral. To decide what is right and wrong is to have much power over the group, greatly
help your own subgroup, and harm rivals. Before modern plural democracies, few people doubted that
even whole na ons should have one guiding morality and that some group, usually a high church, had
the power to decide morality. When mes change, then groups are more likely to argue about morality
and about their authority to decide. It should be no surprise that Conserva ves claimed the right to
decide morality for the na on as a whole and that Liberals contested Conserva ve authority and wished
to have the authority. When Jeremy Bentham oﬀered a Liberal analysis of prac cality he also oﬀered a
Liberal analysis of morality that supported his ideas about prac cality and social ins tu ons. Bentham
championed what today we would “group func onalism” or “what is the greatest good for the group is
also the most moral” – “the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few”.
Groups that assert moral authority usually claim not only moral authority but authority about prac cal
aﬀairs as well. When the na on does what is right, the na on will prosper, the people will have what
they need, and the people will be happy; when the na on does wrong, or does not do what is right with
suﬃcient vigor, the na on will flounder, the people will want, and the people will suﬀer. The Tanakh
(Old Testament) and the wri ngs of early Chinese sages such as Confucius are full of this line. When
Liberals wished to succeed as the moral authority, they talked about how strong the na on would be,
how wealthy (Adam Smith’s book is “The Wealth of Na ons”), and how happy.
In ba les for moral authority, except in mes of real chaos, old usually has the stronger claim, at least at
first. I do not go into why this might be so, what about evolved human nature might make us inclined to
accept old ideas about morality as more likely true. Anyhow, Conserva ves certainly claimed not only to
know what is best for the na on morally but also prac cally. When Liberal ideas failed in France, the old

Conserva ves gained huge credibility for both their moral and prac cal wisdom, and the idea that old
ideas about morality are the best ideas morality gained huge strength.
Modern Conserva ves s ll make both claims, and we are s ll inclined to accept their claims because we
s ll think old ways must be the best ways. It is fun to try out new ways for a while, but, when it comes
down to living your whole life and raising a family, do it the old way. Modern Conserva ves claim all the
moral authority they can get both from simple appeals to oldness and from the credit old Conserva ves
got when Liberalism failed on the Con nent.
Modern Conserva ves also claimed all the prac cal authority that usually comes with moral authority,
and, as we will see, they claimed even more prac cal authority when business took over running most
modern states. The new mix of old authority, old prac cal authority, and modern prac cal business
authority did not always blend well. “You can’t put new wine in old skins”. The old morality that touts
the family and the authority of the King does not always go well with “make the most money you can
any way you can” and “let the market take care of order”. Modern Conserva ves have never resolved
this problem and likely will not in the near future because they benefit from the confusion.
Stereotype: ConservaƟves as Apologists for the Class Structure
Original Conserva ves did defend the state but they did not defend blindly and did not resist all change.
They got rid of policies or ins tu ons that caused much trouble. They did not defend the state because
it is the state but because its ins tu ons grew so as to serve God and the people. To assess ins tu ons,
and change them, Liberals and Conserva ves some mes cooperated.
I don’t need to explain how Conserva ve ideas can be used to support what already is (the “status quo”)
no ma er how bad, or to support made‐up scenarios about what used‐to‐be no ma er how bad and no
ma er how much the scenarios favor some groups. Conserva ve idea can be used to support a bad
class structure, and were. People with power and wealth are crazy to keep it, Conserva ve ideas can be
used to do that, so people with power and wealth promote Conserva ve ideas even when they don’t
understand the ideas and don’t believe in them. Some original Conserva ves were mere apologists for
power. That is where we get the term “chauvinist”, from the name of a French aristocrat.
Modern Conserva ves do abuse old Conserva ve ideas so as to keep wealth and power. For example,
they stress “law and order” to keep down unhappy people from the lower classes, a diﬀerent religious
or ethnic group, and women, and they refuse to fund government agencies that do a lot of good and
that might help groups that they don’t like. Not funding is likely illegal and certainly immoral, an odd
stance for people who say they are the guardians of morality and of the state. Modern Conserva ves
stress the power of individual states such as Texas (“states’ rights”) even while they whine about over
reaches of the federal state, the power of which they helped build. They complain that Barack Obama
abused his oﬃce but defend G.W. Bush and Donald Trump for greater use (abuse) of authority.

To give examples of how original Conserva ves sought social goodness through exis ng ins tu ons but
were willing to accept some orderly change would require going into details of ins tu ons in England
and the Con nent, details that would annoy, and that I do not know well enough to state succinctly, so I
use well‐known cases that might not be the best examples but do make the point. Slavery ended in the
English Empire before it ended in the United States. Slavery ended both because it was economically
outmoded and by fiat of the central government. It ended by joint eﬀorts of Liberals and Conserva ves.
The end of formal slavery in the Empire was peaceful, orderly, and total (wage‐and‐job slavery and debt
slavery are other issues, not for here). Because America le England before England outlawed slavery,
slavery con nued in America at least 40 years longer than it should have if the only considera on was
economic, caused more damage to persons, caused more economic hardship, and caused great damage
to the na on through the Civil War.
Conserva ves now do not condone slavery. True modern Conserva ves do not condone exploita on of
one group by another. True modern Conserva ves condemn oppression of one group by another group.
They do not o en condone the use of one class by another. Every so o en, judge modern Conserva ves
by these standards.
Conserva ves did not defend tradi onal religion merely because it is tradi onal or religion but because
it seemed like the correct compromise of Reason and Revela on, combined in the correct ins tu ons, to
serve the spiritual needs of the people and to properly guide the na on. Religion was an ins tu on that
had developed over a long me, in the context of other beneficial ins tu ons, and so certainly was
beneficial and likely was the most beneficial ideology that the people could have. It really did seem like
the glue that held the country together. Modern people think the same thing or their religion. They
think that bout their pet dogmas. Liberals think the Liberal religion would do the best for the country if
it were ever widely adopted. The following comment will oﬀend Roman Catholics, for which I am sorry,
but it helps to get the point across: English people know that the Roman Catholic Church was the parent
of the English Church, and the Churches are quite similar. The Roman Catholic Church has precedence
and tradi on. Some English people, even now, embrace it for those reasons. But most English people
do not think it serves the spirit and needs of England and they think the various churches that grew in
England do serve its spirit and needs, perhaps especially the Church of England. So, English people
cleave to the churches that grew organically within England.
Conserva ves in England supported limita on of the Monarchy and supported Parliament and the Prime
Minister in taking over some powers of the King. Conserva ves did not blindly adhere to full Monarchy.
Conserva ves supported change because change worked in this case; it was Reasonable in Liberal terms.
Conserva ves saw what had happened in America and on the Con nent. They saw that a flexible state
made of qualified outstanding individuals was more eﬀec ve than old monarchy. It served God and the
people be er. A er Napoleon, it was be er to get outstanding people in the state than force them to
overthrow the state or oppose the state. Churchill is vastly be er than Hitler or Stalin.

PART 10: MORE HISTORY
History 1: In the 1800s, Business People become the New Aristocracy
By 1830, business people had defeated the aristocracy, not completely, but enough. Business people
controlled the wealth of England, most of Western Europe, and, soon, the United States. By controlling
wealth, business people controlled seats in Parliament and in local governments. They had had control
for long enough so that, in the eyes people then, it had always been thus. The business class was the
new tradi on, the new old, the new “ancient regime”, the new aristocracy. Ever since, the business
class has seen itself as the eﬀec ve aristocracy, as the best representa ves of the na on and General
Will, with an inherited right to be first in governing and dominant in governing. In places where the old
aristocracy s ll held poli cal and economic power, the business class and old aristocracy o en allied. In
America, business families began to act like European aristocracy, star ng at least with the Vanderbilt
family(railroads), and con nuing with more railroads (Gould), oil (Rockefeller), steel (Carnegie), finance
(Morgan), electricity (Morgan), chemicals (DuPont), cars (Ford), land (Buﬀet), so ware (Gates) and
computers (Dell). Insurance is one of the biggest industries too but there is no single family controlling it
that the American public immediately recognizes; Warren Buﬀet plays a role. Whether to act like the
new aristocracy is good or bad for the na on depends on how business people see the role of the new
aristocracy, on what they actually do, and on what other groups do.
Just as par cular families tend to dominate par cular industries for a while, eventually corpora ons and
their oﬃcers dominate. They take over from families. I don’t explain why. Families o en do remain
prominent in corpora ons as the Walton family s ll controls Walmart and the DuPont family s ll runs
DuPont. A er taking control, oﬃcers of corpora ons and the people that run corpora ons then play the
role of the new aristocracy and they act much as the families did when families owned the firm.
What would be the view of wealthy people and business firms of their place in society and of their
society? They could take mo fs from old Liberals, old aristocracy, old Conserva ves, the business ideals
that came from Adam Smith (free market and minimal state interference), and from Jeremy Bentham
(cost‐benefit prac cality). Not all these views are compa ble, so they must pick and choose. They don’t
have to be en rely consistent but they have to appear consistent and they have to manage apparent
inconsistency for the public and among themselves. Whatever they choose, they should make it appear
consistent and make it acceptable to the masses. They could take what benefits them in the short run
regardless of the welfare of the country, as most despots do, but, in the end, that strategy undermines
their welfare and leaves their own children afloat. So thinking long term is be er. On the one hand,
they have kinship with all other business people. On the other hand, there is a qualita ve gap between
small business people versus medium‐and‐large‐business‐firms, and between medium‐sized‐business‐
firms versus large‐sized‐firms. The business aristocracy needed a poli cal party as their focus and as the
instrument of their na onal role. No tac cal decisions need be made consciously but tac cal decisions
need to be made by leading families and corpora ons even some mes when the families and firms fight

among themselves. By ac ng out all this, over the course of the 1800s, business aristocracy evolved into
the stereotype of the Republican Party before about 1970.
Rather than put a list of features of that Party here, I rely on readers to have a sense of the business
elite and the Republican Party un l about 1970, discoun ng the “Goldwater Republicans” of the 1950s
and early 1960s. The situa on changed in the 1970s and with President Reagan later, and I would rather
devote space to the modern Republican Party. One way to get a sense of what developed is through a
few incidents and leaders that I do describe here.
Beforehand, I present an idea that actually aﬀects the conduct of some privileged people in this na on,
for the good. This paragraph is not an apology for business as the new aristocracy. “Noblesse oblige”
means that a lord has not only privileges but also responsibili es. The feeling of being noble is not only
a joy. “Heavy is the head that wears the crown”. As a lord, you must care for your people. “Lord” and
“Lady” originally meant something like “keeper(s) of the bread” and referred to the obliga on that the
rulers had to keep an open table for guests and to alleviate hunger in mes of need. You must act in
certain ways and you must not act in certain other ways. Ship captains, including Kirk, know. Princes
Charles, William, and Harry get it quite well. Many business people know the power of business. They
try to use this power in the public interest when to do so does not destroy their firm or class. Here is an
example that will bring me nothing but grief from anthropologists: business firms in old Third World
na ons, “banana republics”, o en were the most stabilizing ins tu ons and the instruments of social
jus ce in the na on. They paid workers above the local wage rate. They gave their workers medical
care above what the average local resident received, including care for children. The small houses of
workers look like hovels to Americans bedazzled by the false American dream but they were far be er
than the huts of other locals. The business firms protected their workers from corrupt oﬃcials and local
landowners. Of course, not all business people feel noblesse oblige and too many abuse their power.
For noblesse oblige to work well, the people have to recognize the unusual rights of the nobles, and
American people do act as if they recognize such rights for business people.
From the late 1700s un l at least the Religious Right a er 1980, America has not mostly been a populist
democracy or a true representa ve democracy. Mostly America has been a “plutocra c aristocracy”,
governed by a minority group of rich people with links among themselves. This “plutocra c aristocracy”
has not always been bad and o en has been good. It can claim a lot of the credit for the greatness of
America, financially and morally. On the base that it built, came the moral social programs of the 1930s
through 1970s. Usually other interest groups and the people in general have been able to control the
excesses of the rich class and have been able to select good leaders from among them. Andrew Jackson
was of this class and governed as a rich despot even if he was a Democrat in name. Theodore Roosevelt,
Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Roosevelt, Dwight Eisenhower, Jack Kennedy, Gerald Ford, and both Bushes
were (are) of this class and governed like members of this class even if they were (are) Democrats.
Abraham Lincoln had enough es to this class so that he could fairly represent them and their view.
Donald Trump did not start his candidacy or Presidency ac ng like a good member of this class but like a
Right Wing bad populist.

To appreciate the growing importance of the state and of es between business and the state, it helps
to see what Liberals did. People think that Benjamin Franklin was en rely a self‐made person but he
owed much of his success to es with the government. Franklin got a monopoly on delivering the mail
and on prin ng government documents, monopolies that “made him”. Thomas Jeﬀerson wrote the
Declara on of Independence. Jeﬀerson was a founder of the Democra c Party. Jeﬀerson is famous
(notorious) for saying, to remain free and responsive to the people, a na on should have a revolu on
every genera on. He did not mean that literally but it shows the extent to which he placed individual
freedom above the needs of the collec ve. Yet Jeﬀerson had a vision of America as a great unified
expansive country. He used federal money to buy Greater Louisiana and most of the land along the
Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. Jeﬀerson used federal money to explore the area, at first through the
Lewis and Clark Expedi on. Jeﬀerson began the University of Virginia not as a private college but as a
publicly‐funded ins tu on. He began the Library of Congress by dona ng his collec on of books and
ge ng funding from Congress to house them, one of the biggest private collec ons in the world at the
me (you can see Jeﬀerson books in the online catalog but they are not available for general charging
out). Jeﬀerson did not rely primarily on individuals exercising their own freedom to make ins tu ons.
Jeﬀerson had no consistent logical policy of private‐and‐public that I can make out.
Two episodes help show how the Republicans consolidated power in the growing state, the na onal
bank and the railroads. (1) A er the Cons tu on, Alexander Hamilton, who today we call a “Righ st”,
laid the founda on for a central bank with one currency for the whole country. At the me that seemed
like a good idea but Democrats fought it. Things went back and forth, with some mes the central bank
rising again and then being limited but not quite killed. Jeﬀerson opposed the idea of a central bank.
Eventually Andrew Jackson in the 1830s killed the central bank decisively for a genera on. Jackson was
a populist Democrat, proud to be for the “small person”. He said he killed the central bank so financial
power would reside in local areas. Local areas know local needs. Local areas can give credit more easily
and can give more credit. Each bank had the power to issue its own currency, so America in the early
1800s had dozens of currencies and did not have a single central currency as now. Jackson (or populist
speakers) said the variety of local currencies also would help local farmers and small business people. In
fact, a situa on of many local banks each with its own money was a disaster. Nobody knew how good
the money was from place to place. Local banks went bust o en, and then their currency was worth
nothing and the people who held their currency went bust along with the bank. Local business could
not do business across county lines because nobody knew how to pay for anything and nobody trusted
anybody else’s money. Some medium scale regional bankers and other regional medium scale business
people were able to get “fast fake money” to start up ventures, and some of them did get rich. I return
to the central bank shortly.
We now think of Andrew Jackson as a populist and champion of the “li le guy”. But that is not all he
was and that is not how Na ve Americans see him. He shows the mix of an ‐centrist pseudo‐populist
ideology with central power that surged and ebbed under Democrats and Republicans. As President,
when South Carolina threatened to leave the Union, in a precursor to the Civil War, Jackson made clear
he would send troops to kill all the rebels there, and so delayed the Civil War for a genera on. Jackson
was a leader in the military campaigns that subjugated all the Na ve Americans in what is today the

American South, and killed their ways of life. He ordered the forced mass move of Na ve Americans
from Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi to then‐poor lands in Oklahoma and the surrounding
area – move that very likely was uncons tu onal and certainly inhumane. Jackson might have been for
the li le White guy but he was not for oppressed small people in general. He was happy to augment
central military power and to use it. Perhaps the biggest diﬀerence between Jackson and Republicans
was that Republicans had a be er rela on with business and so were in be er posi on to build and use
central power.
(2) Maybe Abraham Lincoln can convey the mix of ideas in the 1800s and what Conserva ves became.
Lincoln was a Republican in the 1850s, which even then was the party of business and central power.
Contrary to popular opinion, Lincoln did not run for President so as to free slaves. His main goal was to
hold the United States together so it could reach greatness. Read the Ge ysburg Address. He fought
the South to keep the United States together. He detested slavery and was happy to free slaves as part
of keeping the country together. He had hoped to free slaves gradually over perhaps a decade but the
War forced his hand. Lincoln took, from private small farmers and other private small landowners, the
land needed for a na onal network of railroads and communica on. In so doing, he laid the founda on
for the na onal economy we have now and for later unified transporta on and communica on such as
our network of roads and TV. Lincoln took lands from small landholders for his view of greater needs of
the na on and regardless of the view of the people from whom he took lands. Eventually land grants
given by Lincoln created the first great monopoly trusts in the United States, the railroads, and then led
to the first populist reac on against big business. He was not the first big advocate of the state serving
business, maybe Alexander Hamilton deserves the honor, but he was the first big successful advocate of
the state serving business. I do not know if Lincoln thought helping business would also help common
people but he did think it would help the na on as a whole.
(1 again) In the 1820s and 1830s, Andrew Jackson had all but doomed the idea of a central bank in the
United States. Abraham Lincoln rescued the central bank from oblivion. He gave the central bank total
victory and permanence when he made it necessary to use money from the Central Bank (note upper
case le ers now), and only the Central Bank money, to pay federal taxes and to make all payments to
the federal government. Local money could not be used to pay federal debts or in any transac ons with
the central state. Money that cannot be used to pay federal debts has only limited use, and so it soon
disappeared, leaving only money from the Central Bank and thus soon leaving the Central Bank as the
only real bank. Our federal bank notes s ll say they are “legal tender” and usable for all debts public
and private. Control of one central currency also gives a bank modest control over the interest rate. A
permanent Central Bank that could control all commerce through manipula on of its currency and of
interest rates was a great victory for central government, the Republican Party, and big business. Along
with the railroad network, it was needed for a stable na onal economy. Together, those changes likely
impacted the United States as much, or more than, the Civil War. The central bank by Lincoln was the
ancestor of what we today call the “Fed” or Federal Reserve System.
Lincoln and the Republican Party fixed the ideas that America was big business and big business was
America, and that poli cians should take large ac ons to help big business in the hope that big business

would eventually help the na on. It is alright to take from many small people to give to a few big firms if
the big firms might use the money to make America greater; Republicans hope forced redistribu on of
wealth eventually leads to greater wealth for all but we do it even if we are not sure. This a tude is the
basis for what we now call “trickle down” economics, tax breaks, financial aid to big business, aid to all
business, and corporate welfare. This policy is a reintroduc on of Mercan lism (see above, and look it
up) under a diﬀerent name. This policy goes against the advice of Adam Smith and against the ideal of
the free market.
By the late 1800s, American finance and American poli cs were led by “Robber Barons”, giant capitalists
who controlled important industries such as railroads and who extracted big unfair profits. The Robber
Barons had become part of the Republican establishment. At first the government protected them in
their control of markets, and the government fought labor unions so that capitalists would be able to do
as they wished. That kind of policy also is a far cry from Adam Smith and the free market.
In the part of this essay on Republicans, I described a contradic on in Republican ideas about capitalism
and state aid. On the one hand, Republicans say the American economy is great and the state should
get out of its way, meaning there should be no Democra c programs. On the other hand, the economy
is always sub‐op mal and always needs state aid to business. State aid will be able to raise the economy
to run at an op mum level. When the economy is running at an op mal level, there will be no problems
such as with unemployment and poverty. We must have state aid to business.
Republicans say Democra c programs do impede business, cause the economy to run below op mum,
and cause hardship to many people and the na on. But Democra c programs alone cannot be the only
cause of why the economy runs at a sub‐op mal level and cannot be the biggest cause. The economy
ran at a level below op mum before Democra c programs and a er some programs had been removed.
Republican say we should s ll remove all Democra c programs but they also imply there are s ll other
causes that need the economy to need state aid to business. Republicans do not specify what those
other causes are. Those causes cannot be the flaws and problems that I noted in Part 1 of this essay, for
reasons explained earlier.
Republicans repress the contradic on, are deliberately unclear why the economy runs sub‐op mally,
are deliberately unclear why we need state aid to business, and overlook real flaws and problems, all
because they want state aid to business and because they want to block all state aid to Democrats and
their clients.
This Republican a tude is a form of Mercan lism. I don’t know when this a tude first came together
in its modern form. As the above makes clear, Republicans have always wanted state aid to business
and were never shy seeking it. I don’t think Republicans oﬀered this ra onale un l a er about World
War 2. Maybe the Great Depression made it clear to everybody that the economy had some problems
and did not always run op mally. Republicans had to get control of that realiza on and use it to their
advantage even if they had to lie. They did not oﬀer this view only to counter Democra c programs but
mostly because they wished to keep state aid flowing to them. Opposi on to Democra c programs was

an eﬀec ve indirect way to promote the stance, to promote state aid to business, especially a er the
tumultuous 1970s and the rise of Reagan, but it was not the real goal. In any case, modern Republicans
hold this stance strongly even if they will not be clear about other causes why the economy needs state
aid to business and why state aid to business is the best (only) way to deal with other problems.
As I said, holding contradic ons about big issues, and repressing, both lead to bad character and bad
rela ons.
History 2: Liberals Learn to Crusade for the Marginal, Downtrodden, and Underdog.
By about 1870: the Big Revolu ons had been won; democracy was growing almost everywhere; few
armed ba les between the people versus the aristocracy remained; people knew of self‐determina on,
self‐government, and democracy, and felt the need for them; and more people of all na onali es came
to see themselves as a person in the Liberal way. It would seem most of the job had been done and all
that was needed was a long “mop up” opera on, done mostly by people themselves without too much
Liberal leadership and interference. S ll, Liberal a tudes and the Liberal need to act carried on with
momentum. Liberals s ll believed in: figh ng for some just cause; society needed to be corrected so as
to make sense; society needed be er overall order; helping a just cause would add to making sense for
society and to making a be er overall order for society; and only Liberals could do the job. This a tude
is not restricted to Liberals but is typical of any group that is poli cally, religiously, morally, academically,
or ar s cally ac ve including Conserva ves and Republicans.
Liberal feelings did not end, they were redirected. Increasingly “make sense” became “find a problem,
underdog, or marginal group, and fight” regardless of the overall needs of society or how helping that
par cular group would help society as a whole. The idea of social order became the Liberal idea of
hyper‐ra onal Liberal people talking to each other constantly and helping out people who are not yet as
hyper‐ra onal as Liberals are. The Liberal idea of a person came to resemble a busybody constantly
looking for ways to correct aﬀairs, people, and groups even when they don’t need it. All issues came to
be: a par cular group is oppressed, does not have freedom, is cheated out of its share of resources, and
we have to save them and raise their character. Later, nature was added to the candidate list. The way
to correct all problems was to make “over dogs” stop oppressing an underdog group, make that group
see the Liberal idea of a person and the Liberal idea of freedom, that is make that group “hip”, give that
group strong legal standing, and take resources from other groups in society to give to that group so it
could take its strong righ ul place. Liberals lost the ability to assess society as a whole to see what most
needed to be done and what had to wait. Liberals lost the idea of appor oning limited resources among
many needy causes so that the overall benefit made the most sense for society as a whole. Liberals lost
the original idea of “make sense”. They lost many of their original ideas about a correct overall social
order. In fact, they lost sight of any overall correct social order in favor of working on par cular issues
and with par cular groups.
Eventually Liberals replaced the idea of hyper‐ra onal persons with the idea of passionate persons.
Eventually the Liberal idea of a ra onal person became the ra onal Democrat using emo onal and

moral appeals to save and guide an as‐yet‐not‐fully‐ra onal marginal group. That is a story in itself. I
touch on it below.
Liberals increasingly developed the a tude that there is ALWAYS something wrong, big enough so it
requires major a en on and major ac on. Liberals developed the a tude that they are the only ones
who can see what is wrong, can see the big wrong problem accurately, and know what to do. They
developed hyper‐moral constant self‐righteous indigna on that I always associated with the Right and
with “religious people” when I was young. The Le developed Poli cal Correctness. I don’t know when
this a tude set in and why it set in so hard. I think it was apparent in America by the late 1800s and it
certainly played a part in Russia. In the modern era, I do know it was well developed by the late 1960s
before I saw it. Bill Buckley, a popular, entertaining, o en‐accurate, but quite annoying, Republican
pundit, cri cized Liberals for this a tude long before I was aware of it. He did not cri cize Republicans,
Righ sts, and “religious people” for their versions, which are equally annoying. I don’t know why
Liberals developed this a tude so strongly.
Once Liberals had developed this stance, they ceased to be Liberals and became Democrats. By the late
1800s, they were the Democra c Party, almost as we know it, but not quite. To be accurate, it would be
be er to call post‐Liberals “Le ists” but I wish not to mul ply terms. So I use “Democrats” for Le ist
people even before the development of the Democra c Party as we know it now some me between
Franklin Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson.
This transforma on of Liberal thinking into “save the underdog by figh ng the over dog” is not all bad.
By helping marginal groups, and by working on some par cular issues, Liberals did a lot of good and s ll
do a lot of good. It is worth pausing here to think of all the groups that Liberals have genuinely helped
and to think about how much worse oﬀ they would be, all of us would be, and society as a whole would
be, if Liberals had not taken up the groups. Even gun owners are be er oﬀ because of Liberal insistence
on individual rights over the state. Even gun owners owe a debt to the American Civil Liber es Union.
Groups in society, especially underdogs or groups with a problem, need to feel they can call on some
group with power for help. They need to feel they are not alone and need not suﬀer in silence forever.
Since the Civil War ended, they have not been able to get help from Republicans or other groups on the
Right. Many ordinary people s ll see that society does not make sense and s ll see how to make things
be er. Some of them actually see accurately and actually have good ideas about how to make things
be er. These people cannot go to Republicans. They need some group to go to for help, and that has to
be, now, Democrats. Democrats might not act on the ideas of social cri cs as the cri cs would like but
at least Democrats oﬀer some channel. Could women or gays really have go en where they are without
the Democra c Party? Could they really have go en help from Republicans?
Once the main mode of opera ng for Democrats became to find groups and issues so as to crusade,
then the ques ons become: “Which groups and issues?” “Which groups and issues take precedence
and which get ‘put on the back burner’?” “How much in resources do we give to each group or issue?”
If you do not decide these ques ons, then you will have too much to do and you cannot act eﬀec vely,
especially you cannot act eﬀec vely in a big poli cal arena. These needs lead to a big poli cal strategic

ra onale overriding the original ra onale of “help groups”. Who you help, who you do not help, and
how much you help, are as much a part of the Democra c poli cal stance as the need to crusade. This
poli cal ra onale should stem from comprehensive good ways of looking at the world and society but
that is rarely so. Even if you do not say outright what your view is, what you do says it for you. This is
where Democrats need a comprehensive view of a be er America, be er world, and the role of a be er
America in the be er world; but don’t have it.
Because Democrats don’t have it, they have to choose groups according to two not‐so‐admirable and
obviously‐poli cal strategic criteria. They choose according to what preserves the Party and augments
its power. I phrase in terms of groups but you should also think in terms of issues such as gun control.
(1) Who screams the loudest? Who can cause the most trouble if we don’t help them? The squeaky
wheel gets the grease. (2) Who can serve as the most useful client? Who is likely to “get out the vote”?
Who is likely to provide us with success stories? Who can give us the best “photo ops”? Who are the
most voters likely to feel the most sympathy for, enough sympathy to go out and vote? Who can we use
to a ack Republicans and their clients, or to scare Republicans and their clients, but not so much as to
cause backlash?
When the program becomes like this, regardless of what the Party says, and regardless of whatever the
issue that holds par cular groups together, really the program is not help “groups and issues” but help
groups. Issues are only a medium by which to work with groups. Groups might carry issues but their
par cular issues are not as important as that they are a group that can serve as a focus and a client.
Issues become more important for their ability to a ract groups than for their intrinsic merit. Having
the reputa on as a “Liberal” party is more important for Democrats as a way to a ract populist groups
than for any meaning now intrinsic to “Liberal”.
I leave you to look at par cular groups and their issues that the Democrats have taken up and not taken
up. Think about the likely shi of Democra c emphasis so Hispanics get more support while Blacks get
less. Think about all the uproar a er the school shoo ng in Parkland, Florida. Note that the reasons do
not include: “What does America most need help with?” “How can we do the most good?” “What
would lead to the best las ng change in America overall and so to the best long‐term good?”
The people in general can see that Democrats allocate not on the basis of need by various groups or on
the basis of what is good for America as a whole, and can see that alloca on shows Democrats do not
have a vision for America and the world. You get judged by your ac ons.
Republicans are equally self‐serving in their choice of clients and issues, and equally lack a believable
good view of America and the world. In presen ng “An Inconvenient Truth”, Al Gore pointed out that
neither Party put its resources into curing the most harm and into what needs most care but instead
both Par es allocate resources strategically to use clients and gain power. Truth was “inconvenient”
because it exposed what the Par es were doing and not doing and it hopefully forced them to re‐
allocate against their own short‐term poli cal strategic interests. People saw Gore’s work as an a ack
on Republicans but it was more than that, it was an a ack on the whole client system, the whole system

of choosing groups, and of choosing issues according to how they are likely to lead to the most useful
groups for the Party. Gore wanted people to think in big images and put their resources into what was
most needed.
Briefly recalling some episodes of Liberal‐Democra c ac on helps to see the transforma on and to put it
into the proper perspec ve.
When Liberalism became a force in the 1700s, to make more sense of society, it naturally focused on the
class system in Western Europe. Any person who is not self‐blinded could see that the class system had
many faults, did not make as much sense as a system of government should make, did not lead to the
best overall order, and did not lead to the greatest good. The simplest correc on would be to allow the
lower classes to move through society, get some benefits of the upper classes such as an educa on, and
allow them to hold real poli cal oﬃces with real power. To help the marginal, underdog, and weak
against the strong would make more sense and would make society be er. Original Liberals did not
take the formula so simply as “to help the underdog always makes sense and makes society be er” but
that is what the formula became.
When America fought its revolu on, compared to its English masters, ALL of America was lower class,
underdog, disenfranchised, and marginal. It did not ma er that America was larger than England or that
it would soon have more people. When the American Revolu onaries fought for freedom, they fought
as lower class underdog marginalized rebels seeking to re‐order society along lines that made sense by
giving the lower class new power, status, and mobility. It is hard to see how a person can claim to be an
American and yet deny all claims of the lower classes, marginalized, and underdogs as do Republicans.
The only “underdogs” that Republicans support are those with a big vo ng block and that already have a
lot of poli cal power such as the Cubans of Florida and the unhappy White middle class.
Of course, the idea of giving the lower classes more power and near‐equality, primarily by taking it from
the upper classes, can be abused and was. Extreme equality and extreme populism almost always are
abused. The idea that the lower classes, marginalized groups, underdogs, and rebels, are ALWAYS right
and the upper classes are ALWAYS abusive oppressors and ALWAYS wrong, is itself wrong and is always
abused. That idea led to the Terror in France a er its Revolu on and led Cambodians under Pol Pot and
the Khmer Rouge to murder everyone with a fountain pen as an oppressor eli st.
If Republicans feared the rise of Pol Pot from the ranks of the Democra c Party in America they might
have an excuse for turning a deaf ear to marginalized underdogs but that is not how extreme populist
terror will come to America. As I said before, Huey Long of Louisiana long ago said that such terror is
more likely to come as “Mom and apple pie”, from populist Righ st patrio sm. The biggest populist
Righ st patrio sm now is Trump‐ism, based on the people who entered the Republican Party in the
1970s and ‘80s and on their children and grandchildren. If Republicans fear populist pseudo‐egalitarian
terror, these days they need to look in the mirror.

A er the American Revolu on, the idea that the lower classes and marginalized groups are o en more
correct than they get credit for, and society should be re‐ordered to hear their voices regularly, spread
around Europe and the world, o en not with bad results but with good results. It led eventual to good
changes in governing in France, Germany, and most of Western Europe. It led to fights for freedom as
when Lord Byron, the English poet, died figh ng for Greek independence.
No original American Liberal in good standing ever believed in mass populist democracy of the kind that
led to the Terror in France and, later, in Russia. None of them were stupid enough to think every Tom,
Dick, and Sally was smart enough, experienced enough, and had the right temperament to govern. The
solu on to all problems is not to raise the lower classes and marginalized people so that they take over
from their former oppressors as the new oppressors. Simply empowering a marginalized group does
li le good if the empowerment is not part of a be er structure that makes more sense and leads to the
overall good. Such a new be er structure is likely to include a lot of the old, including nearly all that was
good about the old. All original American Liberals knew that only a few people among “all the people”
were qualified. The trick is to get the qualified people into oﬃce and to keep out less qualified people
and bad people. It does not ma er which groups or socio‐economic classes the qualified people come
from. So far, neither Democrats nor Republicans have mastered that task, and, at least since Reagan,
have not done a very good job.
John Stuart Mill was English but his story applies to Liberals everywhere including Americans. He was a
Liberal of the old school. He flourished in the early to middle 1800s. He was one of the first men to look
clearly at the situa on of women and to see that their situa on must change. Several strong smart
women helped Mill to see but he was not merely their spokesperson, and, to avoid errors, I s ck with his
change rather than write about the women. Women were marginalized then and s ll are. They
deserved help from people with power, and, at the me, that had to be men. Women s ll deserve help
from people with power but now that need not be only men. Mill applied the Liberal view of the lower
class, the underdog, and the marginalized to women. The fact that women deserve help does not mean
helping them was only an exercise for men such as Mill to feel good about themselves. It was not selfish
but a genuine act from a‐person‐to‐persons. The advancement of women is a real cause with real merit.
So, as a person with power, a man, Mill learned about women, a downtrodden group, help them. He did
this because it made sense to him and he believed it would make be er sense of society. It would lead
to be er order and more benefit for all by using the suppressed abili es of women for common good.
The case of women shows how Liberals shi ed ideas about class structure and abuses of class structure
onto other groups and other rela ons. The case of women shows how Liberals implemented ideas of
freedom, equality, make sense, order, and common good by applying the ideas primarily to a marginal
underdog group. As Liberals became the champions of marginal and underdog groups in general, one of
the first groups was women. There is nothing wrong with this in itself and much right with it.
As me went by, other groups called for help from Democrats. Then the issue became which group to
help, how, how much, in what order. Democrats made their new iden ty not around ideas of Jeﬀerson,
Franklin, or Washington but as helper (savior) of marginal groups and fighter against the wealthy and
privileged. That new vision does not mean the causes are silly or that Democrats only help so as to

make themselves feel be er. Usually the causes are just. It does mean that Liberals, now Democrats,
took on a new role, and eventually that new role became their primary role.
By the late 1800s, the Democra c Party had become the chief foe of wealth and chief proponent of the
“small man (and woman)”. They were populists as we know the term but not populists like the people
who follow Donald Trump.
By the 1870s, and then increasingly a er, powerful men (usually not women) and their families, ruled
American business. See above. Usually each family had one kind of business such as railroads, oil, or
finance, but some mes interests overlapped and some mes one family bought out another. The rich
men who controlled markets were called “Robber Barons”. The trend goes back to the railroads, the
ones for which Lincoln laid the founda on. The railroads came under the control first of the Vanderbilt
family and then other families such as the Gould family. The railroads were never a system of small
independent business firms as is needed for a fair free market that leads to the most good. Big wealthy
families controlled manufacturing such as tex les and even controlled the making of cigars, where one
of the first labor unions later gained power.
What happened in America from about 1870 to World War 1 is complicated by populist movements
such as the Grangers, Interna onal Workers of the World (“Wobblies”), and the Socialists in Wisconsin,
but, for brevity and clarity, I leave them out. One reason Americans turned to Democrats was because
these alterna ves were too radical, too Le , and too Socialist. Democrats seemed like the reasonable
American‐style alterna ve to control by big business bosses.
An important arena of centralized power and the resultant conflict came between the railroads and the
farmers. Farmers needed railroads to send their crops (including especially beef and pork) to market.
Railroads controlled access to markets. As a result, railroads set fees, and set fees not on the basis of
cost‐plus‐a‐reasonable profit but on the basis of taking all the profit away from farmers and keeping it
all for themselves. Regardless of how much farmers grew and sold, they were always broke or always in
debt to the railroads. Food prices were not as low as they should have been given America’s bounty but
as high as railroads could push them. This incident drove the farmers, workers, and the people to look
to the Democra c Party for help.
When labor unions gained successes and some real power a er 1900, labor unions naturally allied with
the Democra c Party. In popular culture, laborers were the new rebels against wealth and power, and
the Democra c Party the leader of the new rebels.
I do not know when the idea that the lower classes are ALWAYS right and ALWAYS oppressed, and the
rich and powerful are ALWAYS wrong and ALWAYS oppressors, began as perhaps the central image of
the Democra c Party version of Liberalism. Likely it began as early as the 1830s with Andrew Jackson.
In any case, by the late 1800s, with the fights between labor and bosses, and between farmers and the
railroads, it did become the central image of the Democra c Party. Around this same me, the idea that
the Democra c Party is concerned with the marginalized, underdogs, and lower classes became another

core idea in the Democra c Party. By this me, the Democra c Party was not Liberalism in the original
sense.
The Federal Reserve Board (the “FED” or “Fed”) was set up in about 1905 as a way to counter the ability
of Robber Barons and their financiers to manipulate markets for finance, and thus manipulate many
businesses, and to manipulate interest rates and loans. When it became obvious that the FED was here
to stay and had some real power, the leaders of big finance, such as J.P. Morgan, were able to make sure
people friendly to them were put on the FED. The FED did not always serve big finance but neither did
the FED successfully control it. Big finance controlled the FED at least un l the Great Depression and the
elec on of Franklin Roosevelt. The policies of big finance and the FED likely contributed to the start and
length of the Great Depression in 1929 and a er. The FED story is typical of rela ons between big
business, Republicans, and programs that could be controlled by Republicans. A er Roosevelt, a er
about 1940, but not necessarily with the help of Roosevelt, the FED became more independent and has
been able to help America. I think the FED‐as‐state‐ins tu on has been much more beneficial than
harmful at least since World War 2 but not everybody agrees with me.
In the late 1800s and early 1900s, the Robber Barons were opposed by the “Trust Busters”, a group of
Republican and Democra c poli cians and ac vists who could see that Robber Baron monopoly control
hurt the economy, working people, small business, and America in general. The famous Sherman An ‐
Trust Act dates from this period. The early FED was part of the an ‐trust movement un l taken over by
big finance and Republicans.
A leader of the Trust Busters was Theodore Roosevelt, although he was a Republican. Roosevelt came
to power by opposing gangsters, party bosses, poli cal insiders, and elec oneers (o en there was li le
diﬀerence between them). For a while, he was Police Commissioner of New York City; in the TV show
“Blue Bloods”, the Tom Selleck character has a picture of Teddy in his oﬃce; Teddy Roosevelt is the
Police Commissioner in the TV show “The Alienist” set in New York around 1896. When the an ‐big‐
business group became powerful, Republican Party stalwarts moved to control its ac vi es and to again
open the way for big business. Teddy Roosevelt saw he could not do what he thought right within the
Republican Party, so he le the Republican Party to run for President under his own party, the Bull
Moose Party. Roosevelt lost, but his ac ons showed common people the need for an alterna ve to the
Republican Party, his loss showed the alterna ve had to be the Democra c Party, and his ac ons paved
the way for Woodrow Wilson and later Democra c success.
The alliance between the Democra c Party and labor held up through the Great Depression, especially
when Republican policies were blamed for the Depression, Republican policies clearly made it worse,
and the Democra c President Franklin Roosevelt got all the credit for ending the Depression. At first,
workers and the Democra c Party were behind the “New Deal” semi‐socialist programs of Roosevelt,
including, for example, Social Security. This alliance with labor endured un l backlash in the 1970s by
labor against the Democra c Party for its support of Blacks, un l the rise of Reagan and Reagan‐ites, and
the demise of organized labor a er 1980.

A er World War 2, with the American economy doing fairly well, both Par es saw a chance to gain new
be er‐oﬀ clients by oﬀering services to returning veterans and to the growing groups of working class
and middle class people with good jobs. Both Par es helped veterans to go to school and buy houses.
Both Par es were supposed to help veterans with medical care but that did not work out so well and it
is a long story that deserves its own a en on, so I leave it here. Rather than argue which Party did the
most to get the most clients, in par cular veterans, I leave it that both did.
Helping these people was not really in accord with original Liberal or Conserva ve ideas but it did serve
in par san poli cs. If one Party did not help the rising working and middle classes, then the other would
have and would have gained all the votes, and that ma ered. Helping these people was somewhat in
accord with original Liberal idea of helping the lower class against the aristocracy, thus leading to more
sense in society for everybody; and that is how the ac ons were presented in popular culture. But the
similarity covers up two big diﬀerences. First, the new working and middle classes of America in 1960
were not oppressed as were lower classes in France and England in 1740. Rather, Americans wanted to
get ahead. They needed a Party to make sure the new aristocracy, the business class, did not stand in
their way. Second, they also needed the Party not do destroy the new aristocracy when the upcoming
Americans got far enough ahead to join the new aristocracy. They wanted the Republicans s ll to be
there when they got rich and powerful enough for their children to be Republicans, as it did happen in
the 1970s and 1980s. This double need led to several further contradic ons but I can’t go into that issue
here. Please think about it yourself and watch reruns of TV shows such as “Family Ties”.
In the next phase of helping working and middle class Americans to get ahead, in the middle 1950s to
middle 1970s, Democrats did do more than Republicans. Not only did returning veterans need school
and housing, so did their children and eventually grandchildren. Their old parents needed security in
their homes and needed fair medical care, and so eventually would the people in their youth in 1962
when they got old. Programs for college educa on and scholarships were extended to qualified children
in any class. A lot of children qualified. The people most to take advantages of the new student aid
were the working class and middle class. Colleges and universi es in America grew fantas cally. People
forget that Republicans did not o en wish to give aid for educa on. If aid were extended, Republicans
wished the aid to be loans at market rates or near‐market rates. Democrats fought for more direct aid
and for low‐rate loans. Likewise, Democrats fought to give “tax breaks” on interest for house payments
to anybody whose house was physically sound enough to qualify. Democrats built Medicare and, later,
Medicaid.
Without those programs, new families with young children, and later the families of those children with
their own young children, could never have been able to look around for jobs all over the country, could
never have trusted the schools wherever they went to provide a good educa on, and could never have
been able to buy a decent house in a decent school district wherever they went. They would have had
to stay where the old people were and take care of the old people whatever way they could in whatever
job they could get. This rela on held up un l the 1980s when it broke down, largely due to decline of
the quality of local schools. The breakdown became really no ceable in the 2000s when children with
crappy jobs s ll lived with Mom at age 30.

In the 1940s and 1950s, to deal with big business, labor became big. For that, it needed legal protec on
and it needed a legal frame to handle pension and medical benefits that it could then win for workers.
Republicans opposed such legisla ve aid to unions but Democrats helped.
In turn, because of the new freedom of the working and middle classes, and because they were more
educated and more diverse in their skills, employers, chiefly big business, had a huge mobile educated
qualified labor force. Business could oﬀer the new be er educated be er tempered work force new
be er jobs. The sides helped each other. Smart business people knew unions actually helped mutual
support but wished to make sure unions stayed the right size with the right limited power. When the
economy turned down in the 1970s, this coali on fell apart and business people had to turn against all
organized labor.
This a en on in the 1940s through 1960s by Democrats to the working and middle classes turned many
newly aﬄuent Americans into young Democrats and it helped with other programs by the Democrats.
This coali on is the only way that Civil Rights could have succeeded. This coali on is what held up un l
the downturn in the 1970s. When the economy went down, the working and middle classes s ll needed
the benefits for educa on and housing but forgot who gave them those benefits.
Another chapter in the transforma on from original Liberalism to the Democra c Party happened with
Civil Rights a er World War 2. I men on this phase below.
The Democra c Party in the American South diﬀered. Southerners joined the Democra c Party only
because it was NOT the Republican Party, which had fought the South, freed the slaves, and protected
the “carpet bagger” exploiters of the South. In the South, the Democra c Party did not back laborers,
unions, or women ‐ the opposite. The “right to work” laws of the South have eﬀec vely stopped labor
organiza on in the South. The laws might have been aimed largely at Blacks and at “low class” White
Southerners (“White trash”) but they worked against all laborers and unions. When Democrats backed
Blacks and labor rights, when it became clear that Republicans now cared only for business and not at all
with freeing slaves or anybody, and when it became clear Republicans would support laws to maintain
hierarchical social order, then Southerners led the charge to the Republican Party in the 1970s through
1990s.
This brief history as given in the previous sec on and this sec on should show the background behind
the associa ons of the Republican Party with business, and the Democra c Party with li le people and
their causes, show the Republican a tude against li le people and their issues un l recently, and the
Democra c a tude against big business and, by associa on, most business. These links do not make
sense in the original Liberal way or original Conserva ve way but do make sense in the ways of par san
power. These are not the links that tradi onal Conserva ves would have seen as growing organically to
help the na on and create good tradi ons. Neither old style Liberals nor Conserva ves would have
accepted blind Republican support for business or automa c Democra c recrui ng of marginal groups
and automa c support of their causes. Neither old Liberals nor Conserva ves would have supported

recrui ng client groups in the pursuit of power and through the use of vague ideologies, or the twis ng
of the economy and poli cs that follows.
History 3: Religion in the 1830s and AŌer
People think Colonial America was awash in fervent fundamental Chris anity but that is not true. I think
only 17% of people in Colonial America went to church regularly. People believed in God and Jesus but
church was not a big deal. They could take it or leave it, and they had no interest in forcing their beliefs
on others. They also did not want others to force their beliefs on them. They were more interested in
business, farming, hun ng, dis lling, family, children, and the fron er. The old TV shows “Daniel Boone”
and “Davy Crocket” might not have been that far oﬀ. They felt that fervent religion hindered a free well‐
ordered state; fervent religion did not help a free well‐ordered state. If original widespread American
a tudes were not this way, if all Americans really had been fervent Righ st Chris ans, we would never
have had separa on of church and state, religious freedom, or the Bill of Rights.
Fervent religion had developed with Protestants in the 1500s and 1600s but then had calmed down by
the early 1700s. Fervent religion revived again in the 1820s to 1850s. The 1830s were a Golden Age of
fervent religion in the United States. There were similar rises in the early 1900s, a er 1950, and a er
1980. There is no point going into why. The kind of religion that developed in 1830 is much like the
fervent religion that we associate with the Religious Right and with the importance of Chris anity in the
Republican Party. You can get a good idea from TV, including many Protestant shows and channels such
as The 700 Club and from the Roman Catholic channel (EWTN, the Eternal Word (or Wisdom) Television
Network).
There are links between the rise of capitalism‐and‐business and the rise of this kind of fervent religion
but the links are too complicated, and social scien sts disagree about them too much, to go into here.
You should use your imagina on.
The original Conserva ves of the late 1700s and early 1800s did not share fervent religion. They thought
fervent religion was as dangerous to the state and people as unbridled populist egalitarian Liberalism. It
was too much like English Protestant Roundheads of the 1600s. Both fervent religion and egalitarian
populist Liberalism are extremes and to be distrusted. I agree.
Even a er the religious revival of the 1830s was widely accepted, s ll business people, workers, and the
farmers that sold much of their crop rather than eat much of their crop (capitalist farmers), varied in
a tude. Some endorsed religious fervor while some were moderate and looked down on fervor. It is
temp ng to think that big business people and farmers with large stable firms were calmer while small
business people, workers, and small farmers were more fervent; but any simple division does not hold
well enough to rely on. Some big business people held strong religious beliefs and some workers could
care less about religion.

Max Weber, around 1900 in Germany, made a big point of rela ons between religion and business,
arguing that business people needed discipline and that strong religion, usually Calvinism, went with
that discipline. The religion gave them what they needed, it gave them an excuse for what they would
do anyway, and it validated their success by saying success in business showed God’s favor. Fervent
Protestant religion had been a key factor in the rise and con nua on of capitalism. I think Weber is
overly‐simplis c and the key factor was the mixing of ideas and mixing of methods in socially diverse
urban areas. But religion does play a role and Weber’s ideas are true enough. I recommend him.
In contrast, Soren Kierkegaard, in the 1830s in Denmark, sternly scolded business people, the middle
class, and upper middle class for lack of commitment to true old strong simple fundamental Chris an
ideas and ideals, and for the overall tepidness of their lives. Kierkegaard was not what today we see as a
religious Righ st but was more like a direct person who believes Jesus is God, Jesus died for us, and we
should live our lives in accord with his teachings and what he did for us, such as by helping other people
even at great cost to ourselves. You have to commit, commit to the right ideas and ideals, and follow
your commitment. He said, in his me, religion and all the churches were mere social conveniences and
business methods. A person could do business while holding only token belief and external gestures. In
fact, token belief and mere external gestures was the best religion for business. Real commitment to
Jesus and his teaching hindered business. Kierkegaard thought Chris an belief should come before
business but business people did not act as if they believed in Jesus and were commi ed to Jesus. They
acted as if they were commi ed to business. Kierkegaard is as true as Weber. His cri cism is s ll valid
against Righ st business‐minded Chris ans today.
It is not hard to merge Weber and Kierkegaard if we see the true religion of business people as wealth
and power rather than Jesus. Modern business people are fairly austere, driven, well‐organized, and
“called” to their role in the Protestant sense of a calling. They use tools oﬃcially made in one arena,
religion, to succeed in another arena, business. Likewise, the heads of corrupt poli cal machines usually
themselves are austere, driven, well‐organized, and not debauched or drunken even when they know
how to use those faults as tools to control others. I don’t carry out the merger here.
Whether as with Weber or Kierkegaard, business people knew the value of religion for keeping order
among people with whom they did business, among workers, and in the state; so business people firmly
endorsed religion in general. You had to have some religion to do business or to get a job regardless of
which par cular religion and whether you were fervent or weren’t very fervent. Churches were great
places to meet people, make connec ons, keep connec ons, and maintain socio‐economic class
solidarity. You could get a comprehensive course in what we now call “networking” at church. From
1850 on, business, religion, and the pseudo‐Conserva ve stance were ed together. The exact threads
of the rope varied but the overall rope was always present.
By taking the role of the new aristocracy, business made economic ideas one founda on of the once‐
new‐now‐old tradi on and the once‐new‐now‐old social order. In taking on the role of the aristocracy,
business people also commi ed to stability, law and order, morality, preserving whatever tradi on that
did not openly undercut economics and business, the church, and economic ra onality. Business

became the guardian of tradi onal religion and tradi onal morality. Ideas and programs now should be
judged both by, one the one hand, their cost eﬀec veness and their role in spurring business and, in the
other hand, by their morality in service of the whole state. Humans are both supremely ra onal and
incapable of self‐leadership so that they have to be guided by the new nobility.
Like morality and prac cality, these two standards, (a) economic ra onality and (b) tradi on in service
to the whole state, are not the same and o en cannot be reconciled. Some mes you have to choose
between morality versus cost eﬀec veness. Some mes you have to choose between tradi on versus
business projects. Some mes you have to mix them in ways that do not serve a par cular poli cal party
and that hurt some par cular self‐interest groups. Business dominance relied on business leaders and
business‐based poli cians being able to apply ra onal economic logic to individuals and situa ons when
that suited its power and being able to apply irra onal tradi onal moral religious logic when that suited
power. Business has been adept at doing so. The dominance of business and of the coali on between
business and tradi onal‐religion‐and‐morality depends on business being able to do so in modern mes.
Since America entered the new world economy in earnest in the 1970s, and because the United States
will not face and deal with all the issues, the ability of business to mix logics, appeals, and situa ons
does not work out o en enough, does not always convince people, and too o en has led not to the best
for America but to some of the worst.
You should pause to think about morality versus business. Business people and Republican poli cians
really can’t have it both ways but they s ll claim they can have it both ways and claim they miraculously
do. Far too o en, they pick‐and‐choose not to serve morality and religion but to serve power and
wealth. You should think of cases in which they use a claim of morality to support power and wealth.
From a TV show I recently saw on the History Channel about jazz in Pi sburgh, “urban renewal” comes
to mind. From the shoo ng at a school in Florida in which at 17 people died, I think of defending not
just gun rights but crazy gun rights. I think of not feeding children lunch at school. Usually Republicans
are not aware of when they use morality to excuse power. Some of them would stop doing that if they
could see themselves clearly. Many Republicans really do believe in their religion and really do want to
serve God and morality. But they fear Democra c clients and they fear twis ng of the state; or they
simply lust a er wealth and power too much; and so they do not see clearly enough.
Modern clients of the business class, working class people with a steady job and the right ethnicity, and
middle class people, are happy to go along with a proposed mix of morality and prac cality when they
think that mix serves their interests right now, even if it does not serve the interests of the na on as a
whole, does not really serve their interests, and does not serve the interests of their children. Denying
global climate change in favor of incen ves to business firms and portraying abor on as the big way to
be “pro life” are two examples. Business is careful to phrase proposals so the proposals seem to help
clients even when the proposals do not and business phrases proposals so clients can feel morally good
about themselves even when clients have not thought out situa ons. I am amazed at how o en the
clients of business go along with its framing and proposals. I am not sure what will happen in the future.

At least since the late 1960s, despite that Democrats inherited (a) the idea of making sense, (b) the ideas
of economics including prac cality, and (c) moral sensi vity especially to people on the edge, Democrats
have rarely been able to balance morality and prac cality, and Democrats have not been able to apply
the right logic to the right situa on nearly as well as Republicans, not well enough to sell themselves to
enough of the American public. Democrats are not able to apply logic, prac cally, and morality so as to
figure out the best for America, convince Americans that it is the best, and lead the people to it. They
seem to have li le idea what is going on generally.
A er 1970, the es between business, morality, and religion would become stronger and the fervent
religious‐moral people would dominate in the Republican Party.
Some of the Religious Right in America really is like the English Roundheads in the 1600s and like Roman
Catholics in France who murdered en masse French Protestants (Huguenots). They are like the zealots
behind the Terror in the French Revolu on, like the fic onal but realis c Madame De Farge. They are
like fundamentalist Islam. They are not like the moderate belief of most Americans in the Revolu on.
Much good can come of sincere belief that slows down to act well but much harm comes of zealotry
that speeds up to get what it wants now. The Religious Right and its parallels such as the Tea Party and
Trump supporters can be eﬀec ve poli cal tools in the short run but the Republican Party does not
control them. They are more dangerous than previous simplis c hippy culture and drug culture. This is
not a good thing. Using them might seem a boon to Republicans but Republicans should think more of
the na on as a whole over the long run and less of their own power gains over the short run. That is
true Conserva ve thought.
History 4: 1950s Golden Years and What Happened to End It
Most oﬃcial value sets refer back to an imagined golden me and most unoﬃcial value sets do too even
if not the same golden me. I used a golden me when I described original Liberals and Conserva ves in
the 1700s and early 1800s. In 2018, the best candidate for a golden me by which to understand both
Democrats and Republicans is the 1950s to early 1970s, before world economic compe on took its toll.
President Reagan and other Republicans have alluded to a me before Franklin Roosevelt and the social
programs of the New Deal such as Social Security, and Republicans have tried to kill those programs; but
I s ll take as my reference the period of the 1950s to early 1970s.
The prosperity of America then depended on the fact that the economies of all other major na ons had
been destroyed in World War 2, so America was the only maker of manufactured goods such as cars,
TVs, and refrigerators. America’s prosperity ended when the world recovered, caught up, and surpassed
us. China is only the most recent, and biggest, world compe tor. I do not go into what happened when
the rest of the world caught up.
America a er World War 2 had essen ally full employment and con nuous industrial opera on. Almost
any able American who wished could work, including most women. An unskilled factory worker alone
could get enough in wages and benefits to support an en re family, buy a house with a yard, buy a boat,

and take a long vaca on. Women rarely got such good jobs or made so much. Americans solidified the
ideology of men work out of the house and women work at home to make a home. Because America
was making oligopolis c (monopoly) profits, business people could aﬀord to pay for re rement benefits,
and medical and dental insurance. Any job that did not have all this was a “bad” job. Medical and
dental costs were less compara vely then than now; I do not explain why. Nearly all American schools
could train children well enough to get a good enough job. You did not have to go to a “good” school to
go to a “good” college for a “good” graduate school for a “good” job. People finished high school not
because it was needed, although a high school diploma helped, but because high school built character.
Because state governments, such as California, paid for college, and because educa on costs were less,
a family could put a promising child through college. If a worker did not get re rement benefits directly
from his‐her employer, then Social Security was enough to cover old age, especially because people died
by the age of seventy. About nine workers supported every person on SS; now, three workers support
everyone on SS, and those three make compara vely less apiece than the nine made apiece before.
Minori es had been pushed into bad jobs for decades in the past, and s ll most bad jobs were given to
minori es. In that me, minori es began to move into good jobs, especially in factories in the Midwest
and on the coasts. The situa on of minori es improved even before social programs although the social
programs of the 1960s and 1970s added. The situa on of minori es deteriorated in the 1970s and a er
the 1970s un l they were worse oﬀ than they had been in the 1960s without programs. Only a er 2000
has the situa on of minori es improved to levels comparable to the 1960s, without programs.
People did not feel as if they had to “beat out” their neighbor to get a job good enough to raise a family
and educate children. People did not have to “beat out” their neighbor to live in a good school district
in a safe neighborhood. People felt they could get along with neighbors and work together to make
things be er. A small sacrifice would receive an even bigger reward later, if not directly to the person
who made the sacrifice then to the community in general. Good deeds would not be punished or even
wasted. Good deeds would count. The world was not a “zero‐sum” game.
People felt two things that are not compa ble: (1) On the one hand, they felt everybody who was not
handicapped could get a good job if he‐she would take the trouble to get a minimum educa on, would
develop good work habits and a good character, and try hard. There was no reason for anybody not to
succeed. Not everybody would succeed well because not everybody had the same talents or chances
but everybody could succeed well enough. To help somebody financially when they really could help
themselves was not to help them or their children but to teach bad a tudes and, in the long run, to
hurt them and their children, and to hurt the na on. People needed a fairly even chance, maybe even a
second or third fair chance, but should not be helped con nuously. (2) On the other hand, poverty
persisted and persisted by group. Poverty was not random and was not merely the product of refusing
educa on, a bad character, or refusing work. Poverty hurt not only the poor but the na on as a whole.
Discrimina on hurt not only the people discriminated against but also the people who discriminated and
the na on as a whole. Poverty and discrimina on hurt everybody. They were na onal issues, not just
moral issues. Because we had more than we absolutely needed, we, as a na on, collec vely, could do
something about poverty and discrimina on, should, and would.

Both Conserva ves and Liberals held both views, and one person could hold both views at once.
Social programs then were not begun simply from guilt, although “White Guilt” played a part. Programs
were begun out of real concern for other people because they were people and out of real belief that
programs would work. (First) People saw other (second) people as persons, and wished to treat them as
persons. First people assumed ALL other second people would respond in kind, much as the first people
would respond in the same situa on, much as their kin and neighbors would respond if they needed
help and got help. Mo ves were good. Belief was based on such empirical evidence of neighbors as the
working class and middle class people had. Programs were not the result of being conned or “guilted”. I
see this kind of social ac on, even through the state, as coming from good religious values, values found
in all religions but in par cular from Chris anity, and I see a religious source of values as a good thing on
the whole.
I do not describe the various programs.
By the middle of the 1970s, the economic base for social good will had eroded. The facts are confusing
because average money salaries did not go down but average money salary is not a good indica on of
well‐being, security, and feeling secure. A tudes changed, at least among working Americans and most
middle class Americans. Because their financial base did not erode as much, a tudes did not change
among the upper middle class. It is not clear how much a tudes changed or stayed the same among
the young people under the influence of the upper middle class such as college students.
Americans felt that good jobs were now scarce and that not everybody could get a good job. Those
people who got a good job could make sure their children got a good job while those people who did
not get a good job could not help their children to get good jobs and could expect to see their children in
bad jobs.
Americans felt they did compete directly against neighbors for now‐scarce jobs that paid enough, had
benefits, could allow a family to live in a safe good neighborhood with a good school.
Americans who did not benefit directly and largely from social programs felt that the programs undercut
the ability to raise children so that children could compete for ever‐scarcer good jobs. Social programs
undercut the future of the people who paid for them in favor of the future of people who received from
them. Hard work, some training, some ability, and a good character were punished only to reward the
compe tors of hard work, training, ability, and good character.
Most American felt that the social programs had failed. I agree. Programs had been tried long enough,
and had not done what they were supposed to do. The people on the programs did not improve at all
or did not improve enough to warrant the cost: ethnic minori es, single parents, people with some
disabili es such as drug addicts, immigrants, and the children of all these groups. Instead, these people
became permanent clients of the state and lived oﬀ the hard work of people with jobs, and these people

abused programs such as by having many children, using money for drugs and alcohol, and not taking
good care of children. Americans felt the programs promoted bad family pa erns such as a woman with
many children each by a diﬀerent father; these family styles produced children who were prone to crime
and who would themselves be clients of the state. The programs were unfair not only in that people
who worked hard had to support people who did not work hard but because Americans of some ethnic
and cultural groups (Whites, Asians, and some Hispanics) had to support Americans of other ethnic and
cultural groups (Blacks and some Hispanics). Americans who felt the programs had failed knew of cases
in which people had been helped such as children of welfare mothers who went on to school and to get
decent jobs. Americans knew that some programs were overall cost eﬀec ve and did not promote bad
families such as Social Security and Head Start. Americans knew that members of all ethnic and culture
groups were in‐the‐programs‐and‐out‐of‐the‐programs but s ll felt that the programs were unfair and
diﬀeren ally benefi ed some groups at the expense of others. Americans who felt the programs had
failed thought that the abuse and waste as‐a‐whole overwhelmed the benefits. They tended to a ack
all programs, even ones that worked.
Part of the reason the programs failed was that the advantage America had had disappeared just as the
programs were ge ng oﬀ the ground. Each program had a big burden and the burden increased not
only because people took advantage but because the economy “went South” and forced people onto
the programs even if people detested the programs. People were supported while they were supposed
to look for jobs that no longer existed. People were trained for jobs that no longer existed. So people
could not get oﬀ the programs, again, not because they were welfare junkies but because there were no
jobs to go to. From many jobs that did not disappear, benefit packages did disappear and wages dipped
in real purchasing power so people could make more money and have more security on programs than
oﬀ. The programs ballooned far beyond ini al es mates and could not be reduced. The courts ruled
many of the programs to be en tlements. So either taxes increased or money came out of other needs
such as roads, science, and the military.
Part of the reason the programs failed was human nature, and part was the culture‐and‐or‐a tudes of
groups that programs were aimed at. We cannot blame all the expansion on changes in the economy.
We have to look at human nature and at the culture of receiving groups. When given the chance to be
supported without working, even at a level lower than people could get through working, a lot of people
choose not to work. When given a chance to have other people support their children, many people
choose to let other people support their children. This falling into dependency varies by group so that
some groups seem much more prone while other groups resist. I do not say which groups are which
because that will distract most readers from the main points of this essay. Selfishness‐rooted‐in‐human‐
nature‐and‐in‐the‐culture‐of‐some‐groups is more important than most Liberals and Democrats admit.
Although selfishness is ra onal in a strict economic sense, and so Democrats should have expected this
outcome, this selfishness is irra onal if you want programs to work and you want the na on to stay
afloat. It goes against the way that Democrats wanted people to be and goes against what Democrats
hoped was deeply ingrained American character. The Liberal‐Democra c view of human nature and
American nature was much too hopeful and was wrong.

Part of the reason the programs failed is that American schools were no longer able to train children so
children were likely to get good jobs or any jobs at all. Jobs required more educa on. Jobs that did not
require much educa on vanished or had low wages with no benefits. The quality of educa on at many
local schools fell. School districts separated into those where the children likely could get enough good
educa on to go on to good jobs versus those where children could not. Bad schools outnumbered good
schools. People began not to believe in local schools. Comfortable middle class and upper middle class
Americans moved into good districts, leaving only working class, insecure middle class, and poor people
in the bad districts. I do not ascribe blame.
I cannot here go into which cause of overall failure is most important when. All are significant.
(A) The failure of programs due to bad a tude, bad subgroup culture, or greed was an assault on the
Liberal view of human nature in which people are reasonable and they know how to contain themselves
for the general good. People do not make sense in the way needed by Liberals for a state that makes
sense. The failure of programs was an indirect vindica on of a part of the Conserva ve view of human
nature. (B) The failure validated the Conserva ve idea that humans were not one step below the angels
but instead people were governed by animal passions. (C) Of course, it also invalidates the Conserva ve
hope that the mass of people would follow ideals given to them by religion and by their leaders. The old
social rules and the old social rules do not carry over enough into modern situa ons to save modern
situa ons. If people will not follow ideals and roles given by religion and leaders, then what do you use
to properly govern? Later Conserva ves tried to use greed but that failed. (D) Which lesson you take
from failure of programs impacts your view of human nature, the state, Liberals, and Conserva ves.
Medical, housing, re rement, and insurance costs increased faster than infla on and faster than wealth
crea on, much faster than the wages of people below the comfortable middle class.
Income and wealth dispari es increased between people of the comfortable middle class and above
versus everybody below comfortable middle class.
Many comfortable middle class and upper middle class Americans avoid seeing that programs did not
succeed well or failed. They avoid seeing that human nature and the culture‐a tudes of groups play
parts in the failure. Against evidence, they insist all programs are an overall success, fair, cost eﬀec ve,
and make sense. Comfortable middle class and upper middle class Americans insist the blended and
mixed families of the poor do not have bad eﬀects even while middle and upper middle class families
strive migh ly to provide their children with stable families with two parents, and strive to buﬀer their
children against the bad eﬀects of divorce, death, remarriage, and blending. Comfortable middle and
upper middle class Americans are not threatened by programs, their children will go on to succeed with
the programs or without. Comfortable middle and upper middle class Americans pay propor onately
less of their income to support the programs than do working and lower‐middle class Americans.
Suppor ng the programs lets comfortable middle class and upper middle class Americans feel good
about themselves at li le cost to themselves but at considerable cost to the working class and lower

middle class whose children compete with their children. It is easy to be Liberal (or Conserva ve) when
you don’t pay as much as your rivals and when your rivals are likely to fall while you stay steady.
Comfortable middle class and upper middle class Americans get great benefits from the government at
all levels and from programs but they get benefits of diﬀerent kinds and from diﬀerent programs than
do the poor. Comfortable middle class and upper middle class Americans tend not to see the benefits as
benefits and do not see their benefits as the same kind of state help that the poor get. The middle and
upper middle classes benefit greatly from police and fire protec on, good roads, good schools, good
parks, sanita on, insurance, health programs, sports programs, and (in 2017)from being able to deduct
their mortgage interest from federal taxes and being able to deduct state and local taxes from federal
taxes. The poor, the working class, and the lower‐middle class cannot benefit from these opportuni es
as do the comfortable middle class and upper middle class because, for example, they can’t buy a house
and do not make enough income to deduct their state and local taxes ‐ even if they pay propor onately
more income overall to taxes (as in sales tax) than does the middle class and upper middle class. Middle
class and upper middle class don’t see benefits in their privilege over the working class and lower middle
class but the working class and lower middle class certainly do. They see that the comfortable middle
and upper middle class are forcing them to support the poor and support the comfortable middle class
and upper middle class so that the comfortable middle class and upper middle class can feel good about
how they support social jus ce.
America as a whole refused to see these problems or deal with them. Instead America escaped into bad
Conserva ve reac onary stances such as Reagan‐ism or into Liberal targeted giveaways.
On top of the situa ons and changes that I described here, as men oned in Part One of this essay, all
capitalists na ons face an inevitable base amount of unemployment (due to imperfect compe on) and
they face a recent rise in unemployment because many people are not smart enough for jobs in modern
capitalism. I do not go into details here because I do that elsewhere. In America, the inevitable baseline
is about 5%; in other countries, such as in Europe, it is higher. People who used to be able to find good
jobs in factories now can only find bad jobs such as in fast food restaurants. All this unemployment, the
lack of good jobs that people can actually get without skill, and the rise in the propor on of bad jobs, all
enhance the comments above. They also add to the misery of life and to poli cal unrest.
All these changes, and the new stances, aﬀected the values of Democrats and Republicans.
History 5: From 1990 to Now, Back to the Future
Problems with the modern world intensified as me went by despite a few brief episodes that covered
over problems temporarily such as the “dot com” bubble of the 1990s. Like all capitalist countries,
America faces booms and busts that alternate. Usually a cycle takes about ten years but can happen in
as li le as eight or as long as fi een. Economists and the states have long known about these cycles,
and have devised fairly good techniques for minimizing the bad eﬀects. No policy ends the cycles, and,

for reasons I can’t go into here, likely we don’t want the cycles to end en rely, especially if we can deal
with the unemployment of the bust phase.
Republicans wrongly explained the busts as due to the bad policies of Democrats and the selfishness of
client groups such as Blacks and Hispanics, and Republicans wrongly took credit for booms. Republicans
also falsely blamed the busts on Democra c immorality and especially on the immorality of clients such
as Liberated Women and Gay people. A bad economy is punishment for moral turpitude, either handed
out directly by God or because it comes automa cally somehow as part of God’s plan. Democrats did
li le to cause busts although they also did li le to prepare against them, and Republicans did li le to
cause booms although they took full credit. One episode of Republicans claiming credit for a recovery
happened in the early 1980s when Ronald Reagan and the Republicans wrongly took credit, through a
tax plan, which, as usual, favored the rich and business. Another episode happened in the early 2000s
when George W. Bush took credit for staving oﬀ a recession, also through tax cuts for the wealthy and
business. The recession was due and it was staved oﬀ, not by the Bush tax cuts but by massive deficit
spending mostly on wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and partly on the military in general. Barack Obama
inherited the Great Recession that had been overdue for at least eight years, and which was worse than
usual because of the bad Bush domes c policies, including the Bush tax cuts, and the bad opera on of
the housing market and financial markets. I can’t go into more details here.
The litany of modern problems due to merging into the world economy is familiar: rising costs of food
(yes, really, food), housing, health care, transporta on, and educa on; outsourcing of jobs to other
countries; disappearance of manufacturing; the fact that Americans are not prepared by educa on or
temperament for jobs in the new economy; the growing disparity between school districts and the fact
that only a few school districts oﬀer good prepara on; everybody now has to go to college even if going
to college does not guarantee a good job or any job at all; rising military costs to fight wars against
unhappy people who use religious fundamentalism as an excuse; growing disparity in income between
the rich and upper middle class versus everybody else; stagnant real buying power among all but the
upper middle and upper classes; the growing disparity in wealth; massive ballooning of welfare, Social
Security Disability, and other en tlement programs; the growing vic m mentality; the fact that wealth,
and thus poli cal power, is now concentrated in less than 1% of the American public; infla on; deficit
spending; huge na onal debt; huge persona debt; inability of otherwise sound programs such as Social
Security to cope because policy makers won’t do what is required; growing ethnic strife as groups use
ethnicity to consolidate their hold; growing religious strife for the same reason; culture wars over issues
that really should be small such as abor on and religious monuments on public land; refusal to accept
evidence and science; false but violent rebellion; and the bad war on the police.
Neither Democrats nor Republicans will deal with these problems. Instead, as I say o en, they solicit
client groups that can help them to win elec ons by promising to clients some economic and poli cal
security, especially at the expense of rivals. Democrats use the impossible “everybody gets absolutely
full social jus ce and everybody is an equal winner”. Republicans use an impossible mix of prac cality
with religious and moral rec tude. Neither side really does much good. Both sides enable bad ideas

and bad poli cs. There is no middle because the middle requires facing problems and dealing with them
as a na on. It does not look as if this pa ern will end soon.
If you care about these issues and are red of non‐answers, you have to work to figure out things for
yourself. A good place to start is to figure out what an American deserves for doing par cular kinds of
work given that similar work is being done all over the world by similar people but maybe in a diﬀerent
se ng of technology, resources, and ins tu ons. What is the produc vity of an American compared to
the produc vity of a German or Chinese doing the same job? What does an American who assembles
cars deserve to get paid given that an Indian or Mexican can do the same job? What does an American
den st deserve given that a Mexican den st can do just as good work? What is the cost eﬀec veness of
an American worker, den st, lawyer, teacher, or programmer? Why might produc vity be diﬀerent in
America than in another country, say India or France? What level of living can this level of pay bring? I
did not ask “what level of pay should an American get just because his‐she is an American and thinks he‐
she deserves to live well?” I asked “what level of living should an American get for doing par cular kind
of work here?” What is the real “new normal”? We might deserve more than most of the rest of the
world (due to abundant resources, much technology, and what used to be a good work ethic) but we do
not deserve as much as we think and not as much as Liberals or Conserva ves imply. Especially the
comfortable middle class and upper middle class do not deserve as much as they think they do. When
you can honestly consider how much you deserve and what kind of lifestyle that warrants, then you will
be be er able to understand other issues. You will be fooled less o en. You will see for yourself how
distorted the present situa on is.
What policies‐programs would lead Americans to get what they deserve for the work that they do, how
can we get that level of pay lead to decent lifestyles, how can we get Americans to accept the level of
lifestyle warranted by their produc vity, and how can we get Americans to live graciously at the level of
lifestyle indicated by our produc vity? If you can answer those ques ons, you should be a na onal level
poli cian ‐ but no party will have you.
History 6, 7, and 8: IntroducƟon: Morality versus PracƟcality Again.
The three sec ons below here are related. This one introduces them. From Conserva ves, Republicans
inherited the duty to guard general morality and the morality of the state. Republicans must be moral
and they must be exemplars of morality. From business‐people‐turned‐dominant‐group, Republicans
inherited the drive to be prac cal and to make the state make prac cal sense.
As I have said o en, these two needs o en can go together but some mes conflict. When they clash,
somebody has to sort it all out and decide which needs takes precedence, and how much we can fill
each need. Somebody has to balance morality and prac cality. To balance morality and prac cality, we
need to know how much morality will cost and if we can aﬀord the cost. Cost is not only the immediate
money cost but also the cost of what we forego if we act morally, the bad example that we set if we do
not act morally, and the tempta on for people to abuse help and become dependants of the state. We
have to set this par cular moral need against all the other needs of the na on, moral and prac cal, such

as support for old people, highways, na onal forests, and defense. When we see a moral need such as
to feed children and give them health care, we need to know if we can respond, and how much we can
respond, given everything else we have to do.
Republicans insist they do this task for us and only they can do it. Democrats are too blind to morality
and prac cality. In fact, Republicans do this task only quite poorly or not at all. Instead, they use moral
posturing, contrived imprac cality, and contrived prac cality, in the war of clients and power. They
insist on morality when they want to please clients even at some cost such as in the war on abor on and
the war on drugs. They insist on imprac cality when they do not wish to help such as with medical care
even though state sponsored medical care could be made quite cost eﬃcient and prac cal. They insist
on prac cality when they wish to do something that might be morally “hinky” such as give big tax breaks
to rich people.
Republicans could only sort out morality versus prac cality if they had a consistent view of morality and
prac cality, and if they had a consistent ra onale, but they have neither, and won’t.
History 6: Democrats Lose PracƟcality and Appeal only to Morality
Following the original Liberals and Conserva ves, some thinkers of the 1800s, and some real poli cians
such as Lincoln, did try to mix morality and prac cality well, and did give good arguments for one course
or another. The speeches of Lincoln, and his appointments, are at the highest level of the human search
for the best mix of prac cality and morality. No other poli cian did it be er.
Republicans and Democrats both mix morality and prac cality and both claim to mix it in the best ways.
Of course, they diﬀer in how they mix. Their mixes have a dis nct feel that comes more from their self‐
interest and how they appeal to clients than from deep though ul considered morality and from what is
best for America. Republican morality is a blend of patrio sm, their version of worship of the family,
and their version of Chris anity. It includes a fair dose of outrage and “holier than thou”. Democra c
morality is an appeal to moral outrage and to help the downtrodden against all the harm that is done to
a client group. Both versions are really roundabout ways to feel jus fied and feel good about yourself
while thinking you help others and while ge ng a good prac cal reward of power and security as well. I
don’t like either version and don’t think either version is represents well morality in general, the general
morality needed by a modern state, and the morality that I would teach children.
By the late 1950s, to most people, it appeared that Democrats no longer sought both prac cality and
morality. Democrats overlooked prac cality en rely in favor only of moral appeals from groups and for
groups, such as Blacks, Jews, labor, and women. Individually, Democrats certainly knew that prac cality
was important and that it had to be mixed with morality; but, to the Party, prac cality, and a good mix
of morality and prac cality, were not important. Republicans could at least use “free market” and “cost
benefit” as a pretend ra onale but Democrats had no consistent ra onale for how they were prac cal.
Democrats had only case‐by‐case claims that they were prac cal. People who did not wish to believe
Democrats were prac cal could easily choose not to believe them even when Democrats were being

prac cal in specific cases; people who gained from Democra c prac cality didn’t care if Democrats were
prac cal and would rather believe they gained because they were clients; people who lost condemned
Democrats as imprac cal to cover their own desires for gain and their fear that they wanted too much
even at the expense of the whole country; and people in general could easily believe Democrats were
not prac cal even when overall Democrats might be more prac cal than Republicans. So, people did
believe that. How did this result occur and what were its eﬀects?
Again, I don’t know the material from the 1800s well enough to say much. I think the shi happened in
a big way first between about 1880 and 1920, again during the Great Depression, and then again a er
World War 2. By the early 1900s, moral appeals to labor and by labor worked so well that Democrats
did not need explicit prac cal arguments. Democrats and labor assumed that what was prac cally good
for them was prac cally good for the country, and what was morally correct for them was also morally
correct for the country; moral appeals alone worked well enough; and so Democrats and labor stressed
morality. Labor deserved its fair share. Clearly owners got too much. The imbalance was immoral and
also hurt the country. By ac ng against immoral unfairness, we could also help America. Democrats
could use morality and immorality as a signal to act, a signal that our Democra c ac on reliably helped
the whole country. At the me, Republicans could not argue against them in the case of owners versus
labor and versus America.
Some programs that blossomed in the Great Depression had begun in the 1920s as somewhat prac cal
ideas to help par cular groups. The current farm programs that con nue into 2018 began in the 1920s
to stabilize crop prices, stabilize agricultural markets, and protect farms from encroaching capitalism (a
lesson that benefits, once begun, are hard to stop). When the Great Depression began, similar ideas
were applied to other markets such as metals. The idea was not so much to increase American wealth
as to protect groups from erosion of their economic security, an assault that seemed like moral a ack.
Economists, Democrats, and Republicans knew that much of the protec onist laws would not work, and
would make things worse, but they had to go along with. Congress protected shipbuilding, tex les,
shoes, food and agriculture, among many industries. Some legisla on was obviously moral and did a lot
of both moral and prac cal good such as giving work even to ar sts and actors. Remember, too, this
was the age of Prohibi on, when the morality of one group could prevail so strongly as to forbid alcohol.
The mindset of strong moral considera ons had set in.
World War 2 was both a prac cal and moral eﬀort headed by a Democrat. Judging from movies and the
war propaganda, the War was mostly a moral eﬀort. The close coordina on of industry and state during
the war was an instance of how greater good and greater moral good could overcome selfish economic
and prac cal forces – the Nazi war machine ‐ and could lead America on to more than could be done by
the market only. Contrary to current myths about ineﬃciency of the state, the America war eﬀort was
amazingly eﬀec ve. But war success was s ll a case of morality leading prac cality and so making
prac cality be er. You should think whether you consider war more a prac cal eﬀort or moral eﬀort.
With American prosperity a er World War 2, it began to seem as if America could right all wrongs, put
everyone on a level playing field, and aﬀord it all easily. We were the richest na on ever in the history

of the world, and we could do what we thought right. We didn’t have to worry much about prac cality.
We could concentrate on morality and inspira on. Democrats led the charge. These were the days of
the first great space eﬀort, the days of Civil Rights. Eﬀorts to integrate Jews and Blacks were not at all
about prac cality but en rely about morality. Eﬀorts to help women and nature were almost en rely
based on morality. Modern Poli cal Correctness (PC) tries to replace the old stern morality with a new
stern morality that is almost exactly like the old in form and very much like it in content. A empts to
help nature are the Le y equivalent of the moral approach to family values. The Presiden al campaigns
of George McGovern in 1972 and Walter Mondale in 1988 were en rely based on moral appeal.
Then the 1970s came, and America was not as compara vely prosperous, we could not aﬀord it all, we
had to decide how much to spend on what, we could not aﬀord feel good unbridled morality, and we
had to be prac cal. But Democrats couldn’t be prac cal enough to make the public believe they had
changed horses or had harnessed two horses to the same buggy.
There were Democra c prac cal eﬀorts. To take only the Presidents: Harry Truman, John Kennedy,
Jimmy Carter, Bill Clinton, and Barack Obama, have been no ceably prac cal, more so than Ronald
Reagan and GW Bush, and more so than Donald Trump if he got his wishes instead of being guided by
Republicans in Congress. Harry Truman dropped atomic bombs on Japan so as to save far more lives
than were lost (I would have done the bombings diﬀerently but that is not the issue here.) Truman also
forcibly racially integrated the US military; his act was both strongly moral and fairly prac cal. Jimmy
Carter de‐regulated more than Ronald Reagan. Clinton actually controlled the budget deficit when no
Republicans have been able to do that. Barack Obama tried hard to use the spending that was needed
in 2009 to keep us out of Depression for prac cal uses but he was overcome by a sadly shortsighted
Congress. Obama actually did keep the deficit as low as it could have been under the condi ons.
S ll, all in all, Democrats do not have a unified prac cal approach and the public has looked on them as
not heeding prac cality. In fact, the public has looked on Democrats as being posi vely imprac cal or
posi vely an ‐prac cal. The silliest most expensive idea makes sense to at least some Democrats and
you can get them on your side for it. You can’t depend on them to control spending well enough not to
hurt the country. Democrats are fiscally dangerous. Democrats want to live in communes and eat tofu.
Democrats don’t want to legalize marijuana to take advantage of the taxes, ease pressure on the police,
and ease pressure on ci zens, but because they want to release a bunch of bad guys from prison, get
stoned, and pretend this is fairy land. These charges are untrue but they stuck.
Democrats come across as essen ally imprac cal because they can oﬀer no consistent ra onale for why
we should spend here but not there, or why we should spend this much here and that much there. Why
can’t they oﬀer a believable ra onale? There are enough reasons, and the reasons have to be looked at
in enough detail, so I can’t go into that topic much here. Unlike Republicans, who can unite around the
idea that business automa cally solves all problems for everyone, Democrats know that spending on
one client makes others fear they will be slighted, and so it is not possible to oﬀer a unified reasonable
limited program. If we keep spending on old people, does that mean programs for Blacks in ci es get
less? Does welfare get cut? Also, most important, Democrats just do not understand capitalism well

enough to see where to spend and how much to spend, and to give solid reasons. (Republican reasons
are wrong but they are believable enough to work in poli cs.)
There is nothing wrong with a moral approach as the first look at issues but, if the moral approach does
not also take prac cality into account, then it cannot respond to changes and it will fall in the end. That
is what happened. I don’t see the situa on changing in the near future.
Prac cal arguments have been given for why discrimina on is foolish, for giving help to labor, for giving
help to nature, and giving help to some families, not mostly by Democrats, but mostly by Republicans. I
find the arguments strongly appealing. But they have hardly entered Democra c thinking at all. These
analyses are well worth reading; you can find them on the Internet.
When it became obvious that Democrats are suscep ble to moral appeal and do not filter morality by
prac cality, Democrats, and the country, opened up to exploita on. People or groups could say they
are vic ms and so deserve help and so must be helped. Because there are no ra onale for saying this
group is needier than that, and no ra onale for why we should spend on this group or that, or why we
should spend only so much, then anybody, with any claim, no ma er how silly, has an equal claim with
all other vic ms. Everybody must be served boun fully. Trying to be too moral fosters a breakdown in
morality and in character. It fosters the culture of vic m. It reinforces a defect in American character
that is independent of either Party, emphasizing rights over responsibili es. It fosters selfishness. It
makes the Democra c heart a bleeding heart with a lot of “me first” arrows stuck in it. It puts the edge
into PC and it makes PC taste bad. It is what happens in a family when the kids run the family. This topic
deserves more space than I can give it here.
When people in general saw how suscep ble Democrats were, how easily groups could get stuﬀ from
Democrats without giving anything back to the country, and how people in general had to pay for it,
naturally people in general got angry. If they had been Democrats, they switched par es. The response
is not irra onal and not selfish. It does not mean the people who feel this way have no heart. It does
not mean the people who feel this way must be racist and must hate single mothers and children.
The response to the success of the vic m ploy could be a backlash and could support racism, sexism,
ageism, and other prejudice and discrimina on. It can support hate. The desire to make morality most
important and to have a big Christ‐like (or Krishna‐like) heart is, ironically, the opposite. The road to hell
is paved with good inten ons. I don’t make too much of “things turn into their opposites”. Hate does
not usually turn into love. I only point it out to show that we need to look for unexpected results, o en
especially when we try to do only good. The only an dote to these mistakes is experience. When we
have the experiences, we need to learn from it and act on it.
History 7: Recent Republican Versions of the Small State.

I don’t know Republican or Democra c thinking in the 1800s about the Small State well enough to write
about it or say how it influenced recent thinking. My comments here come mostly from my experience
since the 1950s.
Before World War 1, most Americans, both Democrats and Republicans, were close to what we now call
“isola onists”. America was nearly self‐suﬃcient. It needed the rest of the world for export markets.
So, let the rest of the world fight its fights and leave us alone.
At first, in 1912, President Woodrow Wilson won elec on and re‐elec on by following the isola onist
view. He “kept us out of war”. Then, America had to enter the War. Wilson changed his public policy.
He saw that America could not remain isola onist and had to get involved. He tried to set up rela ons
between na ons, rela ons between blocs of na ons, and interna onal ins tu ons, so America could get
involved in good ways, less chance of war, and more chance of con nued peace and prosperity. He was
a founder of the “League of Na ons”. Wilson was the first powerful American interna onalist. He failed
and others of like mind failed, leading to Hitler and Stalin. His failure should not be held against him or
other like‐minded interna onalists.
Wilson was a Democrat. I don’t know if Americans in general blamed Democrats for the failure of
interna onalism, or if Republicans used the failure of interna onalism to blame the Democrats. I have
heard modern quasi‐isola onists (with stances similar to Libertarians) claim Wilson started America on
the path to bad modern interna onalism, over‐commitment in many interna onal arenas, and the big
bureaucra c state, but I cannot say if Republicans in general share the opinion or even know of it. I am
not sure if Republicans between World War 1 and 1950 were more given to isola onism than were
Democrats but I doubt it.
When President Franklin Roosevelt, a Democrat, first came to power in 1928, in public he held America
aloof from Europe. In private, he knew war was inevitable and America must take a large role. America
reverted to isola onism un l World War 2 when the War and the interna onal spread of Communism
and Fascism forced us back to engage with all the rest of the world. The war required a huge war eﬀort
and required strong links between the state, big business, and big labor. Those links persisted a er the
war and served as the basis for building a big state.
A er World War 2, in the later 1940s and through the 1950s, America was again self‐suﬃcient and
quasi‐isola onism again arose. America soon found it could not be fully isola onist because it had to
deal with Russian and Chinese Communism, with the need to re‐develop Europe, and with the need to
keep “Third World” free enough of Communism, and developed enough, to serve as economic partners
with US business. America had to balance “keep us out of your problems” with “develop enough and
stay free enough to be our business partners”.
By 1955, America had the beginnings of the modern ideology of a Small State. The ideology then was
largely a reac on to government programs, par cularly the New Deal that fought the Great Depression,
and that had helped old people and poor people, such as Social Security. My memory is that the idea

then of a Small State was evident in the Republican Party but not a strong force. It was linked to groups
that had an ‐socialist an ‐Communist agendas such as the John Birch Society and linked to Presiden al
candidate Senator Barry Goldwater from Arizona.
At the same me, big business, big labor, and big government were growing, and they had li le to do
with the kind of socialism feared by Right Wing Republicans of the me. Big government grew at all
levels, not only at the federal level. In fact, contrary to myth, the biggest growth has been at the state
and local levels. I believe state and local governments grew faster than big labor and even faster than
big business.
Some programs that Republicans dislike most as part of a Big State, such as social work and welfare, had
their roots in the 1920s but really “came of age” in the 1950s. The Civil Rights movement began in the
1950s. These programs were a response by aﬄuent Americans to help other Americans who suﬀered by
comparison due to unemployment and bad jobs. You can see the a tude in movies such as “The
Blackboard Jungle” and, in England, “To Sir, with Love”. The aﬄuent Americans who were willing to try
these programs were not only Democrats but a lot of hopeful Republicans as well. They understood the
problems with the Big State but were not overly worried.
Beginning in the 1950s, poli cians many mes tried to establish mild forms of health care for the poor,
administered by the states and the federal government. The opponents called it “socialized medicine”
or “socialist medicine”. Doctors and the American Medical Associa on hated it, and it never came close
to passing. It was rarely proposed in as strong a form as even now operates in Canada and was usually
only a mild form of what is not called “Obama Care”. It was usually about what Mi Romney passed in
Massachuse s when he was governor there.
Many people, including Democrats and Blacks, worried about the eﬀect of programs on the character of
all Americans. They feared the programs would make Americans dependants on the state. As a child, I
personally talked to these concerned people and I sympathize. They understood the need to help but
correctly foresaw that programs would be abused, and correctly saw that the abuse could do more harm
than the programs did good. They did not know the roots of unemployment, bad jobs, socio‐economic
class, discrimina on, and social conflict, in how capitalism worked; and they wrongly believed everybody
could get a good job if he‐she had the right a tude (at the me in America, that idea was nearly true).
They did not think about how to make the programs work be er. I don’t think they worried about a Big
State nearly as much as about the eﬀects of programs on character. At the me, I don’t think they saw
Blacks as the primary carriers of bad a tudes about work, family, and crime, and Whites as the primary
carriers of good family values, but they saw any people who did not look for work but instead accepted
welfare as abusers, including a lot of White people.
Right Wing Republicans such as the “Birchers” and the Goldwater supporters picked up on the fears of
these people, and mixed their fears with fears of the Right Wing about Communism and with general
anxiety about Civil Rights and Blacks. Programs, abuse of programs, race, American character, family

values, fear of socialism, fear of Communism, pro‐business ideology, and pro‐military ideology began to
mix and later would be impossible to separate.
The roots of modern corporate welfare likely go back to the 1920s with programs to help farmers and,
later in the 1930s, with programs to help business during the Great Depression such as to stabilize
markets and to stop foreign compe on. The programs did not work well but that did not stop the idea
of pro‐business state programs from se ng in. The pa ern is called “Mercan lism” and arises almost
every me it possibly can. The pa ern is at least 600 years old in the West. Modern Republicans forget
about that bit of history. During World War 2, business and the state worked closely to make arms.
A er the war, and during the Cold War, those rela ons con nued. Modern corporate welfare began in
the 1950s under Republicans when the state supported research, through business, for many reasons
including the Cold War; the state helped to stabilize markets such as for metals and electricity; the state
solidified the modern communica ons industry, the telephone, by working with AT&t and IT&T; the
state created and regulated the television industry; the state protected American industry by con nuing
to limit overseas compe on; the state granted tax concessions to business so that business would go in
direc ons that the state wished; the state gave help to returning veterans so they could buy houses, go
to school (state universi es), and start families; the state vastly increased support for schools and, to
some extent, increased its control of curriculum, largely to make sure science and mathema cs were
taught so American could compete; the state expanded tax write‐oﬀs and tax‐breaks for individuals and
business; the state inspected food and drugs more; and the state began to develop programs for auto
safety and product safety. All this greatly enlarged the state. But no Republicans complained about all
this help as the Big State, and wished to eliminate this help when they clamored for a Small State. Most
middle class and upper class Republicans loved help with schools, product safety, food safety, drugs, and
tax breaks. They loved that the new state aimed at making sure their children stayed healthy and got
good jobs.
President Eisenhower, from 1952 to 1960, like Abraham Lincoln before him with the railroad system,
used the federal government to build the modern American highway system, at the me the best road
system ever in the world. He helped build the American infrastructure that also served as a world model
but that is crumbling today (2018). America also saw the growth of the modern defense (war) industry.
For the first me in its history, America had a big standing military, and the Republican Party supported
this growth and maintenance, because the growth and maintenance helped business. Eisenhower, in a
famous speech, warned sternly against what he called the “military industrial complex”. He feared that
the state and business would merge and that business influence in Congress would drive ever more
investment into an ever larger and more powerful industry. He was correct, and people knew he was
correct, but nobody did much about it. In 1960, John Kennedy won partly through a deliberately false
that America was behind the Soviet Union in military power and should spend more on the military. If
Republicans wanted a Small State then, they did not show it.
See above for the entry of America into a growing world economy and the eﬀect of the entry on the
poor, working Americans, and middle class Americans.

Two of the dividing lines between big state and small state came with school busing and abor on, both
in the 1970s. At first, Republican parents loved that the state helped with school funds and pushed the
study of science and math. They loved that the state helped their children get good jobs in the modern
world. They got angry when the courts decided that federal funding for schools and the idea of equal
educa on allowed the federal government to order busing of students from one school to another so as
to make sure all students got an equal opportunity at good educa on and that the races were not kept
separate (Brown v. Board of Educa on). Contrary to what parents said, parents were not angry mostly
that students had to be bussed a long way or that students did not go to their tradi onal local school.
Parents did not mind busing their kids to private schools a er 1980. Parents were angry that their kids
were sent to bad schools, o en Black or Hispanic, at which their kids’ chances for a good job dropped
dras cally. Parents were angry that badly educated badly behaved kids from bad schools elsewhere,
usually Black or Hispanic, were bussed into local school districts where the new students lowered the
performance and reputa on of the school, and so dras cally lowered the chances of their kids s ll in the
school to get good jobs. To stop the busing, the parents had to find reasons. One way was to paint the
busing as big state intrusion on local freedom.
Women, including many Republican women, including Be y Ford, all of whom knew abor on could not
be en rely stopped, and legal abor on helped White working, middle, and upper class women, loved
the Supreme Court decision (Roe v. Wade) that allowed legal abor ons. They did not mind that the big
central state used its authority to override laws. Some other people hated all abor on, and hated that
court decision. To muster feeling against the decision, they portrayed the decision as an egregious evil
big state intrusion into local laws, local self‐determina on, local power, and local morality, chiefly
through the meddling of Liberal courts. To end the Supreme Court decision, the an ‐abor on ac vists
painted the en re state as too big and too intrusive, so Americans first have to shrink the state and keep
it out of local business. The an ‐abor on ac vists did not no ce that local laws and federal laws against
abor on were an instance of a big state intruding into private lives, and that the Supreme Court stopped
laws against abor on because an ‐abor on laws were a state intrusion on individual freedom and
individual privacy. The Supreme Court decision protected against state intrusion yet the an ‐abor on
ac vists were able to paint the decision as an instance of big state intrusion.
The first me I recall the modern argument about a Small State was from President Reagan in the late
1970s and through the 1980s. To get elected in 1980, Reagan famously declared that government was
not the solu on to all problems, or to any problems, but instead government is the root of all problems,
government is THE problem, the Devil. The state is the root of all evil. If we could make the state small,
then somehow, automa cally, mysteriously, by God’s gi , all problems would disappear. He said this in
a famous speech but he had earlier given this view in other speeches. In another famous speech, he
held up the want ads in a newspaper as the solu on to all problems of unemployment and bad jobs. At
the same me, he said America had fallen behind the Russians and that we must spend vast amounts on
defense (war) even if we went into debt. He proposed the stupid ineﬀec ve expensive an ‐missile “Star
Wars” defense.

What the White secure working class and middle class took him to mean was: We Republicans will stop
spending on your rivals for welfare, educa on, and jobs, that is, your rivals such as Blacks, Hispanics, and
immigrants. We will stop programs that help them and for which you pay. We will not stop corporate
welfare or military spending. We will expand state spending on programs and ac vi es that are likely to
get you jobs and to help your children through school such as on the military and on corporate welfare.
We will not reduce your tax breaks and programs that help you such as the IRA and 401‐K even though
we know poor people pay for you. We will aim expansion of military bases and programs at areas which
are more likely to help Whites than other groups.
I do not know if Reagan believed at face value what he said. I think Reagan was well‐intended but
wrong, and he knew he was wrong, but didn’t know what be er to do.
As to what he actually said, Reagan was simply wrong and s ll is simply wrong. State programs are not
the main cause of problems, and ending state programs would not solve all problems. Problems come
from many sources including human nature, how a real capitalist economy works, nature is limited, we
do really pollute and hurt nature, world poli cs, humans operate in terms of groups, technology changes
everything constantly, and people really do believe some annoying ideologies including bad religious
dogmas such as fundamentalism. Minimizing the state would do nothing to end those problems and, in
fact, certainly would make most of them worse.
The state does waste resources and does carry out some silly programs. The state likely is too big not
only in its en tlement programs but in all spending including corporate welfare and military spending.
Some mes, o en in fact, the state is quite eﬃcient at using resources. O en the state is the only
realis c way to get things done such as the na onal highway system, na onal rail system, water supply,
clean environment, watching over financial markets, protec ng consumers, and na onal defense. The
state usually can do these jobs quite eﬃciently when selfish groups do not interfere with the state. I
remind readers again that it is a lot cheaper to keep someone on welfare than to keep him‐her in jail. It
is a lot cheaper to keep a family on welfare than to put the parents in jail and then to support the kids in
foster homes.
The point is to evaluate each program according to public well‐understood good realis c criteria, and
then to carry on or end a program accordingly. Evalua on can and should include moral and prac cal
considera ons. Sadly, this assessment we will not do, not only because we can’t agree on criteria or
because Democrats block Republicans but because Republicans know that, if we did this, Republicans
and their clients would lose at least as much as Democrats and their clients. Doing this would end the
client game, and neither Party, nor their clients, wish to end that game.
Since Reagan got it started, that is what the phrase “Small State” has really meant: Republicans spend a
lot on programs that help their clients, in par cular Whites; Republicans spend as li le as they can on
programs that help other groups, in par cular Democra c clients that compete with Whites, such as
Blacks, Hispanics, and immigrants; as much as possible, Republicans make poor people, non‐White
ethnic groups, and other Democra c clients pay for the help to Republican clients such as through tax

breaks; and, so, Republicans punish the Democra c client rivals of Republican clients. Republicans will
spend in this way to support their clients even if it means the US goes deeply into debt. Republicans
certainly will deny that “Small State” means this but, judging by their ac ons rather than their words, I
don’t see how “Small State” can mean anything else.
Republicans have a large body of analysis about how private ac on can replace state programs, or how
we can simply stop state programs. This thought is not nonsense. Some of it makes a lot of sense. But
that is not what “Small State” really means. Private alterna ves have been blocked but not because evil
Democrats are so adept at stopping Republicans and at was ng US money to serve their clients. Some
alterna ves have been used and have worked, but that is another essay. Most alterna ves are wishful
thinking and would not work, but that too is yet another essay. Alterna ves to state programs have not
become a central part of how we look at the state and the private sector because, if they did become
central, alterna ve non‐state programs would undercut most state support for the working class, middle
class, and upper middle class clients of the Republican Party, in par cular undercut Whites. Non‐state
private solu ons would undercut massive defense spending. They would end the war on drugs and end
the massive spending for it. They would end most public educa on beyond grade school. They would
end support for Democra c clients too but that is not what is really at stake. Private ini a ves might
even make peace between doctors, lawyers, and insurance companies.
If the policies of the Tea Party about a Small State were carried out, and state subsidies for educa on,
housing, water, police, roads, safety, food, drugs, food inspec on, drug inspec on, car inspec on, etc.
were really removed, as I have said before, the working class and the middle class would riot violently.
Removing those programs is not what the Republican ideology of a Small State is all about.
When I think about how successful “Small State” propaganda was with Reagan, and how it has stayed on
since, I am amazed at how easily people fool themselves and how far they go. Nobody could believe
that crap yet people acted as if they did because to believe it gave them excuses.
My skin crawls now at the phrase “Small State”. The modern Republican version took a real concern,
turned it into its opposite, made it into something bad, and made us overlook what really needs to be
done. My skin also crawls when I hear Democra c clients say “but that’s not fair”, they refuse to take
responsibility for themselves, and they won’t do for themselves what they imagine the state should do
for them.
History 8: “Greed is Good”, “Let the Market Decide”, and “Private AcƟon over State Intrusion”.
The phrase “greed is good” was spoken by Gordon Gecko in the movie “Wall Street” by Oliver Stone,
starring Michael Douglas and Charlie Sheen. I men oned the phrase in the sec ons on Adam Smith, and
said the phrase represents what happens when we let prac cal reason overcome moral reason and we
allow a mere ins tu on, the market, to decide all issues for us. Here I repeat the damage that this
a tude does to moral reason. I explain why this a tude became important with Reagan and why it has
stayed important since.

The ideas “let the market do it” and “private solu ons instead of state solu ons” are linked even if the
ideas are logically separable. When someone says “private solu ons” people don’t automa cally think
of an ins tu on such as the Scouts, a charity, or a church but think of two “outs”: (1) Le ng people do
what they wish and then hoping some people will take care of the problem. When people seek a private
alterna ve to abor on they think of many couples adop ng all the babies that some pregnant women
didn’t want but they don’t think about how that gets done.
(2) Republicans fall back on an amorphous “it”, the private market, to make decisions that they don’t
want to make or that they can’t make publicly. People fall back on a vague all‐powerful market to do
what they don’t want to do, don’t want to think about, and don’t want the state to do. Especially
people wish the market to make moral decisions that they don’t want to make or to think about. They
use the idea of the market to block the moralizing of the Democrats and their clients.
The market is an instrument of prac cality. They market is driven by personal desire, including greed. It
is a way to carry out self interest with huge prac cal eﬃciency. People can pretend that the outcome of
the market is the greatest total of sa sfac on and so the greatest welfare for the country. That is why
Gordon Gecko could say “greed is good”. People who say “let the market decide” subs tute prac cality
(prac cal reason) driven by self‐interest alone for moral reason. People assume there is an established
ins tu on of prac cality based on human self interest and on human self interest alone, the market, an
ins tu on that can magically automa cally use prac cality and self‐interest to make correct moral
decisions. I find this view odd and disturbing.
To take this a tude is to completely give up personal moral responsibility and so give up on what most
makes us human.
As self‐styled Conserva ves, Republicans should balance morality with prac cality. They inherited the
moral mantle from the old aristocracy and inherited the prac cal mantle from the first economists and
first big business people. Yet relying on the market to make moral decisions on the basis of self‐interest‐
carried‐out‐with‐ruthless‐prac cality is to give up one side en rely for the other. It is not just a simple
single failure to use morality; it is also a failure to choose at all. It is a double failure. It is a total failure
to be a human being through using your duty to choose, to choose among moral op ons and to choose
between prac cality and morality. It is a total failure to carry out the Republican idea that we are what
we are because of moral choices and all choices. It is a total failure of the original Conserva ve mission.
Republicans insist they are the guardians of morality and morality requires choices. Republicans insist
that we let the market do as much for us as possible. These two views are incompa ble. This is as silly
and hypocri cal as Democra c appeals to morality alone in service to its clients. Republicans get away
with saying it because their clients know that Republican poli cians won’t really do it.
If any Democrat proposed this a tude, Republicans would wail to high heaven and low hell about the
obvious Democra c lack of morals.

The first me Republicans seriously oﬀered this idea was with Reagan. Reagan did not originate this
idea but he presented it well. He would not say “greed is good” but he did say “let the market decide”
and “private solu ons instead of state programs”. People took him instead to mean much of what I said
above even if he did not say it outright.
Why could a na onal figure say that message when Reagan said it? Why that me? Why would people
accept it at that me? Why would Republicans, who so o en stress their morality as with family values,
accept “let the market decide” when Reagan said it and with the implica ons behind what Reagan said?
I don’t have a full answer but it is worth guessing.
By the middle of the 1970s, people had a strong sense that many of the social programs of the 1950s
and 1960s were failing and that we really couldn’t aﬀord it all. We could not go on thinking that “we are
the richest na on ever and we should be able to help every group and right every wrong”. We had to
have criteria but nobody could come up with acceptable criteria. We needed solid reasons to accept
some programs and reject others but nobody come up with acceptable criteria. We had to know how
far to go with any par cular program, when to stop, who to include, and who to exclude, but we had no
acceptable criteria. We had to know when to end a par cular program even though some people s ll
benefi ed but we had no acceptable criteria. We s ll don’t but that is another issue. A er a big dose of
suscep bility to moral pleas over six decades (1920s through 1970s), we needed a dose of prac cality
medicine. “Let the market decide” and “private solu ons” was a way to sidestep the need for generally
acceptable criteria and to interject the big dose of prac cality that we needed. Everybody knew “let the
market” decide was only code for other messages, but, at the me, people didn’t worry about other
messages because they had big real problems on their hands then.
Republicans never let the market decide all issues and they never let the private sector take over all
ac ons from the state. What would happen if we let the market decide abor on, military, and police? It
would be fun to give some graphic guesses but I let you use your imagina on. As an example: if we let
the market decide abor on, on the basis of self‐interest and prac cality, then almost certainly there
would be few rules against abor on and abor on would be widely available. The same is true of birth
control, booze, and many drugs. Maybe Democrats should support the market some mes.
Why do some arenas fall into morality, some into the state, some into the prac cality of the market
driven by self interest, and some into private ac on rather than state ac on? The ideal answer is that
we think through the issues and the op ons, use basic moral and prac cal principles, use knowledge of
human nature, human social life, poli cs, and capitalism, and choose how to handle which issues
according to basic principles for the best morality and best overall general good. “Fat chance”. We
might pretend to argue this way but we never really argue this way. I repeat myself: The major Par es
present a division of issues that allows them to appeal to, and hold, clients so as to get the most power.
This Party accuses that Party of bad alloca on to morality, prac cality, the state, or private ac on,
because the accusa on helps this Party in the ba le over clients, knowing that some clients are reliable
for us and some are reliable for them.

In the late 1970s, a er decades of successful Democra c appeals to morality, Republicans needed a way
to divide issues by morality and prac cality so as to favor Republicans. Republicans used market and
private ini a ve when that suited them, and used family values and religion when that suited them.
Democrats had no similar nice filter and similar basis for wide appeal, and suﬀered in comparison. The
Republicans used their newly found filter adeptly, Republican clients knew what was going on, loved it,
and bought it. The Democrats have been behind ever since.
The ability of Republicans to say they correctly mix morality and prac cality, even when they don’t mix
morality and prac cality, even they don’t do it correctly, and, in fact, especially when they don’t mix
morality and prac cality correctly, likely is the biggest single arrow in the Republican quiver, the pose
that is most responsible for Republican success.
Many individual Republicans do understand the need for both moral and prac cal considera ons. Many
Republicans are though ul as individuals and do their moral and intellectual duty as individuals. But few
Republicans in private divide realms close to the lines of the Party. They go along in public because they
have to. They go along with some over‐morality such as the crusade against abor on because they need
that energy. They go along with some over‐prac cality such as priva zing prisons and schools because
they know they need to keep up the ra onale. The go along with protec ng crazy gun rights (not all gun
rights) because they know they need that energy too and they fear the gun lobby.
Individual Republicans, and the Party, should give a consistent ra onale for why some arenas are moral,
prac cal, state, or market‐private. But the Party cannot give a more consistent ra onale because then it
would oﬀend clients. It would not hold together and would not keep the upper hand. I would love to
see a true though ul deep Conserva ve (not merely Republican) account of when moral, prac cal,
state, or market‐private apply and why. We don’t have that and won’t have that.
I imagine Democrats would love a similar technique that lets them assign to moral, prac cal, state, or
private so as to best keep their clients and power. Since Democrats gave up using prac cality as primary
appeal, and have used only morality, I think Democrats have not had a good method to sort morality,
prac cality, state, or private. They can’t build a good filter and a good ra onale. At this point, any try at
consistency would alienate so many clients so much that Democrats can’t aﬀord to try for consistency.
Instead, they keep repea ng that America is so rich everybody can have everything, and we are bad if
we don’t give it to them.
History 9: We got badly selfish for a long Ɵme, and now maybe we are geƫng beƩer
Readers could dismiss this sec on as “grumpy old man looks down on all young people” but there might
be a li le more to my concern than that. This sec on refers back to changes that I noted earlier but did
not pronounce on.

‐star ng in the 1970s, the rest of the world caught up to America economically, and America entered
the world economy as more of an equal partner. We managed the transi on badly.
‐We believe we can go back to a Golden Era of dominant easy prosperity when we cannot.
‐Economic reality hit as we were making progress on social jus ce for ethnic minori es (Blacks), women,
and nature. Economic reality delayed or derailed progress. The broken hope led to bi erness, anger,
fear, hate, and mutual blame.
‐Programs to help the downtrodden ballooned, and the financial burden fell on the working and middle
classes just when those classes were faced with adjustment to the world economy, and when it became
clear that most programs would not work as they should.
‐Rela ons between Blacks and non‐Blacks had been ge ng be er in the 1960s. The status of Blacks had
been improving. Then, in the 1970s, the status of Blacks stopped improving. Blacks blamed racism by
other groups against them. I think Blacks ignored the results of entering the world economy and the
implica ons of failing programs. Rela ons between Blacks and Whites (including Jews), and rela ons of
Blacks with Asians and Hispanics, got strained, and have stayed stained since.
‐In the 1970s, rela ons between men and women also got more strained. Since then, rela ons between
men and women have been ruled as much by ideology as by spontaneous decency. Rela ons between
men and women began to improve in the 2000s. Much misunderstanding remains, as evident in salary
gaps and in the bad acts exposed during the “Me Too” movement.
‐The status of LGBTQ (gay) people got be er. Their movement made con nual, if o en slow, progress
toward near success in the 20‐teens. One reason their status improved is because improvement in their
status does not depend on financial sacrifices by other groups, increases in the income of LGBTQ people,
or even much on their poli cal power.
‐Even so, it is not clear why some movements toward social jus ce succeed pre y well, some succeed
half well, and some go backwards. It is hard to discuss these issues, partly because to do so reveals
con nuing biases on all sides but also because to do so reveals con nuing bad a tudes by groups that
have trouble.
‐The 1970s and 1980s set the pa ern of bad feelings that has persisted since.
‐People needed ever more educa onal cer fica on to get a job. People got trapped into a system of
needing more cer ficates to compete but cer ficates did not guarantee a job.
‐The American public school system got uneven. The middle and upper middle classes made islands of
good schools. Only a minority of American children could get into the good schools. The good schools

cost a lot of money, usually not so much in direct tui on costs (local taxes to pay for local educa on) but
in the costs of buying and owning a house in a good school district.
‐In addi on, costs went up for medical care, housing, insurance, and transporta on.
‐Real incomes for the working and middle classes stagnated or decreased even while real incomes for
the upper middle and upper classes increased and con nue to increase.
‐We do have enough wealth to help each other a lot if we did not need all the wealth to play the game
of keeping our heads above water and keeping up with the neighbors, as long as the game is not fraught
with so much insecurity. But that is how the game is now. As long as the game is that way, people now
will feel they do NOT have enough wealth and security to help the neighbors, even when they live in big
houses, have lots of gadgets, and own three cars.
‐The United States got invaded by cocaine, crack cocaine, and methamphetamine.
‐Working and middle class people, mostly White and Asian, blamed Democrats for everything.
‐People began feeling family is most important by far. Family is not only most important, it is now so
much more important that na on, religion, and even ethnicity fall far behind. State, religion, and even
ethnicity are merely tools to make sure the family does well. People got selfish about family but they
covered their selfishness in words about patrio sm, God, and race.
‐The Reagan era gave us these false dangerous ideas: (1) All that we need to make everything come out
alright is to go a er everything that we wish for with li le regard to anybody else. Compe on and the
(not free) market can give us everything. We hardly need a state except for interna onal compe on.
(2) Business is the best friend of America and, now, the only friend of America. Business is how we go
a er what we want against everybody else. (3) Get a job in a big business firm. Get training that you
need for a job in a big firm. (4) There are no issues with unemployment, bad jobs, racism, sexism, single
parents, or anything else. All these issues go away automa cally when people get a job in a big business
firm. (5) We can use deficit spending to finance what we want. On a personal level, we can go in debt
to get all we want. Big debt is just fine. Reagan himself did not belief all this but he did not separate his
rhetoric, and what people took from his rhetoric, from what is real.
‐The 1970s became the “me” genera on. The 1980s was more so. Among most people, the 1990s and
2000s con nued the trend. But a small growing group of young Americans got disgusted and sought
something be er.
‐America has some big enemies such as fundamentalism of all kinds and terrorism based on all kinds of
wrong ideologies. These enemies are real, not the figments of Righ st imagina on. America thought
Russia had gone from enemy to friendly rival but then Russia emerged as an enemy again. China could
become a friendly useful rival or a bad enemy. The enemies of America increased the fear, anger, and

bi erness here. They increase the bad ideas and bad stances of the Reagan era. This response is not a
good response but it is natural. America will never cease to have rivals but we have not learned how to
keep rivals from become enemies and we have not learned how to deal with enemies when na ons and
groups are determined to be our enemies.
‐People who came of age in the late 1970s through about 2000 seem selfish, lost, or bi er. The selfish
people rely on religion, patrio sm, and race to cover up their selfishness. The bi er people use racism
and sexism as an excuse for their bi erness and for not taking responsibility. The lost people get movies
made about them and songs wri en about them. People took “gangsta” as good. Along with emphasis
on family, these a tudes seem to be the basis for a new general American personality.
‐The fear, anger, mutual distrust, and some mes hatred, damaged American democracy and America.
They set up the trend toward modest fascism that is evident under Donald Trump.
‐To me, one of the most telling signs that something deep has changed for worse are mass shoo ngs,
especially at schools and places of religion. When and where I grew up, many (maybe most) of my
friends’ fathers had guns. It was common to see guns in the hallway closet. A lot of my friends had 22
rifles (I did not) and‐or BB guns (I did). Handguns were usually in drawers but everybody knew where
they were and nobody worried. I have seen old pictures of children stacking rifles at the school house
door in the morning in so they could hunt a er school. Farmers, ranchers, and people in the woods,
rou nely carried firearms. The idea of shoo ng a par cular person that had wronged you made sense
but the vast majority of people had enough heart not to do it. The idea of shoo ng up a place, or
shoo ng innocent people, along the way to ge ng your par cular revenge, would have made no sense
at all. Nobody would have thought of it. It would have been unmanly, unwomanly, and un‐American.
That is not what an adult would do, no ma er how personally wronged. I can understand feeling angry
about how the people in a place have treated you and about how it seems the place as a whole treated
you. But I cannot imagine killing innocent people, most of whom you do not know. It is blocked out of
my brain. Now, Americans think about it and do not see that it contradicts the good American character
that made America, should have made them, and that they wrongly think did make them.
Drive‐by shoo ngs and mindless gang violence are similar. The tendency to shoot your cousin or your
neighbor in a dispute over some trifle also is similar.
Of course, the huge vast majority of Americans do not think like this. The vast majority think like people
my age did and s ll do. The good parts of the American view are s ll running at depth even if they have
been covered up by confusion and badness.
Some Americans can think of mass murder as a soothing act, even if the vast majority of Americans s ll
do not. What does that fact indicate about how Americans think? I cannot say because I cannot put
myself into that mindset.

‐I don’t know how badly American democracy and America have been hurt. I don’t know how selfish
people have become. I don’t know how important it is for people to put their families and reference
groups (race, gender, religion, tough guys, class) above neighbors, America, and democracy. I doubt I
can judge well. Other people who know more than I and who have great experience also fear that this
me America has crossed a bad line. Even Republicans worry.
To get a be er handle on this, we could compare America now with socie es in other periods and other
condi ons, both similar enough and diﬀerent enough to make the comparison useful. But most other
socie es did not begin as big democracies with abundant capitalist economies. We are not Rome at the
end of the Republic, France in 1788, Russia in 1917, Germany in 1930, the Galac c Republic before the
Emperor took over, or the Galac c Empire just before the return of the Jedi.
‐Slowly a new normal has emerged. The new normal does not serve all of us perfectly. It does not solve
problems with unemployment, sexism, etc. We can see what is be er but we can’t see how to get there
from here.
‐Some people who came of age in the 1990s, and many people who came of age a er about 2005, are
willing to work for the good of society and the planet, even to sacrifice. They are s ll self‐absorbed and
are addicted to devices and to media that enable them, but they have seen beyond the accusa ons of
the 1970s and the false ideas of the Reagan era. Too much bi erness, fear, and anger remain. Young
people do not blame Democrats for everything but they do not hold out much hope from Democrats
either. It is not clear if this trend to awareness and some sacrifice will overcome the 1970s and Reagan,
and if we can find a basis for strong long‐term good ac on. It is not clear if the deep American character
that we had for over 250 years can overcome non‐American fascism. To have some hope, think of
modern be er a tudes toward women and LGBTQ people, be er a tudes by women and men to each
other, and returned willingness to say “Merry Christmas”; and watch the work of Seth MacFarland, Seth
Rogen, and Judd Apatow. Watch the movie “This is the End”.
‐When people feel dangerously insecure and feel they must “screw their buddies” to make sure their
own families do well, we see the ideas and pa ern from the 1970s and the Reagan era suppor ng the
“culture wars” and the incipient fascism of Trump. Where people feel more secure, and have some
good experiences with people not exactly like themselves, we get something more like the be er people
a er 2005.

# PART 11: VALUES
All of this part may be skipped at first reading. Please return to read it some me. To give the values
and view of Republicans and Democrats, we need background to values in general.
# Values 1: The Holy State, Collec ve Punishment, and the Individual
The two ideas below: have roots in human nature, especially as human nature is played out in states;
were important in the founda on of states, including states such as Israel that influenced states in the
West; and persist in modern states in various forms. All big states have a version of the ideas including
China and India. Even Marxists states have (had) these ideas. I believe these ideas have roots both in
our evolved human nature, especially in how we act on morality, and in how states work. Americans
use the ideas as tools in self‐interest, party poli cs, and ge ng what they wish as clients. That abuse
does not mean the ideas are not independent forces in their own right that do direct how Americans
act. Americans could not use‐and‐abuse ideas if ideas were not already important in their own right
anymore than Americans could use‐and‐abuse ideas of fairness, civil rights, and the free market if they
were not already forces.
Idea 1, A: We want the person, family, community, our groups in the state, and the state as a whole, to
be holy. Even diehard Liberals, atheists, and academic doubters want those en es to be holy in terms
of how they see holy.
Idea 1, B: For the vast majority of people, to be holy means to be right with God or with whatever we
see as “bigger than me”. If we want the state etc. to be holy, we must do what God says about persons,
etc. See idea 2 part A below.
Idea 1, C: A modern democracy cannot favor any religion over any other, and it cannot base itself on the
ideas of any one par cular current religious group. It can accept that a par cular religion, or religions,
did influence its basic ideas in the past.
Ideas 1A and 1B are at odds with 1C.
Ideas 1A and 1B, the yearning for a holy state and the need to be right with God to get the holy state,
set the stage for idea 2.
Idea 2, A: America inherited a common idea about God and the collec ve state. God is the patron of
the state as a collec ve en ty. Success and prosperity are signs of God’s favor. Failure and poverty are
signs of God’s disfavor. We want God’s favor. We want to be right with God.

God’s immediate tools are the king, aristocracy, and priests. They should run the state as God wants it
run, including, some mes, taking from other, domina ng others, and war.
The main point for Idea 2: God favors and punishes both individually and collec vely. Tradi onally in
the religions that were used to found states, such as Judaism and Confucianism, collec ve punishment
and reward is more important than for individuals. To be right with God and to do well, as individual
people but more especially as a state, we have to expect collec ve punishment and reward, and have to
be ready to mete out collec ve punishment and reward.
What ma ers is not moral right and moral wrong but God’s wishes, God’s Will. We hope God’s wishes
and morality coincide, or do not contradict, but, even if they do go along, that is not enough. What we
worry about here is not morality but God’s Will. God might wish something that is neither morally right
nor wrong itself but we have to pay a en on to what he wishes anyway, such as to respect the Sabbath,
not eat pork, or par cipate in the Eucharist (Holy Communion). God’s Will is like The Law in Jewish and
Muslim religions and life.
When par cular individuals in a family do something wrong, God punishes the whole family. When
individuals do something right, the whole family gets rewarded. When enough individuals or families do
something wrong, God punishes the whole state – some mes it takes only one wrong individual to bring
disaster. When enough individuals or families do things right, God rewards the whole na on. When
leaders do something wrong, God gets angry at the whole na on. When leaders do what God wishes,
God rewards the whole na on. If leaders or the people even tolerate some group within the state doing
what God does not wish, such as worshipping idols, God punishes the whole na on. The leaders and the
people must control the acts of nearly all the people, families, and groups in the na on. If the na on is
suﬀering hard mes, it is a sign of bad behavior by individuals, families, groups, or leaders. If the na on
is prosperous and happy, it is only through God’s grace and favor, and is a sign that individuals, families,
groups, and leaders are following God’s Will. The way to keep God’s favor, and to win it back if it seems
lost, is do what God says. We can find what God wishes from priests and old holy wri ngs as interpreted
by priests and Churches. According to some Conserva ves and Republicans, states have fallen from
doing as God says and so states have typical modern problems. The way to solve problems is to do what
God says, as told us by self‐appointed vicars of God, who wrongly call themselves Conserva ves.
This idea of the collec vity is something like the image that Americans had of communist states in the
Cold War and how Americans see cults. The original Star Trek TV show made fun of this idea in several
episodes, of which one had “Landru” the computer running the collec ve.
This whole idea is wrong regardless of how natural or common, or how deeply rooted in a religion that
you follow. I don’t explain why.
Idea 2, B: Although the idea of collec ve punishment prevails in both Testaments and in the Koran, the
book of Ezekiel specifically repudiates the idea of collec ve punishment (and, by implica on, reward).

Only an individual can be punished for his‐her crimes. Innocent family members cannot be punished. It
is not clear to me but it seems the na on as a whole cannot be punished except in the case where a
leader or where many of the people break a specifically religious commandment such as to honor the
Sabbath. To punish innocent individuals is itself a crime that angers God (and, somewhat paradoxically,
might lead God to punish the whole na on). I believe the passages in Ezekiel are important in Western
ideas of person, society, law, and state. Sadly, modern religious zealots, and people who inherited the
idea of God ac ng on the whole, overlook these passages from Ezekiel and their importance. As I see
Isaiah, passages in Isaiah also condemn collec ve punishment. As I see Jesus, he too would have denied
simple collec ve punishment and would have stressed individual rela ons with God within the context
of Jewish (Hebrew, Northern Israelite) ins tu ons. I do not know what eﬀect denying the validity of
collec ve punishment has on ideas of Israel’s (Jewish) rela ons to God by individuals, families, groups,
congrega ons, a people, or a modern state.
A and B are at odds.
America inherited old strong ideas about God and the collec vity yet Americans also stress individual
people. Individuals should be the source of ac on and the focus of law. Good things come of freedom
for individuals. One way that America goes forward is to constantly reinterpret this contradic on to get
the best of both individual and collec ve, and to feel graceful about making the two work together. To
do that, we need good ideas based on a fairly realis c appraisal. Since the 1970s, neither Republicans
nor Democrats have been able to make the two go together or to make us feel graceful about where we
stand. As a result, we get anxious and do bad things.
The modern poli cal versions of a holy state, and of collec ve punishment, reward, and grace are acted
out though policies and their eﬀects. Call all policies, programs, and ins tu ons “polices”. Failure is a
sign of bad policies. Success is a sign of good policies. Policies are the instruments of God. We get
policies from old holy texts such as the Bible, Adam Smith, Karl Marx, and the sayings of Ronald Reagan,
as interpreted by the correct Churches and priests, usually speech writers for poli cians, lawyers, and TV
pundits. We get policies from inspira on for our thinkers and leaders, who, hopefully, have read the old
holy texts and have tried to contact the source of inspira on, that is, usually God. Policies are like big
points of the Jewish and Muslim Law. Policies are both how we know God’s Will these days and how we
put it into prac ce. Adept good poli cians are like Minor Prophets, the dream job of TV pundits.
Of course, each poli cal Party, like each Church, claims to be the one‐and‐only direct pipeline to Grace
and correct policies. “If a state is having trouble, it must adopt our policies. People can think up be er
policies o en by going back to basic principles such as found in our basic wri ngs and there alone.” It
would seem silly if a poli cal Party said this outright because this claim is reserved for Churches (non‐
Chris an Churches included) but Par es imply it and they have ways to say it indirectly.
Both Democrats and Republicans have to deal with the dilemmas that (1) they want a holy state but a
modern democracy cannot be based on any specific religion and that (2) a holy state usually involves
collec ve reward and punishment deep in its iden ty.

Republicans and Democrats diﬀer somewhat because Republicans are alright with open claims about
pipelines to God while Democrats are supposed to do all their business without reference to God or
anything equivalent yet they have to reference something bigger that can bestow Grace and Inspira on.
In their hearts, Democrats want policies based on holiness. They think success comes from holiness via
good policies. Adept poli cians do not make good policies; adept and good poli cians inspired by
holiness make good policies. Without the inspira on of holiness, normal people could not come up with
solu ons needed to solve problems such as the world economy, dying world ecology, and what to do
with LGBTQ people. Many Liberals and many Democrats pray for America just like Conserva ves and
Republicans, or, as a Liberal, I do. Democrats think a failing state is not only a sign of greedy selfish
short‐sighted cruel Republican policies but the result of falling away from good human nature as God
evolved it and falling away from holy policies as taught by Jesus and other great religions leaders.
Usually Democrats cannot say any of this publicly.
We get bad results when we repress (1) the secret desire for a holy state, combined with the fact that
the values for democracy came out of Chris anity and Western poli cal culture, and (2) repress conflict
between collec vity versus individual. The bad results aﬀect Republicans, Democrats, and their children
although Republicans are more likely to point them out for Democrats:
(1) It is a self‐contradic on. You can’t be honest about what your values are. You can’t be honest about
where your values came from or why you hold those values. Contradic ons hurt. They make people
feel bad and make people do bad things. They cause people to take out bad feelings on neighbors.
(2) People seek sets of values that they can hang on to and that might remotely help give some security
and help explain (ra onalize and enable) how they wish to act. People cover up their contradic on and
pain as best they can. People pick an issue to crusade about so as to feel be er. People become overly
ac ve poli cally. People join cults. People study Eastern religions but do not really understand them.
(3) People react against the apparent public values and the religion from which the values came. In this
case, people react against formal Chris anity, against White male European culture, and against some
really good values.
Accep ng the idea of a holy state, and even accep ng its roots in one par cular religion such as Western
European Protestant Chris anity, does not resolve the issue between collec vity and individual. In fact,
it o en makes the issue worse because the idea of collec ve punishment then has force. If you believe
God watches over America, then you have to accept collec ve punishment and reward, yet few
Americans would accept those, at least in public.
When business people took over from aristocrats and became the base of new Republicans, they took
over the ideas old Liberal economists, from Adam Smith. This economic dogma became part of the new
dogma of the new aristocracy. It became new Republican dogma that free enterprise leads to the best
outcome. Autonomous individuals ac ng without regard to morality lead to the best for all. This view is

like denying the idea of collec ve punishment. The state should do as li le as possible. People should
not act through the state if they can help it but should act on their own as much as they can. People
should not seek redress of grievances through the state if they can help it but should act on their own as
much as they can. People should have full freedom of choice. The market should be fair so that it can
be free and so lead to the best outcome. God does not collec vely punish or reward the state but does
so through free individuals and the free market.
Yet Republicans also act like “Mercan lists”, much as the old aristocrats had done. They retain the idea
of collec ve punishment and reward, and retain the aristocra c view that they are the only authority
that can speak for God. They use the state as a tool of their interests. Because their interests represent
God’s interests, they use the state to make sure we do what God wishes as represented in the interests
of Republicans. They want the state to intervene to help business. They want the state not to help
workers, small farmers, small business, ethnic groups other than their own ethnic group, or any group
that they don’t like and so is not Godly enough. In addi on, they want the state to hurt the groups; the
state can use the idea of collec ve punishment as tacit jus fica on for hur ng them. They want to limit
true freedom of choice even as they appear to promote freedom of choice. They want the state to help
limit choice. They want the state to not make the market more free but to help business o en by
making the market less free. They want the state to act as the collec ve instrument of God as they see
the Will of God.
This is a contradic on in values. It leads to all the problems given above. Republicans blame Liberal
ideas for mental problems, sin, chaos, and breakdown of society, but Republicans suﬀer from similar
contradic ons that lead to the same problems.
“If a few Blacks are wrong, then all Blacks are wrong, and we have to scourge them all to keep a Godly
happy America. If a few Whites are wrong, then all Whites are wrong, and we have to chas se them all
so God will reward Black people with our righ ul prosperity. If one woman gets uppity, then all women
will catch the fever, and the country will go to hell; stop Hilary now. If we let one endangered species
die out, then all species will soon die out and the Earth will be only a s nking ash heap. For the state to
allow even one abor on is to commit mass murder by the billions; and God already has punished us with
all our troubles. If we let some damn philanderer lead the na on, then that shows how far we have not
come yet, and we can’t wonder that all men get it in their heads that abusing women is a fun part of the
game.”
I see li le chance that Republicans or Democrats will be honest about these issues let alone come up
with good ideas that allow though ul reasonable sane people to think along with Republicans and
Democrats and that allow us to act on the basis of their good ideas. Work on it yourself.
# Values 2: The Common People Go Along
Likely since the beginning of class society at least 6000 years ago, class rela ons have favored the upper
classes more than the lower classes, and o en class rela ons benefit upper classes even when lower

classes suﬀer. Why do lower classes go along and why do lower classes so o en iden fy with the upper
classes? Why do the poor go along with the rich and love the rich? Which reason is strongest depends
on the culture, society, and situa on. The reasons are both diﬀerent and similar in England, America,
Germany, Japan, China, and Thailand. The reasons are similar and diﬀerent for England in 100 CE (AD),
300, 1100, 1650, and 2018. The reasons are similar and diﬀerent for farmers, rural dwellers who do not
farm, urban workers, urban small business people, and the upper middle class. I do not give a general
theory of why the poor go along with the rich and love the rich.
We can gain intui ve insight by thinking about why ordinary people s ll follow the English Royal Family
or, in Thailand, follow the Thai Royal Family and the English Royal Family. Americans have never had
royalty yet they follow the English Royal Family. We can get insight by thinking why lots of people of all
levels follow movie stars and singing stars. I leave you to glean these par cular insights. Maybe they
are the charisma c (inspired, holy) leaders that give the na on Grace.
The upper classes use the fact that the lower classes follow them to advance the agenda of the upper
classes. The upper classes use the devo on of the lower classes to keep the lower classes down and to
take much from them. Liberals o en cite this fact. It can cause a lot of trouble. I believe it has caused
much trouble in America since President Reagan and will con nue to do so.
The upper class use of lower class devo on is not always as bad as it seems. Some mes the agenda of
the na on as a whole overlaps the agenda of the rich and powerful. Some mes the rich and powerful
can seek the good of the na on even when it does not coincide exactly with their own, as happened in
America in the 1950s and 1960s.
Because the lower class and middle class are devoted to the upper class and look to the upper class for
leadership, when the upper class does not provide adequate leadership then the upper class eﬀec vely
betrays the lower class, middle class, and the na on. Especially when the upper class puts its own class
interests ahead of the na on as a whole, then it betrays the na on. We can understand when a smaller
less powerful group puts itself ahead of the na on because we don’t expect that group to do be er and
we don’t look to that group for leadership. When the upper class does it, as they have since in America
since Reagan and in England since well before Thatcher, then we should feel betrayed. The fact that the
middle class and lower class do not feel betrayed by the upper class but instead blame others despite
ves ng leadership in the upper class is an amazing fact that is outside the scope of this essay.
Before the 1970s in the United States, the not‐upper‐classes did not usually take their cues from the rich
and powerful and the not‐upper‐classes had dis nct clear agendas of their own to pursue despite what
the rich and powerful wished. Beginning in the 1970s, many working class and middle class Americans
began to accept what the rich and powerful told them about what was good for the na on, and began
to accept reworked Conserva ve ideas as a ra onale for following the rich and powerful. The rich and
powerful used reworked Conserva ve ideas as a ra onale for why the not‐upper‐classes should follow
them, and used altered ideas from economics; and the not‐upper‐classes “bought it”. I think the people
who bought the new line did so not mostly because they were dupes but because they sensed it was to

their advantage at the me and in the short run. I suspect they regret it now with stagna on of income
and a growing class separa on of classes. Much of the shi toward use of Conserva ve ideology to
uphold upper class leadership and power was along ethnic and poli cal lines so that non‐Black (White
and Asian) groups tended to buy the leadership of the rich and powerful while Blacks and old Liberals
did not. If it helps ease the Conserva ves conscience: rich people, Whites, and Asians, the Blacks and
old Liberals were not more ra onal, insigh ul, and sensible than the rich and powerful. I go into this
shi a bit more later but it is appropriate to men on it here.
# Values 3: Conserva ves Accuse Liberals of a Bad Thing
Conserva ves (including Republicans) assert that, whenever Liberals (including Democrats) call into
ques on ins tu ons, and especially deep ins tu ons such as the law, we do not get a beneficial
rethinking of society but instead we get chaos that quickly turns to evil. Trying to make sense in the
Liberal way is a guarantee of nonsense, chaos, and pain. It is one thing for a few elite silly academics to
assert the Death of God or assert that the American Cons tu on is nothing but a ploy for the rich to
maintain control. It is another thing if those kinds of ideas spread generally. When normal people are
not guided by tradi on and stable ideas, crazy ideas run wild, and people believe them. Then people act
on them and usually act badly. Even when normal people don’t believe explicit versions of the ideas,
such as that there is no person and there is no causality, they believe crazy versions of the ideas passed
to them by third‐rate thinkers such as there is no real morality and no real responsibility, all morality is
rela ve, you are responsible only to your limited self, and you can have a full rela on with God without
also belonging to His Church. Then people do not support the minimum necessary for order. People
grab for whatever power and stability they can get however they can get it. When, in his novel “That
Hideous Truth”, C.S. Lewis wished to give insight as to why the leader of an evil demonic corpora on in
England had become evil, he wrote about how, in his youth, the man had read the English philosopher
David Hume who was a strong skep c and an atheist‐agnos c.
Is this charge true? Does Liberal ques oning inevitably lead to bad dangerous ideas and social chaos?
Some change in ideas is needed for a change in economics, poli cs, and society. We would not have the
benefits of capitalism and democracy without Liberal ideas. How much change in ideas is needed and
how much is irresponsible and dangerous?
Whenever technology and economics change, we also have changes in society, poli cs, and ideas. The
rise of the World Wide Web (Internet) and the wide adop on of cell phones changed the a tudes that
people have about jobs, security, clothing, rela onship, friendships, and gayness. Do such changes lead
inevitably to uncertainty, plethora of crazy ideas, and bad chaos? Do the changes combine with Liberal
undermining of society to produce the bad ideas and chaos that Conserva ves say Liberals promote? If
the changes tend to chaos but don’t have to go to chaos, how do we control changes so they are mostly
beneficial and don’t lead to bad poisonous ideas?
I don’t have a general answer and I don’t think anybody does.

Yes, deep ques ons by elite thinkers can filter down and can undermine average thought and long me
ins tu ons. But the direct work of deep thinkers by itself does not usually have that bad eﬀect. Deep
ques ons and slightly wacky answers have been around a long me. Deep ques ons only undermine
seriously when individuals and society are vulnerable for other reasons. The economic and poli cal
changes since the 1750s have made some of that vulnerability but I don’t think they are mostly to blame
for American confusion in 2018. Rather, America has opened itself to stupid crazy bad dangerous ideas
because we have refused to face deep problems and deal with them ra onally. We have not done our
job as ci zens and our leaders have not done their jobs in explaining and oﬀering plausible solu ons.
I was part of the cultural changes of the 1960s, and we did not foresee that our ideas would be abused
and misconstrued by people in general and would have such bad eﬀects. I also saw the Conserva ve
backlash of the late 1970s and 1980s, and I don’t think Conserva ves then an cipated that their ideas
would be so twisted and lead to such badness as the never‐ending Culture Wars and elec on of totally
blind par san poli cians.
Pure abstract ideas can have unforeseen bad eﬀects. But we have to endure those ideas anyway.
Once upon a me, the idea of one ethical God was a deep disturbing idea and a revolu on. Yet in the
long run, it did tremendous good. Once upon a me, the idea that God came to Earth as a human, was
murdered by civil and religious authori es, and came alive again, was a deep disturbing idea and a
revolu on. Yet it the long run, it did tremendous good, even if it is not all literally true and even if it is all
literally true.
We would be able to endure deep disturbing revolu onary ideas much be er if society‐and‐economy
was in other regards fairly sound. The specula ve ideas of the 1960s caused damage not because of the
ideas themselves but because America had some real problems and would not face those problems and
deal with them. The ideas of Conserva ves in the 1980s led to such bad poli cs in the 2000s and 2010s
because America s ll had the problems and s ll would not face them and deal with them. Average
ci zens need to make sure they have a handle on what is most likely true and understand the best ways
to act given what is most likely true. This is hard but doable.
When the average ci zen does not understand the basic issues and is not sure what to do, that is when
not only eli st philosophers ques on deep things but when second and third rate thinkers promote
their versions and when third and fourth rate thinkers push crazy ideas to fool people. The problem can
be in the deep ques ons but mostly the problem is that individuals and ins tu ons don’t have enough
prior defense against craziness. Hopefully this essay and my other work helps. Here is not the place to
oﬀer more sugges ons as to how people can prepare themselves.
By my defini on above, Liberals assert the right to ques on all ins tu ons and authority, and to ask that
ins tu ons and authority make sense. For reasons I don’t go into here, asking ins tu ons and authority
to make sense leads to deep ques ons and deep specula ons that can be abused. Also, Liberals assert

the right to ask as individuals. Each Liberal is an individual focus of ques oning. Also for reasons that I
don’t go into here, when individuals set themselves up as ul mate authority, and they ask that others
make sense according to the standard of me, that too tends to lead to the deep ques ons and deep
specula ons that can be abused.
So, does Liberalism necessarily lead to dangerous and bad ideas and lead to social chaos? It can add to
the poten al. But, by itself, and even mixed with other pre‐condi ons, it does not necessarily lead to
the rise and spread of bad dangerous ideas. I can only repeat what I said above. Bad and dangerous
ideas only spread if they arise as part of other condi ons such as that we have serious deep problems
that we won’t face.
I men oned above that Liberalism tends to go with modern capitalism and with economic individualism.
Does this blend lead to bad ideas and social chaos? It adds more to the poten al even above what is
given by Liberalism by itself or by capitalism and economic individualism themselves (see below). But,
again, it does not necessarily lead to the rise and spread of bad dangerous ideas unless it comes along
with other deep problems that we won’t face and deal with.
Conserva ves blame Liberalism, capitalism, and economic individualism for the many bad ideas and bad
social movements that we have had since 1750. Any set of ideas can be perverted if the condi ons are
right, and that has happened with Liberalism, capitalism, and economic individualism but they alone are
not responsible for all the crazy silly bad and dangerous ideas and movements.
It is not clear if Liberalism and the economic individualism that go with capitalism lead to bad dangerous
ideas more than other philosophic systems such as Platonism or Thomism. Diﬀerent idea systems lead
each to its own style of bad dangerous ideas. How much damage the ideas of a par cular system cause
depends on other condi ons. Liberalism likely causes more damage under American capitalism than do
Platonism or Thomism but not as much as Hegelianism or glamour worship. Liberalism likely would
cause li le damage in a good fair capitalist system. Here is not the place to consider which idea systems
are dangerous or helpful under which condi ons and why.
Note 1: Not all capitalism entails American style economic individualism, and strategic individualism can
go with economic or social systems other than American capitalism. Fascism in its Italian, German,
Spanish, Russian, or Chinese forms is a kind of capitalism but does not see individuals as does American
Liberalism that is ed to American capitalism. Russian and Chinese totalitarianism, and especially the
bureaucracies and police, foster vicious strategic individualism and gang mentality but it is not the kind
of individualism we see associated with American capitalism.
Why do Conserva ves say bad Liberal ideas are the primary reason for lack of self control, selfishness,
the breakdown of society, godliness, immorality, and general unhappiness? Why don’t Conserva ves
take into account the other forces, the fact that Liberal ideas only lead to badness in the right context?
Saying this is one way to avoid looking at real causes. This view gives plausibility to Conserva ve blends
of prac cality (economic ra onality, cost eﬀec ve assessment, means only ra onality), morality, and

religion while allowing people to overlook that the Conserva ve blend of these ways of thinking leads to
as much confusion and badness as Liberal ideas. Saying this allows Conserva ves to focus on issues that
supposedly result directly from bad Liberal ideas such as abor on and emancipated women. It is one
way to enable Conserva ve blindness. People fool themselves to feel be er, especially when they wish
to a ack others. People fool themselves so as to be er fool others into going along.
# Values 4: Morality (Ends) versus Eﬃciency (Means), Yet Again
This sec on restates in another arena the problems with goals, morals, means, eﬃcient eﬀec ve means,
and passion. It restates the conflict between morality and eﬃciency, between ends and means.
The issues below are more urgent in modern plural democracy, especially given that the values behind
modern democracies came out of Western Chris anity, Greek and Roman poli cal thought, and English
culture, did not arise in any other way, but can be adapted and adopted by any culture or society with
the proper prepara on. I cannot take the space to go into that topic.
Liberals want ins tu ons and programs to make sense. Make sense in what terms? What are the deep
values and principles by which you measure how things make sense? Fairness is one such value. Where
did all the values come from? Which values are deeper than others? How much can Liberals disagree
on deep values and principles and s ll agree that an ins tu on or policy makes sense or does not make
sense? What happens when values conflict such as the need for fairness versus need for compe on?
Liberals have done an amazingly poor job since World War 2 of giving their basic values and explaining
how to resolve contradic ons. Hopefully the rest of my work gives my values and how I would apply
them in the modern world.
Conserva ves are more interes ng at this level. In addi on to the problem faced by Liberals about the
deepest values and principles, by the defini on of the word “conserva ve”, Conserva ves have to
decide what they wish to conserve, what they will give up, and in what order. And they have to say why.
They have to decide what is deepest, what levels of depth are, and what resides in each level. They
have to decide what to do in case of conflicts. And you must decide why.
What is more important, God or wealth? You really can’t have both. What is more important, jus ce or
keeping your group of righteous people on top? Read Isaiah and Jeremiah on the importance of jus ce
and social jus ce. Is religious freedom more important than economic development or does economic
development win, as in China? How important is it that children learn a par cular religion when they go
to school? Would you s ll feel that way if all the children had to learn Islam or Roman Catholicism? Is
security more important than freedom? Is limi ng marriage to one‐man‐one‐woman more important
than allowing divorce and more important than allowing gay marriage? Is enforcing contracts a more
important and deeper role for government than making sure business firms don’t sell poison candy? Is
it more important to integrate all schools or to have at least some schools where middle class children
can get a good quality educa on that adequately prepares them for jobs? Why?

Your really can’t say “just because”. You have to explain. You don’t have to explain in the same way
that a Liberal wants it all to make sense but you have to have some believable reasons.
Is it more important to “sir” and “ma’am” or to feel true respect for parents, teachers, and elders?
More than Liberals, Conserva ves have done a miserable job of saying what they want to conserve,
what they will change, and why. If you really want to annoy a modern self‐styled Conserva ve, ask him‐
her to state clear what he‐she wishes to conserve and why.
# Values 5: Liberal Ideas that Might Have Gone Too Far.
Originally I did have a sec on here on Liberal ideas but have removed it because it grew too large. I will
put it on the Internet as a separate essay. I gave a few examples above.

Second Stars: ********************
PART 12: REPUBLICAN AND DEMOCRATIC SELF VIEWS AND WORLD VIEWS
Four parts of this essay come together here as a set: this part and the three parts a er this part. A er
this part, the following three parts describe how Republicans and Democrats see the world so you can
get a feel for what they say and so you can assess for yourself. The four parts here support the simple
asser ons of the first two parts at the start of this essay. Also, in wri ng these parts, I allowed that the
reader skipped material between the first stars and here. So, you will see repe on between the start
of the essay and the material in this set of four parts. This first part of the set‐of‐four gives background
for the later three parts of the set‐of‐four. You may skip this part if you wish. If anything in the later
three parts seems fuzzy, you might have to come back to this part.
Real Poli cs: Support Groups
I think most poli cians are smarter than average, fairly well educated but not enough, decent, mostly
moral, not degenerate, not weird, have fewer sex issues than most of us, have sympathy and empathy,
love America, would like to do the best for America that they can, prefer fairness and social jus ce,
dislike unfairness and injus ce, and can figure out the sane middle ground that works even if they will
not fight for it. They are also caught up in a morass of their own making, don’t know how to get out,
can’t see what to do, and are obsessed with re‐elec on. They are good guys who dug a pit far deeper
than their heads.
Democrats and Republicans don’t make sense unless we know of changes in the economy as described
above and we know the implica ons.
Democrats and Republicans need their own support groups among voters, and the groups have to be big
enough to win elec ons. Democrats and Republicans choose groups of ci zens that they can appeal to
for reliable support. They give these groups both public values‐and‐worldview and coded values‐and‐
worldview. The values‐and‐worldview (simply “values”) lead client groups to believe their situa on will
remain secure and might get be er or will get secure and might get be er. The values lead clients to
believe a poli cal party will advance them and will protect them against others. Democrats at first used
labor and the middle class while Republicans used the upper middle class and upper class. Although a
minority, the upper middle class and upper class held power because they already had power and
wealth, and they got numerical support from some of the secure working and‐or middle classes; see the
role of the Republican Party in the TV show “Boardwalk Empire”. A er about 1970, alignment changed
to become:

Democrats: ethnic minori es such as Blacks, Hispanics, and some Na ve Americans; educated middle
and upper middle class people who have fairly secure posi ons and wish to contribute to social jus ce in
terms they understand social jus ce; people who care about nature and the environment; people with
no jobs or only poor jobs; people who benefit from social programs; people who hoped to benefit from
future social programs or hope to benefit more from future social programs; and people who do not
think of themselves as tradi onal Chris ans. Democrats lost much of the working and middle classes,
especially White, East Asian, Southeast Asian, and Southern Asian.
Republicans: working class and insecure middle class people who feel their economic base eroding and
feel the economic future of their children at risk; White, Asian, and Indian (South Asia) people who feel
social programs have failed; White, Asian, and Indian people who feel ethnic minori es got overly
favorable security from the state and the privileges of ethnic minori es hurt the future chances of the
children in other groups; people who put their short‐term welfare above the needs of nature and the
environment; business people of all scales; upper middle class people who think they need not support
minori es or poor laborers to contribute to social jus ce and to general welfare; wealthy people;
powerful people; people who want an excuse (want to be enabled) to seek wealth , power, and display
without feeling guilty; people who see themselves as tradi onal Chris ans even though they would have
disagreed with other similar groups only a few years ago (both Protestants and Chris ans now where in
1950 it would have been mostly Protestants); people who are suspicious of people in other religions;
people who fear the economic and poli cal rise of na ons other than America.
Neither Party knows how to recruit from among people born a er about 1990, the “Millenials”. Where
these people go will determine American poli cal future. In the 2008 elec on, they went with Barack
Obama and the Democrats, but then abandoned both. Donald Trump and the Republican Party in 2018
contradict most of the values of this group. They have alienated those in this group who are not afraid
and so who do not seek help from Republicans. That does not mean this group will go for Democrats.
As I have said many mes, groups of poten al party members can conflict both internally and between
groups. That conflict led to working people and middle class people leaving the Democra c Party for the
Republican Party a er about 1972. Conflict among client groups led to the Tea Party and to Trump
Republicans figh ng with Mitch McConnell, Paul Ryan, and what Trump‐ets called the “Republican
Establishment”.
The Most Important Value‐and‐Goal Now for Both Liberals and Conserva ves
See Part 2 of this essay, an op onal part on the family.
In the economic situa on since the 1970s, both Democrat and Republican individuals and families hold
the following goal highest. They approach it in diﬀerent ways, but it is s ll the highest goal‐and‐value
for both.

For the vast majority of people, the most important goal, by far, is that my family achieves economic
success and security in the next medium term (up to 30 years), even at the expense of nature and the
planet, even at the expense of other people and their families, at the expense of my descendants should
nature suﬀer seriously or should social‐and‐economic chaos ensue, even if striving for family success
leads to ever greater dispari es in wealth and power, even at the expense of my na on, the expense of
truth, even if I have to disregard all religion and religious teaching, and even at the expense of the
welfare of any social whole. Do not fool yourself. Family success is now the supreme value among all
but a few religious people, philosophical people, and ar sts.
Current emphasis on family success goes along with a rise a er about 1980 in the religion of the family
and in renewed emphasis on the family in standard religions. In eﬀect, the standard religions have been
converted back to a form of the religion of the family. This is modern paganism.
In your “wild youth”, or once you have achieved a great deal of family security, you can be somewhat
giving and gracious toward other people, poli cal causes, and other causes. Which causes you chose to
favor depends more on who you think can support you and can suppress your rivals than on any intrinsic
value of the cause or to any intrinsic value to the stated ideals.
Unfortunately, to protect your family, usually you have to protect a socio‐economic class and usually an
ethnic group as well, such as working Whites or middle class Blacks.
To help your class or your ethnic group, o en you must see similar groups as rivals for a small pie. These
days, socio‐economic classes and ethnic groups don’t send out armed thugs as o en as they did in the
past, although it s ll happens. Race‐gang war in urban areas is an example even if the race warriors
don’t know why they do it.
To protect your family, protect your group, and hurt other groups, you need poli cal support. A group
seeks help from a poli cal party not only to promote its family interests directly but also to insure
poten al rivals don’t get ahead. Working Whites and working Blacks don’t want Hispanic families to get
an economic beachhead, for example by educa ng their children, and so working Whites and Blacks
look to a poli cal party that can control access to good schools, family planning, and family support.
Whites look to a poli cal party that can a ack family planning and abor on, as long as Whites can get
access to family planning and abor on, to keep Blacks and Hispanics oﬀ balance and not compe ve.
Blacks and Hispanics seek their own versions of hur ng opponents such as through diﬀeren al access to
programs and to legal protec on. Poli cal par es oﬀer these services to get secure votes.
In strained poli cal and economic situa ons, everybody striving to protect the welfare of his‐her own
family alone, and to undermine the welfare of other families if needed, leads to less for everybody and
undermines the whole. That, in turn, leads families to strive ever harder for themselves first‐and‐alone
and to hurt others, and so on. In these situa ons, unlike the idealized free market or idealized American
sports, strong compe on does not lead to the best but leads downward to the worst. As far as I can

tell, families stress the family, and convert to the religion of the family, usually only when they feel mes
are bad, and so already they are in a situa on where family first is likely to start the downward spiral.
It all can work the other way around. When families feel secure, instead of seeking ways to hurt rivals,
they seek ways to help others and to make it be er for everyone. If ever families feel secure enough, a
lot can be done on be er educa on in general, health care, social acceptance of people such as gays,
and helping nature and the environment. We get that some mes in America as in the 1950s and 1960s
and briefly for a me a er Barack Obama was first elected.
There are mes when people focus strongly on the family not because mes are bad but because mes
are changing or for other reasons that I can’t go into here. For example, the Victorian middle class and
upper middle class likely laid the roots for our current wave of family religion but they did not worship
the family primarily because mes were tough for them. Even so, I do not go into those alterna ves for
pu ng the family first‐and‐only. I think the main concern now in America is how families see mes, as
tough or good, and how their view leads them to protect themselves first‐and‐only or allows them to
cooperate with others.
Similar Strategy of Democrats and Republicans, with Diﬀerent Results
News commentators refer to the “base” of a party. This sec on is about that. Par es try to recruit into
their base, as clients, the groups described above.
(A) Both par es have a base or core of voters that likely support the Party no ma er what. Each party
hopes this base is large enough to carry all elec ons but that is rarely true. So, to win elec ons, each
party has to appeal to voters outside the base. (B) Both par es have a group of voters that commonly
vote for that party and to which they can appeal; o en we can see these people as “clients”. (C) Both
par es appeal to the near‐but‐not‐core voters (clients) by giving them “stuﬀ”: programs, handouts, tax
breaks, legal favors, legal protec on, jobs, and educa on. They indirectly serve the base and the near
base (clients) by punishing compe on. The stuﬀ does not necessarily make sense in the way that
original Liberals wished poli cal ac on to make sense but does make sense in terms of holding marginal
voters. I give more details below. (D) Both par es hope that the combina on of base and near base
(clients) will be enough to win an elec on. Some mes the win goes one way and some mes the other.
(E) Some mes it is hard to tell the base from near base (clients), and they do some mes switch roles.
When the base and near base (clients) switch roles so that the near base (clients) becomes the base, the
Party s ll has to give the new base (former clients) “stuﬀ” as it did in the past.
Originally, the base (core) of the Democra c Party was people with good jobs, especially moderately
educated (some college or full college) middle class and upper middle class people. Originally people
with good jobs included many working class and lower middle class people. Even educated business
people supported the Democra c Party because the Party was not against business and it was crea ng
the kind of social changes needed to keep America compe ve in the future. The near base (clients)
was ethnic minori es such as Blacks, Jews, and Na ve Americans, marginalized groups such as gay

people, and a large group of women. A er about 1970, any self‐styled vic mized group could appeal to
the Democra c Party and could expect to receive support in exchange for votes.
Then much of the working class, lower middle class, the rest of the middle class, many formerly Liberal
upper class people, and most business people, le the Democra c Party. For a me, the base remained
educated middle and upper middle class people and the near base (clients) remained vic mized people
including non‐White non‐Asian ethnic people and women. Over me, support of the educated middle
class could not be counted on. The Democra c Party worked to get clients commi ed to it. Then the
core base of the Democra c Party became the former clients while the near core became some of the
educated middle class and upper middle class. The Democra c Party could not give the educated
middle class and upper middle class many benefits that ma ered other than help with educa on and
the self‐sa sfac on of helping vic ms with li le cost to themselves. The general view was that the
Democra c Party is the Party of ethnics, angry women, migrants, “eco‐freaks”, and others outside the
system; and that the Democra c Party is against all business because it sees all business people as bad
guys. By the middle 1980s, this poli cal stance failed to win many elec ons. As the Party failed to win
elec ons and deliver favors, some groups get angry about the rela on, as when Blacks say the Party can
no longer take them for granted.
This stance is far from the stance envisioned by original Liberals of the 1700s and by Democrats of the
labor movement and of the 1950s and 1960s.
The original core of the Republican Party was some of the middle class, the upper middle class, and the
upper class. In the 1970s, when workers with steady jobs and much of the middle class moved to the
Republican Party, they became the near core. Then began an interes ng dance that is not resolved yet
and that has drama cally shaped American poli cs. The working class and middle class in the Party now
outnumber the upper middle and upper class. The working and middle classes brought fervent religion,
the base of the Religious Right. Rather than passively receive favors from the upper middle and upper
class, the working class and middle class now o en dominate the Republican Party. They push policies
and legisla on designed to favor them and to hurt rivals such as ethnic groups and self‐styled vic ms.
The upper middle and upper classes have to go along. Of course, the upper middle and upper classes
always make sure they benefit from whatever programs urged by the working and middle class. In fact,
usually the upper middle class and working class are able to “bamboozle” the working class and middle
class and benefit more lose as with the Reagan, Bush, and McConnell‐Ryan‐Trump tax packages. To
make sure both core and clients get as much as needed to hold the Party together and to keep power,
the Republican Party happily promotes deficit spending and na onal debt. The Republican Party is
happy to use Conserva ve rhetoric while not using Conserva ve fiscal policies at all.
This result is far from the ideals of original Conserva ves. It is hard to see what Republicans are trying to
conserve other than to put an ‐abor on laws back on the books. It is hard to see knee‐jerk unrealis c
stances on crime, abor on, birth control, taxes, prison sentences, an ‐science, and an ‐environment as
trying to conserve anything social or natural. All these stances do is conserve the poli cal alliances of
various groups with the Republican Party.

Common Failing of Democrats and Republicans
When younger, I believed that a poli cal party needed a realis c, but also idealis c and inspiring, vision
of a na on to govern well and to hold power a long me. It had to give people something to see and to
believe in, and it needed to produce good results for the na on as a whole. I was wrong.
The Democra c Party has not had a believable vision of America or a believable vision of how America
fits into the world since about 1965. In 2016, Bernie Sanders, a sincere man, was a throwback to 1964.
The Democra c Party has not been able to muster a vision because it does not have realis c ideas of
how capitalism works and how subgroups benefit or not benefit from a real capitalist na onal economy.
It does not have a realis c idea of how subgroups can see other subgroups as rivals and wish for help
against rivals. Without a realis c vision, the Party can only double down on promises to ethnic groups,
gender groups, age groups, and to other needy groups or vic m groups. That program has long since
lost its viability. To make it work well, it would have to be ed to a vision of how a real economy works
in the real world, a vision in which people could reliable figure out their fair share and reliably see that
nobody cheated. Democrats are from that.
The Republican Party has not had a realis c vision since before 1929 but it has been able to present a
working vision that people will believe for as long as believing even a false vision benefits them (listen to
the Who song “Pictures of Lily”). The presenta on vision: “Let rich people guide the country and let
them do it for you through their business firms. When business firms do well, everyone, absolutely all,
we guarantee, does be er, including you personally and your family. All of us can have the American
dream if we live it through business. To live it through business, we have to kill programs for ethnic
minori es and for other groups that complain.” The working class and middle class buy into this vision
because it helps them and hurts rivals, at least for a while.
Republicans do not have a realis c view of capitalism or America’s place in the world capitalist economy
but they do have a more realis c view than the Democrats. They understand well enough to deliver on
token promises to the working class and middle class well enough to keep their allegiance, as with a few
tax breaks and de‐regula ons. Carried out over more than a few years, the Republican vision necessarily
demands deficit spending and a large na onal debt, but the working and middle classes seem willing to
put up with that fault as long as they think they can keep an edge over rivals and they can dream about
“making it”.
Without a vision that is realis c, idealis c, inspiring, and believable, a party can govern only by using “us
versus them”. Both par es have used this way. The results are the American culture wars, ethnic strife,
war on the police, religious strife, class strife, and more debt.
Thresholds: One Reason why it is so hard to find a Sane Workable Middle Ground.

Finding the right size for a program, Le or Right, is like making pancakes, drinking booze, or hiring the
right number of police oﬃcers. (A) If you add only a bit too li le milk to the pancake mix, you get thick,
unevenly cooked, excessively lumpy pancakes. If you add only a li le too much, you get thin, burned,
uniform, uninteres ng, chewy‐in‐ a‐bad‐way pancakes. It takes prac ce and the willingness to make
mistakes to find the right amount. (B)Suppose you have 12 bo les of beer and you wish to stay happily‐
buzzed‐but‐not‐drunk for the evening. If you drink only one bo le, you might get a light buzz but the
buzz goes away soon, then you have to drink another, then the buzz from that goes away, and so on.
You end up feeing icky. If you drink steadily un l you can really feel that you are really buzzed, then you
have drunk too much already, you will soon feel drunk rather than buzzed, but you won’t be able to stop
because you are drunk and have lost your common sense. It is hard, and it takes experience, to learn to
pace yourself, drink enough, but not drink too much. (C) If you hire too few police oﬃcers, they will
make hardly a dent in crime, and it will appear as if the police force does nothing for its pay. If you hire
too many oﬃcers, they will almost obliterate crime, and, again, it will appear the force does nothing; but
this me it also seems the police cost a huge amount of wasted money. If you hire the right number of
oﬃcers, you will contain crime within well‐known and acceptable limits, and you will see that the force
does a lot of good for its pay. Moreover, with the right number of oﬃcers if you take away an oﬃcer,
you will no ce the diﬀerence because of increased crime; and, if you add an oﬃcer, you will no ce the
diﬀerence in decreased crime. It takes a lot of experience, willingness to learn from other ci es, and
courage, to hire the right number of police and to be able to explain it to the ci zens.
The rela on in the middle where a couple of drops of milk, a few sips of beer, or one more or one less
oﬃcer, makes a clear diﬀerence, about in propor on to what is added or taken away, is unusual. It is
called “linear” or “the linear zone”. Most of the me, this is where you want to be. If you hire police
oﬃcers, you might wish to hire so many as to obliterate crime but, in all honesty, the ci zens you wish
to protect won’t stand for it because of the cost. Aim for the linear middle. Most of the me, oﬃcials
think they and their programs are in this area but they are not.
State programs are the same. If you keep them small, they do very li le good and s ll cost a no ceable
amount. If you let them go, they balloon up, cost a lot, and you can’t see how benefit is in propor on to
cost. It takes a lot of experience, willingness to listen to others, ability to compromise, an understanding
of human nature, reading history, and much courage, to decide what is the right size for a program, how
to get it there, and how to hold there. Benefit programs such as welfare and Social Security Disability
quickly blow up. One simple statue to a war veteran quickly turns into a park and a museum. To save
one endangered species, you have to lose a hundred jobs but if you don’t save any endangered species,
you lose all your forest, your natural heritage, and millions of jobs in the future. The United States likely
has at least twice as many military bases as we need and we are far overcommi ed in the world.
Both the Le (Democrats) and Right (Republicans) suﬀer from this problem and suﬀer from it in similar
ways. They choose diﬀerent programs to suﬀer from but the problem is the same regardless of the
program. Both sides tend to let their programs explode. Both sides want to trim the programs of the
other side to the point where the other side says the programs will be useless. If you have li le welfare,
you might as well have none at all. If you have too few military bases, you might as well have none at

all. We fight endlessly over how much medical care to give veterans, and, sadly, usually we err on the
side of far too li le.
Because a li le too much tends to become a lot too much, it is easy to point to errors on the other side
of the Le ‐Right spectrum and cri cize. Likewise, because a li le too li le tends to destroy even a good
program such as Head Start, school lunch, and care for veterans, it is natural to resist any trimming even
when the trimming is jus fied. Everyone becomes blind to every middle area.
Except for medical care to veterans, overall, programs suﬀer more from being too big than too small.
Please use your imagina on to figure out why. This result might lead us to think Republicans are right:
a smaller state and smaller programs is the way to go. But that is not how it turns out. Republicans
want Democra c programs be smaller and want the imaginary Democra c state to be smaller but don’t
want Republican programs or the imaginary Republican state to be smaller. They want it as big as it can
balloon up to be. Republicans might say they want all programs and the state in general to be smaller
but they don’t act that way, and I have to judge according to how they act. Republicans too err on the
side of too big; Republicans too tend to get drunk quickly and stay too drunk too long, as long as the
drink only Republican beer. Ronald Reagan was not right about this situa on and he did not have the
answer to the problem. Slogans cure very li le.
Ideas can wither or balloon as well. When they do, usually it is because of the programs that are used to
express the idea as when the idea of “fairness” is expressed in Aﬃrma ve Ac on or the idea of defense
is expressed in a huge military. S ll, ideas o en take the blame for the failure of the program that is
used to express them as when people blame an excess desire for fairness or an excess desire for being
prepared to fight.
Note on Terms to Describe Classes
I grew up in the insecure working class so I consider the secure working class part of the secure middle
class, especially if the secure working class has decent pay with benefits. In contrast, commentators,
most, academics, and people who want to be in the middle class, dis nguish the middle class from the
working class. So, despite my personal experience, I follow that trend. The insecure working class has
jobs with no benefits and job that are seasonal or are prone to turnover, such as fast food workers. The
insecure working class is more like the poor than like the middle class. Middle class people who are not
self‐employed, who work regular hours, get salaries, and benefits, are really part of the secure working
class even if they don’t work in a factory, even if they work in an oﬃce, and even if they are teachers,
police, or fire fighters. You should see the gap between the secure working class (and secure middle
class) with good jobs versus the insecure working class with bad jobs. Good‐jobs‐with‐benefits (whether
working class or middle class) versus bad‐jobs‐with‐low‐pay‐and‐few‐benefits (whether poor or working
class) is the real dis nc on. To help you remember, I describe which working class and which middle
class I write about.

PART 13: DEMOCRATIC PARTY (LIBERAL) VALUES AND WORLDVIEW
This part and the next two parts of the essay present the Democra c and Republican views as much in
their own terms as I can. This part and the next two give some explana on for the naked asser ons of
Part 1 and Part 2. It helps to try to think like “them”, something neither Party nor its clients do much. If
por ons of these parts are fuzzy, please go back to the previous part. It gives some background. For
each Party, I give the mix of prac cal and moral reasons that it uses. I do not always go into detail on
what is a moral argument and what is a prac cal argument so please be alert. I do not try to “get into
the heads” of Republicans or Democrats to describe how they actually think. That is a diﬀerent kind of
project, one for which I have li le ability.
I do not assess the truth of the points below under “values and worldview” for either Party. These are
only my observa ons. I do not share most of the views. Mostly I write in the voice of someone in the
Party who speaks as much truth as he‐she knows. I tried to keep sarcasm minimal. Some mes my view
mixes with my statement of other people’s views.
Democrats o en call themselves “Liberals” and Republicans use “Liberal” as an insult, so some mes I
use the term “Liberal” here for variety instead of always using “Democrat”. Keep in mind what I said
above about Democrats not being like original Liberals and that we should not use the term “Liberal”
wrongly for Democrats.
Democrats say the economy is intrinsically unfair. It intrinsically favors the rich at the expense of the
poor and the working class. What happens to the working class and middle class depends on the period
of American history but, since about 1975, economic life has not go en be er for them and they have
faced much of what the poor and working class face. The lives of the working class and middle class are
insecure now too.
The unfairness is enough to keep the working class and the poor on the bo om of the hierarchy and to
hurt the quality of their lives, including the lives of their children. The poor and working class can never
get enough good jobs, with enough pat and benefits, to stay healthy, and give their children enough
quality educa on, so their children advance. The enduring lower class lives below the minimum level of
human decency, especially for modern America. Because of greed by the rich and upper middle class,
we are stuck not only with permanent class society but one in which the poor and working class suﬀer a
lot and can never get out of suﬀering. The rich get absolutely richer and more powerful while the poor
and working class get con nually poorer and weaker by comparison.
Class diﬀerences persist no ma er how rich America becomes overall. Class diﬀerences, with a long‐
term bo om class of suﬀering people, are part of the system. They are not something that can be cured
simply by making America richer on the whole or on average. We have to change the system. While we
try to change the system, we have to help the poor and working class, especially ethnic groups among
the poor and working class such as Blacks and Hispanics, so they do not suﬀer. As it turns out, most of

the things that we do to help them also contribute significantly to changing the system so that all people
can get good jobs with benefits, including programs such as Head Start.
How the economy is unfair makes a diﬀerence. What we do about unfairness depends on how we see
the cause of unfairness and how we think the economy works. Unfortunately, Democrats do not explain
how the economy works to create and sustain class society with a permanent lower class. Democrats do
not explain how the economy works and is unfair so that we have ideas by which to assess ways to make
it be er, to assess programs. Democrats do not explain how the economy is unfair due to intrinsic
economic dynamics.
Instead, Democrats rely on three arguments: (1) The economy is unfair because rich powerful people
twist things to make sure they stay on top, especially at the expanse of the bo om, and now even at the
expense of the working and middle classes. It seems the rich and powerful want a lower class because
somehow it helps them stay on top – here is not the place to explain why that might be so. Rich and
powerful people twist poli cs to get what they want. The implica on is that, if rich and powerful people
did not control poli cs, if we Democrats controlled poli cs, we could untwist things, the economy would
be fair, and everybody would get a good job. (2) Prejudice against ethnic, religious, na onal, and gender
groups. In par cular, Whites hate Blacks, harm Blacks, and so keep Blacks from moving up the socio‐
economic hierarchy. Men persistently oppress women and so keep women‐centered families from
moving up the hierarchy. (3) If Blacks, women, and other hated groups were to move up the hierarchy,
it would not displace any Whites or men, and would not harm Whites or men in any way. Yet the
working class and middle class refuse to see that the poor and the lower working class are not their
enemies and instead are their natural allies.
Mike says: While there is some truth to these reasons, likely they are now not most important Even if
they were, we could not know what to do unless we also know how a real capitalist economy works.
Democrats do not have a good model of how a real capitalist economy works. We need that. Without
it, we cannot really help, bad condi ons must recur, and condi ons will get worse in the modern world
economy. Without it, Democrats cannot really argue against the Republican model of the economy in
which ge ng richer on average automa cally solves all problems and causes the lower class to have
good jobs and rise. O en what we do to help the poor while we try to change the system does not
really change the system and so does not help the poor in the long run. Some mes what we do actually
enables the unfair system. Democrats are not changing the system because really they don’t know the
system.
The only model that Democrats present of a capitalist economy says that it is rich enough to make sure
everybody is well oﬀ, there is no inherent bias in the economy crea ng unemployment and bad jobs, all
the bias comes from twis ng by rich and powerful people, and we can adjust the economy as much as
we wish without detrac ng from its overall wealth and its overall ability to make everybody well oﬀ.
This model as stated is simply wrong. It is wrong enough to cause ideological damage and real damage,
especially to the people that Democrats wish to help.

Democrats say: If we Democrats could adjust the economy, we could make up for all its faults.
We Democrats could make sure there was no unemployment and make sure all jobs were good jobs.
We could make sure everybody got a job good enough to get health benefits, have a safe re rement,
but a house, but a boat, have a vaca on of at least two weeks, and send all their children to college.
Likely, it would take two adult wage earners to achieve this level of aﬄuence but we could do it.
We are not allowed to adjust the economy to make up for all the faults in the economy. The biggest
reason we cannot adjust the economy enough is that the Republicans and their clients, the White
comfortable middle class and comfortable working class, won’t let us.
If we did adjust the economy and some people s ll did not benefit enough, such as that they could not
get a good enough job, then we could support them easily enough through benefits programs without
undermining the people who do have jobs.
Because we are not allowed to adjust the economy properly, a lot of people suﬀer. We have to do what
we can for these people in the mean me. We can do this. America is easily rich enough to help all the
people who do not make it in the regular economy. We can help them up to the level of being able to
find and hold a good job. We can give them health and re rement benefits. We can make sure their
children are well educated no ma er how many children they have. We can do this without distor ng
the economy very much, certainly without distor ng it so much as to threaten the people who have
good jobs and support the programs.
The unfairness of the economy is doubly unfair because it is not randomly spread by ethnicity, religion,
gender, age, and immigra on status. Unemployment and bad jobs are concentrated among Blacks,
Hispanics, women, especially single mothers, old people, Black teens, Black men and young men, and
immigrants. (Mike says: This point is true.)
We should focus our support on those groups that support us and that look hardest hit. Focusing on
them does not put other groups at any compara ve disadvantage. We do not overlook other groups
even if it looks like we overlook other groups. We do not make them our helpful clients as the Right
makes working class Whites their helpful clients. Focusing on them apparently does the most good.
When we have saved them, then we can turn to other groups.
The people that receive support almost never cheat. If a few do cheat, the majority of people who get
help benefit far more than is lost to the people who cheat, and thus most recipients contribute to
society. They contribute far more than is lost through chea ng. Support is always on the whole more
beneficial than costly; it is always cost eﬀec ve.
The people that receive support almost always use support to improve themselves and their children so
they climb out of poverty and they get jobs. They don’t always get great jobs but they always get jobs

that are good enough. Their children always use support to get enough quality educa on so that they
get good enough jobs. Then all these people pay back in taxes what we gave them in support.
Support always pays for itself in the long run.
With proper support, poverty would not run in groups or in genera ons. The children of people who
receive support would never need support themselves. With proper support, the idea that any ethnic or
gender group is inherently poor or inherently receives a lot of benefits would disappear. With proper
support, all groups would suﬀer the same rates of employment, good jobs, unemployment, and bad
jobs, and all groups would have the same rate of people in them who received benefits. This is the key
to ending discrimina on in the medium run.
The economy is imperfect and has flaws. S ll, the economy is robust enough to withstand any nkering
that we do to it. Whatever we take out in taxes will not distort the economy enough so as to add to
unemployment or other problems. Whatever wealth we transfer from the upper middle class and upper
class to other classes will never distort the economy so as to add to unemployment or other problems.
Whatever wealth we take from the middle class, including the working class, to give to the unstable
middle class, unstable working class, and the poor, will never add to unemployment or other problems.
Democrats (Liberals) never hurt or shrink the economy through interference. Liberals never cause more
problems, unfairness, unemployment, or bad jobs through interference.
We Democrats do not explain why an economy that is so‐robust‐that‐it‐can‐handle‐any‐ nkering is not
so produc ve as to give any able willing people good jobs. This is a key point but we never address it.
Whatever wealth we take from one group to give to another group never gives takers undue advantage
over givers. We Democrats never redistribute so that recipients are be er oﬀ in any way than donors.
We never undermine donors. We move wealth around only just enough to make up for unfairness
without adding more unfairness, and only just enough so recipients can use wealth to get security and
training to get out of need and get out of taking. Whatever wealth we move from one group to another
never adds to bad employment, unemployment, or other economic problems.
We Democrats are the guardians of fairness. Fairness is more important than overall economic success,
social success, or any indicator of overall goodness. It is worth sacrificing benefits to the whole to make
sure any group that cries “but that’s not fair” gets a full redress of grievance. All such groups are our
clients. It is worth sacrificing the benefits of other groups to make sure any client group of ours that
claims unfairness gets compensated in full for its feeling of unfairness. It is worth intruding into the
economy, even to worth shrinking the overall economy, to make sure that all the groups that cry
“unfair” get full compensa on. We do not recognize any arguments of nearly balanced unfairness.
Nearly all of our client groups have some claim of unfairness that we try to redress.
Once we have put into place a program to help a client group, we never remove that program. Our
support is forever. We do not end support even if the client group recovers and overcomes ini al

unfairness. Of course, somehow, client groups seem never to recover well enough so we can end their
support. And, if a group ever did recover, we could always find another group to take its place. The
programs are self‐supplying, and they always have takers. It is well to leave programs always in place so
we don’t have to rebuild them with every new group that we help and so we can use the programs to
recruit new groups.
We are the champions of all vic ms. Nobody else can know about vic ms as we do or can help them as
we do. Anybody who tries likely will make it worse.
We are the champions of underdogs. Nobody else can know about underdogs as we do or can help
them as we do. Anybody who tries likely will make it worse.
By implica on, all the people that we help are vic ms or underdogs. If you want our help, take on the
role of a vic m or underdog. If you take on the role of vic m or underdog, we will help you.
Oﬃcially we respect the right of people to believe in the supernatural and to be religious but unoﬃcially
we consider all oﬃcial religion outmoded and we disdain religion. We respect people who are aloof to
religion. We accept chic un‐religion and chic an ‐religion. We do not respect public atheists because
they are crazy in the same way religious people are crazy and because they are not popular in general.
We go through outward displays of religion so we do not oﬀend the masses.
While oﬃcially we do not favor any religion, unoﬃcially we consider as silly (or worse) all mainstream
Chris ans who believe in God and believe that Jesus is God. They are the clearest single representa ves
of silly religion and so we treat them with the most disdain. We absolutely do not trust their judgment
and do not trust them to be fair. We try to make sure they do not hold posi ons of authority. We try to
remove symbols of Western Chris an heritage. Unoﬃcially, we give be er treatment to any religion
other than Chris anity, even if it is also theis c and theore cally suﬀers the same faults as tradi onal
Chris anity, even that stupid New Age and The Force. We keep some religions keep of like pets, such as
Buddhism and the Dalai Lama. Of course, unoﬃcially we disdain any religion as much as Chris anity.
We even disdain the religion of Na ve Americans but we make sure to honor it as much in public as we
can because Na ve Americans get a lot of sympathy.
We accept as clients any group that gains general sympathy and poli cal support such as lesbians, gays,
bisexual, transgender, trans‐sexual, women, and Na ve Americans.
Nature has taken a huge hit from people. If nature goes down far enough, it will severely hurt people.
We are already close. Even if nature does not go down far enough to hurt people, the damage to nature
is a great tragedy which will aﬀect Earth and humans for thousands of years. So we are the champions
of nature too. We don’t understand nature. We have many wrong ideas about nature. But that doesn’t
ma er because most people think of nature as cute and cuddly and innately good, and we can use such
feelings. Whether we really help nature much does not ma er as much as using good feelings toward
nature to bolster poli cal support.

People are smart enough to see that Liberals give them the best chance but they are not smart enough
to deal with all the confusion of the economy and not smart enough to deal with all the traps laid for
them by clever capitalists, poli cians, and adver sing agencies. Liberals have to oﬀer ins tu onal
support in the form of state agencies to protect consumers and to control capitalists and poli cians. If
we do not have this big protec on, capitalists and Right Wing poli cians will consolidate their hold on
power and freeze the inequality of the economy. Without such consumer protec on, there is no way
out of inequality.
Republicans have interfered in helping ins tu ons deliberately to make those ins tu ons hard to figure
out, hard to navigate, and hard to get benefits from. This is their way of undoing all the good we try to
do and their way of a acking our clients so as to benefit their clients. So although people are smart,
they can’t deal with this Republican crap evil either and we have to help them. Working people and
other people who have not had the benefit of a long educa on filling out forms are especially vulnerable
to Republican obfusca on and especially need our help. (Mike agrees with all this.)
Oﬃcially we believe that people are autonomous and the best judges of their self‐interest. Protec on
that we give to consumers does not go against this general assessment. Some of us privately think that
a lot of poor, working, and even middle class people are stupid, but that does not change our general
opinion that people are usually their own best judges.
We inherited the Liberal idea that people should be free to do as they will as long as they do not harm
others or the general public. We go along with that idea with some excep ons. We go along with the
idea even though we think a lot of what people do is yucky. We link the idea of doing as you will to the
idea of privacy, and use both ideas to defend individual choices such as abor on.
All vic ms and underdogs are all good while all oppressors are all bad.
Men of all races, religions, and ages vic mize all women. There are no good men. All women are good.
White men oppress all women and all ethnici es other than White. White women oppress all men and
all women of all non‐White religions. There are no good White women. All Chris ans oppress all non‐
Chris ans. There are no good Chris ans. All non‐Chris ans are good. Black men oppress all Black
women and all other women over whom they can assert physical power or other power. There are no
good Black men. All Black women are good. All Hispanic men oppress all Hispanic women and all other
women over whom they can exert power. Compared to Hispanic women, there are no good Hispanic
men and no bad Hispanic women. All Na ve American men oppress all Na ve American women and
oppress all other women over whom they can exert any power. Compared to Na ve American women,
there are no good Na ve American men and no bad Na ve American women. The same is true for
other ethnic groups and for many religious groups.
All distress by any non‐White person is en rely due to discrimina on and oppression by Whites, both
White men and White women. Even when distress appears due to economy, society, or legal system,

White people manipulate those to their advantage, and prevent non‐White’s from access to them, so
distress is also due en rely to Whites. Distress can be removed only by legally preven ng all Whites
from exer ng any power of any kind over non‐Whites.
Non‐Whites must always be protected from Whites. Distress must be redressed legally in perpetuity.
Non‐Whites are never free from White oppression. There never comes a me when non‐Whites have
a ained enough self‐determina on to deal with White aﬄic on. Aﬃrma ve Ac on must be kept
forever no ma er if it seems not to work.
Distress by non‐Whites is never due to them. It is never due to their culture, society, a tude, acts, non‐
acts, personal will, cultural will, abuse of substances, lack of educa on, willful lack of educa on, lack of
respect for books and educa on, lack of apprecia on for science, gangsters, or any indicator of likely
distress or of lack of success. Any apparent lack of readiness to use educa on or opportuni es, such as
repeated abuse of alcohol, or violence against spouse or children, is due en rely to disadvantage from
the economy and society, and so is due en rely to Whites. Non‐Whites never bear any responsibility of
any kind or degree for their own distress. Non‐Whites never have to consider changing any of their
culture, society, family life, or a tudes.
The police always vic mize non‐Whites even while the police always help Whites. Non‐Whites are never
to blame in any alterca on with the police. The police are always to blame. Even non‐White oﬃcers
vic mize non‐Whites, even Black police terrorize Blacks, because all police are simply tools of the White
power system and all police, even non‐White oﬃcers, internalize their role as tools of the White power
system. Non‐Whites are always be er oﬀ without any police. Non‐Whites are correct to strike back
against all police.
While these statements about rela ons are a li le overkill, they are be er than the opposite, which is to
“whitewash” everything and do nothing.
QuesƟons and Answers with a Democrat.
M = Mike; D = Democrat.
M: Liberals started by wan ng personal acts and social ins tu ons to make sense, both prac cally and
morally. Liberals got a huge boost from the work of Adam Smith on markets and Jeremy Bentham on
cost‐benefit. Yet Democrats resist eﬀorts to assess programs and ins tu ons according to cost‐benefit
prac cality. If the programs are supposed to help, isn’t it reasonable to ask if they really do? If they
aren’t worth the money, then aren’t you just keeping the programs alive as a way to hold clients?
D: We don’t oppose all prac cal assessment. A lot of prac cal assessment backs us up, for example
school lunch for kids and Head Start. They make a diﬀerence, a diﬀerence that likely is worth far more
than the cost. Republicans want to kill those programs as much as they want to kill any program that
might really help the poor. Usually cost‐benefit assessment of programs is not conclusive. What we

really need to think about is not whether we can juggle the books to make a program look prac cal or
imprac cal but what would happen if we didn’t have the program. O en the cost of not having a
program is greater than the cost of having a program but that rarely gets assessed by Republican bean
counters. Republicans propose a lot of programs that would not stand the cost‐benefit prac cality test,
and the programs really should be assessed that way, such as tax breaks, but nobody claims they are
imprac cal or illogical. Allowing logging of the last old growth forest is not cost eﬀec ve yet nobody
says that. Many military programs are not prac cal even in military terms but nobody cuts a military
program. Heavy police protec on for middle class and upper middle class neighborhoods likely is not
cost eﬀec ve. Heavy police protec on for working class and poor areas might be cost eﬀec ve but
nobody does that. Nobody applies cost‐eﬀec ve prac cality to the so‐called war on drugs. If you want
to play the game of prac cality and cost‐benefit then it should apply across the board with the same
standards for all programs. We would like that game.
Yes, our programs do lead the poor and some of the working class, especially non‐Whites, to look to us
for help, but so what? That is not what the programs are for. The programs give real help to whomever
needs the help, and it is only human nature that those who get help look well at people who give help.
Again, Republicans do the same with their programs and their clients. Do you think business would give
to Republicans if business didn’t expect at least as much in return?
M: Liberals started by not appealing primarily to emo on. Yet your programs, they way you pitch your
programs, the people that you try to help, and how people come to support the programs, rely mostly
on emo on. You don’t sell by saying they are cost eﬀec ve but by showing how the poor suﬀer and by
sta ng that helping the poor is a moral impera ve that outweighs other considera ons.
D: There is moral making sense and prac cal making sense. Republicans sell a lot of their programs also
by making moral appeals, o en to cover up bad prac cality and immoral pandering to clients. They use
diﬀerent moral rules and they appeal to diﬀerent people but it is the same kind of sell. OK. I know you
don’t want me to jus fy what we do by saying “Republicans do the same thing, so turnabout is fair play,
and we can lower ourselves to their level”. So, I’ll make it clearer. When we can make sure that one
less kid goes to bed hungry at night or has food for lunch at school, then that is a small prac cal price to
pay for a lot of moral good. There really is a moral good. If you don’t see this case, then you don’t see
morality of any kind very well. This is not “bleeding heart”; this is basic morality, rooted in all the big
religions. Yeah, the parents of the kids some mes are no good. Yeah, some mes by helping the kids we
enable parents in a bad lifestyle. Yeah, the parents know we are suckers for kids who need help and so
use us. But what are you going to do? That kid is s ll there and that kid is s ll hungry. That is basic
morality. Jesus said “feed my lambs”, so it doesn’t get clearer than that. A lot of our programs you can
see as varia ons on this kind of simple moral impera ve. When all the forests and land are gone 500
years from now, you think people then will think about the prac cality of not cu ng now? You think
they will say, “Well, by cu ng that last 10,000 acres they saved one job for a while.” No, they will think
about our huge moral failing by not saving some of the forests and biodiversity for them. When a
woman comes to a hospital beat up, do you grill her about her choice in men before you treat her, and
then not treat her if she has bad choice in men?

Republicans ought to be glad we can muster emo onal moral appeal to help the poor and poor working
class because, if we didn’t, if we let them starve, the whole system would blow up and the Republicans
wouldn’t have their privileges either.
M: Just because Republicans do it does not mean you should do it and just because you do it does not
mean Republicans should do it. Turnabout is not really fair play when public good and greater morality
is at stake. But I don’t want to dwell on that.
Doesn’t it make sense to try to direct help to people who are likely to actually use it to make their lives
be er and the lives of their kids be er? And aren’t those people more likely to be what we call good
moral people with good family values? If we only have limited resources, why don’t we direct what we
have toward those people? Why give it to just anybody, especially if you know a lot of those people are
bad. Maybe we have to tolerate a few sick and hungry kids to make sure that the total of sick and
hungry kids eventually goes down rather than stays the same decades.
D: I grant you the point about turnabout on an idealized schoolyard but in real poli cs turnabout does
become fair play. Turnabout is part of the poli cal game, and, since you want to talk about real life and
not just idealis c morals, you have to accept that. S ll, I see your point and will not to use that excuse
too o en.
Do you have a test for moral purity? Do you want other people to demand of you that you have a pure
moral soul before you ever get help and before your children get help? Could you have made it through
your youth that way? In the Bible, it says we should not punish the en re family for the crimes of one
person in the family. So why punish children for the crimes of the parents? Yes, I personally would like
to tell bad parents to go jump in the river in January and die, but I can’t do that, and they wouldn’t do it
anyway. I know we have only a limited amount, and I would like to direct that limited amount where it
does most good. If that means giving it only to the moral children of moral parents, only to “Leave it to
Beaver” families a bit down on their luck, Black, White, or Brown, and we knew they would get back on
their feet, then maybe that is what we should do. But we can’t fine tune it that way. If we start giving
help, then we end up giving help to what you might call “bad” families; and, by helping bad families, we
don’t help the good families as much. The squeaky wheel gets the grease. S ll, what else can we do?
Besides, the courts have made it clear that we can’t use moral tests or family structure tests to aim aid,
so we muster as much aid as we can and give it as best we can. To do that, and to keep people wishing
to help even when they see the “bad” families, we use emo onal appeal. Too bad.
M: The modern welfare system was pre y much going by the early 1950s. Many other programs were
going by the early 1970s. We’ve had 60 years of this crap. We’ve spent trillions of dollars. Yet almost
nothing has changed. In fact, at least since the middle 1980s, probably since the middle 1970s, it has
go en a lot worse. Every me there is a program, it balloons up to triple what was projected. A huge
chunk of Americans don’t pay taxes. What had been accomplished? When is the end? If programs
were going to change people, and then people would get oﬀ the rolls permanently, don’t you think this

would have happened by now? Maybe you are right about morality in one way but not in the bleeding
heart way. Maybe this really is a moral and character problem. Maybe there just are a lot of people
who are basically selfish. Maybe the programs really do tempt people into selfishness when, without
the programs, those same people would move around and look for a job.
D: On big reason it hasn’t go en permanently be er is because programs have never been carried out
to the point where it would get permanently be er. If programs had been done right in the first place,
then they would have worked and there would be no ballooning. But Republicans kept the programs
below the level where they would do permanent good. Instead, the programs were kept at the level
where they were big band aids. That is why they ballooned up. People got on the programs but never
got all the help they needed to get oﬀ, and so people got on and stayed on, and more people got on an
stayed on. The ballooning is not a problem with the programs or with morality and character but with
how the programs were funded and targeted, that is, with Republicans. If ever we could do enough
programs right enough for a couple of genera ons, then the programs likely would cause a permanent
change. We would spend a lot less money in the long run if we did it right in the short run. It is like the
wars in Vietnam, Afghanistan, and Iraq. But, if we are not allowed to do that, then we have to run what
they give us as best we can.
M: You have a really good view of character to think people would use programs that way. They would
take the right kind of help, get to a high enough level, and then get oﬀ.
D: A lot of people actually do that. What do you want to do if that is not the case? Do you want to end
the programs and end help to all the children? We can’t do that and I don’t think you can do that either.
M: Maybe we have to end the programs. 60 years, trillions of dollars, and so li le real change. Maybe
we have to bite the bullet for a while and let kids get hurt so people will get reality and know how tough
things are in the modern world. Maybe then, if they got the programs back, they would act with the
kind of character you think they have.
D: That sounds too Republican for me. That is too hard, too cruel. Even they don’t really want to do
that. They just say that for glitz and so they can sound like moral tough guys. If ever they did that and
people could put the blame on them, no Republican would be elected for 50 years.
M: Switch topics. These are the kind of morals that appeal to the working class and the middle class.
They don’t like to see kids suﬀer. Then why did you lose them to the Republicans? Why can’t you get
them back, especially now that things have go en so tough since about 1985? Why do they insist that
the failure of programs is a failure of morality and character? Why do they think that “get tough with the
selfish freeloaders” is what to do and it will solve problems? Do you really think you can get good jobs
for everybody, including all the unhappy Whites and all the others?
D: We lost most of the “unhappy Whites” back in the early 1970s. I don’t have to explain why other
people have wrong ideas and why they have any par cular wrong ideas. S ll, if we want them back, we

have to think how they think and have to get them to move from that posi on to a be er posi on. They
s ll can swing elec ons – although that power likely will go over to Hispanics and young people soon –
so, if we want to win, we be er get back some unhappy Whites. I am not sure they think Blacks,
Hispanics, immigrants, and “morally bad freeloaders”, really cause all their problems, especially now
since “outsourcing” and the loss of manufacturing jobs should make clear that worldwide compe on
plays a big role. They want to hang on to what they’ve got or to what they imagine they used to have.
They want for their children not to go backwards. America might not have as many good jobs as it did
before but it s ll has some good jobs, and they want to get those good jobs first. To get those jobs first,
they have to make sure Blacks and Hispanics can’t compete. For that, they have to make sure there are
no programs or the programs don’t work. If you want to hit other people, you paint them as crappy
morally bad. Unhappy Whites are not the only ones to do this. The Black view of Whites is really racist,
at least as bad as the White view of Blacks, and that won’t change much either. We lost the unhappy
Whites when they thought we would make sure Blacks got good jobs before their own kids did. We kept
them lost when they thought we would make sure single moms and Hispanics would get good jobs
before the kids of hard working Whites. We kept them lost when our programs paid for the medical,
educa on, housing, and transporta on costs of some Blacks, Hispanics, single moms, and immigrants
when the costs of all those things began rising faster than their wages in the 1980s. We kept them lost
when we could not convince them that we could get good jobs for every person and every group in
America.
We could try to get them back by telling them that Republicans are more to blame for the loss of good
jobs and the rise in costs faster than wages, and they do believe that, but they don’t think we can do
much about it and they do think Republicans can, and will, even if Republicans caused it and s ll don’t
do anything about it. Go figure. We could try to convince them that we can lower costs so wages can
catch up but they don’t believe us. We could try to convince them that we can make jobs for everyone
but they don’t believe us about that either. We can oﬀer them programs that take the heat oﬀ rising
costs, such as Bernie Sanders’ plan to give everyone a “free” college educa on. But they don’t believe
us, and, even if we did give everyone a free college educa on, it would s ll not lead to good jobs for
everyone – they know that much.
We could try to convince them that a universal health care program will save money and so will drive
down costs for everyone in the long run but they don’t believe that either. A er all their experience
with social programs, they see any kind of health insurance as a scheme to get hard working Whites to
pay for Blacks, Hispanics, single mothers, and people who won’t take care of their own health. Sure you
can help some people such as kids who get cancer but how much do you have to pay to give that li le
help when a lot of the money goes for people who smoke, drink too much, and eat too much? It is
be er to try to make the Republicans give them jobs with benefits.
M: So there isn’t much you can do. What you said was pre y straight with me. If you say that out loud
you will get thrown out of the Party and the unhappy Whites will never vote Democrat again even if all
the bad stuﬀ you said about Republicans is proven true.

D: Yeah, I be er be careful. We are in a race. Soon, Hispanics will be more important for swinging
elec ons our way than Blacks. Soon, if we can get them, young people will be more important than
Blacks and maybe more than Hispanics. We have to oﬀer programs that appeal to Hispanics and young
people. Obama had that in 2008 but lost it in 2012 and the Party could not convince young people that
we would carry on the vision of 2008. This is where it helps to be the party of the “li le guy” and the
outsider because we already have the rep of being for gay rights, legalizing pot, and helping the Earth.
Young people, and some Hispanics, know that, if we can take care of the Earth, and we have programs
that work for everyone such as health care and free educa on, not just programs that help some people
such as welfare, then we can find enough half‐way decent jobs for most people. We can make America
so young people get jobs good enough to live on and pay phone bills. We can make it so women get
equal pay for comparable work and don’t get harassed. We can make it so you can have an openly gay
friend and so gay people don’t have to be ashamed. That is enough for many modern young people.
Republicans can’t, or really won’t, give them any of that. We have to get Hispanics and young people on
our side before the Party disappears totally and something new emerges that will get these people on
its side. Sanders‐like socialism won’t do it. We have to figure out what will.
M: Have you given up on the unhappy Whites?
D: No but we really don’t know what to do so I guess you were right when you said before that we did
not know what to do. Hopefully, when unhappy Whites see it all working out in a few big places such as
the West Coast states, they will come around. This new world might be the best shot for their kids since
they really can’t go back to the 1950s again. There will be programs and stuﬀ they s ll won’t like, but
we can shi our emphasis on to what they do like.
M: You know there will s ll be a lot of unemployment and bad jobs. You know that these won’t fall on
every group equally. Some groups will get harder than others. Is this going to be Blacks again or are
badly educated Whites the new fall guys?
D: We don’t know. We have the programs in place to help the people who can’t find jobs and can’t find
decent jobs. We have to find voters who will help us with the big picture. Maybe Blacks sense that
things might move backwards and that is why they were not enthusias c about Hilary or Bernie. I hope
we don’t fall back on a scapegoat group and we don’t fall back on making that scapegoat group Blacks or
poorly educated Whites or Hispanics or anybody. For sure, under any Republican agenda, that is what
would happen because that is what is happening. So we are s ll the be er choice.
M: What if the average produc vity of the American worker won’t support a country where the large
majority of people get a decent job, one that pays for food, rent, the smart phone bill, and a decent
educa on for the kids. What if no mass of workers in the world really can make that much because no
large mass of workers is that produc ve? When we see people in China who do make that much, they
don’t represent most of the people. Most of the people are crammed into small apartments just like
most of the people in La n America and India.

D: You have been reading too much economics. Figuring out the produc vity of the average American
worker and what that will be able to buy is pre y airy‐fairy. Maybe the average worker in China won’t
be able to aﬀord a decent apartment in Montgomery, Alabama, USA but the average American working
family will. America is blessed with resources, educa on, ability, technology, and a tude. Those will
keep us produc ve enough to make almost everybody feel good enough as long as we work together.
We really believe that. We have to be able to explain it to enough Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, women,
gay people, and young people so they get it and help.
M: Liberals started out believing in the dignity of people, the ability of people to choose, the hope that
people would seek freedom, and the big hope that people would not debase themselves, especially by
making themselves dependent on rulers. Yet the net result of all these programs is that people don’t
choose, aren’t free, don’t seek freedom, and seek to be the clients of masters. Something like 30% of all
Americans don’t pay federal taxes or state income taxes because, essen ally, they claim dependence on
the federal government. You replaced the old overlords with new overlords, you. At least old overlords
were honest. By pretending this dependency is not so, you make it all worse. Assume the worst: if the
state does not take care of out‐of‐work people, people with bad jobs, and poor people, then other low
income and poor people have to care for them. As a result, a lot of these people will be trapped in
poverty. At some point, isn’t this be er than making a huge class of unhappy, willfully ignorant, and
malcontent slaves? If you just kept the programs that let the children eat and get a decent educa on,
and got rid of the rest, wouldn’t that be be er, more in line with the original Liberal view of humans and
original Liberal goals?
D: “A huge class of unhappy, willfully ignorant, and malcontent slaves”? We are the new overlords?
Where does that come from? Even though 30%, maybe more, of people don’t pay federal taxes and
state income taxes, they do pay sales tax, and that can be a lot when all you have is money for food and
rent. Do you really think that we could not help out the parents and s ll make sure the kids get fed and
get a decent educa on? What makes you think these people are unhappy, willfully ignorant, and cause
trouble, or are slaves? Just because people get help from the state some mes doesn’t make them any
of those. Yeah, Democrats feel good when we do some good and maybe some Democrats even feel
happy when people show gra tude, Jesus felt happy at gra tude, and we are happy when they vote
Democra c, but that does not make us creepy new overlords. I don’t see how giving families a chance
takes away dignity and makes them sub‐human. Making poor people take care of other poor people,
living twenty to a house, in a ghe o, seems to do that even more.
M: Have you checked out the condi on of schools in bad districts lately? Have you no ced that a lot of
graduates from those schools can’t read or write let alone compete for a tech job? Have you seen the
crime rate, especially violent crime, among Black men and some poor Whites? Have you no ced Blacks
now murder cops of all races? I can’t abide murdering cops. Have you listened to so‐called “classic” rap
and hip‐hop from the 1990s and up through now? Have you heard cars blast mind‐killing soul‐killing
sound and no ced that the sound is not a representa ve sample of good ethnic musical crea vity but is
about abuse of women and killing “them”? That does not sound like free people who value freedom
and value the great chances they get on welfare and Social Security Disability. Yes, I do think you could

feed kids and give kids a chance at an educa on even if you did not give their parents a lot of money.
Maybe the kids would have to live at the schools but I can get along with that. I want to keep what good
that we can out of the programs. If you can make the programs work but not make them balloon up,
and make people into bi er dependants, and not make yourselves into the new overlords, then I would
be delighted.
You just really don’t see it do you? You don’t see how much you take away from people when you make
them dependent. You don’t see how much you and the state act like new masters. I don’t want to go
into this topic much because we just won’t get along, and I want to ask other ques ons.
D: Do you mean that the bad a tude, violence, and anger are our fault? Do you mean it is our fault
that Black people kill police oﬃcers? No way. No roundabout logic can make that our fault. We don’t
condone that. We condemn that. We don’t make any excuses for that. We have never condoned the
bad a tude that gets in the way of progress. We have always gone out of our way to condemn Black‐
on‐Black violence and all violence. We are the ones who set up shelters to protect women. That kind of
bad a tude and violence far predates our ideas and programs. That bad stuﬀ is obvious since people
started keeping sta s cs. Even if programs had some eﬀect on that kind of bad a tude and violence,
they didn’t cause it. We wish we could pinpoint not only the causes of bad a tude and violence but
also the guaranteed cure. We know neighborhood rallies and marches don’t do anything. We know
that bigger deeper changes are needed. But do you really think our programs get in the way of bigger
deeper changes or somehow cover up the need for bigger deeper changes? No.
If you want to look for the reasons for bad a tude and violence, look to decades and decades of being
on the bo om of the socio‐economic scale, for Blacks, Hispanics, and some Whites; of watching others
succeed when you knew you has as much na ve talent; and watching the bad eﬀects on the lives of your
children and their children and their children. That dark drama pisses oﬀ people in a way that does not
go away in a few years, and that can get vicious.
If you could tell us exactly what changes need doing without falling into racism and without blaming us
for racism as the patronizing new overlords, then we would be happy to help. I doubt we have to get rid
of the programs to do what needs to be done.
M: I will get at this issue another way but first I comment. I am glad you said your ideas and programs
are not to blame and that a deeper bigger a tude is to blame. You said that as a way to divert blame
away from any bad ideas you might have promoted, but that’s OK, I go along with the need for deeper
changes. Ul mately, the changes can come only from within a group. The changes would amount to a
sea‐change in the a tudes of many Blacks, and some Hispanics and Whites. I doubt that Liberal ideas
and programs can ever succeed without the big deep changes in a tude. You need to get at the basic
a tudes beforehand, or at the same me. Yes, some of the a tude comes for decades of being on the
bo om and ge ng mistreated but not all of it. Some if it is just bad a tude. In any case, all of it has to
change. A change in a tude is as important as the programs. While in theory the programs might not
block the change in a tude or might help it, in fact, instead of changing their a tude and be er using

the programs, people keep the same old bad a tude and just wait for the handout. That is bad. So, I
do blame the programs for ge ng in the way of a good change in a tude. Is it worth ge ng rid of the
programs, and so enduring damage, to MAYBE change the a tude, and so MAYBE get some good that
way? I don’t know. I’ve thought about it. I am sure you haven’t.
So, what do Liberals do to make it change rather than enable it? How do Liberals and the client groups,
like Blacks, cooperate to change the deep big a tude? You don’t have to answer.
M: Now here is the long con nuing comment. This business about not changing a tude and instead
blaming the police, blaming somebody else, and making the a tude all around worse, is what original
Conserva ves had in mind when they said that bad ideas o en come from supposedly good ideas. You
have to be careful at every step that your supposedly good ideas do not give rise to bad a tude‐and‐
ideas or create bad a tude‐and‐ideas. You just are not aware of some of the bad eﬀects.
The whole rela on is like Right Wing Chris ans and their a tude toward Jews. You know that right?
You can see on TV how Right Wing Chris ans say they want to help oppressed Jews, and they show all
the pictures of old Jews in Russia and hungry Jews in Africa. But you know that Righ st Chris ans don’t
care about Jews. They just want Jews back in Israel, want Jews to rebuild the Temple, and want animal
sacrifices again, so Armageddon will begin and Jesus returns. Righ st Chris ans claim to help Jews but
really they are using Jews and they don’t care if Jews get annihilated. As for the Jews, they know that
the Righ st Chris ans don’t like them, and they don’t like the Righ st Chris ans, but the Jews are happy
to take the aid, even from people who dislike them. You have to see that as creepy, and you have to be
suspicious not only of Righ st Chris ans who use Jews like that but of all Chris ans, or at least all those
Chris an who don’t speak out. And you can’t feel proud about Jews here either.
Your rela on to your client groups is like that. It is kind of creepy, and it makes the whole Liberal side
feel creepy. It makes all your arguments about programs feel creepy.
You want to help the poor, right? Do you know two things that hurt the poor badly? Those are any
sales tax that does not exempt food, medicine, shelter, and clothing, and infla on that comes of deficit
spending. Yet you not only tolerate those, you encourage deficit spending so you can con nue all the
en tlement programs so you can get votes. Sure, stopping the deficit and paying back what we owe
would hurt poor people in the short run but it would help them a lot more in the long run, yet you don’t
do it. A sane person can only conclude you would rather use the poor in the short run than help them in
the long run.
A lot of your client groups are pre y religious. And they hold the Righ st religion that Liberals oﬃcially
dislike. A lot of Blacks oppose non‐tradi onal gender roles of all kinds, including disliking all the LGBTQ
people. They condemn abor on. They also condemn premarital sex but many of their girls get pregnant
as teens. They extol the idealized family with a resident father but many of the families are led by single
moms, or the kids are dumped on grandma. Hispanics also dislike non‐tradi onal gender roles, hate
abor on, and, un l recently, hated birth control. I used to drive a clinic van for Planned Parenthood,

and we used to call in the police to protect us from crazy Hispanic husbands and boyfriends. These
people, Black, Hispanic, and working class White, go to church every Sunday. These people don’t like
the Dalai Lama, Buddhism, Hinduism, and especially Islam. These people think non‐religious Liberals are
one step away from Satan. Yet these are the people you support in the name of Liberality about social
rela ons. You should support the poor regardless of their beliefs and regardless of their stupidity but
this is a gap that Liberals need to address. If these people say one thing but do another, then how can
you believe they will change their a tudes and find a place in society if you give them programs? Yet
Liberals don’t address the gap in the thinking of clients or in their own thinking. They don’t address the
gap not out of respect for religious freedom or gender iden ty but because they don’t want to lose their
client groups. Client groups cling to rich non‐religious Liberals because they want the dole. This is how
supposedly good ideas eventually support truly bad ideas and a tudes.
Blacks and Hispanics generally don’t like homosexuals but Democrats support homosexuals and benefit
greatly from the gay vote and from modern young people who accept gays. Blacks and Hispanics don’t
like abor on but Democrats support abor on and support the right of women to control their bodies,
and Liberals benefit from the support of women – at least when the candidate is not Hilary Clinton.
Recall how, at first, President Obama was against abor on and weak on gay rights but changed his mind.
Can’t you see that suppor ng Blacks, Hispanics, gays, pro‐choice, and pro‐choice women, all at once, is
creepy? The only possible explana on is that you seek client groups and the client groups go along with
it and keep their mouths shut at the right mes. Is that the human integrity that Liberals supported?
Most Democra c poli cians go to church not because they really believe or want to base their acts
indirectly on what their church teaches but because it looks good. They are worse than Ben Franklin at
his worst. This is the crappy a tude that too many Righ st Chris ans have toward their church and
their religion. At least Righ st Chris ans have the cleverness to shop for a Church that supports their
poli cal opinions and then claim their poli cal opinions stem from the teachings of that Church. Righ st
Chris an bad hypocrisy is what makes young Liberals dislike them and reject formal religion. Yet
Liberals do it too, and it makes young people feel just as uneasy. What are Liberal ideas and acts really
based on?
Some Democrats are genuinely religious. There should be a connec on between their basic beliefs,
their religion, and what they do as Liberals, even if the connec on is not rigid as with Righ st Chris ans
and doctrinaire Muslims. In theory there is nothing wrong with being religious but no religious Liberals
ever talk about the rela on between beliefs and their poli cal stance. Is it so wrong and dangerous to
see a connec on? Would it be so wrong to be as clear and honest as Jeﬀerson or Franklin? Why are you
ashamed of any religious framework? Why can’t you think out the rela ons between your religion, your
deep beliefs, and your poli cal acts? If you can’t think out rela ons between your religion, deep beliefs,
and poli cal acts in a way that makes sense and that does not put oﬀ young voters then how can you
call yourself a Liberal and why do you deserve to keep oﬃce? The tenets of any established religion, or
even your own stated code of religion, don’t have to determine your poli cal acts but it would be nice if
there was some kind of reasonable connec on. Do you keep your mouth shut to make sure you get
votes? Then how can you really be religious either?

Do you get some of it now? Is all that creepy enough for you? Liberals could sort out all of this but they
won’t. They prefer to kiss up to clients and hope Republicans screw up enough so Democrats stay ahead
in the client group race.
# Nice Words for Liberals and ConservaƟves.
I want to say something nice about Liberals besides that I started out as a Liberal and s ll prefer old style
Liberalism. With a li le interpreta on, these words apply to Conserva ves too.
The programs of the 1950s through early 1970s were launched by well‐intended good‐hearted people.
If you lived then, likely you would have supported them. The programs were based on a good view of
humans as responsible, capable, and not cheaters. When programs did not work as they should have,
Democrats did try to change them, and they cooperated with Republicans to do so. Democrats could
not let go of programs because to do so would mean not only to deprive cheaters and lazy people but to
punish and doom innocent children. Democrats have always been prone to blackmail through children,
and that is not usually a bad thing. Good people of the me felt the programs were needed and would
be useful. You should consider why good hearted people not so diﬀerent from you felt way, why much
of what they saw is s ll true, and what really to do about it apart from par san rant.
Only quite late in life could I accept that we can’t save everybody. Somewhere in the back of the mind
of every good Liberal, not all Liberals, is the idea that we can save everybody if only we try hard enough
and we have enough me. Somewhere in the back of our minds is the idea that God wants us to try to
save everybody. That is hard to let go all‐the‐way although nearly all of us learn to let go of it enough to
get along in normal life.
One reason I took so long to stop trying to save everybody is that, to not save some people, means not
only to abandon them but to abandon their children and likely to abandon their ethnic, age, religious,
na onal, or gender group too. It is really hard to abandon some Black people or “White Trash” without
abandoning their children and abandoning all Blacks and all “White Trash”. Usually, you have to hate
them at least a li le; and that makes you worse than them. It took me a long me to learn that I can let
go of some people, even many people in a group, without necessarily condemning all the people in the
group, the group, its ideals, or some of its culture. It is not easy but it can be done.
When we really feel that we can’t save some people, we get angry at ourselves. To live with the anger
at ourselves, we turn it against them. To turn it against them, we blame them and turn anger to disgust
and hate. I don’t have to tell you to look into yourself to assess how much you do this in your a tude
toward Democrats or Republicans, and to stop.
Another reason it took me so long is that I had to let go not only of people in a group but some mes, in
eﬀect, let go of the group. I wrongly believed all natural human groups must somehow be all good, or
vastly be er than worse, even if they had some bad apples. Why would God make groups with a big

streak of a bad a tude? Maybe God would let some people go bad but how could he let a big streak of
badness run through a whole group? This a tude toward groups is the group level “Prime Direc ve” of
not to judge (“lest ye be judged”). Indulging this judgment against a group is what leads to prejudice,
war in the Middle East, and genocide. Many people feel guilty about judging although many people now
dismiss it as too much Liberal poli cal correctness. If a lot of Blacks share a par cular bad a tude, this
situa on couldn’t possibly mean Black culture really has a bad a tude and should change. Rather, this
situa on must mean I don’t see Black culture well enough and I don’t have a big heart. The same is true
of White Trash, Hispanics, Eastern Liberals, and White Southern so‐called Conserva ves.
As it turns out, some groups do have typical persistent bad a tudes and bad acts that should change. A
lot of people in some groups share bad a tudes, bad enough so they should change. Recognizing this
fact is how Blacks got Whites to change some aspects of racism and using the possibility of a bad group
a tude is how Blacks s ll a ack racism. Blacks said Whites as a group shared racist a tudes, not just
that some Whites were racists; and so Whites as a group should change. This charge is how women
a ack sexism and a ack the faults of a sexist system such as low pay and sexual coercion, which they
blame on the persistent bad a tudes of men in general. Without being able to accuse a whole group,
we would not have some important social changes. But not only White men have bad a tudes that
typify a group. Blacks, women, Black women, Hispanics, and gay people do too.
Now I am like Yossarian in “Catch‐22” when he insisted it is not mostly him, it really is mostly them. It is
not only me. Likely they are flawed and I am not, at least not this way. That is alright. You don’t have to
excuse everything just because to “call it” means calling a whole group. Just because some groups really
do have bad a tudes does not mean my old wish to save people is out of kilter or that I am doomed to
failure not because of flawed human group nature but because of flawed me.
A lot of people in a group can share flaws of the group but s ll be good in other ways. I hope the bad
a tudes don’t overcome the other good ways. Unfortunately, too o en the bad takes over, as when
Blacks kill police oﬃcers, Blacks blame everything on Whites, groups learn how to use charges of racism
to get an advantage, or straight people beat up gays.
A lot of people in a group can s ll be good people in other ways but s ll the shared bad a tude is so
bad that we have to protect ourselves from them and have to protect state programs from them. That
means we have to protect ourselves and state programs from groups. I think that threat is what scared
me most and what kept me from accep ng that some groups have persistent typical bad a tudes. But
the fact that some groups have bad flaws does not really mean much about trying to help some people
and even about programs. We can s ll wish for good programs. We can s ll try to get good programs
but we have to protect against the bad people, bad a tudes, and bad groups. We have to write laws
against bad a tudes, some mes knowing the laws aﬀect some groups more than others. We can and
should write such laws. That is what women want when they call for legal protec on. But we should
never write laws against groups as such. We can write laws against sexual coercion or unfair pay but not
against men. We can write laws against reverse racism but not against Blacks as such.

We also must protect against racism and other bad forms of prejudice as when we blame all Muslims for
a very few terrorists.

PART 14: REPUBLICAN (CONSERVATIVE) VALUES AND WORLDVIEW
In this part I present the Republican world view as much from their point of view as I can.
Some mes I use the term “Conserva ve” here for variety instead of always using “Republican”. Please
recall what I said above about Republicans not being like original Conserva ves and about not using the
term “Conserva ve” wrongly for Republicans.
According to us Conserva ves (Republicans), the only possible economy is free market capitalism (you
don’t need to know kinds of free, market, capitalism, or economy). People own things. People can do
what they wish with what they own. People have rights to security in property. People have rights to
security in contract. We can look at social life in terms of secure contracts. People buy, sell, hire, rent,
lease, make, and consume according to what they desire and have. As a result, the US has the highest
level of wealth in material things and services ever in the history of people, and we have what wealth
brings with it such as freedom and the arts. People can find almost anything they wish for in whatever
amount they wish. We can keep a high quality of life with free market capitalism. Even with inequality,
even with inequality that runs in groups over genera ons, this system is the best that can be reached in
any prac cal way. Small amounts of inequality are a ny price to pay for the net benefit. Even people in
America who suﬀer by comparison to other groups here do much be er than other people in countries
and in other systems, even be er than the people in supposedly more equal systems such as in France
or Canada. We can keep a high quality of life only with free market capitalism. Let us call free market
capitalism “business”. We have the best possible system of wealth and freedom, and we need to
protect it against bad ideas and bad poli cs.
While Liberal (Democra c Party) ideas sound good and might be good in some ways, inevitably they lead
to excess and badness. They appeal to short‐term morality that o en leads to long‐term suﬀering and
even immorality. You have to keep your head firmly grounded in prac cal reality or you will go astray.
It is possible to imagine “pie in the sky” supposedly be er systems as the Communists did un l the fall
of Russia, and as Socialists s ll do in the United States. But those systems are not prac cally reachable.
The real world is not like that, human nature is not like that, society is not like that, and none of them
can ever be like that. The failure of Communism and of various socialisms is clear proof. The failure of
en tlement programs in the United States is clear proof. People need to wake up to reality and they
should help with what we’ve got that really works rather than trying to change it into what doesn’t work
or improve it into what doesn’t work.
The people in the United States who suﬀer by comparison to well‐oﬀ groups in the United States do not
really suﬀer in some absolute sense and they do not suﬀer by comparison to the poor elsewhere. They
can get medical care, food for their children, enough shelter, and enough educa on. All the individuals

in so‐called disadvantaged groups in the United States who have real talent can find a way to advance.
We have long had enough educa on and other programs to make sure. If people in those groups do not
advance, it is not through lack of opportunity. Even in bad schools, a good student can find teachers and
resources to show his‐her talent and work ethic.
With a focus on business, America can have all it wants including freedom, security, and more‐than‐
enough fairness. Without a focus on business, America can have nothing. You choose.
America is all about business. Business is what makes America and makes America great (again).
If you par cipate in business, as owner, financier, maker, worker, consumer, teacher, minister, priest,
poli cal leader, athlete, or ar st, then you are part of America and its greatness. If you don’t chose to
par cipate, you are not fully American and can’t be great.
The economy does have some weaknesses and some “holes”, and these faults do result in a bit of small
endemic unfairness, but nothing we really have to worry about.
On the whole, the economy runs great. Anybody who has any talent, is able bodied and‐or able minded,
has had a li le educa on, is willing to work, has a half‐way decent a tude, and gets along with people
this side of killing them, can find work or can find an enterprise, can make it, and can be well on the way
to the American Dream. There is no excuse for anyone not to make it. There is no reason why anyone
can’t get by. Even people who are not very smart and who have a physical issue can make it, and many
have.
By “make it” we mean “make it”. People need not se le with just ge ng by. People need not se le for
living in an apartment or rental house and paying rent all their lives. People can have a job and make
enough to buy a house, buy all the insurance they need, educate their kids, and put by enough to re re
comfortably. Nobody needs to really worry.
We need some programs for people who are handicapped enough mentally and physically but there are
not too many of those people and so we don’t need large programs. Programs that try to help people
who are not handicapped only en ce able‐bodied able‐minded people to be lazy and to ruin the system
for the rest of us who work hard.
The state should never interfere in the economy and it should never interfere with business. Especially
the state should not help groups that want to restrain business such as labor unions. The state cannot
defend, finance, or promote those people. The state should never help groups that want to get in the
way of business by withholding nature and natural resources. The state should never make us clean our
own pollu on and the state does not need to make us clean our own pollu on because nature does that
for us for free.

Although the economy is on‐the‐whole great, some mes it does need tuning up. Some mes it is not
humming in boom mode. Some mes unemployment goes up enough to get people to vote wrongly. In
those cases, we should not follow Liberal policies of working with what economists call “demand”.
Instead we should follow the tried‐and‐true way of working through what economists call “supply” or,
since Reagan, “supply side”. We should work through business. We should do what s mulates business
and keeps business s mulated. When business has enough working capital, that is money to invest, it
will make things or provide services, and thus provide jobs, and people will buy those things with what
they make with their jobs, and everybody will be fine. We should always work through business; we
should never work through labor or demand.
The economy will grow on its own if we don’t hamper it. If we want the economy to grow faster than
that, and to grow ever more con nuously, we can keep s mula ng business ever more with the same
methods. The state should keep in place policies that promote business. . The state should be always
on the lookout for ways to help business such as by oﬀering mining concessions, lumbering concession,
and building roads.
There is a minor contradic on but nothing to worry about. On the one hand, the economy does just fine
without the state and the state should never interfere. We believe in the free market just as the old
economists used to say. The state should not support labor or any supposedly disadvantaged group. On
the other hand, the state should interfere to help business, and, quite o en the state needs to interfere
to help. There is unemployment. There are bad jobs. Big firms don’t make enough profit. There is not
enough money to invest. The interest rates for business loans are too high. But it is best not to look too
long at this contradic on. This contradic on is misleading. The point is to keep business going at a fairly
brisk pace by whatever means necessary. The jargon about no state interference is not intended to
apply to business but is intended to give a secure ra onale for suppressing the enemies of business,
including, some mes, the state.
The economy is not intrinsically unfair enough to cause any real problems if people have the right
a tude and are willing to work. Even if unemployment and poor employment runs in groups such as by
ethnicity (Blacks) or religion (Catholics or Muslims), even if unequal pay runs by gender so women make
less than men for comparable work, grouping does not show that the economy is intrinsically unfair.
Anybody in those groups could make it if he‐she would do what needs to be done, get some educa on,
get some training, develop the right a tude, get a job, work your way up, and find opportuni es ‐ man
or woman, White or Black, Chris an or Muslim. No business person has prejudice against these kinds of
people no ma er what color or gender. These people are always an asset. They make money for any
business and all business knows it. Business will hire all the people who show the right a tude.
If anybody can make it, and some people don’t make it, then that can be only because they have a bad
a tude. If the bad a tude runs in a group such as an ethnic, religious, or gender group, then that
whole group will have trouble and should have trouble. It is not the fault of business, and it is not the
fault of people who do work hard and do make it, and we should not be forced to make up for their bad
a tude and bad acts.

If the people in the group with a bad a tude cause people outside the group, cause business firms, to
judge the otherwise good people in the group, the people who otherwise try hard, to judge not by
individual talent and eﬀort, to judge not according to individual merit, that kind of judgment it is not the
fault of business firms or people. You can’t judge every apple individually. If a lot of apples in a barrel
are bad, you throw away that whole barrel and go to the next. Moving on is not prejudice against those
apples or any apples. It is ra onal decision making. It is ra onal business prac ce. If a group with a bad
a tude doesn’t want its good people to be assessed according to the generally low group standard,
then that group has to change the bad a tude of the group as a whole, and it has show clearly to the
whole country that it has changed. If not, business firms always can, and should, go to another barrel. If
business can’t rely on Blacks, it can and should go to Hispanics and Muslims. There is nothing morally or
financially wrong with that decision. Other people make it about business firms all the me.
Let’s get clear about jobs. These days, people need a job to make a living, and people need good jobs to
raise their kids right, live safely, and live old age decently. They need secure jobs that don’t come and
go. Where do you think good secure jobs come from? Do you really think government programs make
jobs? Maybe, maybe, more people work for small business firms than big business, but, in fact, secure
good jobs are found in big business firms. Where do you think people go to look for good secure jobs?
They don’t go to some kid in a garage with an app. They go to Google, Microso , Intel, and AMD. If you
really want Americans to do well, you have to make sure big business does well. If you want big
business to do well, you had be er follow the policies, do the acts, and not do the acts, that make big
business do well. Why do you think people would rather go to a big university with a good name or to a
college with a good name instead of to a cheaper local community college that actually oﬀers a be er
quality of educa on? You had be er do what makes big business grow and so creates the jobs that
make people happy and get votes. You had be er not do what hurts big business, loses jobs, and loses
votes. You had be er pay a en on to what we say here.
Beware of programs that help people who won’t look for work. Those programs enable bad a tudes
and en ce otherwise decent people into bad a tudes. They are another case of supposedly good ideas
gone bad. Look at the evidence. We have had decades of welfare and Aﬃrma ve Ac on, and nothing is
any diﬀerent. The fact that nothing is diﬀerent cannot be evidence that the economy is intrinsically
flawed. It has to be evidence that programs don’t work. It has to be evidence for the bad a tude of the
people on the programs and en ced by the programs.
Business people know that it is cheaper to keep a person on welfare or unemployment insurance than
to keep him‐her in prison. S ll, to have even some people a lot of welfare and unemployment insurance
sets a bad example and it leads to all those en tlement programs ballooning far beyond their original
projected costs. Then, in the long run, it might be cheaper to keep a few more people in prison so a lot
fewer people go on welfare.
The programs, and other bad Liberal policies, distort and shrink the whole economy. Because the whole
economy is smaller than it should be, there is unemployment where there should be full employment,

and bad jobs where there should be good jobs. Programs and Liberal policies actually do the opposite of
what is intended. They take away jobs from people with a good a tude who otherwise could get jobs,
and make the people with good a tudes and jobs pay for the people with bad a tudes and a free ride
from the state. Taking away the programs would actually create jobs for people with good a tudes.
Besides directly s mula ng business, that is the only way to create real jobs.
In the same way, taking capital away from business distorts and shrinks the economy. It makes fewer
business firms, small business firms, and so fewer and worse jobs. Making sure that business has all the
capital (money) that it needs is the other best way to make prosperity and jobs. It is the best way to
make prosperity and jobs. Any program that takes capital away from business actually takes away good
jobs and all jobs.
The best way not to take capital from business is not to tax business. Think about it. Business people do
not sit on their profits like a dragon on a hoard of gold and they really don’t spend it all on foolishness
such as cocaine and pros tutes. Business people reinvest. They make their business bigger. They start
new businesses. They work like driven dogs. They create jobs. They create good jobs. If we didn’t take
profit at all it would be be er than to tax it even at a low rate. The lower the rate of tax on profit is, the
be er.
We can go further. Business can always use more money to invest. Give business low interest rates and
so make it easy to borrow and invest. Give business government loans. Give business free money as in
Japan and China. Let the state take on some of the big risk for business and so make the general climate
of investment be er as when the state builds roads, guarantees a big stadium, or gives tax breaks to
firms that invest in the local area. Take money from people not likely to use the money for investment,
or not likely to use it well, and give the money to business. The upper middle and upper classes invest
their income while the poor and working class do not. So, tax the poor and working class to the extent
they can stand it, without making them insecure or making it hard for their children to get along, and
give that money to business. A sales tax does this job without seeming to do it. It taxes the poor and
working class without taxing business, so the state gets the revenue it needs without taxing business,
the business tax can be less, and business can have more profit to invest, grow the economy, and make
good jobs.
Another way to invest in business by taking money away from people who don’t use it well is to invest in
a big military. Nobody can argue with that, especially the working class who tradi onally support a big
military.
Another way is to go into debt. As long as the borrowed money is used for business, and as long as the
common taxpayers repay most of the debt through infla on and increased taxes, then it is like a tax
increase on them but not on business.
Mike says: As a ma er of fact, usually the US economy is awash in capital (money) and it rarely faces a
shortage of money to invest. Interest rates are never low enough to make business people happy but

they never really face a shortage of money. Business does not need more money so as to invest, grow,
and make good jobs. Business needs be er sense and be er ins tu ons. Republicans reply: Mike
doesn’t know what he is wri ng about. There is never enough money for investment. If there was
always enough money, interest rates would not be so high. We would not have to pay people interest
to put money in the bank. Business can always use more money. Business always uses the money that
it gets to invest to grow the economy to make good jobs. Mike says Republicans are wrong.
Republicans say: What business does through its masses of capital and constant investment never
distorts, harms, or shrinks the economy. It never causes bad investment in bad enterprise. It never
over‐extends and so invites retrenchment and recession. It never leads to fewer jobs and bad jobs. It
always and only does good and makes good jobs.
Mike says: Once, referring to the events in the story just below, President Kennedy said “A rising de
floats all boats”. Since then, that slogan has become a Republican highest holy mantra. It might be
correct about boats but wrong about economies. A pie with holes, missing pieces, and ro ng pieces is
the same pie if all we do is make it bigger and don’t fix the problems. A bigger pie with unemployment
and bad jobs is s ll a pie with unemployment and bad jobs, and it has bigger gaps between winners and
losers too.
Mike says: In the 1960s, following LIBERAL advisors, President Kennedy finagled Congress into lowering
taxes although America faced a mild recession. He put more money in the hands of CONSUMERS, not
business, thus s mulated buying, indirectly s mulated business, and so made the whole economy larger
for a while. That, in turn, would result not in a loss of overall revenue to the federal government but in
steady revenue. This LIBERAL plan seemingly worked. The US recovered from the recession and the US
federal government actually gained more revenue. The recovery would have happened anyway, and
the gain in revenue likely was due more to the recovery than the tax change; the tax change likely was
ineﬀec ve at best; but that part of the story never surfaces. As far as I know, even with the Reagan tax
plan, never again has the federal government gained more revenue from lower taxes. Almost always, it
goes further in debt, as it did under Reagan and it has since Reagan. For Republicans, this episode from
Kennedy is a story from the Bible. According to Republicans, taxes are always too high no ma er how
low; the economy always grows; lower taxes always help the economy grow; and we always get more
total state revenue when we lower taxes. So the greatest revenue for the state would be gained if we
had no taxes at all. Neither Republicans nor Democrats give any thought to the op mum level of taxes
not for a robust economy, nor for total state revenue over the long haul, nor for the best way to take
taxes from various groups. Ouch.
We Republicans are winning the ba le to recruit those families that are able to get and hold secure jobs,
or at least winning the ba le for families who are able and who get enough wealth and security to have
poli cal clout as well. We have to convince them we are their best chance to get it and hold it, even if
they are in a slight minority in the na on as a whole. We have done that and we can con nue to do it.

We don’t have to care about any families that are not likely to get enough security and surplus wealth
and power, or not likely to hold enough security and surplus wealth and power. No ma er how many of
them there are, if we hold enough successful families, then they cannot overcome us. We don’t care
about them in any other way.
The ethnic and religious aﬃlia on of the families that we want does not ma er. They can be White,
Black, Asian, Hispanic, Protestant, Roman Catholic, or, these days, Hindu. It does not ma er if the heads
of the families are gay or straight. It does not ma er of there are single parent, dual parent, or three or
more. It does not ma er if they are led by men or women. It does not ma er if they are working class,
white collar, pink collar, or high‐end suits. What ma ers is they are part of a self‐sustaining economic
and poli cal pa ern in which they help us get and hold other similar families. As a ma er of historical
dri , in America, it is White families, with a married man and woman as heads, nominally headed by the
man, of Chris an or Jewish faith, previously Protestant but now Catholic or Protestant, who formed this
base in the past and so can form a base in the future for us. In the not‐too‐distant future, gay people,
gay families, Hispanic Catholics, South Asian Hindus, and likely some Muslims, will be the right kinds of
families, and we have to find ways to appeal to them too. We think we can do this as long as the White
Chris ans don’t get in the way too much.
Democrats (Liberals) appeal to families that are not likely enough to get and hold enough security and
wealth. They do not form enough of a power base even if they have the numbers. Liberals are not likely
to be able to recruit enough successful families away from our base.
What ma ers is not really Republican versus Liberal, Right versus Wing, those without a heart versus
bleeding hearts, those with a brain versus the silly ideologues, goodly versus the ungodly, or even order
versus chaos. What really ma ers is winners versus losers, haves versus have‐nots, those with a future
versus those without. See the movie “Shooter” with Mark Wahlberg.
To hold and keep power, it helps to have support from among the people who make it at a lower level
(middle class), from the people who scrabble to make it (stable working class), and from the people who
might not make it but s ll hope to make or hope their children will make it (the working class with some
security and maybe some benefits). We need help from among the working middle class and especially
from among the working class who have half‐way decent jobs and some security. We need to convince
them that their best hope for their children to really make it lies with us, Liberals are willing to sacrifice
them to get support from minori es and the poor, and Liberals are set to undermine the future of their
children. To do this, we have to undermine not only the poli cal credibility of Liberals but also their
moral and religious credibility. Luckily our task is not hard. Liberals so clearly pander to minori es and
other people who don’t fit our needs that people who do fit our needs see right through Liberals and
run to us. We have succeeded well so far and we can con nue to do so as long as we give the marginal
people on our side branches to hang on to and bones to chew. The 1970s and 1980s were a gi to us, a
gi we should cherish, hold on to, and make the most of.

Who are the ul mate beneficiaries? Un l about the 1990s, Republicans could make a plausible case, at
least to themselves, that they represent the United States. What benefi ed them benefi ed the US as
well. Moreover, the best way to benefit America is to benefit Republicans. Whatever hurts Republicans
also hurts America. In the 1950s, the President of General Motors said “What’s good for business is
good for America”. I cannot remember which President said “The business of America is business” but I
think Calvin Coolidge in the 1920s. Because Liberals and their followers hurt business, they also hurt
Republicans, and hurt America. They are un‐American.
Beginning in the 1970s, when much of labor and the middle class switched to the Republican Party, for a
while, it was easier to make the case that what benefits Republicans benefits America.
Since the 1980s, with “outsourcing”, growing dispari es in income and wealth, and the rising costs of
housing, educa on, medical care, transporta on, and communica on, the link between Republicans,
wealthy people, business, and America has been harder to make. Wealthy and powerful people in
America are now as closely linked to wealthy and powerful people in England, Germany, France, Russia,
Japan, Korea, China, and other na ons as they are to the upper middle class, middle class, and stable
working class in America. What hurts the wealthy and powerful in Korea also hurts the wealthy and
powerful in America, and vice versa. Does what hurts the wealthy also hurt America? What helps the
wealthy and powerful in China also o en helps the wealthy and powerful in America? Does that help or
hurt America? In part, the close examina on of es between the camp of Donald Trump with Russia
was about this ques on.
It is all‐well‐and‐good to say that fairness or some other similar Liberal value is the true best interest of
America; people feel morally warm when they say something like that. But that is not realis c. We
cannot have fairness if we don’t have enough wealth to go around. In America, we need more than
enough for spoiled food and a n can roof, we need enough for the American dream including health
care, re rement, and the success of our children. To get that, we need prosperity. If we don’t have
enough prosperity, Americans will be at each other. To realis cally put into opera on any other value,
including fairness, social jus ce, racial harmony, no discrimina on, safety, security for women, taking
care of nature, and gay rights, we need enough wealth first. To get enough wealth first, we have to be
realis c and tough. To be realis c and get enough wealth, we have to think like Republicans. We have
to put business first. There is no other way.
To have enough na onal security, we need enough wealth. To get enough wealth, we need to think like
Republicans. We have to put business first. We have to put big business first. There is no other way. If
pu ng big business first in America shows up the worldwide es of big business, then so be it. There is
s ll a net gain for Americans. There is no other way.
It is not correct to say: We can meet non‐business values now because we are already rich enough; we
have already put business first for a long me and so gained the wealth that allows us to act on other
values; now we can be the real moral people that we want to be; we can let business take second place
for a short while during which we show the American morality that underlies it all; if we don’t do this,

we are deluding ourselves and merely finding a ra onale for greed. That sounds good but we simply are
not there yet. The presence of the poor and unstable working class are not only evidence of some slight
unfairness, more importantly, they show that America is NOT wealthy and strong enough yet. We have
a ways to go before we can indulge in unneeded morality. The need for security that drives the working
class and middle class is not an illusion and it applies not only to them but na on as a whole. When the
na on is rich enough, then the poor will pre y much disappear on their own. When the poor disappear
on their own, then we can take it as a sign from God that we are rich enough, and we can tend to other
moral issues. Naturally, when the poor disappear on their own, we won’t have to tend to that par cular
moral issue, and a lot of other moral issues will diminish as well. Focus on business. You are not wrong
or immoral to do so. You are moral and right to do so.
As of 2018, likely most people bought this argument because they were afraid of Liberals and the poor
than because they really believed it. Rather than think more business, wealth, and power will solve all
of America’s problems, and let us be the moral people we really are, they want to make sure the poor
do not take away what they already have. S ll, enough people do accept it.
Religion and Modern ConservaƟves
To get across a sense of why tradi onal religion and modern Conserva ves get along, it is useful to
describe what happened as Chris anity began to be widely accepted in the Roman Empire. If this kind
of history bores you, you can skip it, but you won’t get the real story.
At first, despite some Apostles being fisher folk, Chris anity was not a rural religion. It was a religion for
semi‐skilled and skilled urban workers and small business people. Jesus was of that class. Chris anity
did not spread in the countryside. The emissaries that Jesus sent to the countryside failed. Chris anity
spread from city to city, and then out from the ci es. It was much like Chris an Science, Methodism,
Buddhism, or Islam in the last two hundred years in the West.
When Chris anity became common, Chris ans met s ﬀ resistance from rural people. Country people
did not wish to give up the tradi onal gods and in par cular they did not wish to give up the tradi onal
gods of the hearth fire and family. They used their gods to hold the family intact in a changing world.
They held to the religion of the family. Tradi onal religion upheld the family and they upheld tradi onal
religion. A person from the countryside was called a “pagan”. The religion of the countryside was
“paganism”. The hip urban Chris ans with their new god for the new age looked on the country people
as backwards, with old gods that were never real, were outmoded, and a hindrance. In modern mes,
fundamental simple Chris ans of the country side, those who listen to “big hat, big hair, much makeup”
country music, hold family values, iden fy Jesus with the family, worship old gods, and move to ci es
where they carry on the old ways on smaller plots of land, are the pagans and their religion is paganism.
Their religion of the family would be quite familiar to the pagans of early Chris anity. They are what the
early Chris ans had to overcome to spread the word of Jesus. Eventually, the pagans actually won. The
pagans absorbed Chris anity, and Chris anity reverted to the religion of old gods with new names such
as Father El‐Yahweh, Jesus, Mother Mary, Joseph, and Paul. Chris anity‐as‐paganism‐of the‐family is

more fi ng to human nature than is the original religion of Jesus. The two religions can get along, and
do so for many Chris ans. But, when the religions clash, usually it is the pagan religion of the family and
the old‐gods‐with‐new‐names that wins out and that serves the state best.
The Roman emperors and poli cians found the pagans (country tradi onal people) useful. They could
be used to slow social trends when needed, and to resist foreign influences. They could be used in the
military. They could be used to build monuments and fill stadiums. They paid taxes even while all the
Senate and ruling class were exempt from taxes. The ruling class selec vely supported the pagans and
the pagans supported the ruling class – all just like now. When the old gods got new names but the old
religion of the family came back in new form, the ruling class found it useful to go along with the new
names and to use the new‐old religion for the state.
In this story, it is temp ng to iden fy Liberals with then‐new Chris ans, and the comparison does hold
up in some ways. But to be fair about that comparison would take more space than can given to it here.
Don’t slide into a simplis c view that real Chris ans and Liberals are just the same. Of course, modern
Conserva ves‐Republicans and the real original religion of Jesus are not the same either.
The actual theological content of current paganism (Chris anity) is largely irrelevant to the ruling class.
It is very likely that family will be a big part of the content always.
It helps to have par cular issues that can be used to consistently separate Conserva ves‐Republicans
from Liberals‐Conserva ves and to force people into “us versus them”. Republicans need to convince
the working and middle classes, get them on one side of the issue, and convince them God definitely is
on that side of the issue. It helps if the issue never really goes away and always smolders. It does not
ma er if the issue is really important for deep ma ers like flaws in the economy. Likely abor on has
served that need most o en in the United States. I have wri en on abor on elsewhere and don’t go
over it again here. If you think about how abor on has been cast in terms of “Life” versus “Choice”, and
the importance of both key word‐symbols, you will get the idea.
Do working class and middle class Republicans really believe that God cares that much about abor on or
about the arcane details of catechism class that God will destroy the US if we get it a li le bit wrong, a
li le bit Liberal? Some do but I doubt most do. I think most would like to manage the issues, especially
abor on, and they are willing to go along with being used as poli cal soldiers because it makes them
feel good about themselves. In other mes, in other places, they would not care nearly so much about
those issues as long as there was no flagrant moral abuse. Do poli cians who use the new paganism
(Chris anity) believe in the details of fundamentalist religion, know the details of the true religion from
catechism class, believe God cares about those details, or believe God will hurt the US if the US does not
toe the line to the last iota? Again, a few do, but likely the large majority are content to go to church, to
get righteous when it works, and to use the mass of people through religion. What will happen to all
these people when they die and have to face God? Luckily, I don’t have to say.

There is no war on Chris ans. That is another ploy in “us versus them”. I am sure old believers in the
Roman Empire felt there was a war on the old gods, the hearth fire, and the family. Democrats are
stupid in their own ways, and their rela on with Chris anity is one of the stupidest. Rather than credit
any religion with any value, some Liberals go a er all religion and all its public dbits. There is no point
in going into detail on why they do this now. Liberals pick mostly on Chris anity because it is the most
obvious public religion in the West and because it is the matrix from which Western values sprung.
Those values have to serve as the basis for a modern plural democracy without referencing religion, and,
to do that, it is useful to sever the public es between the new values and their one‐ me religious base.
So, go a er poor old Chris anity. This is a silly tac c and the sooner it ends the be er. Un l then,
Conserva ves‐Republicans and real Chris ans would be be er oﬀ with pa ence, really understanding
what is going on, explaining to the large majority of decent Liberals what is going on, and finding the
true value in their own beliefs so they can explain that to anyone. Decent Liberals would do well to tell
Liberals who go a er all signs of religious belief, and who go a er Chris anity in par cular, to “shut up”,
and then explain to them the roots of Liberal values in Chris anity and in all religion.
ConservaƟves and the Religious Right
It is extremely unlikely that tradi onal Conserva ves similar to Edmund Burke would have adopted the
ideas of the Religious Right, many of the histrionic people in it, or their tac cs. Conserva ves were truly
religious but not like that. That religion is more a threat to a good state than a help. Those people are
to be controlled rather than used. So what happened about 1980?
The easy‐but overly‐simplis c‐and‐so‐slightly‐wrong answer: Before 1972 or so (Nixon and the Silent
Majority), the Republican Party had been a minority party of upper middle class and upper class people
who had the moderate religion typical of that group. They led poli cally because the working class and
middle class accepted them as leaders at mes, and voted for their candidates, but did not wish to join
the party. When the Democra c Party “went ethnics” “whole hog”, White working class and middle
class people took it that the Democrats had become the party of giving ever‐increasing gi s to Blacks,
and, in the me of Reagan, the White working class and middle class fled Democrats to join Republicans.
The new recruits brought the strong supposedly‐tradi onal religion typical of working and middle
classes. That religion then infected the en re Republican Party. Even if many tradi onal Republicans
didn’t like the new religion (and s ll don’t), they had to pay lip service to it. They had to be born again.
Smart young “comers” such as Newt Gingrich took advantage by making a point of their tradi onal
religious beliefs, and so reinforced the power of the new Religious Right. By 1990, the people who held
a strong supposedly tradi onal religious view could control the whole Party and give the whole Party
their feel. The tail wagged the dog because the tail had grown bigger than the dog because the dog had
invited the tail to do so. On the Internet, you can read the comments of Be y Ford and later the elder
President Bush on abor on to see where the divide had been.
It is incorrect to say the working class, middle class, upper middle class, or upper class is typically more
or less religious than any other class. Likely before 1980, they were all about equally religious and of the
same general lukewarm type. In ordinary mes, the working class and middle class might have brought

some warmer feelings to the Republican Party, as when they supported Goldwater in 1964; but that
small addi onal temperature would have been absorbed quickly enough.
Those were not normal mes. America had just fallen oﬀ its pinnacle, good jobs were disappearing, jobs
were turning from good to bad, costs were rising, the bo om got bigger and harder to climb out of, and
the working class and middle class were afraid their children would fall in and never rise out again.
Under those condi ons, the working class and middle class do adopt fervent fundamentalist religion.
Many people who had been lukewarm got hot and they got rigid rather than pliable. This is a big part of
what happened also to spur the rise of fundamentalist Islam and Hinduism. Men who can’t get jobs or a
girlfriend get hos le and religious. Men who get a job but are sure they will never be accepted or never
accepted according to their full worth, get hos le and religious. Women who can’t get enough security
to raise children, get hos le and religious. See the movie “Syriana” with George Clooney.
When the working class and the middle class joined the Republican Party en masse in the middle 1970s,
that despera on‐anger‐and‐religious fervor is the mindset that they brought with them. Rather than try
to mold the new members into what could be long‐term good members of the old Republican Party, in a
new good America led by the Republican Party, the Party fanned the flames and used them to burn in
Reagan‐ism and to burn down the Democra c Party. Then the tail wagged the dog and has been
wagging ever since. There is no point in going through more details.
The Great Recession of 2007 was a huge boost to the 1970s mentality, and it fanned the same flames,
the same fears. Donald Trump saw that this element had no place to go other than the Republican Party
and would support their kind of candidate through the mechanism of the tradi onal Republican Party
even if their kind of candidate was not what the old Republican Party would have supported in the past.
Because of all the changes since 1970 and the changes since the Great Recession of 2007, there were
enough fana c White people worried about the future of their kids to elect Trump President, even
without the majority of the popular vote, and they did.
Do these people really believe God will smite America if America does not live up to their crazy religious
view? Do these people really believe God will reward America with a good job for all Chris ans and a
large profit margin for all Chris an business firms if they force their moral code on America? Some likely
do but I think most do not. They want to force the ins tu onal condi ons that will make sure their kids
get good jobs and succeed regardless of what happens to the kids of others. If they have to force down
the children of others, and make sure there is a big lower class, to make sure their children succeed,
they are happy to do that. If they can use religious mo fs to band together to get the power to make
sure they succeed in America while others fail, they do so happily. Religious crazies in other countries
do the same, Muslims in Muslim na ons and Hindus in India.
Why don’t tradi onal Republican leaders stand up to the misguided fold and the rascals, like old true
Conserva ves? Because anyone who did so would be turned out of oﬃce by someone else of his‐her
own Party, someone who would cater to the Religious Right. So, in the end, the Party consists of those
poli cians who can kiss up to the Religious Right consistently enough.

The same thing happens to Liberals in the Democra c Party who want to argue against favoring Black
voters or any ethnic group and‐or who want to argue for a centrist approach to government and the
economy.
BTW, I blame the Great Recession of 2007 mostly on Republicans. I blame much of the success of the
Religious Right on Democrats because they have not been able to explain the world, explain America,
explain what is going on, or oﬀer any half‐way believable alterna ve to the Republicans since about
1966. That is not likely to change.
More on Republican Small Government
Please see “History 7” above.
Small government cannot possibly mean what Republicans say it means. States that vote consistently
Republican (“red” states) receive more in federal aid than they pay in taxes. The working class, middle
class, and upper middle class voters who consistently vote Republican usually get more in benefits (not
direct payments) from the state than they pay in taxes, benefits such as low cost educa on, police
protec on, fire protec on, insurance subsidies especially on their homes, and medical care. “Corporate
welfare” is real and it benefits the secure working and middle class who call for small government. Since
Reagan, Republicans have been the biggest spenders. Reagan and G.W. Bush grew the deficit faster and
larger than anyone while the deficit diminished under Clinton and did not grow as fast as expected
under Obama. Military spending benefits working and middle class Republicans heavily, and the military
is totally “big government” and totally subsidized. Jimmy Carter deregulated more than Ronald Reagan.
Democrats are more adept at balancing the budget and lowering the deficit than Republicans. Through
not ge ng tax breaks, renters, the poor, subsidize house buyers, the working class and middle class, in
hundreds of billions of dollars per year. Tax breaks favor the middle class and upper middle class; and
those breaks amount to benefits just as much as welfare. Moderately poor people and poor working
people pay a greater share of their income in taxes than do working people, middle class people, and
upper middle class people. If the state made parents pay for what college really costs, working class
kids, middle class kids, and their parents would riot immediately all over the country. The only people
who might really want small government are Libertarians and I think they only want it because they
know it will never come to pass because it would be a disaster.
What, then, do “small government” and the call for “small government” really mean? Why do people
con nue to call for small government and why do people con nue to buy into the slogan?
I do not refer to cases where the state obviously over‐regulated or over‐enforced. We all have stories
but they don’t get to the general pa ern that really counts. The state does increase regula on and
enforcement as a way to increase its overall size and power but that too is not what I am a er. You
have to think beyond your situa on and the stories of people like you that you agree with.

“Less government” is a way to say “Reduce the benefits of other people, especially who might be my
rivals and whose children might be rivals of my children, even while you keep my benefits, or increase
my benefits, and especially while you increase the chances of my children for success. Reduce my taxes
for my share of benefits while increasing the taxes of other people who get less in benefits than me so
that they pay for my increased benefits. Keep or increase the ins tu ons and programs that help me
and my children while you eliminate and reduce the programs that help people who are our rivals”.
Everyone would like to say this but not everybody can get away with saying it. The clients of Liberals,
such as ethnic minori es, can say it in diﬀerent language such as “We have been mistreated, we are s ll
mistreated, and you have to give us benefits to make up for it, benefits that other people pay for, even if
it hurts them more than it helps us”. The clients of Republicans say “Less Government”. Republican
poli cians know quite well what it really means.
Not funding programs that should be funded such as Head Start is the same thing. In some cases, this
tac c of not funding is an out‐and‐out sin. It is lying and hypocrisy, and it hurts those who need help.
We need an accoun ng of what people really pay in all taxes and fees and what people receive through
all programs, ins tu ons, projects, subsidies, corporate welfare directly and indirectly, and tax breaks.
We need an assessment of what really works. Private groups do this kind of accoun ng but disagree
enough so that it is easy to use one group to make one case and another to make another case. On the
whole, they agree with what I said above. To some extent, the federal General Accoun ng Oﬃce, the
Congressional Budget Oﬃce, and the Bureau of Labor Sta s cs, do this job, but I cannot present their
data here, tell what it means, and interpret for this issue.

PART 15: MORE ON REPUBLICAN VIEWS
Republicans make people feel creepy even when we agree with some points. Republicans show some
contradic ons. They try to have it all ways on more fronts more o en even than do Democrats. As a
result, people don’t know how to take their points.
Heirs to Old Moral‐Religious‐Prac cal Authority and to Modern Economic Authority
As heirs of the old Conserva ves, Republicans assert tradi onal moral‐and‐religious authority and the
tradi onal authority on prac cal issues that comes with moral‐and‐religious authority. They can tell
everybody else what is right and wrong, why it is right and wrong, if it came from God, and what works
as a result of being right and wrong. As business boosters, Republicans also inherited the authority on
prac cal ma ers that came from the original Liberal economists (roughly, before Keynes, and including
select aspects of Keynes if you accept Nixon’s statement that “we are all Keynesians now”). They can
tell everybody how to best run the economy and the country. The mix of tradi onal moral‐and‐religious
authority, tradi onal prac cal authority, and modern authority about economics does not always work
out. Tradi onal moral‐and‐religious authority and tradi onal prac cal authority always have poten al
to clash – morality versus prac cality has some notorious issues that never go away. On top of that,
tradi onal moral‐and‐religious authority mixed with modern prac cal authority almost are doomed to
clash. Republicans can’t resolve these issues but they do try to have it both ways when contradic on
comes up. When people see that, they feel creepy about Republicans.
Ideally, from both Democrats and Republicans, I would like (1) a set of important first principles such as
“make sense” or “God said this”, from which I can get (2) some general rules such as “fairness” and
“equal opportunity but not necessarily equal outcome”, and, from those, (3) decide par cular cases
such as whether to allow school vouchers for parents who send their children to private school and if
the small nuclear family is absolutely basic, poten ally universal, a moral impera ve, and enough on
which to build a na on. I don’t expect perfect consistency but I would like enough consistency so I can
judge if arguments make sense to me. Nobody gets that from either Party. You don’t get perfect
consistency from my basic principles and some following conclusions, as given in other work. Instead,
from poli cal par es, we get vague principles that can support about anything, o en made up on‐the‐
spot to support a posi on in a par cular case that was decided for en rely diﬀerent reasons such as to
keep a client group. For reasons that become apparent, I want a bit more consistency from Republicans
than Democrats but don’t get it. Without at least some “bare bones” consistency flowing from basic
principles, we have to decide consistency in par cular cases, which means we have to bicker endlessly
about par cular cases. I don’t know what to do about this annoying silliness except what I am doing in
this paper.

The first ques on anybody always should ask any Republican: “What are you trying to conserve? What
are you trying to preserve? Why that and not this? What is your hierarchy of values and of prac cal
concerns?” You rarely get a coherent answer but it is s ll worth asking.
The second ques on applies to Republicans but not Democrats: “How does religion serve as the basis
for what you are trying to conserve? What religion? What are its principles? How does what you are
trying to conserve follow from the basic ideas of the religion? If you are trying to conserve something
that does not follow from your religious views, what are we to make of this situa on?”
The third ques on: “How is your religion, and what follows from it, compa ble with the fact that other
Republicans believe in other religions? Do all Republicans agree enough on all religions so that we can
trust what you say about religion and real life to apply to all of them and to us? How does the fact that
you rely on religion go along with the American Cons tu on and with modern plural democracies that
feature many religions, many of which are not in the Judeo‐Chris an tradi on? ”
The fourth ques on: “If the principles that you derive from your religion can serve as the basis for a
modern plural democracy with many religions, then why not stand on the principles by themselves
alone apart from any par cular religion, including your own religion?”
It is not enough simply to hate Democrats and their schemes. It is not enough to support whoever fights
Democrats and their schemes. It is not enough to be alright with whatever gets your kids good jobs. As
a Republican, you really do have to answer the ques ons above.
What I Infer of Real Republican Ideas
If Republicans won’t tell us the exact links between God, morality, prac cality, economics, and specific
policies, then we have to infer their principles from what they do. We infer like that all the me as part
of human life in various arenas. Most of what I infer is typical of well known powerful na on states of
the past including Israel, Egypt, Rome, China, and England. It is easy to dismiss what I say as typical of a
class analysis or Marxist analysis but, even my view coincides with other views, it does not mean what I
say is wrong. What I say is true enough. Some mes I speak in my voice but more o en in the voice of a
representa ve Republican. Here is what I infer:
‐Con nuity of us ma ers.
‐We take seriously the ideas of Abraham Lincoln: America is a great experiment and it deserves to be
carried on, by force if need be. Lincoln did not say it as we would say it now but it is clear that Lincoln
believed in God and that America is an experiment by God. We are the stewards of God’s experiment.
We must carry on America and must make America succeed. Many factors contribute to American
success. Two of the factors are force and commercial business. If you wish to disbelieve this view, you
have to re‐think your a tude toward Lincoln and toward the American founders.

‐For con nuity of us, power ma ers. Power really ma ers. We need a resource base including both a
material base and non‐material base of rela onships. To get and hold a resource base, we have to have
power.
‐Other people want a resource base, people in and out of America. There are not enough resources to
support everyone in the world adequately. People who compete with us over resources are enemies.
Our enemies want power and want to take the needed resources. It is unlikely that we can nego ate a
las ng se lement that allows us and our enemies to share resources in a way that is mutually sa sfying.
We have to confront our enemies with superior power. There is no other way.
‐To safeguard power and resources, we need a certain economic and social structure. It helps if the two
kinds of structure reinforce each other. Capitalism gives us that combined structure.
‐“Us” means, first, people who already own things and already have power, that is, the upper class and
the upper middle class. Now “us” also means groups that we need as blocks of voters and ac vists to
support the poli cal process that keeps us in resources and power. So, in America, “us” now also means
much of the middle class who are not aimed at feeling good through fake social jus ce, and most of the
White working class. Later, “us” can include non‐Whites if they rise enough in the class‐power hierarchy
and‐or if they have enough numbers, as, for example, East Asians, South Asians (Indians and Pakistanis),
and Hispanics.
‐We have to lead America correctly. Nobody else can lead America correctly. We might not touch all
the bases – that’s what Democrats are for some mes – but we are the only ones who can keep the
game going. We might have a few confusions but everybody else is caught up in ideological delusions
about human nature and how a real economy works. Only we see human nature, society, and economy
realis cally. If you don’t see this then you cannot understand us.
‐We see realis cally and they cannot see realis cally because we have inherited the wisdom of the old
Conserva ves, the wisdom of the business elite that evolved in the 1800s and 1900s, and God guides us
when needed.
‐If you don’t believe God guides us, and guides us more than them, then also you can’t really know us or
the world. Unlike what TV preaches say, God does not send people to speak for him but uses tradi on,
Republican ideas, and Republican leaders. Few of our leaders are so crazy they think God directly uses
them more than a few minutes out of their whole lives. It is not like that. It is steadier and requires a lot
of work on the part of dedicated individuals. God gives us a mission where we have to fill in the details.
Democrats, Feminists, some crazy people on the Religious Right, old Communists, Russian and Chinese
Fascists, and some other poli cal fac ons, might believe this about themselves but they are wrong and
we are right. We are right because God has given us success so far. The best of our leaders are more
servants and dedicated to service than they are demagogues, despite how the Le portrays us. We are
comfortable with strong leaders but not demagogues.

‐God’s principles are not always what the Religious Right says they are but that is close enough to oﬀer
for public view. We can figure out God’s principles for ourselves and follow them. The remaining points
in this sec on give you a good idea of what we think. Our ideas are not so far from those of old Israel
and young Chris ans. Like the good kings of Israel, our good leaders do not seek absolute power but
seek only enough power to maintain a godly state; we accept God’s correc ons. If we deviate from the
principles of God far enough, God lets us know through problems for the country. So far, we have not
deviated so far that God has abandoned America.
‐To maintain our power coali on, we have to make clear that people not in the coali on are enemies of
people who are in. Under capitalism in the United States, the poor, people with bad jobs, some working
class people, and many non‐Whites but especially Blacks, are out of our coali on. Even more, they are
compe ve enemies of some people in our coali on. They want to take away the power and resource
base of the first “us”, and they want to take the jobs of more recent “us”.
‐The working class and middle class people in our coali on fear the poor and non‐Whites but many of us
do not. It is a common misconcep on of Republicans that we hate anybody who is not us. That is not
true. If the US were ever to get enough world resources and achieve enough las ng prosperity so that
the poor, working class with bad jobs, and lower middle class were not a threat to the working class with
good jobs and middle class, then everything would be fine with us. Then everybody would be on our
side, and we could carry on together.
‐Of course, many of the people in our coali on, including even upper middle class people, are so used to
thinking of the poor and poorer working class as enemies, and thinking of non‐Whites as enemies, that it
might take genera ons of prosperity for them to think of all Americans as in the same boat. That kind of
prosperity is not likely to happen soon.
‐In the mean me, for the working class and middle class to have enemies makes them be er for our
needs and the needs of the na on. They are far more likely to work with us if they think the big threat
comes not from us but from the people lower in the socio‐economic hierarchy. The way that capitalism
worked from about 1880 to 1945, and then again from about 1965 to 1995, that was true enough, and
we used it to build the coali on that we needed.
‐We are not selfish. What we do to help Republicans really does help America. America can be a na on
devoted to social goodness, but, to do that, it has to be a na on and a strong na on. What we do also
helps America to be a good strong na on and to be as just as any na on has ever been in the history of
this world.
‐Without what we do, do you think there would be much social jus ce? Social jus ce is not full and
perfect in America and never will be. Even so, America, with all its flaws, comes closer than any na on
has ever. Even the poor, lower working class, and all the non‐Whites, really are be er oﬀ if we keep our
coali on together and help America than if we succumbed to false tempta on about short term social
jus ce and let America become weak. If America had to scratch for resources like France or England, do

think there would be more or less social jus ce here? Democrats might understand this fact, and those
that do understand won’t admit it, but a lot of working people and non‐Whites understand and some
even admit it.
‐Some mes the new Party members get out of control and elect weirdoes like Newt Gingrich or Donald
Trump, but we can usually keep the Party and the country on track. We put the natural talents of men
like Ronald Reagan to best use. We come back with leaders like George W. Bush (the son) and the men
who served in his Cabinet.
‐If, in the future, the security of the upper class and upper middle class in America becomes more ed to
the security of similar classes in other na ons than to the well‐being of the middle class and working
class in America, then we will work out another arrangement. We won’t u erly abandon Americans but
we might have to get them used to a diﬀerent standard of living, one that s ll fills their needs, but not
one that promises opulence as a carrot.
‐We need to understand that business has to go on. It can speed up as long as that doesn’t undermine
Republican rela ons but it can’t slow down too much or for too long. To get and keep resources, and to
get and keep the socio‐economic system in America, business has to go on fast enough. Anything that
threatens to slow it down too much threatens the whole system.
‐It is not a case of a gradual ge ng smaller or slower. Rather, there is a threshold. Everything is pre y
much alright un l we get to the lower threshold, then the bo om falls out pre y fast, as in the Great
Depression of 1929, or threatens to fall out, as in the Great Recession of 2007. It the economy slows
down a li le bit or speeds up a li le bit above the threshold, that result is alright, as long as we always
stay comfortably above the threshold. If a slow down brings us near the threshold, then something
dras c has to happen such as a war.
‐Also, it is only not a case of America being faster or slower while American capitalism stays above the
threshold. In addi on to staying above the threshold, America has to control enough resources so that
it stays ahead of major compe tors such as Russia and China. America not only has to stay ahead, it has
to stay far enough ahead so they are never likely to catch up and so America can almost impose its will
on a situa on if needed. If we had less power than this, we soon would have no power. Then we could
all live as clients of Vladimir Pu n and enjoy Russian social jus ce.
People have to see many things that Republicans say and do in that light and in the light of preserving
the sustaining socio‐economic power rela ons and business. The truth or not‐truth of any idea is less
relevant than whether an idea threatens to slow down business so much that America falls behind China
and Russia or slows down so much that it nears the threshold of strong concern. Republicans don’t
usually oﬀer anything out‐and‐out immoral, and they do try to oﬀer things that Republicans basically
believe in, but Republicans don’t oﬀer any coherent overall ideology and people shouldn’t expect that.
This might be the best answer to the four ques ons above.

Take global climate change for example. Who cares if it gets a few degrees warmer and some ci es in
the tropics have water problems? If the world gets warm enough, Canada will make a lot of money in
agriculture, and Canada is a friend. If we try to reverse global warming, then we will have to change our
economy so much so fast that it will put us at a temporary disadvantage against China, Russia, India,
Brazil, and a few other countries. We can’t let that happen. We need to slow down. China is working
on cleaner technology now. They got the ideas from us but they will develop the ideas faster because
they want the credit and they want the jump on the market. When global changes are obvious, we are
beginning to lose as a result of its impacts on us, and the technology exists to switch without much pain,
then we will switch. We won’t lose a step. In the mean me, we deny global climate change as a short
term strategy. Denying global climate change makes the an ‐science pro‐religious guys feel happy and
it makes the business people feel we will always put them first. Some Republicans do feel stupid
denying obvious scien fic evidence but we are not scien sts and so we can live with that. We can
always show that we will accept scien fic evidence when the case becomes clear enough.
Take the family as an example. The mythical TV family is one husband and one wife all through their
lives, both live at home, the dad goes to work, the mom tends the home, and the biggest crisis for the
kids is Susie’s hemline. Everybody knows this ideal is out of the reach of any but a small minority of
families. Nowadays, even upper middle class moms have to work or want to work. Even in the past, this
family was not typical of the upper class and upper middle class because of es between families. It is
not the typical family of ancient humans or the typical family in the Bible. But it is the family that makes
life work best for the working class and middle class when things go well. It is a good ideal for them to
strive for and a good ideal that they can use to assess other classes, other ethnic groups, and other
religions. The poor and working class people with only bad jobs can’t possibly live this way. They have
to adopt other strategies to survive including single parents and mul ple spouses with blended families.
Fine, if that means they con nue to supply lost cost workers. It also means working class and middle
class families can look down on the poor and on working class people with only bad jobs. Working class
and middle class people can judge the other people and find them wan ng not only in family life but
morally and religiously. Those people live in broken families. Anybody who lives in broken families is
broken morally and religiously as well. Those kind of people don’t deserve our help and they would only
abuse our help if we give it to them. So, Republicans can support the idealized nuclear family because it
helps keep the classes separated and at odds with each other, and it makes the steady working class and
steady middle class even more our allies. Who cares how people really live as long as they live in ways
that make sense in how we want society to run?
The same is true of gay marriage. It is a good tool whereby the working class and middle class can
despise a big group of people and can use their a tude to unite among themselves and so support good
Republican candidates. Who cares if gay people “shack up” and raise kids? They’ve been doing it for a
long me and nobody cared that much in that many places un l recently. Of course, if gay people do
come to support Republicans because of our economic policy, and it turns out married gay couples turn
out good Republican kids, then we might have to change our stance on gay marriage. It depends a lot
on how “Millienials”, the new key voters, see the situa on.

It is not that we don’t care at all how people live. It would be nice if everyone could have the American
Dream and if everyone could have a good job with high pay and benefits – and also voted Republican, as
likely they would then. But as long as that can’t be, then we have to pay a en on to how the classes fall
out and interact, we have to make sure the dominants among the lower classes and middle classes
come over to our side, and we have to make sure they go along with us. It is not that hard and it does
do the most good given reality.
‐People misunderstand the Republican posi on on happiness in America and on social programs. When
we say we want people to be happy and modestly prosperous, we mean it. When we say we don’t want
people to suﬀer needlessly, we mean it. When we say we want people to advance according to ability,
training, and drive, we mean it. It’s just that, in the real world, things don’t turn out that way as much as
people can imagine. We have to take things as they are in the real world and make the best of that.
Social programs help a li le, and we are glad of that much help, but they hurt more than they help, and
so we have to stop that damage to America. We have to deal with things as they really turn out, not as
we can imagine them. In stopping obviously bad social programs, we again help the steady working
class and middle class against the poor and the unsteady working class.
‐Think about the social programs of the 1950s through early 1970s. Look up the record. We were not
against those programs. The Republican Party as a whole did not endorse the Goldwater Right of the
1950s and 1960s. We are not Birchers. We supported modest social programs. As Republicans like to
say every chance we get, President Nixon created the Environmental Protec on Agency. We were the
Party of Abraham Lincoln, Nelson Rockefeller, and the Doles more than of Ronald Reagan or the
Religious Right. We like to conserve nature, and not just so we can hunt ducks. But a er the programs
got going, people abused them. People took more than they should; stayed on programs rather than go
back to work; did not get useful training; and three mes as many people, or ten mes, got on programs
than programs could sustain. We can’t do that; we can’t put up with that. This judgment is more
prac cal than moral here but it is both and has to be both. Some Republicans predicted that outcome
but we had to go along with the rest of the country to try the experiment. When the experiment largely
failed, then we had to accept and use that result too. The working people and middle class people who
had to bear the brunt of support for the programs began to hate the programs and the people in them.
So Republicans did what we could to turn the overall situa on to the good of the country. We a racted
the disgruntled mostly White and Asian people into the Party. We pointed out that the programs did
more harm than good. We condemned the moral quality of people in the programs. We condemned
the costs and unfairness – and the programs really are costly and unfair. We made a show of not
funding and of cu ng back whenever we could. We did not create that conflict; if anybody created it,
the Democrats and their clients did. But we could use the gi when it came. It was a gi not just for us
but for the whole na on.
If we could develop limited programs that actually work, do not balloon up, and really train American
workers for the jobs that American can hold in the future, at appropriately limited salaries, then we
Republicans would go for those programs.

‐We have to be careful with programs like Social Security and “Obama” Care. In fact, correctly managed,
those programs can help the steady working class and middle class and can turn them to the Republican
Party. We don’t really want to destroy those programs. We don’t really want to destroy Social Security
just to pacify a few up‐and‐coming‐go‐ge er “Millenials”. Now that we have socialized medicine, we
don’t really want to destroy the system. We do want to manage socialized medicine so White steady
working people and middle class people (and maybe East Asian, South Asian, and some Hispanics) get
enough care when they need it but so that working people with bad jobs and poor people don’t so much
care, and drive up prices so far, that they endanger the steady working class and middle class. We have
to remind the steady working class and the middle class that the poor and the unsteady working class
are trying always to get more medical care and to make the steady working class and the middle class
pay for it.
‐Contrary to what people think, Republicans don’t hate anyone just because of his‐her race, skin color,
gender, religion, or na onal origin. What ma ers is whether you agree with our view and you are in a
posi on to aid. It also helps if you have a stake in the game that is similar to our stake, that is, you are in
the comfortable middle class, upper middle class, or upper class. You don’t have to be rich. You can be
in the military or academia. We are comfortable with Blacks with this status. Republicans are nervous
around Blacks for some of the reasons described below but mostly because too many Blacks won’t see
(not merely can’t, but won’t) that there is no way completely out of class‐based rela ons, and that class
and race have overlapped for all of human history.
It is possible to separate class and race but that would mean a diﬀerent system that we have in the
United States.
We could work toward that diﬀerent system but only if Black leaders and Black people in general would
accept the reali es of the world and would help us keep security for America and everyone in it.
It is almost impossible to sort people out by talent individually. Almost always class has a group eﬀect
such as through race or religion. So we would need another basis for moving people to the class of the
poor and insecure working people, a basis such as religion or another race. This does not mean that all
people of any one par cular race or religion would be poor or that all people of any one race or religion
would be middle class. Race and religion would be factors but Black would not be as big a factor as it is
now. All this would be hard to do in America now.
Black people will not see this reality about class, and, un l they do see this, li le more can be done, and
likely Blacks won’t get what they want. Poor Whites, Hispanics, and Na ve Americans get this picture
clearly.
We could make America so prosperous in general and oﬀer enough opportunity that to be a poor child
would not mean to suﬀer greatly or not to have your talent recognized. Honestly, Republicans would
look forward to that system. But we are far from that now.

We would have to undo the rela ons that grew in the 1970s when Blacks became enemies with secure
working class and middle class Whites, Asians, and Hispanics. Now, a er forty years, undoing the 1970s
would be harder than finding a system to give good opportunity to all children, even the children of the
poor, without also suppor ng their obnoxious parents.
‐So far, Republican points have been give more from a prac cal than a moral view but we should not
overlook the moral heritage from the old Conserva ves or overlook the role that belief in our rela on to
God plays.
‐People move toward‐or‐away from a socio‐economic class not only because of their talent, training,
drive, background, and the forces of class dynamics but also due to their character, a tude, customs,
and habits, that is, their morality. It is not only prejudice that keeps people poor and badly employed
but more so their morality. People do have to overcome class barriers, but people with the right moral
character o en can do so, not all the me but o en enough so prejudice and class iner a are not the
decisive factors now. The decisive factors now are moral. People with a bad moral character some mes
do rise up, at least for a while, but they do not stay there long.
The people who rise and who stay high, and who give the benefit of a good start to their children, have a
good moral character. People can see a good moral character. People who already have made it help
people with a good moral character and they do not help, or hinder, people with a bad moral character.
Thus, people of a good moral character succeed and people of a bad moral character fall back, and the
process feeds on itself. This is as it should be.
‐Cri cs say we blame the vic m and we are racist. The cri cs are wrong. The cri cs turn a blind eye to
reality and they serve modern poli cal correctness for their own gain. Kinds of character run in groups.
The kind of moral character that people wish to associate with is more common in some groups. The
kind of moral character that people wish to avoid is more common in some groups. That leads some
groups to be more successful and some groups to be less successful. Once that pa ern gets going it
tends to be stable. You can’t blame the people who wish to be around morally decent people and who
wish to avoid hur ul people with inadequate morals. There is no point here going through the traits
that make good moral character and bad moral character, or lis ng which groups tend to have more of
some traits than other traits. Open your own eyes. Be honest for a change.
We are not saying moral character is wri en into the genes. Wherever it comes from, it can change. If
bad moral character persists it is because people choose to carry on bad moral character. So, change it.
If you want to succeed, develop good moral character and suppress bad moral character. Change your
group and let everybody see the change clearly enough and long enough to trust the change.
‐Groups with good moral character succeed and groups with bad moral character fail because people‐in‐
general‐with‐good moral‐character reward other people with good moral character and hurt others
people with bad moral character. It is not only in that way that some groups succeed or fail. If you take
God seriously, whether in Judeo‐Chris an‐Muslim books or in books by Chinese and Indians, over me

God rewards groups in which good moral character prevails and God punishes groups in which bad
moral character prevails. People do God’s work when they help out a person with good moral character
and when they avoid people of bad moral character. Good people helping good people and not helping
bad people is God’s way of enforcing his moral law. If your group is failing in modern America with all its
opportuni es, then look to the moral character of your group and heed the lesson in the holy books
about moral character. It is hard to hold to the holy books and s ll say moral character is not a big cause
of your group’s success or failure and a big cause of the success or failure of other groups. If you insist
moral character is not a cause of success or failure, if you insist moral character does not vary by group,
or you insist that mere prejudice is stronger than moral character, then you deny the holy books and you
do not really believe in God.
‐In explaining the failure of social programs above, mostly the prac cal failure came to the fore. It is
worth poin ng out the moral failure. The programs cost more than they bring benefit by any ra onal
measure of cost and benefit. Put that aside.
‐Now apply this lesson to America as a whole, especially America versus other na ons, and keep in mind
the fact that America is a great experiment in goodness, likely launched by God. If America has the right
moral character, it will succeed, likely more than other na ons. If America has the wrong character, it
will fail, or fail more than other na ons. If other na ons have a be er moral character than America,
they will do be er than America.
We have to look over the long haul. If at any one me America has some problems and other na ons
seem to rise, as China in 2018, that outcome is not necessarily because America has a moral character
inferior to the average moral character in China. It is because America needs to make adjustments, as
God had Israel make adjustments. When America makes adjustments, it will get back on track and do
well again.
‐We do not define what doing well means. It does not mean merely to conquer the world by force. It
does mean to be a moral example to the world. It also means more than a mere moral example as Israel
was a moral example but was more than a mere moral example and as the Chris an Church was a moral
example but Christendom came to be much more than a mere moral example.
‐We know that a group can claim its own moral character is best, pick what characters to call “moral” or
“immoral”, and use its made‐up superior character to jus fy its acts, good and bad. We don’t do that
nearly as much as our cri cs say we do and not nearly as much as they do. Our use of moral character is
not a backwards way of jus fying what we wish to do for other reasons. If that was how we used moral
character, we could call anything moral that was to our prac cal benefit. But we don’t use “moral” in
that way. Our moral character o en requires sacrifice of some prac cal benefit. We have a list of moral
features laid out for us in God’s holy books and the tradi on of the Church, including the Jewish Church,
Chris an Church, and Muslim Church. We can even learn God’s lesson in the holy books of the Chinese
and Indians. We have to conform to ideas of morality laid out by God. We cannot use our own ideas of

morality to jus fy what we wish to do for mere power or wealth. If we do that, as Israel did, then God
will make us fail. Republicans who do that should fail.
‐We know that other people say we pick and choose from the holy books to jus fy what we wish to call
moral and wish to do such as na onal military service, and we pick and choose so as to condemn what
other people call moral and wish to do such as gay sex. We know there is enough variety in the holy
books to support this kind of picking and choosing. We Republicans admit to doing this a li le bit, but
everybody does it, and we do it less than most. We try to be consistent with ideas of good character
and good ins tu ons now that would have made sense to Burke in 1810. We know when people who
call themselves Righ sts pick and choose from the Bible for their own ends and we condemn them as
loudly as Democrats condemn them. Think of how many Democrats have abused the story of the Exile
(Cap vity) in Babylon to jus fy the plight of a minority client or of women when really that story does
not fit them and other stories fit them be er.
‐We know quite well that the Old Testament (Tanakh) and New Testament call for social jus ce yet
some groups, mostly clients of Democrats such as Blacks and women, accuse us of not paying enough
a en on to those passages and not caring about social jus ce. We don’t want to punish the poor for
being poor. We don’t want to punish the poor because we think all poor people are immoral and we
want to punish bad people. We don’t want to take away the “widow’s mite” to give it to a rich guy. We
read the story of King David and the lamb. We don’t want to make the rich guy richer just because we
think rich is moral, and we don’t want to make the rich guy richer buy taking from the poor. We would
like social jus ce too. If you can devise programs that lead to social jus ce but don’t lead to abuse that
causes even more harm, we would go along with those programs. The programs have to bring more to
the country than they cost, measured in terms of money or GDP. The programs have to not erode
character by le ng people sponge oﬀ their fellows, breaking up the family, se ng bad examples,
teaching children to be dependants, and se ng the stage for other immoral behavior like drug abuse. If
programs can’t make both those kinds of goals, then the poor, in America, get far more social jus ce
without state help than with state help. You really have to look a li le further.
‐We know other people look at Republicans as if we all suﬀer from “preacher’s daughter” syndrome,
that we are all like the preacher in “The Scarlet Le er” who knocks up Hester and then preaches strict
morality from the pulpit, we all have a s ck up our ass, and we are all moral hypocrites. We all secretly
drink, smoke pot, gulp pills, gamble, and screw around but we want to put the poor in jail for twenty
years for looking at a pill. If we are moral, it is because we don’t want to get caught being hypocrites
and not because we really are moral or we want to set a good example. If you are poor, then pot is a
gateway drug but if you are rich it is a li le harmless fun. If you are poor, then pot is a sign of general
moral decay while if you are rich then a few pain pills is just another way to unwind a er a long week
serving your country by ge ng richer. In a rich family, any slightly risqué fun is only that but in a poor
family it is a sign that the whole family is degenerate and the kids will all wind up drug addict creeps on
welfare. If you are a poor single mother with a boyfriend then you are a slut and you will teach your
daughters to be sluts but if you are a rich guy with a mistress it is because your wife is too concerned
with charity work. Some of this portrait is true but not as much as you think.

Again, we would like to find the right line between moral and not, and the right grey zone in between
where people can have fun but not do any permanent damage. In most states, we let the people have a
lo ery. Eventually, Republicans will go along with legalized pot and not only because it makes money
but because we are sure pot is not more harm than fun. Again, the problem with shady stuﬀ is that a
li le means a lot, and the slide down the slippery slope is a more likely among poor people and working
people than among the upper middle class, and the slide does more damage among poor and working
people than among the upper middle class. I don’t need to go into details and I won’t.
We enforce morality because the people in general need morality. The people in general are be er oﬀ
with more morality than less morality. The people in general do stand in danger of sliding down slippery
slopes morally and they will suﬀer a lot if they do slide down. Black preachers with poor and working
class congrega ons preach the same kind of morality that we do because they know the danger. The
poor stand more in danger of free fall, and from free fall, than do the middle class and upper middle
class. Liberal middle class parents, a er they get out of college, and once they get married and have
kids, preach the same kind of morality as Republicans, and they want to make sure their kids don’t go so
far as to fall. If you can find a way to keep kids in general from scrambling their brains and learning
lifelong bad habits without preaching morality then you don’t live in the real world.
‐President George H.W. Bush hated the abor on issue. I leave the whole hassle at that.
‐We do know that the jus ce system has a small bias against the poor, working class, and non‐Whites
non‐Asians. If you can find a way to make the jus ce system absolutely fair and that also gives judges
enough discre on to carry out their job properly, then let us know. The discre on of judges also helps
the poor. Per person, poor people and working people do more crimes than middle and upper middle
class people, and do more crimes where they are likely to get caught such as walking around with drugs
in their pockets or driving around with drugs in the car. Just because grandma won’t let you smoke pot
in the house does not mean you can do it in the car. On weekend nights, a police oﬃcer is guaranteed
to bust four people every me he‐she stops a rolling boom box. Poor kids and working class kids get
caught more o en, and get longer terms, because they are more into crime. When a judge sees a non‐
White non‐Asian kid, the judge gives him a tough sentence because, in the back of his mind, the judge
thinks the kid did five crimes without ge ng caught besides this one the kid got arrested for. It is only
human to think like that. Black people think about White people like that but have diﬀerent crimes in
mind. Old people in bad places love “stop and frisk”, hate when the police don’t “stop and frisk”, and
crime goes up when the police don’t “stop and frisk”. If we can stop a kid when all he‐she does is smoke
pot, before he‐she gets into serious drugs and crime, and ruins his‐her character, then we will do that. A
few months in “juvy” or on proba on is not a big price to pay for ge ng your moral character and your
life straight.

PART 16: NEWS REPORTING AND THE MEDIA
The part is only a stub to note what I was going to put here but couldn’t put here because it did not fit in
the space. See a separate paper on my website.
I was going to write about bias in news repor ng and the media. Conserva ves accuse Liberals of bias in
news repor ng and the media, and have done so since the 1960s. A er some watching, I decided the
mainstream media is biased toward the Liberal stance, and that the bias does show up in news repor ng
and in the media in general such as in the content of TV shows, movies, pop songs, and on the Internet.
Not surprisingly, I also found that Conserva ve media, including nearly all cable news and “Chris an”
shows, is highly biased against Liberals and for Conserva ves. The bias is no ceably stronger among
Conserva ves than among Liberals. The bias is more pervasive among Liberals because they have access
to mainstream news and media. You can get a fair idea of basic facts from news on the major networks
but you do not get a full enough story. If you watched only one side and did not have a background
deep enough to protect you from bias, you would get inaccurate repor ng and an inaccurate view of the
world. Even if you do have a good background, you should not watch only one side. Presenta on is
designed to reinforce your prejudices more than to inform you. You really should not watch only CNN,
FOX, MSNBC, EWTN, CBN, or other “Chris an” news. If you can’t stand to watch the other side (it can
be a chore), then you should scan the Internet for informa on and should look at interna onal news
repor ng such as from England, Germany, France, Japan, and Al Jazeera in English. I recommend “The
Economist”, if you can aﬀord it (I can’t) and “The Manchester Guardian”. I recommend “GPS” from
Fareed Zakaria. It is unlikely American ci zens will get well rounded accurate news repor ng from only
American sources in the near future. The New York Times, LA Times, Washington Post, and Wall Street
Journal don’t do a bad job even if they also don’t do a full job – the Right considers them biased. I don’t
read these sources every day or every week. I watch what I can, read what I can, and dig more deeply
into some stories that I consider quite important or that capture my a en on.
I put “Chris an” in quotes because a show or channel does not necessarily represent the view of Jesus,
the views of a major Church, or Chris anity, just because it says it does. The same is true of channels
that purport to represent Islam or Hinduism. Buddhists and Taoists do not have a dog in this fight.

PART 17: APPEAL TO THINK FOR YOURSELF
What is the best interest of America and who best serves it? If we could answer these two ques ons in
a way that sa sfied most Americans, then this essay would not be necessary. For here, it is only needed
to point out that Conserva ves have succeeded in convincing enough people that business, wealth, and
power are the best interests of America, that Conserva ves are likely to provide business, wealth, and
power, and that Liberals will a ack and diminish business, wealth, and power.
I strongly suggest that you think for yourself what is in the best interests of America, what is needed to
meet those interests, and who might best serve those interests. Priori ze what you think is in the best
interests of America.

